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TEACHERS' INSTITUTES.

The thoughtful observer sees in the present educational aspects ef our

State many things to encourage him. Upon the condition of former years

there has been vast improvement. Where in past times the announcement of

an address upon education would have called out only ''a beggarly array of

empty benches," now the speaker is inspired by the greeting of crowded

houses. Instead of the rude shells that once performed the duty of school-

houses, we have many elegant structures, and a gtill larger number of neat and

comfortable ones. In many of our more important country towns, the public

school-house is the finest and most costly in the place. And its internal con-

veniences and furnishings are often of the most approved and expensive style.

In these particulars there has been a mighty change ; and it is difficult to re-

gard it, all things considered, otherwise than as an improvement.

In the character of teachers' institutes also, it is reasonable to expect and

to bring about a change. The object of these meetings is not altogether the

same to-day, in our State, that it was fifteen years ago. One purpose then, as

now, was, doubtless, to awaken the enthusiasm of both the teachers and the com-

munity. At that time the public sentiment upon this subject was very feeble.

Indeed, to many, the idea of an efficient system of free schools was not a little

distasteful. To say that a majority of the citizens of the State looked coldly

upon the enterprise is to put the case somewhat mildly. The institute fur-

nished an opportunity for preaching a sort of crusade against the ignorance

that was threatening us ; one of its functions was to interest the feelings and

arouse the zeal of the people in behalf of universal education.

But in those early days, it was often necessary at the institute to give

instruction in the simplest and most obvious lore of the profession, in the

rules of arithmetic or the facts of geography. In this sense it was a substitute

for a common school ; and the amount of knowledge possessed by many of the
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instructors of youth was So limited that no more efficient and useful purpose

than this could be subserved by the meeting.

Now, it may fairly be said that if the state of aifairs last mentioned ha&

not already changed ;
if the teachers now are as ill qualified as they were thea

in the mere knowledge of what they are to teach
; . if the energy of the institute

is now needed as much as it then was to furnish this mere knowledge ; then,

surely, a change ought to be brought about. In these days, teachers' institutes

should subserve a higher use than merely to patch up the literary ignorance

of their members, or to furnish instruction that ought to be the staple of the

common school.

It is quite possible that in some localities the very reverse of this prog-

ress has taken place. The early teachers, "inland men," types of a higher

civilization than as yet had blessed the prairies, may have come from older

States, with reasonable acquirements. The generation that succeeded them,

growing up amid the wilduess of a new country, may have but feebly re-

flected the excellence of this imported culture. And the teachers of to-day,

recruited as they are from among these indigenous growths—from among the

prairie-born and prairie-bred—may fail to reach the mental standards of their

predecessors. All this is possible in certain places, but as a whole, there has

been undoubted progress ; and the teachers of Illinois in 1871 are far better

furnished for their work than those whose places they have taken.

What, then, ought to be expected of a teachers' institute in these days ?

What ought to be attempted in it ? For what should it be held responsible ?

Perhaps we may best accomplish the practical end of the present writing bj

setting forth some of the purposes that it ought not to be expected to accom-

plish.

And first, as already intimated, the teachers' institute is not a common

school. Its function is not to give instruction to persons unlearned in English

Grammar and Arithmetic. It could not meet the wants of such persons if it

tried, and it never ought to try. With the present facilities for schooling in

our State, no person destitute of a reasonable knowledge of these branches

ought ever to appear among the teachers, fledged or unfledged. But this

point does not need arguing, and we pass to the next.

Secondly, the institute is not a high school or a college. It is no better

adapted to give instruction in the "ologies" and the "onomies" than in the A B
C's. Imparting positive knowledge, whether of a grade high or low, is no

part of its business. The man whose attainments in any science or any lan-

guage have been acquired at a teachers' institute, takes his broth very thin.

Comparison of views there may be. Men who have long labored over certain

subjects, and encountered certain difficulties, may, by hearing what others have
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to say upon these points, be mucli helped. And teachers who are employed

in the teaching of so called "higher" studies, may find it useful to discuss to-

gether the obscure points or the difficult steps in their work. But to spend

much of the time of a teachers' institute in learned lectures is to waste it. Let

it be understood however, that we do not include under this head~the efforts

of such men as Agassiz to bring the elements of science within the reach of all

our children. The purpose of such efforts is not to impart scientific informa-

tion to the teachers so much as to awaken within them a taste and an enthusi-

asm for scientific culture.

Again, these meetings of the teachers of a county are not to be used as

mere occasions for speech-making, either by the more ambitious of the mem-

bers, or by persons from abroad. The evenings may wisely be devoted to

lectures, with a view of enlightening the community at large, and stirring up

the people to right thinking and right doing in the matter of schools. Bat

the day-sessions should, as far as possible, be given to work and not to talking.

Nor ought the institute to be used as the arena for the riding of hobbies,

nor for wordy combats over some shibboleth, concerning which it is not im-

portant that all should agree. Whenever a desire for victory in a dispute

becomes the animating principle in the work of an institute, its usefulness ia

commonly at an end.

Perhaps one of the chief evils under which institutes now suffer, is the

desire to discuss too many subjects, and employ too many persons, at each

session. It seems to be considered that something must be said on each of

the studies^ taught in the schools, and upon every branch of the art of peda-

gogics. Nothing could be more unwise. There is a limit to the amount of

thinking that a mind can do ; and I regret to add that in most institutes this

limit is seldom reached by the members—there is less faithful use of mental

power than there should be. But the ablest mind in the world, wrought to

its utmost tension, cannot in one week thoroughly digest the knowledge of

such a multiplicity of subjects as we have just indicated. For the average

school-master, inspired by only average zeal, such an array of topics is simply

preposterous.

And the same is true in respect to a multitude of instructors. No
amount of ability can counterbalance the confusing effect of a great number

of esercises by as many different persons. The wisdom of Socrates, enforced

by the eloquence of Demosthenes, could not impart to a body of teachers the

ability to digest into wholesome mental power, seven lectures a day continued

through six days, and on as many different topics.

What then shall be done at teachers' institutes to avoid the waste of

time, of money, and of opportunity ? I propose a few plain directions for
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the use of those who have the determining of the order of exercises and the

persons who are to conduct them.

First, secure, if possible, the services of one first-class institute instructor.

Let him adjust a series of consecutive exercises, covering a reasonable num-
ber of topics, and intended to be mastered by the members, and, in the main,
permanently held.

In these exercises let the emphasis be mainly laid upon the principles of
education, and upon the methods to be adopted in governing, and in such
teaching as most of the members are required to do. While every exercise

should have a practical aim, and should bear upon the actual duties of the

school-room, pains must be taken to make the whole instruction conform to

the acknowledged laws of mental growth.

Let certain of the exercises be conducted by members of the institute.
If any teacher in the county is known to have been more than usually suc-
cessful in some particular kind of work, let him be asked to explain his
methods and to set forth the expedients by which he has secured his success.

^Rlssays, thoughtfully prepared, and bearing upon some part of the work

of teaching, ma/ ^^ occasionally read. Good sense ought to be their chief

characteristic. Mere senwJ"®"**^^^^^
^^^"^^^ ^o<^ be tolerated. It is of no use,

Kegular times may be set apart /°^ ^^^ discussion of matters of practical

importance. The members appointed to this work Sftv'-i^d enter upon it with

faithful earnestness and an honest preparation. A man who is only desirous

of airing his spread-eagle vocabulary wiU do well to reserve himself for some;

Other occasion. This exercise ghuuia iiui oaou^ ^ thau an hour each day..

Tlio ^—--

•

,..^ymu.

.

- . x^

__„ o.uaings may be (jhiefly devoted to public lectures. Let mem .v.

as interesting, as earnest, and as stirring as may be. A power should go forth

from the institute to move the people, and these lectures are the principal

medium for it. Efficient help may often be secured by calling upon resident

clergymen, lawyers, or other friends of education, for the performance of this

duty. But at all events let the lectures be of the right sort, by whomsoever

delivered.

It is often necessary to ask the county authorities for the money needed in

carrying on our institutes. If it shall be found that the time given to them

is spent in mere noise and vaporing, or in selfish scheming, these supplies

will be withdrawn, and they ought to be. Let us therefore make these meet-

ings worthy of the public confidence, so that their usefulness and power may
increase from year to year.
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A TEACHER'S FIRST TEACHER.

BY J. MAHONY.

If learning is treasure so priceless, how grateful.

How heartily grateful to him should we be.

Possessing a trifle or having a pateful,

Who g;iv:; us its mystical alphabet key !

At the Cross of Clareen, does the school-house still nestle,

O'er its eaves do the ivy and jessamine twine,

Where first my young wits were commanded to wrestle

With letters, by masterly Connor O'Brien.

Dear Connor was versed in the deepest philosophy

In the par of exchange, tret and tare, loss and gain
;

Like a fox without cover, he'd flee from the Cross, if he

E'er met a point that he failed to explain.

In Vostor abstruse. Conic Sections, and Fluxions,

In the scope of the angle, the stretch of the line.

" I marshal the mind to surprising deductions.

At a half crown a quarter," said Connor O'Brien,

When a word, awkward, polysyllabic, and burly.

With prefix and suffix and tough, knotty root.

Would stand in the way like a highwayman surly,

Upsetting the class from the head to the foot,

—

With a look of grand wisdom our captain would view it,

Nor bother his brain to pronounce or define
;

If the word were a tiger, that look would subdue it

—

"T'is Latin, we'll pass it," quoth Connor O'Brien.

In summer, the hedge made a line for our classes
;'

But the cottage would shield us from winter's keen ire ;

Then turf-sods made seats for the lads and the lasses,

Till our cushions were claimed to give food to the fire.

And well wot the boys what to bring from their gardens

To Connor, whose wink was a token and sign

That conduct of merit had won "three first pardons,'*

For crimes 'gainst the statutes of Connor O'Brien.

His only assistant, his wife, gentle Alice,

Would softly glide in from the little back room.

To dash firom our lips bitter woe's brimming chalice.

By averting a flogging's well-merited doom.

Though loud was his bawling, the wise little varlet

Knew well in her arms was immunity's shrine;

At her word, he was saved—though his crime was as scarlet-

From the counterfeit wrath of good Connor O'Brien.
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In the school ©f the world, many "errors" are counted

And laid to our charge for the mischief we've done,

For duties neglected, and tasks ne'er surmounted
;

And the score grows apace with the rounds of the sun.

To the school-master. Justice, account we must render.

And thank him for punishment swift and condign
;

And there never appears an unselfish defender,

Like Alice, the wife of poor Connor O'Brien !

'Tis a marvel, the mob of American scribblers

That rapidly shun language pure and correct,

—

Slang venders, word butchers, clowns, punsters, and quibblers,

" And cobblers of brogue for artistic effect.

'

^ blackguards in poetry, vagrants in knowledge.

And Vandals of taste ! were your tutelage mine,

I'd ship you away to Clareen's noble college.

To take a few lessons of Connor O'Brien.

A score of short years, like the rubs of Aladdin,

Brings marvels of taste to my wondering view.

Our schools, now, are palaces ;
yet, friends, we had in

The old, a rude force that we miss in the new.

A little more growth and a little less training.

Would give us the oak tree instead of the vine
;

In gracefulness losing, in sturdiness gaining,

Like urchins that studied with Connor O'Brien.

In high-pressure school-rooms, with eveiy appliance

And cunning device to rule nature's desires
;

Where mechanical drill hurts the mind's self-reliance.

And dampens and dulls its original fires,

—

Where brain is a fruit that is pressing and drying

;

Where mills theoretic grind crushingly fine

;

IMidst frightful good order, I catch myself sighing
"

For the turbulent kingdom of Connor O'Brien.

The poet wins nothing but cold admiration
;

'Tis hollow and faithless, the cheer of the mob;

But the altar receiving a heart's free libation,
'

Nor the fates nor the furies may venture to rob.'^

The warm glow of thanks for my work shall not perish,

Though my name nor with poets nor heroes may shine.

If one gentle school-boy my mem'iy shall cherish

As I love the mem'ry of Connor O'Brien.

Not less than divine was the spirit that builded

The Free-School, the pride of the Puritan's name

!
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And long be its walls and its corridors gilded

With radiance that issues from learning's bright flame

In this are its beauty and good beyond telling

:

S -Its loom doth unnumbered young heartstrings combine

In a warm web of love strong as mine for the dwelling

Where I read ABC with poor Connor O'Brien

!

ANIMAL LESSONS FOR INTERMEDIATE OR GRAMMAR
SCHOOLS.—IL

THE HORSE.

Special points to be developed

:

Parts.—Thick skin covered with soft, beautiful hair, entire hoofs, front teeth

in both jaws, (called nippers; give reason and compare with those of

Ttuminants) ; wide space between canines and molars ; simple stomach.

Habits.—Domestic
;

eats vegetable food
;
grinds its food thoroughly with itii

broad, flat, back teeth.

Uses.—Very useful to man. Reasons : Work, pleasure, leather, hair.

Dwell on adaptation of parts to habits and uses.

Miscellaneous and Popular.—Grraceful, slender, fleet, symmetrical, beautiful
;

kind, courageous, faithful, noble. Shows remarkable attachment to man
and to its mate ; was originally wild ; native of Asia and Africa.

Learn where fastest, largest and smallest horses are found and what they

are called.

Learn names of male, female and young.

THE HOG.

Special points to be developed :

Parts.—Thick skin covered with coarse, stiff hair, or bristles ; strong muzzle

slightly truncated ; front teeth in both jaws ; lower front teeth inclined

forward ; canine teeth project and curve ; feet divided, (two long and

two short toes shod with hoofs).

Habits.—Domestic ; eats vegetable and animal food ; roots in the ground
;

tears its food with the lower jaw.

Uses.—Very useful to man. Reasons : Flesh, lard, bristles, (brushes and

waxed-ends).

Dwell on adaptation of parts to habits and uses.

Miscellaneous and Popular.—Dirty
; wallows in the mud

; the true scaven-

ger of the vegetable-eating animals
; was originally wild ; in wild state
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formidable and dangerous. Names of male, female and young. Name of

flesh.

THE ELEPHANT. (Use pictures).

Special points to be developed :

Parts.—Thick skin thinly covered with stiff hair ; large head, short, strong

neck
;
trunk or proboscis ; no front teeth in lower jaw ; large tusks in

upper jaw ; five toes on fore feet.

ITalits.—Eats vegetable food
;
procures its food and feeds itself by means of

its trunk.

Uses.—Work, ivory, curiosity.

Dwell on adaptation of parts to habits and uses. The extreme delicacy,

flexibility and strength of the trunk, together with its uses are especially urged

as interesting and profitable in showing the adaptation of parts to habits and

uses.

Miscellaneous and Popular.—The largest land animal ; most intelligent ; be-

comes greatly attached to its master ; kind and faithful ; lives in herds,

(gregarious).

THE RHINOCEROS. (Use pictures).

Special points to be developed :

Parts.—Skin thick^ naked, solid, and lying in folds about the neck and should-

ers ; horn upon the surface of the muzzle
I
upper lip protrudes ; no canine

teeth ; legs short and stout ; feet divided into three toes, each shod with

a hoof.

Habits.—Eats vegetable food ; uses the extended upper lip in procuring food.

Uses.—Curiosity
;

(rarely) work.

Dwell on adaptation of parts to habits.

Miscellaneous and Popular.—Lazy ; slow ; wallows in the marshy borders of

lakes and rivera ; next to the elephant, the largest of all land animals
;

awkward ; found in the hotter regions of the eastern continent.

Study likenesses and differences, and develop the following

:

(Horse family.

Elefhant "

(^
Rhinoceros '*

Identify animals studied, both orally and in writing, according to plans

previously given.

Write composition upon the subject. Pachyderms.

Get likenesses and differences between Ruminants and Pachyderms, and

,

as a result of the first, develop the idea and term Herbivorous, and make the

following outline

:
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f Hollow Korn family.

Eummants.\
g^j.^ ,, ,,

Herbivorous I

[Hornless

Animals. ] /- tt /- m
[
Horse family.

[^ Rhinoceros
"

Models for identifying or describing

:

Oral.—The cow is a domestic animal that belongs to the hollow-horn family

of Ruminants, a divison of Herbivorous animals.

Wn'tie7i.

Domestic.

' Hollow horns

Permanent

Cow.<'

ns )

horns, f
Hollow horn family.

Eats vegetable food.

Cloven hoofs.

Chews cud.

Compound stomach. [- Ruminant,
Front teeth in upper

|

jaw wanting.
j

f
Thick skin.

)
Does not chew cud.

Simple stomach.
i -r\ . '

i. v,i ^ j
T? 4- 4- ^.-u -L ^-u • Eats vegetable tood
b ront teeth xn both jaws, j

°

Herbivorous^

> Pachyderm.

Horse. <

Single hoof ) Horse family.

Domestic.

A composition should now be written upon the subject, Herbivorous

Animals. The plan already given will serve in this case. The work can be

shortened by abridging the compositions upon Ruminants and Pachyderms and

inserting them in their proper placea.

It will readily be seen, that by this written work the pupils will practi-

cally be taught the art of composition. They will learn to introduce a subject,

and understand what is meant by division. They will learn the laws of unifif
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and compUten'-f s applied to tlie subject matter. They will learn to con.

olude what they have to say. If they are properly guided and criticised they

will improve in stijlc.

The pupils will be able to " write a composition," because they will have

something to say and will tnow how to say it.

This is all a part of the study of animals.

THE CENSUS OFFICE.

Once in eacli decade we all have a visitor. The inquisitive " census-

taker " drops in upon us, and with his busy questioning soon places upon the

record all that is worth knowing of ourselves and our affairs.

It is tbe object of this writing to sbow how these individual answers are

gathered into comprehensive shape, and given to the world as evidence of a na-

tion's resources and power. Most of us are familiar with the preliminary

work of this great undertaking.

We know that these seekers after truth go every where. They walk the

streets of crowded cities, visit lonely cabins s-anding on the outskirts of

civilization, and even scour the far West for wild Indians to help swell the

grand aggregate. They gather an immense mass of crude material which can

only be made useful by great and careful labor. It is sifted and gleaned,

separated by scientific tabulation, woven into statistics and reports, and at last

made to stand as the exponent of our prosperity. All this, of course, can not

be accomplished without thorough and eff"ective organization ; hence, we now

have, under control of the Interior Department, a Bureau known as the Census

Office. Since June, eighteen hundred and seventy, a large number of actire,

intelligent clerks have there been engaged upon this work.

The present office was organized, and is still i^ianaged by Gen. Francis A.

Walker, who, as chief of the Bureau of Statistics, had been admirably trained

for the situation. Returns began to arrive about the middle of June, eighteen

hundred and seventy, and on the seventeenth of that month the^first Popu-

Jation division was organized, and work fairly commenced. From that time

the number of employes rapidly increased to between five and six hundred.

There are now eight divisions, each having a chief and assistant. These are

«ub-divided into sections, and the work is so nicely classified and apportioned

that each man becomes familiar with his duties, and is made responsible for

their faithful performance. The notable men of the office are Hon. F. A.

Walker^ Superintendent ; Col. Gr. D. Harrington, Chief Clerk, with the fol-

lowing heads of divisions : C. S. Mixter, first, C. W. Seaton, second, Henry
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Stone, third, and J. M. Grassic, fourth, Population ; A. W. Paine, Agricul-

ture ;
D. S. Keller, Manufactures

; S. A. Galpin, Correspondence ; and S. W
Stocking, Results. They were chosen on account of their peculiar fitness foi

the positions, and the work thus far completed has demonstrated that the se-^

lections were most fortunate.

It is probable that matters pertaining to population statistics will be o

more general interest ; so we will spend a few moments with our'genial friend

Mr. Mixter, and give what we have been able to gather from his kindly-fur-

nished information. There will be eight principal tables. The first gives

total population at each census, by States and Territories, with columns for

aggregate, white, slave, free colored, Chinese and Indians. The second con-

tains similar information, each State and Territory being tabulated by counties.

The third is probably more interesting than any other. It is a compara-

tive table of civil sub-divisions, less than counties, giving total, native, foreign,

white and colored, for eighteen fifty, sixty and seventy. Very much of this

information has never been published, and was gathered from old original

schedules on file in the ofl&ce. By the careful examination required, many

errors in previous reports were discovered and corrected. The fourth and fifth

classify our population as native and foreign, at the three last censuses. The

sixth gives nativity, by States and Territories ; the seventh by counties, while

the eighth embraces only fifty principal cities. When it becomes possible to

compare these tables with those previously published, it will be seen that the

returns for eighteen hundred and seventy yield a much larger variety of facts-

than those of any previous year. This is, in a great degree, to be attributed to

the careful instructions given marshals, and the extensive correspondence carried

on with enumerators, until needed explanations were received. In addition^

these four divisions search the schedules for data relating to age and seX;^

school attendance, illiteracy, months of births, occupations, etc., and when

all have been completed, each must, in some way, prove the other.

From Mr. Paine we learn that his work, as chief of the division of Agri-

culture, relates exclusively to our farming interests. He gives areas, valuations

and productions of all sorts, which will be tabulated and published by counties.

In the division of Manufactures we not only have establishments of

productive industry, but mortality reports and social statistics. Under the

latter head may be found information in regard to public and private schools

,

colleges, churches, libraries, newspapers and periodicals, mines, fisheries, crime,

pauperism. State, county and town indebtedness, taxation, and valuation for

tax purposes.

The duties performed by the division of Correspondence are sufiiciently

indicated by its name. Quite an extensive force is kept busily engaged, and
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letters from this brancli find their way into every part of the country. The

record of each clerk is also confided to Mr. Gralpin's keeping, and he is able

at a moment's notice, to give the ofiicial history of any or all.

We now come to Colonel Stocking, who, with his division of Results,

must put the seal of approval upon the entire work before it is r-llowed to go

out with ofiicial sanction. Here may be found the results of all previous ex-

aminations, ready to be arranged in such form vj& may be considered most

convenient and comprehensive. Let us cuppose that the material for table

three has been furnished. The Population division gives figures only, Tzhile it

remains for this branch to place cities, ^ards, parishes, townships, (districts,

villages, etc., in their appropriate columns, and so combine them that their

totals shall be in harmony with the grand aggregate. The next step takes it

to the printer, who, as soon as possible, sends proof-sheets to this division.

They are then thoroughly examined by professional readers ; trusty clerks add

each column; and by this double test even the possibility of a mistake is avoided.

Needed corrections having been made, the plates are cast, and publication com-

menced. Safeguards are thus placed at all available points ; and errors carried

through more than one stage, have been made manifest in the final combina-

tion. To this division is also assigned the duty of paying marshals and their

assistants. When the accounts are first received, one half of what is covered

by the certificate is paid, while the remainder is held in terrorem over the

head of each until he has fully complied with what the office requires. An
appropriate form goes the " grand rounds," which, upon its return, is found

to contain an exact statement of what has been done by the enumerator,

whose name is found at its head. Each class of work ia figured at the legal

rate ; the matter of extra compensation considered and decided, first payment

deducted, and his record being clear, a draft for the balance is at once for-

warded. When it is considered that about six thousand of these accounts are

to be passed upon, deficiencies called for, and returns pronounced sufficient, it

is to be wondered at, that no longer time was needed to complete the work.

We ought not to pass from this subject without saying that each one of

these assistant marshals is indebted for much of this promptness to the efi'orts

of our friend Dr. Bonebrake, whose modesty is only equalled by his industry.

I have given but a dim outline of the general workings of the office, as

an attempt at greater particularity would involve the writing of much more

than many would care to read. Still, it may be ^een from this hasty glance

that the Census Report is not the work of a day. It is expected that, by

hard work, tabulation can be completed July first, eighteen hundred and

seventy-two, and complete results published by the following INIarch. This

will be much earlier than could be expected from our former experience with
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similar undertakings, and if accomplished will be due to the interest and en-

thusiasm that has pervaded the office from the date of its organization.

I predict that the census of eighteen hundred and seventy will be fuller,

completer, and more satisfactory in its design a»jd execution, than any hereto-

fore published. F. L. c.

A NUISANCE.

Forbearance has ceased to be a virtue ; there is a nuisance that ought

to be abated. Well, what is it ? I mean the publishing of subscription

books, so-called, and circulating them by agents who feel at liberty to attack

any man who occupies a position at all prominent, and wheedle him out of his

time, his good nature, and, too often, his money. I hav§ a pile of this litera-

ture as big as a small hay-stack ; and, after reserving two volumes of it, I

hereby offer to sell the rest to any purchaser for one-third its cost. I here

confess my sin ; I have often given these creatures—they are frequently

women—my name, simply for the sake of getting rid of them. They said my
name would be worth a great deal to them ; if it was so, I have been guilty of

aiding them to sell their worthless trash, perhaps to those who could spare

the money less conveniently even than myself I suppose that is possible.

But I have made up my mind to sin in that way no more. I have no

tii^ to examine many of these books sufficiently to ascertain whether they are

really good; and, without such examination, I ought not to give my name as

a subscriber. And I have been cheated so many times myselfby taking them

without examination, that I do not mean to be fooled in that way any more.

So I, for one, intend from this time forward, to keep my name off from all

such papers as these bores carry. Who else is ready to sign a similar

pledge of total abstinence ?

I am convinced, if all teachers and clergymen would resolutely take this

stand, the business of the agents would so dwindle that the firms who now
get rich by publishing books by subscription would cease that way of pro-

ceeding. If they wish to continue to publish, let them put their books into

the regular channels of trade, as they ought to do ; and thus we shall be

saved from the annoyance of these peregrinating nuisances, without the un-

pleasant duty of kicking them out of doors, as their impudence richly de.

serves.
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LESSONS IN ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY.—IV.

According to my promise in the October Schoolmastjir, in this article

I am to speak of the motion of the earth around the sun, and some of the

effects of that motion. The earth moves around the sun from west to east

in exactly the same time, as is supposed, age after age. This motion gives

us our year. It is necessary for us to understand that there are three kinds

ofyears.

First, there is the actual time taken in one revolution about the sun
;

this is 365 d. 6 h. 9 m. 9.6 sec. ; this is called the Sidereal year, because

its length is determined by the apparent position of the stars. The second

kind of year is the Tropiccd year ; this is a very little less than the preced-

ing ; because, for a reason not necessary to explain here, the points of the

earth's orbit called the tropics run back a very little each year, so the earth

reaches them before it has quite completed a revolution. The relation of the

earth to these points* determines the time of our seasons. The exact length

of the tropical year is 365 d. 5 h. 48 m. 46.05 seconds. These are the num-

bers given in Peabody's Astronomy. It is convenient for the common pur^

poses of life, that the year should contain an exact number of days ; hence^

the common or Civil year contains generally 365 days; and from time to time,

—usually every fourth year,—another day is added to make up for the excess

of the tropical year over 365 days. In this way, the average of the civil

year is made the same* as the tropical year. If it were not so, the seasons

would not retain their place in our years.

To help the young learner to a true conception of the earth's monon

and its results, let him think of the center of the earth as leaving a mark in

space, as it makes its yearly journey. This mark would describe nearly the

eircumference of a circle, and it would be the earth's orhit. Now, let him

think of the plane Avhich this mark would bound,—a vast plane in space

always extending through the center of the sun, and always having the center

of the earth at some point on its circumference ; this is the plane of the

earth's orhit. The astronomer conceives of this plane as continued far be-

yond the boundary of the earth's track, till it traces itself in the heavens

among the stars. The line in which it seems to cut the concavS of the heavens

js the circumference of the ecliptic—so called because no eclipse of sun or

moon can ever occur unless the center of the moon also is in, or very near,

this plane. Hence, the plane of the ecliptic is the plane of the earth's orbit

extended far beyond the boundary of the orbit itself.

To have a clear conception of what I am about to say, it is necessary that

jou have a clear conception of two kinds of circles, belonging to the earth >
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I mean diurnal circles and the day circle. As the earth makes its yearly

journey around the sun, it is also constantly turning on its axis, once in a

little less than twenty-four hours; hence, every point of its surface, v-xcept

the poles, describes the circumference of a circle at each revolution ; each of

these is the diurnal circle of that particular point ; a little careful thought

will Bhow you that every diurnal circle must be a parallel. The earth is a

sphere, hence, the sunshine can fall on only one-half of its surface at a time.

The line which divides the illumined part of the surface from the dark part^

will be the circumference of a great circle of the earth ; and this great oiicle

is the day circle ; it must always be at right angles to the line joining the

centers of the earth and sun. All places on the side of this circle nearest

the sun will be in the sunshine, or will have day; while all places on the

other side of this circle will have night ; hence its name, day-circle.

Let us now suppose the earth's axis were perpendicular to the plane of

the earth's orbit.. In this case, the line joining the centers of the earth and

»un Vould always strike the earth's surface in the circumference of the equa-

tor ; and the day circle would always pass through the poles ; thus the day

circle would constantly coincide with a meridian. What effect would this

have on our days, and on our seasons ';:' It is easy to see that the diurnal

circle of every place on the earth's surface would be cut in halves by the day

circle ; hence, ever}' place would have just as much sunshine as darkness ;

or the days and nights would be equal everywhere. The line joining the

centers of the earth and sun would always strike the earth at the equator; or

the plane of the equator and the plane of the earth's orbit would coincide.

In this case, the sun would always be on the equator, and any change of sea-

eons would be impossible.

It is unnecessary to state that the earth's axis is not in the supposed

p)6ition; and our change of seasons is due to the fact that it is not. In my
Bext article, I propose to show what the position of the axis really is, and

how the change of seasons, and the different lengths of days, result ; but it

Beems to me that that will bo easier from having taken this view first. There

is one fact that the young student does not always learn, which I wish to ex-

plain right here. The earth turns on its axis in the same direction as thati

in which it moves around the sun, that is, from west to east. If it revol-

Ted on its axis just as fast as it revolves about the sun, it is evident that the

•un would seem to be over the same spot, all the time ; hence, the earth

would make one revolution in the year without producing the phenomenon
of day and night at all. From this, perhaps, we can see that there is always

one more revolution on the axis in a year than the number of days ; in other
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words, the earth turns on its axis a little more than three hundred and sixty-

six times in evert/ year.

Generally, drawings and apparatus are used to explain the things I have

undertaken to explain. I am more than doubtful of their use. I believe

every one who understands my previous lessons, can see clearly all I have

tried to present here, with his "mind's eye." If he can, that is the best way

of doing it. But, if any apparatus is desired, I would suggest that a ball of

yarn with a knitting needle thrust through it for the axis, and a lamp in the

evening to represent the sun,' will constitute the most effective apparatus that

I know.

Normal, Dec. 15. 1871. e. c. h.

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR INTERMEDIATE AND
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

LESSON IV.

THE ASKING SENTENCE.

Review previous lesson.

"About what kind of a sentence did we talk in our last lesson ?"

"We talked about the telling sentence."

" You may give a telling sentence about my watch."

" Your watch has a gold case."

" How many of you would like to know something about my watch that

you do not now know ?"

(Hands are raised.)

" How can you find out what you wish to know ?"

" We can ask you to tell us."

" Well, you may ask me and I will write what you say upon the board."

" How much did it cost ?"

" Does it keep good time ?"

" Where did you buy it ?"

'• How long have you had it ?"

Note. Pupils spell words ; teacher writes upon board without punctuating.

" What have you been doing ?"

" Asking questions."

" What are these upon the board ?"

" Sentences."
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" What do they do ?"

" They ask questions."

" Because they ask questions, what kind of sentences may we call them ?"

" Asking sentences." (Pupils si:)ell.)

" What is an asking sentence ?"

'' A sentence that asks a question is called an asking sentence."

(Pupils repeat, spell words and write the definition upon their slates.)

" Open your books, find asking sentences and read them to me."
(Pupils find many sentences and read them.)

" What mark do you find after the last word of each asking sentence ?"

" An interrogation point."

Note. If the pupils do not know the name of the mark, they may describe it or
show it to the teacher, who then gives it a name which the pupils are required to spell.

The pupils should now be required to complete the sentences upon the board by
placing an interrogation point after each.

Let the pupils rather than the teacher do this work, for, although they are acquir-
ing useful knowiedge, the object of the lessons is not so much to inform them as it is to
train them to investigate, discover, compare, decide, and do.

" What majk must be placed after the last word of every askin-^ sen-

tence ?"

" An interrogation point."

(Care should be had to impress the fact that the punctuation mark is a part of the
written sentence.)

" Make and write upon your slates three asking sentences about a horse."

" For to morrow, write upon your slates five telling, and four askino- sen-

tences. Finish each with the right mark and have your work neat and well

arranged."

LESSON V.

THE COMMANDING SENTENCE.

*' How many kinds of sentences do you now know ?"

«« Two."

" What are they ?"

" The telling sentence and the asking sentence."

" What is a telling sentence ?"

" A sentence that tells something is called a telling sentence."

" (rive me the definition of an asking sentence and I will write it upoa
the board."

(Pupils spell words; teacher writes.)

" Write five asking sentences upon your slates."

(Pupils write; teacher interrupts.)

'' What are you doing?"

" Writing five asking sentences."
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" Why are you writing ?"

" Because you told us to write."

"What word can you use instead of told ?"

" Commanded." (Pupils spell.)

" Again. Why are you writing ?"

" Because, you commanded us to write."

" Who can repeat what I said ?"

. (Hands are raised, the sentence is repeated, pupils spell words and teacher

^Brrites upon the board).

" Write five asking sentences upon your slates."

" What is this ?"

"A sentence."

" What does it do ?"

" It makes a command."

" It commands."

" What kind of a sentence may it be called ?"

" A commanding sentence."

" What is a commanding sentence ?"

" A sentence that expresses a command is called a commanding sentence."

" Grive five commanding sentences and I will write them upon the board,"

(Pupils give sentences ; teacher writes and punctuates.)

" What mark have I placed after the last word of each sentence ?"

" A period."

"Find two commanding sentences in your books."

(To save time, it will be well to designate some page previously selected.)

" Why are these commanding sentences ?"

" Because they express commands."

" What mark do you find after the last word of each sentence ?"

" A period."

(Pupils tell how to begin and how to close every commanding sentence.)

" For to-morrow, you may write upon your slates ten commanding gen-

tence« about our language lessons."

LESSON VI.

THE EXCLAIMING SENTENCE.

Bcview previous lesson.

Call for ten or more commanding sentences about one object.

I'o not allow pupils "to run in ruts" in giving these sentences. Insist

on variety of thought and expression.

" Were the stove to fall, what would you do ?"

" I Bhould laugh."
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" I should be afraid."

" I should halloo."

^' I should scream."

" How many of you would say something ?" (Hands are raised.)

" What would you say ?"

" Oh !"

" dear me 1''

" Whew !"

" Look out there !"

" What do you call these expressions ?"

''Exclamations."

(If pupils do not know the word exclamations, it may be given.)

" What exclamation would you make if you were frightenedV
" If you were sorry ?"

" If you were tired ?"

(Pupils answer.)

" If you were to see an ox and a horse drawing a wagon, what would

you say ?"

" What a funny team that is !"

" How odd they look !"

*' Suppose it were raining hard and you were to look out of the window,

what would you say ?"

" How hard it rains !"

" What a wet day it is !"

(All the above exclamatory sentences should be written upon the board without

punctuation, the pupils spelling the words.)

" What are these upon the board ?"

" Sentences."

" What do they do ?"

" They make exclamations."

" What kind of sentences are they ?"

" Exclaiming sentences."

" What is an exclaiming sentence ?"

*' A sentence that makes an exclamation is called an exclaiming sentence."

" Open your books and find, two exclaiming sentences."

(Pupils find and read sentences.)

" What mark do you find after the last word of each of these sentences V
'* An exclamation point."

(Some pupil should be required to complete the work upon the board.)

" What mark should we place after the last word of every exclaiming

sentence ?" (Pupils give law.)
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" For to-morrow's work you may find five exclaiming sentences in your

books and copy them neatly upon your slates. You may also write five ex-

claiming sentences about our school. Try and have your own sentences look

aa nice as those you take from the book."

LESSON VII.

REVIEW.

Review previous lesson.

Let the pupils repeat and write upon their slates all the definitions and

Btatements they have learned, in the order of their development.

Let them make and find and write many of each kind of sentence.

Hold them rigidly to a correct use of capitals and punctuation marks.

Make them rewrite every misspelled word or badly arranged sentence. Do
Bot allow any dirt or extra marks upon the slate.

M^'IWQM^B WMFm^WMMMW^

With this number, the Schoolmaster begins a new volume and a new
year. And, here at the outset, we want a quiet, hearty, confidential word
with our readers and patrons. And, to all, our hundreds,—yea, thousauds,

—

of readers, scattered from Maine to California, and from Canada to the Gulf,
laboring in little school-houses by the roadside and on the bleak prairies, or
in palatial buildings in the towns and cities.—to all, we wish a "happy new
year," and a "God-speed" in our good work.

And, first, a few words about our work : the prospect is encouraging,
the community are realizing in a good degree the importance of the work of
universal education; its attention is turned to it. In all directions, we hear
cheering words about the establishment of schools where they have been
lacking, the building of new and better school-houses, the establishment of
new normal-schools, the advent of new and better text-books; the adoption
of better methods of instruction and discipline. During the years that we
have been engaged in this work, we have never known so many Institutes
held as in the year just passed ; and the demand for better work, more prac-
tical work, in Institutes is increasing. The work of the teachers is receiving
a good degree of appreciation,not all we gould wish, perhaps, but all we
could reasonably expect. The demand for teachers of a better class is in-

creasing
; this is as it should be. We want men and women in the schools

who have clear heads, firm hands, loving hearts ; and who will put into their

work, the best there is in them, whether their pay is much or liitle ; in this

way alone can teachers win the approbation and the reward which teachers

of the young ought to receive. The great demand of our work is, and is

Jikely to be, teachers.
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Next, in regord to ourselves. The Schoolmaster, during the past

year, has prospered beyond our expectations. We are proud of our success

thus far; we are not ashamed of our journal; every number contains fresh

thoughts from those best fitted to give them, men and women who are not

mere theorizers but who are actually engaged in the work and who give us

the result of their living experience. We are proud of the advertisements

that appear on our pages ; they are not of quack nostrums or shanis of any
kind. Money cannot secure a place for such things here. We are proud of

the journals which our "clubbing rates" offer to our subscribers, and we are

glad to see so many availing themselves of the facilities we ofi'er to supply
themselves with good reading. While, with all right minded and intelligent

men, we deplore the flood of literary trash that inundates the country, we
feel that by our clubbing rates, our premiums and the books we are con-

stantly buying for our patrons, we are doing something to stem the tide.

We enter upon a new year with high hopes. We mean to make the

journal better even thim it has been. We mean to give no countenance to

any kind of sham; we are in favor of every step of real progress, but we have
lived too long to believe that every novel thing prepared is necessarily a pro-

gressive step. To carry out our purposes, we need the help of our friends ; we
need more subscribers ; we need a wider circulation ; we need the results of
your thought and experience ; we need more brief and pointed items of news

;

we need your good wishes, good words and good deeds. Our object is a good
one ; success will forward a good cause ; in helping us, you are helping your-

selves. Who will aid us ?

If not already here, the time is rapidly approaching, when we shall

cease to look for the most energetic and best public schools and systems,

among the cities of New England. Our minor cities excel theirs in several

points, as stated by our contributor in December. Chicago, before the fire,

was neck and neck with New England competitors in the race for superior-

ity of public schools, and although, too young to prove, as has Boston^^ their

efficiency, no doubt can exist as to the result of such trial. St. Louis,

through her corps of teachers, headed by Supt. W. T. Harris, and backed by
the Board of Education acting under a unique, but, as time has shown, a most
excellent school law, seems bound to look back and beckou to her eastern

neighbors to come.

The results of the work of Mr. Harris are apparent not only in his own
city, but throughout Missouri and the North-west! The amount of his

labor is gi'eat. Besides conducting the " Journal of Sjiccidative Philoso-

phy,^' a quarterly magazine devoted to metaphysics, and superintending

the schools of his city, he writes much for the educational press, and
what is not usual for one who writes much, his articles bear directly upon
topics connected with work in or' about the school. He has an able lieuten-

ant in Miss Anna C. Brackett, Principal of the City Normal School, whose

brain and pen are continually sending notices -of what can or what ought to

be done in the educational world. Articles of Mr. Harris, Miss Brackett

and other writers have been published in tract form by the Western Publish-

ing Company, St. Louis, and are furnished on application. " What shall we
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Study ? " "The Theory of American Education ;" and "How to do it, Illus-

trated in the Art of Questioning;" are some of the subjects. We haya
seen a little pamphlet, " Syllabus of Lessons in Natural Science," prepared

by Mr. Harris, for the first seven years school work, that is valuable property

for every teacher. St. Louis has reason to be pleased with the work of those

who have direct charge of her public schools.

A dispatch to a daily paper says :

There is still excitement at Hupter's Point L. I. over the deternaination of tke
School Commissioners to enforce the reading of the Bible in the schools. There hare
been several children of Catholic parents ejected because they refused to be present at

such occasions.

A later dispatch to another daily states that forty Catholic childrcM

•were expelled the day before, because they objected to reading the Bible.

We know nothing further of the ca.se ; but we are tempted to ask if there is

any reason to suppose that fools and bigots are all dead ? We believe ia

reading the Bible in schools, we would resist to the utmost any power that

should attempt to prohibit it ; but it seems to us that a man need not be very

wise to know that compelling children to read the Bible, or expelling them
from school for not reading it, is not calculated to promote the causo of free

schools, the cause of the Bible, the cause of Protestantism, nor the cause of

peace and good will among men. It shows too much of the spirit of the six-

teenth century, to be favored in this age of the world.

The Russian Grand Duke, Alexis, has come ! The New York toadies

have made themselves ridiculous over him ; and yet the earth revolves on its

axis just the same as before ! Here is a full column of fine print, from the

New York Herald, telling all about the reception—how his fine blonde hair

was combed back, how a light and well trimmed mustache overhung a pair of

rosy lips ; and enough more of the same sort of stuff. It is all told how the

ladies rushed to get a look at the wonderful youth, a real scion of nobility,

you see—how the ladies were introduced, and shook hands with him—actu-

ally they shook hands with him ! It is said that " each lady on recovering

her hand from Alexis' gentle grasp, hurried on toward the main group, smi-

ling and happy, her soft cheeks tinged by the faintest blush." We are glad

to know there was a blush, even if it was. the faintest ; the fact is encour-

aging. On observing two ladies pass without shaking hands, one ''who had just

felt his slight pressure, "exclaimed," I wouldn't have misled it for anything in

the world." Then there is a long list of names of the ladies who were thus

made happy. We observe that the Misses Brown and the Misses Smith ware

among them. Oh ! happy Browns and Smiths !

The paper of Mr. J. B. Roberts, issued as a part of the December
edition of the Schoolmaster, in argument and style excels any and all

we have seen on the subject of high schools. As a tract to circulate among
the people, especially in our small towns, it is valuable. We cannot speak

in too high terms of this document. All should read it, that they may
he able to successfully combat the arguments of the opposers of public high.

schools.
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President Grant's message to Congress seems to be a plain, straight-for-

ward, business-like document. We insert the following short extracts, as

worthy the attention of all teachers, and other friends of progress and truth.

ABOLITION OP SLAVERY IN BRAZIL.

It is a subject for congratulation that the great Empire of Brazil has taken the
initiatory steps toward the abolition of slavery. Our relations with that Empire, always
cordial, will naturally be made more so by this act. It is not too much to hope that the
Government of Brazil may hereafter find it for its interest, as well as intrinsically right,

to advance toward entire emancipation more rapidly than the present act contemplates.

The true prosperity and greatness of a nation is to be found in the elevation and educa-
tion of its laborers.

EDUCATION OF AMERICAN YOUTHS IN CHINA AND JAPAN.

To give importance and to add to the efficiency of our diplomatic relations witk

Japan and China, and to further aid in retaining the good opinion of those peoples, and
to secure to the United States its share of the commerce destined to flovr between those

liations and the balance of the commercial world. I earnestly recommend that an ap-

propriation be made to support at least four American youths in each of those countries,

to serve as a part of the official family of our ministers there. Our representatives would
not even then be placed upon an equality with the representatives of Great Britain aad
some other Powers. As now situated, our representatives in Japan and China have t»

depend for interpreters and translators upon fiatives of those countries, who know ow
language imperfectly, or procure fo» the occasion the services of employes in foreiga

business houses, or the interpreters to other foreign ministers.

THE POSTAL-TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.

Your special attention is especially invited to the recommendation of the plan for

uniting the telegraph system of the United States with the postal system. It is believed

that by such a course the cost of telegraphing could be better reduced, and the service

as well, if not better, rendered. It would secure the further advantaee of extending the
telegraph through portions of the country where private enterprise will not construct it;

commence trade; and above all, the efforts to bring a people widely separated into a
community of interests are always benefited by a rapid intercommunication. Education,
the ground-work of republican institutions, is encouraged by increasing the facilities

to gather speedy news from all parts of the country ; the desire to reap the benefit of

such improvements will stimulate education. I refer you to the report of the Postmaster
General for full details of the operations of last year, and for comparative statements «f

the results with former years.

Quite a number of newspapers are publishing an educational department
aa a part of the weekly issue. The charge of this is given to some able and
willing publie-school man in the neighborhood. As indicated in a previous

note, the Schoolmaster believes this to be one of the most efficient ways of

bringing school matters before the public. In Illimis> H. L. Boltwood, of

Princeton, J. AV. Hays, of Urbana, and S. W. Maltby, of Geneseo, are doinj
such work. The ScHOOliMASTER wishes to exchange with such papers.

Chicago.—The monthly report of the schools shows an average attendance rf

20,432, about two-thirds of the number attending at the time of the fire. It must be,

therefore, that a large number are unable to gain admittance. It is probable that many
of them are too poorly clad to attend, while many more are trying to help earn a living.
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The opening of two new Primary Schools in the West Division has afforded seats to

many who have been waiting, or attending only a half-day. Every possible effort is

making by the department of education, to relieve the needy among the pupils and
teachers. Very much has been done toward clothing the destitute children who attend

schpols, and making them comfortable, and rendering it possible for them to attend du-
ring the cold weather. The salaries of the teachers have not been changed As no
change has been made in any other department of the city, the Board wisely and justly

determined that the teachers should not be alone in the reduction of salary ; they agreed
that until the wages of other employes were reduced, those of the teachers should not
be. Teachers are therefore paid according to the old scale, which gives to the principal

of High School $2,500; principal of Normal School ^2,300; principals of Grammar
Schools and male teachers of High School $2,200 ;

principals of Primary Schools and
female teachers of High School ^1,000; Grammar teachers ^800; Primary teachers

$700. They do not complain at this, nor feel grieved. Neither have we yet heard any
business man say that their salaries ought to be reduced, even though those of other

departments are, for they have been paid less, relatively than others.

At a recent meeting of the Board, a resolution was adopted, requesting the Board
of Cook County Commissioners, " to take such steps as will relieve the city of Chicago
from bearing the burden of supporting the Cook County Normal and Training School."
The preamble sets forth as reasons, the great expense of the school without correspond-
ing benefit, and the large proportion of the expense (seven-eighths,

)
paid by the city,

which has never used and does not in any sense need the school, having one of its own.
This was a bomb thrown with great precision directly into the camp of those who have?
engineered the County Normal from its inception, and one of the papers immediately
presented letters wiitten in its behalf by those quite immediately interested. The posi-

tion taken by the member of the Chicago Board who presented the resolution, is emi-
nently just, and we think invulnerable. The city supports her own Normal School, and
does not employ graduates of the County Normal, except as she employs those who
come from any quarter and show ability to do the work. It is a well known fact that

the requirements for admission to tne City Normal are much higher than to the County
Normal. It is also a fact that the graduates from the City Normal have succeeded far

better as teachers than the graduates of the County Normal, notwithstanding one of the
letters referred to, says that the City Normal has no complete system of mental
development or of methods of teaching. Further than this, the average ex-
pense of educating the pupils at the county institution, in salary of teachers alone, is

many times greater than in the city, which would show that it would be better for all

aoimal pupils to attend in the city. The reply of Mr. Richbey, who brought the sub-
ject before the Board, shows conclusively that the city should have no part of the burden
of supporting the County Normal School. The feeling in the city is quite unanimous
upon the exemption of the city in the expense of educating teachers for the county, and
tiie Commissioners can hardly fail to heed it.

In his late report, the Superintendent states, that " every effort made by the school
authorities to relieve pressure of study, is met by persistent demands on the part of
parents, for more rapid advance of their children." But. he finds a tendency to charge
upon school the evil effects of " over eating, under-sleeping, and undue excitements."
It is very easy, after spending the evening at a fair, a festival or a party, to charge the
resulting headache, or cold, or indisposition, or enmii,io the "severe" tasks of the
school. Especially after the unhealthy stimulus of rich food, late hours, gaudy attire,

gas light and frivolity, does the work of the school-room seem prosy and distasteful, and
the convenient scape-goat of "high-pressure education" is a most soothing cordial to

the conscience of the tender-hearted mother and the progressive father. The Superin-
tendent thinks, however, that "the children of our public schools are as healthy as the
same number of children that can be found out of them." He commends the excellent
and kind discipline found here. Out of a daily attendance of nearly 30,000 pupils,

there have occurred but 15 cases of corporal punishment daily, or one in 2,000 pupils.

He compliments the teachers for their natural and easy manner of speech and work.
He finds the schools remarkably free from hobby-riding, and thus indirectly praises the
entire corps of teachers for their intelligence and good sense. This is indeed high
praise and probably well deserved, though the examinations of the Superintendent have

i
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been studied very carefully to ascertain how a class could be best prepared to pass them
successfully, thereby evincing a desire to satisfy a certain style of examination, rather

than to develop the minds of the pupils. There is less cramming than hitherto, conse-

quently the gradation of the schools is higher, but there is still room for improvement.

Mr. Paiuc has again resumed his place in the High School. The schools all seem

to be in good working order, though some have been considerably broken up by change

of teachers and pupils.

Iowa.— The kadison County Teachers' Institute met at Winterset, Nov. 20. Mr,
Hardy, County Superintendent, was elected President. Mrs. Lane, V. President. Mr,

Snyder, Secretary. Rev. G. W. Gray, A. M., in the course of his remarks, gave as the

definition of a good teacher, a saying of Beechers'—'• One who thinks out his work and
then works out his thoughts." Miss Lane, Mr. Cox, Mr. J. J. Stuckey, Miss Parker,

Miss Mattie Casfidy, and Rev. Mr. Potter are mentioned as thfe principal speakers.

The Schoolmaster has received an elaborate account of the doings but is unable to

present them. The character of the work was evidently first-rate.

, Indiana.—The State Teachers' Association meets at Indianapolis, December 26
,

^ 27, 28 and 29. Pains have been taken to have an excellent session. No attempt will

' be made to entertain teachers, free. Amen ! to that. How can teachers expect to be

treated like other folks unless they act like other folks, and pay their bills. Better take

cold victuals along, than bore the citizens of a town with five hundred strangers, even

though they are school teachers ; for even their company is not always an equivalent for

board and lodging.

Cravvfordsville, Ind., is building a school house that will ^67,000. We admire the

enterpiise of Crawfordsville in this thing, but we are sorry that the cost is so extrava-

gant. Put less on the outside, friends, and see to it, that the inside is not starved.

Texas.—Additional rules adopted by the Board of Education, State of Texas,

October 16, 1871.— Title II, rules for the government of Public Schools.—
Rule 33.—An additional grade of school is hereby added to the public free schools

in the State, to be denominated the fourth class, in which shall be taught spelling, read-

ing and writing.

Rule 34.—Rule 18, title IV, "Rules for the Government of Public Schools," is

hereby amended, to read, from and after November 1st, 1871, as follows :

" A teacher shall receive a salary according to assignment for every month's labor,

as follows : Fourth class, ($35) thirty-five dollars; third class, (^50) fifty dollars; sec-

ond class (^75) seventy-five dollars, and first class ($100) one hundred dollars.

The Superintendent is authorized in special cases, to increase these salaries not to-

exceed the old rates of (S75) seventy-five dollars for third class
; (^90) ninety dollars for

the second class, and ($110) one hundred and ten dollars for the first class,

Wisconsin.—The State Principals' Association meets at Madison, Dec. 27-29'

The following topics are before the meeting :
" The discipline needed by teachers.'

"County Normal schools." "Slate uniformity of teachers' examinations." "What
can piincipals of graded schools do to increase the efficiency of mixed schools, and sys-

tematize the educational work in the State." "What is the influence of our schools

upon the industry of the people."

The following persons have been appointed visitors to the different normal schools,

by the State Superintendent

:

Whitewater—Profs. J. C Pickard, Samuel Shaw and Hosea Barns.

Plalteville—Vrol A. A. Everett, W. H. De La Matyr, M»6 Etta E. Carle.

Oshkosh—'RftY. A. O. Wright, Prof N. G. Harvey, Miss Martha A. Terry.

Missouri.—The Missouri State School of Mines was formally opened at Rolla,

Nov. 23d. Speeches were made on the occasion by State Superintendent Monteith, Dr,

Reed, President of the State University, Prof C. T. Williams, Director of the school,

and others. It is proposed to erect a convenient building, one hundred ;;nd thirty feet

long, sixty feet wide, and three stories high, for use of the new school. Rolla is one
hundred and thirteen miles south-west of St. Louis, on the Atlantic and Pacific railroad.

The town contains about three-thousand people. According to the reporter of the Mis-

souri Democrat, it wa-i the intention of the first settlers to name the place Raleigh ; but

the Yankee who did their spelling for them chose to spell the name Rolla.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR NOVEMBER, 1871

Sdpe&imtirsisxs.

St. Louis* 25

Cincinnati, 24

Cliicago, III 23

Indianapolis, Ind
Dubuque, Iowa....

Bloomington, III

*rerre Haute, Ind
Decatur, III

Oalesburg, 111.,

Aurora, Iil

West and South
Eockford, 111

,

Alton. Ill

Ottumwa, Iowa
Danville, III

Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Goshen, Ind
LaSalle. Ill

Macomb, 111.

Peru, Ind.,
JUarsnailtown, Iowa.
Geneseo, III

Dixon, 111...

Clinton, 111

Bhelbyville, 111

JPrinceton, III..

Edinburg, Ind
Ru.'hville, III ..

Winterset, Iowa.
jFrankfort, Ind
Normal, III

Chester, 111

Penry, 111

Effingham, III

Lexington, 111

Belvidere, III.,

Shawneetown, 111

Ealavia, 111

Plorth Dixon, 111

Yates City, 111....

Maroa, III

.Cre.'^ton, 111

fiigourney, Iowa
IleKalb, 111.,.

Nokorais, III',

Toledo, Iowa,
Hevworth, 111

Rantoul, 111.,..

W. T. Harris.
John Hancock.

..-....'J. L. Pickard.
2,404 A. 0. Shortridge.

Thos. Hardie, Seo'y.
S. M. Etter.

l,037,\Vm. H. Wiley.
E. A. Gastman.

370 J. B. Roberts.
467 W. B. Powell.

/ J. H. Blodgett.
1 0. F. Barbour.

290; E. A. Haight.
134 L. M. Hastings.
3fi7 J. G. Shedd.
378 .las. E. Harlan.
251 D. D. Luke.

W.D. Hall.
303 M. Andrews.
126 Geo. G. Manniog.
319 Chas. Robinson.
IGo S. W. Maltbie.
109 E. 0. Smth.
169 S. M. Heslet.
176 .Jephth.ih Hobba.
240 C. P. Snow.
235 D. H. Pennewill.
237 J. Covuer.
118 Henrv C. Cox.
127 E. H."Staley.
178 Aaron Gove.

C. L. Howard.
169 J. G. McClung.
124 Owen Scott.
57 D.J. Poor.

123 H. J. Sherrill.
Jas. M. Carter.

92 O. S. Snow.
45 John V. ThomM.
79, A C. Bloomer.
50Kd. Philbrook,
49 P. R. AValker

!a. Updegraff,
114 E. S. Dunbar,
157 D. II. Zepp.

'A. H. Sterrett^
36 J. R. McGregor.
34 W. H. Richardso«.

*For ten weeks ending Nov. 10.

Illinois.—We prin% below the first section of the proposed school law, which was
necessarily omitted in that part of the law published last month. This is offered for

the criticism of those who care to interest themselves in the matter of school legislation.

A bill is now in the hands of the committee on Education, of the Legislature, having
been re-referred to them from the Senate. That which the Schoolmaster presented last

month was the work of Mr. Bateman. This first section has his approval and amend-
ments, although principally drafted by Mr. E. W. Coy. Should the bill now in the
hands of the committee be reported back, the attention of our Legislators is called to

this as a substitute for Sec. 80, of that bill. It is not necessary to give a detailed state-

ment of what points have been covered. It will be seen that it refers only to incorpo-
jated cities, that it makes the Board of Education a creature of the people and not of
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the Mayor, and places the responsibility entirely on one body, instead of dividing it

between Boards of Education and City Councils.

We have received several very bitter letters, with regard to that section of Mr.-

Bateman's law, that prohibits school officers from dealing in school books, etc. It

should be remembered that the Constitution contains nearly the very same word>, and
that the parties who voted for that part of the organic law, are the ones to be condemn*
ed. It is true however, that no more ridiculous or foolish clause, makes up a part of

the constitution of any other St.te in the Union. It is a disgrace to our noble State.

Were it of any use, we should take space to prove it.

Sec. I. Incorporated cities shall be and remain part of the townships in which
they are situated unless otherwise provided by law.

It shall be the duty of the City Council in every city, having charge and control of

free schools, to establish a Board of Education to consist of not less than three persons,

to be residents of the city, and not more than one member from each ward of the city to

be elected by the people of said wards respectively, where the city is divided into three

or more wards ; otherwise to be elected on a general ticket , except in cities containing

more than one hundred thousand inhabitants, where the Common Council shall have
power to appoint the members of the Board of Education. The Board of Education

thus established shall be a body politic and corporate, under the name and style of
'• Board of Education of the City of " which shall have perpetual existence,

and by said name shall sue, and be sued, plead, and be impleaded, in all Courts and
places where judicial proceedings are had ; may purchase receive and hold real, person-

al and mixed estate, and may sell lease or dispose of the same.

The Board of Education shall have power :

—

First—To erect, hire or purchase buildings suitable for school-houses, and keep the

same in repair.

Second—To buy or lease sites for school-houses, with the nccessarj' grounds.

Third—To furnish schools with the necessary fixtures, furniture and apparatus.

Fourth—To maintain, support and establish schools, and supply the inadequacy of

the school-funds for the salaries of school-teachers, from school taxes.

Fifth—To determine the rate of taxation for school purposes, in the manner here^

inafter provided.

Sixth—To employ teachers, fix their compensation, and establish rules respecting

their qualifications and how the same shall be determined.

Seventh—To prescribe the method and course of discipline and instruction, in

the respective schools ; what studies shall be taught, and what books and apparatus shall

be used.

Eighth—To suspend or expel any pupil, and to dismisss or remove any teacher, iot

sufficient cause.

Ninth—To lay off and divide the city into school-districts, and from time to time
alter the same or create new ones, as circumstances may require, and to apportion

scholars to the several schools.

Tenth—To take charge of the school-houses, furniture, grounds, and other property

belonging to the school districts, and see that the same are kept in good condition and
not suffered to be unnecessarily injured or deteriorated, and also to provide fuel, and
such other necessaries for he school, as in their opinion may be required in the school-

houses or other property belonging to said districts.

Eleventh—To appoint from their own number a president, who, together with the

•ther members of the Board shall receive no compensation for ordinary services, but for

extraordinary services reasonable compensation may be allowed ; to elect a treasurer,

who shall not be a member of the Board, a secretary, a superintendent, and an assistant

superintendent, when deemed necessary, and fix the compensation of these officers, and
provide themselves with a well-bound book at the expense of the school-tax fund, in

which shall be kept a faithful record of all their proceedings.

Twelfth—To appoint such other officers, -committees or agents as they shall deem
best and most conducive to the well being of the schools and of education.

Thirteenth—To exercise all the rights, powers and authority required for the proper

management of the schools and of the fund belonging to the city for school purposes ;
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and to enact such rules' and ordinances as may be necessary or deemed expedient for

such purpose.

The yeas and nays shall be taken, and entered in the records of the proceedings

of the Board, upon all questions involving the expenditure of money. None of the

powers herein conferred upon the Board of Education, fhall be exercised by them, ex-

cept at a regular or special meeting of the Board. The Board of Education shall an-

nually prepare and publish a report of the number of pupils instructed in the year pre-

ceeding, and the several branches of education pursued by them, of the number of per-

sons between the ages of eight and twenty-one unable to read and write, and the re-

ceipts and expenditures of each school, specifying the sources of such receipts and the

objects of such expenditures, and making any other statements and suggestions that they

mav deem proper to aid the cause of education in the city ; said annual report shall be

made to the City Council. They shall also communicate to the City Council, from

time to time, all such information within their possession as may be required.

All conveyances of real estate made by the Board, and all other conveyances, con-

tracts aii'd assignments of the Board, shall be executed and acknowledged by the presi-

dent of the Board.

In every city having charge and control of free schools, the Cit}' Council shall,

when requested by the Board of Education, issue bonds for the purpose of building,

finisliino' and repairing school-houses, for purchasing sites for the same ; and provide

for the payment of said bonds, subject to the provisions and limitations of the twelfth

(12) Section of the ninth (IX) Article of the Constitution of the State.

On or before the of , in each year, the Board of Education shall de-

termine the amount of money, which in their opinion, will be required, to be raised by

taxation for the support of schools for the ensuing year, and shall notify the City Coun-

cil of the rate of tax to be levied and collected for that purpose, not exceeding — per

cent, of the assessed value of all taxable real and personal property in the city, as de-

termined by the last preceding assessment for municipal purposes, and the amount so

reported to the City Council shall be levied and collected in the same manner and at

the same time as other city taxes, and when collected, shall be paid over to the treas*-

rer of the Board of Education.

The Treasurer of the Board of Education under the direction of said Board, shall

be empowered to demand and receive from the officer or officers having custody thereof,

all moneys raised by taxation for school purposes, or received_from the State common

.

school fund or from any source for school purposes, and the money so received shall be

placed in the treasury, subject to the order of said Board. The treasurer shall execute

to the Board of Education an official bond with good and sufficient ; ecurities, in such

sums as the Board shall determine, such bond to be approved by said Board.

Any person twenty-one years of age, whether male or female, having resided in

such city more than two years next preceeding his or her appointment, shall be eligible

to office as a member of the Board of Education.

The members of the Board of Education shall be divided into classes, in such a

manner as to provide for an annual change of not less than one-fourth nor more than

one-third of the whole number of members, and the members elected or appointed

under the provisions of this act, shall within one month after such election or appoint-

ment, determine by lot, the classes to which the miembers shall severally belong.

St. Clair County.—The Institute of this county held its annual session at Belle-

ville, Nov. 20th-24th inclusive. Most of the instruction was given by Prof. Robert

Kidd, of Cinciflnati, and Prof. E. C. Hewett, of Normal. The attendance was very

large—about one hundred and seventy ; the entire number of teachers in the county is

abjut one hundred and ninety. A great degree of interest in the exercises was manifest.

Prof. Kidd occupied two evenings with his unique rhetorical ewtertainments. Evening

lectures were given by Prof Hewett, and Dr. Robert Allyn, of McKendree College.

Superintendent James P. Slade still is at the head of the schools in this county ; and the

voters of St. Clair show their wisdom in keeping "the right man in the right place" so

long. Mr. George Brunson was present during almost every session ; the veteran's eye

is not dim, and it is hard to see that his natural force is abated. St. Clair rolls up the

largest list of new subscribers for the Schoolmaster of any county thus far reported.
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Champaign.—The fine new school-house in District No. 2, was burnt, early in De-
cember. This house was built in place of one burnt about one year ago. We ijave a
short account of the dedication in the September Schoolmaster. The fire took from
a defective flue ; it occurred while the school was in session ; but, owing to the presence
of mind and good control of the teachers, no pupil was injured in the escap)e. We be-
lieve in capital punishment ; and we should like to have it administered to any mechanic
who builds a stick of timber into the walls of a chimney. We think this would cure the
evil ; is there anything else that will do it ?

Bloomington.—Teachers' Association convened on the 25th of November, having
one of its most interesting and beneficial meeting. A series of lessons on Natural
History were commenced under the charge of Miss F. L. Gee. - The object of these
lessons is to take up the outline of the study preparatory to introducing it in the form of
oral lessors, in the ward-schools. The closing exercise was given by Dr. Sewall, of
Normal, which was highly entertaining and instructive, the subject being Botany. Ptof.

Von Loewenfels has been obliged to resign his position as instructor ni German. Al-
though many were the regrets at being obliged to give the parting word to one who had
found such a large place in our esteem and respect, still we have found in his successor.

Prof. Dcinigher, one who conquers all with his earnestness and happy manner. As the
term approaches its close, reports come to us of several changes which are to take place
among our corps of teachers ; and Madame Rumor will have it that Cupid's darts have
here and there found lodgment among them. S. E. R.

Kant County.—Institute held at East St. Charles, Nov. 7, 8, 9 and 10, in charge
of the county Superintendent. Messrs. W. B. Powell, C. E. Mann. H. RolDh, F. H.
Hall, C. F. Kimball, G. B. Charles, C. W. Curtis, O. T. Snow, and Misses F. H. Janes,
Bonnie Snow, Nellie G. Niles, Fannie Lindsley, were among those who conducted exer-

cises. The work covered much ground and many subjects. The first evening was de-
voted to a sociable of teachers and citizens. This is an excellent item for the programme
of the first evening of an institute. All work better the remaining days, by ha\-ing the
formality worn away by acquaintance.

Will County.—The Teachers' Institute held its annual session at Wilmington, Nov.
13th, 14th, I5ch, l6th and 17th. County Supt. Simonds opened with a paper. Parker,

of Joliet, Long, of Wilmington, Wentworth, of Englewood, Metcalf, of Normal, and
Dr. Edwards, were among the workers. The programme is one of the best we have
seen, and we are told that nearly every part was satisfactorily filled.

Whiteside County.—The session of the County Institute was held at Unionville, on
the 25th of November. Four years ago, a Monthly Teachers' Institute was organized in

this county. The meetings are still held with unabated interest. The sessions are held
in the ditferent towns on Saturdays. The county Sup>erintendent is always on hand,
ever ready to lend his efforts. The people, at first, viewed these gatherings with distrust

deeming them a Teachers' Ring, but suspicion soon vanished, and now meetings are

constantly anended by many. Whiteside is in the van. But tew Schoolmasters
visit the county. We should be glad to send more.

Pope County.—The Pope County Teachers' Institute was held at Columbus, the

21st, 22d, 23d and 24th of November. Great interest was taken by the leacliers and
much good accomplished. All of the teachers in the cotmty but nine, were present. I

think 1 am safe in .=aying that Pope county is the banner coimty in the State, in the im-
provement of her teachers. They certainly deserve great credit. D. E. v.

SQQK Ta&LE^
Elemtnit of At'ronomy, by Selim H. Peabody, M. A. Wilson, Hinkle & Co.

This handsome little volume of 336 pages, makes one of the celebrated Ray't Se-

ries of Mathematics. We have subjected this book to the crucial test—actual use in

the class-room, for one term. And we are free to say that it pleases us better than any

other test-book on the same subject, that we have ever used. It is not a mere reposito-
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ry of astronomical facts ; the student here is not only put in possession of much that the

astronomer has learned, but to a considerable extent he is told why these things are true,

and how they have been found out ; in this way only, can knowledge be real. On the

other hand, it requires no very profound knowledge of mathemathics, to understand the

kook ; it ought to be very clear to one who has a fair acquaintance with the elements of

sdgebia and geometry.

We will mention some particulars which we regard as points of excellence. The
drawings are the most successful we have ever seen, in presenting facts of astronomy in

a picturesque way, and their execution is simply beautiful. The recapitulation at the

end of each chapter is an excellent feature. The book contains a good number of facts

in the several departments of the study. The pupil is made acquainted with many
astronomical instruments. The remarkable phenomena of the sun, moon and other

planets, are quite fully given ; the same may be said of comets and the fixed stars.

Meteors are more fully treated than in many books. The general principles of spectrum

analysis and the nebular hypothesis, are briefly but clearly presented. The principle

•onstellations are described, and illustrated by charts; still we can but regard this as

tiie least successful part of the whole book.

We have observed but little to note by way of adverse criticism. There are a few
typographical errors ; but fewer, we think, than is common in a new book ; on page 92,
k is said, that the effect of parallax is similar to that of refraction ; opposite should be
flie word. On page 131, we seem to be taught that an inferior planet is stationary at

the point of greatest elongation ; this is not true. The explanation of the tides strike.<v

MS as better than usual ; and yet, before closing the subject, the author seems to speak of
tides as due to the altraclion of the sun and moon, when he has just shown that they

are due to the difference in the attraction on different parts of the earth. We commend
tine work to all seeking a text-book in astronomy.

The New England Homestead, published at Springfield, Mass., we regard as a

sterling paper. It has an educational department in charge of M. C. Stebbins, Esq , of
ttie City High School. We often find in this department, papers and items of much
interest, and we have more than once drawn from it for the columns ot the Schoolmas-
ter. But, in the issue for Dec. 2d, this department is almost entirely filled with an
article, reprinted from the Nexcbiiryport Herald, which makes the stupidest, most un-
just, and—intentionally or otherwise

—

mendacious attack upon normal-schools that we
have heard for many a day We have not time nor space now to pay our respects to it

particularly ; we doubt if it is worth the ink at any time. It sets up a man of straw,

and then valiantly attacks it. We do not believe there is an intelligent friend of
normal-schools from Maine to California that makes any such claims for them as this

doughty writer proceeds to answer ; and the way in which he answers shows an ignorant

kead or a bad heart, or both. We think we know who wrote the article ; we believe

we recognize the ear-marks ; we have been in Massachusetts before now. But we are

sorry to see the educational editor of the Homestead lend himself to the promotion of
dissension in the ranks of teachers by adlnitting any sucli stuff in his columns ; it is not

a credit to himself nor to his paper. If the editor himself knew as much of normal
schools as we do, he would not declare that they should be merely professional. For,

kowever true this may be in theory, we know that, in practice, it is impossible either in

Massachusets or in Illinois ; for the veiy good reason that it is impossible to fill them
with pupils who are already properly taught in the common branches.

One of the most noticeable events in the public-school field, is the unprecedented
success of the Pioneer system of drawing, as given in the revised Bartholomew's Draw-
ing Books and Cards. All- the principal cities of the United States had adopted this

series, by July 1871, except S^n Francisco, St. Louis, and Cincinnati. These three

have now adopted the series. The attention given to drawing, especially in the East,

and the success of the art, gives hope that soon it will not be necessary to import Ger-
man draughtsmen, and pay them exorbitant prices to do what every public-School pupil

•an easily learn. W. M. Scribner, 517 S:.ate Street, Chicago, is the General Western
Agent for these works. Send for circulars, samples, etc.
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IDEA S.

We have all heard that it i.s the business of the instructor to teach the

young idea to shoot. I purpose to speak of ideas.

A common and legitimate signification of the word idea, and the one in

whidh I use it, without any attempt at scientific exactness, is doctrine, belief,

opinion, principle. We say that the brotherhood of the human race is a popu-

lar idea in America. The idea of a Messiah, or Messianic idea, as it is called,

has kept the Jews a distinct people during ages of persecution and oppression.

The universal tendency to worship and revere, to regard some actions and thoughts

as right, and others as wrong, and to approve the right, is called the religious

idea. The idea that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights, among which are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness, is the basis of our Declaration of Independence. That

men have a right to govern themselves we call, then, a Democratic idea. That

kings derive their right to govern, not from their fellow-men. but from the

Divine Being, is, with us at least, an exploded idea. That the bad should be

punished and the good protected and rewarded, is an idea as widely spread as

the human race. That one should make all necessary sacrifices, even to life

itself, for the honor and safety of his country, is the idea upon which patri-

otism is based. That every one should make of himself, and for himself, all

that he possibly can, is an idea that makes men enterprising, ambitious, earnest.

That to the victors in a great political contest belong the spoils of office, is a

pernici(nis idea. So much for the meaning of the word idea.

I propose briefly to illustrate the force of some of these ideas by showing

what changes and reforms have sprung from them ; to point out, if possible,

what ideas are most forcible, and why they are so, and to indicate the «onne«-

tion of the subjec't with the teachers' duties at the present msioent.

Fouth of the Himalaya ^foun tains, in Asia, is a great and fertile peiiingula,
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called Hindostan, or negro-laud, and called also, in a general way, India. This

great country has now, and probably has had at any time during the last

three thousand years, a population four times as numerous as that of the

United States now is. Hundreds of years before Christ, while Europe, an^

for the most part, western Asia, was occupied only by savages and barbarians,

the people of India were civilized, prosperous and powerful. The burning

sun of the tropics, which is now commonly supposed to make the inhabitants

of the hot and warm zones indolent and eflFerainate, certainly inspired the early

inhabitants of Egypt, Babylonia and India, with a degree of enterprise and

activity unparalleled at that period in other and more temperate climes. In-

deed, all th^ oldest and most truly indigenous civilizations of the world, in

either continent, we find in the torrid or hot zones. The popular idea that

hot climates, while favorable to the most luxuriant developement of vegeta-

tion and the lower animals, are unfavorable to the development of vigorous

and intellectual meUj is, perhaps, not very well founded. The negro is not a

savage because he lives under the equator. We find that the people of Hin-

dostan, a thousand years before Christ, had an extensive literature, flourish-

ing manufiictures, and commerce. As builders, we find them the architects of

some of the grandest material structures that the world ever saw. The country

was however cursed with stern and bloody and unjust laws and customs.

Society was divided into hereditary castes or classes. Education, wealth, power,

eligibility to ofl&ce, re.-pectability even, were confined to the higher and less

numerous classes. To change the caste in which one was born, for a higher,

was as impossible, as to an ante-Darwinian, it would seem for a reptile to be-

come a lion or an elephant.

What must at the first thought seem very strange to us is the fact that

this caste system, unjust and atrocious as it is, was not only considered by

ninety-nine one-hundredths of the people of India as just and pi'oper, but was

even intensely popular with them. The great majority were proud of the

system which oppressed and degraded the great majority. A somewhat sim-

ilar condition of things existed a few years ago in the southern part of our

own country. A very small minority of the white population were slave-

holders ; but the landless, moneyless, shiftless, sand-hillers and corn-crackers

and cad'yuns, and white-trash generally, were more devotedly attached to the

institution of slavery than even the wealthy aristocrats. Ill fared it with

that man who in Louisiana or Alabama went about preaching the sinfulness of

slavery, and advocating its abolition. No less unpopular and dangerous was it

in India to speak against the caste system, and advocate its overthrow. In

that land of vigorous men and unjust institutions, of a burning sun and early

civilization, there lived about the time of king David the Psalmist a man of
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great wealth, of royal birth, of great natural abilities, of thorough education,

by the name of Ardha Chiddi. His rank and riches enabled him like Solo-

mon to test thoroughly all the ple;isures of the world, and like Solomon he

found thetii ''vanity of vanities, and vexation of spirit." Wearied of the

world, he gave away his property, emancipated his wives, and retired from the

active concerns of life at the age of twenty-nine. By severe self-denial he

strove to free himself from all worldly hopes and cares. He meditated and

fasted and prayed. Like Socrates he thought that he is most like the gods,

who wants nothing. In his own words, "He who should conquer in battle, ten

times, a hundred thousand, were indeed a hero. But truly a gi-eater hero is

he who has but once conquered himself." For the name which his parents had

given him. he substituted that of Gotama, (which means "he who kills the

senses." ) Having found peace in his own soul, and having become impressed

with the idea that he was entrusted with a divine mission to propagate the

truth, he clothed himself in a shroud, drawn from the dead body of a female

slave, and began to give instruction. He would enter no house ; slept and

preached under the shade of the trees; lived upon the simplest food . which

he daily begged, as did Martin Luther, when a monk. He taught ideas then

and there unpopular and revolutionary, doctrines which were not only likely

to be disbelieved, but to be hated and feared. In four months he had five

converts—in a year twelve hundred ; and in the twenty-nine centuries which

have since elapsed, his followers, under the name of Buddhists, divided into

various sects, and spread over a large portion of the world have come to out-

number by far the disciples of any other religious teacher. To-day, four-tenths

of the human race, nearly one-half, profess to regulate their hearts and their

lives by the ideas taught by the shroud-bound fanatic, Gotama. fnlike Mo-

hammad, he did not instruct his disciples to propagate their doctrines by the

sword. Missionaries as zealous and devoted as the christian world, Catholic

or Protestant, ancient or modern, has ever furnished, carried the idea of

Ardha Chiddi not only throughout Hindostan but all the eastern part of Asia,

the most populous and at that time perhaps the most civilized portion of the

world. Of course these missionaries and their converts, Gotama and his dis-

ciples, were persecuted. What great reforms were ever accomplished except

through the shedding of blood? From Hindostan, it is true, that Buddhism

after having exerted a mighty and controlling influence for more than a thou-

sand years was finally expelled.

Now what efiects and lasting influence, aside from nominally changing the

relision of the nations of eastern Asia, had the ideas of Gotama in modifying

individual life, and in creating and modifying social and political institutions

and national civilization. Fierce, roving tribes of Tartars and Monsrols were
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tamed, and settled down to the quiet pursaits of husbandry and the mechanie

arts. The density of the population (there are no more densely populated

countries in the world than some of these Buddhist States,) the zealous in-

dustry and orderly character of all classes of people, the vast accamulation

©f wealth show at least that their political institutions are not unsuited to

iheir character.

Education has gone hand in hand with religion. In most Buddhist

countries there is hardly a person who cannot read and write. The per cent-

age of such persons is greater in Illinois than in many of the provinces of

_^ina. Institutions where the higher branches of learning are taught abound,

and are magnificently endowed. Splendid and costly temples ni'l inonasterieB

and hospitals, dotting all the land, show the charitable and religiou.s chiuacter

of the people. Wonderful roads and bridges have been constructed wliicb

would have done honor to practical and imperial Bome in her proudest days.

The literature of these countries, as is well known, is vast and varied. The
great inventions and discoveries, such as printing, gunpowder, and the mari-

ner's compass, which in Europe date not much farther back than the time of

Martin Luther, had been old in India and China hundreds of years befor*

that time.

The doctrines of Gotama would seem to have enabled thousands of mil-

lions of human beings to overcome the fear and dread of death. The mission-

aries tell us that the Buddhists meet death with incomparable resignation ancl

tranquillity. The utmost liberality prevails among the different sects of these

people as to each other's religious opinions. War or persecution on account

of creeds is utterly unknown among them. "Sects are many, reason is one,'*

"we are brothers," say they. How different from the rest of the world in that

lespect. The persecution of christians in China and Japan is owing to politi-

cal, not religious considerations. Such are some of the more striking results of

the doctrines taught by Gotama. Of the truth or fdsity of his ideas we are

not speaking, only of their force. Buddhi.sm is at present a system of absolute

atheism, and utter godlessness. It is associated with the greatest superstition

and the most absurd forms and ceremonials. Long before Buddhism had been

expelled from India, it had been overlaid with popular ornaments. It had its.

fables, legends, and miracles. In the various monasteries which abound in

Buddhist countries are preserved a prodigious number of precious relics of

the founder of the system. Could we collect all the thigh bones and toe nails,

and pieces of spine and ribs, and locks of hair, and bottles of blood, and bits

«f shroud, &c., of Gotama, which are preserved in these monasteries, and

whose genuineness has been proved, as we are assured, by many a well attest-

ed miracle, could we collect them and put them together and endue them with
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life, we should^have a fitting crew, marines and all, for the monstrous man-of-

war which might be constructed from th« reputed fragments of the true cross

which are now, or have been during the last two thousand years, exhibited io-

Tarious parts of Christendom. Fraud and superstition, in Asia or Europe,

whether called Christian or Pagan, lead to similar results. These monstrous-

Superstitions and errors, however, only perhaps show more clearly, the im*

jnense force of the ideas which in spite of these drawbacks, can produce such-

wonderful and far-reaching results. The sincere and devout adherents of^

Buddhism (for there are such,) tell us that nothing but the supposition of a^

divine origin of their system, divine interposition in its behalf, and dirvine^

tnergy in carrying it out, can account for these results; that the saceess o£

Buddhism is itself the most stupendous of miracles ; that ideas which in the;

midst of the fiercest opposition gained a foothold, and rapidly spread over half
' the globe, and continued to exert a controlling influence for three thousand

years over nearly one-half of the human race,—ideas which tamed the sav-

ages, banished bigotry, made men liberal minded, deprived death of its sting,

incited men to relieve the oppressed, to build hospitals for the helpless, to

extend the blessings of education to all classes,—ideas which humanized the

laws, (in many Buddhist countries capital puishment was forbidden,) made

men exceedingly industrious and orderly and enterprising, and all this ia

spite not only of the open opposition of enemies, but, what is much mora

dangerous, in spite of the horrors and weakness and wickedness and super-

stition and hypocrisy and fanaticism of its professed friends ; that such ideas

could only originate in Divine benevolence and be made efi"ective among men

fey Omnipotence, by a God. We however cannot believe that Buddhism is a

Divine institution. Unquestionably the force which accomplished so much,

was in the doctrines and their adaptedness to human nature, and not in iha

man who first preached them, however transcendent may have been his abil-

ities, however enthusiastic his earnestness, and however wise and shrewd his

method of inculcating his opinions. A strong man may, with great industry

and energy and earnestness, roll up on the plain a huge ball of snow. The

earnestness and vigor with which he works may attract the attention of

passers-by; but when he stops his work, nothing comes of it. That is the test.

A mere child on a mountain declivity may move a stone, which will detach

a mass of snow, which will roll on increasing in bulk and weight, tearing op

and carrying with it rocks and trees until it becomes an avalanche; which the

mightiest army in the world cannot check for a moment, and which majybiot

out of existence a city, as a horse might stamp upon a fly. The force is not

in him who starts the movement, but in that which is started, and ia

adaptation.
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Now what were the forcible ideas preached by Gotama. His system of

philQSophy and theology was exceedingly profound—far beyond the compre-

hension of the masses of mankind; but his practical doctrines were, the broth-

erhood of the human race, the ranity of all worldly desires and pursuits,

self-^ierilice, and an exceedingly stern morality. The essence of his moral

doctrine was, -'to eschew everything bad, to perform everything good, to

feinie one's thoughts, to subdue the desires, lusts, and passions. All the

.mythology, sacrifices, penances, hierarchy, scholasticism, mysticism which

we find, connected with Lis system, have been superadded in progress of time,'

in different countries and under manifold circumstances. The three ideas

vrhich, principally gave to Grotama's preaching its power.and which have kept

hrs system alive and vigorous, aggressive for so many centuries, are the re-

ligious ilea, the idea of the equality of men, and the idea that every one

should make of himself, and for himself, all that he possibly can—these three.

The souls of men are so created that a proper appeal to the religious idea, to

the idea of liberty, to the idea of interest, will arouse the human being to

whatever of feeling or action he may be capable. The cumbrous ceremonies

^nd superstitions, the unintelligible philosophy, the absurd and monstrous

ibvthologT.,and legends and miracles of the Buddhist system, as well as the

Ignorance and weakness and depravity of man, were the weight which these

three ideas had to carry in their open contest with the previously established •

systems of Asia. The measure of their success shows something of their

power. By the religious idea I mean, first, the tendency to worship, revere,

adore—rinnate in the human race. WRether, and how much, that worship

elevates the worshiper, depends altogether upon his conception of the being-

adored, <jrotama had an elevated, but not a correct nor sufficiently definite, con-

ception of a Divine Being, and in so far the religious idea which he preached

Jacked strength. Secondly, the religious idea implies in all men a moral

sense, a conception ©f right, as differing from wrong, of an ought and an ought

not. Hard by every created moral being grows the '• tree of the knowledge

of oood and evil," and every such being knows that God has commanded

"Thou shalt not eat of it, for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt

surely die;" and yet like Adam hri can eat if he will. Man was made to be

a religious being, although too often like the Athenians in Paul's time he

vcrects an altar (in his heart) to the unknown God whom he ignorantly wor-

ships: -That men are created equal, that they have certain inalienable rights,

amoBg which are life, liberty, &c., the fathers of this republic declared to be

-self-evident—equal, brothers, in a proper sense of the words.—equal, as God,

who is no respecter of persons, looks on men.—equal, as human laws should

look upon men.
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That idea of liberty, of equality! What mighty influence has it n^t hid

in all ages in this world of ours ! The idea of interest, that every hunim
being should make of and for himselT aU that he poasibv can, how much does

the world owe to that. Industry, enterprise, ambition, sprine from it : fraud

oppression, murder gr-jw out of it. when not properly regulate<i bv the religious

idea. These three innate ideas, then, with perha{» a fourth, which might be

distinguished from them—the duty of self-sacrifice—these eolhtera! and

closely connected ideas were the elements up<jn which the earnestness and

eloquence of <]rotama and his disciples wrought with such wonderful results.

The discoverer of the hidden force, smnpowder. developed a mightv physi-

cal p«3wer. which has in some respects revolutionized the affairs of the civil-

ized world. He who excites to earnest action the religious ideas of his fel*

low-men. or their ideas of liberty, acc-omplishes a far more c«5mprehenave and

far-reaching revolution. Mohammed, of Arabia, who is called the impoeter.

meditated and fasted and prayed. He saw spirits, as he tells us. and received

revelations from Heaven. He explained his doctrines and his mission to h^s

wife, and she became his first convert, and they knelt in praver t«>gether.

Since that eventful moment, nine thousand millions of human beings—reason-

ing human boings like ourselves. |have embraced as their own. the ideas of

Mohammed.

Arabia, for thousands of years the home only of nomadic warrins trit-es.

became a p<:>werful nation. Mohammed united the power of the sword with

his preaching. His idea of the unity of God. his idea of fatalism, of the du^
of self-sacrifices, of a definite Heaven and a definite Hell, contributed larselv

toward making the Mohammedan soldiery the most enthusiastic, daring, in-

vincible armies in the world. The Pn^phet died, but the powerful ideas in

his system lived. Mohammedanism rented out the ancient fire-worship of

Persia: the Cjrrupt Christianity of Judea and Syria and Asia Minor pene-

trated into Hiodostan. crossed the Hellespont, and overran Greece. Macedo-

nia, lilvria and the plains of the Danube, and. by taking Constantinople, ex-

tinguished the proudest and highest civilization of Europe. It swept over the

powerful christian states of Xorthern Africa like the simo«:»m from the great

desert, crossed the Straits of Gibraltar and established itself in Spain, which

country it occupied for twice as long as it is from the discovery of America

by Columbus to the present day. The Mohammedan princes encourasre-l lit-

erature, philosophy, the arts, and especially the sciences. Our own eiviliia-

tion owes very much to them in the latter particular.^

The Mohammedans still retain possession of almost all the countries they

have ever occupied, sick and lifeless as their system has niwb?coaie. Alex-

ander the Greit conquered the civilized world: but when be^ed. his eoipir*
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•plit into fn\{»ments. The sword is not an idea. Napoleon made himself master

•f most of tho states of" Europe, but even before he died, these kingdouiB re-

erted to their former eoiiditions. Time forbids, nor is it consistent with our

purpose to spwik now of the gigantic errors of these systems which have shaken

the w«rld to it.s center. We can only glance at some of the mighty retulte of

the ideas involved in the system.

t'onchuloil on p.igc 01.

77//' XriSANCE AdAlX.

I have no confession to make of accumulating a useless library by letting

Wres use my name to sh: ij.en their augers ; but T endorse heartily the advice

k the .January ScH00L>' aster to avoid subscription books. Ministers and

Upaehers are especially subject to the importunities of a clas.N of ^v. ^ulers, some

•f whom are exceedingly shrewd and designing. Others arc not blame-worthy,

Vut may as well understand that they can \»o more useful to society and tothem-

•elve.s in some u'lur line of work. The books published by subscription must

at least be ^. Id upon very hasty examination, very often only known by speci-

men pa^es. and the average of them is below the execution and finish and

•ontents of books of similar reputation, published through regular trade.

People who know little of books are deceived as to cost and value. In the

»tteuipt of so many to live by their wits, it is coming to be necessary for all to

be as guarded in dealing with strangei-s as the banks aiHJ. They will not

jay money to a stranger on his own drafts, but recpiire that he slu«uld bring

itome one to identify him. Some of these canvas*;iiig agents apjacciatc the

point, and will offer the value of a eopy of their wares to some one, preacher or

leacher preferred, who will gi> around with them and introduce them. If

¥ooks of any kind must be sold at all by subscription, the business tan be put

•ntirely in the hands of men who shall work only where they arc known. It

i; not SJife to deal with entire stningers in patent rights. Norway oats, or sub-

tcription books. That kind of trade is for the advantage of the seller, though

Ihe buyer, like Franklin's man who had his garret full of useless good> bought

at auction. n\ay flatter himself he has made a bargain.

For my own part I keep a few names of the books I want, and I have

not boon able to clear away the list of those I know to be desirable, so as t€

kavo anv monev to itwest in the untosttnl worth of canvassers' books.
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THK MARKING SYSTEM.

The fiat ha« j.^one f'ortli from New Kriglarid, tho Vatican of our pub-

lij-^wihool theocracy—yea, from J>o«t^jn, the »eat of pc'iagogi(;al infallibility,

lia« the fiat gone forth, that the marking Hy8tem ishall be no more.

No more 100'h, no more 90'h, nornoreO's; no more 1 Kar tjooil. 2 i'otfair

3 for intb'Jfirent, 4 for /y««i/ No more shall our pupilw, like pcuiu^ntiary

birds, poliwmen, and horse-car fXjnducUjrH, be known by their num(>er8.

Saith the Vanke^; Hchoolmaster, '-'Mark no more!' 'Mark Twain,' 'Mark
' AuU^^ny,' ' Mark me Hamlet,' and ' i>.(A t-are the mark !' U) the contrary aot-

withHtanding."

And who dares to gain-Bay 'what the V'ankee »choolma«ter hath Raid?

To say, "That's where I and Paul differ," were shrinking modenty Ix^side tb«

auda^;iouH irreverence of the remark, '-That's where I and lioj-ton differ."

When the opponents of the marking system say tliat it is an artificial in-

centive U) study, they think they have exploded the system and it« advo-

cates as effectually as Hheridan blew up I'crrace lilock during the late fire in

this city. Granted, that the marking HynUiUi is artificial : so i« clothing; so

if) civilization; and is not education ituelf artificial ! True, education is tlteap-

jlif;ation of laws that are natural. The civiliw;d man and the savage ; the

wild strawberry and the luscious Wilwjn, both claim the same mother in na-

toire ; one swelling with pride in having been well trained, the other etjuallj

proud in not having bw^n trained at all. Education and civilization are out-

growths of human nature; so is the marking system. Teaching without a sys-

tem of honorary distinction, is (jrsonj; teaching with a view to rank and

position, is Valentine. Let them say it is an artificial stimulant ; let them

eail it tea, coffee, cider; champagne, if they will—yet give its the marking

system. The real uses and benefits of a gofxi education are beyond the com-

prehension of the child. They are too far away in the liazy and uncertain

future U) arou.se hi.s enthusiasm or rivet his attention. Years are almost inter-

inables cycles to the mind' of youth. The prospect of being Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court is not nearly so exciting to his young ambition as the race

U) be first in his claj's, though tJie class consist of but "me and another girl."

Give him his mark, his rank, his relative standing
; let hiu gay to him-

Helf. "I am next U) Mary and above John I" and he appreciatf^^s your work and

enters more heartily upon his own than if you prf^ached lo him about develop-

»ents and progress and the elevating tcindencies of homogeneous cultivation,

till the crack of doom. The mark is his reward, and has one quality which

makes it more valuable than any other—it is immediate. His effort is a note

^)iat is cashed at sight ; it is a bird in the hand of the present, worth a flock
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of the warblers that hide in the bush of the future. And if the mark is a

sorry equivalent for his honest eifort ; if he works for a mean, a silly, a tri

fling and unworthy object; something that dwindles to sickening insignificance

when attained—then, he does only what his elders are doing in every part of

the globe, and what they have been doing since the first hieroglyphic wa^

traced in sand, and what they will be doing while the world continues to

produce fools who carve their names in much resorted places or pay to have

them chiseled on lying tombstones.

Animate nature is a well-graded school. Ask Darwin whether it is not

kept running by the marking system and a grand and beautiful plan o;

promotion!'? Who would run the gauntlet of newspaper chimney-sweeps, to

sit in Congress, but for the little figure, '' Hon.," which is a much-abused

piece of the marking system ? How is your army .organized and sent over thai

country like a prairie-fire? Thus: Corporal, Sergeant, Lieut., Capt., Maj.

Col.. Brig.-Gen., Maj.-G-en., Lieut. -(jren., General-in-Chief Who dares say

this is marking ! '-I number among my friends the elegant, the wealthy, the

cultured," cries an opponent of the marking system. "I detest improper in

centives to study, and, especially, that mischievous marking system," writes

the Rev. Dr. Markham, D. D., LL. D., F. R. S., M. 0. J. G. F. (for the

rest, see the rear of the spelling-book, or the preface to the Biglow Papers.)

A Principal opposes the marking system, who cannot write a letter to his wife

without signing himself Greo. Monotone, Principal, though the statement ia

as folse as it is inconsistent. A Head Assistant dislikes to mark pupils, but

never objects to the cash and consideration to which the mark "H. A." entr

ties her.

How has Great Britain preserved her civil service from cer^

ruption and her municipal officers from Tammany tricks and traits ?

By making her servants work for marks, not for money; for stars, not for steal,-

ings; for honor, not for office; for garters, not for greenbacks ; for coronets,

not for corner lots. If

"The rank is but the guinea's stamp,"

then, our politicians and those of Great Britain are alike—they are all mark-

ing for .sVa?np>t.

Not anywhere in this world can we go beyond the reach of the marking

system; and not till we are all saints or philosophers shall we put forth our best

efi'orts without the spur of coveted honor to urge us on. When wings begin to

sprout from our shoulders ; when we join the hosts above ; then—no. indeed,

even then, we must note the results of iliarking and titles of honor ; for there

we shall have our cherubim and seraphim, up to the archangel himself And,

should we, perchance, follow Orpheus, and saunter in the regions below, there
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t(.o. wc shall have the pleasure of studying a system of close gradation,

carried on by "Powers, Princes, and Potentates," and lesser fry, from the little

(
boot-black imp. up to the Grand Mogul himself seated

1
"High on a throne of royal state,

By merit raised to that bad eminence."

If heaven and earth and hades are best governed by the marking system

why deprive the child's mind of so powerful, so harmless, and so universal an

incentive to action ?

J. Mahony.

TELL US HOW.

• In a late number of the Prairie Farmer I find a lengthy report of the

proceedings of the State Horticultural Society, which met in Jacksonville.

Dr. Gregory is reported as follows :

"In the main, I agree with all that has been said by the essayist. I only wish to em-
phasize and supplement it in a few points. The common schools of this country have
done a world of good, and if I criticise them, it will be for their improvement and not

for their destruction. The studies in these schools seem to have been diosen by aCcident,

except perhaps those of reading, writing and arithmetic, and some of them have no just

claim to the place they occupy. Take the study of geography, which now fills years of

time, burdening the mind with a mass of mere facts of place almost utterly useless, and
impossible to be retained, and which in time of need forsake us. I appeal to all who
read, for instance, the account of the late Franco-Prussian war, or of our own great

civil war, if their knowledge of geography, learned, possibly, through years of study,

at all availed them to follow the march of the armies. Were we not all compelled to

learn our geography over again for the occasion ? And yet the time wasted in this study

would, if properly applied, serve to give us a fair knowledge of botany, zoology, ento-

mology and the elements of chemistry, three great sciences of nature with which we
have daily to do.

"And fuither, by reason of bad methods of teaching, years of valuable time are spent

in teaching imperfectly what might easily be better taught in much less time. Take for

instance, arithmetic, the best taught perhaps, of all the branches of common school

learning. This study ordinarily occupies from five to fen years, or from the age of eight

to that of eighteen years ; and then, as our observations at the university conclusively

show, the pupils are usually unable to pass a satisfactory examination.

''Give me a class of boys, of 12 or 14 years of age, and of ordinary ability and cul-

tivation, but knowing nothing of numbers except to count, and I will agree to teach

them in six months, all the arithmetic they need to know in a business life, and as much
as they now usually learn in the six or ten years of its study in school."

I have nothing to say in defence of geography, although it seems to me

it would not be difl&cult to convict the Doctor of what the lawyers call

"special pleading," in reference to that study.

But I do want to know about the arithmetic. Dear Schoolmaster,

wont you coax our good friend the Doctor to tell us how to teach boys arith-

metic enough in six months '! For twelve years I have been trying to teach
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the boys of this city arithmetic. After they have worked at it for seven years

they come to me in the high-school. I confess with sorrow that I continue

to dose them daily for six long months. Still another confession : I never

yet told a class they might take up algebra, without feeling it would be better

for half of them to study arithmetic another year ! Of course, I know thi»

is "by reason of bad methods," for the Doctor has said so. But this doesn't

help the case. I certainly should be glad to see the time shortened that is

now given to arithmetic, in our schools, but I should not wish to see less

knowledge of the subject among our pupils. If a plan has been devised by

which heffer results can be secured in less time, let us have it, by all means.

Pecatur, III., Jan. 9, 1872. E. A. Gastman.

WHAT BECOMES OF YOUR SALARY?

Almost every paper, every magazine which we take up, has some article

upon the necessity of female teachers obtaining the same wages, for the

same kind and amount of work, as their fellow laborers of the sterner sex.

It is not my object to put in a disclaimer to the fact, but to call the atten-

tion of our sister teachers to a point worthy of notice.

" What do you do with your wages ?" It is easy to hear the answer,

"Board and clothe ourselves." There is just the point. " How do you

clothe yourselves ?" If in purple and 6iie linen, velvets and diamonds, then

your wants, in that direction alone, far exceed your salaries. If in a modest,

neat, comfortable manner, not plain enough to be conspicuous, nor shabby

enough to be poor, then it seems to me most of you could manage to live.

I asked a fellow teacher some weeks ago if she were intending to meet

the "Association" at Dixon. The reply was. "I cannot ; I have nothing to

wear and cannot afford to get anything new." Poor Miss Flora McFlin)sy I

We are training human beings for service in this world, and, we hope,

a higher life in another. We need the highest culture that books, travel,

and association with the best minds can give us; but we can not have it if

our time and means are frittered away in a vain show of dress. If you would

rather be living fashion-plates for some fashionable dress-maker or milliner^

leave a profession where mind, culture and true worth are needed. When

the people see that the majority—for there is a noble minority—of lady

teachers are earnest and cultivated, striving by constant study and toil to

fit themselves for their work, patrons will be willing and anxious to give

you the due reward for your work.
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MY LOST FRIENDS.

(On the loss of my library in tlie Chicago Fire.)

Gone, all my sweet friends, whose communion

So long was the joy ofmy heart;

So strong the true bond of our union,

It seemed that we never should part;

Though we find, at each turn,

Full occasion to learn

Tliat the best of friends sometimes must part.

How pleasant they looked in tlieir places.

When on them my partin;; glance fell
;

Though turned from my sight were their faces,

Yet even their backs pleased me well ;

Not like some whom we know.

Who, if once they would show

Us their backs, could not please us so well.

No poor words of farewell were spoken,

No vow of remembrance was heard ;

The bond that can never be broken

Is woven of more than a word ;

Though how often we find

Lying round us, untwined,

The loose strands, through the want of a word.

How greatly in them I delighted.

Until they were gone, I scarce knew;

So prompt with advice, when invited,

So ready to shut up, when through ;

You can bear a great deal

From a friend, when you feel

That he knows how to shut up when through.

From these few remarks, you may gather,

That though I may seem to bemoan

The loss of my books, yet I rather

Like sometimes to be let alone ;

Though it must be confessed

That it does not please best,

To he left on compulsion alone.

Chicago High School.
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ENGLISH RAIL WA YS.

We make the following extract from the correspondence of the Stand-

ard- it very clearly states some peculiarities of railway traveling in England,

which are remarked by all who visit that country.

"God made the country and man built the towns." The contrast be-

twixt them is perfect. From the one to the other is now made easy. I am

a man of only fifty summers; but within my memory it took two days and as

many nights' hard driving to get from London to Glasgow—a distance of

four hundred miles—which is now easily done in ten hours. This speed is

ordinary, and not "lightning express."

But though in this land we travel faster and get greater attention from

our officials than you receive from yours, yet we are behind you a very long

way in all the comforts of railway journeying. Our cars are, compared with

yours, so many packing cases, divided into compartments of, First, Second^

and Third class, entrance at the sides, with no cushions, partial cushions

and tolerably good cushions, accordingly. And when I sometimes describe

your ordinary cars with their double sets of blinds, seats fitted in a manner

superior to our first-class, iced-water filters, stoves and retiring rooms, the

folks look at me with an incredulous stare—so much so that I seldom ven-

ture upon a sketch of your "drawing-room" afi"airs, lest I should be suspect,

ed of positive falsehood. I never so much felt the lack of your luxurious

style of travel as on this journey down from London. The day was baking

l^Qt the carriage low-roofed and without blinds—and although we called

repeatedly at stations by the way, there was no chance of a glass of cold

water to wash the dust out of one's mouth. The same inconvenience ap-

plies to hunger, and a'U the other wants experienced in "this earthly house

of our tabernacle." And how long John Bull means to submit to this op-

pressive rule of our railway companies is unknown to the prophets amongst

us. Brother Jonathan has taken our street-cars in hand ; and in Liverpool,

London and other great centers, has—in the face of strong opposition from

men of "vested interest" and " turtle-loving corporations "—laid down tram-

ways, which are superseding our cramped omnibuses, and gaining great favor

with the public. And it is hoped that our miserable railway system may

next get revolutionized or reformed. For. within the space of six months,

shares have risen to a point never touched since the fall of Hudson, " the

railway king," in 1847 ; and the traffi " receipts are proof that this is. not the

outcome of speculation, but the effect of a healthier commerce, which is alf?o

accompanied by greater economy in the general management.
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Since our last issue several State associations have had an annual meet-

ing. The Schoolmaster has something to say to all who attend these

meetings. It is not pleasant to hear as we are wont to do. expressions of

contempt or disgust from some who attend. '"The same old thing," "nothing

new," etc., reaches the ear. If one does not like the association meetings

why don't he stay at home. This spirit of fault-finding is an especially

dangerous one for teachers to cultivate or even permit. Enough good can

be obtained from any meeting of the above character to benefit the best. As
the clergymen tell us, much depends upon the mental condition of the hearer.

These feelings are not confined to one class of teachers or to one State.

Old and young are alike guilty. But a few months since we read the opinion

of one who has grown gray in public-school work, in which fears are ex-

pressed, that, because at the association in his State, the faces of former years

were absent or in the back-ground, and that new and young men and women
were in the front, the value of the annual meetings was deteriorating.

This is a very human if not sensible idea. We believe our Associations are

just as good, yes, better than years ago when we first knew them ; that a

favorable sign is the increase in the number of workers ; there are not near

enough yet; and as for those who attend habitually these annual gatherings

with chronic grumbling, let them stay away and let those who are satisfied

enjoy themselves.

Another remarkable sign of the prosperity of our western meetings is

the absence of petty political trickery and log-rolling. In Illinois many
remarked the absence of everything of this kind. Now, then, the time ap-

proaches when we can make ourselves felt more than ever, for with no end

in view but the most, ablest, and fullest public-schools of our land, all the

army can v ith one accord move upon the enemy. We need to do this.

Men sit on the judicial bench, iti our senate-houses and representative halls,

frame our organic laws as well as wield power at home, who yearly and daily

fight our public-school system, because, alas ! to say it, they are ignorant of

its workings.

Teachers and friends of public-schools, we are gaining ground. Politi-

cians can not always have us in their clutches, can not always have the pub-
lic school to manipulate for their own interests if we, united, agree to push,

and do push the rights of the people to be educated at the public expense.

The New York Xation, in commenting on the career of James Fisk, jr.,

makes the following timely and sensible remarks :

"What we should, liowever, like to impress on the public, and not the public of

this State only, but of all the States, is th.at the one practical consideration suggested by
risk's career, is the danger of a corrupt judiciary. * * Had Fisk in his first

bold attempt at robbery been met with the hand of an incorruptible judge, not only would
his depredations have been stayed, but the courage would have been taken out of him.
Nothing, we may be sure, did more to influence his imagination than his discovery th it,

in planning any raid or speculation, he could set down judicial decisions among the
purchasable things as much as stock, or carriages, or hotel accommodations. * * *

A cheap judge is about as dangerous an article as a cheap gun; you can rely on a cheap
gun's going off, but you can never tell at which end ; and you can rely on a chea;i judge's
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deciding cases, but whether the rogues or honest men will profit by his decisions no one
knows."

We published last month an article on the evil of books "sold by sub-

scription onl}'^," and the annoyance caused by agents circulating them. A
correspondent, this month, gives us another article on the same t( pic. That

is right, friends ;
"speak right out ;" if we continue to suffer in this way, it

is our own fault. But, if we shake off these blood-suckers, we must do it by
main force ; no sense of shame or decency will cause them to retire volunta-

rily. We know a man, who subscribed, not long since, for one of the brood

of books relating to the Chicago fire. Not long after, the agent appeared to him
with a smirk on his face, and informed him that he was ready to deliver his

book. Our friend handed the agent the stipulated sum, and he produced three

copies of the book, and politely told him to take his choice. "My dear sir;'*

said the subscriber, "I don't want that book, and never did ; I have no use

for it. I subscribed to get rid of hearing your story ; I had not time. Give

the book to somebody who wants it." Did that agent pocket this plain talk,

and carry off both book and money ? Of course he did. Another man, we
know, paid for Beecher's Life of Christ, three days ago. He took the book

;

but will be happy to sell it at one-third off from the regular price. Who
speaks for the bargain ?

JRev.F. H. Wines, Secretary of the Illinois State Board of Public Chari-

ties, pays the Normal University the following compliment, on page 63 of his

report

:

" In every point of view, the Normal University awakens pleasure in the mind of

an intelligent, liberal observer—by the beauty of the grounds, the admirable appoint-

ments of the building, the perfection of the discipline, the thoroughness of the instruction

given, the evident earnestness and diligence of ihe students, and the economy in its

financial management. * * * This university is second to none in the Union.

It deserves and should receive public confidence, and the most liberal support."

According to the table given, the total expenditures since the founding

of the institution has been $407,117.45, and the present valuation of the

real and personal property is $312,000. The total cost expended upon each

pupil of the Normal department since the opening of the school is stated at

$195.35. It should be said, however, that, if nothing is counted except what
has come from the State revenues as a (jift—that is, not as interest—the

cost per pupil will amount to only a slight fraction above $30. For, accord-

ing to the same table, all grants of this sort from the State will only foot up
$63,214.91. When this sum is compared with the present estimated value

of the property, it would not appear that the Normal University, financially

considered, has been a bad speculation.

In the editorials of Scrihner's Monthly, we almost always find something

regarding current affairs that commends itself very strongly to our judgment.

The following extract from an article on "Shakerism," in the January number,

hits a very ugly nail squarely on the head.

"It is curious to see how quickly the marriage relation begins to be tampered with

when any body of religionists begins to get new light, or light additional to, or independ-

ent of, the christian revelation. The Mormon gets new light, and forthwith he gets new
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wives. The Shaker gets new light, and straightway he divorces himself from woman-
kind. The Spiritualists of the baser sort get new light, and adopt the most free and lazy

policy of 'touch and go!' Always with new light this institution of Christian marriage
shows, by its perturbations, how central and vital it is in our social system. To the ob-

servant philosopher this matter of marriage has become a sort of touch-stone in the ex-

amination of every new scheme of social and rt-ligious life; and it may safely be calcu-

lated that any scheme which interferes with Christian marriage— any scheme which in-

terferes with its prevalence and purity, or undermines its sacredness, or cheapens its

obligations—is either intentionally or mistakenly unchristian ; sometimes the former,
often the latter."

Schoolmaster : Philosophy teaches us that different bodies attract each other in
*^

direct pr'^portion (ratio) to quantity of matter, and in inverse proportion (ratio) to the
square of their distance apart. In Quackenbos' Natural Philosophy, we find that the
earth contains 8o times as much matter as the moon, and that the sun contains 350,000
times as much as the earth. By the process of multiplication, we find that the sun con-
tains 28,000,000 times as much matter as the moon. Then, if they were equally distant
from the earth, the sun's influence upon the water of the ocean, would be 28,000,000
times greater than that of the moon.

The distance of the moon from the earth, is to the distance of the sun from the
earth, as i is 10400. The square of 400 is 160,000, which is contained in 28,000,000, 175
times. Why is it that tie sun's influence upon the water of the ocean, is not 175 times
greater than that of the moon ? "Why does not the sun control the tides, instead of the
moon ?

Please answer through the columns of the Schoolmaster. w.

We presume our correspondent's figures are correct; at least, there is not much
doubt that the sun attracts our earth with more power than the moon does. The tides
however, are not a direct result of the attraction of the sun or moon ; it is a very bad
way of stating it, to say that "the tides are caused by the attraction of the sun and
moon," although there is a sense in which it is true. The moon causes a tide by the
difference of its attraction on different parts of the earth ; and the same may be said
of the sun. Now, if the distance from the moon to the earth be a miles; then the dis-
tance to that part of the earth next the moon is cf-4000 miles, while the distance to that
part farthest from the moon is a a 4 400 miles. The attractive power of the moon at
these several points will be inversely as the squares of these several numbers; and, as a
is only about 240,000 miles, the difference of attraction at the two points on the surface
as compared with that at the center, will be a considerable quantity as compared with the
whole attractive force of the moon. Reasoning in the same way with respect to the
sun's attraction, we must make a more than 90,000,000 miles. Hence, the difference
of the attractive force at the three points as compared to the whole force of attraction
will be only about one-third as great as in the case of the moon, although the attractive
force itself is much greater. Most of our text books make a confused, and inconsistent
explanation of the cause of the tides.

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM.—The following problem was found in the "Query
Box," at an Institute lately. It is worthy of «ome careful thought, and we invite our
readers and correspondents to send us a solution accompanied by an explanation; we
shall take no notice of any explanation that is not purely arithmetical :

An ajrent bought 100 head of animals for his principal, paying just $100 for them
;

for cows, he paid $10 each, for sheep, $3, and for geese 50 cents; how many of each
did he buy ?
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Chicago.— It will be seen that the per cent, of attendance for December is very

low, lower, we lielieve than it has been for eight or ten years. It is but justice to state

that the attendance is much better than is indicated by the per cent. The present plan

of marking a pupil absent for six consecutive half days when he leaves school, now
works to our disadvantage, since the number who leave has greatly increased since the

fire. If a child goes to work, moves out of town, or dies suddenly while a member of

school, he is marked absent for three consecutive days. This accounts largely for the

apparently poor attendance. After the fire all special teachers were dispensed with,

but at the opening of this term the music teachers (Messrs. Whittemore and Blackmanj
were recalled, and they have entered very heartily into the work again. The drawing

teachers have not been recalled and probably will not be this school year. A report was
presented to the board recommending the resumption of the study of German in the

district-schools, but considerable discussion arose adverse to its resumption, and the re-

port was withdrawn. The subject will come up for consideration at a future meeting. It

Is believed by quite a number of the members that it ought not to be again introduced

into the district-schools, but be confined to the high-school, the same as Latin, Greek
and French.

The friends of Cook county Normal-school feel quite sore over the position of the

press and the intelligent public sentiment of the city respecting the exemption of the city

from paying any part of the expenses of running that institution. They claim that untrue

statements are made of the current exi:)enses of said Normal, but we believe that in the

main they are correct. We learn that its teachers (including Principal) were not paid

for their services from the time of the fire till the first of January ; from this time we un-

derstand they are to be paid their old salaries. We have heard, however, that the ex-

pense account as shown in the books kept in the court-house show that some salary has

been paid once or more since the fire. We have not been able to examine for ourselves

and cannot speak authoritatively. It is to be hoped that the County Commissioners will

make some equitable disposition of the question when it comes before them.

At the last meeting of the Principals' Associatian the Superintendent made some
suggestions upon the teaching of the fifth grade (next belaw the grammar-department) in

the matter of definition of words from the reader, he thought pupils should not be re-

quired to define words of a metaphysical or obscure meaning ; that after defining, sentences

should be constructed containing the words defined ; that words should often be substi-

tuted for those given and the sentences read with the substituted words; arid that the

words given and used should be spelled. He recommended that when classes begin

geography in this grade mathematical geography be omitted, but brought in connection

with the descriptive pare ; that the study begin with oral instruction, with the school-

room as starting point ; that the globe be freely used in illustrating the mathematical part.

The Principals then discussed this question : "What should be the duty of a Princi-

pal of one of our schools ?"

The question grew out of the idea that some of the rules which affect all Principals,

but very unevenly, were made to correct one or two persons, and it has always seemed a

little hard that all should be bound down by specific rules, wheir one or two are at fault.

It was urged that he should have opportunity to know thoroughly the teaching ability of

each assistant, both by personal observation of her work, and by regular examination of

her classes ; he should have lime to give each case of discipline sufficient care and mature
judgment, and not be ob'iged to dismiss such cases simply with a rebuke or warning;

he should grade his school by careful examination of applicants and by written and oral

ex.aminatious of classes ns tests of the pupil's ability to advance or maintain his position
;

he should carefully examine for promotion; he should know the programme of each of

his teachers ; he shriuld he a model teacher, and give model exercises to each division

of his school ; he should read, investigate, and study, and keep abreast with the progress

of ideas in nearly all departments of knowledge. If he does this he will have no time

for regular class instruction—that is not his work. * * * The question was laid

over for further consideration.

Teachers of the sixth grade are requested to meet the Superintendent at the Normal
building the third Friday afternoon of February.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR DECEMBER, 1871

o s

ao &,<

SUPERINTKNBENTS.

5 ^
St. Louis*
Cincinnati, O
Chicago, III

Indianapolis, Ind
Dubuque, Iowa
Bloomington, 111

Evansville, Ind,,
Terre Haute, Ind
Peoria, III

Decatur, 111

Galesburg, 111.,

Aurora, 11
West and Soulli )

Rockford, 111 , \

Alton, 111

Ottumwa, lovya
Danville, 111

Goshen, Ind
LaSalle, III

Macomb, III

Peru, Ind.,
Marsnalltown, Iowa...
Geneseo, 111

Dixon, 111

Clinton, III

ShelbyviUe, 111

Princeton, III

Edinburg, Ind
Rushville, III

Winterset, Iowa
rranklort, Ind
Normal, III

Lincoln, 111. .J

Henrv, 111

Effingliam, 111

Lexington, 111

Eelvidere, III.,

Shawneetown, 111

Sterling 111 ,

Monticello, Iowa
Yates City, 111

Maroa, 111

Creston, 111

Sigourney, Iowa,
DeKalb, 111.,

Sheffield, 111.,

Toledo, Iowa,
Heyworth, 111

Lyndon, III

25,480
.124,691,

26,123
5,428:

22,;rso

21,040
23,.-{-0

4,783

21,121
l!i,"'JG

21,378
4,415

3,815
2,439
2,146

14 3,374 3,073
19 I 2,31,'i 2,177
15

I

2,010 1,869

1,U1

1,041
738

1,027!
691 i

582,
597
520
498
531'

561'

398
409
365
902
345
332
286
275
226
500
320
178
157
92

378
263
256
236
178
122

15
17

T^A
16

"

20
15
15

19
19
21

16
16

15
15
20
19
15
16

l,0o6

947
.553

927
618

626

543
470
463-9
506
527

363
.320

343
732
o28-S
301-3
270
264-7
199
424
303
104
148
91

.".37

241

227
203
1.50

114

990

887

794-91
572 ,

595 !

94-5 6,7371
94-1 9,017:
91-5,
92-1 1,291!

i

92-i| 2"loi'

94 ( 1,029
93

j
259!

93-7

1

420!

95-6 557 i

92 ' 290'

85-7' 448
92-6 266

95

429-5
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Platleville, Whitewater, and Oshkosh, for one year, is ;^40,ooo. The number of stu-

ient^; is about 400.

Th': fTivernor bears testimony to the admirable management of the reform school,

and c ill> .itte ition to the recommendation of th3 state board of charities that a similar

iii-tiiaiiu.i for girls be erected.

Tlie co.n non council of Oshkosh tried the school-board for malfeasance in office.

The aftair ended in smoke.
Kavsas.—The public-school system is represented as in a very flourishing condi-

tion. Total fund raised for school purposes is ;g 1,07 5,000. The governor recommends
a law CO upelling the attendance of children in school.

CoNXECTicuT.

—

Salariei in Ncuo Haven. Thi Superintendent of public schools in

New Haven believes that one way to improve the schools is to make the salaries high
enough to invite and retain good teachers. The salaries in the city schools have recent-

ly been raised and now stand as follows: principal of the high school ^3,000; male as-

sistant, $2,20) ; one female assistant, $i,ooo; two female assistants, $800; two female
assistants, $703; one female assistant $650. Principals of gramnar schools, $2,600 ;

first assistant $700 ; next grade of schools command $650 and $6o9 ; next lower, ^550 ;

lowest salaries, ^350, to be increased $50 per year until it has reached $550.
MviSE.—Among the questions sent out by the State Saperintendent was the fol-

lowing:
" Can you suggest any amendments to the school laws of the State ?"

The school committee of Mariaville sent up the following : " We recommend the

the establishment of a Reform School for meddlesome parents."

I0W.4.

—

Marshalltown.—Challenge.—The following is the record of the higher
department (including the high and grammar-schools,) of the public schools of Marshall-
town, Iowa, for the month of November :

Number of pupils enrolled, ... . 101

Number of days of school, - - - - - 20
Average number belonging, ,

- - - 95-35
Average daily attendance, . . . - . 94.525
Per cent, of attendance, - - -

. 99-13
N.i n'lar of tardinesses, - - - - - 19
Number of days absence, - -

.
- 16.5

Number neither absent nor tardy, ... - 77
Average absence of each pupil enrolled, - - .160

A comparison of records of any public school or department thereof numbering
more than 50 pupils is challenged. A limited number of pupils is named, on account
of the compirative ease of holding a small number in hand.

Chas. Robinson, Supt.

Resolutions of the Keokuk County Teachers' Institute, Sigourney, Iowa; J. W*
Johnson, Reporting Secretary.

1st. Resolved, That the Boards of Directors of the several townships require a uniformity
of text-books.

2d. Ttiat '.ve deem it proper for the County Superintendent to report through the county
paper the couilition of the leveral schools of the county

3d. That a Teachers' Institute is the best means within our reach of promoting the edu-
cational interests of the country.

4th. That the necessity of higher qualifieatioas of teachers demands the establishment of
a Training or Xormal school in every county.

5th. Tliat •very child between the ages of seven and fourteen years, should be compelled
by law to attenl sclinol, at least six mouths in a year.

Gth. That we extend a vote of thanks to Profs. Piper, Oitney, UpdegrafF, and to othe:s>
tor the valuable instruction imparted to tlie Institute. Also, to the Rev. S. G. Hair, .J. H.
Saunders and others, for their instructive lecturas.

7th. That a special vote of thanks be tendered Mrs. Kittie Hair for the use of her organ,
("Parlor (xem,") and for the music voluntarily given by her and others.

8th. That we extend a special vots of thanks to our County Supt., J. A. Lowe, for the in-
termit manifested iiy him in educational improvement during his term of office.

9th. That our thanks are due the Sigourny Seh >ol Board for th? use of the school-room

,

and to the citizens for the interest manifested in the welfare of teachers, and the success of
the Institute.

10th. That a copy of these resolutions be given to the Cuicaio Schoolmastee for p ib-
lication.
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Illinois.—The State Association met at Dixon, according to announcement.

The President, J. H. Blodgett, of Roclcford, opened the first session. On the after-

noon of the first day the President read his address.

A committee was appointed to draft and report resolutions of respect to tlie memo-
ry of H. S. English, late Vice President of the Association. The following repoit was
accepted :

" The comniitte appointed to draft resolutions expressive of the feelings of the as-

sociation upon the life and death of H. S. English, a Vice President of this body, who
died at Cairo, in Ju'y. 1871 ; respectfully submit :

He was a good citizen, an honest man, and an earnest and successful teacher. We
mourn his loss and tender our sympathies to the family of the deceased.

B. G. Roots, Chairman.

Sectional meetings were held the forenoon of the second day. The programme
was generally carried out as announced. The severe cold marred the interest of the

proceedings, although the efforts of Mr. Smith were vigorous to have everything warm.
Missouri sent congratulations which were received and acknowledged by tele-

graph.

Dr. Bateman spoke at length on Illinois .School law.

Dr. Gregory's letter was read assigning reasons for his non-appearance.

The Association endorsed the " Whiting Bill," on county superintendents, now
pending in the Legislature.

The committee upon the President's addre-s reported the following:
" We commend as worthy of special attention the following points :

1st. The connection of free school education with political economy and social

science.

2nd. The damages to the free-school system fnma bad financiering.

3rd. The necessity of making better provisions in our larger towns for those pu-

pils who are not able to fit into the regular grades.

4th. The tendency to turn to special studies before a good foundation is laid for

a higher education.

We think the following points are worthy ot consideration, but are not prepared to

express any definite opinion upon them :

1st. The tr.ansfer of the teacher with the pupil from grade to grade, so that the per-

sonal influence of the teacher can be impressed more strongly upon the pupils,

2nd. The establishment of Polytechnic schools as a part of our school system."

Henry L. Boltwood, Chairman of Committee.

The following, reported by the committee on resolutions was accepted :

Resolved, That in the opinion of tliis association, any person, who shall, in future,

accept a place \\]wn the programme to take part in the exercises of this body, is utterly

inexcusable for failure to fulfill his ai^pointment, unless detained by sickness or death in

the family, or by some accident which shall render it physically impossible for him to

be present. E. W. Coy, Geo. Howard, Miss S. E. Wicks, Committee

The treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of $44.95. The lecturers on first

and second evenings were Col. L. H. Potter and Rev. D. L. Leonard.

The venerable " Father Dixon" was introduced to the association at one of the

sessions.

The following officers were elected for the year 1873.
President, J. P>. Roberts, of Galesburg.

Vice President at large, E. A. Gastman, Decatur; 1st District, B R. Cutter, Chi-

cago ; 2nd, Geo. B. Charles, Aurora: 3rd, M. L. Seymour, Forreston ; 4th, S. B. Groom;
5th, A. Clark, Galva ; 6th, Wm. Brady, Marseilles; 7th, Edwin Philbrook, Maroa

;

8th, John Hull, B!oomington; 9th Matthew Andrews, Macomb; loth, Jephthah Hobbs,
Shelbyville; iith. ;'i2th,

J- P. Slade, Belleville; 13th", Wm. McNeal,
Pinckneyville. Secretary, William Jenkins, Ottawa; Treasurer, P. R. Walker, Creston.

H. L. Boltwood, Princeton,

'

Aaron Gove, Normal, \ Executive Committee.

W. B. Powell, Aurora,
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ILLINOIS STATE TEACHER'S ASSOCIATION.

NAMES OF MEMBEBS, TAKEK FROM VHB TREASUREE'S EOOK.

I Wilkinson, Lincoln
J H Blodgett, Koeklord
O F Barbour, "
Edwin Pliilbrook, Maroa
B G Kootu, TamHioa
E L Wells, Oregon
M L Seymour, Forreston
Wm Jenkins, Ottawa
C S Holyoke, Uhicago
M Andrews, Macomb
G S Pnine, Ualtham
J W liibson, Adeline
O P Snow, Princeton
J H Freeman, Polo
J ilobbs, Shelbyville
B G Hewelt, INormal
D E Garver, Nora
E A Gastmau, JJecatnr
I) Webster Francis, Morris
Wm Brauy, Marseilles
J A Sewall, Normal
J B Roberts, Galesbwrg
P R Wali.er, Crestou
O M Crary, Lyndon
W W L»avis, Sterling
J Hull, lilooniingtou

J K McGregor, Heyworth
M E Piiiliips, Asnton
O P Hall, Princeton
S S Ventres, Chicago
G B Charles, Aurora
E W Coy, Normal
H L Boltwood, Princelou
Wm IsenbergjBloomington
J W Bird, Kuoxville
E Forsyth, Sunbeam

i

Wm B Hague, Granville
M W Smith, Morrison
M Tucker, Lacon

40 P B Hulse, Chicago
41 L M Barrett, Sterling
42 C C Miller, Marengo
43 t; K Mann, St Charles
44 G W Mason, Pekin
45 S C Allen, Westfield
46 J S McClun, Henry
47 W B Powell, Aurora
48 H P Hall, Sycamore
49 J E Dow, Peoria
50 Tlios. Metcaif, Normal
51 W Reeves, Washburn
62 I) Myers, Normal
63 T J Show, Lacon
54 J K Parker, Cortland
55 C S Edwards, Sparland
66 J N Fuller. Sandwlcli
57 B R Cutter, Chicajio
68 W H Brydges, Elgin
59 J V^ Cook, Normal
60 E Brov,u, Oregon
61 E C Smith, Dixon
62 AG Lane, Chicago
63 A Clark, Galva
64 F Christianer, Abingdon
65 A C Bloomer, Yates City
66 A Etheridge, Princeton
67 Geo Mills, Rochelle
68 BG Alleusworthj Elmwood
69 S W^ Crosman, Naperville
70 Harry Smith, Sterling
71 Robert Childs, Amboy
72 L C Gray, Kewanee
73 A Andrew, Rockford
74 A W Durley, Hennepin
75 L Willard, Chicago
76 K Edwards, Normal
77 N Bateman, Springfield

78 Geo Colvin, Pekin
79 I F Kleckner, Freeport
80 J A Mercer, Sheffield
81 W Woodard, Chicago
82 Harry Moore, Sandwich
83 C G Tarbell, Wauconda
84 J B Martin, Dalton
85 W M Martin, Sheffield
86 H C Stanley, O'PlaIn
87 J U Wilder, Chicago
88 W H Smith, Tonica
89 J H Smith, Wyanet
90 J Low, \\ aukegan
91 Oeo Ilowland, Ohicago
92 F Hanford, "

93 O S Westcott, "

94 L D Moon, Moline
95 John Phinney, Sterling
96 J H Bo lie, Chicago
97 T U Clark, Aurora
98 J B Sh" ". "id, Chicago
99 G W i/v\. . .M.uiiie

100 E S Ilolin, Koui-d Grove
101 C P Brainard, Rockioid
102 A J Sawyer, Sandwich
1U3 A T Smith, Polo
104 H P French, Sterling
105 W D Hall, LaSalle
106 Ct S Wedgwood, La Salle
107 E P Frost, Peoria
108 W W Ray, Altoona
109 J N Patrick, Springfield
110 E C Bravton, Genesee
111 S W Maltbie,
112 E BGiay, (;hicago
113 S M Etter, Blooniington
114 Aaron Gove, Normal
llfi J Piper, Manchester, lo.

jj

Adams County.—John H. Black, County Superintendent, has control of and ed-

its the educational department of the V/estern Agricullurist, a family monthly, pub-

lished at Quincy. So the work goes on ; this is good. Let every man who knows
about schools and school work (and these are much fewer in nua.ber than is generally

supposed,) edit some part of a periodical. The newspaper is the medium through which
the school problem can be effectively approached.

Mr. Black's opening on " Suggested Grades for District Schools" is to the point.

Pope County.—Sunday school and church services have been suspended at Me-
tropolis on account of the ravages of small pox. The public schools have been closed at

Golconda for the same reason.

Randotpli County.—Under the management of Mr. Howard, as principal, with his

able corps of assistants, I am glad to report the schools of Chester equal to any of their

class, and our citizens should feel themselves Mattered. No doubt this state of affairs

is due in a great extent to the care and attention of the directors, Win. Roberts, Dr.

Wm. A. Gordon and J. Perry Johnson, as well as the efficiency of the teachers.

—

St.

Louis Republican.

jMacon County.—Teachers' Institutes have been held since Nov. 9, at each of the fol-

lowing places: Boody, Macon, Mt. Zion, Newberg, Harristown and Oakley. Many of

our teachers disliked very much to give up the general institute for a " mere experi-

ment;" but, so far, the experiment has proved an entire success, and all are entirely

satisfied. The teachers have come together at the several places as workers, and not as

so many "passive recipients." The people, too, many of whom "wanted to know,"
have given a fair attendance, amounting on two or three occasions, to crowded houses,,

at both the day and evening sessions. The exercises and discussions have l)een brought;

home as much as possible to present needs, and in the latter not unfre|uently have pa.-^
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rents and school directors been enlisted. Our programme provides for institutes yet to

he held at Forsyth and Maroa.

Woodford County.—The Institute met at Eureka, on October 31. Prof. Metcatf

lectured one evening. Profs. Everest, James and Radford, Misses Fishburn, FJlis and

Smith vere among the conductors of exercises. A. R. Rich, C. W. Patl(jn and J. S.

Evans, committee on resolutions, presented a report of thanks, which was accepted.

The county Superintendent, W. H. Gardiner, was chairman.

Marshall County.—Marshall County Institute convened at Lacon, on Tuesday,

under charge of T. J. Show, county Superintendent of schools. 75 teachers were en-

rolled by Wednesday evening. Mr. J. S. McClung, of Henry, Mr. O. M. Tucker, of

Lacon, Mr. John Cook, of the State ^Normal School, Miss Bassford, of Henry, and H.

L. Boltwooci, of Princeton, conducted exercises. A lecture on the government of the

State of Illinois was delivered by Judge Richmond, of Lacon, Tuesday evening, and on

"Elements of Success in Teacliing" on Wednesday evening, by Mr. Ik.Jlwcod.

Pekin.—Population one-half German. Four school buildings, the main one, a fine

brick, costing ^60,000.00; fifteen teacliers, three male teachers, one of whom teaches

German; an established course of study in the high-school; and the diflerent schools

graded in accordance with the system of public schools of Chicago ; eight hundred

pupils. The first class graduates one year from next June. Geo. W. Mason,
Geo. Colvin, Supt. Principal High-school,

Rock Island County.—The Rock Island County Teachers' Institute was held iu the

High School building in Rock Island the 20th, 2lst and 22d Dec. Sixty teachers th«

Select, of the county of course, were in attendance.

Two features of this meeting are worthy of notice and imitation. On t4ie eveningof

first day, was a sociable in the High School room. In the room below, after the usual

exercises, was served an elegant collation, coffee, sandwiches, cakes and fruit. The Rock
Island teachers gave it special attention, and made it a success.

The other feature was the fact that the work of instruction was conducted by the

teachers of the county. They were profitable and entertaining. J. ¥. Goudy ihe new
city Supt., is doing a good work here. So is W. H. Russell, at Mufine. M. M. Stur

geon. County Supt. was active and set a good example of industrj' in the work befoM

the teachers of the County. G.

Rock Island, Dec. 22d, 1S71.

McLean County.—The County Institutes are at Leroy, Towanda and Shirley. The
tffici»nt Superintendent of this county understands his business. Ihe condition of the

schools proves this. McLean is one of the largest counties in Illinois, and Mr. Hull

manages to get over the territory in the year. The county board are evidently pleased

with his work. If the supervisors could visit some other counties of the State and com-

] are the efl'ects of school supervision, they would be even better pleaded wiih their own
Superintendent.

Notes.—The Superintendent of schools in Worcester, Mass., is rnalcing an earnest

effort to enforce the compulsory school law. By this law, no child between the ages of

ten and fifteen may be employed in any manufactory, unless he shall have attended a

day school, twelve weeks within the year. Breach of the law subjects both employer and

parent to a fine. Mr. Thomas Hughes' plan of giving a free library to Chicago seems

likely to succeed, notwithstanding ihe sneers of that old croaker who seems to have "out-

lived his usefulness,"—Thomas Carlyle. The Connecticut State Noimal-school had

95 pupils last term. The office of the Connectioui School Journal has been removed
irom New Haven to New Britain. There seems to be a good deal of discussion con-

cerning the "marking system" going on just now. As usual in all such discussions, some
wise things are said, and a great many foolish ones. Sidney E. Morse, of New York,

is dead. He established the first religious newspaper in this country more than fifty years

ago. We think he was the author also of the first school geography in this country. We
have somewhere a copy of it ; it is now quite a curiosity. Prof. Morse, the inventor of

the telegraph, is now the only surviving brother of the deceased. H. T. Tuckerman,
the poet, died last month, aged 59. Dartmouth college has thirty-seven teachers, and
four hundred students. There are 46,000 volumes in its several libraries. A new build-

ing for the Agricultural Department is completed ; and an experimental farm of one
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hundred-sixty-five acres has been jprocured. Rev. Robert J. Breckenridge, of

Danville, Ky., is dead; he was born in 1800. He was engaged in the work of instruc-

tion a large part of his long life. Boston is debating the question of an additional

supply of water for the city. Preparations are making to dredge the Tiber; the work
is to be done by a company who hope to find many valuable things that, in past ages,

have been lost in the river, or purposely thrown into it, to save them from falling into the

hands of enemies.

Miscellaneous Items.—Professor Henry says that the observations of the Smith-

ponian Institution, which extend over a period of twenty years, have as yet failed to con-

firm the i)opuIar belief that the removal of the forests and the cultivation of the soil tend

10 diminish the amount of rainfall.

Prof. Von Dollinger, who represents the reform party—if such a party can exist

—

in the Catholic church in Europe, is perhaps the first scholar in the Papal communion.

And the determined opposer of the Pope's temporal power and the dogma of infallibility

has, from his position, scholarship and courage in defending what he calls the old Cath-

olic faith, as opposed to Papal assumption, commanded to an unusual degree the respect

jind confidence of Protestants throughout the world. A German paper states the follow-

ing facts respecting him, which may not be accessible to all : He was born in Hamburg,
in Bavaria, Feb. 28, 1799. was conspicuous for his talents and industry in his youth;

was appointed Professor in the Lyceum Aschaffenberg in 1823, and a Professor of Eccle-

ginstical History in the University of Munich in 1826. In 1845 he represented the Uni-

versity in the House of Deputies. His Ultramontane tendencies lost him his place in

the Unis'crsity, and in 1848 he was elected to the Frankfort Parliament. About this

time he became conspicuous for his attempts at reforming the Papacy, and slowly as-

eumed an attitude of opposition to the Pope's temporal power. In 1863 before an assem-

bly of Catholic dignitaries in Munich, he tgok such bold ground for reformation as to

decide his position and ^ive him the distinction he has since enjoyed.

The Hon. John Eaton, Jr., commissioner of education, is printing a series of sta-

tistics to be embodied in his annual report, setting forth the relation of education to

crime in the New England States. From this it appears—First, that eighty per cent, of

the criminals in these States have no education or n^t sufficient to serve any available

purpose in life. Second, eighty to ninety percent, of the criminals have never learned

anv trade, nor are they masters of any skilled labor. Third, not far from seventj^-five per

cent, of the crimes committed are by persons of foreign extraction. Fourth, eighty or

ninety per cent, of the criminals are intemperate. Fiftli, ninety-five per cent, of the

juvenile offenders come from idle, ignorant, vicious and drunken homes.

In the sparsely settled districts of Norway and Sweden, where there are not child-

ren enough in any neighborhood to give constant employment to a teacher, a system of

traveling schools is provided. A public school-master collects a few children in some
convenient room, instructs them for two or three months, then passes on to repeat the

course in the next hamlet. In this way a modicum of instruction is secured to every

child in the country. A similar provision for the children of thinly settled districts is

made by the new school law of Georgia, the first experiment of the kind in this country.

Tliere is a school in the Charleston jail, under the cvre of the jailor's wife, Mrs. J.

C. Clausen. The method of instruction is somewliat peculiar, but admirably adapted

to the condition and wants of the scholars. Upon the blackboard, extending around

the school room, are written words of one or more syllables, arranged for beginners and
those more advanced in spelling. After each lesson is thoroughly learned by the schol-

prs, another is written upon the blackboard, thus doing away with the use of books.

The same plan is adopted in reference to arithmetic. The pupils are drilled in the Ten
Commandments, and are not permitted to leave the school room until they are perfect

in the lessons of the day.

At Hunter's Point, Long Island, a number of the Catholic children attending the

chief public school, lately refused to read from the Bible, although this is specially en-

joined in the municipal charter. The refractory pupils were punished; but the disorder

increasing day by day, Mr. Seibert, the principal, finally expelled all those in revolt.

The consequence was a sort of emeute throughout the town, threats being freely uttered,

and Mr. Seibert insulted in the street. In the school-room, some of the remaining pu-
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pils thrust their fingers in their ears during the utterance of the Lord's Prayer, and were
summarily chastised therefor. At present writing the unseemly quarrel continues, and
it is said that those in revolt have the support of the Catholic priests. A report, appa-

rently trustworthy, attributes the whole affair to a political complication.— Christian

Union.
The Orifjin of Shylock.—A correspondent of the Jewish Chronicle calls attention

to the fact that the original of Shakspeare's Shylock was a Christian and not a Jew.
He quotes from tlie nth book of Gregorio Leti's Biography of Sixtus V., in proof of

this. A Roman merchant, named Sechi, heard that Admiral Francis Blake had con-

quered St. Domingo, and communicated the new? to a Jewish merchant named Ceneda.
The latter was so confident in the falseness of the news that, after repeated protestations,

he said, " I bet a p :>und of my flesh that the report is untrue." " And I lay a thousand
scudi against it," rejoined the Christian, who caused a bond to be drawn up to the effect

that in case the repoit should prove untrue then the Christian merchant, Signor Paul M.
Sechi, is bound to ])ay the Jewish merchant the sum of looo scudi ; and on the other

hand, if the truth of this news be confirmed, the Christian merchant, Signor Paul M.
Sechi, is justified and empowered to cut with his own hand, with a well-sharpened knife

a pound of the Jew's fair flesh, of that part of the body it might please him. When the

news proved true, the Christian insisted on his bond ; but the governor having got wind
of the affair, reported it to the Pope, who condemned l)oth Jew and Christian to the gal-

leys, from which they could only be ransomed by paying a fine of 2,000 scudi to the

Hospitarof the Sixtine Bridge.

Prof. Sanborn Tenn'ey, of Williams' College, has spent the month of January in de-

livering lectures in various cities of Illinois. He opened the month at Rockford. This
makes four years in succession that he has delivered lectures there. Plis next appoint-

ments were for PVeepirt, where he has also been in previous winters. His work has
aroused considerable attention to Natural History topics in the places where he has been.
His illustrations in Physical Geography are very ample.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

PHILADELPHIAN SOCIETY, \ p^ , f WRIGIITONIAN SOCIETY.
f'RiNK E. RicnET. ;

-"'^iw;;,.
-^ &. W. Paisley.

There are 179 ladies and 109 gentlemen enrolled in the Normal-dep.artment, at

this time. A much hirger number than usual are in the higher classes ; the present
prospect is that a larger class will graduate next summer than ever before. The
Model-department i; more full than usual, especially in the high and grammar-schools.
The work is going f.trward quietly but earnestly. About the only real grievance of
which the institution can complain is the total want of ventilation in the building. The
air in the recitati m-rooms is so impure at the end of a single recitation, as to be nauseous
to one who ent'^rs from the pure air out of doors. It is simply disgraceful that such a
state of things should be suffered to continue in a building that ought to be, and can
be, a model for the school-houses of the State. Are the members of our Board of
Education asleep, or do they care nothing for the health of the pupils, or for the o-ood

name of the Normal University ? There is no longer any excuse for delay in this matter.

C. H. Crandell is teaching one of the city grammar-schools in Troy, N. Y. Salary
$1,400.

As the last month of the term is more eventful than the others, we can only notice
briefly the more important exercises.

Nov. 18.—Notwithstanding the stormy evening, the Philadelphian hall was well at-

tended. Misses MoUie Osborn and Alza A. Karr read the "Ladies Garland." Mr.
Stickney delivered an oration. Mr. J. L. Hartwell made a speech on the importance of
early rising. Nov. 25.—The Philadelphians offered a good entertainment consisting of
a variety of exercises. The exercises commenced with an oration by Mr. A. D. Sa-
bin; subject, "Aim High." Mary Edwards read a selection, entitled "The Count's little
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Daughter." Newt. B. Reed delivered an oration on "The Important Events of 1871.'^

The society adopted constitutional amendments that will hereafter prevent disputes, such
as occurred at last year's contested election. Prof. B. W. Baker rend a paper, entitled

'Solid rather than Showy Culture." Dec. 2.—"The Ladies Garland" was read by Misses
Alice Phillips and Amelia Kellogg. At recess the election of officers for the ensuing term
occurred, and resulted as follows : Prest., N. B. Reed ; Vice Prest., Flo. Pennell ; Sec.

Alice Phillips; Tieas., W. C. Lockwood ; Librarian, M. Brand; Cliorister, Mr. Stew-
ard. This is tiie (Irst election within our knowledge in which the I'hiladelphians had
but one candidate for each office. After recess there was a debate 011 the following

question :
" Should Grant be the next President. ?" Aff. Messrs. Wood and De Garmo;

Neg. Messrs. Colton and Brigham. This practical question, which must soon come be-

fore the American people, was handled by the young men in crecbtable manner. On
Dec. 8 the Philaclelphians held the Ja.st meeting of the term. The programme was more
than usually attrrctive, the exercises having been prepared with much care, and arranged
as a contest. The orations by Mtssrs. Ilartwell, Plullinger and Corwine showed a
careful preparation. The oration liy M. A. Brand was especially worthy of praise.

Misses Town and Mason favored the society with select readings. The most important
exercise was a debate on the annexation of San Domingo. Aff. Ed. James and Chas.

Barnes; Neg. \V. C. Lockwood and Dick Templeton. Mr. James opened the debate,

Mr. Lockwood followed. The secciids made speeches that wi.>uld have been an honor
to older speakers. The society closed with a laughable drama: "There's many a slip

'twixt the cup and the lip," particij ated in by Misses Kellogg and Hickey, and Messrs.

Eeggs, Hullingtr and Reed.
The different sections in the (^^'.r.-mmar-school had a contest in the Wrightonian

hall, on Monday evening, Drc. 11. The hall was filled and the exe'-ci^es i-nnstly good.
The Presbyterians lately held a festival in their new church, pron-eu;, ).i.-ai.y ^300.00.
The joint rules for drawing members into the two societies now permit all members of

the High-school to become members of the societies without regard to age. On the first

night of Mr. Roberts' ttrm of offii e the weather was unfavorable. On the succeeding
society evening th;. L;t.ueral exercises were as good as we are accustomed to hear in

the hall. lie reading by Mr. 1- dwards was excellent. The Washday, or "Blue
Monday," vv;u. acted out very well. Miss Bass read an essay. Dec. 2.—The Wrighto-
nians enjoyed a contest between different sections of the schools. It seems to be one of

the best ways to bring out the talent and thought of the society. Miss Ford did herself

justice in the recitation she had i)repared for the occasion. The "Old Clock on the

Stair," by M^ss Effie Peter ticked and ticked naturally. Mr. Darnalls and Mr. Al-
exander's essays were good. Th y were much better than we usually hear on society

evenings. Miss Franklin read a stlection, entitled the "Brother of Mercy." There
was much that was excellent in the reading of Miss Price. As to the character

"when the cat's away the mice will play," we would say the old cat had better stay

at home. The exercises for two weeks preceeding contest have been as good as we
ever listened to in the Wrightorian's hall. We feel like commending the excellent

manner in which the president has done his duty. Many exercises, indeed all are

worthy of notice, but to avoid the somewhat monotonous way of mentioning all, I will

say that all Wiightonians expect very pleasant and very entertaining exercises for next
terms. We judge from the past. Mr. Baker, of the Grammar-school, has moved into

another "state." Dec. 14, 1871.

—

\Ne. learn that Chas. Moore is married. R. C. Gran-
ville is teaching a colored school in Texas. Arthur Edwards is in Monticello.

The annual contest between the Pli iladelphian and Wrightonian societies came offon the
evening of Dec. 13. The friendly feeling that has existed between the two societies is

worthy of notice. By the persevering efforts of tbc committee. Normal Hall was decorated
with evergreens, paintings and statuary. An admission fee of 25 cents was charged to

keep out the rabble, and to defray the expenses of printing. The wisdom of this plan
was demonstrated at the contest,—the hall being well filled witli intelligent, orderly

people, and societies' treasuries replenished. The debate on the question, "/« the policy

of making land grants by the general government, in aid of railroads, a wise one?"
Aff. James Hovey and Gee. Blount, Neg. J. M. Wilson and J. E. Lnmli, was won by
the Wrightonians, 967 to 950. The instrumental music; Miss Roop, Vv'rightonian, and
Miss Ware, Philadelphian, was won by the latter, 9. 17 to 8. The Wrightonian paper was
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edited by Misses Franklin and Monroe ; the Philadelphian by Misses Gaston and Karr.

The Philadelphian won the paper, 9.73 to 9.67. Miss Mary Stroud sang for the Wright-

onians ; Misses Compton and Town, and Mr. F. W. Conrad sang for the Philadelphians,

The Wrightonians gained the vocal music, 9.07 to 9.75. On i'hursday evening, Dec. 14,

the senior class, and several other members of the University, organized themselves into

a body Icnown as a surprise party, and proceeded to the residence of Mr. W. A. Pennell.

Miss Flo. Pennell was quite surprised to receive so many guests unexpectedly, but the

visitors were perhaps as much surprised at the bountiful supper provided. All enjoyed

the party, and thought it a splendid way to initiate vacation.

Jan. 6 —The first society meeting of the term. Tlie hall was crowded. "Jolly

Jonathan and his Neighbors," a comic song, by Mr. Stickney and others, produced a de-

cided effect. J. M. Greeley gave an oration,—"Slavery the curse of Nations." Alice

Phillips and Alza Karr read "The Ladies' Garland." Frank Richey then thanked the

society for the honor bestowed upon him when he was chosen President, and asked for

his successor the same hearty support which he had received. The inaugural address of

the pres. elect. Newt. Reed, was carefully prepared, and received with hearty applause.

After recess Mary Hawley sang, and Maggie Templeton gave a reading. A short drama,

"Madcap," by Mr. Beggs, C. Hovey, F. Hullinger, Ella Morgan and Amy Kellogg,

closed the exercises. Jan. 13 —Exercises began with music by Miss S. Ware. This

was followed by an oration from Thos. McGrath, an essay by Chas. Colton, and a read-

ing by Dell. Cook. Selections from "Henry VIII" were then read by Pres. Edwards,
Prof. Cook, Prof. Hewett, Flo. Pennell and others. Prof. Hewett then read "Mother
Goose." The reading was illustrated by tableaux which tlie audience seemed to appre-

ciate.

The Philadelphians are to put a glass in the transom over the door to their hall "to

beat the glass over the Wrightonians' door, regardless of expense " The Phila. have
recently made the last payment—amounting to ^100—on their new carpet, and are now
agitating the question of new stage curtains, to cost something over $75.

^&&M T^ms^M^

A IVeatise on English Funciuation, by John Wilson, New York and Chi-

cago, WooLWORTH, AiNSWORTH & Co. No little volume has ever reached us for which
we entertain higher regard than for this. It is indeed much in little. It is no marvel
that the twentieth edition is before the public. With a carefully prepared index, com-
plete and nice statements for all punctuation, a proof reader can not err while a copy is

within his reach. Because we do not agree with or adhere to all rules laid down, our

high appreciation is none the less. In appearance, aside from its completeness, this work
is a gem. Every reader of the Schoolmaster needs this volume.

jEsthelics or the Science of Beauty, by John Bascom, New York and Chicago.

WoOLWORTH, AiNSWORTH & Co.

The publishers have not belied the title in their part of this wor!;. It is a beauti-

fully bound and printed volume of 268 pp., treating of " motives for the cultivation

of taste," beauty in expression—in unity—in variety—in truth. The causes of ugliness

of form—color—light and shade—motion—sound ; of tilings which mislead taste, etc.

A pleasant volume as its title indicates for reading or study. Many maxims found
like the following will bear much repetition : "We must -Inly ^h uMoter.- --.viiere hu-

man character alone exists, if we would give that manhood to our men for wiiich only,

they have value."

The Parser'K Manual, by John Williams, A. M. Cincinnati and New York,
Wilson, Hinkle .S: Co.

This book of 264 pp. embraces nearly eveiy variety of English construction,

arranged for convenient study. We are disposed to believe that the day of many text-

books on our language, treating the subject on the pull-to-pieces plan, is passing away.
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We are beginning to see that it is not necessary to teach a child to separate a sentence
ir.to its parts first, but rather to put the parts together as the first step. We can re-

e( mmend Mr. Williams' book to all who think they need a text book in parsing.

Youth's Speaker.— Selections in prose, poetry and dialogues, by George R. Cath-
CART, A. M. New York and Chicago, IvisoN, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.

This is a convenient and not expensive volume, just the thing for the teacher's

desk. It seems to us especially adapted to the younger grades and we are at a loss to

know why the title page presents its claims as suited to the requirements of common
schools and academies. If the author is a western man and refers to our many so-call-

ed colleges, we have no word to offer, but we are thinking of our old New England
academy. This is one of the best speakers for little folks we ever saw. We have read
every selection in poetry twice to our six-year-old, and even now as we write, he teases to

hear them again. If the teachers will provide themselves with this, they will always be
ready when the pupil comes asking for " something to speak."

Elements of Plane Geometry. Part i, with an appendix on Mensuration, by THOMAS
Hunter, A. M., President of the Normal College of the city of New York, pp. 132
Harper & Brothers.

This little work, though not radically different from other recent issues on this

subject, will attract attention on account of ihe small compass in which Plane Geometry
is presented to the student, while yet affording vigorous demonstrations of theorems, an
unusual number of test examples, and a good appendix on the mensuration of surfaces.

The author's preface is not as clear as some we have read; but we understand him to

complain that results from the pursuit of this branch of mathematics show a radical

defect in the mode of teaching. We believe he is right. He tells us that his little

book " is very much needed"—an ample apology, surely, for its issue. Here follow

the special claims set forth in the preface : "I. This work commences aright. 2. It

contains more problems, solved and unsolved, than any other volume of its size extant.

3. It is more practical. 4. The appendix is valuable in applying the Geometry."
Mr. Hunter would place compasses and ruler in the hand of every student. *'The

students must commence with measuring; otherwise they are not studying Geometry."
"They should draw lines of all sorts and sizes; they should place them in such a man-
ner as to form all kinds of angles, triangles, quadrilaterals, and they should unite the

names of the different figures. One of the chief difliculties encountered hitherto in the

study of this beautiful science has arisen from the fact that the text-books in common
use begin with a theorem, and that theorem none of the easiest. In the present work
the first proposition is a joro6Ze»i." The problem chosen is this: "On a given straight

line to construct an equilateral triangle." Of course, the previous exercises in drav/ing,

together with a study of the definitions, have prepared the pupil to comprehend

—

probably to enjoy, also— the solution of this problem.

At the close of Book i, three "test examples" are solved, and are followed by thir-

teen others—the basis of a stelting review of the principles already given. Each of the

five books, excepting the one treating of proportions, has from seventeen to twenty-four

of the test examples; and each set is furnished with a key, wherein the proposition is

designated to which the pupil may refer for the clue to the required solution. In some
instances the first step only is given ; in some, the drawing is furnished. We fear that the

author, in the fullness of these keys, has failed to follow the judicious counsel presented

at the close of the V book : "The teacher should be careful not to show the pupils too

much in the study of the test examples."

We think well of this little hand-book. Some of the diagrams are in ill taste, being
needlessly large, and with lines too heavy. The definition given of a straight line, "the

shortest distance between two points," and the ambiguity attaching to the language of

one or two of the problems, we think open to adverse criticism. But the author's two
or three main thoughts deserve attention—most of all, perhaps, thebelief that the mas<«ry

of these five books is worth more to a student than the knowledge and strength com-
monly attained by going over the whole range of plane and solid geometry.

The American Intellectual Arithmetic, containing an extensive collection of Practi-

cal Questions on the General Principles of Arithmetic. With concise and original

Methods of Solution, which simplify many of the most important Rules in Arithmetic,
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by John F. Stoddard, A. M., author of the Normal Mathematical Series, etc. New
York : Sheldon & Co. Chicago : W. B. Keen & Co.

We have been using this book in certain of our classes, partly with a view to test

the character of its problems, but chiefly that we might solve a problem of our own,
viz : How to give our Normal pupils, within the six months allotted to arithmetic by our

course of study, the greatest facility, confidence, and accuracy in the treatment of arith-

metical problems.

Of the philosophy of the plan named we may speak at another time. We wish now
to call the attention of any reader who may not have examined Stoddard's book, to some
of its merits ; also, to suggest wherein it may be made more practical. The volume is

attractive, the number of examples is very large, and the grading, or succession, appears

to be as good as we have ever seen. In many cases, more than one form of analysis is

presented for a given problem. This is well— if for no other reason than that it suggest*

to a teacher who might otherwise fall too readily into another's tracks, the possibility of

marking out a way for himself—nay, of according the same ^privilege to a pupil. Of
course, this remark must not be taken with too much latitude. What we mean is, that

a pupil who gives a logical arialysis in correct language, shall be commended for so

doing.

We speak the more earnestly on this point, from the conviction that forms of analysis

when memorized before their significance is seen, are, like "working by the rule," open
to the charge of producing "rote" work. Hence, however faultless may be the printed

analysis offered in connection with a class of examples, we would allow its use only

after its meaning has been clearly seen by the pupil. \

We think that the problems in Stoddard's, especially those in the latter chapters, are

framed with too much reference to avoiding fractions ; take, for example, most of the

problems touching Interest. The pupil ought not to anticipate that every dividend is to

yield an integral quotient. Yet the variety is not small, nor is the labor so light as to

make one wish for problems of far greater difficulty. A change in the point just criti-

cised would make the problems more practical—more, that is, like those the pupil will

meet in life. We hold that oral arithmetic is practical arithmetic. M.

The First Biennial Report of the Board of State Commissioners of Public Charities,

for Illinois, is before us. It gives an account of each of the charitable institutions of the

State, including the Normal Universities, and the Industrial University. A large part of

the report is taken up with an account of the Insane. The suggestion that this class oi

unfortunates will be benefitted by giving them regular and constant employment seems to

us very sensible. Accounts of the almshouses and jails in the several counties occupy
several pages. It would seem that very few of these institutions are a credit to our civ-

ilization, while many are a disgrace, and not a few, positive nuisances. The report will

repay careful perusal ; and we think it will convince any one of the wisdom of establish'

ing this State Board.

The Massachusetts Teacher. This old favorite comes to us in a new dress ; ths

January number is beautifully printed, and is very rich in its contents ; it has several

articles of more than ordinary excellence; and its "Notes by the Way," and "Personal In-

telligence," are especially interesting.

The Western Educational Review, St. Louis. It is announced in the January nuoi'

her of this handsome monthly, that the standard of the Review is to be raised, its pages in-

creased in number, and the price to subscribers advanced. We heartily wish it abundant
success.

The College Courant, published at New Haven, and edited by Yale College men,
is the best college paper, take it all in all, with which we are acquainted. In typograph-
ical appearance it stands among the first, while in careful and correct editorials and ex-

tracts, it is as near perfection as weekly papers can expect to reach. Why could not it*
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critics fort^ive the Pennsylvania Journal for its hurried proofreading, in making Noali

Parker, D. D., Presidentof Yale !

We have received No. i, Vol. i, of the North Pacific, published at Forest Grove

Oregon ; Rev. S. H. Marsh. D. D., Principal of the Pacific University, is editor and
proprietor. It promises well ; and we cordially give it the right hand, editorial and
educational. We learn from this number that Mr. A. J. Anderson, formerly of Lex-

ington, Illinois, has been appointed to the Professorship of Theory and Art of Teaching

in that institution. He is a good man and a good teacher ; we congratulate him and the

institution upon his appointment.

Harper^s Weekly, for Dec. 23, 1871, contains a most interesting description of old

Warwick Castle, in England. The article covers two pages, and is very fully illustrated.

This old castle is one of the most famous and most interesting of all the old feudal castles

in EnMand; it contained very rich works of art, and many interesting remains of an-

tiquity. We are obliged to put the last verb in the past tense; for, on the 4!% of De-

cember the venerable pile was seriously damaged by lire ; and many of its most interest-

ing relics and works of art are now lost forever.

The Fejee Times is a good sized, eight-page paper. It is well supported by the

native people. They do not dine on missionary in the Fejee islands, any longer.

The National Sunday-School Teacher, Chicago.—We are glad to see the bright face

of this excellent periodical again. It is as good as ever; and this is high praise; for, we
think it acknowledged by all who know, that this pioneer in this department of Sunday-

school literature has never been equaled by any of its rivals. The office was completely

destroyed in the great fire. The Publishers did not save a scrap of paper nor the scratch

of apen. It shows an enterprise characteristic of them, and of the city in which they live,

that the Teacher is so soon on its feet again, and as handsome, and valuable, as it ever

Wilson Hinkle & Go's Illustrated Catalogue has been received. To those of our

readers who are wont to think New England still stands far ahead of the rest of the

country in educational mati ers, we would commend an examination of this Catalogue,

which may be had on application to the publishers at Cincinnati. Printed in the most

beautiful manner, containing the names of some of the very best publications now before

the public, and covering almost the whole ground of instruction, except the classics and
foreign languages; this little book is a fitting exhibit of that peculiar enterprise and tact

which have enabled the publishers with true Western enthusiasm, to enter the lists with,

nnd so soon rival, our old and long established houses in the East.

—

Rhode Island

Sehoolmaster. ,

We have received from Hart ^ Anderson, Rockford, 111., 24 stereoscopic views,

illustrating the destruction wrought in Chicago by the " Fire Storm." The views are

very correct, and strikingly show the desolation of our city ; to strangers they will tell

more of what we have suffered than hundreds of pages of description. Price of the

views, $5.00.

Messrs- H. & A. are preparing several sets of stereoscopic views, illustrating His-

tory and Geography, for the use of schools. These views will be accompanied by a

book of descriptions. There is no doubt that the stereoscope can be made a very effi-

cient aid in the work of the school-room.
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[continued from page 38 ]

The religious idea, (with the doctrine of one omnipresent God, more

clearly, definitely and simply expressed than in Buddhism,) the idea of self-

interest, with the duty of self-sacrifice, and the idea of fatalism, are perhaps

the most forcible ideas of the Mohammedan system. I can hardly think that

Mahomet's sensual Heaven had as much influence upon the minds of his

followers as some have supposed. There are many more powerful incentives

to do and dare and suffer, than the prospect of sensual enjoyment. A
Heaven of beautiful flowers and delicious fruits, of golden pavements, soft

music, and enchanting women, if it could be fully believed in, would doubt-

less have its influence; but the one idea of honor will lead a soldier further

than any of these considerations. There is something stern and earnest in

the human soul, which sensualism does not reach. It is, however, in the Chris-

tian system only, that we have the religious idea, the idea of liberty and

equality, and the idea of self-interest perfectly developed in their relations

to each other.

I do not, however, instance the progress and conquests of the Christian

religion as illustrating my subject, because, at first sight, at least, it might

perhaps seem to many, that a system supernatural in its origin, attested by

the most wonderful miracles, explained and exposed by direct revelation, op-

erating supernaturally upon each individual soul—it might seem that such

a system of doctrines and ideas was so unlike all things else as to forbid clas-

sification and comparison with them.

The Christian system is the stone cut out of the mountain, without

hands, which Daniel saw, which smites and will smite the false system and

kingdoms until they crumble to pieces, while that stone becomes a great

mountain, and fills the whole earth. Time would fail me to speak of the
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great ideas which prompted the crusades, with all their heroism, fanaticism,

and courage. In the great reformation inaugurated by Martin Luther, known

very properly as the Protestant Reformation, do we not see the idea of the

liberty and equality of men before God, protesting against the claim of the

church of Rome to bind the consciences of Christians by any decisions of

Popes or councils. I have nothing to say against the church of Rome. It

is itself a splendid example of the great and lasting force of an idea; but in

that contest, human instincts and the Grod who created them were against

the church of Rome, and on the side of liberty. They are always on that

side, whatever church or system may be on the other. In the English revo-

lution of 1650, the doctrine of the liberty and equality of men, not being

thoroughly comprehended, was not strong enough to overcome the idea of

loyalty and of the divine right of kings, until Cromwell brought into the

field his ironsides, soldiers thoroughly possessed with the religious idea, wha

prayed as well as fought, preached God and practiced his precepts, as well as

obeyed the orders of their officers. Such men can conquer a kingdom or a

world, an4 a commonwealth was established, the influence of which has ex-

tended to our own time.

In the French revolution, what devotion, what sacrifices, what heroism,

what crime, what horrible excesses, do we not see evoked by the idea of

liberty, equality, fraternity ! A few years ago we saw in our own country

a wonderful exemplification of the force of an idea. The Southern State &

of our union declared themselves an independent nation, and assaulted

and took a fort over which waved the flag of the United States. The peo-

ple of the Northern States certainly had no reason to apprehend any immedi-

ate danger to person or property. The South asked and wished only to be

let alone. Farming and manufacturing, buying and selling, pleading and

preaching might have gone on as before. Corn and wheat and wool and

real estate would still have been in demand. Old men might still have taken

their ease, and young men gone on with their studies, their professions or

trades. War is always uncertain as to its results, perilous to those who en-

gage in it, costly for all classes. Judging from the size of European States.

the country was large enough for two independent nations. The people of

the warm zone and those of the temperate zone, we are told, have never lived

quite comfortably under the same government. But who then cared for any

of these considerations ? Who thought of them ?

Tell the mother whose child is in deadly peril, from which she hopes

to be able at great risk to extricate it, that she may lose her own life in the

attempt, that the child is perhaps already so much injured that it is doubtful

if it can recover, that she has besides this one, a large number of children.
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Remind her that she is poor, that she has every reason to believe that the

child will be much better ofiF in another world. Will your arguments be

heard ? Instinct, the principle of natural love, teaches her to risk everything,

to rescue her child ; and instinct is always right.

The North was led i-nto the late war by the instinct of patriotism, by

the idea of nationality. We fought for that idea. The flag of the United

States, which to most of us had hitherto been only the ornamental appendage

of a holiday gathering, became the emblem of the nation's existence. Three-

hundred-thousaud of our bravest and best, in the flower of youth, died for

an idea. It was well. Countless thousands of others sacrificed limbs, health,

prospects; and they did their duty. Ideas, then, are mighty; nothing earthly

is mightier. The most forcible ones as well as the weaker, however, often

S3em to work ill as well as good. Every man is a store-house, a magazine of

powder, a steam-chest, or rather a case of steam-chests fully charged. If he

cannot manage himself, and is not managed by others, he is likely to bring

ruin upon his own head, and all around him.

A community, a nation, is made up of individual human beings, and its

destinv depends upon the force, quality and training of these units. Each

human being, again, so far as activities, character is concerned, is composed of

individual appetites, desires, passions, afiiections, benevolent and malevolent.

Each one of these is strong and worthy in its place and in its proper func-

tions; but the character and destiny of the being depends upon his ability to

harmonize and utilize all these desires and seemingly contradictory impulses.

The human being with appetites, desires and affections—motive principles

—

ideas, is like the arctic traveler in his sledge drawn by a dozen Esquimau

dogs. If one of these brutes thinks himself too good to pull with the others

—if two pull in opposite directions—if one pulls ferociously a little while

and then falls back, the sledge makes but little headway. All must pull

with all their strength; all the time in one direction. All must be trained,

stimulated and utilized. So, a man cannot afford to neglect or despise or

misunderstand or dwarf or kill any one of the motive principles with which

Ood has endowed hiai. All must be stimulated. By infinite painstaking

—

by agonizing to enter in at the strait gate, all must be trained, subordin-

ated, utilized, taught to pull in one direction. We see, then, that the

most forcible ideas are those which rest for their basis upon the great

primal instincts of the liuman race, the laws of God written upon the soul.

Maternal love is an instinct, a motive principle, an idea. That the

mother should love, support, defend her child, is, then, a law of God. That

we should worship a higher, a Divine Being, is an idea common to all races

of men, in all ages and climes. It is an instinct, then, a motive principle, a
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law of God. The idea that justice ought to be done, sooner or later will be

done, to all men, is common to the human race in all ages. It also is an in-

stinctive principle, a law of God. But I cannot and need not enumerate

these great primal instincts of the race. They are, of course, sufficiently ob-

vious. My friends, in this wide universe there is nothing great but God.

On this earth, then, there can be nothing stranger, more forcible, than His

laws. Some of these laws God wrote with his finger on tables of stone; but

very many of them he has impressed, no less indelibly, directly upon the

soul of each human being. These laws, thus impressed, are the instinctive

beliefs, motive principles of the race. Do you wonder that such ideas are

strong ?

The instinctive belief—the idea—the voice of humanity in all ages and

climes, is, that there is a God; that he is to be worshipped; that there is a dis-

tinction between right and wrong; that men are brothers; that they have a

right to liberty; that, a man should be active, energetic ; that it is right and

noble to risk everything for one's country ; that justice will be done to all,

sooner or later, &c. And this belief of humanity, this voice of the people

of all ages and climes, is the voice of God. Vox popuh\ vox dei. A great

idea marches on through the ages with a steady tramp, tramp, tramp, and you

can no more ueprive it of ultimate victory than you can check the stars in

their courses. A man, a community, may seem to be making head, for a

time, against a great truth. The mills of the gods grind slowly, but they

grind exceedingly fine.

Finally, then, reforms, individual, social, political and religious, origi-

nate, thrive, become irresistible from the very constitution of human nature.

They are great and permanent, in proportion as they appeal to the motive

principles, ideas, instinctive beliefs of humanity. That they are not even

more irresistible and wide-spreading and permanent in their efi'ects; that

vigor and virtue often die out of political and social systems that seemed of

noble promise ; that reformations need to be re-reformed, converts to be re-

converted ; that few good resolutions or pledges, few new systems, social or

otherwise, few revolutions or new departures accomplish anything like the

good to humanity that was expected and fondly hoped—ail this is owing to

the ignorance and weakness and selfishness of men. The most radical po-

litical and social reforms are most conservative, so far as their own systems

are concerned. Intense earnestness is likely to make men bigoted. In the

words of Whittier

:

"Great grace, as saith Sir Thomas More,
To him must needs be given,

Who heareth heresy, and leaves

The heretic to Heaven."
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" Scourged at one cart-tail, each denies

The hope of every other ;

Each martyr shakes his branded fi>t

At the conscience of his brother."

Few reformers can say, with the founder of ProviJence Plantation '.

" I kept His plan, whose rain and sun
To tare and wheat are given.

And if the ways to Hell were free

I left them free to Heaven."

Again, time eats out the vital force, the spirit of the noblest systems,

laws, constitutions; and, in place of this spirit, men substitute fr)vm, ceremony,

words. Buddhism, from being one of the most spiritual, has been for tw »

thousand years the most atheistical, of religious systems. Instead of its

original lively belief in the absolute equality and brotherhood of all mciii

we find Buddhist nations, without exception, ground under the heel (ii\v\

that without protest) of the most crushing and cruel despotisms. The

French revolution of '9S, born of the instinctive and irrepressible lovC o^'

men for political and religious liberty, baptized blindly in the blood of priest-,

and aristocrats, promising new heavens and a new earth, adorned with many

examples of the highest heroism, and stained with many of the blackest

crimes, ended at the second deposition of Napoleon with the so-called Iloly

Alliance of Despots, sworn to assist each other in putting down, in Europe.

; 11 political freedom and constitutional government. No, not ended. The

Holy Alliance could no more repress freedom, and secure stagnation aa I

order, in that way, than a cup of holy water on the crater of Vesuvius could

still the agitations and repress the upheavals of that sometimes sleeping vol-

cano. Every true reform is a step forward in the real progress and improve-

ment of the race ; although, like the tidal billows inflowing upon the At-

lantic coast, it may seem to recede as much as it advanced. We know that our

world is the better to-day for all its social, political, and religious convulsions

and agitations. Some of them, perhaps, seem to us blind and objectless.

Now we see through a glass, darkly. The water-wheel in the mill, for day.-?

months and years, putting forth in rapid succession one arm after another

tn check the inflowing torrent, and seeing all its endeavors end only in a

seemingly fruitless revolution and agitation of itself, (if we can conceive it

possessed of some intelligence.) might well imagine its effects and its agita-

t'on useless, but it little knows what glorious grists the master is grinding

tbove, by its energy and unrest. The divine architect has so constituted

] uman nature that we cannot help responding to, being moved by, certain in-

fuences; and, that our energies are consumed in vain, our faith in divine

wisdom forbids us to believe. Many intelligent men become tired of reform,
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becausf^ she, like the daughter of the horse-leech, continually ciies give,

give. Tlie whole political history of England (to speak of an x\nglo Sason

nation) illustrates this most fully. The social and pnlitical institutions which

perfectly satisfy one generation, and under which the country seems to pros-

per as it never had done before, are bitterly denounced by their children, and

more liberty and less restriction called for; and these demands, obstinately re-

sisted by many thi)u;^htrul and patriotic but unduly conservative men, have

to be conceded, and the State is the gainer thereby—the gainer, not in gen-

eral satisfaction and contentment, however; for, one series of reforms accom-

plished, only seems to make another more imperative. In our own country,

too, we see the same restless spirit of improvement. "What numerous and sub-

stantial, social, educational and political reforms have we not witnessed with-

in the last thirty years ; and yet, at the present moment, what a formidable

list of subjects demands our immediate attention and action 1

Temperance reform, moral reform, prison reform, labor reform, revenue

reform, civil-service reform, educational reform, to say nothing of a dozen,

others, are continually dinned in our ears; and we can't but admit that in

many of these subjects there is the most urgent need of reform. But when

and where is this restless desire for change, this agitation, this party strife tc

end? At the millennium ; not till then. When that which is perfect is come,

then that which is in part shall be done away. I^Ieantime, this struggle, this

hunger for reform, is as favorable an indication of health, mental, social,

national, as an appetite for food three times a day is of health, physical. The

danger is only that we shall attempt to reform institutions and constitutions,

overthrow and create sj'stems, without a corresponding improvement in gen-

eral intelligence and general honesty.

There are too few persons who understand what liberty means ; for ex-

ample, who can define, sharply define, desirable, practical liberty—for abso-

lute liberty is either impossible or suicidal ; too few who can sec clearly that

he only is a free man whom the truth makes free ; too few pereons who un-

derstand what a government should and may do. and what it should leave

undone; too few persons who distinguish between motive principles^ instinct-

ive iaipulse, and intellectual character. The State recognizes the lack, the

need, of intelligence, and through the public schools of the country aims to

meet the want.

I cannot but think, however, thjit a very great and serious defect in our

public schools all over the country is that they occupy themselves too cxclu

sively in cultivating the intellect of pupils, and fail to do what they should in

training the motive principles. The greatest reform before us at the present

is, so to modify the public schools of the country as to make them accomplish
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what they can and should in developing the character of the youth of our

nation. Education, as commonly used in the expression—a limited education,

a liberal education (without reference to its derivation), includes, as has been

well said, and as all agree, three stages, three grades—three things to be

gained : 1st. A certain amount of information, as of Geography, History,

Physiology, &c., and an acquaintance with certain processes, as Reading,

Arithmetic, Algebra, is meant. 2d. We place cultivation of the reasoning

powers—the judgment ; and, 3d. The development of a vigorous, worthy char-

acter. The first stage is valuable because, and so far as, it promotes improve-

ment in the 2d; and the 1st and 2d, as they develop the third. All teachers

try, to a greater or less extent, to secure these three objects—the application,

the mental activity, the truthfulness, for example, of their pupils. In many

countries the State provides for the education of the young ; not because it

makes much difference to the State whether children spell cough with an f,

instead of gh, or whether they are sure that Queen Elizabeth was an old maid,

but because it woald be a sad thing for the State if the mass of its citizens

were deficient in reason and judgment, and a fatal thing for the State if her

citizens grew up with characters depraved, unreliable, worthless. That is,

simply the third point to be gained in education, as we have divided the

grades, is really the object; the 1st and 2d are subordinate as means to an

end. It is supposed that the studies that I have mentioned in the 1st grade

or stage will conduce to the cultivation of the reason and judgment, and that,

certainly, reason and judgment and information v/ill make a man vigorous

and worthy. I know I am talking common sense ; but, really, is it not fre-

quently the case that fair scholars fliil to become reliable, worthy men and

women. The means fail to secure the end.

Is scholarship an unfailing test of worth ? Is it not barely possible that

we have paid too much attention to securing scholaiship, and not enough to

developing character. In fact, are there as many inducements held out to

truthfulness and unselfishness, for instance, as to securing good marks and

good reports ? It has seemed to me, I confess, that, as teachers, Vr'e ought to

cultivate in our pupils more definitely the great motive principles, instinctive

ideas, of which I have been speaking. If scholarship does not neces-

sarily develop a worthy character, let us resort to some other way of reach-

ing that result. These motive principles certainly need the most careful

watching and training, to keep them in harmony, and to prevent one from

being developed at the expense of the others so as to control the vrliole man.

Why, most of the apparent evils in the whole world originate in this way.

The idea of interest, from which come energy, industry, ambition unduly

cultivated, overshadows and dwarfs patriotism, self-sacrifice, the religious
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idea— every instinctive principle. It becomes the controlling motive of all

the man's actions. We call such men utterly selfish. We have all seen

such men—thank God, rarely such women. Such a man might have been

a good scholar, an excellent student, but he was never properly educated. The

religious idea, unduly, morbidly escited and developed, drowns, in the Hindoo

mother, even the voice of maternal love, as she plunges her child in the

Ganges, overcomes all earthly affections, attractions, interests ; in the case of

the 3Ionks and Anchorites, who condemn themselves to solitude and useless-

ness in order to worship in the name of God and ostensibly for his glory,

it, has led to the persecution, torture and death of countless thousands of

whom the world was not worthy. Indeed, from the dawn of history, over-

shadowing all other principles, it has filled the world with superstitions, war,

and carnage. An unproperly developed idea of honor leads to duelling, as

well as to many national wars. But, you can supply countless illustrations

of this kind for yourselves. Now, just here, in moulding and harmonizing

these motive principles, is where the master's hand is wanted.

It is well to teach Arithmetic and History and Physiology, but it is an

infinitely better, higher calling to try to make noble men and women. Teach-

ing the first, I say again, obviously does not insure the second. But it miy
be said the secular schools should only aim to cultivate the intellect, as it is

called, with perhaps incidental attention to morality, and leave to the clergy

the domain of the motive principles. I don't believe it. In the first place

it is estimated that only about one-fifth of the population now in this country

habitually attend church or are under the instructions of the clergy ; and

in the second place, an hour of Sunday-school instruction and one or two

very imperfectly comprehended essays, once in seven days, are not sufficient

training for the children who do regularly attend. Of course, if every family

were what it should be, that would be the best possible training-school f;r

the motive principles; but, as all know, that is very fir from being the case.

It would seem, then, that these motive principles, these ideas more powerful

and controlling than aught else human, ought to be trained,—educated in

the school-room.

How is it with the religious idea, the most powerful by far of all moti- e

principles? Is that too powerful, too sacred for the schools to meddle with '(

The great question of the age in this country is, shall we have more religious

culture in our schools, or shall we throw out what little we have, I am not

discussing the question, as some have called it, whether the formal reading,

to an inattentive audience, of twenty verses of King James' translation of

the Bible, once a day, does much good; but whether, when educating a human
being, you can afford to ignore the most important part of that being. As
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a nation, we seem to have progressed just so far as to see that there are num-

berless superstitious beliefs in the world, and to feel disgusted with them

;

but men do not seem to remember that where there are many counterfeits

the reality must be precious.

Roman Catholics claim that our public schools are nurseries of infidelity

and godlessness, and they are withdrawing their children from them and

placing them where, as they claim, the religious idea will be cultivated. I

don't know how well they will attend to it, but emphatically I say, better

throw up our whole system of public schools, and remit education to the de-

nominations, than continue public schools and ignore the religious idea.

No teacher is fit for that position who is not profoundly a religious man or a

religious woman. It is, as you all know, a universal complaint that young

people are not as reverent now as they were formerly. There is a growing

distrust of the reliability and probity of men in public positions, a commo;i

feeling that every man has his price, and not a very high one either. The

love of wealth, power, ease, vain display, more and more every day is be-

numbing the religious idea. We live in an age of caucuses and rings. Is

it not time then that a special effort was made to give a proper development

to the religious ideas of the young ? L. H. Potter.

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR INTERMEDLATE OR PRIMARY
SCHOOLS.

LESSON VIII.

QUOTED AVORDS. QUOTATION MARKS.

"What is an exclaiming sentence?"

(Pupils give definition.)

"John, give an exclaiming sentence."

"0, how cold it is !"

"Mary, tell me what .John sa-id."

".John said, '0, hovv^ cold it is.'

"

Pupils repeat, spell words and write upon, their slates, after which, teacher writes-

rpon the board without punctuating. Two other sentences are obtained and similarly

disposed of.

"Read what John said."

"0, how cold it is !"

"What are you doing when you speak the words that -John said ?"

"Copying his words."

"Repeating his words."
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"You may use the word quoting."

(Pupils pronounce and spell the word.)

"What are you doing when you speak the words that John said ?"

"Quoting his words."

"AVhat may you call the words that you quote '?"

"Quoted words."

"What are quoted words?"

"Copied words are quoted v,^ords."

(Pupils repeat and spell words.)

"Read the words that are not quoted."

"John said."

"Eead the words that are quoted."

"0, how cold it is !"

"Look in your books and find sentences containing quoted words."

(Pupils find and read several sentences.)

"What is there to show which words are quoted ?"

"There are two little marks before the first word and two after the last

word."

"Look closely and see where they are put and how they are made."

"John, go to the board and complete the first sentence."

The other pupils give attention and criticise. The other two sentences should be

completed by the pupils, after which, the sentences upon their slates should be finished.

"What do these little marks show ?"

"They show which words are quoted."

"What, then, may we call them ?"

"Quoting ma^ks."

"You may call them quotation marks."

"What are quotation marks ?"

"Little marks placed before the first word and after the last word of

quoted words are quotation marks."

(Pupils speH words and write definition upon their slates.)

"When do j'ou use quotation marks ?"'

"Why do you use them ?"

"For to-morrow, make three sentences and find three others in your

books, eaoli containing quoted words, and write them carefully on your slatesj

Write the definition of quotation marks."

LESSON IX.

THE WORD 0.

Review previous lesson and have the sentence, used to show the necessity

of quotation marks, placed on the board.
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Call for several exclaiming sentences containing the word 0, and have

each re-prcduced in such a way as to throw into the body of the sentence.

Let some of the pupils write these sentences upon the board. The others

should write them on their slates.

Note.—Some will use a capital letter in writing the word; others, a small letter.

After the pupils have been taught that is a word, and after they have

been made to feel the necessity of knowing what kind of letter to use when

writing it, they may be sent to their books to find sentences containing it.

From these they learn the custom, from which a rule can be made.

Correct the work on board and slates. Make and write many other sen-

tences for practice.

LESSON X.

THE WORD L
(Several pupils are sent to the board ; the others use their slates.)

Ask a few questions like the following, and have the answers written

:

When do you eat?

What did you tell your teacher when she asked you your age ?

How many books have you and John ?

Some will write I as a capital letter; others will use a small letter.

The work now necessary is apparent.

Follow suggestions given for Lesson IX.

Unite the rule learned in previous lesson with the one learned in this.

Let the pupils make and write many sentences containing I and 0.

LESSON XL
«

THE NOUN.

"What is this ?"

"A bell."

"Spell the word bell."

(Pupils spell the word, and teacher writes it upon the board.)

Obtain and dispose of, similarly, the following : book, pencil, cup, Henryj

Wednesday, Aurora.

"What are these on the board ?"

"Words."

"Pronounce this word."

"Henry."

"When you see or hear this word, of what do you think?"

"A boy "

"What boy ?"

"My brother."
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'Why, when you hear this word, do you think of him ?"

Because tliat is his name."

"What kind of word is it ?"

'A name word."

'Of what is it the name ?"

•It is the name of a person."

"Of what is the word cup a name ?"

"The name of a thing."

'Find other words upon the board that are the names of things."

(Pupils find pencil, book, bell.)

'Of what do you think when you speak this word ?" (referring to the

word Aurora.)

'Of a place." "Of a town." "Of a city."

"Why do you think of a place ?"

'Because it is the name of a place."

'Find another word and tell of what that is the name."

'Wednesday is the name of a day."

"What is each of these words ?"

'A name."

"Does any one know another word that means the same as name?"

(No hands are raised.)

'You may call these words nouns."

(Pupils spell.)

'What is a noun ?"

'A name is a noun."
,

'Grive me twelve names."

(Pupils give names and spell them.)

"Open your books and find three names of persons ; three, the names of

things ; two, the names of places."

"For to-morrow, write ten words that are the names of persons ; tea,

that are the names of places, and two that are the names of things."

LESSON XII.

THE COMMON NOUN.

"What is this?" (touching one of the l)oys.)

"A boy."

"What are you?" (addressing a boy.)

^'A boy."

,(Address several boys and obtain similar replies.)
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"By what name may all of you be called .''"

"Boys."

"A boy may open the door."

(Several boys start to obey.)

"Why do so many of you start when I speak ?"

"We don't know which one you mean."

"Why ?"

"Because the name boy belongs to each of us."

"What name belongs to each of you ?"

"Boy."

"What have you learned to call a word that is a namo ?"

"A noun."

"What then is the word boy ?"

"A noun."

"Why is it a noun ?"

"Because it is a name."

"Because the name applies to each of you, what kiud of name is it ?"

"A common name."

"What kind of a noun is it ?"

"A common noun."

"AVhat is a common noun ?"

"A common name is a common noun."

"But when is a name common ?"

"When it agplies to each one of the same kind of objects."

"What, then, is a common noun ?''

"A name that applies to each one of the same kind of objects is a com-

mon noun."

"Peter, bring me five things that have a common name."

"What are these called ?"

"Books."

^'What name may be given to each boy and girl in this school ?"

"Pupil."

"What common name may be given to IMiss , Mi^s , and

Miss r
"Teacher."

"Lady."

"Woman."

"What kiud of nouns are peuciL pupil, teacher, lady, boy, girl
'.''''

"Common nouns."

"For to-morrow, v.-rite a list of twenty cuuauon nouns, on your .^lates.'

Be careful to spell every word correctly.
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LESSON XIII.

THE PROPER NOUN.

"Jane, write your name upon the board."

(Pupil does so.)

"What have you written ?"

"My name."

"Why do you say 'my name ?'

"

"Because it belongs to me."

"What other person in your family has the same name?"

"No one."

"Class, why do you think a different name from any other in her family

was given her?"

"To tell her from the others."

"To how many in her family does the name Jane belong?"

"To one."

"What is this name ?"

"A noun."

"What is a noun ?"

"A name is a noun."

"Because this name belongs to one only, what kind of a noun is it?'

"A particular noun."

"A special noun."

"You may call it a proper noun."

( Pupils spell word.)

"What is a proper noun ?"

"A particular name is a proper noun."

"To how many does a proper noun belong?"

"To one."

"Give a name that is common to those three things."

"Book."

"Give the proper name of each."

"Edward's Third Reader."

"Felter's Arithmetic."

"Webster's Dictionary."

"Open your readers and find five proper nouns."

(Pupils do so.)

"With what kind of a letter is each begun ?"

"A capital letter."

"Find a proper noun that does not begin with a capital letter."

(Pupils fail to find one.)
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"We have discovered another rule for the use of capital letters. What

is it ?"

"Every proper name should begin with a capital letter."

(Pupils should be required to repeat all rules learned, for the use of capital letters.)

Write on your slates :

"John and William went to Chicago last Saturday."

"Last Monday Sarah came to school with her sister Lucy."

For to-morrow, write on your slateis twenty common and twenty proper

nouns.

ASTR ONOMlaAL GEOGRAPHY.— V.

Li our last article, we considered the earth's axis as perpendicular to the

plane of its orbit ; and we observed what would be the eifect of such a posi-

tion in respect to seasons, and in respect to day and night. We saw that in"

this case there would be no change of seasons, and that all places on the earth's

surface would have equal day and night ; all this would be true, although the

earth should rotate on its axis, and revolve about the sun just as it does now.

I believe that all teachers who have carefully followed these articles will not

only see these things clearly for themselves, but will be able to make them in-

telligible to any pupils who have sufficient age and mental culture to under-

stand them.

Let us now consider the cause of our change of seasons, and of the vary-

ing length of our days and nights. Just two things about the position of the

earth's axis need to be well understood, and to be carefully remembered.

First, the earth's axis declines from a perpendicular to the plane of its orhit

with an angle of ahout 23^®. I think this a much better statement than to

say it is "inclmed at an angle of 23^°." Second., the position of the earth's

axis is ahoays 'parallel to itself. This fact is very important, and I think

often it is not understood, or it is misunderstood. To illustrate it, let the pu-

pil think of the plane of the orbit as some material thing, a vast sheet of

paper, for instance. Now, suppose the axis to-day at noon to leave its mark

in space, like a wire passing through this sheet of paper at an angle of about

G6.]°. Suppose a similar mark is left at noon to-morrow ; and so on, at noon

for each day of the year. Of course, there will be three-hundred and sixty-

five of these marks ; and they must all be thought of as exactly parallel to

each other; they will be in the path of the earth, and will surround tlie sun.

Now let us look at the results :

One of these marks will have its northern end inclined directly towards
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tlic center of the sua ; that is, the axis and the line joining the centers of the

earth and the sun will now be in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the

orbit. Of course, in this case, the sunshine will reach 230° beyond the north

pole, and it will not reach the south pole by 232°. All places therefore with

in 23 i° of the north pole will be in the sunshine during the entire day; and

all places within 23 J ° of the south pole will enjoy no sunshine during the

day. At noon the sun will be vertical over all points 231° north of the

Equator. This position of the earth's axis is reached about the 20th of

June ; it is summer to all the northern hemisphere. The day circle will, of

course, be 231° from each pole ; and consequently the diurnal circles of all

places north of the Equator will be unequally cut by it—the larger part being

in the sunshine. Here the day will be longer than the night ; and the farther

from the Equator we are the greater will be the inequality, until we reach the

polar circles ; here these circles are not cut at all. In the southern hemisphere

the greater part of the diurnal circles will be in the darkness. For places on

i;he Equator, the diurnal circle will always coincide with the Equator itself;

and, as the Equator and the day circle are both great circles, they will at all

times cut each other in halves; hence, to all places on the Equator, the days

and nl'jhts muM always be equal.

On the opposite side of the earth's orbit, the south end of the axis will

bear the same relation to the sun that the north end did in the case consider-

ed. When the earth reaches this point, then, all that we have been saying

about the northern hemisphere will be true of the southern, and vice versa.

This occurs about the 22d of December. At points in the orbit half-way be-

tween these two, neither end of the axis will point directly towards the sun

in any degree—the axis and the line joining the centers of the earth and

sun will be at right angles with each other. In this cise, the day circle will

cut through the poles ; and it will be uerpendicular to all diurnal circles, and

will cut them all in halve.?. Hence, at this time, all places will have twelve

hours of d4y and twelve hours of night. These are the times of the Equi-

noxes. {Eqiii, equal

—

nox, night.) They occur on the 20th of March, and

22d of September.

I think when the position of the axis, and its results, at these four

points are understood, there will be no difficulty in understanding the gradual

change from one of these points to the next. Those parallels of latitude that

are 231° fromtlie pole, we havu seen, (August Scuoolma^ter, Vol lY. p. 219),

are called polar rircles ; and those that are 232° from the Equator are the trop-

ics. The polar circles mark the greatest distance from the pole at which we may

have entire sunlight or entire darkness through the twenty-four hours ; or, in

other words, they murk the extreme points at which the diurnal circle.'? may
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not be cut by the day circles. The tropics mark the greatest distance from the

Equator at which the sun may be vertical at noon. From what has been said;

we see why these circles are 23 i° from the Equator, or the poles, as the

case may be. If the axis were perpendicular to the plane of the orbit, there

would be no such circles, and consequently there would be no zones. If the

axis were declined more than it now is, the position of these circles would be

changed and the limits of the zones would be changed ; for the distance of the

polar circles from the poles, and of the tropics from the Equator, must always

be as many degrees as shall equal the declination of the axis. If the axis

declined 45°, the tropics and polar circles would coincide, and the temperate

zones would disappear. If the declination were more than 45°, the torrid

and frigid zones would overlap.

If I have been understood, it is easy to sec by what a simple arrange-

ment the Creator gives us all the beautiful and beneficent results of the

changing seasons ; and no one who appreciates them will be likely to believe

with Milton that He thus placed the axis of the earth as a punishment for

Adam's sin.

"Some say He bid his angels turn askance

The poles of earth twice ten degrees and more
From the Sun's axle." Paradise Lost, Book X.

Milton's wonderful poem is a guide ([uite as unsafe in science as in the-

ology.

I hope that, with careful study, my statements will be intelligible to any

young geographers who are prepared to grapple with this subject ; but how

unsuited is this part of geography to the very young learner !

Normal, Feb. 25, 1872.

LENGTH OF A DEGREE OF LONGITUDE.

Pupils often ask me the length of a degree of longitude on difterent par-

allels of latitude, and by what rule it is found. I have carefully examined

every text-book on mathematics, geography, and astronomy, that has fallen

into my hands—they have not been numerous, neither have they been limited

to a vev)/ few—but have never found one that gives either a table of lengths

of a degree, or a rule for forming one.

Believing that other country teachers, who have not had the advantages

of a collegiate course, may experience difficulty in answering such questions

promptly, I give a table prepared for the use of my school, and the rule by

which it was formed

:

Principles.— The lengths of a degree of longitude are proportional to
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the sines of the arcs extending from the poles to the given parallels, or to the

cosines of the arcs extending from the given parallels to the equator.

Rule.—Bi/ proportion. As radius is to the cosine of the arc extending

from the equator to the given parallel, so is the length of a degree on the

equator, to its length on the given parallel.

Example.—What is the length of a degree of longitude on the 50th

parallel, it being 69.5 miles on the equator?

As Radius 10.000000

is to log. COS. 50° - - - - 9.808067

so is log, of 69.5 miles, - - - 1.841985

to log. of length on given parallel, - 1.650052

Corresponding No. 44.67 miles—length of a degree of longitude on 50th

parallel.
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HOW TO PREVENT TARDINESS.

Little lias been written upon the evils of tardiness, but probably none

of our school annoyances have called forth so many ingenious plans for their

avoidance.

The rejisons offered by our pupils for their absence during the opening

exercises of the school, are as varied as their home surroundings, but may all,

with only exceptions enough to prove the rule, be assigned to one cause—the

want of a certain responsibility on the part of the pupil—which must be in-

stilled by the teacher.

Wo assent to this, but the practical teacher (there are too many who are

not) asks "How is this to be done ?"

All agree that of two evils it is wiser to choose the lesser. If in our

efforts to make the record of tardiness commendable, we have made another

record of an infinitely less praiseworthy character, then we are progressing in

the wrong direction. If, for instance, we could look upon the revengeful

thought and wounded sensitiveness of the boy and girl subjected to the

ridicule of teacher and school-mates because they were tardy ; or if, we

could be shown the passion aroused by bitter, harsh words, or the recklessness

in regard to other duties of the day, caused by the thought—"It makes no

difference now, as I have been tardy ;" if such a record could be disclosed to

us and should be found to overbalance the good results of a fine report for the

public print, then we should beware of our methods.

Again, where extreme measures are resorted to, to avoid this never-

ceasing annoyance, attendance is frequently lessened, for many children, on

finding themselves too late for school, rather than bear the torture of the

"tardy song," or any similar barbarity, will turn back and spend the half-day

in the streets, or idly at home, usually, though, in the former way. Is it not

possible therefore, for a school to show an excellent record, so far as tardiness

is concerned, and still not be as good a school as another with a far less com-

mendable report?

None can feel the annoyance of tardiness more than the teacher who

has seen, and I am sorry to confess, used some methods to avoid it which

were more harmful in results than the unnoticed dilatoriness of the pupil

would have been, and therefore would advise not only a careful consideration

of means but judicious thought in regard to the end. There is a way of

reaching every pupil, not that any one teacher has reached every pupil suc-

cessfully, but he ma//. Let the personal influence of the teacher lead the

pupil to realize that he, with the teacher and his school-mates, is to make the

sch.oul wh-iL it is ; that no one—teacher, or pupil—can make it successful
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alone ; that the school as a body depends, to a certain extent, upon him in-

dividually as a member for its good name and standing in public ; that what-

ever of credit it may deserve and receive, he receives a share, and that in

meriting the good opinion of others, he should do no less than the best he

can, in all respects ; and that in the matter of punctuality he can assist mate-

rially. If a pupil feels this and is tardy it will be from an unavoidable cause

on his part.

These results can be reached by the proper personal influence of the

teacher, not only in public and private interviews, (which should be few,) but

at all times and in all places where he comes in contact with his pupils.

School Boards in some places pass resolutions and offer for the assistance

of the teachers, certain rules in regard to compulsory punctuality and attend-

ance, which if carried out "in the spirit and letter of the law," are often far

from bringing about desirable results, yes, in many cases result in a state of

affairs exactly the opposite from what the true teacher desires. By these

measures we are often forcing the mind of the pupil into a position from

which, when the restraining force is removed, it rebounds with destructive

reaction, instead of reaching the heart first (and this can never be done by

rule) then working outward from that, laying a foundation sure, steadfast^

and strong, and upon which the habits of the man may be built without

danger of downfall in the future.

• 1

Solution of Arithmetical Prohlem in February Schoolmaster.—Every
time he buys a cow, he must buy 18 geese, or 19 animals, in order that the
average price may be one dollar. In the same way, we say that every time
he buys a sheep, he must buy 4 geese, or 5 animals. Now, can we separate
100 into two parts, one of which shall be a multiple of 19, and the other a
multiple of 5 ? We can separate it into 95 and 5, and fulfil these condi-

tions. Hence, he must buy 5 cows, 1 sheep, and 94 geese. This is the only
possible answer to the problem. We have received correct solutions from P.
D. S., of Polo, III, G. W. B

,
of Oquawka, 111., S. S. M., of Belle Plain, Kan.,

H. W., of McConnellsburg, Pa., and L. M. H.. of Ottumwa, Iowa. All the
solutions are explained essentially as above, although that of L. M. H. is in-

tne most compact form. He also mentions that a similar question is given on
page .378 of Eobinson's Higher Arithmetic.

We now propose the following problem, and ask for algehraic solutions

only
;

let them be complete and clear. If a man buys cows at 1 1 dollars

apiece, sheep at 3 dollars, and geese at J of a dollar, how many ofeach can he
buy, that he may get 100 animals for 100 dollars?
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The House of Representatives at Washington has passed an education

bill which provides that "the net proceeds of the public lands are forever set

apart for the education of the people " For the first ten years, the proceeds

are to be distributed to the States in the ratio of the -'illiteracy" of tlieir pop-

ulation. A certain portion of the money so received is to be expended, at the

discretion of the legislature, for the instruction of teachers ibr the conmion

schools. These funds are to be used solely for the payment of teachers' wages.

We are glad to know that Congress can turn aside from the granting of subsi-

dies and the making of presidents to spend some thought upon the problems of

education and labor. We hope that Mr. Hoar's bill creating a labor commis-

hion will not be without some good fruits. There are questions pertaining

to labor and its rewards that must be met and settled; we hope their solution

is not to be left entirely to hot-headed fanatics and admirers of the French

Commune.

A trouble has arisen respecting the settlement of the difficulties between

i^^ngland and America, under the Washington treaty. The Nation says there

is great danger that the treaty may be set aside. That would be a sad step

backward, and ought to bring lasting odium upon either party whose course

should cause such a result. The dissatisfaction at present manifests itself only

in England ; whether there is any reasonable ground for it, we are not pre-

pared to say ; but we would express strong condemnation for the newspapers

in both countries, which are attempting to arouse bitter and hostile feelings in

the breasts of the citizens of their respective countries. Many appear to be

active at this devilish work.

Scr liner's Monthly ior February has a long editorial on the evils attend-

ing the modern system of warming, or heating^ our houses. We believe, how-

ever, that there are those who know how to supply dwellings, scliool-houses,

halls and churches plentifully with air that is both pure and warm at the same

time. Any who are interested in this matter, we would refer to the advertising

pages of the Schoolmaster.

The CoUege Covravt publishes a letter from Hon George Bancroft, dated

July 4, 1871. It is addressed to Pres. Eliot of Harvard University. Mr.

Bancroft offers to give $10,000 to endow a scholarship, to be called the John

Thornton Kirkland Scholarship ; and the proceeds of his gift are to be used to

defray the expenses of this scholarship. The incumbent is to use the money in

prosecuting his studies at some foreign university. More than fifty years ago,

Mr. Bancroft was sent abroad on a similar errand, through the influence of Pres.

Kirkland, and spent over three years in Europe. He now makes this gift to his

alma mater ^ in memory of that favor. Mr. Bancroft says in liis letter : "I wish,

therefore, to found a scholarship on the idea of President Kirkland, that the in-

cumbent should have leave to repair to some foreign country for instruction.

Merit must be the condition of the election to the scholarship
;
no one is to be

elected who has not shown uncommon ability, and uncommon disposition to learn.

Of course the choice should fall on some one who needs the subsidy." He wishes

no one to hold the place for more than three years
;
and desires that incumbents
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shouH, on their return, aid Harvard b}' service in instraction ; oi . if prospered in

life, pecuniarily, by sonic endowment, in their turn.

BfVHirc of it.—We have seen a book entitled " j*jlcments of Geography and
History," by W.S.Clark, accompanied by so-called stereoscopic views The book:

ispiib'.is'i.'d in Kookford, 111. ; and, we hear that many district school directors

havcboeninduced to buy it -with the accompanying views, for purposes of illiLS-

tratiiiii in their schools. We have not read all the book, but do not hesitate to

pronoa!u;c it one of the worst things for directors to purchase that we have seen

since the publication of A. B. Israel's maps. There is scarcely a page on which
there are not the most flagrant errors—errors of fact, errors of rhetoric, errors

of grammar, and ei-rors of spelling. Many of them are monstrous, and some of

them are sufficiently ridiculous We think sxich of tlie views as we have seen

are no better than the book. Both are beneath ])articuiar criticism.

Nevertheless, we have believed, and we still believe, in the usefulness of the

stereoscope in the school-room. We learn that other parties in the same town
are ?ireparing a book and views for a similar purpose. We hope they will give us

something worthy of use ; but, if they cannot do mnrh better than their towns-

man has d:;ne in his nttempt, wc advise them to stop before they begin.

We have in hand, ready for .\prii, a;i article fiom Dr. Gregory ia reply to that of

Mr. E. A. G.i.stman, (p 41, vol V., Schuolm\ster.) on '-Teil us How." It is pleasant

to kiTDw of the interest created in many (]narters by that article. We are ready and,
williiig to believe that Arithmetic and Geography are pored ovi.t in our schools during
too long a time, but as yet have not discovered that injury or weakness has followed the

stiidi/ of either science. Agitation on this question is needed.

Sir Charles Diike, who has made such a stir in England, by Iiis attack upon the ex-

penses of the Royal fiimily, recently, made use of the Jollewing language in a public
address :

I .speak not <or others—I do not pretend in saying this to ropresoit tlip views of any man—but speaking for myself, I shonld he a Republinan if a Repablin wore more eostly than a
^Monarchy. I think tliat the training that you can cive to tin? younannder a Re))ul>li<; is nobler
—in its absolute substitution of merit for birth—than any training that is ooniratilil'i with
Monarchy. I consider that the mere fact that every plaee in the government o( a Rej ubiic is
ar-cessible to every citizen, is of itself of enormous value a.' a moia! lever.

The Schoolmaster ha^ been .isked by several, fur an ".rticle on tardiness. A lady
friend has kindly undertaken the task and we present with ihis number the result of her
writing. After all that can be said, there are some things al)out teaching and disciplin-

ing a scliool, that can never be told. One does certain things, accomplishes certain
things, but how. exactly how, even the doer is un.able to explain. No two can hope
to prevent tardiness in exactly tke same way. We urge every one not to make tardiness
so great .in offence that the pupil will rather be .afe^ent from, than late to school. Bad
as is tardtne.ss in iti effects, it is a less evil than al)sence.

The Richmond State Journal says some veiy sensible things on the pioposed .amend-
ments to the school I.iw of Virginia. It objects that there is too nnich disposition to
" tinker" the law, while the legislators firil to offer anything that will really remedy the
serious defects in the working of the school system. It says that while 225,000 are en-
rolled as members of the schools, nearly 100,000 are absent; and that " n.ot m.ore than
one-third of the entire population of Mrginia can read or write, to such an extent as to

be of any practical use to them " This is a sad show-ing. and it is to be hoped that a
remedy for such a stale of things mav b« found.
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About the ist of February, a school-house worth J? 10,000 was burned in Rising
Sun, Ind., " cause—defective i'ue." About the same time the school-house in Urbana,
111., v/as burned, it is supposed from sparks enlerin;; a tinder box of a cupola. On the

same day, we think, the new Normal school building in Peoria, took hre, from some
carelessnefis in setting the furnace ; and but for a fortunate discovery would have been
lost. When shall we learn to be careful in respect to fires ? And when shall we com-
pel mechanics to do honest work ?

Some annoyance is caused, by a few of our correspondents making out the monthly
report by other than the rules of the Illinois Society of School Principals. We have
pulilished these rules, (see p. 322, vol. IV,) besides, we furnish blanks to all who apply,

upon each of which these rules are printed. It is not claimed that these rules are the

only or the best ones, but uniformity is necessary, else the object of reporting is not

reached.

Elm!X\, N. Y., February 7, 1872.

Messrs Edivors :—In the November number of the Schoolm.'VSTER, there appears

a cuery as to the position of Steele's astj-onomy on the increase or decrease of the de-

grees of latitude ,as they approach the poles It struck my mind that perhaps the en-

closed matheni.Tticai statement, which I have found useful in my classes, might be of

benefit to other teachers. It not only shows that I use the true measurement but ex-

hibits one of my methods of e.xplanation. Yours truly, J. DoRMAN Steele.

Why the degrees of latitude increase tov/ard the poles.—A degree is -^cjfOt the cir-

cumference of a circle. The rounder an arc of a circle, / e., the greater its curvature,

the smaller the circle of which it is a part and hence the shorter a degree of its circum-

ference. The flatter an arc of a circle, i. e., the less its curvature, the larger the circle

of which it is a part and hence the larger a degree of its circumference. Now the

earth bulges out at the equator and is flattened at the poles. The portion of a meridian

near the equator is therefore more rounded, J. e,, has a greater curvature than that at

the poles and is an arc of a smaller circle. Hence an equatorial degree wh:ch is -
.^^^ of

the circumference of a smaller circle is shorter than a polar degree which is -.-.- of the

circumference of the larger circle-

Chicago,—Tlie e:ctreme cold weatlier has done not a little lo increase irregularity ofat-

tendance, v/hile vaccination and small po.K have still further broken into the ranks of
.

the children, so that we can hardly rank very high in our showing. No one who has

no; been here to see the condition can realize how much these things affect us.

The High School again occupy their old building, the courts and their clerks hav-

ing taken quarters elsewhere. We are glad to see that our old friend Mr. Boomer,

pri.ncipal ot the Jones School at the time of the fire, is now one of tlie High School

teachers.

The Board r.cently determined to try the experiment of putting a screen of gal-

vanized iron over the steam pipes to protect the children from their exces.iive heat. It

is very injurious to sit s(j constantly as many of the children do, near the coils, and any-

thing that will relieve them and still heat the rooms will be gratefully received. It was

decided to revise the Graded Course. The committee on the German language re-

ported that everything was in readiness for the re-introduction of that study into the

schools.

At the last meeting of the Principals' As-ociation, the question laid over for dis-

cussion was tabled and the subject of the Graded Course taken up. Committees were

appointed to report on the different topics of the course, and the chairmen of these were

constituted a committee to grade the course as it comes from the former ones. Many
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suggestions were made respecting some of the studies of the course, and it would ap-

pear as though there would be quite a change between the new and the old.

It is with sadness that we notice the death of a daughter of the Superintendent,

Mrs. Volentine, of Champaign. He will meet the sympathy of all the teachers,

expressed prol'ahly in no ostentatious manner, but in the warm clasp of the hand and
the spontaneous effort to " lend a hand" whenever he will be aided.

The County Commissioners saw no way in which the city could be relieved of sup-

porting the County Normal, and so delivered themselves. I3ut whether practicable or

not, it would seem simple justice to have it done. Not that we are opposed to Normal
schools (if good ones), nor to Cook County Normal, but because the city supports her

own and is scarcely benefited by the county institution. All we want is simple justice.

Indiana. The State Teachers' Association held its eighteenth annual session at

Indianapolis on the 26th, 27th, 28ih, and 29th of December. Alex. M. Gow of Evansville

was President ; about 300 members were present, and the session seems to have been
both pleasant, and profitable. There were several failures on the part of those whose
names were on the programme, in consequence of which the Association adopted the

following severe but just resolution :

Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that any person, who, consenting

to take part in the exercises of its sessions, fails, without sufficient cause, merits the grav-

est censure, and is unworthy of any future invitation to address this body.
The Association also passed the following resolutions :

Resolved, That we favor such amendment of the School Law as will make it the

duty of County Examiners to act as County Superintendents ; making the remuneration
such as will employ the best teaching in each county

Resolved, That we heartily commend our State Normal School to the teachers of the

State, and promise to use our influence with them to avail themselves of its advantages.

Gov. Bnke:", in his address of welcome, said:

Althougli the Constitution of lSt6 demanded that common schools be established as soon as
circumstance.* would permit, no attempt at a system of schiols was made until 1849; and even
then tlie law pat-sed by the Legislature was not to take effect until adopted by the people. Th&
new Constitution, without reference to circumstances, required the establishment ot a uniform
system of Common Schools.

The Legislature now levies more than three times as much for the support of the schools
of the State as for the State erovernmeut, together with all the charitable institutions, besides
authorizing the local authorities to levy taxes for the continuance of the schools.

In his paper, "How to teach good English", Dr. Holmes of Merom College con-

demned the teaching of incorrect expressions and babyisms to little children by parents.

In schools, pupils almost invariably study gi^ammar by analysis and parsing, with not a

word about their own use of language. They not only murder the "Queen's English,"

but mangle the corpse.

In comparing Indiana with other states, as shown,by the Report of the Bureau of

Education, it was said that she heads the list in the value of her permanent school fund;

it being no less than eigh millions of dollars , also that Indiana is the only state except
Kansas that employs more male teachers than female.

State Sup't Hopkins presented a paper on "Compulsory Education," in which he
strongly advoca.ted that system. Mr. E. H. Butler of Lawrenceburg gave a paper on the

Marking System. He presented the following points against the system.

1. It cramps the recitation, acting as a barrier to free thought.

2. It consumes time.

3. The accuracy of records is questionable, owing to shortness of time.

4. The teacher often throws the responsibility, upon the pupil. The record should
be based upon the teacher's judgment solely.

(We are sorry that these points were not replied to.)

On Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons, the Superintendents, Principals and
Examiners' Section held separate meetings,—Superintendent Hopkins as President. On
the same afternoon, together with Thursday, the Collegiate and High School Section
met,-Dr. R. T. Brown of Indianapolis in the chair. The Primary Section, D. E.
Hunter of Princeton, President, met on Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.

W. A. Bell, Esq ,—Editor and Proprietor of the School Journal, is President of the
Association for the ensuing year.
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REPORT GF ATTENDANCE FOR JANUARY, 1872

1 Z o

•£ Ml
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05

Cm5

i It
I ' ^"S

H l«

SUPZnlNTENDESM.

St. Louis
Cincinnati, O
Chicago, 111

Indianapolis, Ind
Iiubuque, Iowa
Bloomington, 111

EvansYille. Ind.,
Terre Haute, Ind
Peoria, 111

Decatur, 111

Cedar Rapiis, Iowa,.
Aurora, Iil

West and South )

Rockford, 111
, $

""

Alton, 111

Ottumwa, Iowa
Danville, 111

Goshen, Ind -

LaSalJe. Ill

Macomb, 111 ,

Peru, Ind., ,

Marsnailtown, Iowa...
Geneseo, 111 ,

I'ixon, 111

Clinton, 111

Shelbyville, III ,

Princeton, 111

Edinburg, Ind
Rushville, 111

Winterset, Iowa.
Kankakee, 111

Kormal, 111

Lincoln, III

Henry, 111

Effingham, 111

Pekin, 111.,

Belvidere, 111.,

Shawneetown, 111

Urbana, III.,

Indianola, Iowa,
Yates City, 111

Maroa, 111

Creston, III

Sigourney, Iowa,
DeKalblll
Sheffield, 111.,

Chester, 111.,

Heyworth. Ill

Lyndon, 111

Dwight, 111

Nokomis, 111 ,

Granville, III

West St. Charles, 111....

Rantonl,Ill
Tonica, 111

N. I'ixon,

25,3.5.3 20 2U.720
128,186 19 2,5.534
i 5,058 19 I 4,349

3,833
2,456;
2,389i

1,737|

1,4801

1,166;

1,040'

715
1,046'

313
816
285
239
412
408
176
172
102
404
29S
254
305
IS61

124
290
246
156
147
173
167
191

771 22

684' 19
635 19

530
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alble classes ; Ith. Judicious variety in the work, aud especially apt and useful general exer-
cises of tive to litteen minutes eacii ; 5th. Keep clear of '-hobbies.''

Mr. Osborne of Louisiana offered the following points as needed improvements in

the school law :

Abetter way oi collecting school taxe.s ; of keepinp the.se moneys; of pai/inr/ the.in out, and of
aeeountinrj for them to the tax-payers. Also, better school officers" and more and better teachers'
training "schools

Mr. M. H. Smith, principal of the Lincoln Institute for colored j'oatb at Jefferson City,
read an aflmirable pa:ier upon The CapabUifies of the Colored Man. Perhaps the ^^lort cut to the
pith of this fine paper is to say that it asks these two questions : First, Can the colored man
ever become a reasonably good scholar? .Second, Can he ever become a reasonably good
teacher? Mr. Smith said, emphatically, yes I to both questions, and gave his reasons.

The hill for a new School Law, now pending before the Legislatsre was earnestly

canvassed.

The disoussion brought out much difference of views on several of the main features of
the hill. The final opinion as to county superintendents was to the ett'ect that two distinct
things must be done in order to get gciod ones: First. Oive ihem better pay than they now
have. Second. Require the holding of a -'State Certificate " as a condition of eligibility to the
fifficc. It was the settled belief of all that good pay will not, taken alone, insure good oflTicers.

On Thursday Evening, S. H White, of the Peoria county Normal School, Illinois,

read a paper on Normal Schools.

The attendance at the meetings was good, and the gathering was thought to be
nne of the most profitable that the association has ever held. George P. Beard, Esq.,

Principal of the .State Normal School, at Warrensburg, was chosen President for the

coming year

Rhook Isi.A.nd.—The Rhode Island Normal School closed its first term on Friday,

Tanuaiy 26th. Tiie e.xeicises were very satisfactory, and were witnessed by several

members of the Legislature. The whole number of students in attendance last term
was 115, mostly ladies. Of the parents or guardians of the pupils, thirty-one, or more
than one-fourth are larmers. J. C. Greenough, Esq., is Principal, assisted by three

ladies. Besides the instruction of the regular faculty, lectures are given by different

members of the faculty of Brown University, by the teachers of Providenceand vicinity

^and by others. Rhode Island had a very flourishing Normal School some years since,

presided over by the lamented D. P. Colburn. After his untimely death, the school wa.s

given up, until it was re- established last year.

Massachusetts.—Hon. Joseph White has !,>een re-elected Secretary of the Board
of Education. The city of Worcester has just dedicated a new High School building,

-.vhich cost about ;^ 170,000. The large clock in the tower is connected by electric cur-

rent with twelve small clocks in the recitation rooms. Total e:<penses of the city of

Boston for education, in i860, $628,549.28 ; in 1870, ;^i,575,279 07. Total number of

scholars in 1S60, 26,488 ; in 1870, 36,174. Salaries of teachers in i860, ;5286,S35 93;
in 1870. $8163,44,66. Rate per scholar exclusive of the cost of sch.ool-houses : in i860,

$15.03 ; in 1S70, S30.82. Philadelphia has more than twice as many pupils in her

schools, but the total expense is a little less.

Illinois.—Kankakee.—The schools are in good working condition. The High
School will gradufite its first class, probably seven, in June next. Mr. A. E. Roweil is

at the head of the schools.

Steplienson County.—The following extracts from the circular issued to the teachers

of this county, by the Superintendent, I. F. Kleckner, is adapted to other counties:
* * * -x- * -;: i^ * * *

Examination of Teachers.—That a teacher has received a second grade certificate

is no guaranty whatever that he will receive another, even of the second grade, unless

better work is done at a subsequent examination.

The granting of first grade certificates must dej^end on two things : Good scholar-

ship, and good work in the school room, so that when a teacher presents a first grade

certificate to a Director, he shall know that the l^earer (in the estimation of the County
Sttperintendsmt, at least,) is a first-class teacher

Those wishing to teach, often "engage" schools before oiitaining certificates, and
then expect me to make the examinations easy. The "Directors will i)e so disappoint-

ed," "I know that I can teach that school," can have no weight v>-:ili me.
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There is a justice in the matter of granting certificates that must at all times be con-

sidered, and justice to A. and B. (unsuccessful candidates) will not permit me to grant

a certilicate to C. if he be no better ciualified to teach than they are, even though he may
know a small school which he thinks he can teach.

.EducationalJournals.—We have in our State, two Educational Monthlies^ "Illi-

nois Teacher," published by N. S. Nason, Peoria, 111., at ;?i.50 per year, and ''Chi-

cago Schoolmaster." by Schoolmaster Company, Normal, 111., at ;?i.oo per year. I

cannot too strongly urge the reading of these journals. Every number contains articles

from which a great deal can be drawn that will help you in your every-day work. B/
all means subscribe for one or both of tliese journals.

State Normal University

.

—There is room in our State Normal University for sev-

eral enei-getic ladies and gentlemen from Stephenson county. This institution is yearly

sending large numbers of energetic workers into the schools of the State. If any of

our teachers wish to know more about this school, I shall be glad to give information at

any time, either by letter or by catalogue.

Progrommf.—Have you a programme which you strictly follow ? Your pupils

should know at what time they will be asked to recite, and should feel that when the

time comes a strict account must be given for the lesson assigned. It is well to have

your programme printed or written on your blackboard, where all the pupils can read it.

Make no changes for visitors unless l)y request.

Uniformity of Text Books.—I sometimes find two or three kinds of readers in a

school, and as many different kinds of arithmetics and geographies. No school can be

what it ought to be with such a diversity of text books. It is very desirable to have a

uniformity, and it can, in a majority of cases, be had by presenting the matter to the Di-

rectors in the proper light.

I do not wish to be understood as advising a change of books throughout. In
most cases it will be best to retain the books already in the majority, and those who have

not books of that series, at the time the change is made, will, of course, need to

obtain new ones.

Odds and Ends.— I. Have your school room well ventilated. II. Keep all your

Y>vi\>\\s doing something. III. Do morals and manners receive attention ? IV. Do you
visit other schools ? V. Do you read educational books ? VI. Are your pupils order-

ly on ep.terinjT and leaving the school room ? VII. The teacher ought to know what is

doing on the play-ground. VIII. How often is your school room swept? IX. Few*

teachers are excusable for not having music in their schools. X. If there is whispering

in your school, there is not as much study as there should be. XI. Have you black-

boards in your school room ? If not, see your Directors and tell them your wants, and
in almost every case a blackboard will be furnished you. XII. How long does it take

your pupils to come from their play and go to their work after the bell rings? Twa
minutes are sufficient. Five aie sometimes taken. XIII. Is your conduct in and out

of school that of a true lady or gentleman ? Do not forget that example is more power-

ful than precept. I. F. Kleckner, Co. Supt.

Menard County.— Institute met at Petersburg, January 22, and lasted five days*

We have ro detailed account of the work, but the names of the committee are assure

ance of the good character of the work. The committee are W. H. Berry, W. C. Wray,-

G. B. Hudson, J. M. Robinson and D. M. Bone.

Effingham County. ^The Effint;ham County Teachers' Institute, convened at Ef-

fingham, February 5th, 1872. The exercises were as follows : Arithmetic, by C. M.

Johnson ; Orthography, Miss Fairchild ; Writing. Miss A. Miser ; Geography, Miss

Lizzie Means; Grammar, Miss Gilbert; and Reading by Owen Scolt. Pres. Edwards
was in the Institute during Wednesday, and spent the time on History and Reading. In

the evening, his lecture on the "Causes of failures among teachers," was listened to by

a large and appreciative audience. His visits are destined to elevate public opinion,

and greatly increase the efficiency of the schools. On Thursday evening. Prof. Ridpath^

of Asbui7 University, gave a fine lecture on "A Fight with force." This institute,

though n(jt so veil attended as some previ(ius ones, was perhaps, the most profitable

ever held in the county. Those who lost most were those who did not attend.

SCRIBO.
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The Schoolmaster regards it as an important part of his "mission" to aid in the

diffusion of good literature. As many of his readers are teachers in country places at a

distance from libraries, publishers, or large book stores, he desires to say that whatever

is found in this table, respecting any book, is his honest opinion of it, expressed without

•<fear or favor." The ScHOOLM.\STER will send to his subscribers, any book com-
mended here, or any other ,qood Ijook in the trade, at the regular list price, postage

pre-paid; trash he will neither commend nor purchase, if he knows it.

We would say to publishers and booksellers, we shall be glad to receive and notice

all school-books, or others of general interest, that are sent to our office ; we will

acknowledge the receipt of all books, and state their prices, and where they can be
obtained ; we will give such further notice and review of them as time, space, and our
judgment will allow.

The Wonders of Vegetatioti, from the French, edited by Prof. Schele de Vere ;

C. ScRiBNER & Co., New York. This is a handsome volume of about 300 pp., illus-

trated with over 40 engravings. It is mostly taken up with descriptions of tree.s, giv-

ing an account of the most remarkable ones in the world, including the famous trees of

California ; there are also descriptions of many trees that have a historical interest. It

also notices the cacti, flowering plants and marine vegetation. The engravings are

very good, and not only please but instruct. We observe some errors in the book, for

example, genius for genus, p. 38, Demerary for Demerara, p. 53, Miss Ida Pfeiffer, p.

()2), immense, great, ^. i^i, beach, p. 17S, Reubens, p, 212, a certain numbers, p. 259,
three thousand miles, (length of Lebanon Mts.) p. no. There are some others that

more accurate proof-reading would have detected. These blemishes should not be
suffered to mar a book which is at once so beautiful and so useful.

Wonders of Water, from the French, same editor and publishers. These volumes
belong to the new series of The Illustrated Library of Wonders. This book is of the

same style as the last ; it is a little larger, and more fully illustrated. It treats of vapors,

rains, tides, currents, springs, glaciers, water-supply to cities, thechemistiy and mechan-
ical action of water. Sec, &c. There is here a great mass of information, and in a very

readable form. The book is not (]uite free from typographical errors, but we notice

fewer than in the last ; we object to the statement that the tides are caused by stars, p.

25. Both these volumes are well worthy a jilace in the library for the family or the

school, i hey ought to be as interesting as the sensational novel ; while they convey
valuable information, and at the same time should awaken an interest in natural science

that will lead to the study of more strictly scientific treatises.

Wild Men and Wild beasts ; by Lt. Col. Gordon Cumming: C. Scrihner & Co.,

Kew York. This is a volume of the Illustrated Library of Travel and adventure, edited

by Bayard Taylor. It contains nearly 400 pages, and is handsome and richly illus-

I rated. The author was an officer of the British army in India, at the time of the famous
-'Sepoy rebellion," of which he .gives some accounts. lie was an ardent lover of the chase,

and the work is chiefly filled with stories of his adventures in hunting tigers, and other

wild beasts in Hindostan. There are plenty of exciting stories and hair-breadth escapes

told in a language that smacks strongly of the camp and the field. There is but little

more connection between the different parts than will be found in Herodotus or the

Pictionary. We think, if we were a boy again, we should desire to put this book on
the shelf beside "Robinsoa Crusoe" and "Two years before the mast".

All the above books are sold at the uniform price of ^1.50, by Hauley
jiROTHKRS, 783 State street, Chicago.

First Steps in Ungiiah Literature, by ARTHUR GiLMAN, A. M.: HURD & HOUGH-
TON, New York. This beautiful little volume of 230 pp. in limp covers, is truly

multum in parvo. The author says excellent things about our literature, and in a way
that seems wonderful when compared with the usual dry compendiums that stand for

text-hooks in this subject. He divides our literature into two grand periods, viz. Im-
mature English, and Mature English, the point of division being 1558, on the acces-

sion of Elizabeth. He sub-divides each of these periods, into four others ; the last
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of these subdivisions, extending from 1700 to 1870, which he calls the period of the Peo-

ple's Influence, he again divides into four parts. His plan seems to us a good one. and
to be marked by sound philosopliy. We think, with this volume, properly used as a

text-book, the pupil will be led into this grand department of study by a pleasant and
profitable path. For ourselves, we have placed the little volume on our shelf with the

hand-books that are used for frequent reference. This book is also for sale by IIadley
Brothers, price $1.00.

The Metaphors of St. Paul, and Companions of St. Paul, by Dean Howson.
Boston, American Tract Society, 1872 ; New York, Hurd & Houchion. This

book, for which we feel bound to thank the Tract Society, it being worth to Christianity

a ton of average tracts, is from the pen of one of the authors of the famous Conybeare,

and Howson's life and epistles of St. Paul. Mr. Howson brings to his task a fitness un-

equaled, displays great learning, broad and minute investigation, and a careful study of

texts and hints. He writes not with the zeal of an advocate, but with the scrupulous

fair-mindedness of a judge. He presents an array ot facts not dry but living and life-

giving. In the first part of the volume the numerous metaphors of Paul are arranged

in four classes, the Military, the Architectural, the Agricultural, and those relating to the

Grecian games. In the second part he gleans out from the Acts and the Epistles every

mention of twelve of the most eminent of Paul's companions in work and travel,

such as Timothy, Barnabas, Titus, Phebe and Apc)llos, and as well as he can from

scanty materials constructs for each one a character, and the story of his life. The book
is an excellent spiritual tonic, is thoroughly appetizing, full of pregnant suggestions.

It makes one ashamed of his shallow and shiftless way of reading the New Testament

and of his ignorance, and impels him to thought and to search. The defects of the

book are few and scarcely demand a mention. Among the chief may be named a dispo-

sition to moralize and exhort on frequent occasions, which however great a virtue and
power it may be in the preacher is commonly a weakness in the writer, and often a

positive vice. D. L. L.

Historical View of The American Revolution by George Washington Greene.
New York, Hurd & Houghton, 1872. This book consists of a series of twelve lec-

tures delivered before the Lowell Institute, Boiton, in January and February of 1863,

together with an appendix containing a chronological outline, statistical tables and the

address to General Greene by the southern army in August, 1781, urging retaliatory

measures for the execution of Colonel Haynes by the enemy. The time is, when we are

not content with a cursory view of the Revolution. As school children we learn the

general features, the events, the dates and names These lectures of I'rof. Greene are

read with unusual interest by every American, for he learns more of the causes of the Revo-
lution; he comprehends the long suffering of the patriots, and admires, yet wonders at their

tience. The style of the author is pleasant. The name lecture is too apt to prejudice

one somewhat against a book now a-days, so much trash is published "by request" or

''unanimous vote of the audience." However pleasant it must have been to listen to

the delivery of these lectures by the author, the pleasure of reading them can scarcely be

less. Every teacher who has or expects ever to have a class in United States History,

shouldfeei compelled to read this book, while no intelligent American can aftord to be

ignorant of its contents.

Fireside Science, 2LSQx\t5o^ yo'^vAa.x essays upon subjects connected with everyday
life, by James R. Nichols, A. M., M. D. New York, Hurd & Houghton, Riverside

Press, Cambridge. A beautiful volume of twenty-three essays on the common things

of common life such as "Chemistry of a hen's egg", "The clothing we wear", "Re-
breathed air", and "Experiments with air furnaces." This is a successful attempt to

popularize science. It is a book of sober, unvarnished facts, put in such an attractive

way as to hold even the superficial reader. It is such books that are needed in our

families for evening reading. The essays are not long and scientific, but "clear, brief

and accurate." The publishers have taken pains to make their part of the work l-eanti-

ful. No more appropriate gift to a friend could be than this volunic.

An Intermediate flcot/raphy, by Stei.wvehr & Brinton: Wuson, Hinkle & Co-,

Cincinnati. This is a large c[uarto of 92 pp., printed in clear type on good paper. We
have examined it with some care, and observe many excellences; the maps are very
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fine specimens of cartography,—they are clear and beautiful to the eye, the grades of

elevation are shown by tints, the mountain chains and slopes are very distinct, and there

is no crowdin"' of details. The political divisions are shown by red lines along the

boundaries ; this we much prefer to the usual blotches of gaudy colors. We are gene-

rally pleased with the illustrations, both in their character and execution. We are also

glad to notice that more attention is paid to peculiarities of surface-form than in many
of our text-books ; we believe, however, that it would be profitable to make this feature

still more prominent. We approve of the treatment of the United States by sections

rather than singly, in respect to surface, climate and productions. We are glad to see

the true definition of a circle given on p. 6; but if circles are planex, how can they be

"drawn upon the earth's surface,"—see same page. We are sorry to see, on p. 12, that

the pupil is taught that air rises (of itself ) when her.ted, and cold air comes in to ta'ie

its place; this puts the "cart before the horse." It also appears to us that the pro-

nouncing vocabulaiy is rather meager. On the whole, we consider this geography far

in advance of most of our school text-books in common use.

Colton's New Introductory Geography, 84 pp., price 90 cent?; Colton's Common
School Geography, no pp., price $1.75, Sheldon & Co., New York. The publishers

claim that these two books are sufficient for the purposes of our common schools. We
are glad to see this claim put forth, and to believe that the time will come when the

series of books upon a given school study, will not be large enough to make a library of

by itself. These geographies are clearly printed on good paper, the maps are quite

clear, and many of the illustrations are good and instructive. We are glad to see tha:,

in both books, the States are treated of in sections, in respect to surface, climate, &c.,

and not singly. The maps in both books fail to show the mountain slopes, as clearly as

we could wish; and it would please us better to see a departure from the old style of

gaudy coloring to mark the political divisions. The little book begins in the old way,

by teaching mathematical geography, races of men, states of society, forms of religion,

&c., at the ou,tset. To this we object very strongly. We also notice that the answers

to the map questions are suggested by the first and last letters of the word. We hardly

expected to see this in a new geography. Much of the first part of the larger book is a

mere repetition slightly extended of the first part of the small one. When a series of

school books is putin the most compact form, there will be no repetition. We think the

definitions in mathematical geography are about the same as in the book we used in our

boyhood. "A circle is a continuous carve line, every point of which is equally distant

f:ora the center,"—p. 4 Is this correct? See any geometry. We are not pleased

with a few of tlie pictures ; the representations of the Falls of St. Anthony would give

one the idea that the banks of the river there are now as wild and desolate as they we:e

forty years ago Boston is wretchedly caricatured by a cut in each of the books : that

in the larger book is the worst, however. No part of a school geography ought to re-

ceive more care than the cuts; their image lives with the student through all coming

years.

Surjer'JlbriB bcr @efd)icf)te ber 'iJereiniiiten otaateii Don

C. §• eatnapeQ, ttit3 bem g!i9ltid)en ubertragen Don ©uftno giftfjer. Softoii : <8rcwer

iinb Sileftoii.

Tiei'e? SBerf foil einem [aiige (iefiil)[ten ^Scbfirfniffe ab^elfen, imb in bcntfdjen (gtfii:

len ffir ben Unterrid)t in ber amerifanifc^cn @e)'d)id)te \n\\\ Seitfubcn biencn. T^nrc^ a:

brongte Tarfteaiing niib ftrenqe Sirfitung be§ etoffeo i)t es bem ikrfnffer gclungen, ben

dufeercn Unifang bed 2Berfe6, nnbe|(^Qbet ber SSoilftdnbigfeit, fo jn beifbrdnfen, \ia}i \iii

etubium Deffelben i)orf)|ten§ eiiien ^albjdbrigen i'ebrfnrfns niit jiueiiouctientlidKn llnte:

rirfitSitnnben in Slnmrncf) ninimt. I»er 9iame bc5 llebei-feher^ biirgt fiir Die 3teiiil)eit be?

beutfcben ®tt)(5, (ss biirfte befonberS empfef^hingemertb feiu, nnter glcirf)5e:fi9ei" SSenu?-

ung bes Drginals, abiuedifelnbe JRecitationcn in englifdjcr nnb beutfd)er 6pradie Dorju-

nc^men, iroburd) ber ®eid)id)tSunterrid)t, o[)ne befonberen 3eitaiifn)anb \\\ einer ber loirr-

fnmften Spradiisbnngen roerben fann. ^3iid)t lucniger cignet fid) ba? 28erf a(S bentfcfce3

J^efe= unb lleberfcgungsbnd) in Qnierifonifriien Sdjulen.

The report of Col. Eaton, Com. of Education for 1S71 has reached us too late for

extended notice this month.
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GIRLS' NEW NORMAL COLLEGE, NEW YORK.

Through the politeness of Edward Cook, Esq., Western Agent of tlio

house of Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., we are enabled to give the readers

of the Schoolmaster a picture of this beautiful building. We also glean a

few facts concerning the Institution from the Educational Reporter, pub-

lished by the same enterprising firm.

The building is in course of erection, on the corner of 4th avenue and

68th street ;
it will occupy an entire block, extending 125 feet on 4th

avenue and 295 feet on 68th street ; the estimated cost is $350,000. The

Normal College is comparatively a new institution, but contains more than

one thousand pupils ; the Faculty consists of twenty-eight members, of whom
five are gentlemen; Thomas Hunter, A. M., is President. Instruction is

free ;
admission being granted on examination, for which girls can be pre-

pared in the public grammar-schools.

"Due prominence is given to the study of language, to the natural

sciences and to the methods ajid principles of instruction. The College is

furnished with elaborate apparatus to enable the girls to receive the best kind

of instruction in Chemistry, Physics and the Natural Sciences.

There are six grades of students, divided into twenty-two classes.

The college is organized into three divisions, corresponding to the threi-

years of the course, the Introductory, Sophomore, and Senior. Each of

these is subdivided into higher and lower, making the six divisions already

spoken of. It requires half a school-year for an industrious student to pass

from one subdivision to anothei.

Object-teaching is a prominent feature of the Normal College ; a trained

and accomplished teacher from the Oswego Normal School has this branch

in charsTC."
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HOW TO DO IT.

Dear Schoolmaster :—In your February issue, I am invited by our

mutual friend, Mr. Gastman, to "tell how" to teach to "a class of boys of

twelve or fourteen years of age, and of ordinary ability and cultivation, but

knowing nothing of numbers except to count," "in six months all the arith-

metic they need to know in a business life," or "as much as they now usually

leai-n in the six or ten years of its study in school." The latter is the easier

task, if our examinations of candidates asking admission to the university, are

to be taken as evidence.

Our friend also intimates his dissent from my views of Geography, as a

common-school study. My time vjill not allow me to make afresh such an

answer as the gravity of the case demands, and I beg leave therefore to quote

my reply, from an annual report made by me, to the legislature of Michigan,

in 1862. The date of this report will show that I have offered no new and

hastily adopted opinions to agitate the public mind. In attempting to fulfill

my pledge, I would of course resort to pure oral teaching, with no aid but

tue slate and blackboard. I imagine every experienced teacher does this

when he wishes to do his best, if his time permits
;
and I have no doubt our

friend would successfully perform the task himself if he will carefully consid-

er the proposition, and the amount of arithmetical knowledge actually re-

quii'cd in :? business life. Teachers of less experience might require more

time.

But t]:3 aim of mj argument was broader than this question of the study

of arithmetic, and I hope your readers will not be Avholly diverted from the

grander and much more important issue, by any dispute uver mere questions

of detail. The great question now looming up more and more into public

sight, and demanding clear, precise and prompt answer from all of us who

have to do with education, is this : Are the common schools doing all they

can do to make their pupils intelligent men and women, and to fit them for

their actunl work in life ? Some of us raised the alarm years ago, and many

things are now contributing to give it deeper and more menacing force. The

suspicion is started in high quarters and lurks in thousands of minds that

the common-school studies are not wisely chosen nor well taught, and that

they have been spread over more years of time than they have any claim to

occupy. The question was somewhat fully discussed in the report from which

are taken the following extracts.

GEOGRAPHY.

"Greography, also, has been greatly overrated as a common-school study.

Introduced by accident, it has maintained ita place by the aid of book-makera,
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who have multiplied and simplified to the most ridiculous extent, the text-

books and apparatus for its study. If it is urged that we ought to know
something of the world we live in, and especially of the country whose citizens

we are, this is freely admitted. But so ought we, and by a greater need, to

know something of the vegetable world which suiTOunds us, and from which

we derive so large a portion of our food and wealth ; of the animal world,

whose wonders lie unsuspected all about us, and whose denizens so faithfully

serve us, or so faithfully prey upon us ; of the universal kingdom, of soils,

stones and metals, the materials of our arts and the source of our support ; of

chemistry, with its wonderful laws ever acting around us in every combination,

change and decay of material things
; and of a score more of studies equally

interesting and useful with geography. If its simple usefulness is its only

claim, then geography must yield its place to more useful and important

brunches of learning. But it is notorious that its study in school is not in-

dispensable to this usefulness in life. Men who never studied geography in

school, easily inform themselves by means of maps of the locality and distance

of places, and travel without embarrassment to the most distant countries.

He who has studied the geographies of the schools is almost equally obliged

to consult Uiaps on each fresh occasion, and seeks out his routes of travel as

laboriously as the other.

But the geography of the common school is not tnie geography
;

it is

only a miserable hotch-potch of insignificant fragments, and is utterly unworthy

the great name it bears and the time it occupies. Gigantic facts, magnificent

generalizations, splendid speculations, involving, as they do, the mightiest

problems in several of the other sciences, are certainly not fitting food for

little children's minds. Their imaginations are confounded at its first propo-

sitions. The huge rotund world, swinging unsupported in limited space, and

wheeling with an inconceivable velocity along its trackless orbit, parceled

into vast expanses of continent and still vaster oceans, and peopled with a

billion of human beings, what a conception is this to offer to a little child !

Picture it, explain, illustrate it as we will, it still remains a great mystery of

which nothing is learned but the vaguest ideas. Nor arc its later problems

less difficult than these first and fundamental notions. The alternations of

day and night, with their varying length in difierent latitudes and diflerent

seasons : the variety and succession of the seasons and their relation to climate

;

the precession of the equinoxes ; the movements of the tides, the flow of the

oceanic currents ; the sweep of the winds ; the great laws of climate ; the

geographical distribution of plants and animals, and the migrations and varying

civilizations of the human race ; these surely are not questions for mere tyros

in learning and novices in study, to solve.
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It is not denied that geography abounds in interesting and picturesque

facts, which, with the aid of abundant illustrations, may be explained to the

minds of common-school pupils. But the facts, thus isolated, are not geog-

raphy ; and all experience tells us of how little real use they are when learned,

and how speedily they are forgotten.

It is not recommended that geography shall be entirely abolished from

the common school, but that it shall be adjourned to the riper age and learn-

ing of the higher classes, and then studied in its natural connections with

history. And if but few pupils reach it in the course, still no irreparable

injury is done. It was never pretended that children can learn everything in

school which they will need to know in life. If common things be properly

taught, every child will learn without a book, and directly from nature, the

varieties of natural scenery, the simple facts of country and climate, and the

use of maps, which are the main fruits of geography as now taught through a

senseless series of books and a tedious succession of terms.

I have assumed that Grammar and G-eography were introduced in the

list of common school studies by mere accident, and without sufficient reflec-

tion ; and certainly if a careful comparison of the actual value of the several

sciences had been made, these studies would not have obtained the prominent

place they now occupy."

ARITHMETIC.

"In the solution of every arithmetical problem, there are tAvo distinct

classes of operations; the one class purely rational, the other as purely ini-

merical. The former concerns the logical relations of the quantities con-

sidered in the problem ; the latter, the operations to be performed on the

numbers which represent these quantities." * '^' * *

The study of arithmetic, therefore, embraces two departments : first,

The study of numerical operations ;
and second. The study of the rational

cnoditions of problems. The aim of the first, is to learn the art of computing

abstract numbers ; that of the second, is to acquire the ability to reason

clearly on the relations of quantities, and their connections in each new

problem. To acquire the greatest facility in the performance of these two

classes of operations, is the aim of practical arithmetic ; to understand thor-

oughly the reasonings in the two, is to understand the science of arithmetic.

Two things so distinct and different as the operations of numbers, and the

relations of quantities, obviously ought not to be confounded in teaching.

Each has its own modes of action, and should have its own separate and

special methods of training. The purely numerical operations being few and

simple, may be made, by proper training, so familiar and habitual as to be

performed almost without effort. Memory takes the place of calculation.
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Let. for example, the sum and product of 8 and 7 be asked of an expert

arithmetician, he answers instantly, and without conscious effort, 15 and 56,

He does not stop to seek the answer by any fresh process of reasoning—he

simply quotes it from his previously acquired knowledge. In the same way
will he go through long series of numbers, combining or resolving them with

tjie greatest rapidity and ease, aided simply by his familiar knowledge of the

particular results."****** * * * * *

''But other and more complicated operations, in pure numbers, both

integral and fractional, may also be familiarized to a considerable extent. So,

t,iO. should the peculiarities of our common system of notation be conquered

by systematic drills till every process involved in it is reduced to the ease

and certainty of a habit. Here, in these drill exercises is the great battle of

arithmetic to be fought and won. These once mastered, the onward course of

the pupil is rapid and sure.

The rational, or logical processes in arithmetic vary with each problem,

and cannot, therefore, be reduced to the precision of an art. But much can

be done to make the more common ones familiar. A recognition of their real

character and distinct existence, by both teacher and pupils, will make their

siudy much more definite and successful.

The study of mental arithmetic, where the logical steps in the solution of

each problem are carefully given, is one of the best drill exercisss in these

r.itional processes."***** * * * ;)i

It is hoped that the plans already given for teaching will help to pioduce

a much needed reform in our school-rooms, and make the instruction in the

several branches discussed more rational and successful. If, without any

undue crowding of the minds of children, tbe branches ordinarily studied in

our common schools can be taught thoroughly, as I believe they can, in one-

half the time now occupied in this study, then shall we save to our children

years of unnecessary toil, and make it practicable to add new and valuable

gifts of learning to their school attainments. He who saves me a year of

unnecessary study, by improving my methods of learning, not only gives me
an additional j'ear for improvement, but also renders that year doubly valua-

ble, by the increased intelligence and power which I bring into its labors and

studies." I am yours truly,

J. M. GREGORY.
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EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

Mr. Schoolmaster :—Do stay at liome, or, at any rate, come occasion-

ally and observe what has been transpiring while you have been abroad.

One of your educational contemporaries has the following :

•' Take a person who has never attempted to draw a tree, and he has

probably never observed that the circumference of the trunk is exactly equal

to the sum of its branches—that is, a tree never tapers save where it puts

forth a branch, and then just that much and no more."

Did you, Mr. Schoolmaster, ever observe that fact ^ If you ever

did, pray what did you observe ? Do you understand any part of the

intmded explanation ? If you do. please give us your ideas with regard to

'^that tmcch" of it.

An educator of the educators writes in a city journal of recent date, as

follows :
" Very many pupils enter these (Normal) schools now with a view

of remaining just long enough to obtain a certificate. They leave the various

classes, from the juniors to the seniors, and the very poorest in the classes, too.

Even those who have no knowledge whatever of systematic mental develop-

ment, and very little of the elements of the subjects required to be taught, to

teach, and they obtain certificates to teach from Superintendents in the face

of all this ignorance." It has been remarked by a shrewd thinker of our day,

(I quote from memory,) that "accuracy of language can obtain only where there

is clearness of mental vision." Is it not then a legitimate inference that the

mental vision must have become fearfully distorted, to have been the occasion

of such rhetorical obliquities as are apparent in the above extracts ? These

two quotations are but specimens of the style of the entire articles of which

they form but a small part. How can we as teachers expect to have our

calling recognized as a profession, when our burning and shining lights

persist in placing themselves before the public after such a fashion ? What

right have Educational (?) publications to arrogate to themselves such a title,

when their living is simply the abundant advertising of rival publishing

houses, and their supposed educational articles too frequently trash ? Why
cannot the standard of scholarship be raised in everything that concerns us

as teachers ? Why can we not have educational publications really worthy to

be so called, and teachers who shall be worthy of what should be the honor-

able title of Professor ? Can we not in some way eviscerate the body educa-

tional of the cumbersome materials wherewith it is now so grievously bur-

dened ? Alack ! Alack ! Was it you, my brother, who wrote the other day

to the agent of one of our leading publishing houses that you had ''examined
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several diffei'ent series ©f text books in mathematics
.,
but Ik four comeinff-

to a decision relitive to books for use in your county, you would realy

like to examene his list ?" Jotin Smith.

ANIMAL LESSONS FOR INTERMEDIATE OR aRAMMAR
SCHOOLS.—nj.

Note.—It must not be supposed that all the labor contemplated in these lessons,

or any considerable portion (^f it, is to be done by the teacher. The facts developed or

given by the teacher, as well as those obtained elsewhere by the pupil, should be woven
into good English by the pupil, under the guidance o( the teacher, written upon slate or

paper, correct in all particulars, committed to memory and recited according to the

"strictest sect" of memorizers.

Any system of teaching that seeks to shield the pupil from work must prove abortive.

Well-directed, hard work is the only plan of intellectual salvation.

THE CAT.

Special points to be developed :

Parts.—Short, broad head, thick, strong neck, thin body, short legs; front

teeth in both jaws ; canine teeth, long, conical and curved backwards,

fitted for tearing ; back or cheek teeth, uneven and sharp, fitted for

cutting or chopping ; tongue, long, flexible, covered with prickers point-

ing backwards ; keen, oval eye; five toes on front, and four on hind

feet, each furnished with a long, sharp, curved and retractile claw; bot-

toms of feet and toes padded ; simple stomach.

Hahiti^.—Sly, quick, walks on its toes, digitigrade, (why ?) eats animal food.

Seizes its prey with a sudden spring or bound ; domestic (^and wild).

Uses.—Leather, fur, catches mice.

Dwell on adaptation of parts to habits and uses. Compare parts, habits

and uses with those of the cow and horse.

Miscellaneous and Popular :—Notorious for thieving ; loves ease ; more at-

tached to places than to persons ; uses its tongue to clear its throat.

Sees at night, (nocturnal
)

; hair always dry, glossy and electric,

THE DOG.

Special points to be developed ;

Parts.—Large head, slim, well-formed body, long legs, long recurved tail
;

keen eye, with round pupil ; long muzzle, small tongue, front teeth in

both jaws
J

long, conical, sharp canine teeth, curved backwards, fitted

for tearing; back teeth uneven, sharp, fitted for cutting or chopping;

four toes on each foot, rudimentary toe or thumb ; sharp, hooked claws,

not retractile ; simple stomach.

Habits.—Eats animal food ; obtains its food by hunting it down, rather than

by springing upon it stealthily; walks on its toes (digitigrade) : domestic.
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;>.<5.—Fur, leather, watching (sometimes work).

]^>vell on adaptation of parts to habits and uses.

J\[isreUaneous and Popular.—The only animal that seems to obey man

willingly and with pleasure; found wherever man is; was originally

wild ; becomes more attached to persons than to places ; resembles the

wolf, from which it is supposed to have sprung ; friendly, faithful, in-

telligent.

Note the very wide range in varieties of dogs. Their names and some

of their peculiarities should be given.

THE BE.\R. (Use pictures.)

Special points to be developed:

Farts—Broad head ; strong, clumsy ; body covered with long coarse hair
;

stout, thick legs, short tail ; large, slightly pointed ears, small, bright

eyes; front teeth in both jaws ; canine teeth (two in each jaw), long,

strong and slightly curved backwards ; molars broad and surmounted

with tubercles ; five toes on each foot, each having a long, stout curved

claw or nail, fitted for digging or climbing (not retractile.) Sole of

foot naked ; simple stomach.

JIahifs.—Eats animal and vegetable food ; walks on its flat feet (called

plantigrade) ; climbs trees, nocturnal ; stands readily on hind feet

;

uses fore feet for defense by striking or hugging.

Use^.—Flesh, leather, fur, curiosity.

Dwell on adaptation of parts to habits and uses.

Miscellaneous and Popular :—Cunning, unsocial ; spends the winter in cave*^

in hollow trees, almost without food ; dangerous and formidable ; some-

times called Bruin. (Why ?)

A few lessons should be given, with the use of pictures, upon the lioa,

tiger, leopard, wolf, fox, raccoon. The cat, dog and bear being the ti/pes

of the families to which they respectively belong, the matter furnished above

will serve in all essential particulai's for classifying the other animals.

Grive lessons on likenesses and difi'erences ; from the former get the idea

and term carnivorous, and from the latter the following :

( Cat family,

Carnivorous Animals. ^ -o ® a

Note.—The other familie.s of this order are not given, because to attempt so much
w^ulil defeat the object of the lessons.

Models for identifying or describing

:

Oral.—The lion is a wild, ferocious, toe-walking aniimtl that belongs to the

cat family of carnivorous animals.
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Wild.

Digitigrade. )

^^^ ^^^j,
Claws retractile, j

'''

99

Oarnivorous Animals.
<j

Front teeth in both jaws.

Canine, long hooked, fitted

for tearing.

Molars uneven, sharp, fitted

for cutting.

1^ Simple stomach.

Carnivorous.

After each animal studied, has been identified according to plans given,

and a general talk had upon the whole order, a composition should be writ-

ten upon the subject, Carnivorous animals.

Several weeks may be spent profitably upon a comparison of Herbivo-

rous and Carnivorous Animals.

The following points are suggested :

Isinds of teeth. ...... Kinds of food.

Kinds of stomachs. ...... Nature of food.

Shape and comparative size of "^

trunks, especially the ab- -

dominal region. )

Acuteness of senses.

Pliability of osseous )

structure.
\

Freedom of motion )

of the limbs.
)

Kinds of feet.

Muscular power. ~]

(Relative.)
!

Limbs as weapons of
(

oflfense or defense. j

Quantity of food.

I
Manner of ob-

\ taining food.

j Planner of ob-

I taining food.

I
Manner of ob-

( taining food.

f Greneral habits, manner

I of obtaining food.

Obstacles to be

< overcome in ob-

taining food.

Food, (both kind.-!.)

The animal in each
^

order most remote I

from the type. |>
- - -

(Hog, bear.)
j

The work indicated by this paper will require more time than that of

either of the preceding papers.
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TEXT-BOOKS.

That there is a great diflFerence in text-books, no one need seek for the

evidence, who will give five minutes' lease of his ears to any of the" publish-

ers' enterprising agents. Here, will be shown one with more excellences

than were ever "dreamed of in his philosophy," there, another laden with

faults enough to make its ambitious author ''veil his high tops lower than

his ribs to kiss its burial." With all the improved editions of the last ten

or fifteen years, how the business and professional men of to-day ever learned

to read, write and cipher with what their antique copies must have been, is

too profound a question for our present consideration. Yes ; there is a great

deal in a good text-book, and often a great deal more in a poor one, though

the day is, happily, past, when a treatise was valued, like Frederick

William's soldiers, by its length, and it is left for the dictionary alone to

measure its wonh by the number of words it contains, not to be found else-

where. Yet, fashion still reigns in books, as in other things, and one might

probably be without an Alexis collar, or the latest style of ribbon, with as

much propriety, as without the text-book of the season. But as the collar

or ribbon alone will hardly make the gentleman or lady, so the value of the

text-book depends quite as much on the use made of it as upon its inherent

meritg.

With a well qualified teacher, of half a dozen diftereut books on almost

any of the subjects taught in our schools, we suspect it is of comparatively

little importance which is chosen, all of them, probably, having more in

common, with some slight variations in the mode of presentation, than will

be brought within the clear apprehension of the best of our pupils.

What matters it, for instance, from what edition the learner reads Cicero,

or Virgil? The editor may, it is admitted, by a learned discussion of

some difiicult or doubtful passage, by reference to rare authorities, and

by copious citations in some unknown tongue, increase his reputation among

his professional brethren ; but he has thereby " become a barbarian" to the

pupil who is not yet familiar with the plainest principles of the language.

And with the earlier books of the course, the case is not widely dif-

ferent.

These remarks may not apply where the teacher, as we have sometimes

seen, with his finger follows the author word by word and line by'^line. with

his eye bound to the page as fast as the bonds of ignorance can bind it.

W^ith such, the book is the all important thing, and the teacher 'may be

counted out. Nor would the fear of such results, or the insufficiency of the

books, lead us to discard them entirely. In the university, where the student
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is advanced and mature enough to compare and weigh the views of different

authorities, and perhaps push his investigations beyond the limits of accepted

truths, the lecture system forms the fitting supplement; but for our schools,

and many of our colleges, the proper use of some good text-book has advan-

tages which any purely oral or lecture system can illy supply.

He who reads from his own prepared manuscript, for his class to copy

and afterwards learn, has done neither more nor less than substitute his own

text-book for the printed one, while at the same time he has consumed in

mere manual drudgery the time of the class ihat should have been filled

with such development and illustration of the subject as are beyond the

proper scope of any text-book. Allowing that the teacher is superior in

attainments to the author, it is still more important that he should be

employed in something better than the dictation of such simple facts as the

learner can obtain without his aid, and in the very way, too, that most of his

future acquisitions must be made.

GEORGE 1I0WLANI>.

THE PUTNAM DRILL AND REVIEW CARDS.

The Putnam Drill and Review Cards are of real value to the teacher of

arithmetic, furnishing him with a large number of examples in simple num-

bers, including common and decimal fractions, compound numbers and per-

centage, so arranged that they can be announced in a moment, the same set of

questions to an entire class, or a different example to each member of the class.

The time usually devoted to the preparation of drill and test questions, which

amounts to many hours in the course of a year, is saved. The time and

labor of placing these questions on the blackboard or of otherwise announc-

ing them are also saved, while the key provides the results. I have used

them for months with such satisfaction and success that T have recom-

mended them to my teachers above eighth grade, all of whom make dtiily

use of them.

The amount of work which can be obtained from a single card is sur-

prising. Take, for instance, the ••Fraction" card. Here we have hundreds

of examples in greatest common divisor and least common multiple of whole

numbers, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of fractions and

mixed numbers, and the reduction of denominate fractions. These are varied

in difficulty from the simplest example to those embracing four or five opera-
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tions each. There is no need of anything more in the line of drill in frae-

iions, when apujnl has mastered this card.

The other cards are equally exhaustive of their subjects. That of per-

centage includes simple interest, discount, bank discount, investments, ex-

cfiange, partial payments, &c., &c.

The author's plan is to place a card in the hand of each pupil. My
teachers have obviated this necessity by transferring the contents of the card

in use to the board. This is less convenient, but it saves all expense to the

yupil. H. H. Belfield.

Dore School. Chicaao, 1872.

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR INTERMEDIATE AND PRIM-
ARY SCHOOLS.

LESSON XIV.

THE POSSESSIVE FORM OF NOUNS.

"What is this ?"

"That is a hat."

'^Whose hat is it?"

"William's."

"Make a statement of what you say."

'That is William's hat."

(Some of the pupils write this statement on the board ; the others write it on their

-;.;.!es.
I

' What is the word William's?"

"A noun."

"What kind of a noun?"

"A proper noun."

"For what is it used in the sentence ?"

"To tell whose hat."

"To tell who owns the h^t."

"You may say possesses, instead of owns."

"To tell who possesses the hat."

"Speak the word as we commonly hear it." (Ptipils do so.)

"Speak the word as it is here used." (Pupils do so.)

(This should be repeated, with this and other nouns, until the ]uipils perceive
clearly and can state the difference between the sounds of the two forms.)

"Open your books, and find names used as we have used the name

William in this sentence."
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(Pupils find many words and pronounce them.)

What is the difi'erence in the sounds of these words and the same words

as they are commonly used?

(Pupils state.)

"What do you find in the printed word to represent that difference.''

"An apostrophe and a letter s."

"As you look at the words William and William's, what difference can

you see?"

"One has more letters than the other."

"A difi'erence in the size of them."

"A difference in the form."

"Because William is the way we commonly use the word, what fonr.

may we call it?"

"The common form."

"What shall we call the other form?"

(Pupils do not know.)

"You may call this the possessive form of the noun."

(Pupils spell word.)

The sentence on th? board and slates should be corrected by the pupils ; other
sentences containing the possessive form of common nouns should be written and cave-

fully criticised; a definition of the possessive form of nouns shobld be obtained from

and carefully written by the pupils, and work for a future lesson should be assigned.

LESSON XV.

THE PLURAL OP NOUNS—GENERAL LAW.

Study Lesson XIV carefully, and be guided by the outline given beKjw.

Cause pupils,

1. to give nouns denoting one;

2. to change them so that they will denote more than one;

3. to state the diff'erent uses of the two forms;

4. to note the difference in the sounds of the two words
;

5. to find upon the printed page the manner of representing this

difi'erence

;

6. to name and define each form

;

7. to state and write the law for writing the plural form
;

8. to PRACTICE.

LESSON XVI.

THE FORM OP THE POSSESSIVE PLURAL.

Lessons XIV and XV will serve as guides for this.

The time of several recitations should be devoted to writing sentences

containino; the different forms of nouns that have been learned.
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LESSON XVII.

THE COMMA—ITS USE IN A SUCCESSION OF TARTICULAUS.

"I want you to tell me, by writing on your slates, five things that this

knife has."

(The pupils at the age of those for whom these lessons are intended will, almost

wilhout exception, write five sentences.

)

''This knife has a handle.'^

•'This knife has a blade."

"This knife has a back."

•'This knife has ears."

•'This knife has rivets."

"How many sentences have you written?"

"Five."

"See how many times you have written the words this, hii/e, has, and a

Can you not shorten the work by putting all you have to say into one

Bentence?"

(Pupils write.)

"The knife has a handle and blade and back and ears and rivets."

•'Listen closely. I am going to ask you another question. What is the

use of the words handle, blade, back, ears and rivets?"

"What did you discover?"

"You said and, only before the last w^ord."

"Now, I think you can give the sentence that you have been writing,

and have it just right. Who will try?"

(Hands are raised.

)

"The knife has a handle, blade, back, ears and rivets."

"That is right. All repeat."

(Pupils repeat, and write on their slates.)

"There is a question unanswered. Who can give it?"

(Hands are raised.)

"What is the use of the woi'ds handle, blade, back, ears and rivets?"

"Right. Who will answer it?"

"To show what the knife has."

"Because they are all used for that purpose, what may we say about

them."

''They are used in the same way."

"They are used alike."

"Now, turn to your books, and find words that are used alike, and see

how they are written ; then we shall know whether our work is right or not.

What do you discover?"
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"There is a comma after each of the words except the one before the

last."

(Pupils correct the work on the slates.)

'You say these words are used in the same way. How many words in

thi.s sentence are used in the same way?"

"Five."

"Many."

"Several."

Which now makes the best answer to my question—five, many or

several ?"

"Several."

"I think so. We have learned something about the use of the comma,

and I want you to tell me what it is."

"When several words are used in the same way, a comma is placed after

each, except the one before the last."

Teacher ought now to suggest for many kinds of sentences containing successions

of particulars, and have them all written and carefully criticised. Drill on this lesison

ihould continue several days.

EEAL USTATE.

The pleasant grounds are greenly turfed and graded

;

A sturdy porter waiteth at the gate;

The graceful avenues, serenely shaded,

And curving paths, are interlaced and braided

In many a maze around my fair estate.

Here blooms the early hyacinth, and clover,

And amaranth and myrtle wreathe the ground

;

The pensive lily leans her pale cheek over;

And hither comes the bee, light-hearted rover.

Wooing the sweet-breathed flowers with soothing sound

lutwining, in their manifold digressions.

Lands of my neighbors, wind these peaceful ways.

The matters, coming to their calm possessions,

i*'ollowed in solemn state by long processions.

Make quiet journeys, these still summer days.

Thi.s is my freehold 1 Elms and fiiiigy larches.

Maples and pines, and stately firs of Norway,

Build round me their green pyramids and arches

;

Sweetly the robin sings, while slowly marches

The owner's escort to his open doorway.
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O, sweetly sing the robin and the sparrow

!

But the pale tenant very silent rides.

A low green roof receiveth him,—so narrow

His hollowed tenement, a school-boy's arrow

Might span the space betwixt its grassy sides.

The flowers around him ring their wind-swung chalices

;

A great bell tolls the pageant's slow advance.

The poor alike, and lords of parks and palaces.

From all their busy schemes, their fears and fallacies,

Find here their rest and sure inheritance.

No more hath Ccesar or Sardanapalus

!

Of all our wide dominions, soon or late.

Only a fathom's space can aught avail us

;

This is the heritage that shall not fail us;

Here man at last comes to his Real Estate.

Secure to him and to his heirs forever

!

Nor wealth nor want shall vex his spirit more.

Treasures of hope and love and high endeavor

Follow their blest proprietor; but never

Could pomp or riches pass this Itttle door.

Flatterers attend him, but alone he enters,

—

Shakes off the dust of earth, no more to roam.

His trial ended, sealed his soul's indentures,

Tlie wanderer, weary from his long adventures.

Beholds the peace of his eternal home.

Lo, more than life Man's great Estate comprises

!

While for the earthly corner of his mansion

A little nook in shady Time suffices.

The rainbow-pillared heavenly roof arises

Ethereal in limitless expansion!
—Atlantic HaathUj.

PRFPARATORY SCHOOLS.

There can be little doubt, we think, that the greatest present need of

the higher educational interests of the country is better preparatory schools.

We may strive as hard as we will to perfect the curriculum of studies in the

colleges and universities, and expend our energies in forming and furnishing

means for post-graduate courses of study, but the effort is unavoidably more

or less abortive from the failure at the other end of the course. It may seem

strange, but we have no doubt that at least one half of the first year in
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college is occupied in bringing the students who come from different prepara-

tory scliools up to a common level. Let the entrance examinations be a.s

strict as they may, they cannot obtain the same culture in all who come.

And there seems to be no remedy for this, until the preparatory schools

receive more attention than they now get. We are glad to see that the

subject is being agitated in certain quarters. Dr. Reid, president of the

State University of Missouri, has proposed the following plan for bringing

the University into closer relation to the public schools of the State : "Ist.

The University should take up the studies exactly where the high schools of

the State leave off; and to this end there should be laid down by law acourfe

of study for all high schools in the State, which they should be required to

follow. 2d. There should be some change in the way of appointing State

students to the University. 3d. A system of public libraries in all parts of

the State should be adopted and kept up for the use of every country school."

Whether this plan or some other is followed, there can be little doubt that

the subject of the dependence of the higher educational irstitutions upon the

lower schools, and the connection between them should be thoroughly agita-

ted, and an improvement brought about. While advanced study and higher

education is receiving so much attention, let not that which makes the latter

possible, be entirely neglected.— College Courant.

E®IT&M^S WEFm^TMMMT^
It is no good omen for the head of a school or system of schools to re-

gard his work with satisfaction. Contentment, though in general a desidera-

iuri), is not desirable when connected with school organization and manage-
ment. We are impelled to say this, not because of some failures by teachers

who seem eminently satisfied with the results of their own work, but because

of the danger that is approaching us from the older States, of permitting

school systems and methods to become fixed. There is abundant reason for

dissatisfaction. The line of thought suggested by Dr. Gregory in his commu-
nication in this number of the Schoolmaster, to be continued next month
by an article from W. H. Richardson, is proof that a change is desirable.

That there is too much time assigned to arithmetic many believe. An author

of a popular series of Arithmetics suggests nine years' work from "Oral In-

struction" to "Mensuration," passing over the work contained in four books,

and reciting once each school-day during that time. We believe this is one

extreme, and that more schools are nearer to this extreme than to the opposite

of "six months."

Is there not room for dissatisfaction and consequent effort in this one

matter. Although we are pleased to look back over a decade and see what has
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been done in methods, discipline, management and organization, it will be a

sorry ten years' work if 1883 does not find the common schools to have made

a proportionately greater improvement.

Senate Bill No. 37, has passed the Illinois Senate and is now ordered to

a third reading in the House. This is the new school-law of Illinois. It

will doubtless be the law of the State by the time the Schoolmaster is in

the hands of its readers. During the winter, it was currently reported and

believed by men in high places, that the school-law would receive no attention

irom the present legislature. Its author, Senator Willard C Flagg, of Madison

county, is entitled to the warmest thanka of the friends of free schools
;
he, and

the educational committee over which he presides, have persistently watched,

pushed and defended this measure. Every attempt to weaken its efficiency by
amendments has resulted unsuccessfully. Friends of education in Illinois

will do well to remember and reward the labors of such men as have stood by

and defended the genius of our school system. Flagg, Miller, Woodard,

McNulta, Bush, in fact, we think the entire committee on education in both

bodies, have done credit to themselves and the people whom they represent.

"We are indebted to Senator McNulta for a copy of the bill and shall be glad to

notice it at length. The section relating to schools in incorporated towns is

quite satisfactory.

A Virginian recently wrote as follows of Thomas Jefferson :

Mr. Jefferson took great interest in educational matters, and to him, more than to

any other man, is due the gratitude of the nation for his wise and philanthropic move-

ments to introduce a system of free common schools, which, for some reason, failed to

become an established institution. Had his idea on this great subject been carried out,

and the system thoroughly established in his native State, she would never have lost her

ascendency in the galaxy of States, but would ever have continued to be the guiding

star of the Republic. What prophetic vision must this great man have possessed to

thus discern the future, and to foresee, that a system of free common schools was an es-

sential concomitant of an enduring Republic. Let us thank a kind Providence that the

idea of popular education, so long ago proposed, is no longer in enibiyo, but has become
in the'native State of its projector, a grand, living utility, and is exerting its elevating

influences over all.

Normal Schools.—The Bichmond, Va. State Journal, of March
6th, contains the following :

Normal School Bill.—The bill introduced in the Senate to establish and main-

tain a State Normal-school and to provide otherwise for the training of teachers for the

public schools of Virginia, is one which we are more than glad to see. It is a step in

the right direction, and one taken not a moment in advance of the needs and demands
of the people. We shall take occasion soon, to speak of this normal-school plan, and
of its many and great advantages over any other system of practical education in con-

nection with our public-school system. A public-school system once adopted in the

State, makes a normal-school an essential feature of it at once. It is so regarded every-

where. The two go together as simultaneous features in public education.

In the Uiiiversity Monthhj for February, we find an account of the re-

cent meeting of the Tennessee Teachers' Association. Among the proceedings,

is a "debate" on "Normal-schools, and their relation to an efficient system of
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common-scliools." This debate, however, seems to have been entirely a one-

sided affair. Prof. McDonald led off with a strong speech in favor of normal-

schools. Gen. E. Kirby Smith followed, on the same side. "In his opinion,

normal-schools constitute the basis of every system of public instruction ; in-

deed, they are the keystone in its arch." In the Baptist Missionary Maga-
zine for March, two of the leading missionaries, writing from their separate

fields in Asia, give accounts of their normal-schools
; one speaks of having

twenty pupils in his school ; the other has fifty.

Doesn't it look as though the '-normal-school system is a failure ?"

Where are some of our icise men who have been demonstrating this proposi-

tion lately ?

The American Glub in Liverpool have their oifice and reading-room in

Batavia Buildings, Hackins Hey ; the reading-room is supplied with Ameri-

can papers, and is free to all Americans, either resident or visiting, and to

Englishmen who have connections with America. C. W. Felt, Esq., editor

of the English American, is Secretary of the Club.

Dr. George Vasey has received the appointment of Botanist to the

Agricultural Bureau at Washington. In these days of anti-civil service re-

form it is encouraging to hear of the appointment of an officer solely on his

merits. Dr. Vasey has spent a lifetime studying botany. Everything in

liis life has been subsidiary to this one object. He is acknowledged authority

on the subject, and has collected the largest museum of specimens in the U. S.,

txcept one, that of Dr. Gray at Cambridge. These specimens carefully cata-

logued and labeled are now in the museum of the Natural History Society

at Normal, Ills. In the removal of Dr. Yasey, Illinois loses one of her most

scholarly and earnest scientists, as well as a polite and true man.

MBW€mTmM^E, I^FME^MgMM€M»
Chicago.—The severity of the winter has afforded an excellent opportunity to test

'the efficiency of the different modes of heating now used in the different school-rooms.
The furnace, however, is not used in the largest, but in the eight and twelve-room
primary buildings. On the basis of dollars and cents only, direct radiation is most
economical, and indirect radiation with use of the fan the most expensive ; but on the

! basis of health the latter mode takes precedence. The amount of coal consumed by
either mode, however, depends, to quite an extent, upon the engineer, the arrangement

I

of coils, and the style of furnace.

The City Normal-school is in a flourishing condition, and is actually doing a work
whose excellency is not equalled by any other normal-school in the State, notwithstand-

ing the efforts of »ne of the evening papers of this city to make it appear that the pupils

of the City Nonnal receive very little in the way of professional training, and that little,

of very poor quality. And it is somewhat surprising to hear men who know (or ought
to know) tha tthe extended course of the City Normal not only necessitates greater

academic attainments but also affords equal or greater opportunities for professional

training than hitherto enjoyed, try to make it appear that young ladies who have very
little knowledge of the common-school branches, can in the same time reach nearly the

same point in acquisition of mere knowledge as, and also secure far greater professional
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skill than, those who begin their normal course with from one to two years mental dis-

cipline in advance of them, for the reason that they go to a certain other normal-school.

This reminds us of an advertisement we once saw which told young ladies that if they

would attend a certain school, they could learn as much of mathematics in three months

as could be acquired in any other school in several years, because in that remarkable

school the proprietors had invented a patent lightning process by which the (female)

mind would be able to grasp ail that could be learned of mathematics in a short time.

The Cook County Normal still flourishes with its corps of teachers at full salar)'.

It seems that after the fire its teachers offered their services to the county till such time

as the county was able t.) pay them, and cons8quently they received no pay for Novem-
ber and December, but with the new year their pay commenced again. It is argued

that the city could not justly be relieved from paying about nine-tenths of the expenses

of running the County Normal, because there was no law authorizing it, and no prece

dent for such favor to the city, which is doubtless correct. Few doubt the need of the

County Normal, or that it is giving its pupils great advantages, helping many to become
good teachers who would otherwise fail, and enabling others to excel who would never

without it have ranked more than good. The County Superintendent is preparing to

give the scholars under his supervision competitive examinations, to ascertain as nearly

as possible their relative standing.

The Board have requested the common council to erect a new grammar building

for the accommodation of the old Jones and Dearborn districts, and also to erect build-

ings on the sites of the Ogden and Kinzie schools. The Superintendent presented Ed-

wards's Intermediate reader to the Board and thought it might be profitably introduced

where the Fourth is now used,that book not meeting the needs of the schools as now used.

At the last meeting of the Principals' Association, the committees appointed to re-

port revisions of the graded course, gave in their reports, which with but slight emenda-
tions were adopted, and the Board recommended to adopt as presented to them. No
great changes were made ; the greatest being the substitution of Edwards's Intermediate

Reader for Edwards's Fourth,and dropping the Analytical speller in the seventh and sixtl>

grades ; the adoption of a syllabus in geography and grammar which would, if literally

adhered to, make the primary geography now in use, and the grammar used in the fourth

grade, useless lumber. It was earnestly hoped that the course as recommended would
be adopted by the Board. It was quite generally thought by principals that the progress

of pupils is often, if not generally, impeded by the use of too many text-books, and their

action would indicate that they are so numerous in the Chicago schools as to impede ma-

terially the rapid advancement of the pupils.

Illinois :

—

Winnebago Cou7i1y.—Sup't Andrew held a very successful institute in the public-

school building at Pecatonica, on Feb. lOth. About twenty teachers from different parts

of the county were present, and all had a very pleasant time. He will hold a County

Institute at Rockford during the first week in April.

Greene County.—County Institute will meet in Carrollton, March 26th—agth,,

inclusive.

Lee County Institute meets at Amboy during first week in April.

WauJcegan.—The County Association hold frequent sessions at different points

within the county. Much work is done. We notice amoni,^ prominent workers the

name of Prof. S. W. Garman, late President Miss. State Normal-school, now Prof, in

Lake Forest Seminaiy. Prof Garman "will not down" when any school work is within

reach, but must always lend a helping hand.

Crawford County.—Institute held a successful meeting lasting three days.

Dr. S. A. Burner, Co. Superintendent, presided. The semi-annual address of the Co.

Sup't was one of the most valuable parts of the programme, and worth a score of popu-

lar lectures. The Schoolmastei^ has received a long account of the institute but no

4ats accompanj^ the reports
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24 P. R. Walker.
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Cook County Normal School.—The Board of Education of Cook county made,

on January nth, a report of the condition, &c., of this school. We have been kindly

furnished with this report, and are glad to present our readers with extracts and notes

from it. It is authority upon which we can depend. " The total expenditures for the

schools of the county, (city excluded,) for the year ending July 31, 1871, was $342,190.

36. The ordinary expenses of the county Normal School was a little less than $10,000

as shown by bills audited by the county Board of Education. (Statements of the daily

press, that the running expenses of the school are between $20,000 and *!30,ooo, are not

true.)" ^' The estimate of all expense of the school, for the year 1 871 and 1872, as

presented to the Board of Supervisors, at the September session, by the county Board

of Education, was twelve thousand dollars, or five j^er cent, of the amount expended for

schools in the county last year."
" The county Superintendent says, the efficiency of the schools has improved fully

ttventy-five per cent, v/iihin the last two years, because more teachers who have been

well prepared for their work, have been employed in them ; and that the Cook county

Normal school has furnished the greater part of these."

" This number of graduates compared very favorably with the Chicago Normal

school, which graduated during the first four years of its organization, only 23."

"There were 104 members of the Normal department at Englewood, at the close of

Decembei-, and 62 in the Normal department of Chicago.

"We feel veiy confident that the great success which has attended the work of the

Normal school of Chicago, in educating her own teachers, is being fully equalled in

what the Cook county Normal school is doing; in supplying competent teachers for the

schools of Cook county. And we firmly believe that the usefulness of this school will

be very much increased in the coming years, and that it will not be long before the

schools of our county will be supplied with competent teachers.

"It is true, that the city has realized scarcely any direct benefit from the county Nor-

mal school thus far, but this is one of the strongest proofs that the county Noimal school

is needed ; for the demand for qualified teachers is so great, in the county, that the towns

of Hyde Park, Lake, Lake View, Evanston, New Trier, Jeft'erson, Cicero and many of

the thriving villages on our various railroads, pay better salaries to a teacher just com-

mencing, than is paid in the city.

"Let it be remembered that very many of the wealthy citizens, living out of the city

and in Cook county, do business in Chicago, and pay very heavy taxes for school pur-

poses in the city, although they do not enjoy its school privileges.

"Furthermore this is the only county institution from which the county (city excluded)

obtains greater benefits than the city.

"If we have been correctly informed, nearly all of the inmates of the county Hos-

pital, which costs $40,000 per annum, and of the county Insane Asylum and Poor House,

which costs $250,000 per annum, including county agent, (as shown by estimate for the

year 1872,) come from the city.

"The interests of Chicago and Cook county are united, and we do not feel that it is

just to separate them or to draw any narrow lines.

"As before stated, the bills audited by the Board of Education for the running ex-

penses of the school, was a little less than $10,000. The teachers employed in the

school are among the best educators in the state. Miss A. Frost resigned in September

last, to go to Vassar College, New York. We have just received the resignation of

Miss M. R. Gorton, who has accepted a position in the Normal department of the Ar-

kansas Industrial University, at a salary of $1,800 per annum; and last year, Mr.

Wentworth, the principal, received an application to accept a position, at a salary of

$4,000 per annum
"Miss A. G. Paddock, the training teacher, ranks among the very best teachers in

the west, and is receiving less, than the average salary paid such teachers. We would
report that the teachers and engineer, immediately after the fire, nobly and generously

came forward and tendered their services to the Board of Education without pay, and

they have been working for nothing since Nov. ist, 187 1.

"Our contract with them closes on July 4th, 1872. We have resumed payment of

their salaries, to take effect Jan. ist, 1872. We find that it will need an appropriation of

$5,000 to pay all expenses of the school up to July, 1872, as follows :
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"D. S. Wentworth, salary from Jan. ist to July ist, 1872, six months, ;^ i ,800 ; Miss

A. G. Paddock, from Jan. 1st to July ist, 1872, $720; Miss M, R. Gorton (or successor)

from Jan. 1st to July 1st, 1872, $720; Miss S. Byrne, from Jan. ist to July ist, 1872;

;^72o; W. H. Smith, from Jan. Ist to July 1st, 1872, ^300; Geo. Muitfhead, engineer

and janitor, from Jan. ist to July ist, 1872, $900. Total, ^4.920."
Respectfully submitted, A. G. LANE,

Jan. nth, 1872. Sec't Board of Education.

Notes.—A Japanese embassy has arrived in this country- to confer in relation to

the revision of treaties. Our Minister to Japan comes with them. Six Japanese young
women accompany his wife, to be placed in some seminary of learning, at the expense

of their government. We have had male Japanese students in this countrj' by the hun-

dred, but we believe these are the first female students from that country. There are

3000 public schools in Virginia, principally attended by colored children. The whites

mostly own the school houses and pay the taxes. Nevertheless, the Richmond Enquirer

is in favor of the system. The yearly income of Harvard College is #829,149 ; this

is ;?8,353.25 less than the annual expense. In 1871, 902 miles of railroad track v.ere

laid in Illinois, being nearly twice as much as in any other State. Gov. Brown, of

Missouri, graduated at Yale College in 1847. Rev. John Todd, of Piltsfield, Ma.ss.,

author of "The Student's Manual," graduated at the same institution in 1822. Joseph

Gillctt, the great pen-maker, is dead ; he began life very poor, and died a millionaire.

Dr. Carl Roth, in Good Health for January, maintains that small-pox is a result

of civilization ; that vaccination is not a protective against it, and that liability to the

disease is lessened by a free use of sail. The sale of Tilton's Life of Mrs. VVoodhuU
is forbidden in Germany. They are spending money for school houses in Kansas.

One costing ^60,000 has just been finished at Fort Scott; one costing ^45,000 is now
building at Paoli ; Parsons is building one worth ^15,000,—the town is only ten months

old. Other good houses are building in other towns. School houses are better than

court houses or jails. A Boston paper estimates the domestic trade of that city, for

1871, at #1,200,000. It is said that the tobacco crop in Hartford county, Conn.,

for 1871, was worth #4,000,000. On Dec. 5th, Prof. Young observed a star of the

ninth magnitude nearly directly behind the center of Encke's comet. The star, when
viewed with a magnifying power of 200, did not seem dimmed in the slightest degree.

The Methodists have the most colleges of any church in the United States, being

61 ; the Catholics next—58. The following notice was sei-ved upon a northern

school teacher in Texas, recently, signed by some eight or ten of the larger boys, three

of them between 17 and 20 years of age :
" We, the undersigned, require you to treat to

a bushel of pecans, five pounds of raisins, and three of candy. If you refuse we will

put you in the deepest hole of water within one mile of the school house." There is

much excitement in Big Rapids, Mich., over the almost unanimous refusal of the small

boys in the public schools to submit to a rule which commands them to czrry wood into

the principal's room. They have been expelled, and, of course their parents are em-

l,;oiled. The "most prominent citizen"' of St. Joseph, in a communication to the

Herald, advocates the reduction of the salaries of teachers in the public schools 33 per

cent., (most of the women receive less than #600,) on the principle that the less a man
is paid the better he wfflrks. The Kansas Pacific Railway company has given three

large lots in an eligible location in the flourishing town of Armstrong, for the erection

of a graded-school house. Mr. A. E. Winship, for several years teacher in the Bridge-

water Normal-school, is now traveling agent in New England, for the house of Ivison,

Blakeman, Taylor & Co. The schools in Metropolis, 111., re-opened on Monday,

March 7th; they had been closed on occount of small pox. The schools of Peoiia

resumed on the nth, after a suspension for several days for the same cause; they have

since suspended again. A bill prohibiting boys under twelve years of age from carry-

ing fire-arms has passed the Virginia House of Representatives. How shall the inno-

cents defend themselves ? Until 1940, every train carrying passengers on the Great

Western Railway of England from London to Exeter, must stop ten minutes at Swm-

don station; because the company agreed to such an arrangement in 1841, for 99 years,

the consideration being that Messrs. Rigby should build the station and refreshment

rooms at that point at "their own expense. The courts have decided that a "bargain is a
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bargai," iii this case. It is said that Rev. Birdsey G. Northrop, Secretary of the

Connecucui. Board of Education, has been offered the position of Superintendent of

Public Instruction in Japan, by the Japanese charge d'affaires at Washington, salary,

#10,000 a year in gold.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

Jan. 6, 1872. First meeting of the societies this term. The Wrightonian Hall
was filled with an intelligent and interested audience. The exercises before recess

were an essay "Retrospecting" by Miss Thomas; reading "A. Ward's visit lo the

Mormons," by Mr. Kimbrough ; the reading of the "Oleastellus" by Misses Edwards
and Franklin; and an oration by Mr. Johnston. The paper was unusually interesting

liiis evening. We have much to thank our fair editresses for. The members of the

societies do not fully appreciate the culture derived from the society papers, or else

they would more v/illingly contribute to them. Mr. Paisley treated the assembly to a

fme essay upon "Words" after recess, followed by the reading of extracts from "Hia-
watha" by Pres. Edwards. This was the most interesting entertainment of the even-

ing, as it was interspersed with tableau.x appropriate to the thoughts unfolded in the

poem. Jan. 13, the favorable weather and the interesting exercises on this evening se-

cured a crowded hall at an early hour. Willie Coffeen gave a German reading which
amused us all on account of its oddity. A pantomime, '"The Inquisitive Yankee ", pro-

duced roars of laughter; an essay '-Passing away" by Miss Alexander, showed a great

deal of preparation, and received the favor it merited ; "How Jamie came home" was
\vell recited by Miss Peter, and produced a decided effect; reading by Miss Bullock;

tableau "Dried to hang up, and hung up to diy" created a hearty laugh; Miss Flcm-
ming's essay "Tread the Wine Press alone" was one of the best we have ever heard in

the Wrightonian Society A vocal duet by Misses Stroud a.ul Boiler was excellent ; a

drama and a song by Miss Richardson completed the exercises for Jan. 13. Jan. 21,

declamation by Mr. Arnetc. We heartily thank Mr. Shearer, of Sec. F., for the ora-

tion he delivered upon the "Actual and the Possible" and "cordially solicit a continu-

ance of the same." Solo, Miss Ford, was beautifully sung; tableaux, "Paradise Lost

—Regained," showed the miseries of bachelor life, and the blessings of matrimony.
Instrumental music, by Messrs. Chambers and Shannon, and a declamation, "The
Miser Punished", by Mr. Anthony, completed the exercises before recess. After recess

the society listened attentively to a lengthy debate on the KuKlux bill, on the

affirmative by Messrs. Kimbrough and Mason ; on the negative by Messrs. Ray-
burn and Thurber, decision given to the affirmative, by Pres. Edwards, Messrs. Coy
and Wilson. Instrumental music, closed the entertainment for the evening. Jan. 28,
both societies united in a sociable and passed a pleasant evening. Feb. 3, The panto-

mime "The Way Side Inn", showed how a thrifty landlord managed to accommodate all

of his customers with one bed. The farce, "Scenes in the Partington mansion", wa.-.

Avell rendered and created much mirth; the oration by Mr. Stevenson was well pre-

pared and well delivered. The most useful of all the exercises of the evening, was
the "Oleastellus" by Misses Edwards and Monroe, as it contained several instruc.ive

pieces. As this was the last night that the President could call his own he devoted him-
self with more than his usual energy to make it a success.

Feb. 10 — Early in the evening Mr Roberts made a few remarks thanking the mem-
bers for their kind support. He then introduced Aiisa E. A. Monroe, the newly elected

President, who made a very pretty little speech asking the hearty co-operation of the
members in her efforts to secure mutual improvement. Feb. 17.—Space forbids me to

mention the many useful and instructing exercises that have taken place during the
month. On this evening the mucht-alked-of debate between Dr. Sewall and Prof. Hew-
ett upon the "Darwinian Theory," took place. In this, unlike many of the debates
with which the faculty present us, the contestants were thoroughly prepared and each
seemed to be the equal of the other. I suppose that every person left the hall believing

i
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much more understandingly. March 2.—The principal exercises upon this evening
were an oration, "Victory," by Mr. Hovey; an essay, "Smiles," by Miss Moore, and a

Selected Reading, by Prof. Stetson, concluding with "The Songs of Seven," repre-

senting seven periods of life. March 9.—The exerciies on this evening were for the

most part good, but we notice a lack of original work. Some of the exercises on this

evening deserve especial mention. The oration delivered by Mr. Elder was full of

good, solid sense. Essay, by Miss Stewart, v/as good. March 16.—The most notable

exercises on this evening were an oration by Mr. Anthony, a song by Miss Mary Haw-
ley, and a debate on the "New Liquor Law,"' in which Messrs. Stuart and Spear over-

came Messrs. McMurry and TJarry, thereby deciding that the liquor law should hi re-

pealed. An essay, "In Memoriam," was also read by Mr. Kimbrough in memory of

Mr. Holcomb. Affairs around the village are about as usual. A new hotel has been
fitted up to take the place as nearly as possible of the one recently burned down. Sec.

A, are groaning because of the fiat recently announced by the faculty, which prohibits

all but the best twelve from making their little speeches and reading their pretty essays.

They all look many years older, since the announcement. On the receipt of the news
of Heniy F. Holcomb's death, the society appointed a committee of three to draft reso-

lutions expressing the sympathy of the society.

Whereas, God in his infinite wisdom has seen fit to call from us a beloved brother

and fellow-laborer, Henry F. Holcomb, thererefore.

Resolved, That we the members of the Wrigntonian Society feel that in his death we
have lost from our number a kind and genial friend, a useful and efficient laborer, and a

noble, christian man.
Resolved, That we sympathize with his parents and relatives in their bereave meat.

Resolved, That as a token of our respect for his memory we drape our hall ia

mourning for thirty days.

Resolved, That we furnish a copy of these resolutions to th "" family of the deceased,

and that a copy be sent to the Chicago Schoolmaster, a copy to the liloomington Pan-
iagraph, and copies to the Wauke^an Gazette and Lake County Patriot, for publica-

tion ; also, that a copy be preserved in the archives of the institution.

E. A. Monroe,
^

E. R. E. KiMUROL'GH, \ Committee.

C. J. RAYIiURN, )

Henry F. Holcomb was born at Libertyville, Lake County, Illinois, June 21, 1847,
and died, after an illness of only four days, at the ]3lace of his birth, March 7, 1872.

Mr. Holcomb attended Clark Seminar}', at Aurora, Illinois, fi'/e terms during the years

'66 and '67. He taught the Libertyville school in the following year, and entered the

Normal University in September, 186S. Here he was distinguished for his scholarship

and the active and able part he always took in the work of the literary societies. After

graduating at the University, he returned to Libertyville, and took charge of a select

school in the village, at a salary of $1,000. Mr. Holcomb was a young man of excellent

character, and possessed more than ordinary abilit)^.

At the time of his death, few young men could look back over their lives with

better reasons for being satisfied, nor could they look to the future with better prospects

for success.

At a meeting of the faculty and students of the State Normal School, held Tuesday,
March 19, the follov/ing resolutions were unanimously adopted :

^^Resolved, That we have learned with sorrow of the death of our friend and former

school-mate, llenry F. Holcomb, and that we offer to his family and friends our most

earnest sympathies."

The Committee were directed to furnish copies of the above, for publication, to the

Teacher, the Schoolmaster, the WauJcegan Gazette, and the Lake County Patriot, and
r.nd also to send a copy to the family of the deceased.

J. W. Cook, ]

J. M. Greeley,
|

J. H. Stickney, \ Committee.

Flora Pennell,
|

Mary C. Furry, J
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Cutler's Second Book on Analytic Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene; Human
and Comparative. Calvin Cutter, M. D. Illustrated:

J. B.'Lippincott & Co., 1871.
Thousands are indebted to Dr. Cutter to-day, for sonae knowledge of the structure

of the "house in which we live." A pioneer in this field of science, as adapted to

school boys and girls, he has held a place with many rivals, and in his old age has given

us a better text-book than the old one. It is not a new edition of the old work, but a

new and really valuable contribution to our list of school-books. We especially com-
mend his system of "Unifia" and "Synthetic Topical Reviews." The typographical exe-

cution of the book is first-class.

A Manual of English Literature, by John S. Hart, 1A,. D. Philadelphia : El-
DREDGE & Brother, i872.

"This book is intended to serve the double purpose of a text-book and a book of

reference." As a result of this intention, as stated in the preface, the book is large

—

636 pp.—and to our notion too cumbersome, to be convenient for common, every-day

school use. liii, full. As a reference book it is superior, as indeed is everything that

comes from the hands of this author. Perhaps our nations of small text-books are one-
sided, most notions are, but we confess to an antipathy towards voluminous books, that

must be taken to and fro often from schoolroom to boarding-house. The work in hand,
so valuable in matter, and bound with usual care, after four months' school-work will

be worn out and v/orthless, if it falls into the hands of high-school pupils similar to those

with whom it is our fortune to be acquainted The style of the pages is the same as in

Hart's Rhetoric. Each topic and sub-topic being suggested by heavy head-lines.

If that part of this book in larger type were put into one little manual, and the rest

left for a separate volume ifor reference, the work would be more acceptable to many
teachers.

Lectures on Satan, by Rev. Thaddeus McRae; i6mo. cloth, 173 pp., price 90
cents. Gould and Lincoln, Boston.

This book contains eleven short lectures on the nature and work of Satan, as indi-

cated by the Bible. The author stoutly maintains that Satan is a real person, and neither

a myth nor a principle. He also believes that the demoniacs in Christ's time were
actually possessed by evil spirits, and that modern spiritualism is Satan's work. We have
read the book through ; and, although we think most of the author's conclusions will be
accepted by those who receive the Bible as a divine revelation, it seems to us that some
of his assertions rest on a very narrow basis. An opinion founded on a single statement,
in the poetical book of Job is, to say the least, hardly proved, ^^^lere, on p. 79, the
author begins gravely to discuss Satan's rate of travel, the idea strikes us somewhat lu-

dicrous ; it reminds us of a remark we once heard in a "hard-shell" sermon ; the
preacher, speaking of chaining Satan, declared that he supposed it would take a chain
with links larger than the stovepipe, to which he pointed, to hold him ! Still, we believe

a perusal of this book will do good, if it leads to a more careful study of what Scripture
teaches in regaid to the great embodiment of evil.

The Bremen Lectures; i2mo. cloth, 308 pp.. price I1.75 Gould and Lincoln,
Boston.

These lectures, nine in number, were delivered in the city of Bremen, in the year
1869, by some of the ablest scholars in Germany. They are strong, broad and able ar-

guments for the more orthodox views upon some of the most important living questions
of the day, questions over which the battle between faith in the scriptures and unbelief,
between science so-called and theology, is now raging. We regret that space forbids us
to give a full list of the topics, and their authors ; the following specimens will suffi-

ciently indicate their scope : "The Biblical account of Creation and Natural Science,"
"Miracles," "The Authenticity of our Gospels," and "Ciiristianitv and Culture."
The lecture on the Authenticity of the Gospels is by the eminent Tischendorf ; the
lecture on "Christianity and Culture," should be read by every earnest thinker. Thought-
ful young men whose belief in old opinions has been shaken, simply from che fact that
they are old, or that it is the fashion to sneer at them in certain quarters, would do well
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to buy and carefully read these lectures ; every one who desires to hear both sides of the
question will wish to do so.

God with Us, by Alvah Hovey, D. D. 121110. cloth, 271 pp., price $1.75. Goui.u
AND Lincoln, Boston.

No one conversant with the literature of the day can fail to observe that tha ques-

tion What think ye of Christ ? is profoundly agitating the world of thought. In tliese

pages, Dr. Hovey has exhibited, in wonderfully clear and simple language, his views
upon the momentous question. Pie states most distinctly the "faith that is in him," and
makes very apparent, his reasons for that faith. In the course of his book, he not only
breaks a lance with Strauss and Renan, but with Ward Beecher and Dr. Bushnell. All

earnest inquirers after the truth will be interested in his discussion of the subject, wheth-
er they are ready to accept his conclusions or not.

The Service of Song, Hymn and Tune Edition, square octavo cloth, price $2.00.
Hymns, i6mo. sheep, $1.25. Gould and Lincoln, Boston.

This book is designed especially to promote congregational singing in Baptist

Churches ; it contains more than looo standard hymns set to good and easy tunes. The
authors' names and dates are attached to the hymns ; the book is also furnished with
copious and convenient indices. We are glad to notice that the hymns generally seem
to be given as the authors wrote them, unmarred by the vandalism of hymn-tinkers.

We have not found a single typographical error in any of the four books. Their
matter, too, is solid and substantial, as is generally the case with books from this hou^e

;

they print no trash.

The Educational Year-Book, for 1872. Cloth, 222 pp., price"$i.25

National Publishing Association, care A. S. Barnes & Co., New York.
This book is almost indispensable, as a book of reference, for teachers, superin-

tendents, and all interested in systems of education. It contains a summary of the

Public School Laws of the several States and Territories, a list of institutions, public

and private, with their officers, educational notes and statistics, an almanac, a summary
of education in foreign countries, &c., &c. There is a vast collection of information

given in small space, but we find very many errors, especially in the names of teachers

and school officers ; there has been a great lack of care on the part of somebody, in

preparing the work.

The Comprehensive Speaker by Henry T. Coates. Philadelphia, 187 1, Porter
& Coates. The number of Speakers has increased greatly during the past three years;

many of them are trash, containing poor selections, extracts from second-rate authoi^s, and
extracts from standard writers incorrectly published. This last evil is by no means the

least, for a piece memorized in youth is likely to remain with the student ; at least, some
parts and sentences will never be forgotten, hence the importance of correct quotations.

The book before us seems to excel in this respect. It contains many pieces, covers

672 pp., and will fill the want of many advanced students who find declamation an im-

portant part of their work.

Finneo's Guide to Composition, by T. S. Pinneo, AI. A., M. D. Wilson, Hin-
Ki e & Co., Cincinnati and New York. We feel somewhat about "Guides to Composi-
licn" as we do about "Speakers": unless something new can be designed we have seen

enough of them. This book is certainly as good as the rest; for its purpose,

better than some. The author ought to write a good book, his grammars have given

him experience. Although we confess to opening this with a little prejudice, for vre

love his grammars little, it is certainly well adapted to put a class in good writing con-

dition by easy and proper steps.

Word Analysis, a graded class-book of English derivative words, by Wm. Swinton
A. M. New York, IvisoN, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. The study of words is urged
by all. Just how that study shall be prosecuted is a somewhat unsettled question. Mr.
Swinton has prepared a little work of 125 pp. with great care. The pupil who shall

learn its pages will have amassed a wealth of word-knowledge. In the present state of

our schools it seems somewhat doubtful about the extended use of this text-book.
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SchooU and Schoolmasters, from the writings of CHARLES Dickens, edited by T.

]. Chapman, M. A. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. Tiiis is published as an addi-

tion to the "Teacher's Library" of A. S. Barnes & Co. Four of Dickens' sketches of

schoolmasters are given in 215 pp., Squeers, Dr. Blimber, Mr. Cieakleand Dr. Strong.

We are glad to see these characters in one group. We are obliged to the editor, too,

for putting Mr. Squeers in the first part of the book, so that he may be forgotten before

the volume is completed. We notice a few typographical errors, easily corrected in

subsequent editions.

A Compendious Grammar of the Greek Language,, by Ali'HEUS Crosby.
Wooi.woRTH, AiNSWORTH & Co., New York and Chicago, 1871. The aim of the

author to supply "a grammar which should be portable and simple enough to be put

into the hands of the beginner, and which should yet be sufficiently scientific and com-
plete to aecompany him through his whole course," has here been realized very success-

ftilly. The marked skill exhibited, by which needless repetition is avoided, was always

an excellent feature of Crosby's Greek Grammar. In this revised edition, these tables

are printed even m.ore compactly than before, while the use of different varieties of type

in the analysis of forms, must prove of very good assistance to the student. The work
is clearly printed and issued in handsome form. As it now appears, it has, so far as we
are aware, no superior as an instrument for acquiring an intimate knowledge of the

noblest of the classic tongues—the language which Coleridge so truthfully declares

"the shrine of the genius of the old world." s.

The New American Speller. E. H. Butler & Co., Philadelphia. This is a neat

little book of 72 pages, beautifully illustrated with really good pictures. It also contains

sensible directions how to use the pictures to promote correct spelling. The author's

directions to teachers in respect to conducting spelling exercises, are worth the careful

attention of every teacher who has to instruct in this very important, yet much neglected,

much abused, branch of learning. The aim of the book seems to be to aid young people

not only to spell correctly, but to master the words intelligently—so to fix them in the

chila's vocabulary that they shall be available for future use. From a cursory examini-
rion, it seems calculated to do good work in this direction ; and, therefore, we give it a

hearty welcome.

/. Primary Lessons in Numbers.— //. Elementary Arithmetic.—///. Common
School Arithmetic.

D. B. HAG.A.R, Principal of the State Normal School Salem, Massachusetts, is

the author of these books. Cowperthwait & Co., Philadelphia, Publishers.

The fraternity will thank us for directing their attention to these opening books of

Sk new mathematical series. The day seems near at hand when the highest skill of

scholars, artisans and artists will be in demand for the production of school books. In
days not far gone by, how uninviting was the page on which the learner was bidden to

fix his eyes!

The "Primary Lessons in Numbers'^ makes us wish that the chamiing duty were out

own. of introducing children, by its aid, to the fundamental ideas of number. What
pictures are here !—of lilies and doves, of skaters and coasters, of lawn, sea, and river.

The relations of fractional units are well and attractively shown. We have long
known that a Yankee's genius for the jack-knife ovghl to make it possible to teach even
primary-school children these relations.

More than in any other primary lessons that we have ever examined, these combine
(iiai and written exercises, even from the beginning. Any teachers—and such can still

]£ found—who doubt the practical advantage of "oral arithmetic," will here find ac-

ceptable aid in the early introduction of written work. We fear that, with so early and
so full exercises for the pencil, the inexperienced teachers will yield to the child's pro-

verbial fondness for "making figures," and dispense with the requisite off- hand mental
gymnastics. The doctrines of arithmetic are best presented in connection with small
numbers ; and in such work the pencil hinders oftener than it helps. Throughout the
series, however, problems are given for oral solution.

From the charming "Primary Lessons," the pupil is taken either to the "Element-
cry" or to the ^^Common-School" Arithmetic, according as his school relations indicate
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a meager or a somewhat full course in this branch. Even the smaller of these two
books is styled "a complete arithmetic."

We are vexed to find that the answers to seven hundred easy problems are given in
the "Elementary'' It seems a pity that either the loudness of the call for answers or
the poor cry that "If I do not print answers, some one else will," should shield an author
or publisher while pandering thus to a weak and weakening taste.

"All obsolete and valueless material, and all merely puzzling problems have been
excluded," even from the higher work, "but no pains have been spared to embody valu-
able modern methods of computation, and topics having direct relation to business as it

is transacted at the present day." This claim, we think, is v.ell supported by the plan
and execution of the entire volume. We believe the author is righi, too, in saying that
"the third book is ample enough in its range of subjects and exercises to qualify the
learner for a skillful and prompt solution of all ordinary problems of a commercial
character, and at the same time to subserve the purposes of mental discipline."

The prominence given to Rules is, to our mind, inexplicable. Think of giving ap
eleven lines of beautiful italic to directions for reading a given value in dollars, in cents,
or in mills ! What though we dignify the directions by calling them a "Rule for Re-
duction of Federal Money !"

We can not tell what our readers will say of the following proof for addition. We
think it ought to amuse them. "Proof :—Add the numbers a second time in a differ-

ent order. If the work is correct, the result will be the same bij both metkodi." (Italic*,

ours.

)

We are told that "a Degree is one of the 360 equal parts of a circumference."
Does this defmilion preclude the possibility of there being other parts of the circumfer-
ence joined with the 360 equal parts, in order to form the circumference ?

Notwithstanding a few adverse criticisms, we must pronounce these arithmetics
among the very best we have yet seen.

Pmmmmw^E^&^
The Virginia State Journal, of Richmond, in every i.ssue, contains editorials char-

acterized by excellent sense. In its issue for March 13th, is a very able article, entitled

"Let property educate." We regret that space will not allow us to transfer a part, or

the whole of it^ to these columns ; it reaches this just conclusion, however, " Property
should pay for the education of the people."

The Galaxy for April came out with its usual promptness; it is not less interesting

and valuable than its predecessors. Justin McCarthy's sketch of Charles Reade will be
of interest to all who have read Reade's Works. We imagine that the article on "The
French at Home" gives a very truthful picture of that strange, mercurial people.

"Fifteen years a Shakeress" is finished in this number. Gen. Custar continues the story

of -'Life on the Plains." "The Nether Side of New York," this time, points out one of

the most potent of the causes of pauperism in that city, and the evil is not confined to the

city ; it is strange that, with our stringent laws against gambling, so much of it is done,
2nd done openly and defiantly; and it is not less strange that the gambler, especially by
Ictiery, never has far to seek, to find fools for his victims. Ella Williams' sketch, "Very
Narrow Indeed," has its moral on its face Hon, Gideon Welles begins an account of

the Plan of Reconstruction cherished by Lincoln and Johnson. The political and
historical articles are among the most valuable in the Galaxy.

The Lens ; a Quarterly Journal of Microscopy, and the allied Natural Sciencu.

Chicago, Jan. 7, 1872.

The first number of this journal, which is the organ of the State Microscopical

Society of Illinois, presents an attractive typographical appearance; its issue was
delayed by the great fire of October. The present number contains several original

ajticles of great interest to microscopists and naturalists. The scope of the journal

is quite broad. Although it is chiefly to be devoted to the interests of Micros-
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copical Science, "no communication of value, relating to any department of Natural

History will be excluded." We believe this is the only strictly scientific journal pub-

lished in the west, and we see no reason why it should not be a success. There are

now in the west many intelligent observers in the different fields of Natural Science,

and here is an excellent medium for the record of their observations and discoverias.

A list of the flowering plants in the vicinity of Chicago, by Prof. H. H. Babcock, of the

Chicago Academy, is commenced in this number and reaches to the order Rosaceae, in-

clusive. Prof. O. S. Westcott, gives an account of a new fossil echinus, found by

him in Hancock county. The editor, S. A. Briggs, gives a list of the diatoms

(microscopic plants moving freely in water) of Lake Michigan, from which it appears

that some 45 species of these interesting objects have been observed in the water

which supplies the city. The price of the journal is $t, per year.

Scribner's Monthly for April, has for a leading illustrated article, "The Great Navy
Yard at Mare Island. This is followed by the "Silent College at Washington," "Curi-

osities of Plant Life," and "Hidden Treasures."

Another of the "Back-log Studies" is presented in Mr. Warner's happiest vein.

The question "Was Adam the first man?" is answered in Dr. Lewis' "The One Human
Race." The number is one of unusual interest, and to say this of Scribner's is to say

much. Dr. Holland's Topics of the Time are telling blows upon the wanderers from

the straight road.

The Atlantic for April presents a brilliant table of contents, with such authors as

Longfellow, Whittier, Bret Harte, Parton, Holmes. No periodical can present to its

readers, in any month, a greater array of eminent writers.

y. R. Osgood & Co. announce, with this number, a forthcoming Life of Lincoln,

by Ward Hill Lamon. This will be the first complete Life of Lincoln published. Mr.
Lamon has had unusual opportunities for making this work reliable.

The publishers are pleased to learn of the success of those working for the watch
premium. These watches can be depended upon ; see certificate of Supt. J. L. Pickard,

of Chicago, on cover page. No better mode of obtaining a nice watch can be, than to

get up a club for the SCHOOLMASTER. Forty names secures a watch ; seventy-five

names secures a watch, first-class in every particular and warranted. Will our friends

remember to notify us with the first names sent, when working for premiums. Names
may be forwarded one at a time, if desired. See Advertisement.

The publishers of the Schoolmaster would remind its readers that they never send
dunning letters to subscribers. The terms are strictly " payment in advance ;" when the

time for which you have paid expires, the Schoolmaster will cease his visits to you.

All mistakes or omissions to send any numbers ordered, will be promptly rectified on
.sending notice to this office. All remittances should be in checks or P. O. orders. The
Post Office at Normal is a money order office.

The portable blackboard, and that made on heavy straw board, by J. Davis Wilder
(see advertisement,) are among the best articles in the country. We have lately seen
specimens hung in halls and on walls where it was not convenient or possible to make
permanent boards. They were a suceess. For rough or log scheol-houses they are just

the thing.

Goold Brown's Grammar of Grammars is the most valuable reference book with
which we are acquainted, for the close student of English grammar. It is the mo^'-t

popular of our premiums. We are glad to have sent out so many. Every possible

vexed question in English construction or writing can be settled by reference to this

book. Wm. Wood and company, New York, publish this and other valuable school-

books.
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THE BEA UTIES OF BL UNDERING.

Anybody who thinks from the title of this article that we are about en-

iring in a patriotic work by defending Irish bulls, is mistaken. For that

liiatter, Irish bulls do not need any defense. The construction of a bull that

will create a good roar is an intellectual feat of no inconsiderable magnitude,

nud. for our own part, we are as proud of our bulls as we are of our linen

and our fish-hooks. If the American people only knew the number of hours

their hired girls and coachmen of Irish importation lay awake at night to

I'lepare the stultifications that create so much merriment, they would give

I'at and Bridget credit for an industry not usually considered as belonging to

the race.

No, we are thinking of considering the blundering answers of schtrtfl-

children in recitations and examinations, in a light more favorable than that

in which they are generally reviewed. We were inclined to be envious upon

ri;ading the replies of those Utopian children in their exercises in language, as

reported in the Schoolmaster from time to time, and were disposed to

wonder why, in the name of St. Dennis of France, children do not answer us

in the same correct, elegant and satisfactory manner !

In connection with tenth grade oral instruction, we ask a child where

his bread and butter goes when it is swallowed, and he answers with the

gravity of a professor :

"Into my lungs
!"

"Draw in your breath," we say. He does so.

"Into what does your breath go ?"

"Into my stomach !"

"What is moving all around through your body ?"

"Bones!"
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"What is on your bones ?"

"My clothes
!"

"What holds your body up ?"

"My legs
!"

"No, no
J
what makes your body strong?"

"My skin !"

This without any intention of punning on the word strong.

Failing in physiology, we turn to zoology.

"Name a domestic animal."

"Man," cries the child confidently, without ever thinking of the hus-

bands of strong-minded women.

"Very well," we say; "now name an animal that lives with man."

"A woman !"

After an exercise of ingenuity sufficient to bring on an attack of brain

fever, we get around the woman and reach a more interesting subject—the

horse.

"How can a horse mov^?" we ask, expecting to hear of walking, trot-

ting, pacing, swimming, galloping, racking and cantering. The answer is as

true as beautiful and as beautiful as true

:

"On his legs
!"

"Where do the little chickens come from?"

"From the big ones !"

"And where do the big ones come from ?"

"From the little ones !" and the subject of incubation is brought to an

awkward conclusion.

So dogs fight with their horns and cows with their teeth. "The Ohio

is a tribulation of the Mississippi," and three species of fish are "white fish,

cod fish, and fresh fish." "Pizarro discovered the Pacific ocean, and cried

'Owanmix,' when he saw it," and the most remarkable event in the life of

Edward Everett is that "he wrote for the New York Ledger^ A little

chap knows what a hill is
—"there is one at Randolph st. bridge," and the

form of government that is illustrated in his school-room is "an absolute

monarchy."

The above are all true, as specimens of many answers we receive. What

of it ? Fools turn up their eyes and deplore the wretchedness of our methods

of instruction in modern times, and the procrustean graded course, and the

frantic efforts we are making, by means of an atrocious cramming process, to

gorge the sickly intellects of our puny, pitiable, put-upon pueriles, with indi-

gestible masses of ill-assorted facts and crude information, till their cramped,

creaking, crazy, craniums crack ! Sensible people, however, remember that
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to blunder is human and to whine houad-like, and say : -'(xo ahead, young-

sters I You may not find phlogiston or the philosopher's stone, but you'll

come upon something if you keep on trying. We laugh at your mistakes

now, but, by and by, if you continue thinking and studying and watch-

ing and blundering and trying it over, you will have an opportunity to laugh

at us."

An exercise in school without a blunder is open to suspicions ; it is un-

natural ;
it is humbug. The story of the boy who believed in Louis Napo-

leon because the boy who believed in the Catholic Church was absent, is old,

so we shall not tell it. But in a class for the study of German, we remem-

ber an incident very much to. the point. The names were arranged alphabet-

ically and their owners called upon to recite invariably in order. To construe

one's own sentence in each exercise became an easy task, and the unsuspecting

professor was lavish in his commendations. At length, a student was absent

from the class, the absence was overlooked by the others, the wheels of the

recitation had slipped a cog, and the jar of the machine was tremendous.

'80, so." cried the professor, placing his forefinger along his nose, "young

shintlemen, I schmells a rat
!"

At a public examination lately the question was : "In what book ?"

The answer flashed out prematurely : "In the Bible." Then the question

was completed, running as follows : "In what book are the Pharisees men-

tioned ?" There was a mightily odorous rat in that quarter. Before any "put-up

jobs." any wooden-nutmeg work, give us one grain of honest wheat, though

it be hidden in a barnful of blundering chafl". Time will blow the chafi" away

;

but neither time nor eternity will change the falsity of the wooden nutmeg.

Shall we be discouraged by the blunders our pupils make ? By no means.

Their mistakes form the scrap-heap of our intellectual work-shop, and the

rolling-mill that turns out thousands of tons of the manufactured article must

have a larger scrap-heap than the one that turns out but hundreds of tons.

And. as the rubbish of the shop is used, so errors can be utilized. Children

learn more by what they miss than by what they answer correctly, and when-

ever the answer is highly ridiculous, you will find that the absurdity com-

menced in the question. The most amusing mistakes are those which are

made by answering the question literally, and such an answer is a good sign

in the pupils, and it serves the teacher right.

The mistakes of pupils do not prove inefficiency in the teacher. Better

try, and get terms misplaced than not try at all Could we put mind into a

lathe, then we might turn out jobs of work of unfailing uniformity. But

mind i< unreliable—immature minds, very unreliable. And why. of all pro-

fessions, .shuuld absolute perfection be demanded in the work of a teacher.
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We teach primary children more than Socrates knew, and our grammar

pupils forget more than Plato ever learned
;

yet, if the little ones fail in a

point of international law, or political economy, or the philosophy of history,

all the little curs of the press, and the big growlers of the pulpit, are barking

at our heels. What has the world done for the schoolmaster that he should

be called upon to give to the human mind what Deity himself refused to im-

part ? To condemn the teacher for unavoidable errors in his pupils, is as

unreasonable as it would be to denounce Christianity for the falsehood and

iu.morality in the world which it is the constant aim of Christianity to re-

move. Religion does much, but it cannot do everything. Teaching does

much, but it cannot do everything.

Let correct answers live ; let wrong answers turn suicides and kill oft'

ai d correct themselves, and when you are growing irritable over the mistakes

of some blundering youth, put t/ounielf in hia place

J. Mahony.

LANG TAGK LESSONS FOR PRIMARY OR hYTERMEDf-
ATE SCHOOLS.

LESSON XVIIL

CONTRACTIONS—ANOTHER USE OF THE ArOSTROPHE.

We have all heard lazy boys talk about long, hard lessons.

''What do they sometimes say?"

''We can't learn this long lesson."

"We don't want to get such a lesson as this."

"Write what you have said on your slates."

(Pupils do so.)

" Read the first sentence."

(^Pupils do so.)

"What is the second word?"

"Can't."

"What word or words may be use instead of can't, without changing

the meaning of the sentence?"

"Cannot."

(The pupils should now spell, by sounds, can't and cannot, and be made to dis-

cover and state clearly the difference between the sounds of the one and the other.)

"Which is the shorter now?"

"Can't."
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•'FroiT) what won] or wordH is can't TU'dd(:'{"

"Cannot
'

"How IB it made?"

"By shortening cannot."

"By leaving out sorue of tho letters."

"Say omitting inntead of leaving out."

"Jiy omitting some of the letters."

"What letters have been omitted V
"The letters o and n."

"Bf'cauKe can't is shorter than cannot, what may we ^ay of 'V"- f^rr. ^.r

the word can't?"

•It is a shorter form."

•It i.s a shortened form."

"You may call it the contracted form. Of what is can't the contracted

I form?"

"Can't is the contracted form of cannot."

"You may read the second sentence on your slates."

"We don't want to get such a lesson as this."

"Is there a word in this sentence that should have the contracted

f^.rm ?"

(Hands are raised.)

•Don't.''

Of what is it the contracted form ?"

It is the contracted form of do not."

•Now, we want to know how to write these contracted forms. Open

t your bo<jks. and find how can't and don't are printed."

' ''Hands are rai.sed.;

What have you discovered ?"

"There is an apostrophe where the letters are left out."

•Say omitted. P'or what is the apo-tr't/h'- used?"

To show that letters are omitted.

Hands are raised
j

• What have you to say ?"

• In the word don't, but one letter is omitted.

• Can you make your answer do for ihr^e words from which but one

•vlter is omittf^J as well as those from which more than one i.= omitted!''

•We can say one or more."

•Remember that. About what form of words are -Ae now ihihIu^'

•The contracted form."

Give me the law that we have learned to-day for the use of the ap'«-
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trophe. and remember what John said concerning the use of the words one

or more."

"In the contracted form of words, the apostrophe is used to show that

one or more letters are omitted."

"For tomorrow, you may copy from your books ten sentences, each

having a word in the contracted form."

(Pupils correct work on slates.)

(The time of several recitations ought to be taken to complete this subject. All

the contracted forms in common use should be found, explained and used many time-;.

The pupils should copi/ much ; but let it be remembered that more English can be

learned by putting the correct representation of one original thought upon paper, than

by copying the representation of ten thoughts similarly expressed.)

LESSON XIX.

ABBREVIATIONS—CAPITAL LE TTERS—PERIOD.

Follow plan of Lesson XVIII. Call particular attention to the differ-

ence between what we have termed the contracted and the abbreviated

forms.

Let the new law for the use of capital letters be written with those

previously learned. Associate the last learned use of the period with the

other uses of the same mark. Dovote several days to this work. Let the

pupils learn all of the most comonn abbreviations. Make them use each

in a written sentence. Have the pupils spell orally all the abbreviations

learned, and do not fail to have the in call the first letter a capital, and give

the period as the last character in the spelling, thus: Capital M. r. period,

Mister.

LESSON XX.

PROSE—POETRY—CAPITAL LETTERS.

Pursue the following plan :

1. Select from the Reader that the pupils are using, two or three

stanzas of simple poetry, dictate it to the pupils, and have them write it on

their slates.

2. Have them express the same thoughts by the common method of

talking or writing, and write the same on their slates. (Correct and re-

write, if necessary.)

3. Cause them to note carefully the peculiarities of each kind of com-

position.

4. Have them state, in good language, the characteristics of each kind

of composition.

5. Give name to each kind of composition, and call for definitions.
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.6. Send pupils to their books to learn how poetry should be written.

7. Associate new law for the use of capital letters with those previ-

ously learned.

It is suggested that an entire month be devoted to the kind of work

above indicated, for drill in composing and writing. The benefits of such

drill are certainly apparent.

A BIT OF REAL EXPKRIESCK.

•WllOA-HiSH ! whoa-h-i-sh ! you darned critters. I'll larn ye to stop

when I want you to !" and Farmer Rough's goad-stick played a lively tattoo

upon the noses of his steers one frosty morning in December, as I met him

on my way to the school-house. "Be you the master?"

"I am, sir ; and this is Mr. Rough, 1 believe ? A fine morning, Mr.

Rough."

"Yaas. yaas. Sharp, though, sharp ! How's my boys a-gitting' on,

master ?"

'John and Eben and Samuel and Joseph and Phineas ? Nicely, I

think. They seem much interested."

••Yaas, yaas. Them's mine. Real soggy chaps, tew, ain't they ? You'll

have ter wallop 'em, though, sometimes. 'Spare the rod an' spile the child,'

Solomon says, yer know. Leastwise other masters have had tew. There's

old master Holdback, lives over in K , a raal good old-fasion' master he

i^.—don't b'lieve in none o' yer new-iangle' notions, neethur.—goin' over t'

the legislater this winter, they tell me,—him an' Eb hed a raal hurl last

winter,—a raal snub to the backs,—an' Eb come nigh a throwin' on him,

an' would a done it tew. I guess, 'f he hedn't known he'd git a wallopin'

when he got home, 'f he made a fuss 'n school, an' so knuckled in an' took

his ba.stin'. Ye see the master he'd give Eb's class the punctooation marks

to git, an' Eb he was busy cypherin' over 'n compound pcrportion, and didn't

think o' the lesson till his class was called right out, an' he couldn't say,

—

'Punctooation is the art o' dividin' a written composition into sentences an'

parts o' sentences by pints an' stops to mark the different pauses which the

sense i)ujutres^'—and when the master axed him why he didn't git his lesson

he said he didn't think on't, an' the master said he'd gin him sunthin' to

make him think on't next time, an' slapped him aside the heid, an'that

started Eb's dander, an' he u.uckled on to the master, an' it scart all the gals

an' small scholars, an' they cried an' squalled like fun, an' at last Eb gin in
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an' took his lickin', as I said afore. But say, master, what's this new idee

you've been puttin' into the schollars' heads that 'taint no use foi 'em to

cypher over all the big refmertic ? an' what's the use o' this physerology that

John an Kb an' Jo an' the rest on' em's so crazy about? Why, I wanted

Sam an' John to stay to home tother day an' shell corn, an' they felt awful

wamblocropped about it", 'cause, they said, you was goin' to give 'em another

Icssion in physerology. Then there's that ar picter-niakin',—drawin' you call

it,—what's the good on't all ? 'Tell you what, these new-fashsoned idees

don't seem to me the things. Me an' Deacon Slow was talkin' over these

things t'other night, 'an' we c'ncluded that someun 'd ought ter speak ter ye

'bout it. We don't want none o' yer ftincy teachin' in this deestrict. We're

used to raal good old-fashion' schools, where the scholars is flogged, an'

toached the real solid readin' an' writin' an' cypherin'; an' them's what we

want. Them's what '11 make raal stidy, 'ndustrious, c'ntented boys an' gals,

that 'II grow up into such men an' wimmin 's there parents was afore" em.

Hope ye won't be 'fended, master, t'wat I've said t'ye ; but when I seed ye

comin' I kind o' thought I'd stop an' gin ye a little advice."

"No, indeed, Mr. Rough, I'm very glad you have spoken of these

things. I wish earnestly to do what is for the best good of my pupils, and

want the hearty confidence and support of the parents. I shall always feel

glad to have their advice."

"Sartingly, sartingly,—jes' so,"—flourishing his goad, preparatory to

starting. "Gee Bright-a-Broad up, ye darned runts !" and the goad this time

played merrily over the steers' backs, as man and beasts moved clumsily

away.

. Here was a little cloud of difficulty, no bigger than a man's hand, but

portentous of evil. It was, however, not altogether unexpected ; for I had

introduced several novelties into the school, which, though they were work-

ing to my satisfaction in waking up the boys and girls to a new interest in

their work, were yet, I knew, likely to meet with opposition from the un-

thinking prejudices of the parents. And I had been watching closely for

the first sign of that opposition. Now it had .shown itself, and what should

I do about it ?

There is many a Farmer Rough in the State of Maine,—nay, many a

locality made up of Farmer Roughs and Deacon Slows, where a dead set is

made against any and all innovations. In such localities any change from

old and time-honored customs, is condemned at once as "newfangled." We
teachers attend the Institutes and Teachers' Associations, and are told to teach

this thing and that, in this way and that, and it all seems easy enough, and

just what we ought to do. But when we go into our schools full of enthu-
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siasm, and, carefully working in these new ideas, begin to see their effects in

waking up a new interest among our pupils, and begin to felicitate ourselves

upon these promises of success, lo ! Farmer Rough and Deacon Slow take

the field against us. "New-fanged notions," growls Farmer Rough ; "new-

fangled notions," drawls Deacon Slow ; and immediately all possible changers

begin to be rung on the phrase by all the male and female relatives of the

Rough and Slow families, and all their friends and followers, till we have to

yield, gracefully if we can, either the control ot the school, or our new meth-

ods of work, unless we can find some way to shut tl>c mouths of those

cavilers.

What did I do ? Some thinking first. T resolved not to give up my
methods without a struggle. Underneath the conservatism of which these

prejudices are the outgrowth, there is, in almost every case, a substratum of

shrewd common sease, and I resolved to reach this in some way. 1 determ-

ined to devote my evenings for a while to missionary work in the neighbor-

hood. Farmer Rough received a call at once. Over a bowl of big red ap-

ples we discussed my "new-fangled notions." When he acknowledged that

it would be absurd to spend time in plowing more land than he could plant,

he granted that it would be equally absurd for Eben to spend his time in

learning position and alligation and cube-root, and many other things in

arithmetic, which he would never have occasion to use. When he explained

to me how he cared for his stock, how often he had fed his cows and oxen

and sheep, and upon what he fed them, to get the largest flow of milk, the

greatest growth, or the best wool and mutton,—to what diseases they were

liable, and how he treated those diseases,—he readily comprehended that

some similar knowledge of the laws of health and growth was not so absurd

after all. And so, too^ with drawing. When I had convinced him that tiit

primary object of this branch of instruction was to train the eye to judgt-

accurately of form and size and distance and direction,—things which he had

to do every day, whether in plowing, hewing timber, cutting cord-wood, or

whittling a bow-pin,—he granted that even that might be of some good t--^

the boys and girls. "Wal, wal,"—said he at last, contemplatively peeling

the last big pippin of the big bowlful,—''wal, wal, master, yew may be right

arter all, p'raps. 'T any rate, go ahead, an' we'll see what 'II come on'r

Times is changed since I was a boy, an' I 'spect schoolin' 'd ought to clian.e

some tew."

Deacon Slow was more easily convinced, when I called u)ion him the

next evening ; for Farmer Rough, having been at work for him during the

day, "yarding out" cord-wood in "the back-lot," had given him an account of

our discussion of the evening before. The deacon was somewhat inclined

L
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L'cuerally to pin his faith to that of his more forcible neighbor, and was,

hence found in a very pliable state of mind, when I introduced the subject

of my "new-fangled notions."

In short, I visited every family in the district, and clearly and candidly

explained what I was attempting to do, and hoping to do, in the school.

True in these visits I did not always succeed in brushing away all the accu-

mulated cobwebs of prejudice, and convincing every one that my views were

correct ; but I did succeed in disarming all direct opposition to them, and in

bringing about a general consent to their trial, so long as the children w^re

<o intensely interested in their ordinary studies, as I managed to keep them.

And in taking this course I certainly succeded better than the teacher in the

adioining district, in a similar state of affairs.

He had organized an oral class in history. A member of that class came

to him one morning with a message from her parents to the purport that they

wished her to give her whole time to her other studies, anc^therefore, wanted

her excused from the history class. ''Tell your folks," said he, 'that I am

keeping this school. If the people in this district want to keep it, they must

wait till I get through with it." He got through with it—left in disgust at

not being appreciated—in a very short time afterward.

And how did I succeed finally? I'll tell you. During the last two weeks

of the term, at such odd minutes of time as we could get before and after

school hours, we trimmed up the old school-room—keeping the whole matter

a profound secref.—with evergreens and such pictures as we could get, so that

no one in the district would have recognized it in its gala dress, could he

have been carried thither in his sleep and suddenly awakened. My pupils,

knowing what my plans were, took hold of this work Avith me with a perfect

fever of enthusiasm. On the last day, by personal solicitation on my part,

backed by the eftbrts of the children at home, all the fathers and mothers

were prevailed upon to meet me at my boarding place after dinner, whence

we went together to the school-house. When we had all entered, the scholars,

who were found all in their places, arose as one and' received us with a simple

song of welcome,—singing in school was another of my '-new-fangled notions,"

—given with such evident feeling, such real heartiness, that the look of blank

a.'^tonishment which had come into the faces of the parents at sight of the

changed appearance of the school-room, gave place to smiles, and even broad

grins, of pleasure. Then we had exercises in reading and arithmetic, composi-

tions, more singing, drawing and geography, and closed with a spelling-match.

In all these exercises the pupils, under the spur of a pleasurable excitement,

aLfjuitted themselves as never before. But my crowning triumph came, when,

after these exercises were all done, Farmer Rough got up. and. in a voice
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tremulous with feeling, in his uncouth, racy language, made us a little speech.

What he said I'll not attempt to repeat, but when he sat down, the old

school-room fairly rang with the clapping of hands, little and big, and—I've

engaged to keep the school another year.

[Such is a bit of real experience, drawn out in an evening's chat with a young
friend who is moving up rapidly into the front rank of our teaching force. In it are

some hints worth the attention of young teacliers, at least. It has, therefore, been writ-

ten out in the hope that, to some reader of the Journal, these hints may be of practical

value.

—

Editor Maine Journal of Education.']

PRIMARY LESISONS IN BOTANY.

I would introduce the study of botany to a class of pupils in ^his way

:

Taking a simple .plant in my hand—a year-old apple-tree would be a good

specimen—and presenting it before the class, as!: :

Teacher.—"What is this ?"

Pupils.—"A stick; a switch; a little tree; a plant." (I would endeavor

to bring out the latter answer, plant.')

T.—-'What is this ?" (pointing to the root.)

p._uRoot."

T.—"What is this ?" (touching the axis or stem.)

P.—"Stem."
T.—"What are these ?" (pointing to the leaves.)

P.—"Leaves."
T.—"What is this plant made up of?"

P.—"Root, stem and leaves."

T.—"How does the root differ from the stem ?"

P.—"The root grows under ground and the stem above ground."

T.—"Do roots sometimes grow above the ground? The roots of the

corn are above the surface. Have you seen them ?"

T.—"Do stems grow under ground sometimes ?" Here speak of plants

l&at grow under ground, such as the potato, &c.

T.—"Do you see any joints on this root ? Are there any leaves en the

root ?" Here call attention to the place of the leaves. Strip off some of

the leaves and then show the place on the stem where the leaves grew, and

compare the stem thus stripped of leaves, with the root, and show th<it the

stem grows by a regular succession of joints, while the root has no joints,

no leaves, and no ploce for leaves.

The characteristics of leaves, as differing from root and stem, are easily

made.
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The plant is a type of the vegetable world, and the plant consists of

root, Bteui and leaves. The root, the stem, the leaf, may each assume a

great variety of forms.

To illustrate : Take a leaf from a book. Let the pupils see you tear or

cut it I'rom the book.

T._"What is this ?"

P.—"A leaf."

T.—"What is this ? rolling the paper in the form of a cylinder or cone
"

P.—"A leaf." •

Then let the teacher tear or cut the upper margin of the leaf into

lobes, and then roll together. Then roll the paper into a solid cylinder, then

dip it into ink, or some coloring matter ; talk of its being colored, red or

blue or yellow, if you do not actually color it—continually asking, as you

oiake a change in the form or color, "what is this now ?" Thus develop the

fact that the leaf may assume a great variety of forms and color ; but it is

a leaf, nevertheless. On the stem you may find a bud
;
present this to the

class and ask :

T.—"What is this ?"

P.—"A bud
"

Let the pupil examine it ; ask him to pull it to pieces, and so direct

him that he may discover that the bud is a collection of leaves on a short

litem ; that a bud is stem and leaves. Take a piece of elastic cord and some

bits of paper cut in the form of leaves ; make a hole in each of the pieces

of paper, and then string them on the cord, quite close together; secure

each piece to its place on the cord with a bit of sealing wax or some muci-

lage,—this may represent a bud. Now, take hold of the ends of the cord

and stretch it; the leaves will be separated more widely from each othor,

and we shall have a branch or a developed bud.

Teach that the bud develops into a branch by elongation of the stem

and enlargement of the leaves, and not by an increase in the number of leaves.

Some buds do not develop into ordinary branches, but into flowers.

Show that a flower is a collection of developed leaves upon a short stem

or axis. Call attention to the fact, before stated, that the peculiarly shaped

and colored parts of the flower (sepals, petals, stamens and pistils,) are only

leaves. Then call attention to the place of the bud. Let the pupil discover

that the bud is always between the leaf, or the leaf scar, and the stem.

In another paper we may speak of fruite, as peculiar forms of stem or

leaf. J. A. SewALL.
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ARITHMETIC.

In the February number of the Schoolmaster, Mr. Gastman takes

Pr. Gregory to task for having said, in one of his leetures : "Give me a class

of boys, of tv?elve or fourteen years of age, and of ordinary ability and cul-

tivation, but knowing nothing of numbers except to count, and I will agree

to teach them in six months, all the arithmetic they need to know in a busi-

ness life, and as much as they now usually learn in the six or ten years of its

study in school." We do not pretend to defend Dr. Gregory in this state-

ment ;
and will only remark that if he errs in one directioUj it seems to us

that Mr. Gastman, from* his own confession, has failed in the opposite extreme.

Seven ye<xrs and six months is not enough time for the latter and his subor-

dinates to teach the Decatur boys -'all the arithmetic they need to know in a

business life."

The principles of arithmetic are few, and we believe they can be mas-

tered by pupils of ordinary ability in much less time than is usually devoted

to the subject. We know that in most of our graded schools arithmetic is

studied six years, at least ; while history, geography, and the natural sciences

whose field is as boundless as nature herself, are given but little time and at-

tention, comparatively.

Due regard for the order of development of a child's faculties, will pro-

hibit us from giving him much mathematical work during the first period of

his school-life,—not until his reasoning power begins to manifest itself. Real

injury comes from the premature development of any one of our faculties;

hence, care must be exercised lest we force arithmetic upon the minds of our

pupils before they are prepared for it. Nothing, perhaps, tends more directly

to the development of reason than the study of numbers and their relations.

True, memory must be brought into exercise in this study, but its distinct

province is found in the value of reason. This being true, in order to teach

the subject successfully, we suggest

:

1. That pupils be permitted to take no step in the work without ex-

plaining fully. Even the study of the tables of addition, subtraction, multi-

plication and division can be made a logical exercise. Pupils can be taught

to prove that four times five are twenty, by actually putting objects into piles?

of five each, and then counting the whole number in four of those piles. See

that no work is merely mechanical.

2. To carry out the first suggestitm. either abolish the use of arithmeti-

cal t«xt-books, or use only such as have no printed answers If text-books
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are used, give original examples embracing the principles in the elass-lesson,

and lussio-n these after pupils have passed to the class, that there can be no

copying- This will increase the responsibility of each member of the class,

placing him upon his own feet in the matter.

3. Let pupils, guided by this previous knowledge and experience, and

aided by skillful questions from their teacher, form their own rules. Thus

maxims and principles are developed.

4. When a textbook is placed in the hands of a pupil, let the book be

one that will contain all that you wish to present on the subject of arithmetic.

That is, if we must have text-books, let us have but one—that which is com-

monly called the higher. The expense of books will be diminished. There

Uiay be objections to this suggestion, but for our part we have always found

the subjects of division, percentage and so forth, as difficult to explain to

pupils in Robinson's arithmetics as to pupils in our higher classes, and not

one whit more.

These being fundamental ideas with us, we proceed to consider Dr.

Gregory's class of boys, of twelve or fourteen years of age, and how we

would teach them, promising, however, that it might take us longer than six

months to "teach them all the arithmetic they need to know in a business life."

In preparing work for this class we would omit much that is ordinarily given

in our text-books, and reserve for algebra all that properly belongs to that

department of Mathematics. The following example, taken from Walton's

Written Arithmetic, opened at random, illustrates a class of examples that

should never find their way into an arithmetic : "Divide fifty-two into two

such parts, that one-fifth of one part shall equal two-thirds of the other."

The process of extracting square and cube roots can be explained better by

algebra than by arithmetic. And the subjects of arithmetical and geometri-

oftl progression, having so little value in business afi'airs, and being given in

a meager form^ we will omit in our present work.

1

.

We would lay a foundation by having our pupils master the decimal

system of notation, and we would fix this in their minds by having them

write numbers on other scales than that whose base is ten. This may be a

difficult task. There is a German verse on the study of language, which,

when freely translated, reads, "He who cannot learn a foreign language,

knows nothing of his own." This verse by a little change can be applied to

the subjett under consideration. The boy or girl who can't learn to write

fifteen on a scale whose base is seven for instance, knows but little of our

decimal system of writing numbers.

2. We study addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of num-

bers written on any scale. The remainder of our work hinges upon this
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If this is well done, we are ready to study fractions and compound numbers,
which may be considered numbers written on a scale whose base varies.

Percentage is made easy by our previous knowledge of writing num-
bers. Proportion would but give us a review of the procesees of reasoning
which we have insisted on from the beginning.

These views have been forced upon us from our experience in the class-

room. We have always, until recently, found the teaching of arithmetic

laborious. This arose, as we think, from our seeing »o few principles in die

subject, while our pupils, looking from a different stand-point, saw a vohme
of fact^ and figurea which, by a slow process, they were to learn. The trouble

arises in attempting too much, and in requiring our pupils to do much of
their work blindly. W. H. Richardson.

Rantoul, III
, Feb. 12, 1872.

PRACTICAL EDUCATION.

\

By practical education, I mean obtaining knowledge by means of an

actual experience of the duties of life, separate from knowledge imparted by

means of books and schools.

The majority of mankind get the most of their knowledge in this way.

The laboring classes especially have learned the science of their achieve-

ments not from books, but from actual contact with the difiBcultics to be

overcome, and the different results of their efforts. The distinction between'

good and bad, and truth and error, in their daily business, is^' learned by

them in an actual experience of manual labor. And with most clerks and

professional men also, the most substantial of all their businesss knowledge

is that obtained by their experience of actual duty.

Most farmers are grown farmers from bojhood, learning the ways of

the farm under their parents or guardians. Mechanics do not attend school

and study books to learn their trades, but are early set at the a, b, c, of

work, and gradually, by observation and personal experience, learn to become

first-class artizans. And the majority of clerks are not graduates, except of

a practical accountant's desk, or salesroom. I presume that a majority of

the best book-keepers in the country never spent a term in a business

college.
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As for professional men, while there are many successful graduates of

schools, yet multitudes of the fledgelings either go inside the educational

rinc of prescribing fixed doses of Latin and Greek to pupils similar to

themselves, or else fall as intellectual dead weights into the wheel of time,

to fall out of the wheel as physical dead weights when their days are ended.

These are general facts, to which, of course, there may be frequent

exceptions. And I do not see how there can be any great change wrought

with regard to these facts. It will always be true from the very nature of

thino's, that experimental knowledge will be more potent than theoretical

science. Books, then, for a matter of practical education, must always b3

secondary to experience. The time is not, and never will be, when persons

can leave the scholar's desk, and go forth fully competent for any task whose

theory they may have learned. Theories may be learned to perfection, but

in the practical matters of business there is no perfection, but rather per-

petual improvement.

Schools and books are then only preparatory to the great work of life,

whatever it may be. And this fact our educators should fully appreciate,

Ml order to make no waste of the exertions they put forth to prepare th»ir

pupils for future duties. It is nearly always the case that the student goes

forth from the halls of science to lay aside forever a great share of all he has

been studying, and to commence in a new field of labor to put forth energies

that have lain dormant all the time he has been a student. Is not this a

waste both of time and talent ? Should not scholastic attainments be of such

a character, that when the student leaves his "alma mater," that which he

has been so careful to store in his mind may be of practical benefit to him ?

Otherwise, the only benefit he can derive from all his student's toil, is

merely mental disoipline, and this alone could be obtained in a much more

ready manner, and save time and expense. I am satisfied that our schools

can and flmght to be gradually made more thoroughly practical in their

results, so that students would not be crammed with abstract theories which

are valueless to them in after years.

Away, then, with the form and show and strut of quack education, and

the tinsel sound of high-flown intellectual mysticisms, and let us be willing

to educate our youth in those things pertaining to real life, making its at-

tainments substantial, its poetry a magnetic application of the real beauties

of life, and its music a tuning of those chords that vibrate so sweetly at

the touch of humanity and divine redemption.

F. B.

Chicago, May, 1872.
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THE END OF A SENTENCE.

A merchant, who desired to change his business, told me, not long since,

that he found it more difficult to get out of business than he did to get into

it. The debonair young man or woman finds no difficulty in beginning an

acquaintance, but sometimes it is no easy task to sever it. Louis Napoleon

leaped madly for the Rhine with apparently as much ease as tlie tiger when

he springs upon his prey ; but the end is not yet. Generally, the beginning

it! not half so difficult as the end. Any twelve-year-old school boy or girl

can commence a sentence properly, but oftentimes it will be ended inelegantly

and ungrammatically. Many of our popular writers put words together in a

bungling manner, and place the middle of a sentence at the end. What

elegance or force can any one perceive in a sentence ending with an abstract

preposition ? "We always had the same house to go ^o." "He does not

exactly know what he is set at books /or." "I love to do as he wishes me

/o." "This is the best land the sun ever shone on." The italics are mine.

These sentences are taken from the leading magazines of the day. We
should either do away with the italicised prepositions, or place them before

tiieir objects: We always had the same house to visit. He does not exactly

know for what he is set at books. I love to do as be wishes. This is the

best land on which the sun ever shone. If we desire good, rounded periods,

we must end the sentence with a more forcible word -than the little particle

to or on. Those writers of elegant English, Macaulay, Webster and Everett,

rarely, if ever, end a sentence with a preposition.

Not only is it difficult to end a sentence grammatically, but also is it no

small task to read the last part of a sentence or clause correctly. Many

persons are apt to give the voice the rising slide at the end of a sentence,

when it ought to have the falling. Many verses are incorrectly, and, of

course, inelegantly pronounced in the pulpit with the rising slide, thereby

lessening their effect and beauty.

The voice should take the falling inflection at the end of declarative

.sentences ; as, I intend to visit Chicago to-day.

What a jolly time we had! How it snows! No good reader would

think of rendering these sentences with the rising inflection. The voice

^liould take the falling inflection at the end of exclamatory sentences.

John, come here. Let it snow. Bring me the book. The voice should

take the falling inflection at the end of imperative sentences.

Are you going home ? How many horses have you ? The first of

ih'jse requires the rising inflection ; the second, the falling. But are they
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complete sentences according to the exact definition of a sentence ? It seems

that an addition must be made to them, either by the interrogator or by the

person interrogated, before the full meaning is realized. Now, nothing is

complete which requires an addition. Therefore, an interrogative sentence,

as it is generally termed, is only a partial sentence. The answers to interro-

gative sentences require the falling inflection. If these statements be true,

every normal sentence must terminate, in reading, with the falling inflection.

Generally, the voice should have the falling slide at a colon and semi-

colon ;
half the time, at a comma ; and not unfrequently where there is no

grammatical pause.

I am aware that some of these statements contradict the rules in many

of our readers, but they are the results of careful observation of our best

orators and readers. A. Wetherbee.

GASTRIC FISTULA.

"Why don't they kill a man, on purpose to find out more about it?"

asked an enthusiastic member of our physiology class, when the wonderful

history of Alexis St. Martin had'been related.

" It would do no good to kill him, Charles," said the teacher.

"Well, why don't they half shoot him, then?" persisted the eager

pupil. No answer came. It seemed unfortunate, if not strange, to us, that

such a topic should be so quickly disposed of For a marvel, we were

interested in our lesson.

A child's mind is often like a wild turkey caught in a pen. It reaches

up. trying to find its liberty at crevices that are too narrow. The teacher

stands at the trench, the proper avenue, and calls, ''Come this way." It

would be the part of wisdom to set the mind free in the manner of its own

choice ; widening, if I may so speak, the crevice to which its struggles are

directed. But oh, how difficult this is to do ! How hard it is to furnish a

concise and satisfactory reply to the particular questions that our pupils nve

capable of asking

!

" How does a tree grow ?" One of my scholars asked me this, a little

abruptly. I felt that no ready answer was within my reach. To form a

regular class in botany, and communicate the desired knowledge by mean-s

of a textbook, was beyond my power. By much study, I prepared a cate-

chism, embodying a rough approximation to scientific truth. Here it is

:

"How does a tree grow?" "By taking in soil and carbon." "Where does it take

in soil?" "At its roots." "Where does it take in carbon?" "At its leaves." 'Will
the leaves take in solid carbon?" "They will not." -'What must the carbon be mixed
with?" "With oxygen." "What sort of oxygen ?" "Hot oxygen "
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It was eavsy to Ulustrate some of these propositions by experiment.

The natural perceptions of the class were not at fault when a piece of char-

coal was laid upon a leaf, and it was remarked that the leaf could not absorb

carbon in that way ; nor when the coal was waved in the air, without losing

any of its bulk ; nor when it diminished rapidly in size, under the influence

of ''hot oxygen." applied to it b_y the lighting of a match. The range of

instruction and inquiry thus opened, was large enough for all imaginable

purposes.

I have presented this fragment of an exercise, by way of illustrating

the idea that an instructor may properly seek to follow the lead of an

inquiring child, whenever an inquiry can be elicited. The teacher under

whom we learned physiology, held no such doctrine. If the book lessons

were said, and well said, nothing more was aimed at. Yet, the question

suggested by my classmate admitted of a clear and profitable answer.

Doctors have no need to '' half shoot" a man, since they can learn nearly all

they wish to know by experiments upon the lower animals. A wound made

for this purpose is called a gastric fi^tnla; it is closed with silver, somewhat

fter the manner of that which Doctor Beaumont found in the side of the

''stout Canadian," St. Martin. Instruction of this sort is hardly worth going

'out of one's way for; bat, when sought, it may be furnished with advantage.

A leading educator has said that the teacher should begin " where he finds

the child." Perhaps we may add, that it is s,oni('times the teacher's privilege

to begin where the child finds him.

MuRPHTSBORO, III., April 28, 1872. /

Died, at New York, on Tuesday, April 2. 1872. Samuel Finley Ureese

Morse, aged eighty-one. Thus has euded the life of one of the truly great

men. Time will not suffice to erase from the memory of man the honorable

record made by Prof. Morse. He was a graduate of Yale, of the class of

1810. In early life, he was a portrait painter, having previously studied

for that professsion in the old world. It was not till he had arrived at ripe

manhood that he commenced practical experimenting in teleeraphy. The
early history of these experiments is one of toil and reverse. Scepticism and
opposition met the inventor at every step. The first line was built in 1844,

from Washington to Baltimore. This was pronounced a success
;
and from

that time the magnetic telegraph was a fact. Prof. Morse, more fortunate

than many inventors, reaped a large pecuniary reward, as well as the full

recognition of his greatness by scientific men. The last few years of his life

Were spent in quiet.

I
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The Maine Journal of Education for March, contains an editorial com-

mendatory of Mr. Mahony's article on the marking si/stem, in the February

Schoolmaster. In the course of the article, the editor says, " Of one

thin"' we are quite sure, that the action of the Massachusetts Superintend-

ents does not fairly reflect the opinion of the teachers of Massachusetts, and

of New England generally. * * * \Ye are very

willing to give our decided approval of such a bystem as shall fairly record

and report the recitation and deportment of pupils. The two main points

are, that it shall be just to the pupil, and not require too much drudgery on

ihe part of the teacher in keeping the record.

"

The Indiana School Journal for April, contains a manifesto from the

Roman Catholic bishop, ef Vincennes, against Public Schools. In the same

number is a letter from Anson W. Jones, Superintendent of Vincennes

Public Schools,—himself a Catholic,—taking earnest, sensible and decided

grounds against his bishop.

There seems to be a general call for larger endowmeuts on the part of

a large number of the denominational colleges. Better ' double up, " gen-

tlemen, and put " live men "in your faculties; there are too many poor,

half-starved Universities and CoUe(/es, in which the Professors,—appointed

rather for their soundness in some particular creed, than for their fitness for

their work,—are doing imperfectly the work of grammar-school teachers.

Perhaps there are few papers in the country of which harsher things

have been said by "good" people, than the Chicago Times; teachers have

often had their indignation aroused by articles that have appeared in the

editorial columns of this paper, and we think with good reason. But we
notice an editorial in the last issue of a religious paper in Chicago, that we
think for cold-blooded diabolism, couched in language that seems fair and
respectful, surpasses anything respecting public schools that we have ever

seen in the Times. We intentionally say '-diabolism," because we believe

that word better than any other, expresses the origin and tendency of the

article in question; not that we would make any allegation in respect to the

motives of the writer, who for aught we know may be perfectly honest in

what he says. We have not space now to say all that we propose to say on

this subject. We put the following extract from the article in question, side

by side with an extract from the recent attack of the lloman Catholic Bishop
of Vincennes, on public schools: "A multitude of religious parents insist,

that it is their solemn duty and their natural right, to train up their children

under daily religious instruction, imparted at school, by competent persons,

in connection with all their studies." So far, the Advance. -'We object to

these schools, because religious instruction, which is necessarily connected

with the acquirement of secular knowledge, cannot be introduced into theui

without interfering with the conscientious rights and wounding the most

delicate feelings of the pupils." This from the Bishop. The general tone

of the two authors is much the same all through, as well as in these extracts.
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The Roman Catholic concludes by condemning all public schools in toto ;

the Advanced man, the follower of the Pilgrims, (!) would reduce the studies

of the public schools to the merest elements. So far as we can see, the

ground of the two "religious" men is the same, but the conclusion of the

Romanist is far the more logical. The difficulty is in a nutshell ;
bigots can-

not see any rdirjion in anything that doesn't bear the stamp of their partic-

ular creed,—the whole tribe are alike, and for ourselves, we would as soon

be ruled by bigots called Roman Catholic, as by those termed Congregational,

Methodist, Baptist or Liberal. Every man of whatever name that makes war

on our public schools is our enemy, and we believe he is one to our country

and to true religion, as well. More hereafter.

EBW^mwrnMrnE^ iMWEE,E,mMM€M%

State of Illinois,
Department of Public Instruction. ")

Superintendent's Office, \

Springfield, May, 1872. j
After the first day of July, 1872, applicants for teachers' certificates must be ex-

amined in "the elements of the natural sciences, physiology, and laws of health," in

addition to the branches now required by law. In view of this important change, the
following announcements are made :

1. School officers and teachers will receive from this office, in due season, such
information and directions as will enable them to comply with and carry out the re-

quirements of the new school law. The information to be given will include a state-

ment of the particular natural sciences in which an examination will be recjuired ; the

kind and amount of knowledge that will be necessary in the case of each science so

designated, and some of the sources from which such knowledge may be most readily

obtained. In the meantime, all teachers who are not familiar with the elements of the

natural sciences, will do well to turn their attention in that direction at once, and
earnestly.

2. Certificates heretofore issued are not affected by the new law. All valid certiti-

cates now held by teachers, and all that may be granted up to the thirtieth (30th) day
of June, 1872, will, of course, be and remain good and valid until the expiration of the

respective periods for which they were issued, unless sooner revoked for legal cause.

Newton Bateman
Sup't of Pub. Inst.

Massachusetts.— Notes from the Teacher.—Boston Schools.—The .'iuperintend-

ent, in his semi-annual report for March, gives an outline of the course of study in the

public schools for the last fifty years, and in a very interesting manner shows the supe-

riority of the present condition of them over that of fifty years ago. The number of

regular teachers is 122 males, 814 female; total, 936. The special teachers are, I in

vocal culture, i in military drill, 5 in drawing, 4 in French, 2 in German, 6 in music,

and 18 in sewing,— 17 males, and 20 females; total, 37. Number of pupils in the

Latin-school, 254 boys; English High, 442 boys; Girls' Iligh and Normal, 550 girls;

Roxbury High, 90 boys, and 126 girls ; Dorchester High, 50 boys, and 82 girls. Av-
erage whole number in all the high-schools, 836 boys, and 758 girls,— total, 1. 594. Av-
erage whole number in the grammar-schools, 10,398 boys, and 9,435 girls.— total,

19,833. Number in the primary-schools, 8,118 boys, and 7,043 girls,— total, 15,161.

Whole number of pupils in all grades, 36,588.
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A new school-house has been built in East Cambridge. The building is of

brick with sandstone trimmings, is four stories high, and is divided into twelve school-

rooms, with appropriate recitation rooms, etc.

W. A. Wilde, superintendent of the schools of that town, has tendered the School

Committee of Maiden a gift of $500, to be used in supplying reference books, maps,

charts, etc.. for the several schools in town.

The Silem High-school Association has erected a tablet in the hall of the High-

school building, in commemoration of its members who fell in the late war. The tablet

is of marble, and besides the dates 1861-1865, bears the motto, "In memoriam—Pro
Patria," the names of the heroes whose memory il commemorates, and the words,

"Erected by the Salem High-school Association."

Barnstable has voted to abolish the district system. The State has appropriated

;S75,ooo for a new boarding house for Westfield Normal-school Prof. Moses T.

Brown has done eloquent service in the recent political campaign in New Hampshire.

Fred. Foster leaves the Athol High -school at the close of tlie present term.

James Powell is principal of the High-school at Ayer. Athol elects a superintend-

ent of schools this year. Lowell has opened evening drawing-schools. Arthur

C. Boyden, of Medway High school, has resigned.

Anna C. Brackett, who received the highest salary of any female teacher in this

country, is about to resign her position in the St. Louis Normal-school, to open a private

school in New York City. The Bridgewater Normal has 156 pupils.

Harvard College has 71 scholarships, ranging from ^75 to 5300. Dudley N.
Griffin has been elected principal of the Middle Grammar-school, New Bedford, at a

salary of $1,500.
Cambridge.—Charlotte E. Camp has been confirmed in the Thorndike Grammar-

school. Helen Shepherd has resigned, and M E. Hartwell appointed to fill her place.

E. B. Hale has been unanimously re-elected superintendent.

John Wilson has resigned, as principal of the Prescott school, Somerville. David
A. Caldwell, of the Middle street Grammar-school, New Bedford, goes into the new
school-house, Providence, R. L John B. Gifford, of Westport, late of the Bridge-

water Normal-school, takes a High and Grammar-school at East Medway. Frank
B. Davis, of Tyngsboro', has taken a school in Slatersville, R. I., as has Edward P.

Fitts. Helen M. Williams, of Braintree, and Viola Littlefield, of Stoughton, have
received appointments in Fall River. Maria J. Bancroft, of Reading, and Nellie ].

Bassets, of the same place, have received situations in East Bridgewater. Susie E.

Wade, of the Reading High school, resigns, to go South. Emily F. Carpenter, of

North Bridgewater, accepts a substitute's position in the Dwight school, Boston.

Martha A. Smith, of Gloucester, has been appointed head assistant in the Sherwin
school, Boston Highlands, Miss Holbroke having gone into the girls' high and normal
corps of teachers. Walter S. Parker, of the Fifth-street Grammar-school, New Bed-
ford, is elected usher in the Dwight school, Boston. Sarah J. Leonard, principal of

the North Marshfield Grammar-school, and member of the Marshfield school-commit-
tee, has received an appointment as teacher in the Harvard Grammar-school, Charles-

town. A. H. Blaisdell, of the Chatham High-school, has resigned, to accept a better

position in another town. Hattie E. Winchester, of Middleboro', has a primary
school in Maiden. E, S Frisbee, of Northampton, goes to Binghamton, N. Y., to

take charge of the High-school. The Westfield Normal-school opened very finely

on the 27th of February ; whole nnmber of students, 141.

Illinois.—The annual meeting of the Illinois Society of School Principals, takes
place at Princeton, Bureau county, early in July. The executive committee, Messrs.
Roberts, Wells and Marsh, are making efforts to present a strong three days' work.
The completed programme will appear next month. Wisconsin, Iowa and Missouri
have heretofore been well represented at this meeting Its character is such as to make
it of special value, to all who have, or expect to have, charge of a system of schools.
The meeting at Rockford, last summer, was pronounced by many, the best educational
meeting for results ever held in the State. Men can afford to take a week from the long
vacation to attend this year's session. Full particulars can be obtained by addressing
the president, E. C. Smith, at Dixon, III.
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Champaign County . —The schools of Urbana were in running order in two weeks
afier the loss of their large building by fire. Although the accommodations are limited,

the high-school being in a hall, in the noisy part of the city, they are working
away. Evidently the Board of Education and the Superintendent, J. W. Hays, have
enterprise which other cities can well emulate. We know of towns "similarly situated,

that have had no school for six months
Greene County.—We spent Friday, March 29th, with the Grtene County Institute,

at Carrollton. The attendance was good, and the exercises animated. We have rarely
attended an institute in which the best citizens of the town have testified their interest

more fully by their attendance at the day-sessions. We had the pleasure of speaking
in the evening, to an attentive audience, that well filled a large church. W. H. Wilson
is Principal of the schools at Carrollton, and S. D. McPberson, at Whitehall. James
Deweil is teaching in the country, near Carrollton. We heard good reports from all

these gentlemen.

Lee County.—We were with the Lee County Teachers, at Amboy, on the 2d and 3d
of April. This was the largest institute that we have attended this year. On Wednes-
day evening, we spoke to an audience too large to be seated in the most spacious hall

iii town. R. A Childs is doing a good work in the schools of Amboy , and he is quite
liberally paid for it, but the salaries of the female teachers are altogether too low.

Winnebago County.—On the 4th and 5th of April, we were with the Winnebago
County Institute, at Rockford. There was good interest and good work done. The
principal teachers of Rockford remain unchanged from year to year. Would that the
people in a larger number of our towns and cities, would show equal good sense in the

matter. L W. Goodrich is teaching at Pecatonica, and C. D. Mowry at Winnebago. H.
La Salle County.—Inter-County Teachers' Convention at La Salle.—The

Convention met March 26, 1872. Mr. Wedgwood, county superintendent of La Salle

county, was elected President, Messrs Jenkins and Grow, Vice Presidents, and Wm.
Brady, Secretary. The following gentlemen conducted exercises : Mr. Beck, longitude

and time ; Mr. Piper, decimal fractions ; Mr. Hall, equation of payments ; Mr. Jenkins,
multiples and divisors ; Mr, O. S. Cook, the first year's work in geography and how
presented ; Mr. Hall, grammar-school work in geography and how presented ; Mr.
Hurd, hints on map-drawing ; Mr. Etheridge, relative time for different branches in

common schools ; Mr. Jenkins, course for advanced classes in geography; Mr. Ether-

idge, to what extent can our country schools be graded ? Mr. Day, verbs and their prop-

erties ; Mr. Hurd, punctuation ; Mr. Brady, sentence-analysis ; Mr. Williams, the con-

stitution in our common-schools ; Mr. Tucker, composition ; Mr Gove, of Normal, ar-

ticulation ; Mr. Cook, of Normal, inflection, emphasis, and subject analysis; Mr. Saw-
yer, penmanship. Essays were read by Misses Hickling, McCaleb, and Grim. Revs.

Holmes and Whitney lectured at the evening sessions. Prof. Blish, of St. Louis, read

selections at one of the evening sessions. About 250 teachers were in attendance

throughout the session. A vote of thanks was extended to the citizens of La Salle for

their hospitality. The session closed on P'riday evening, after a session of four days.

La Salle county is one of the largest and ablest in point of schools in Illinois. Its

teachers rank high. There are several in the county who have been a long time in one
town—a tolerably sure sign of ability and success. It did us good to once more meet a

body of teachers of whom we early learned to believe great possibilities. Few counties

can boast of as energetic, wide-awake superintendents as is Geo. S. Wedgwood, or of

more able teachers than Brady, Jenkins, Hall, and a score more whose home is in La
Salle.

Shelby County.—The school board met Monday morning and organized for the

ensuing year, by electing E. E. Waggoner, President. W. A. Cochran, Clerk; and G.

A. Pfieffer, Treasurer Prof. Hobbs was also re-elected as Principal of the school for

another year ; receiving five of the six votes cast by the board; The assistant teachers

will be selected at some future meeting.

Quincy.—We have received the report of the Quincy schools for the last school-

year. The total cost of the schools was about $70,030; a new building has been

erected at a cost of $37,400 including furniture ; whole number of pupils, 3,171 ; whole

number of teachers, 43 ; of which number, 3 only are males ; highest salary, |! 1,500;

highest salary of any lady, $800 ; lowest, $300.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR MARCH, 1872

Pho

St. Louis ,25^

Cincinnati, O ,-6.

Chicago, 111 ]27;

Indianapolis. Ind
Evansville, Iiid.,

Bloomington, 111

Dubufiue, Iowa
Terre Haute, Ind
Peoria, 111

Aurora, 111

Danville, 111

Decatur, 111

West and South )

Rockford, 111
, J

"•

Alton, III

XJedar Rapiis, Iowa,.
Xineoln, 111 ,

Moline, 111

Pekin, III.,

Ottumwa, Iowa
Marsiialltown, Iowa..
LaSalle, III

Princeton. Ill

Dixon, 111

Macomb, 111

Clinton, m
ShelbyviUe, III

Urbaca, 111

Sterling, III

Normal, 111

Mattoon, 111

Sigourney, Iowa,
Henry, 111

Indlanola, Iowa,
Lexington, III

Belvidere, 111.,

Toledo, Iowa,
Sheffield, 111

Sfiawneetown, 111 ,

Yates City, 111

North Dixon, III

Rantoul,Ill
Lyndon, 111

Maroa, 111

Creston, 111

Atlanta,
De Kalb, ill.,

cs a

669
529

585

630
499
509
421

350
381

360
326
377

20
25
20
20
30
20
191^

20
25

20

20

22,390
20,806

i 24, 985
4,345
3,183
2,472
2,482
2,192

i "2.54-5

869

2591 16

271

218
158
205
152
118
1.55

105
476
2.53

1,068

952

20,786
19,792
23,462
4,052
3,073
2,304
2,114
2,061

1,158-7
780

1,007

909

610 - 565

562
450

600
454
490
373

326
331
319
296
334

242
202
156
191
141

116
145
97
318
227

531
400

565
412
425
341

312
317
292
273
282

225
174
150
183
127
98
134
89

301
213

93
95
93-9
93
90
93
85
94

92-3
89

91

95

95-8
95-5
92
92
84

86

a-o

63
37

179
324

55
185
189
67

78
367
64

100
99
66

127
5
64
64

9 748
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Pennsylvania.—The report of Sup't J. P. Wickersham is a bulky volume uf

more than 400 pp. We learn from it, that the number of teachers is 18,021 ; whole
number of pupils, 834,614 ; average number, 567,118 ; total expense, about 39,ocx),ooo;

average monthly wages of male teachers, $41.04; of female teachers, $32.86; of the

city and county Superintendents, seven receive $2,000 per annum, or more. Six State

Normal Schools are reported ; and many of the county reports speak well of them and
of the County Institutes; The state is divided into twelve Normal-school districts.

The Illinois State Teachers^ Institute will hold its eighth meeting at Normal, com-
mencing Tuesday, August 13 1872, and continuing through eight days. A larger part

of the instruction than heretofore will be given by prominent educators not connected

with the Normal Faculty. Arrangements are already complete, securing the services of

several persons who have not been present at any of our meetings. Each morning ses-

sion will be devoted to instruction adapted to the several grades of schools—the mem-
bers divided off into tlu"ee sections. The programme of exercises may be looked for

in the June number of the Schoolmaster.

The proposition to devote '.he Chinese indemnity fund to the founding of a college

in China, for the purpose of educating interpreters, etc., has assumed the form of a bill

in the Congressional Committee on Foreign Relations. Mr. Jones, the most earnest

worker in the project, and who displays very praiseworthy energy, has recently been

twice before this Committee. The bill, as now before the Committee, provides that the

principal of the fund shall be kept intact by the Secretary of State and be invested in

government securities. The income, which amounts to about $27,000 a year, is to be

devoted to the purpose desired. Congress is to appoint trustees who shall control this

sum, and have power to arrange all details, and manage the affairs of the college.

These trustees are to give a report, from time to time, to the president of the United

States. The expenses must not exceed the income from the fund. At the meeting on

Tuesday, Mr Jones read a letter from Dr. J. Wells Williams, of Peking, which declared

that $20,000 would purchase ample ground and buildings with which to begin the work.

We can only hope that the matter will be pushed forward as rapidly as possible.

—

Conn.

Journal
The Use of the Bible in Schools.—The present board of education in Davenport

have taken a stand which has not be^^i previously taken by any educational board. At
their meeting on last Monday evening, it was unanimously agreed that the Bible, as the

Bible, as a whole, cannot with propriety be used as a school reader; that the discretion-

aiy selection, by teachers, of passages to be read in schools, opens the door for sectarian

bias, and that teachers should be engaged without reference to their theological views;

that teachers are not engaged to teach their religious views, and for other minor reasons.

Therefore it was resolved, that equal rights, spiritual freedom, and the best interests of

religion would be promoted by discontinuing the enforced reading of the Bible in schools

"which all are taxed to support." Other resolutions in the same spirit were agited to,

and printed copies of the resolutions were directed to be mailed to each of the senators

and representatives of Scott county.

—

Rock Island Argus.

Notes.— Rev. B. G. Northrop, superintendent of schools in Connecticut, has just

spent six months in Europe, where he visited more than 1200 schools. Since his re-

turn, the Japanese embassy have invited him to go to their country, and assist in organ-

izing a system of schools on the American plan. Salary, $10,000 a year in gold. It is

said he will accept. Prof. DoUinger, now quite conspicuous in the religious contro-

versy of Europe, although a German, neither drinks nor smokes. He does, however,

indulge in one luxury—a library of 30,000 volumes. Virginia has 2,800 public

schools in operation undei the new school law. Boston expends $30,000 annually

for njusical education in its public schools. Chicago pays her teachers according to

their efficiency, making no distinction between males and females. The State School

Commissioner reports that 108 school-houses were erected in Ohio during the year

ending with September, 1871. Philadelphia proposes to establish a Zoological

Garden. There are 391 log school-houses still in use in Pennsylvania. Dr. La-

throp, the retiring superintendent of the pul^lic schools at Buffalo, was made happy, on

his retirement from the position, by the presentation, from the teachers, of 150 ounces of

I
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silverware, and a magnificent set of the American Encyclopedia. The California

letrislature'has refused to pass a bill abolishing corporal punishment in the schools.

T R. H. Johnson, of Washington, Pa , is the only colored teacher in the State to

whom a permanent certificate has been granted. The date of hi* certificate is January

I 1872. Mr. Johnson has the reputation ot being an excellent teacher. Rev. S. H.

McCollister, formerly principal of Westbrook Seminary, and lately settled over a parish

in Nashua, N. H.. has been elected President of Buchtel college at Akron, Ohio.

The trustees of Trinity College, at Hartford, Conn., voted, on Thursday, 12 to 4, to

sell the college grounds to the City for $600,000, for an addition to the park, and as a

site for the new State House. The Columbus, Ohio, school board have voted to pay

colored teachers the same prices as white teachers for the same grades of work. Only

one vote was given in opposition. Prof. Tenney, of Williams College, has been

engaged by the school committee of New Bedford, to deliver a course of six lectures on

ecology, for the benefit of the teachers and scholars of the public schools of the city.

The expenses are to be paid out of the Sylvia Ann Howland fund. Forty-three

graduates of Williams College, belonging to different classes from 1815 to 1863, have

been at different times, professors in colleges. Of this number, twenty-seven are now
•professors, nine of them being in Williams. Lafayette College, Easton, Pa , has re-

ceived a donation of $200,000, to build a large scientific building, which is to be 256

feet long, about 50 feet deep, and four stories high.

—

College Cournnt. Rev. W. C.

Van Meter, of the Howard Mission, New York, writing from Rome to the Watchman

and Reflector, says, "Undisturbed enjoyment of civil and religious liberty, protection of

life and property, order, cheerfulness, cleanliness, health, are to-day among the most

striking characteristics of Rome." Old Antioch, in Syria, has just been visited by a

terrible earthquake. Half of the city was destroyed; 1,500 persons lost their lives, and

the remainder are suffering greatly. The expense of the schools of Bloomington, 111.,

for last year, was a little less than $50,000 A. A. Gamwell, one of the oldest

teachers in Providence, R I. died recently; his age was 55. Bowen, Stewart &
Co.'s large book store, in Indianapolis, was burned recently; they have opened again

at 33 S. Meridian street. The firm of S. C. Griggs & Co., Chicago, has been dis-

solved. They are succeeded by Jansen, McClurg & Co. It is stated that Bonner, of

•.he New York Ledger, has paid $145,000 for nine horses; he keeps his horses in a

stable that cost $100,000. G. G. Alvord, Esq., will close his connection with the

schools of Freeport at the end of the current year. The dog crop of the United

States is estimated at 21,000,000 head At a moderate computation, each animal costs

$8 a year, making a total of $168,000,000 Of this number, upward of 100,000 go mad
annually, and Isite about 10,000 people. On the whole, the crop cannot be said to pay.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

The Spring Term opened April 8th, and will continue twelve weeks. There are

about three hundred pupils in the Normal Department, and one hundred and twenty-

ftve in the Model School. In the Normal the males out-number the females. The
graduating class will be the largest that we have ever had The new arrangement of

our State authorities in respect to the funds of the University, is causing the members

of the Faculty serious inconvenience

Dr. Vasey has left his post as Curator of the museum ; for this term. Dr. Sewall

will fill the position, while Mr. Loring A. Chase will assist in the performance of Dr.

Sewall's duties in the University.

Married.—In this city at the residence of the County Superintendent, I. F.

Kleckner, Esq , April loth, by Rev. Wm Aug. Smith. Gifford S. Robinson, Esq.,

of Storm Lake, Iowa, and Mrs Janette Gorham. of Rockford, 111.

Mrs Robinson was educated in our State Normal University, and has for several

yeai-s been a teacher in the Kansas State Normal. She there won a name, both as a

teacher and a writer, that will long be remembered by the educators of the southwest.

She resigned her position in Kansas to become the wife of one of Iowa's energetic

young lawyers. May joy and prosperity attend them.

—

From Freeport Journal.
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Hadley^s Lessons in Language. Hadley Brothers, Chicago. Revised edition,

1872.—We are glad to see the resurrection of this little volume. The plates were de-

stroyed by the Chicago fire, but the new book excels the old in typographical appear-

ance. We notice several lessons in elementary work, at the beginning of the book,

that were not contained in the old edition. We suppose these to be from the superin-

tendent of schools at Aurora, 111. They are the first of a series now being published in

the Schoolmaster. Many are using these lessons daily in school, asd we have yet to

hear anytning but praise of them. Ahhough the answers given may seem far-fetched,

they are such as have been given by pupils in the class-work As we said when Mr.

Hadley's book was first issued, we have now reason to repeat—it marks the commence-
ment of a new era in the study of the English language.

Franklin Fifth Reader, by G. S. Hillard. Boston : Brewer & Tiieston. New
York: J.

W. SCHERMERHORN.
By an examination of the introduction, it is found that this book "is intended to

fill a place between the Fifth Reader and the Intermediate Reader of the compiler's

series." It is excellently printed in large clear type, and with its firm binding, presents

a pleasing and substantial appearance. The definition of a consonant, found on page I,

bears a somewhat discouraging aspect to the beginner. Cannot the sounds of s, z, v,

and of many other consonants, be as perfectly given as that of long a or long e ? We
are told, on the same page, that among the forty-four sounds, "which for convenience

may be classed as 'Elementary,' * * * some * * * are by

some authors regarded as compound." One looks in vain, however, for any hint as to

which they are, and from the table on page 2, might properly conclude that a in fat,

and i in pi7ie, are equally simple. In the same table, no attempt at showing the rela-

tions between long and short sounds is attempted, and u in fur, which is of course the

customary sound of e befoie r, is termed "short and obtuse." Short is a comparative

term, I am aware, but if this is not a long sound, then a in fatu and a in fall .should

henceforth be counted among the "shorts." The "caret a," of Webster, does not find

a place in the table, but is described in a note as being one of the vowel sounds ihac

cannot be easily pronounced alone so as to be distinguished from some of the other

vowel sounds. On page 5, note I, it-is further stated that there is a tendency, in some
localities, to give this letter, when occurring before r, the sound oi short a prolonged,

but that ti.is pronunciation is not sanctioned by the dictionaries. The fourth paragraph

of "Principles of i'ronuncialion," in Webster's Dictionary, seems to take a somewhat

different view from that quoted above. The table lacks definiteness, and can be more

philosophically arranged. On page 3, a distinction is made between r in rap and r in

nor, which is "more honored in the breach than the observance," as there are com-

munities in Illinois where final r is rarely sounded.

The Treatise on Elocution, by Prof. Mark Bailey, of Yale College, is the most

excellent feature of the book. There is little danger of commending it too highly to the

consideration of teachers. Pages 11-15 inclusive are of especial value, as they enforce

the essential idea, "the necessity of a thorough analysis and study of \\\q ideas,

or the thoughts and feelings to be read." The model for analysis, on page 24, is excel-

lent, and the illustrations of various styles are selected with good taste. The body of

the book differs but little from other books of the same grade. Many of the exercises

are all that could be desired, while most are fair. The synonym-method of defining is

too frequently used ; and on page 90, the following awkward English is found :
"I have

5'oCthem in my handkerchief, here." It is hoped that the next edition will free thi>

sentence from that superfluous monosyllable.

As a whole, the book is a valuable addition to the educational machinery of the

time. ^'
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Gentle Measures in the Management and Training of the Young by Jacob Abbott,

Harper & Brothkrs We have just finished reading this book of 330 pp., and have

been so much pleased with it, that we are not now in the proper state of mind for a

critic. Most readers are familiar with Jacob Abbott's power and peculiarity as a

writer; his Rollo Books, and others, are very popular, and they deserve to be
;
perhaps

no modern writer understands better how to enter into the world in which children live

than he. The little hook in question is just what its title imports. It gives a very clear

view of the philosophy of government by gentle measures, enforced and illustrated as

perhaps no one but Mr. Abbott can do it. It treats of such subjects as "The art of

training," "Commendation and encouragement," "Faults of immaturity," "Imagination

in children," "Truth and falsehood," "The use of money," "Religious training," &c.,

all of which are treated in an interesting, clear and masterly manner; and in all, he
points out the "more excellent way." We wish every mother and^common- school teacher

would read this book through cstrefully once a month for the next two years ; we believe

such a course would hasten the coming of the Millennium, by some ages. And, yet,

with all his advocacy of gentle measures, he does not propose a weak government in

the family or the school, for a moment, as the following extract from p. 282 will show.
"The parental authority must, therefore, be established—by gentle means, if pos-

j;i]3le—but it must by all means be established, and be firmly maintained. If you cannot

govern your child without corporal punishment, it is better to resort to it, than not to

govern him at all."

The book is beautifully illustrated, and has but few faults ; we have noticed the

following: " I expect you have been a very good girl," p. 118; "there are a vast num-
ber," p. 180 . "avocations" for vocations, p. 188, and in other places; "you may see an

image of yourselP'in a plane mirror, p. 264; strictly speaking, a plane mirror doesn't

form an image. But the faults are scarcely "spots upon the sun." H.

The Principles and Practice of Early and Infant (ScAooZ ^rfwca^tow, with an appendix

of Infant School Hymns and Songs, with appropriate melodies. By James Currie, A. M.,
Principal of the Church of Scotland Training School, Edinburg. J L. Hammett,
publisher, 37 and 39 Brattle street, Boston. This little volume of 310 pages, has a de-

cidedly British look. The school books made by our cousins are not attractive to the

eye. They cut a sorry figure by the side of the school publications of our best Ameri-

can houses. And this book, notwithstanding the B jston slip which is pasted on the title

page, is evidently of British manufacture. But the contents of the volume seem to us

greatly superior to its dress. Mr. Currie is evidently a man of careful observation and
good sense. He is well acquainted with the most recent methods in education, but does

not appear as the bond-slave of any special "ism," or "system." At every turn, he in-

sists upon an exercise of his own unclouded judgment. Object-teaching he approves,

but the book is full of cautions against the faults that so often accompany the efforts at

it. A considerable space is devoted to infant instruction. The period of this is con-

sidered to end at just about the time when, in America, children are admitted into our

public schools. And we are quite sure that a careful study of Mr. Carrie's chapters on
this subject will be found very profitable by any teacher of a primary school. For it is

in these early steps that a philosophy of education can best be illustrated. About eleven

pages of the book are devoted to religious instruction, and many of the suggestions un-

der this head are excellent. Appended, and occupying some sixty pages, is a collection

of hymns and songs for school use, some of which are excellently adapted to their pur-

pose. But the poetry of some others is not of a high order, and a number of the pieces

are too difficult for children of the age for which they are intended. This is followed

by a second appendix of note-music, covering twenty-five pages. On the whole, we
commend Mr. Currie's little volume as the work of a thoughtful man, who knows
whereof he writes, and whose counsel is eminently useful and practical. E.

The J^inciples and Practice of School Education, by James Currie, A. M., princi-

pal of the Church of Scotland Training School, Ediiiburg. J. L. Hammett, Boston,

1S71. This is a volume of 504 pages, by the same author as the above. We have
•arely had time to glance through some portions of it, but, wherever we look, we find

iraces of a thoughtful discrimination, and a heartfelt appreciation of the value and the

importance of the teacher's work. At a future time we hope to prepare a more ex-
tended notice.
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There is published at Cincinnati an educational monthly called the National Nor-

vial, edited and managed by Mr. R. H. Holbrook. We have not the pleasure of the ac-

quaintance of this editor except through the medium of his "only educational neimpa-

pir published in the country.''^ No paper which we have ever read has so much difficulty

in getting credit for articles taken from its columns. In reading a nn^nber of this peri-

odical, one is inclined to sympathize deeply with the abused magazine, so much is stolen

from its profound pages. One portion of this paper, called "Intelligence Department,"

is prefaced by these words : "Devoted to items furnished us by our county agents

throughout the United States. The information is of a kind that has never before been
published in any other paper, and will be found interesting not only to teachers but to

book-publishers and the general reader." This celebrated correspondence is largely

composed of extracts from the educational press of the country, frequently modified in

phraseology so that the quotations are not literal. This latter fact may account for the

statement that "this information is of a kind that has never beforebeen published.'^ The
modesty of this celebrity is noticeable. We quote from the April number: "No edu-

cational paper makes so national an appearance. But, besides the 'sweep of the nation'

made in our contributions, the intelligence department alone supplied as it is * * *

makes the Normal the National Normal, indeed. Among the important news received

from one of its "special county agents," we read that the whole number in attendance

at the Illinois State Teachers' Association, was 115 ; that the meeting was a "disastrous

failure " Other inaccuracies are prominent among Illinois news. If other States are

as truthfully set forth, this is indeed the "only educational newspaper" (of its kind) in

the land. The Schoolmaster published in February "names of members taken from

the Treasurer's books." The names of one hundred and fifteen gentlemen were pub-

lished, and this wiseacre at once announces that the whole number in attendance was
one hundred and fifteen. This beautiful school-journal solemnly proclaims the follow-

ing : "Every normal-school should make its curriculum so that a person who is familiar

with algebra, can, by one year's study, prepare himself to teach geometry, trigonometry,

surveying, analytical geometry, calculus, astronomy, botany, geology, zoology, natural

philosophy, chemistry, rhetoric, history and Latin. There are institutions which do this ;

at any rate there is one." What monstrous humbugs still live, advertise and manage
"educational newspapers !" Any man who reads the above quotation and believes it, is

a !it candidate for bedlam, and we believe that either the author does not mean what he

says, or that he is crazy. Now, because some one in Michigan thinks the author is a

fool, that Michigan man is invited to spend at the expense of the proprietor six

weeks in the institution that does so much. The Schoolmaster did not expect to say

so much,—did not intend to please the "only educational" by advertising it ; but the

truth is, that of all humbugs in this world the school humbug is the most wicked and

atrocious. It is a betrayal of the people's confidence. The National Normal is a fair

school periodical, second to the school magazines of Maine, Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut, Michigan, Wisconsin, etc., and about as good as that of Arkansas.

One of our welcome exchanges is The Teacher. It excels all in typographical

appearance. We have concluded it must be because the girls set up the type down in

Boston. We were sorry to see the word Massachusetts taken from the title of this

monthly, for everybody does not come from Boston, and "The Teacher'^ seems, at first,

just a little pretentious. But which of all the States, if not Massachusetts, has the right

to such a tide. Of the educational monthlies for April, that from Massachusetts was the

best that came into our hands.

The Pennsylvania School Journal is the largest that comes to the Schoolmaster.
Forty closely printed pages, with editorials of great value, educational intelligence and

first-rate articles are presented to its subscribers each month. The Key-Stone State

supports, through her able superintendent, J. P Wickersham, one of the best monthlies in

the country. Prof. Hewett's article on arithmetic appears in the April number.
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The Rapid Writer, (quarterly,) published by the Rapid Writer Association, Ando-
ver, Mass.—We commend this handsome little magazine to all persons specially inter-

ested in any of the systems or the practice of short-hand writing.

The Maine Journal of Education, published at Portland, by Brown Thurston, and
edited by A. P. Stone, is among the very good school journals of our country. Its

articles are selected with unusual judgment and, to our mind, are more readable and
intelligible than the mass. We have taken a sketch from the April number for this

ScHOoi.MASTFS., and believe our readers will thank us.

In the New Englander for April, the initial article is an able one, from
J. M.

Sturtevant, D. D., of Illinois College, on the "Antagonism of Religion and Culture."

We wish eveiy timid believer in Christianity, every short-sighted scientist, and every

theughtful young person could read and digest what Pres. Sturtevant says; we believe

it would d(j them all good, that is if they read in the right spirit.

Special Notice.—The prices of Venable's History of the United States, and
Thalheimer's Ancient History, {^See Wilson, Hinkle ^ Co's announcement,) are as

follows

:

Venable's United States: Retail price ^1.25; single specimen copy for ex-

amination, with a view to introduction, sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of 85 cents.

Thalheimer's Ancient: Retail price, $2.50; single specimen copy for examina-
tion, by mail, post-paid, $2.00, or by express, ^1.67.

Liberal tervis on supplies for first introduction.

The United States History, will be ready May 15th, and the Ancient History
very shortly thereafter.

We wish to acknowledge through the SCHOOLMASTER, the value and real merit of

the Manhattan Sewing Machine ; after using one in our family three months, having
no person to teach its use, we pronounce it the best machine with which we are familiar.

It is all it claims to be, and more; noiseless, easy running, perfect sewer, 'v\ short as

good a family sewing machine as any one can get.

Elements of the Natural Sciences.—As Section 50 of the new school law
of Illinois requires teachers to be qualified to teach the natural sciences,we are glad that

the Publishers have not been behind preparing suitable books on these new subjects for

our common schools. One of the most successful attempts of this kind is the Elements
of Natural Philosophy or "Hotze's First Lessons in Physics." This useful text book
has met with a wonderful success, three editions having been sold in less than four

months after its first appearance without the aid of the usual agency work. This book
is designed to carrv out such work as the new law requires, and it should be examined
by every teacher and school officer. Any teacher sending twenty- five cents to prepay
postage will receive a copy ^ra/w. Address, Hendricks, Chittenden & Co., St. Louis,
Mo. This offer is limited to thirty days from May ist., 1872.

INDEX TO ABVEBTISEMENTS.

Illinois Normal University, i.

Sheldon & Company, 2.

A. S. Barnes & Co., i

Brewer & Tileston, 2.

Campbell's History, 3.

J. Davis Wilder, 4.

Wilson, Hinkle & Co., 5.

ScHocjL-RooM Heater, 6.

Scribner, Armstrong & Co , 8.

George W. Sherwood & Co., inside cover.

Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., outside cover.
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SHALL THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS TEACH MORE THAK
THE ALPHABET?

Most of the educational men of our time have settled into a sort of com-
fortable belief that the great principle of universal education is fully estab-

lished, not alone in the institutions of the country, but also in the convic-

tions of the people. The masses of our citizens, it has been thought, are

fully awake to the importance of this fundamental idea in a free government

and sensitively impatient of any denial of it, either in word or deed. And it

has therefore come to pass that a discussion of this principle, and of the

policy needed to carry it out, has been considered unnecessary. "Why
argue," we are asked, "in behalf of that which has long ago passed the ordeal

of argument, and become a part of our permanent institutions?"

But it is never safe to rest upon our laurels in our conflicts for a great

principle. Our acquaintance with fundamental maxims must be kept up by

a constant repetition of them. The fact that they have once been agreed to,

however unanimously, does not insure them from attack at some unguarded

moment, or on some exposed side. The enemies of great truths, though

often disabled, never die. Like the warriors of Roderick Dhu, they shoot

up into a stalwart attitude, amid the most peaceful surroundings, and from

the most unexpected quarters.

The Roman Catholics have long been supposed to be hostile to our free

tichools. It has usually been considered that this hostility arises from the

fear entertained by the hierarchy of that church, that the spread of intelli-

gence would weaken their power over the people. '* Enlighten the cliildren in

the public school," it is said, " and you free them from the trammels of super-

stition." Hence, we are told, it is, that the bishops and priests are opposed to

any system of schools not under their own control.
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Hut tlu' public srhools havo, it sooiiis, other ouomios loss opon, but not

Icsi* ilottMniiiioil. than tbo C^atholios have been supposoil to bo. Thoy are

lbui\il in siuall numbers aniong Protestant—yea, comparatively Hhmxl Protes-

tant denominations. They are somewhat mild in their talk however. They

do not propose an abolition of these schools. Hut they would limit them to

mere primary grades. All instruction above the uierely elementary, say

these men, should bo given in schools under the control of some religiou.^

denomiiuition, unless indeed the parent prot'ers non-religious teaching. No

money should be raised by public tax lor maintaining any school of th*-

grade of our ordinary grammar or high schools. All funds for this purpose

are to be put into the hands of the difterent religious denominations, to be

expended at their diserotion and according to their judgment.

This theory sounds very startling, but it is not now. It represents the

actual condition of things when the great educational reform bogiin in this

country about the year 1S25. Then the free schools in Now England and

elsewhere wore quite to the taste of these gentlemen.—moagerly sustained,

and insignificant in results and in intiueneo. And the magnificent progres*;

that has been achieved since that time, has consisted chiefly in the elevation

and improvomont of these schools, in extending their curriculum of studies,

and in making more liberal appropriations for their support. And whoever

proposes to rodueo the work of the public schools to this more elementary

curriculum, proposes to sweep away, at one fell stroke, the achievement ot"

fifty years. He proposes to undo the life-work of Horace Mann, and of th;

worthies who aided atid those who succeeded him.

We object to this proposition that it is a blow :it universal education.

By its adoption, the illiteracy of the country would, in the next generation,

show a fearful increase. For let it be remembered that the miserable pit-

tance of knowledge proposed to the multitude in this scheme would not be

worth counting. By siich a plan, every child in a public school would be

looked upon as a pauper, and placed under a social ban. Tw^i classes of per-

sons would at once appear in every community—tliose who could aftbrd to

buy decent schooling from our sectarian friends, and those who could not

And for all practical purposes, so far as winning any o^L tlie high prizeii of

life would be concerned, the poor of the land would, as a whole, grow up

illiterate, and mentally and politically disabled.

In what country on the face of the earth have denominational schools

effected the education of nil the children? In England such schools have

received a support and attained an efficiency <>''^ which we in this country

have little ooiK-eption. They are found everywhere, supported in part by con-

tributions from the benevolent, and in part by appropriations of money by
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Parliam«;rjt. They are firxsterod. enwuri4fed, XaWmA aU^ut, writteii ^yut.

Traininjr BC'hook liave been eKtabHt;b<$<l and Kui/porUA i'or the. j/rafrdrdUoo «/f

tea<.-ber(» for them. And wJutt liaji fxjen the reuultV Are they able to ^ath«r

t-o^ether all the childrefj. and tr.> i*f}<;ure the land aj^ainrt the baneful efle';t« of

illiteracy? Hy oo uieaoii. 'i'hou»iaud)» of children Jiave fjiih^ *if (>eia$f

reacht-'d by them, and in the \)r<intiui htztrn of fi^elinjr Muowf the workinj; men
of that ry^untry. thoobandii m'^re decline, with n^:orit. an opjy/rtunity which

eoiicte« to them io the degrading: form of a ebsintj. Only by a nyiit^m of

public bcbfKjb;. well KUKtained by approprlation>f of mooej'. and m^Je ret^fjeeta'

hie by the <iWm<izsic*i <ji' rich and r^'xjr alike—ii^rhoolfc in whi'h ev<;ry pupil

if inspired by the thoug^ht that in virtue of hi* ej*ential humanity, and not

r>ef:a«i*e f>f the reii'fdoti^ biaii '^r the wealth of his parent*;, he Jui«s opened to

him all the glori'nj* po«sibilitiefc of an American chiz/hu^mh by »och

'^choo!fc can illitfiraxry be banished from the land And the banii^biu^ of

illiteracy from the land, the dispelling of the cloud of mental darkness that

hovers pver our civilization, if an achievement of greater wortli tlian the

doi?ing of our children with jsectariauism I
'

We iiave in our mind a v>wa in Illinois whtre. by a public tax volun-

tarily voted by those who are to pay it. an excellent public isehool i» main-

tained, with an extended fxmr»e of stady, and a thoroughly aecsomplish^

corps of teachers. 83* this mujiificent provieioo, every child in town^

whether his father l^«e a hod-carrier or a millionaire, has the opportunity of

securing an education. exeelleDt in quality and tmfieieirtJy < • give

Liic a verj' advaotajreous start in life. What a grand p'^^ - here

!

Every boy finds at his iaxhast'i door, the means of making a noble and jMeAd
-in V*' bim^if. Ever} child is put on a le%'el with ever}' other, in reepeet

r.e Ech'xjlinif needed to show the value of culture,

.Nov, suppose we adopt the ancient edueational goi<|«L nev-Taupad lior

; -e time-- I>;!t there be one j'rinMiry isehool for th* entire eoFpoadfOn.
".'* heL iL-; ' biidren reach the age at which they are prepared to tstady die

>^-^;}j]-Tn- or whatever our friends would put into dbetr faaode, let tbea be

r^yiLTni'-d and diiaribntc^ among the religious deo'jininattons. Of dbese

:iiere are. Bay. seven within the corporation, Thej" are n^yw all united is

iie *sch'»l, and yet feel that the tax is heavy. What will be d<we «i

-ion of the children ' i^halj we have t^even separae graded aelmik,

th tt£ eorps of teachers carefully seleeted from the dettomnalifli to

belongs 1' Thee one oi two thin^ anit £;4]ov: dtBer tbe teaelMn

-.ne. as the seven mini«»ters are now amadamkdy dmnt;. r^r there m»Bt

^ sevenfi^ iaetfstM: of the i^h'^A expeu£»> <if the town

'

.Stnee tbe iBaagucadan of the edaettioaal cdbno to wLi'.i. vt Lave
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referred, there has been a perceptible mitigation of the unlovely spirit of

sectarianism. There is less of hatred than formerly between one denomination

and another. The sects begin to have a little more the aspect of Christians.

This result is largely due to the fact that education has been freed from sec-

tarian control. Children from families professing diiferent faiths are schooled

together, and learn to love and respect each other. But restore that con-

trol, and you revive the ancient bitterness. Establish, in our little town,

seven different schools, under the control of the seven differing churches,

each school designed for the very purpose of enlarging the power of the

sect to which it belongs, and you surround the children with all the con-

ditions needed to nourish into life the intensest bigotry.

We therefore answer the question with which we began in the affirma-

tive, and we desire to do it with all emphasis. In this covintry the free

schools must teach very much more than the alphabet. With every addi-

tional ray of knowledge that falls upon the popular eye—with every new

idea that finds its way into the popular mind, there comes to the country an

accession of genuine power, and a new element of enduring stability. We
are in favor of increasing this light—of multiplying these ideas, to the

greatest possible extent. Let the free school then enlarge its field of opera-

tions. Let its curriculum of studies be extended, not contracted.

Richard Edwards.

THEN, WHY NOT?

I somewhere have read of a famed panacea
For the ills to which all flesh is heir

;

But by mourning friends followed I see the low bier

To the tomb its dull burden still bear

;

O, physician, alack

!

Was it, then, for a quack,
That yourself you proclaimed with such care ?

"Fortunes made in a year, business pleasant and light,

Enclose stamps,"—then the number and street,

Were the words that one morning by chance met my sight.

As I hastily glanced down the slieet.

Was there truly such need,

Then, I think as I read.

Thus to publish yourself as a cheat ?

"Language learned in twelve lessons," the impudent boast,

—

Twelve months find it scarcely begun

;

Twelve weeks for a science, twelve weeks at the most

;

Then how often it must have been done !

O, ye fortunate blest,

Of such genius possessed,

From your hot-bed of roses, bring one ! G.
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MORE EXPERIENCE.

Before reading this article, you should re-read "A bit of real Experience"

in the May number of the ScnooLMASTER. I wish to enforce, as emphati-

cally as I can, the lesson there taught. I never expect eminent success on the

part of any teacher who does not do missionary work among the people of

his district. Success is my only standard ofgjthe merits of a teacher, as a

teacher.

I believe the majority of parents in every county have good common
sense, and are willing to give the opinions of their teachers and superintend-

ent suiBcient consideration
; but, in nearly every district, Mr. Rough and Dea.

Slow have representatives who are not so easily converted as they were. I

will give you a statement of my manner of dealing with them, in respect to

one matter, from which you can judge what I would do in other matters that

many persons would consider more important. Lest I fail to tell the tale so

that each can draw the moral from it, I will tell you in advance that the moral

I would convey is this,—that the intercourse between a county superintendent

and the teachers and directors of the county, should not be like that recorded

of Eli and his sons, in 1 Samuel, II : 22-25. Kli told his sons what was

right, and allowed them to continue in the discharge of their priestly func-

tions, but he did not prevent their continuing to do wrong.

I bec-ame County Superintendent in December 18G9; the schools in the

county were nearly all in operation. Scarcely any of the pupils under ten

years of age, in the country schools, had slates. On my first visits to the

schools, I urged the importance of every pupil's having a slate. During the

next three months about one-tenth of the younger pupils were supplied.

We have but few schools during the summer months. At the examinations

and institutes held previously to October 1, 1870, I was careful tu explain to

every teacher that I expected him to labor earnestly to cause every pupil to

have a slate, and to make profitable use of it.

During the next six months, three-fourths of the pupils were supplied

with slates. In almost every school were some pupils whose parents' con-

stant exhortation to the teacher was, "Stand ye in the ways and see, and ask

for the old paths where is the good way, and walk ye therein. This is the

way the fathers trod." This road, as they understood it, ran into Webster's

Elementary Spelling-book, or rather its initial point was at A in that venera-

ble book. It was to be traveled until /inis was reached, or ihe pupil's school

days were past. None of the schools had a larye extent of good blackboard;

and, even if they had had, I do not believe that a blackboard can supply the

want of slates. The unsupplied pupils were a great drawback upon the sue-
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oo«s of the teacher. During the summer of 1871, I stated through the

papers and on every proper occasion, that no teacher should attempt to con-

tinue tn teach a child more than one week, unless that child was supplied with

a slat«. I advised every teacher to inform the directors, before he clased a

bariruiii with them, that he should act in accordance with my orders in this

matter. The belief became general in the county, that if a teacher went con-

trary to this advice, and continued week after week to give oral instruction to a

pupil who had no slate, his certificate would, under some plea, be revoked;

and also, that, if directors discharged a teacher for refusing to continue teach-

ing a pupil that had not a slate, there was little probability that they could

fill the vacancy that thoy thus made. I think both of these opinions were

correct.

Some children came without slates ; in some cases the teacher used in

vain all the means in his power to induce the parents to supply them. He

then informed those parents that unless their children wore sup])lied with

slates, he should not continue to teach them beyond a fixed time. When the

time expired, the declaration was made good ; the pupil was treated as a

visitor, and received no instruction, neither read nor recited at all. In some

cases, the directors sustained the parents, and threatened to discharge the

tK3acher if he persisted in his refusal to teach the child without a slate. The

teacher informed them that he could teach much better with the slate than

without it, that he would be glad to stay and.do the best he could for every

pupil; but that, if he must leave the school, he would rather be turned out

for doing what he thought was right, than to ha^e his certificate revoked for

doing what he knew was wrong.

The result has been, that not one teacher has been discharged; and I

believe there is not one pupil who has attended a public school in this county,

four months within a year past, that cannot put upon his slate some portion

of every lesson that he can read at all. in such a way that it can be read;

and nearly every parent rejoices that his child has been taught to use the

slate.

This ends my story. Perry count}' has a body of excellent teachers,

who have striven for improvement in everything pertaining to their profes-

sion ; but they could not have had all the children supplied with slates, if the

County Superintendent had not said by word and act. if nmst he done. Few

of these teachers now know much of the branches, a knowledge of which

is added by the new law to the requirement* of the old. But we shall have

little occasion to import teachers ; by the time that they will need certificates

under the new law, nearly all of them will be entitled to them.

Perry Gofntv. Illinois. B. (i. Boots;.
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LANG CAGE LESSONS FOR IKTERMEDfA TE OR PRIMARY
SCHOOLS.

LESSON XXI.

THE PLURAL FORM OF NOUNS—SPECIAL LAW NUMBER ONE.
:\

REVIEW LESSON XV.

Let pupils spell words in both forms, both by sounds and by letters
;

then let them state the exact difference in each case.

Pronounce a word ending in the singular, with one of the .sounds repre-

>enK'd by s. z, sh, zh, ch (as in church), or j, and let the pupils

(_1) pronounce it

;

(2) change it so that it shall denote more than one

;

(^3) spell both words by sounds
;

(4) state the dift'erence between the sounds of the two words

:

(5) discover that the difference involves an extra impulse of the voice

(syllable);

(6) discover, by giving the sounds of the words, why an additional

syllable is necessary

;

(7) determine, without reference, how to represent that difference.

In a similar manner, let pupils dispose of many words ending in sounds

as above ; after which let them

(\) give law just learned and associate it with that previously learned.

(2 )
practice by writing sentences in which these words occur in both

forms.

LESSON XXII.

PRACTICE.

l)evote at least one lesson to making and writing sentences containing

the nouns of which we learned in Lessson XXI. used in the possessive

forms, singular and plural.

LESSON XX III.

THE PLURAL FORM OF NOUNS—Sl'ECIAL LAW NUMBER TWO.

1. Pronounce to the p:jpils the words, beef, calf, elf, half, knife, life,

leaf, loaf, sheaf, shelf, self, thief, wolf and wife.

2. As each is pronounced, let the pupils spell it by letters and by sounds;

write it on their slates, and tell whether it is of the singular or plural form,

3. Let them change the pronunciation of each so that it will denote

more than one ; tell of what foKin the new word is'; spell by sounds, and

siat.e the difference between the sounds of the singular and plural form.s.
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4. Let them give, without reference, if possible, the characters that rep-

resent the sounds of each form; spell by letters the plural form, and write it

on their slates opposite the singular form.

5. Let them give law just learned, and associate it with other laws for

making plural forms.

Practice several days upon this lesson. .

At least one sentence for each form of all the above named words

should be made and written.

LESSON XXIV.

The time of at least one lesson should be given to making and writing

sentences that will familiarize the pupils with the possessive forms, singular

and plural.

LESSON XXV.

THE PLURAL FORM OF XOL'NS—SPECIAL LAW NUMBER 'PUREE.

The object of this lesson is to lead pupils to discover how to make the

plural forms of nouns ending in z, to distinguish the special from the general

law, and to practice writing. It is assumed that the pupils know what vowels

and consonants are. (The pupils to whom we are giving these lessons are

reading in the Third Reader.) If they do not, they should, of course, be

taught; and a lesson for that purpose should, by all means, be given first.

Plans have ah-eady been given that, modified slightly, will serve for this

lesson. Do not fail to review all laws for making plural forms.

LESSON XXVI.

PRACTICE.

The possessive forms (singular and plural) of nouns ending in y and w
next to be learned. This work will require the time of several recitations.

Let the pupih make the sentences containing the illustrative words; there

should be no indefiniteness concerning the ideas to be represented by the pen.

LESSON XXVIL
THE PLURAL FORM OF NOUNS—IRREGULAR.

The pupils for whom these lessons are intended will, in most instances,

spell both the singular and plural forms of the following nouns without in-

struction or further investigation: man, woman, goose, foot, tooth; mouse,

louse, ox and child.

For the purpose of training them to habits of close observation, how-

ever, it will be profitable to lead them to see that the idea of plurality is in-

dicated, in some instances, by an internal change of the singular form and in

others, by an addition to the singular form.
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They should master the possessive forms, singular and plural, before

passing to another subject.

SUGOESTIONS.

Prkparation, involving a thorough knowledge of the subject to be

taught and a plan of jiresentation, is the first and almost only sole requisite

of good class teaching.

The inexperienced teacher, then, especially should not only outline his

plans before meeting his class, but should, as often as possible carefully elab-

orate them.

The lessons that are here only outlined should be amplified by questions

and answers before they are given. After each has been given it should be

rewritten.

This kind of training every teacher can give himself, and will result in

great good to those whom attempt to instruct.

LESSONS ]N BOTANY.—IL

We spoke of the parts of a plant, in our last, and called attention to

each part. We will now give brief, but exact definitions of Root, Stem and

Leaf,

The Root is that part of the plant which grows downward, commonly

penetrating the soil, from which it imbibes nourishment.

It branches indefinitely and without order, bvf l>rars no ufhcr aj>-

pendages. Its ultimate branches are called Rootlets.

The Stem is that part of the plant which grows upward into the light

and air, bearing common leaves and flower leaves, or leaves and flowers.

Leaves are expanded appendages of the stem ; they are developed from

buds on the side of the stem, called axillary, and from buds on the top of

the stem, called terminal. They consist of loose cellular tissue, supported by

a net work of woody fiber called veins or ribs, and are covered by a thin, but

quite firm skin, called epidermis.

In our last it will be remembered that we spoke of a bud as a collection

of leaves on a short stem and that when the stem elongated, and put the leaves

farther apart, we called this developed bud a branch.

A flower bud looks very much like a common leaf bud. In fact in the

early stage of their growth it is difficult to distinguish one from the other.

But when a common leaf bud developes, the stem elongates, the leaves grow

larger, and we have a branch consisting of stem and leaves. But when the

flower bud developes, the leaves—some of them, at lea.st—grow larger, while
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the stem does not elongate, but reniains short, as it was in the bud. Another

difference is, that the forms and color of the leaves in the flower diff"er from

the leaves on the branch ;
but, as we have said, thej are nothing but leaves,

having a peculiar form, color and use. A flower, then, is a short branch, dif-

fcrii:g from the ordinary branch in the form, color, and use of the leaves it

)»ears, and in the length of the stem, bearing them.

When an ordinary branch has grown through the season, it appears

<^uite the same as it did early in the season, only it is larger and stronger.

But when the floiver branch has grown a while, it changes its appearance

very much ; some of the leaves fall oflP, some wither away, and others remain

and form what we call fruit.

The apple—that part that we eat—is made up of thickened leaves, that

form the outer part of the blossom, which the Botanist calls the Calyx.

The strawberry is the short stem of the flower branch, grown thick and

long and juicy.

The blackberry is a collection of thick, juicy leaves, rolled into little

spheres, arranged or packed close together on a thick juicy stem ; when we

eat a blackberry, we eat both stem and leaves.

The raspberry is a collection of thick, juicy, pulpy leaves, rolled into

spheres, packed on a short, thick stem. When we pluck the raspberry we

take this collection of leaves off" from the stem and eat only the leaves.

The seed is a single leaf, or a pair of leaves, packed in a quantity of

starch.

We need look to the book very little, if we will look carefully to the

plant itselj] to discover how leaves and stem combined or separate form

flowers, fruit and seed. J. A. Sewall.

''THE ENDS THOU AIM 'ST AT."

What the old grammarian could have been thinking of, who said, ''A

preposition is a bad word to end a sentence with," is not easy to make out;

for as "houses are made to live in, and not to look at." so words seem made

to work with, and not to tie to ; not to shut thought in, but to help it out.

With so much to work for, and so much tq think of, there is more than we

shall ever be through with, if we allow ourselves to be so tied up with rules

ttat we have no need of, and no use for, so far as heard from. In our good

old English tongue, whatever else we find to rejoice over, or pride ourselves

on, we have this, at least, to thank her for, that she does not fetter herself

with restrictions which she can just as well do without, or luad herself down
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with old tools that she is through with. Perhaps it is not much to be

wondered at, that such a rule should sometimes be insisted on; but if we
look the matter carefully through, we shall find it to te one which we were

better rid of. For full dress, the white kids and patent leathers may not be

dispensed with, but the Johnsonian periods, with graceful aud polished ex-

tremities, are not what either life or language is made up of. Not only can

the practice of the most popular writers be appealed to, but the practice and

theory of the best grammarians, who know what they are writing about, can

be relied on, to show that a preposition is sometimes the word to end a

sentence with.

And one thing more I wish to ask about. Do we always give the

falHng inflection at the end of a declarative sentence? I intend to visit

Chicago to day. [but may not.] I intend to visit Chicago to-day. [but

not stay.] I intend to visit Chicago to-day. [but not St. Louis.] /intend

to visit Chicago to-day. [whether ynu do or not.] I intend to visit Chicago

to-day, [though perhaps not this morning.] A Humble Seeker.

EXCORS IPSA.

Certain minds, at a certain stage of development, are subject to a species

of efilorescence which results, as Prof. Gray would tell us, in " the kind of

fruit called a pome." Other minds, not capable of producing poetry, are yet

capable of making very good criticisms upon the poetry that has been writ-

ten. The old Roman, from whom I have taken the motto of my essay, says

that he belongs to the latter class; that he fulfils the office of a whetstone,

which, though not capable of cutting, may yet render iron sharp.

Now, it is the teacher's business to prepare the young mind for cutting

through manjr of the difficulties of life. What if he should happen to be

like the whetstone, himself incapable of cutting ; or, at best, less capable than

they of cutting through certain difficulties ? The supposition is not a violent

one, if my own experience may be taken as a criterion. I suppose I may be

considered a fair scholar ; but in every school I find children whose percep-

tions appear to be sharper than mine ; children who know things that 1 long

to know, and who can do things that I wish I could do. I can't rightly

teach such children without cultivating their perceptive faculties, can I ?

And how am I to cultivate their perceptive faculties ? The noble maxim,

that the teacher shonkl commotrc just where he finds the child, becomes diffi-

cult of application when the child is so far ahead that the teacher cannot

find him at all !
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I know a trick lor shuffling this difficulty out of sight. It is called

Analvnis, and is maae prominent in some primary books. We may set a

pair of cavalry boots before the child, and say, " Here, my dear, put your

feet into these. They are provided by the government, and recommended

by the most eminent military men." The child tries, or, more commonly,

just pretends to try, year after year, to accomplish the task. When he gets

big enough to put the boots on, as some five or ten per cent, of pupils do be-

fore they leave school, we may say with pride, " It was our system of educa-

tion that did that !" And when he shows sense enough to kick the boots

off. and to go about the business of life in a rational way—to drop the meta-

phor—when he throws away his analysis, as a business man must, and solves

problems as business men must solve them, we may say, " Behold the glori-

ous results of our common school system I"

The popular style of analysis is well calculated to veil the ignorance of

the teacher ; and it may have other advantages, though I have never ob-

served them. But the question returns upon us, What is the proper relation

of the teacher to the dawning faculties of the child ? Shall I say to my
pupils: "You are knives, I am a whetstone. When you are men and women,

you must be like me, dull, incapable of cutting, and fit only to wear others

away," shall I say this ? Or shall I say "Anything that you can cut, I can

cut better and faster; if you think I can't, try me and see;" would the

latter be the better utterance ? I will not attempt to decide. But I will

confidently affirm that the average teacher who tries to be^t every child at

the child's own game—reprehensible and unprofitable work being excluded

—

will find enough to do to keep him busy every day, and all day long.

MuRPHYSBORO, III., May 15th, 1872.

TELL US HOW,

Dear Schoolmaster:—That little question, "tell us how," seems to

be attracting some attention. Your April and May numbers each contain

answers to the article printed in the February number. Let the ball roll on.

If our schools are not "doing all they can do to make their pupils intelligent

nien and women, and to fit them for their actual work in life," let us find

where the fault lies, and see that it is corrected. \^'e cannot afford to see

the schools fail in doing their legitimate work. Give us the best arranged

courses of study, and the best methods of teaching them. If some one will

ehow us how the boys and girls in Decatur can be given as good a knowledge

of arithmetic in six mouths, or two years, as they now obtain in six or seven
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years, we arc ready and willing- to hear and practice the system. We are not

satisfied with our results in the past. Our pupils make wonderful blunders

after all our labor and toil. In this connection, Mr. Editor, w^e would like

to ask another question—not for the purpose of calling attention away from

the other topic, for, to confess the truth, we are not satisfied with either of

the answers given, but because it seems necessary to an intelligent discussion

of the subject. Hoid mnch aritlimetic ought a hoy of twelve or fourteen

years, of age to know in order to ft him for a sticcessfnl businei^s life? A
writer in the Nation, a few weeks since, took the position that there was an

immense amount of nonsense in all American arithmetics. He contends

that we spend altogether too much time in discussing the theory of numbers,

instead of trying to make first-class accountants. This, in his opinion,

should be the whole work of the schools. Probably but ^QVf teachers would

agree to this statement, and yet it is probable that our pupils would be bene-

fited by more of this kind of drill. In answering the above question, we

would say that a boy should have a thorough practical knowledge of the fun-

damental rules. Should be able to add, subtract, multiply and divide

rapidly and accurately. Fractious, including all the usual operations in

percentage, should be well understood. The tables in compound numbers

ought to be carefully memorized. Then he should understand something

of mensuration. He ought to be able to compute the size of a cistern, for

instance, that would hold one hundred bbls. This would require a practical

knowledge of the extraction of square root. Is this enough ? Is it too

much arithmetic ? Will not some of your correspondents favor us with

answers? We want -'more light." E. A. Gtastman.

Decatur, III. May 2. 1872..

The "dialect poetry," such as has made Bret Harte, John Hay and
others so well known, has received considerable attention and comment; it

fcas been made the theme of solemn and labored articles, and of numberless

squibs. Among all the articles that we have seen relating to this subject,

we think we have seen nothing better than the following " Recipe fur a

Poem in Dialect," given by a writer in the New York Evening Post:

"Take, for your hero, some thoroughbred scamp,
Miner, or pilot, or jockey, or tramp

—

Gambler (of course) drankard, bully, and cheat,

Facile princeps in ways of deceit;

So fond of ladies he's given to bigamy
(Better, perhaps, if you make it polygamy;)
Pepper his talk with tlie vacant slang

Culled from the haunts of his pestilent gang;
Season with blasphemy, lard him with curses,

Serve him up hot in your dialect verses."
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THE '' ADVANCE" AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

We alluded in the Editorial column of the May Schoolmaster, to

the position recently taken by the Advance^ the organ of the Congregation-

alist churches, in respect to our public schools. The position was defined

in the leading Editorials of two consecutive numbers, issued in April. Be-

low, we give copious extracts from these articles :

"What we want is, such a way out of the perplexity as, if possible, shall run across

no man's conscientious convictions. Can that be found ? * * * Religion

must be mixed with any genuine education, and to exclude it is to render the process

imperfect and dangerous, as in such case the exclusion of right ideas will necessarily be
attended by the entrance of error. * * * j,.,j gu^ (i^jj religious educa-
tion cannot be given in the State common schools ; and the parents object to being
taxed for secular public schools, which they cannot conscientiously use, while they are

at the expense of maintainmg religious day schools. * * * (b) After bestow-
ing patient thought upon the problem, and being convinced that neither of the view-
mentioned above will be or ought to be surrendered, we venture to suggest for discus-

sion what appears to us to be the nearest approach to a solution. Our suggestion,

tentatively offered, is, to maintain common schools supported by universal taxation; to

exclude from them those religious exercises to which objection is raised ; to limit the
instruction to the merely rudimental branches that may properly occupy the attention of

small children from five to ten years of age ; and to leave the higher branches (now
taught in the upper grades of grammar schools, in high schools, and in State universi-

ties) to academies and colleges which shall be supported entirely by private patronage
and by religious denominations. * * * The plan recognizes the right and
duty of parents and the church, to cany on, at their own expense, the remainder of

education, under a system which may introduce the distinctive religious element as

completely as shall be desired. * * * Since the modern State can teacl\

and use no religion sufficiently minute and distinctive to suit Christian parents, it should
be allowed the charge of education only for a brief space of time, to teach the rudimen-
tal branches universally needful. * * ^ 1,,^ ^s ^^e address Christian
men, we shall reason, without apology or concealment, on Christian principles, in sug-
gesting such changes as shall secure a religious control over the principal part of educa-
tion. This is emphatically the true ''American'" system, the system inaugurated by our
Pilgrim fathers in the beginning of American history, and imitated in nearly all, the
States. * * * What is now the condition of things? The once flourish-

ing academies are dead or dying (with a few happy exceptions) even in New England.
In their place have come religionless high schools, as part of the system supported a'

public expense. ***(«?) Belonging to the .State, they must be pre-
served from religious partialities and sectarian use. Hence, religion must be excluded.
or be only nominally recognized. * * *

(^.^ J)q ^ot the signs of the
times point to the necessity of reconsidering our whole system of education in its rela-

tion to religion ? Can we allow a divorce between the two, without equal damage tc

both? And can we prevent such a divorce, except by a restriction of the neces.sat/
State instruction, on a secular basis, to as few branches of study, and to as few years of
a child's life, as possible? These are grave questions, and their proper answer may
requu'e a revolution of the present school and university system, at the united demand
of all denominations of Christians. Their enlightened conscience requires that educa-
tion shall not practically be surrendered to secular control, and they deny the right of
the State to make its system of instruction so extensive as to cover the whole of educa-
tion, and to support it at the expense of those who feel religiously bound to provide an'I
use another system. Let those who want a purely secular system, above the rudimen-
tal branches, pay for it out of their own funds; and let those who demand a religious
education do the same."
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We are sorry that space will not allow us to give the whole of these re-

markable papers, for we should be glad to lay before our readers, all that

this new knight of the " tender conscience " has to say upon this subject.

But we believe the above extracts represent him with perfect fairness, and

that they show with sufl&eient clearness, what he proposes, and his avowed

reasons for the same. Such ideas are not new ; utterances like the above

can be found by the folio in the papers of the Romish church ; and they

have been put forth before by other Protestant sectarians. We had occasion

to refer to the same thing, coming from another quarter, in the Schoolmas-

ter for last July.

There are two very important things that all these people cannot see,

—

they cannot see any religion in anything that does not bear the stamp of

their own sect ; and they cannot see that they owe anything in this matter

of education, to anybody but those of their own households. We propose

now, to examine these articles a little more minutely, to see if we can find

out.what may be their real scope and meaning; to aid us in this matter, we
have placed letters opposite those statements on which we wish to speak

more particularly. If the extract marked («) has any foundation whatever,

it may be stated as follows: Parents have a right to ohject to the imying of
taxes for the supjyort of any schools to lohich they cannot conscientioudy send

their children. Suppose we grant this, in the case of our Congregational-

ist editor, who believes in " secular schools for children from five to ten

years of age", what is the result? Here comes our Roman Catholic friend

who objects to every kind of public school, and for precisely the same reason.

By so doing, he occupies ground far more logical than our editor ; and the

principle once granted, the total overthrow of all public schools is inevita-

ble. Again, if conscientious scruples may relieve one from taxation for

public schools, why may not other reasons also ? Suppose a parent simply

prefers a private school for his children, is it not his right? and may not he

ask to be excused from the support of public schools with equally good

reasons ? or, if the citizen has no children, why may he not plead as good

ground of excuse ? These arguments have been used by aristocrats and

childless men, time and again ; and we see not why they are not as sound

as the argument of our editor. The fallacy, in all these cases, is in the as-

sumption, that no man is responsible for the education of any children but

his own.

We think it does not take long, therefore, to see clearly that his "sug-

gestion, tentatively offered "
(Jj)

would certainly destroy all kinds of pub-

lic schools of every grade. But, suppose it were not so.— suppose it were

I

possible to have a system of public schools, such as he would like, what
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then ? What is to become of those children whose parents are poor or indif-

ferent? are they to have no grammar-school or high-school education?

And ao'ain, those parents who are not " religious " after his fashion, might

object to giving their children a higher education in his private schools, that

should " introduce the distinctive religious element as completely as shall be

desired, " with quite as much conscience as he has in respect to the " religion-

less hi<>h- school " But where else can they go? Again, suppose those pa-

rents who hold his views, should be relieved from the support of public

schools, and should send their boys and girls, for a higher education, to such

schools as are " sound in the faith." They cannot, of course, find such

schools in all cases, at their own doors, as the pu/blic grammar-school and

high-school are found in all our towns and villages. How, then, will the in-

creased expense of distant boarding schools rest upon persons whose con-

sciences are tender, and whose means at the same time are slender ? Besides,

will it be no offset to the advantages supposed, that their children, at the

tender age of ten years, must go away from home, and out of their parental

watch-care, to get an education ? Will this open any door for contami-

nating influences ?

We believe we have as much genuine respect for our "Pilgrim fathers"

((•) as this editor; but we do not look upon the early Puritans of New England

zs perfect men ; and the very head and front of their deficiency was their lack

of liberality. But this is the particular point that he holds up for our

admiration. He reminds us in this, of a green youth who attempts to

become like some great man by copying the only imperfection he has—

a

stammer in his speech or a limp in his gait. He looks back longingly to the

state of affairs under those old Puritans; perhaps he sighs for the position

of "Stated Minister" over one of those old parishes, with the power to take

the only cow of the poor dissenter to pay the tithes of the minister.

At least, he shows very clearly what his idea of "religion" is when he

says, (f/) "They must be preserved from religious partialities and sectarian

use. Htnve^ religion must be excluded, or be only nominally recognized."

Of course, we do not hold the large and very respectable denomination to

which he belongs responsible for his narrow views and illiberal utterances;

but we barely suggest, without making any charge for our trouble, and per-

fectly aware that it is none of our business, that the time may not be far off

"when that denomination will conclude that it is best to have another man at

rhe "crank of their Orgun.'"

As to his suggested "necessity of reconsidering our whole system of

education in its relation to religion," (e) we do not fear it. The daugera

that threaten our public schools in such a way as to justify any alarm among
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their friends are not of this kind. They lie in the schools themselves, and

the quality of the work that they do. Extravagant outlay for school build-

ings, and imperfect work done within them, may well cause us to be

thoughtful and on our guard. But we need fear but little from ecclesiastical

attac!:s, whatever the camp from which they come. We would remind these

gentlemen, of Bunyan's "Giant Pope" impotently biting his finger-nails at

the pilgrims; and we desire to add our opinion that "Giant Pope" does not

always wear the tiara. We are convinced that this American people fully

and heartily believe in the necessity and utility of public free schools

—

schools for all the people, rich and poor, religious and irreligious alike

—

schools in which the lowliest boy and girl may thoroughly fit themselves far

an^ position in this free land. And they are not going to yield these

schools out of regard to Jesuitical whine or priestly threat. They mean, in

them, to lay a broad foundation for good citizenship, pure morality and true

religion.

Still, owing to the prevalence of more liberal principles than our oppo-

nents advocate, if any man's conscience forbids his sending his child to the

public school, or if his aristocratic proclivities urge him to the same course,

or if, for any other cause, he chooses to educate him elsewhere, he may do

60. To any such, the people will say, '-Go on; build your denominational

college or academy, your seminary or your church school, your monastery or

your nunnery, and support and patronize them, if you like; but the public

schools will be kept up in their full efficiency, and we propose every year to

put our hands into your pockets and make you assist to pay for them; and

now, what are you going to do about it?"

A NATIONAL UNIVERSITY.

It may seem that a discussion in our columns of the question of a

national university is a little anticipatory
;
yet we imagine that the time is

not far distant when the subject will be presented to the people iu a more

tangible form, destined to provoke a thorough canvassing of the matter.

There are indications that the friends of the project will soon bring a bill

before congress, for the purpose of establishing such an institution. It

certainly concerns the existing colleges, whether a national university would

be compatible with their interests or not. The questions which most naturally

present themselves to us, are these :
" Are there not enough colleges now, and

is there a demand for a national university ?" We have enough of the

smaller colleges such as they are, and of late they have been multiplying
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greatly, especially in the West. Statistics show there are now 319 Protestant

coDe'nate institutions in the United States, and these without doubt, possess

facilities for accommodating twice their present numbers. Would it not then

be the height of folly, in the face of such facts, for the government to estab-

lish a university, similar in character to our present institutions ? Not that

the project would fail—for with the substantial aid of the government, how

could it but succeed—but the government would enter upon a competition

which would only tend to crush all like institutions, by no means an honorable

attitude for a great nation. Our existing colleges and universities do what

they are called to do, well. However, there is a demand for a higher educa-

tion than can be obtained here. A large class of persons, after graduating

from our American colleges, resort to the English or German universities to

perfect themselves in any particular brajich. An excellence and finish ia

sought, which they cannot obtain here. We virtually turn them away from

us, bidding them seek farther improvement elsewhere. We justlj boast of

our common school system, and have reason to be proud of the general in-

telligence of the people, and yet it remains to take one step more, and offer

as good, if not better, facilities for an elaborate education than even England

or Germany gives. Many of our great scientific men stand in the front rank^

and we should be loath to acknowledge ourselves to inferior in talent. It then

will be a praiseworthy act for the government to establish a national university,

which at first will need its generous support to insure its success. Its growth

may be slow, but on that account none the less hardy and vigorous, while the

power and influence of such an institution can hardly be appreciated.— Vidette.

MB£W@M^B WmF^^tWMMMTm

In these days, when so much is said in favor of "practical" things

—

meaning by that only those things which produce immediate bread and
butter—it is well to reflect occasionally on statements like the following,

from the Nation; they contain truths that must not be forgotten.

Mr. Garfield or our correspondent might to-day have been a hind in a leathet

jerkin, with his owner's collar round his neck, if a thousand years ago certain non-pro-
ducers, in cells and other idling places, had not been trifling with astronomy, the mag-
net, explosive powders, and other rubbish, instead of eating their honest blood-puddings,
like sensible men, and herding pigs or owning them. Our correspondent must restrain

wicked feelings towards the savans, and recollect that he can send a message to London
and get a reply in ten minutes instead of twenty days, because some time since a few
idle people, who should have been making indexes and so on, employed themselves in

finding out how many different things would attract bits of paper, lint and the like. In
a sense, we "hitch our wagon to a star" fully as often as the transcendentalist could
desire.
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We take the following extract from the editorial columns of one of the

leading denominational newspapers of the day. How does it look in con-

trast with the Jesuitical utterances of the Chicago Advance, to which we
have been calling the attention of our readers? Which of these two papers
most truly represents the position of the liberal, intelligent, patriotic, mag-
nanimous, Christian men of all denominations? Which editor has his face

towards the bright future, and which is Advancing, with his scowling coun-
tenance directed towards the "dark ages?"

The Question of the Age.—A republic is possible and desirable only as the
sovereign people are intelligent and virtuous. This is almost trite, it is so true. Ignor-
ance is the handmaid of vice, and both are the ready servants of demagogues. Put the

following facts together : (
i ) that, as shown by the commissioner of education, four-fifths

of the criminals of New England have had no available education, and ninety five per
cent, of our juvenile offenders are from ignorant, idle and vicious homes, (2) that one
quarter of the entire population of the United States, over ten years of age, can neither

read nor write ! They mean trouble ahead. And yet not wholly ahead, for we have
already seen the mightiest city on our continent ruled, year after year, by its ignorant
population, for the sole purpose of plunder. But we rejoice to know that the great

American "heart is fixed" in this matter. No machination of foreign priests, and no
unwillingness on the part of foreign or native parents, can long avail against its purpose
to fit its new generations to become safe and virtuous citizens.

In England the people are demanding universal education; but they equally de-

mand th.U this education shall not be in the interests of a single sect; and, so much of
the old Puritan spirit is up, they are ready to hazard, by their demand, the existence of

the liberal government which they had themselves created Eveiy Catholic country in

Europe is divided into two great camps, the one contending for educational reforms, the

other exerting itself to keep the people just where they have always been kept where
Popery has had absolute sway.

In Germany, partly Protestant and partly Catholic, and the latter backed up in

their notions of sectarian education by many of the church and State Protestants, the

old ecclesiastical control of the public schools has been wholly abolished, Bismarck
having at length triumphed over the papal party in the government. We shall hav'e,

by-and-by, throughout Christendom, a free school and a free church in a free State.

We don't expect that this will be the millennium, but we do expect that universal

education alone will reduce the vice and misery of the world one-half at lea.st Only
let the church keep up with the school, and there is no telling how near another century

may bring us to what shall be a very blessed earnest of the glory of the latter day.

— Watchman and Reflector.

L

There seems to be the beginning of a serious uprising among the com-

mon farm-laborers of England, and the testimony adduced shows that there

is ample cause for it. Think of the sum-total of a laboring man's wages for

an entire year as scarcely $200, a diet in which meat is unknown except at

rare intervals, a prospect of nothing better even in the best of circumstances,

while, if sickness or disaster comes, the poor-house is the certain goal for

himself and family! Many of these poor people will seek an escape from

their present deplorable condition by emigration to America and to the

Colonies; and just now many special efforts are made to induce and aid the

emigration of this class. But it can hardly fail that the present excitement

will go on until this class shall wring from their masters, however unwil-

lingly, a better state ot things than exists at present. The social problems

43i' England may well make her far seeing men, like Mr. Thomas Hughes, for

instance, regard her future with doubt and foreboding.
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In the New Englander for April, Pres. Chapin has a long article on

Beloit College, from which the following is an extract

:

During these twenty five years, public school systems of a high order have beea
established in each of the two States. These are doing much to promote general intelli-

gence. The friends of the college have been foremost in helping on this movement,
and none rejoice more heartily than they in the results. Yet it must be confessed that

not much aid comes from this quarter to further the direct object of the college. So
much are the teachers of all grades, even those in the high schools, under the general-

influences first referred to, that in very many cases a boy's thought and desire for a
collegiate education would be repressed rather than encouraged. Through the thought-

ful and timely suggestions of teachers, hundreds of bright, active minds might be
induced to seek that liberal culture which would expand and enrich their own souls

and send into society trained leaders, whose influence would leaven the mass with ele-

vating and refining elements.

This extract suggests to us some thoughts on these points, which we
should be glad to elaborate more fully than present space will permit. It

seems there are gentlemen connected even with the denominational colleges

who can "rejoice in the results" of the u-icked high schools; the editor of

the Adva7ice must see that his paper is circulated among those benighted

brethren. It is true that our high school teachers do not always do all they

might to awaken a desire for higher education among their better pupils

;

the high school, however good, can hardly furnish all that is included in a

truly liberal culture. If oar colleges would draw to themselves earnest

seekers after a higher culture,—and we sincerely wish they may,—they

must do two things—they must insist that their pupils come well prepared

in the common branches, and they must cease to do the work of grammar
schools, and devote their strength to the impartin/ fa culture that is truly

higher.

The following extract from the Nation contains food for thought on.'

the part of those who seem to believe that the only thing necessary to trans-

form all our workmen into students and philosophers, is more leisure.

The adoption of the eight-hour rule by the Government in its arsenals and work-
shops has made it almost impossible for private employers to resist a similar demand,,
and the strike of carpenters, painters, and others in the city, which occurs regularly

every year, has this year met with prompter and more complete success than ever before.

It is interesting, therefore, to read the report of the Commandant of the Springfield

Armory and of the Rock Island Arsenal, upon the working of the Eight-Hour Law,,
which the Secretary of War has just transmitted to Congress. The Rock Island report

says it has proved in practice that it was a mistake to suppose, as was maintained, that

the men would do as much work in eight hours as in ten. They have not done so.

Moreover, they have not turned their leisure time to good account, in "reading and
study," as was expected. The carpenters and mechanics have done so to some extent,

but the masons and stone-cutters have hardly done so at all ; and to the laborers the
increased leisure has been a positive injury, as they spend it in carousing and other mis-
chief. The Springfield Commandant reports a "saving" in gas and coal, through the

law, of about $2,000 a year, but can say little about the comparative amount of work
done under the two systems, owing to the frequent changes in its character, as many as

sixteen different kinds of breech-loaders having been put into the men's hands since

the change. In short, it seems, as might have been expected, that the advantage of

leisure to a man depends on the extent to which education has prepared him for its

use. It is safe to say, that to nine out of ten ignorant laljorers two hours' diminution
in their day's labor would prove an unmitigated curse, and bring them nothing but more
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drink and gambling and fighting. The natural man does not, as our sentimental
friends would have us believe, lang for Plato, or even foi Dickens, as soon as he lays
down the spade or axe. You have to get him ready by an artificial process, even for

harmless repose.

It is a custom among a class of journalists to decry, belittle and sneer
at the pedagogue. Teachers will do well to inquire the irhij ? of these at-

tacks, and see if the fault is not within the profession itself Schoolmaf ters

ought to be very much like other men in appearance, conversation and de-

corum. The following extract describes what, we suppose, is in the mind's
eye of writers mentioned :

"The schoolmaster should be one who can enjoy a chat with a man who always
talks of women as females, and of a man as an individual ; with whom things are
never like, but similar; who never begins a thing, but always commences it; who does
not choose, but elects ; who does not help, but facilitates ; who does not supply but
caters; nor buy, but always purchases; who calls a beggar a mendicant ; with whom a
servant is always a domestic, where he is not a menial ; who does not say anything, but
states it; and does not end, but terminates it; who calls a house a residence, at which
he does not live, but resides ; with whi.m a place is a locality, and things do not hajv
pen, but transpire."

Will our critical friends look about them, and see if among the list of

their pedagogical acquaintances, many can not be found—yes a large ma-
jority—who do not at all answer to the above; who are not pedantic, egotis-

tic, overbearing or despotic. The fact is, we know of one editor of a daily

paper in Illinois, who carries pedantr}' enough with him to furnish a regi-

ment of schoolmasters.

The change in the school law of Illinois compels, on the part of county
superintendents, additional requirementg before a teacher's certificate can be
granted. It therefore behooves all who expect to teach in Illinois to prepare

themselves for the new departments of examination. Any diligent reader of

the Schoolmaster during the present year has already acquired sufficient

information from the articles on Zoology to secure a certificate to teach, so

far as the law relates to Natural History. The same is true in Botany. We
have been told, within three weeks, by an eminent botanist, that any person

who knew all that was stated in the Schoolmaster'.s two recent articles on
Botany, by Dr. J. A. Sewall, was entitled to a certificate to teach the district

school. We shall take measures to keep our subscribers well informed, so

that none can fail to be well up in these new requirements. It is the aim
of this journal to be useful, readable and successful.

Q UERIES.

A correspondent asks where our Antipodes are found. They are found in longi-

tude 1 80° from us, and as far south of the equator as we are north of it. This would
place them in the southern part of the Indian ocean.

Another asks a solution of the following problem : When A was born, C was 5^
times as old as B ; now, C is as old as A and B both ; furthermore, if B were 4 years

older, A would be 4/ as old as B. What is the age of each? Who of our corres-

pondents will send us a brief, clear, arithmetical solution ?

We are glad to receive these queries; we stand ready to help our friends who are

laboring in country schools, to the extent of our ability; we conceive this to be an
important part of the Schoolmaster's mission.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR APRIL, 1872

St. Louis
-Cincinnati,
Chicago, 111

Indianapolis. Ind
Evansville, lud
Bloomington, III

Dubuque, Iowa
Terre Haute, Ind
Peoria, 111

Aurora, 'III

Danville, 111.

Decatur, 111

West and South
Rockford, 111

,

Alton, 111

Cedar Rapiis, Iowa,
Lincoln, 111.

Mo line. 111

Pekin, 111.,

Ottumwa, Iowa
Marsualltown, Iowa..
LaSalle, 111

Princeton. Ill

<Seneseo. Ill

Dixon, III

Macomb, 111

Clinton. Ill

Polo, 111

Shelbyville, 111

Marengo, Iowa
tlrbana, III.

Sterling, III

Normal, III

Mattoon, 111

Mendota, 111

Sigournev, Iowa-
Henry, III

Sndianola, Iowa,
Lexington, 111

Belvidere, 111.,

Toledo, Iowa
Sheffield, 111.

Shawneetown, III

Vates City, 111

North Dixon, III

Rantoul, III

Lyndon, III

Maroa, III....

Creston, 111.

Atlanta,
De .\alb, ill..

Superintendents.

W. T. Harris.
John Hancock.
J. L. Pickard.
A. C. Shortridge.
Alex. M. Gow.
S M. Etter.
'I'hos. Hardie, Sec'y.
Wm. H. Wiley.
J. E Dow.

4531 W. B. Powell.
277 j J. G. Shedd.

E. A. Ga.^tman.
p.-; f J. H. Blodgett.

^'''i 10. F. Barbour.
3851 E. A. Haight.
242 1 J. E. Harlan.
328 [Israel Wilkinson.
197iW.H. Rut'sell.

Geo. Colvin.
1.55|L. M. Hastings.
299,Chas. Robinson.
167 W. D. Hall.
.3(4 G. V. Snow.
202 S. W. Mallbie.
120, E. C. Smith.
357, M. Andrews.
171 S. M. Heslet.
lloLj. H. Freeman:
145JJephthah Hobbs.

C. P. Rogers.
J. W. Hrtys.
H. P. French.
Aaron Gove.
.1 H. Thompson.
.7. R. McGregor.
A. Updegratf.
.1. S. McClung.
W. J. Shoup.
Daniel J. Poor.
H. J. Sherrill.

89 1 A. II. Sterrett.
48|.T. A. Mercer.
21iJas. M. Carter.
57

1 A G. Bloomer.
Jno. V. Thomas.
W H Richardson

29 O. M. Orctry.

53, Ed. Philbrook.
61 IP. R. Walker.

13liR. H. Fro.st.

50, E. S. Dunbar.

Chic.\CK).—The summer term of uur schools opened very pleasantly. The num-

"ber of applicants for seats was unusually large. A very considerable portion of the

new-comers are from the counti7 towns of this and neighboring States, with not a few

from the Eastern and Middle States. They are the children of laborers and mechanics

«vho have rallied around us for the rebuilding of Chicago. But it cannot be denied
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that the great body of our recruits is composed of those well-starved little ones who are

•'just six years old" on the morning of the first day of the first week of the first month
in the summer term. How the parental sibyls and astrologers manage the horoscope

of nativity so as to bring together so many children of the same age, it would puzzle the

astronomer of the Chicago Tribune to determine ; but certain it is that on the second
Monday in May, 1872, the principals of schools in Chicago voted unanimously "that

six years ago was a very good year for children." It puzzles our school-masters to

dispose of the charming little candidates; but, being patriotic men, they rejoice in the

development of the country which the army of six-year-olds promises.

But, to a philanthropist, it is sad to notice the great number of pupils that leave the

higher grades at this time, to engage in some toilsome employment for nominal pay.

They are urged to this step by their own impatience to be independent, and, too often,

by the avarice of parents who, for the sake of trifling sums of money, voluntarily con-

sign their children to a lower mental, moral aud social condition in life. In view of

the myriads of children thus given up to the Moloch of ignorance, vice and vulgarity,

methinks it would be well to unite the prayers of the faithful in one grand petition,

beseeching Providence to be more circumspect in selecting those to whom children are

given.

One word more about the new scholars. Nothing raises the graded system in

one's estimation so much as observing the results of ungraded schools. A child from

a school not graded will read well in the fourth reader and answer questions in mental
arithmetic quite readily, and yet be unable to write. Another from a similar school

will read and write well, but be totally ignorant of numbers, failing to answer such
questions as 7 and 4? or 3 times 5 ? A youth who had been "through the book,"
could not solve a problem beyond short division. He knew the several principles

"real well" when he went over them, but they were like last year's clouds to him now.
He never had had any examples except those in his text-book, and them he had been
allowed to perform with the rule before his eyes.

At the meeting of the Board of Education, May 7, the Analytical Intermediate

Reader was adopted for use in the fifth and fourth grades. It is thought that it will

exactly fit and be thorougly available. The study of botany was commenced in the

fifth grade at the beginning of this term. It will be pursued in connection with Miss
Youmans' Botany, a very ingenious and useful little book.

On May 10, Sup't Pickard called the teachers of the ninth grade together, and
gave them several illustrative exercises, showing them how to secure promptness and
attention on the part of their pupils, and economize their own voice and strength. Mr.
Pickard is right in maintaining that teachers frequently talk toe much; and he is inex-

haustible in expedients whereby the teacher, pointer in hand, can indicate various com-
binations of numbers, from columns of figures, with proper signs, previously arranged

on the black-board. On May 17, his instructions to the second-grade teachers were
not less interesting and instructive.

At the meeting of the Principals' Association, on May 18, the question for discus-

sion was, "Is it best to mark the daily recitations of pupils?" the discussion of which
was continued from the meeting of the association in April.

The points made so far are substantially as follows :

In favor of marking— i. That it is an incentive needed by the mind of the child
;

2. That, being immediate, it is a more grateful and appreciable reward than the remote,

future results of good scholarship and habits of diligence
; 3. That it cultivates the de-

sire to gain honorable distiction among our fellow men; 4. That it rewards a species

of talent which is not always recognized in the results of written examinations—viz.,

the ability to prepare for a particular occasion; 5. That the average of daily marks is

a fair index of scholarship.

Against marking— i. That it is an artificial, unworthy, and hence, improper incen-

tive to study ; 2. That requiring the teacher to express numerically the value of each
recitation hampers him and interferes with a full development of the subject under con-

sideration
; 3. That, in as much as pupils, high in daily recitation, are often low in re-

view examinations, therefore, the daily marks are not an index of sound, available

scholarship; 4 That the mechanical task of recording numerous marks is cramping
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and burdensome to the teacher; 5. That, to be just in marking, the teacher can call

for only what the text-book contains; and that broad, liberal culture is thereby made
impossible.

Respecting the case as stated above we merely say : "You furnish a cash equiva-

lent and make an optional selection !"

In the spring examination, the Superintendent devised an ingenious scale to indi-

cate the results. In the first grade, 50 denoted perfect accuracy ; 20, perfection in

penmanship; 15, perfect in spelling; and 15, perfection in general appearance of

papers ; making lOO when combined.

In the third grade, 6673 indicated perfect answers; 20 perfect Pennmanship and 13^
perfect appearance. The relative values were thereby admirably represented.

The results of the examination showed remarkable uniformity in the standing of

the several schools ; the figures varying on account of length of time in the grade, and

such accidents, rather than through a difference in the quality of the instruction given.

The lately-adopted Revised Course of Instruction will soon be out.

Temporary quarters for the children of the Kinzie district were secured in the

Mission Chapel of Mr. D. L. Moody, and a school of 1,000 pupils was opened there

on the first day of the term. The school is in charge of Mr. James Hannan, late of

the editorial staff of the Evening Pout. Upon laying down the editorial quill and re-

suming the teacher's baton, Mr. Hannan is said to have given utterance to his feelings

in the following jubilant strain :

"To pedagogic rule restored,

I reign in lirother Moody's Church !

'The pen is mightier than the sword ;'

But both are beaten by the birch."

Cook County.—The annual convention of the Cook County Teachers' Institute met
at Oak Park, on Wednesday forenoon, the ist instant, at 10 o'clock, and continued in

session three days, Albert G. Lane, county superintendent of schools, in chair. There
were 150 members present. The programme was admirably arranged, and a deep
interest manifested on the part of the teachers, who had gathered from near and far to

discuss and compare the best methods of instruction now in use. Time and space

forbid a special mention of all the exercises, though of a most interesting character.

The different modes of imparting knowledge were carefully presented by some of

the leading teachers of the county, among whom were W. S. Lasher, W. Wilkie, Miss
Hale and others. Miss Hale read an ably written paper on oral grammar, a subject

with which she has evidently formed an intimate acquaintance. This was followed by
remarks from Mr. Wilkie on the advantages of graded grammar, the classification of

which was illustrated by diagrams on black-board. Grading of arithmetic and geo-

graphy was strongly urged Ijy Charles Raymend, B. L. Dodge and others. The
lectures before the institute have been highly entertaining.

The lecture of Mr. Mahony, principal of Wells School, Chicago, on "Secular In-

quiry," was a masterly effort, evincing profound thought, deep research in mythology,
history and the arts. His analysis of secular innovation or inquiry was close and con-

cise. It was rendered witk consummate skill, and sandwiched with humorous illustra-

tions.

In closing the exercises, Mr. Lane read a few extracts from the new school law,

antl gave the results of examinations of graded schools.

The institute adjourned at 10 o'clock last night, after spending the evening in a

social way with the friends in Oak Park, who have manifested much pleasure in having
so large a gathering of the educators of the county in their thriving town, and who
have most generously thrown open their doors to all who chose to enter.

The county superintendent is making an effort to have a graded system in his

county, especially in the village schools. Examinations have already been held; the

questions were prepared by the superintendent, and results returned to him. Women
who have been successful in teaching, readily command fifty and sixty dollars per

month, while the average price paid women throughout the county is $45.
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State Teachers' Institute.—A law passed at the last session of the Illinois Legis-

lature, and which takes effect July i, 1872, requires, that thereafter, "teachers

shall be examined in the elements of Natural Science, Physiology and Laws of Health,

in addition to the branches heretofore required by law." In view of this fact, and
prompted to such action by Superintendent Batenian, the Faculty of the Normal Uni-

versity, late in April, passed the following Resolutions :

" Resolved, that in accordance with the suggestion of Superintendent Bateman, we
will make arrangements to hold a session of three weeks, in August, next, for the

special purpose of giving instruction in subjects of Natural Science, to fit school teachers

and ofiicers to meet the demands of the new law; a fee of three dollars shall be charged,

to defray the expenses of the same.

^^ Resolved, that we invite the Executive Committee of the State Teachers' Institute,

to unite, in a common programme the work of the institute with the work we now
propose."

Every member of this committee having at this date approved the union proposed,

the institute will meet, as before announced, on Tuesday, August 13, the session to

continue, however, three weeks instead of two. The special work in Natural Science

and Physiology will be added to such work as is usually done at our institutes. Two
or three hours will be devoted, in the High School section, to illustrations in teaching

the classics ; and Mental Philosophy and Penmanship will receive attention.

The increased correspondence made necessary by this blending of the two projects

has made it impossible to publish the programme as promised. A full programme will

appear in the July number. Thomas Metcalf, Chairman Ex. Com.

v-^

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

April 13. The exercises before recess were, Instrumental music, an essay "Power

of Expression," by Miss Emma Gladding, which was very highly commended by the

critic; oration, "Education in the West," by Mr. Livingston. The greatest attraction

on the programme was the reading of the "Once in Awhile," a literary periodical, ed-

ited by Frank Richey and Jim Hovey. This paper was commenced last term by these

boys "as a kind of spur to action" to the "Garland." The latter has had the last say and

anxiously awaits the next issue of the "Once in Awhile." The retiring President, N.

B. Reed, made a few appropriate remarks and introduced the President elect, Lousie

Ray, who greeted the society with an enthL-siastic appeal for workers during the present

term. Irregular business was followed by instrumental music, by the band. After

recess a vocal solo and chorus. Reading of selections from "Widow Bedott," by Mi3.->

Town, and illustrations in tableaux, were very amusing, giving the society a peep at the

domestic relations of the old lady. An essay, by Alice Phillips ; vocal duet, by Misses

Brown and Stroud. Critic, President Edwards. April 20. As usual the hall was

crowded before the time of beginning. The first exercise, a song, "Little dimpled

Hands," by Hattie Follett, was well rendered ; we hope to hear from Hattie again.

An essay, "Now that I have a cow and a sheep everybody speaks to me," by Miss Furry.

The society was much amused when the critic, in his report, said "he did not recognize

the lady who read the essay, &c.," although she is a member of the senior class. Se-

lected reading. "Birthday Gifts," by Amelia Kellogg; Essay, "Some of the causes of

failure among Teachers," Mr. Stickney showed that he had given the subject long and

careiul thought. Irregular business and recess were followed by a solo and chorus,

"Passing through the Fire," by Misses Ford and Town and Messrs. Rew and Smith.

Debate, Res., "That the U. S should not grant Universal Amnesty to all political

offenders," Aff. F. B. Tait and A. D. Beckhart ; Neg. Ed. James and L. Johnston.

Decision in favor of the aff. Prof Stetson critic. April 27. An essay, "Failures and

Successes," by Mr. Peddicord ; selected reading, "The American Forest Girl," by

Miss Prescott. The society next listened to a lecture by the Rev. Mr. Leonard, subject,
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"Some queer things about the Japs." Quartette by Misses Corvvine and Town and
Messrs. Conrad and Church. After recess Miss Hunter read an essay, "Causes of De-
generation " At last the long-looked-for, and anxiously expected exercise, the reading

of "The Ladies Garland," by Misses Rand and Pennell, was called by the President.

The assertion in the last issue of the "Once in Awhile" that the Garland "had smole

its last smile" proved untrue ; up boys and at 'em again. Instrumental music by Messrs.

Chambers, Shannon and Healy. Critic, Prof. Cook. May 4. An essay, "Impres-

sions," ly George Blount, showed that the writer had made careful preparation. A dia-

logue, by George Lecrone and Nicholas Edwards, "The Rival Orators ; Demos, or

Cic, had they been present, might have profited by this lesson in oratory. A vocal

solo, by Ida Cook. After irregular business, an instrumental solo by Miss Ware.
Essay, "Prisons necessary to civilized life," by Miss White. Debate: Res. "That the

ends of justice are better met by trial by jury than judge;" Aff., M. H. Brand and
Frank W. Hullinger; Neg,. J B. Stoutemyer and J. L. Hartwell ; all the boys showed
by their works that they had burned some midnight oil on the subject ; decision in favor

of the negative. Ben. Hunter then told the society what and whom he saw in Cincin-

nati, and how many there were of them. Critic, Prof. Coy. J. M. Greeley.
Phil. Reporter.

Resolutions passed on the death of Mr. Kimlin, a former student, by the Philadel-

phian Society:

Whereas, our Great Father, in his wisdom, has called from earthly conflicts our

friend and former Philadelphian brother Mr. Samuel Kimlin, therefore

Resolved, That we recognize in his departure, the absence of one whom we held in

high esteem, and who gave promise of great success in life.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to his friends, and also that they

be published in the Schoolmaster.
(]. H. Stickney, Philadelphian Society,

Committee:-^ George Blount, 'Normal, Illinois.

( Clara S. Gaston,
April 22, 1872.

CIRCULAR.

Department of Public Instruction.
Superi.steni»ent"s Office.

Springfield, III., April 27, 1872.

Section 71 of the "act to establish and maintain a system ot free schools," approved
April I, 1872, provides that "county sup rintendents of schools shall hereafter receive,

in full for all services perfonned by them, such compensation as is or may be fixed by
law."

Section 13 of the general fees and salaries act, approved March 29, 1872, provides
"tint for the purpose of fixing the fees and compensation of county and township officers

in this State, the several counties therein are hereby divided into three classes accord-
iMg to population, as ascertained by the federal census of the year eighteen hundred and
seventy, which classes shall be known as the first, second and third." The counties
belonging to each class are enumerated in the same section of said act, but it is enough
for the puipose of the present incjuiry to state, that all the counties in the State but one,
(Cook,) are included in ihe first and' second classes.

Section 27 of the same act, (in regard to fees and salaries,) provides that:
"The fees of county superintendents of schools shall be as follows : Three per

cent, commission upon the amount of sales of school lands, or of sales of land upon
mortgage, or sales of real estate taken for debt, including all services connected ihere-

'.vith; two per cent, commission upon all sums distributed, paid nr loaned out by them
U>x the support of schools. For all other duties required by law to be perf)rmed by
them, for such number of days as may be designated by the county board, in counties of

thu first and second class, the sum of four dollars per day; in counties of the third class,
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(Cook,) the county superintendent of schools shall be paid eight dollars per day: Pro-
vided, that the entire compensation received by him shall not exceed the sum of three

thousand dollars per annum."
The question arises, do these new provisions in regard to the compensation of

county superintendents of schools take effect July I, 1872, and apply to the present in-

cumbents, during their present term of office ?

The Attorney General of the State has answered this question in the negative. He
holds that these provisions, which materially reduce the pay of county superintendents
of schools, cann':it be construed as applying to those who were in office at the time of
tjie first meeting of the twenty-seventh general assembly, but that said provisions will

take effect and be in force from and after the next regular election of county sui^erin-

tendenls of schools, which occurs in November, 1873, and that the present incumbent.-,

will continue to perform the duties and receive therefor the compensation now allowed
by general law, during their present term of office.

The official relations of the Attorney General to the State officers, in cjuestions of

law, would justify the promulgation of the foregoing opinion for the information and
guidance of all concerned, without note or comment. But it may be worth while to

mention two or three confirmatory points. The ruling of the Attorney General is

clearly sustained by the following considerations, among others:

1. The State constitution. Art. 10, Seen, provides that "the compensation
herein provided for shall apply only to officers hereafter elected, but all fees established

by special laws shall cease at the adoption of this constitution, and such officers shall

receive only such fees as are provided by general law."
The only general laws fixing the compensation of county superintendents of schools,

in force at the adoption of the new constitution, were the act entitled "an act to estab-

lish and maintain a system of free schools," approved February 16, 1865; and the act

amendatory thereof, approved February 28, 1S67. The 71st section of the former act,

as amended by the first section of the latter, fixes the compensation of county superin-

tendents at five dollars per day, for services actually rendered; in addition to commis-
tions of three per cent, on land sales, and two per cent, on all sums distributed, paid

or loaned out by them for the support of schools. County superintendents of school.s

may, therefore, continue to work and receive pay under this general law, and no other,

until the expiration of their present term of service.

2. The State constitution also provides, in Art. 10, Sec 12, that "all laws fixing

the fees of State, county and township officers, shall terminate with the terms, respec-

tively, of those who may be in office at the meeting of the first general assembly after the

adoption of this constitution."

The county superintendents of schools now in office were elected in November,
1869, to serve four years, and were of course in office at the time of the meeting of the

first general assembly after the adoption of the constitution, Januai^, 187 1. The term

of the superintendents elected November, 1869, will terminate November, 1873, ^"^^

till then, by the express provisions of the constitution, the provisions of existing general

laws (already referred to) fixing their compensation, will remain in force; at which
time said piovisions of said laws will terminate and cease, and not before.

3. To the same effect are the provisions of the first and sixth sections of the

schedule of the constitution.

4. Again : By the 20th section of the new school law, county superintendent.!

are to visit schools "if so directed by the county board;" and by the 27th section of the

fees and salaries law, "the county board" is to designate the number of days' service

for which superintendents shall receive the sum of four dollars per day. But by the

sixth section of the lOth article of the constitution, there will he no "county board," in

counties not under township organization, until "the first election of county judges

under this constitution." The first election of county judges under the new constitution

will not take place until November, 1873, when the first "county boards" will be

elected. Hence, in more than one-third of the counties of the State, those provisions

of the new school law, and of the fees and salaries law, cannot be carried out till

November, 1873, for the reason that till then the designated officers will not be in exi.s-

tence. Is it to be supposed that between July i, 1872, and November, 1873, a period
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of sixteen months, some of the county superintendents of schools are to be paid under

the new law, while others are paid under the old ?

5. Further: The principle of the constitution, that its provisions in respect to

compensation of officers are not to apply to those in office at the time of its adoption, is

repeatedly recognized in the acts of the recent legislature. That principle is expressly

ap'ilied to the present auditor and secretary of State, in the second section of the fees

and salaries act, while the last section of said act declares that its provisions "shall not

apply to county officers in office at the time of the first meeting of the twenty-seventh

general assembly."

6. I will only add that the chairman of the House Committee on Education,

Hon. J. R. Miller, informs me that it was distinctly understood by the committee, in

all their deliberations respecting the county superintendency, that the present incum-
bents would continue to work and receive the compensation now allowed by law, dur-

ing their present term of office; that he had so replied to all inquiries on the subject,

during the progress of the bill through the Committee and House; that it was freely

conceded that good faith towards those who were elected in i86g, expecting to receive

the compensation then allowed by law, required that the new provisions in relation

thereto should not take effect till the election of their successors in office, in 1873, ^"^^

that no other construction should be put on the act.

In accordance, therefore, with the official opinion of the Attorney General on the

case, supported as it is by the obvious meaning and purpose of the constitution, by the

conditions expressed in the fees and salaries act, and by the known intention of the

legislature, county superintendents elected in 1869 and now in office, will continue to

perform the services and receive the compensation prescribed and allowed by the laws
jn force at the time of their said election, until the expiration of their present term of

office. Newton Bateman,
Sup't of Pub. Inst.

^0&M W^BE^M'9

Normal Debater. By O. P. KiNSEY. J. Holurook & Co., publishers, Cincinnati.

The demand of our schools for a work comprising the plain, concise and compre-
hensive rules of debate, as well as the principles of parliamentary custom, has been
admirably met in this little work, which should be in the hands of every student, and
muit find its way into every school-room. Students, as a class, are deplorably ignorant

of the rules governing public assemblies, and this, we believe, is owing, chiefly, to the

want of a suitable text-book upon the subject. The Normal Debater supplies fully this

demand, and will be welcomed by those in pursuit of knowledge upon the subject.

School History of the United States. By W. H. Venable. Wilson, Hinkle & Co.,
Cincinnati.

Not less than four of our leading publishing houses have produced school text-

books on United States History within a very brief period. We are glad to note this

fact for two reasons ; it seems to us that it indicates an increase of attention to this im-
portant and neglected study, and it can hardly fail that great improvements will be made
in text-books where the rivalry is so great; we may truly say that great improvement has
been made. This last claimant for popular favor is a book of 247 pp., besides an ap-
pendix;—retail price, ^1.25. The author says in his preface, "Brevity is secured, not
by shortening sentences to the last degree, but by rejecting comparatively unimportant
mr.tter. The tree has been pruned, but its outline remains unchanged." We have
rer.d the book through, and we think he has made his words good ; we miss several
things that we have been accustomed to see in school histories; but the story is certainly

told in a manner that can hardly be called dry, even by the most captious critic. We
have learned to be wary of speaking too highly of a book till we have subjected it to

the test of the class-room ; but we are free to say that this book pleases us, and we be-
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lieve good work can be done with it. We note the following points as worthy of
praise. The style is entertaining. Many of the illustrations are good and instructive.

The maps are pretty ; and, so far as we have observed, they are accurate. Geographi-
cal questions accompany the maps, so that the vital connection of geography and history

is not ignored. At the end of each chapter, are brief statements concerning the pur-

suits, the progress and the productions of the people ; in these, art and literature are

not forgotten. In treating of the rebellion, it seems to us the story is fairly told; and
there is not nothing to pander to the prejudices of either section, nor that ought to arouse
any animosities. There is a running reference in the margin to works of history,

poetry and fiction, that should be read in connection with the study This is an excel-

lent feature, although we can hardly suppose that our own selections would have been
the same as the author's in all cases. The Declaration of Independence and the Con-
stitution are appended. A very full index completes the book. We notice a few mis-

takes in proper names; and quite a large number of dates differ from those that we
have learned ; some of these are wrong, others may be errors of the typ.s, and perhaps
some rest on good authority lately discovered. Very frequently, the difference is one
year, or one day. On page 86, it is said that "France ceded to England all the terri-

tory east of the Mississippi" at the Treaty of Paris. On page 42, "Westfield" is men-
tioned as one of the early towns of Connecticut. On p. 72, we read. "Marquette
founded the first permanent settlement of Illinois at Kaskaskia, seven miles below the

present site of Ottawa." What does this mean ? The book contains no tables of set-

tlements, military movements, &c. We do not mention this as a fault, for the author
suggests at the close of each chapter, the making of very complete tables by the student.

If teachers will insist that this is done faithfully, it is "a more excellent way;" for such
tables made by the pupil himself are vastly more valuable to him than the best tables in

the world made by another. The danger is that teachers will allow pupils to neglect

this part of the work. To those acquainted with the later issues of the publishers,

—

and who in the West is not ?—we need hardly say that the paper, type and appearance

of the book are simply beautiful. H.

Tht World in the Stereoscope. Hart & Anderson, New York.
The gentlemen who publish this book, although they have put New York on the

title-page, do business in Rockford, Illinois. The book itself is a handsome volume of

408 pp. It is mostly devoted to description, and covers a very wide field ; some of the

most famous countries, cities, mountains, churches, waterfalls, valleys, and caves in the

world are here described in short articles occupying from one to three pages. We
have looked it through with some care and have discovered very few mistakes in it.

The pieces generally are good, and many of them highly interesting. The descriptive

pieces in prose are interspersed with many pieces of poetry, generally relating to the

same topics ; nearly all of these are good, and many are standard. The book is in-

tended to accompany a double stereoscope set in a handsome case; the views are ar-

ranged in a revolving frame-work before the lenses. Such of the instruments and views

as we have seen are good ; and we are sure that they may be made a source of great

pleasure and much instruction in the hands of a skillful teacher. It is the design of the

publishers to bring the books and stereoscopes into use in the schools ; and we see no

reason to anticipate anything but good from the effort, if judiciously made. The cost is

not beyond the reach of most of our country districts. The book may very properly

supplement the ordinary School Reader for the higher classes, thereby adding a very in-

structive variety to the ordinary reading matter. We think something would have been

gained, if to the general descriptions which the book gives, some more /'ffr?ic«/ar de-

scriptions of the views accompanying had been added. We have long believed that

the stereoscope may be used to profit in the school room; and we shall be glad to see

the attempt made. H.

M'ebVs First Lessons in Language and Drawinq. A. II. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

1872.

Too much can scarcely be said in favor of this little book. The first noticeable fea-

ture is the introduction of writing at the very beginning of the work. This step has

been usually neglected, or, entirely postponed, until the child, eager to advance has by

Ihe independent use of the pencil acquired bad habits difficult to overcome in after life.
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The phonic exercis;e after each lesson is so pleasantly and clearly arranged, that it will

be readily comprehended by the youngest pupil. This, effectually does away with the

indistinct articulation so pre\alent in our schools, against which every teacher is com-

pelled to labor most vigorously. In addition, twenty pages are devoted to drawing ex-

ercises. These models are simple, easily copied and devoid of that stiffness which is

the usual characteristic. This affords pleasure and profit to the pupils, while much of

the teacher's work is relieved. We assert, that a pupil of ordinary ability, carefully led

to develop in regular order each lesson in the book, is much better prepared to pass

directly to the work in the Third Reader, than another, of equal capacity, who has gone

over the imperfect work contained in the First and Second Readers.

PMm&mm^]^^^

The Lens; a Quarterly Journal of Microscopy and the Allied Sciences, published by the

State Microscopical Society of Illinois, and edited by S. A. Briggs.

The April number of this most estimable journal contains a large amount and a

great variety of valuable information.

Among the papers of interest, are "The Flora of Chicago and Vicinity," by H. H.
Babcock, including the Natural Orders from SaxifragaccK to Campanulacete, embrac-

ing some sixty Genera and about one hundred and seventy Species ; the second paper,

by Prof. H. S. Smith, Conspectus of the Families and Genera of the Diatomaceje. "On
the Effects of the Reversal of the Current of the Chicago River on the Hydrant Water,"

by H. H. Babcock, is a valuable paper.

The West ought to be proud of such a journal, and to sustain it.

We would remind teachers and school officers that the summer vacation, now at

hand, is the best time to prepare for health and comfort in the coming winter. How
can our pupils be healthy or comfortable, or successful in their school work, unless they

can be supplied with air that is both warm and pure ? Such air they certainly cannot

have from either the hot-air stove or the common furnace ; but such they can have by
using the heaters of the Bennett Co. We assert this on what is trustworthy authority.

For further particulars, we refer to their advertisement in the SchoolmASIER;
it is worth your attention.

The publishers of the Schoolmaster will issue for July an extra large edition.

That number will contain in addition to the usual general reading matter an article on
the New Illinois School Law. This epitome of the new law has been prepared for the

Schoolmaster by a County Superintendent who understands the matter thoroughly,

and who has placed his manuscriot in our hands by request. A copy of the SCHOOL-
MASTER, containing this article will be sent to nearly every school-district in Illinois.

Our friends and the public can imagine the number of SCHOOLMASTERS abroad next

month, when they know that one county alone contains over three hundred school-

districts. The publishers are led to incur this extraordinary expense in order that the

Schoolmaster may be introduced into new places and that school officers may receive

information relative to recent legislative enactments concerning schools. The present

extended circulation of this journal is far greater than the publishers had expected.

New names are daily increasing our already large subscription list. The " good woids"
from various quarters are appreciated.
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THE NEW SCHOOL LAW OF ILLLYOLS.

On the first day of February, 1871, Senator Willard C. Flaii-^- intro-

duced, in the Illinois State Senate, a bill for an act to establish and maintain

a system of free schools. This bill—since known as Senate Bill No. 37,

Twenty- Seventh General Assembly—having suffered material modification in

its passage through the legislature, finally passed that body, was approved by

the Governor on the first day of April, 1872, and will be the law of the

State governing its schools on and after the first day of July next. In its

plan it follows the existing law, the same subjects being treated under the

same section numbers in each.

The changes made by the new law, grouped for the convenience of

school officers and others, are chiefly as follows : v.iij yji..,

The State Snyper inteiuh'uf

Is made the legal adviser of all school oflicers, and when requested by any

school officer, shall give his opinion, in writing, upon any question arising

under the school laws of the State. (Section 8.)

Shall receive, annually, such sum as may be provided by law, as salary

for services rendered. (Section 10.)

Count)/ SuperIntciuhmts

Will divide the State and county funds to townships wholly on tlif basis of

population under twenty-one. (Section 16.)
-

Will visit schools when so directed by the county boards of their "re-

spective counties. (Section 20.)

Shall grant certificates to such persons as may, upon due examination,

be found to possess the necessary qualifications—said examination to be con-

\ ducted by himself and two competent and discreet persons, to be appointed

\L
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by the county board, at their first meeting after the election of the counter

superintendent, if the board deem such appointment expedient. (Section

50.)

Will hereafter receive, in full for all services performed by tliem, suvb

compensation as is or may be prescribed by law. (Section 71.)

Township Trustees

May, under certain conditions, consolidate the territory, school funds t^nd

other property of fractional townships with adjacent townships. (Section

Shall be elected on the second Saturday in April, annually. (Sec. 25.)

Shall act as judges, if present, and choose a person to act as clerk of

election. (Section 2G.)

The election for trustees may commence, if so specified in the notice, at

any hour between the hours of eight a. m. and one p. m., and the judges

may close such election at four p. m. (Section 27.)

In counties adopting township organization, in certain townships, the

trustees shall be elected at the same time and in the same manner as the

town officers. (Section 27.)

Elections to fill vacancies in boards of trustees may be held on any

Saturday. (Section 20.)

The proper officers must make return of election of trustees within ten

days, or be subject to a fine. (Section 30.)

Trustees can change district lines only upon petition of a majority of

the voters of each of the districts affected by the proposed change (in which

case they must make the changes petitioned for), with this important excep-

tion: Upon petition of all the voters in any territory containing not less

than five families, representing that they are not properly accommodated

with school privileges, but will be by being added to another district or

formed into a new district; and upon petition of a majority of the voters oi

such other district, if any, it shall be the duty of the trustees of the town-

ship or townships in which such territory, or territory and district, are situ-

ated, to set off such territory : Provided, that such change shall not be made

when the district to be divided has a bonded debt, nor when the new district

line will be brought nearer than one mile to any school house. (Section 33.)

When new districts are formed, the trustees must observe the require-

ments of the law in distributing the funds, etc., or be liable to action for

damages. (Section 33.)

Trustees must apportion the State, county and township funds to dis-

tricts in proportion to the number of children under twenty-one years of age

in each, (Section 34.)
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Trustees shall act as the directors of the township high school. (Sec-

iion 35.)

Trustees shall make or cause to be made a separate enumeration of per-

sona between the ages of twelve and twenty-one years, who are unable to

read and write, and the cause of the neglect to educate them. (Section 36.)

Trustees shall cause all moneys for the use of the townships and districts

to he paid over to the treasurer. (Section 40.)

Township Treasurers

Must be residents of the townships for which they are appointed, and shall

hold office for one year. (Section 32.)

Must make a record of all changes in district lines, and tile a copy of

the record, with list of the tax-payers resident in each of the newly arranged

districts, in the office of the county clerk. Compliance with these require-

ments, within the period of ten days, is essential to the validity of the

changes. (Section 33.)

Must give notice of election for township high school, when fifty voters

petition for the same. (Section 35.)

Are made the only lawful depositaries and custodians of township and

,|istnct funds. (Section 40.)

Are to have from the collector, in addition to the amount collected, a

-•iitement of the uncollected taxes for each district of township. (Sec. 45.)

May loan surplus district funds, upon the written request of the di-

reci^rs. (Section 57.)

' Shall receive, in full for their services, a compensation to be fixed, prior

to their election, by the board of trustees. (Section 72.)

School Directors

^k.y grant the temporary use of school houses, when not occupied by schools,

religious meetings and sunday schools, for evening schools and literary

-pieties, and for such other meetings as they may deem proper. (Sec. 39.)

Shall be elected, annually, oa the first Saturday of April, and elections

to fill vacancies in the board may be held on any Saturday. (Section 42.)

Shall make, at the annual election of director, a detailed report of their

receipts and expenditures to the voters there present, a copy of which shall

be transmitted to the township treasurer within five days of the time of said

election. (Section 42.)

Shall report the number, and namcp, of persons above the age of twelve

arsand under twenty-one, residing in the district, who are unable to read

uiiJ write, and the causes of the neglect to educate them. (Section 42.)

Shall make return of election of directors within ten days, or be liable

) a fine. (^Section 42.)
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Shall be authorized to levy a tax, annually, upon all the property of the

district, for the purpose of supporting free schools for not less than five nor

more than nine months in each year, and for defraying all the expenses of

the same, of every description—^said tax not to exceed two per cent, for

building purposes. (Section 43.)

Shall certify to the amount of money needed instead of to the rate of

taxation as heretofore. (Section 44.)

Shall not borrow, in any one year, a sum to exceed more than five per

cent, (including previous indebtedness) of the taxable property of the dis-

trict, except to pay indebtedness contracted previous to the passage of this

act. (Section 47.)

Shall establish, and keep in operation for at least five months in each

year, a sufiicient number of free schools for the proper accommodation of all

children in the district over the age of six and under twenty-one years, and

shall secure to all such children the right and opportunity to an equal educa-

tion in such free schools. (Section 48.)

Shall direct what branches of study shall be taught, and what text-books

and apparatus shall be used, and strictly enforce uniformity of text-books,

but shall not permit the books to be changed oftener than once in four years,

(Section 48.)

Shall not be liable to action for suspension or expulsion of children from

school. (Section 48.)

May provide that children under twelve years of age shall not be confined

in school more than four hours daily. (Section 48.)

Shall not extend school beyond nine months without a vote of the

people. (Section 48.)

May be removed by the county superintendent for failure to perform

their duties. (Section 76.)

TeacJiers

Must pass a satisfactory examination in the elements of the natural sciences,

and physiology and laws of health, in addition to the studies required by the

existing law. (Section 50.)

May, on request of directors, be granted certificates which do not in-

clude the foregoing additional studies. (Section 50.)

Who are graduates of a county normal school are entitled to first grade

certificates from the county superintendent, when the county board of educa-

tion so directs. (Section 50.)

Must satisfactorily account for the books, apparatus and other property

of the districts '-they may have taken in charge." (Section 52.)
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Aie entitled to pay monthly, upon presentation of schedules duly eerti-

lied by the directors, and ten {ter cent, interest on unpaid balances. (Sec-

tion 54.)

Shall not be required to teach on legal holidays, thanksgiving or fast

days appointed by State or national authority. (Section 54.)

General Provisions.

No person shall vote at any election held in pursuance of the provisions

of this act unless he possesses the qualifications of a voter at a general elec-

tion. (Section 29.)

Every school established under the provisions of this act shall be for

the purpose of instruction in the branches of education prescribed in the

(jualifications for teachers, and in such other branches, including vocal music

and drawing, as the directors or the voters of the district, at the annual elec-

tion, may prescribe. (Section 5U.)

The school month shall comprise twentyytwq'scliool days actually taught.

(Section o4.)

The Auditor of Public Accounts shall divide to counties, the State

funds for the support of schools, in proportion to the number of children in

each under the age of twenty-one years. (Section 70.)

No appropriation shall ever be made from any public fund in aid of any

church or sectarian purpose, or to help support or sustain any school or in-

.stitution controlled by any church or sectarian denomination. (Section 77.)

No teacher, state, county, township or district school officer shall be in-

terested in the sale, proceeds or profits of any book, apparatus or iurniture>

used or to be used in any school in this State, with which such officer or

t?acher may be connected. (Section 77.)

Every city, except Chicago, and every town, township and district)

whose schools are new governed by special acts may continue their schools

under the provisions of said acts. (Section 79.)

School districts having a population of not less than two thousand in-

habitants, whose schools are not now governed by special acts, shall elect, in-

stead of the directors provided by law in other districts, a board of educa-

tion, to consist of six members, nd three additional members for every ad-

ditional ten thousand inhabitants, to be elected in the manner provided for

the election of school directors, to whom additional powers are given. (Sec-

tion 80.)

Cities having a population exceeding one hundred thousand are to have

a school board of fifteen members, to be appointed by the !Mayor, subject to

approval by the Council, to whom certain powers are given. (Section 80.)
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Fractional towiistips are attached to adjacent townsliips, if unable to

siippurt a school. (Section SSJ.)

I'rovision is made by which purchasers of school land whose titles are

iaiperfoct may secure valid titles. (Section 95.)

All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act, anci all general

soliool laws of the State, are repealed. (Section 97.)

Such, in brief, are the new requirements to be observed in the manage-

ment of the public schools of the State. Many of the changes will work

good to the schools, and a few will work harm. Among the unfavorable

ehanges the following are named

:

The apparent weakening of the judicial power of the State Superin-

tendent.

The visitation of schools by County Superintendents, only when so di-

Tccted by the county board; and the supplemental act (fees and salaries bill)

which places the whole work of the superintendent under the control of the

county board, (after the expiration of the term of those now in oflfice.)

The division, by trustees, of the State, county and township funds to

districts, on the basis of population alone. By this provision the State offers

:io reward to districts for continuing school beyond the minimum of time

required.

Failure to make definite provision for county institutes.

Among the changes for the bettor are

:

The division of the public funds to counties and townships on the basis

of population.

Tbe higher standard requir&d of teachers to entitle them to certificate^*.

The provisions made for the consolidation of fractional with whole

townships.

The change of election day for trustees and dirooi.i- iium Monday to

Saturday.

The provisions made for returns of elections within stated times, and

for filing maps of changes in district lines, with penalties.

The authority granted to establish township high schools, and for loar.-

ing surplus district funds.

The power given to directors to continue schools beyond the minimum

of time required.

The limitation of power to contract debts.

The provision by which all children of school age are to have the right

;;nd opportunity to an equal education in the public schools.

The teacher's accountability for school property under hi^ charge.
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The monthly payment of teachers.

The prohibition of grants to sectarian schools.

The penalties placed on teachers and aehool officers for selling their in-

fluence in the purchase of books and furniture.

A general law for the government of schools in the cities and towns not

now under special acts. John Hull.

Bloomington, III., May 14, 1872.

SECULAR vs. SECTARIAN

As a member of the Catholic Church, we rejoice heartily at the stand

taken by the J,(7?'o/ice against the public schools; but as a friend of the

latter, we are bound to oppose that calcium head-light of Christianity. It is

H little amusing, however, to "find the Advance and Freeman's Journal hob-

nobbing over the same polemical punch-bowl and drinking to the toast : "You
don't like me and I don't like you; but here's confusion to our mutual ene-

mies I" A blast against the public schools from a Protestant journal comes

very pat on the skirts of the Freeman's Journal, whose business it is to

howl maudlin, monastic mottodies through Abbe McMaster's and other ruined

jibbeys—gloomy, crumbling relics of the intolerant and superstitious past.

What ails iXm Advance? What ails the Freeman? Listen: '-Those

abominable efficient public echools make people doubt the plenary inspiration

of the Book of Heliogoblunderbuss !" growls the Advance.

"They set childi-cn counting the stars, when they ought to be counting

their beads I" cries the Freeman, gnashing its teeth.

'They keep youth out of our seminaries by giving them a good educa-

tion free !" expectorates the Advance.

''They are damnable machines for teaching the people to think '"
vocife-

rates the Freeman.

"The public school is our enemy,'" cries the Advance.

"It is," replies the Fr<-eman.

"Curse it 1" exclaims the Advanc.

•'I will," says the Freeman.

''Anathema '' begins the Advanci".

^Sit," concludes the Freeman.

Yes, gentlemen, |)ray, sit; you have had the floor long enough; you

huve wrangled and disputed about tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee until the

adolescent world does not care a snap of its finger which ia which. Like a
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pair of wrestlers on the sea-shore, you have grappled in a death-struggle, un-

til the tide of advancing thought has riseji to your very chins ; and now you

frantically clasp each other in the hope of preserving, for a moment longer,

the lives that you have wasted in a fratricidal struggle. Sink, settle, subside.

Sectarianism sit down ; secular philosophy and sound sense have the floor.

While the extremes of sectarianism are thus embracing, let us consider

the class of schools which they are literally trying to inflict upon much-

abused mankind. We shall not defend the public schools; they need no de-

fence ; this attack of their enemies is their highest eulogium. And while

the head-light of Christianity glares upon its narrow-guage track, and the

wind of the middle ages moans mournfully through the ruined abbey, let us

prefer a few charges against denominational schools. We speak not of the

worst class of those schools—those in which the session is a contest of lungs

between the reciters on the floor, and the students on the benches ; in which

children are not cruelly confined to any particular seat, but rove oyer, the

desk-tops as fancy allures, or the repelling jpower of the teacher's rod

threatens to dictate; whose very existence would be a joke, were it not for

the number of bright intellects that are extingtiished therein, doomed ia

those sectarian sinks to moral death and mental damnation ;—we speak not

of such, but shall have the very best grade of sectarian institutions constantly

in mind. Against these latter we make out the following indictments

:

1. The teachers of sectarian schools, supported in the main by volun-

tary contributions, are obliged to yield to the whims and follies of both

parents and pupils. Hence, the pupils rule the school; for the parents rule

the teachers, and the children rule the parents; and, bad as an absolute

monarchy is in the school-room, anarchy is worse.

2. In private, or sectarian schools, the teachers must make their pupils

believe that they are learning a great deal, whether such be the case or not.

And, generally, the more superficial the training, the greater the display of

ill-assorted acquirements. The less put in the store-room, the more show in

the shop window. So many pages in the text-books must be passed over, in

consideration of the quarterly tuition.

3. Teachers in sectarian schools truckle to the wealth and position of

their patrons. And, as the children of wealthy people are in many cases

very dull, and since this dullness must be screened, the result is demoralizing

to all parties concerned. The only hope of saving the children of Shoddy

rests in rating them according to their own merits,, and making them strug-

gle with their intellectual peers, unfavored on account of the accident of

birth.

4. Such schools are obliged to keep up a system of rewards of merit,
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prizes, premiums, gold medals, silver medals, pictures, gift books and "honor-

able mentions," which is as debilitating to a school as a national lottery is to

the industry of a country ; and which tells the story of their weakness as

plainly as the premium list of a newspaper bantling, struggling for existence

among vigorous, independent, successful competitors. The pride of every

paying patron must, by some hocus-pocus, be rewarded a premium. If the

teacher cannot conscientiously (and those teachers are as conscientious as

could be expected in their unhappy situation) give a pupil a jirize for pro-

ficiency in any branch of study, there must be a premium given him for his

ability to play base-ball; and if he have not the skill to merit a reward foi*

base-ball, he will be awarded a prize for good health, or good nature. In-

deed, were there no other excuse for giving Master Shoddy Simpleton a pre-

mium, he would receive one for the excellence of his digestion, or the com-

mendable action of his kidneys ! In this connection, too, their demoralizing

Exhibitions should be mentioned. In those, the very worst scholars, by dint

of brass, win the highest encomiums. The last term of each year is worse

than wasted in the preparation of farces that are often too broad for a second-

class theatre ; and to raise a guffaw, not to excel in scholarship, becomes the

ambition of foolish boys. All may exhibit their histrionic talent in three

silly shows, and if a youth have not memory to commit or retain a "part,"

or a recitation, he will be allowed to display a more taking species of ability

in a comic song, or a clog hornpipe.

5. They divide their schools into "select" and "free" departments.

This is un-American and injurious 5 as hurtful to the puffed-up students of

the select school, as it is degrading to the down-trodden members of the pau-

per class. On the contrary, in the public school, all are on the same foot-

ing—high and low, rich and poor ; and the tendency is not to degrade the

high, but to elevate the low. The public schools are the mystic vessels

wherein humble water changes into the wine of animating self-respect and

exhilarating ambition.

The bad effects of the above mentioned faults are too patent to need

specifying. Superficial training at school, combined with instilled egotism,

brings about, in after-life, disappointment, indolence, failure, crime and dis-

grace. Vice, in its origin and growth, is not so much a positive, or active

principle, as it is a negative state, a weakness, a want of character. The

diligent application, the thoroughness, and, above all, the mild, steady, but

firm discipline of the public schools, are what is needed to cultivate and

strengthen the character in the child ; and for such thoioughness and disci-

pline, tiresome precepts, incomprehensible doctrines which the child only be-

lieves that he believes, and meaningless, jog-trot devotional exercises,]are but
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a bciit^'iuly sub.stitute. The facta that a child learns at school are of little

value, oouinaroil to the habits of mind and body which he acquires ; and the

public-school habits of hard study for the mind, and gentlemanly deportment

ior the body, are the best we can think of at the present moment.

Every system has a living soul, and the spirit of our public schools

aims to recognize and encourage talent in the children of the poor, and to

trown down pretention and arrogance; and the most trying task, we encounter

ir? to prove to the children who come from sectarian schools, that they know

hut very little, so inflated are they with vanity and self-esteem. But the

gravest charge we have to make is that the pupils of sectarian schools do not

turn out as well as might be expected, considering the amount of moral and

religious training which they are supposed to undergo. Any young man,

who, in his boyhood, vibrated between public and sectarian schools, will say

tiiat the names of the greater part of his companions in the former are now

found in the business directory; and will acknowledge, with regret, that too

h.any of his play-fellows in the latter have, or had, their names pasted over

the room-doors, in a very commodious institution at Joliet. Yet, in the re-

ligious schools, the pupils were incessantly praying ; while, in our Godless

€thools, the little heathens were wrestling with mental arithmetic. What is

the effect of that simple branch of common-school study upon the mind and

character of the child ? We consider it the best preparation for leading an

honest life in a world, wherein life is a continual struggle of mind—for eveu

bodily labor is sustained by strength of mind—against the powers of nature,

for existence. It is better than the study of Latin, or geometry, for it al-

lows no artificial aids like lexicon, grammar, or diagram ; but throws the

mind upon its own resources, makes it grapple with difficulties and conquei'

them, trains it to fight its way through the world, to make an honest living

for the body in which it lives, and to keep that body out of prison. It is

logic practically applied; and logic practically applied is common sense.

Spiritual aspiration, religious exaltation, like poetry and the high arts,

ip, to be sure, more ennobling than the severe practicalities of life ; but it

belongs to the church, the studio, the library. You cannot mingle the ideal

and real without injury to both. The enthusiastic revivalist would do bad

work teaching arithmetic and grammar; and the keen, practical teacher of

scholastic branches, is, by his mental constitution, not the best man to an-

nounce hymns and make prayers.

Sharp, exact training, producing a high degree of mental activity, dis-

ciplining the mind to close attention, persevering effort and correct calcula-

tion—this is what enables a man to extort subsistence from the elements

around him, and prevents the necessity of his prowling in the darkness like
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a savage, or a beast of prey to steal. And this mental activity the pul'Hc

school imparts.

The teachers of religious orders, in parochial schools, are very iiini.l

beloved by their pupils, and deservedly so. They are teachers by devotion

.

with no personal, or selfish motive. Yet a diseouraii'inir proportion of their

boys become bad. They are good, but mistaken men—mistaken in the su-

perfluity of their prayers; more mistaken in the deficiency of their mental

arithmetic. And when prayers are measured with beads, what is prayiiu'

after all but an inferior form of mental arithmetic ?

It is a fact, that many people would prefer to let their children deserv^r

a prison, than cease to be howling dervishes, or dancing fakirs. To such wt-

have nothing to say. Many good men, too, think that an honest, industrioa^

and upright course in this life, is no passport to a better world in the next.

We cannot see the justice of such a state of things, however evident it may

be to theologians

—

"To those who are so wondrous wise
In all that mortals can't comprise

;

But freijuenily are mighty dense
And purblind as to common sense."

We shall be glad when the expensive farce of sectarian teaching comes

to an end, and the system native to the country, and in keeping with tlie

spirit of the country and the times, is adopted by all. What is the use of

saddling on Young America, an Old Man of the Sea. in the form of a method

of instruction peculiar to nations 3,000 miles away, and to an era 300 j-ears

ago?

Simeon Stylites was a good old fellow in his day
;
but what a figure lit-

would cut in Chicago, on one of the pillars of the Pacific Hotel ! Why.

he would be arrested by the police as a vagrant and sent to the house of cor-

rection by Justice Banyon. Yet Simeon Stylites would be no more out of

place in Chicago, tlian are Chicago's limping, half-starved, frowsy sectarian

schools. J- ^Iaiiony.

The study of geography in the common school is about to be assailed

from several directions. The abuse of this study has cau.«ed and merited

the attack. Many enthusiastic votaries of this science will have an excellen;

opportunity of placing themselves on the defensive. Parents, school board"-

and school superintendents have quite recently been heard from by u-^.

loudly denunciating so much time spent in geography. What will be tli-

result? A moderat'ion, we hope, in time and quantity. Now that the arith-

metic question is discussing in the Schoolmaster, with, so far, no positive

result, let some one take up the j>r<j and cun of geograpliy, and aim directly

at the mark.
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FRICTIOX IX SCHOOL:

Of all iliat is said and written by the experienced and unexperienced in

regard to school discipline, little can be told which assists a teacher in special

cases; yet, in a general way, suggestions may be made by one which may as-

sist another, and a mutual interchange of ideas be carried on, which will bene-

fit all.

Our system of scliool discipline, (if we may be said to have one,) is un-

dero'oing a radical change; the two extremes of nothing but "moral suasion"'

on one hand, and nothing but -'corporal punishment" on the other, are ap-

proaching, and in blending will reach the "golden mean." We are told that

now in Chicago—that city with its thousands of children in the Public

School—there is no law abolishing the use of the rod. yet for months there has

been no use of it, thus proving that even in our large cities, Avhere the use of

physical force seems more of a necessity than anywhere else, it can be dis-

pensed with, without legislation. But even when all reach this much de-

sired position the teacher will still ask—Why is it that my school does not

move on as smoothly as the one in the next room, or the one in the adjoining

town ? We have like advantages, similar grades of pupils, and our theories of

discipline are essentially the same ;
and yet theirs are quiet, pleasant rooms,

while in mine, with all the effort I can make to the contrary, there is disorder

and an atmosphere of opposition. Many good, earnest teachers feel this at

some time, and only need to know the cause to remove or remedy the evil.

Let us suppose, that in the above case, the teacher is anxious to do the best

that within him lies, and daily asks : What can I do to improve my school ?

Where am I doing wrong ? But not always, or often, perhaps, finding a sat-

isfiictory reply, simply because he ftiils to look to the seemingly unimportant

details. Among these details one should ask himself if he allows misde-

meanors on the part of his pupils to cause apparent anger on his part ; if so

he will find it a serious cause of loss of power, and one which should be re-

moved in order that he may be master of his position
;
not but what the

teacher should always show displeasure with that which is improper in the

conduct of his pupils, but not in such a way that the pupil will be led to

think that the teacher is angry with him; he should endeavor to show to the

child that he is displeased because that is being done which injures the

school, and he should never convey the idea that the misdeeds of the school-

room are considered as personal affronts.

Secondly, one should question himself in regard to his manner of cor-

recting individual pupils. If it is forgotten that each pupil is different in
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organization ol" body and mind From every other one, and an attempt is uiaJc

to make one means of eorrection tit all, it will often be found that more oppo-

sition is aroused in one pupil than is quelled in another. And just here is

the teacher's great work—the study of human nature as found in all its

phases. Every hour spent with pupils should be employed in this way, not

necessarily by a forced effort, but all intercourse of teacher and pupil should

serve to contribute to this knowledge. As soon as the child finds that the

teacher understands him, although he may not acknowledge it even to

himself, he accepts his teacher as his superior and respects him.

This study of the character of pupils may be going on during school-

hours, on the street, in company, at the house of either, in every place where

teacher and pupil are brought in contact. It is true that some persons seem

to possess this knowledge intuitively, especially a knowledge of child-nature,

while bthers can only learn to know people by long aequaintunee. But if one

is at all fitted to be the instructor and guide of children, he must be able to

gain much in regard to their individual qualities and characteristics.

Knowing something of the earlier training and natural inclinations of a

pupil, a teacher using good judgment will correct that pupil's wrong doings ac-

cordingly, and in this way will accomplish that which is best for the child, and,

through him, best for the school and certainly best for himself Knowing

his pupils well, the good teacher does not always seem to notice every little

misdeed. In offering suggestions juat here, one is treading on ([uestionable

ground, for probably there is much more danger of allowing too much to pass

unnoticed than of seeing too much; still I have seen teachers who worried

themselves, and certainly did not benefit their school, by ovei'-scrupulosity in

correcting everything which seemed in tlie slightest degree to be in opposition

to the orderly conduct of a pupil. The same principle is true here, as with

children at home, they may be found faulfc with until they lose confidence in

themselves, and consequently do not exert themselves to do well. Here the

closest discrimination and the use of the bo,st judgment is necessary in order

to know just when one may, with safety, allow that to pass which in general

should be reprimanded. Occasionally eccentricities, or thoughtless ways,

with no intent'on of actual wrong or mischief, may sometimes be allowed to

pass unnoticed with much better results than if the pupils were vexed or an-

gered by a rebuke which seemed to him unmerited, feeling that he had done

no intentional wrong. So, in general, there may be danger of arousing in-

jurious friction in school by seeing too much, that is of seeing to condemn.

The only guide here, as in many other cases, is ko answer these two que.-<-

tious and act accordingly—What is best for the puf»il ' What is best for the

school

?
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Aiiain, there is much disturbance arising in school from the teacher's

allowing himself to argue with his pupils. "Whatever the question or the

circumstance, it is never, with possibl}? a rare exception, well for two person-j,

Btnnding in relations similar to those of teacher ajid pupil, to discuss a ques-

tion which neither can decide. I once knew a t-eacher who spent quite half

of the hour assigned each day for the recitation in Grammar, in discussin<^

pro and con with some talkative pupil, points which neither would ever set-

tle, and by this unfortunate habit the same spirit found its way into other

recitations, until he failed to be able to hold a class within its proper boun-

daries, and was obliged to resign his position, the cause of his failure being;

traced directly to this unfortunate habit. The only safe ground is to never

allow your pupils to think that there is such, a thing possible, and they will

not be long in learning that an argument cannot be carried on by one alone.

This safe-guard does not preclude the free interchange of thought upon any

relevant matter, but any one who has spent a few terms in the school-room,

in the capacity of teacher, knows the necessity of caution in this regard.

Lastly, one should ask himself if he is inclined to show, in his inter-

course with his pupils, that he looks upon them as his opponents rather than

co-workers. If so, he will find that the friction caused by the clashing of

his desires with those of his pupils, will wear away all the friendly feeling,

which otherwise might exist. There is no one thing which tends to make

all move on as smoothly and prosperously as a unity of purpose between

teacher and pupil. Of course the better the school, the better the teacher

and pupil, and consequently the one object of all should be to make the

school better each day, and this can only be accomplished by the continued

effort of both, and never by either alone. When there is this union of pur-

pose and desire, the pupil not only places confidence in his teacher, but the

teacher trusts his pupils. Apparent sympathy with the pleasures or din-

couragements of children is transparent, and never accepted by them, and

only serves to lesson their respect ; but if a child comes with an account of

something which has afforded ^Aim enjoyment, his teacher, as his friend, must

really feel the joy with him j it is not necessary to say much for the child to

understand that you are truly interested in what interests him—he will know

it often by a word, or a look. The establishing of these kindly relationships

are not for the day or year of school, but for all time, and, perhaps, for all

eternity, in their effects u.pon children—though they Oiay forget the name

and features of their teacher, they will always be better for having had h

sympathetic friend.

In review, then, if one is questioning himself in regard to almost num-

berless annoyances which he meets every day in the school-room, he should
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notice these tour points among many others: 1. Can he, with apparent

calmness, correct improper conduct in his pupils? 2. Can he use good judg-

ment in regard to what deserves punishment, and what should not be noticed.

3. Can he avoid arguing with his pupils? 4. Does his personal influence tends

to inspire the confidence of his pupils by placing them in such relations to

himself that they know he trusts them ? And the ever present query with

these who are truly thoughtful in their work is—How can one be discerning,

just, and unselfish, for this must be in order to accomplish the work of the

successful teacher ? And we can only answer, there must be work for mastery

of self, and a heartfelt desire for the welfare of pupils, and thus grow more

into the likeness of the Great Teacher. M. E. C.

TTIE SPELLING BOOK.

What need of spelling-books ? The question is a reasonable one. Are

tiiey to assist teacher or pupil ? Were our grandparents' children better

spellers than our fathers' ? To answer the last question first, it is believed

that children spell more correctly now than did children twenty years ago.

A general observation will prove this, but one must take care not to confine

t!iat observation to one family, district or town.

That spelling-books assist boys and girls in acquiring a knowledge of

orthography, cannot be denied. That there are methods of teaching spelling

that bring forth better results, needs to be shown. This showing is difficult

on account of the scarcity of schools where no such book is in use.

If, from the first day a child enters the primary school, he is required to

spell each new word, as soon as met, and if this spelling of new woi'ds is per-

severed in, up through all grades to the high-school, one will admit that that

pupil will be a "correct speller" when he leaves the grammar-school. Not

only the words in the Reader, but eveiy word in every other text-book

—

Geography—Arithmetic—Grammar, and, too, every word used in conversa-

tion during recitation or other exercise in school, are meant by the expres-

sion above, each new v-ord as soon as met. Grant that this sort of work

will make correct spelling, and it remains only to show that it is practicable,

when the use of the spelling-book can and should be dispensed with. The

teacher must decide for himself whether or not this can be done. Among the

best schools in the State, are those of a city that has spent no money for such

books for nine years.

Tact and sense and perseverance must be used in this as well as in every

re'brm undertaken by the successful teacher. Tact, for some fond parents
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will indi-'iiantly withdraw their children from school, and re(juest the school

board to dismiss that teacher, if a movement is made to put out the spelling-

book, that grand foundation of learning, forty years ago. Sense, for a teacher

cannot interrupt a pupil ten or twenty times, during a recitation, to ask him

to spell a word; a pupil of spirit and ambition will not bear such interrup-

tion, when he is trying to make a smooth recitation. Perseverance, for the

slightest let up, may be the cause of trouble afterwards ; but this latter has

its parallel in every other exercise in the school.

By teaching spelling in this way, the jaw-breaking, unused and techni-

cal words found in spelling-books are avoided, at least until there is use for

them, and the pupil learns to spell only those words that express to him an

idea. This method does not compel oral spelling any more than any other,

l^ublishers must not be blamed for issuing spelling-books. It is their business

to supply the demand.

When teachers are willing to work a little harder, and cease calling for

spelling-books, communities will be with them, and publishers will send out

something else better.

WHERE, AND WHAT, IS NORMAL?

We have thought that it might interest the readers of the Schoolmas-

TEK to be told some facts about the town from which it has gone forth on

its monthly visits, for more than one year. Normal is finely situated, on a

beautiful, rolling prairie, in the county of McLean, Illinois ; and is two mile.-?

north of Bloomington, the capital of the county, a thriving city of about six-

teen thousand people. The two corporations are separated by a common

boundary, about half way between the Court House and the Normal Univer-

sity ; a horse railroad makes easy communication between them. The cro.ss-

inii of the Illinois Central and the Chicago and Alton Railroads is in Nor-

mal.

Fifteen years ago. the site of Normal was an open prairie ; much of it

had never been plowed. About the time the location of the Normal Uni-

versity was tixed here, in 1S57, the town was laid out; the original plot has

been greatly enlarged ; the present corporation includes a tract two miles

square, with the Normal l^niversity in the center ; the present population is

estimated at two thousand. Few places impress a stranger more favorably,

especially at this season of the year. The town is well supplied with side-

walks, most of which are amply shaded by maples, elms and other trees :

the dwellings are generally tasteful, and many are embowered in a profusion

of trees and shrubbery. The abundance of trees is largely due to the taste,
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foresight and energy of Hon. Jesse W. Fell, one of the original proprietors.

The surrounding country is rich, well cultivated and picturesque.

Normal is supplied with four church edifices, which are well filled on

the Sabbath, by attentive listeners. The oldest church is the Congregation-

alist ; the house is of wood, commodious and comfortable ; its cost was

$16,000. The Baptists and Methodists have very tasteful houses of brick;

each cost about $15,000. The Presbyterians have a neat, wooden

church, erected last year. There is not a liquor-shop in town, nor is there

likely to be, as the sale of liquor in any form, except on a physician's pre-

scription, is strictly forbidden in the charter. The town is well supplied

with stores of almost every kind, and does considerable business, still, its prox-

imity to Bloomington, and its educational advantages, will probably always

cause it to be sought as a place of residence rather than for business purposes.

We have taken pains to get figures from the ofiice of the Central

Railroad, that will throw some light on the amount of business done in the

town. During the first five months of the present year, the bills for freight

forivarded on this road amounted to about $G,000 ; during the same time,

more than $4,000 was received for passenger fares. During the month of

May, 20 car-loads of corn were shipped by this road,—most of it for

direct shipment to New England towns. The passenger busines.s of the

Chicago & Alton road is larger than that of the Central.

W. A. Pennell k Co. have their head-quarters in Normal ; this firm do a

large business in heating and ventilating public and private buildings, by

the Ruttan system. They have recently put their heaters into the High-

School buildings of Lincoln, Neb., and Ottawa, Kansas; they have orders

on hand for Providence, R. I., and Hartford, Conn. A similar business is

done by the Messrs. Phillips, who are agents for the Bennett Hot-air Furnace

Co., of Cincinnati; they, also, make the heating and ventilating of school-

houses, a specialty. The nursery and tree business, however, is the most

characteristic, in Normal and vicinity. Ihere are about fourteen individunls

and firms in Normal and Bloomington engaged in this trade ; three of the

largest are in Normal. The establishment of F. K. Phoenix is the oldest

and largest ; his nurseries occupy (>00 acres, and are devoted to fruit and

ornamental trees, nursery stock, green-house and bedding plants, &c. This

business has been established twenty years. Mr. Phoenix's packing houses

and yards are only a few rods from the Junction depot in Normal ; in the

busy season, he employs from 250 to 350 men, and he ships many tons, by

freight and express, every day. The "McLean County Nursery." of Mr.

O. M. Colman, a little farther off, consists of 40 acres. He employs from

3 to IG men, and does a general business in trees and nursery stock, making
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evergreens a specialty, Tlie "Normal Nursery" of Mr. C. E. Fell does a

large business, and is growing in importance year by year.

A very important institution, of Normal, is the Illinois Soldiers' Orphans'

Home. This was established at Normal in 1869, by the State of Illinois,

for the support and education of children of deceased and disabled soldiers;

such children have their living and education furnished without cost to them.

The Home occupies a handsome and commodious building in the north-east

part of town, handsomely situated in the midst of a tract of 81 acres. The

Home contains nearly 300 children, and has a force of about 31 employes;

Mrs. Virginia C. Ohr is Superintendent, and Dr. John Sweeney is resident

trustee. Normal is chiefly distinguished by its educational facilities. The

Public School, containing four departments, and employing eight teachers,

occupies a fine brick building in the center of town near the University.

The cost of the building was about $16,000 ;
the number of pupils is nearly

400 ; Aaron Gove, editor of the Schoolmaster, is the Principal.

But the most important institution of Normal, and for which the town

received its name, is the Illinois State Normal University. The University

occupies a large and commodious structure of brick, three stories in height,

situated in a beautiful park of about 50 acres. The basement and first story

are occupied by the furnace-room, store-rooms, janitor's house, reception-

room, dressing-rooms, and rooms of the Model Department. The second

story is occupied by the rooms of the Normal School; and the third story con-

tains the Society-rooms, the large Hall, and the Museum. The whole is

crowned by a handsome cupola, from which a view may be obtained that is

rarely equaled. The Model Department usually contains from 150 to 200

pupils, of all grades, from the little six-year-old to the young man just ready

for business or for college. This is supported by tuition fees. The Normal

Department contains about 300 pupils, about equally divided between the

two sexes, who are preparing to be teachers in the schools of Illinois ; the cost

is borne by the State, mostly from the income of the College or University

fund. The institution employs eight teachers in the Normal Department

and four in the Model; Kichard Edwards, LL. D., is at the head of the

whole, The Normal University is just closing its fifteenth year; it began to

occupy its present quarters in the Fall of 1860. It has increased in import-

ance almost steadily from the first, until its influence is now widely felt all over

the State, and beyond its limits many of its graduates and students are worth-

ily occupying positions of high importance.
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We send this July number of the Schoolmaster to ten thousand
readers. Many school officers will receive it, who have not before had their
attention called to a school journal. We present to such, in Illinois, the
opening article on the school-law, prepared by Mr. John Hull, county super-
intendent, of McLean county. Most do not care to read critically the entire
law; in this work of Mr. Hull's, they will find tersely and plainly stated, all

the changes rendered necessary. We should be gratified if those strangers
who receive the Schoolmaster this month signify their appreciation by be-
coming subscribers.

The Illinois Society of School Principals, which holds its annual nicetino-

at Princeton, 111., July 9, 10, 11, attract.'^ the attention of many schoolmas-
ters. It will be remembered that the meeting last year, at Kockford, was
pronounced by all a great success. "The best school meeting I ever at-

tended" was the general expression. The work this year promises to be no
lets interesting. We published a complete programme last month.

The cii-cular of Hon. Newton Bateu.an to the school public of Illinois,

recently published and sent over the State, calls attention to the provision in

the new school law, which enacts that the elements of the natural sciences

shall be a* part of the common-school course of instruction. Teachers, before
obtaining certificates to teach under the law, must pass a satisfactory exami-
nation in these branches. The programme for the State Institute, to be held
at Normal for three weeks, commencing August 13th, has been adapted to the
needs of those who wish to review so much of the elements as it shall bo
found possible to do in the time. •

Dr. J. A. Sewall, for eleven years Professor of Natural Sciences in the
State Normal School, has prepared a work on Botany, designed to fill the re-

quirement of the law. Geo. Sherwood & Co., of Chicago, expect to have
the book before the public early in the fall. We have seen a portion of the

manuscript and the plates. The latter promise to be very beautiful. Able
critics pronounce the Doctor's book of superior merit. It must have a large

sale in Illinois.

W. B. Powell, Supt. of Schools, Aurora, 111., is preparing a book on
the elements of Zoology. Mr Powell has for several years ccmpellcd this

class of instruction in his schools. His system has been matured and has

been subjected to the severe test of the class-room. We are not advLsed who
are to publish this work on Natural History, but feel sure that it will be a

superior text-book. The introduction of the study into St. Louis schools,

has justly called forth applause from all parts of the counh-y. This is just

what the Aurora schools have been doing for the past two years.
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By ictcrcnce to our advertising^ pages, our readers will find a list of

books already in the market. Although limited in number, they are full of

instruction on the subjects upon which our Illinois teachers are expected to

inform themselves.

We publish this month another article on heresies (educational) of the Ad-
c(tiirr. This is written by a catholic,anditshows, what we have long known, that

liberal and right-minded men, of all denominations, believe in the value and

usefulness of our public schools as they have grown to be; while bigots of

all denominations naturally range themselves on the other side. Since our

last issue, the Advance has returned to the topic twice; and as we mean to

keep our readers informed on this matter, we will give a little space to his

new declarations. In the Advance for May 23d, the editor gives more than

a column to the subject, putting forth some new statements to which we may
return hereafter, but complaining loudly of the treatment of his argument

and of himself by the educational papers. He says :

"One educational magazine only gels near enough to an argument on the subject,

to call our proposal 'cold-blooded diabolism'! and yet it denounces 'bigots'. All we
desire is to reason on a question that does not begin to be settled, and that some day
will astonish these 'educators' by the interest it will excite, and the political action which
it will call forth."

Below, is what he says in his paper of June Gth, in full:

''It is singular how wide the educational periodicals steer of controverting calmly
the argument of our recent articles on the public school system. They content them
selves with epithets merely—a course which does not honor their cause. We have al-

jeady quoted from one of them the wild assertion that our suggested plan was a 'cold-

blooded diabolism,' and now we note that another has discovered that we 'out Herod
Herod,' while still another decides, that it contains a 'vein of Jesuitry ;' that 'it offers

little better than the old proselyting threat, the Koran or the Sword,' and that 'the

mental capacity of entertaining such a scheme is doubtless his (the editor's) misfortune

rather than his fault.'

"

This was written after our June number was sent to the Advance; his

complaint of want of argument reminds one of the stereotyped assertion of

boys who first take part in the debates of the country Lyceum. "Epithets"

seem to trouble him ; why then does he cjuote nothing but epithets for his

readers ? Will he give them as fair an abstract of our argument as we have
given of his ? But, we have another word about the epithet which ive used;

our brothers of the quill are able to defend themselves. W^e said that we
considered the plan proposed, in its tendency and in its origin, cold-blooded

diaholmn; we said it thoughtfully, weighing our words. Is it not true ?

We have shown, and it is easily seen, that this plan would deprive millions

of the poor children of our land, of all opportunity for generous culture, to

say the least,—we believe, of all school privileges. Said Jesus, "Inasmuch
as ye did it to one of the least of these, ye did it unto me." We say, there-

fore, it is dlahoUcal in its tendency. The old English law used to charge in

its indictments, that men were ''instigated by the devil," in the inception of
criminal thoughts. So, we are willing to believe that this idea in our editor's

mind had the same author; we do not charge it to the depravity of the edi-

tor himself ; charity forbids us to do so; we believe it is dlahoUcal in its

origin. As to his talk about "political action," we are no politician, we want
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no office, we never unde a stump speech; but we should like to discuss this

(juestion with him on the stump, before the people of Illinois; we should have
no fear of the result in this State, or any other with which we are acquainted.

Will our correspondents be prompt this year in sendinti' the annual re-

ports. No Journal published last year gave so full and complete annual re-

ports as did the Schoolmaster, but owing to the slowness of principals and
superintendents in making them out, we could not publish them till Septem-
ber. For convenience we republish the rules governing the report, taken

from Schoolmaster, vol. Ill, (1870) page 24(j.

11. A report shall likewise l)e made at the close of each school year, and for-

warded in like manner for publication, containing the following items; ist. Whole
numher of children of school age ; 2d. Whole number of different pupils enrolled ;

jd. Number of male teachers; 4th. Number of female teachers
;

5th. Highest salary

paid male teachers ; 6th. Lowest salary paid male teachers; 7th. Average salary paid

male teachers; 8th. Highest salary paid female teachers; 9th. Lowest salary ]3iid

female teachers; loth. Average salary paid female teachers; nth. Salary of superin-

tendent; I2th, Cost per pupil for tuition ; 13th. Entire cost per pupil; 14th. Aver-
age number belonging, I5lh. Average daily attendance; l6th. Per cent, of attendance ;

lyih. Number of tardinesses, iSth. Number of days' absence; 19th. Number of

weeks at school.

12. The cost of tuition per pupil shall be found by dividing the amount paid

to teachers and superintendents by the average number belonging

13. The entire cost per pupil shall Ije found by dividing the entire expenses of the

schools, including the amount paid to teachers and superintendents ; the amount paid

for fuel, ordinary repairs, and other contingent expenses ; also the interest, at six per

cent., on all permanent investments in buildings, grounds, apparatus, etc., by the aver-

age number belonging.

One John Branham murdered his wife on Wednesday, 29th, by splitting her head
open with an axe. He was lodged in jail at Owenton, Ky., and the same night was
taken out by a mob of a hundred men, and hung.

Such news items as this are by no means rare ; nor are they confined

to the rude settlements of the frontier, nor to the disorganized Southern

States. Why, when atrocious criminals are in the hands of the civil author-

ities, are men not content to let the law take its course ? We think no at-

tentive observer of events needs to wait long for an answer, nor shall ve con-

clude that the reason rests simply in the blood-thirstiness of men. It is

because it has become notorious that, after waiting for the law's delay, the

wretch will, very likely go unwhipt of justice, even if convicted, which is

very doubtful. Rejection of men from juries becau.se they are not know-

nothings, pleas of insanity on every conceivable occasion, a mawkish senti-

mentality in respect to every punishment that hurts, frequent successful appeals

to Executive clemency,— all must grow less before men who are really in

earnest that detected crime shall receive its reward, will feel content to sit

still and wait for law to inflict deserved punishment. What does it mean

that our own Governor reported, to the late Constitutional Convention, that

he had pardoned nearly one hundred criminals in a year? Of course, we

would not justify nor excuse lawlessness; but we do say that vigilance com-

mittees, short shrift and a stout rope, have a cau.se easily found, though not

a sufficient reason.
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR MAY, 1872.

Chicago, III '30,015

St. Louis |2S,999

Cincinnati, 27,520

Inilianapolis. Ind ! 4,728
Eviinsviile, lud

;

4,130
Blcomiugton, 11

Uubuque, Iowa
Teire Haute, Ind
Peoria, 111

Aurora, III
i

1,428
Danville, 111

Decatur, 111

West and South
Rocklord, 111 ,

Alton, III

Ea&t Rockford, 111

Cedar Hapils, Iowa
Lincoln, 111

Moline, III

Pekin, III.,

Ottumwa, Iowa
Marsnalltown, Iowa.
LaSalle, 111

Princeton. Ill

Genesee. Ill

Dixon, III

Macom'b, 111

Clinton. Ill

Polo, 111

Shelliyville, III

Marengo, Iowa
Urbaua, 111

Sterling, III

Normal, III

Mattoon, 111

Mendota. Ill_

Sigourney, Iowa,
Htnry, 111..

Indianola, Iowa,
Lexington, 111

Belvidere, 111

Toledo, Iowa,
Sheffield, 11

Shawneetown, 111

Yates Citj', III

North Dixon, 111

Rantoul,Ill
Lyndon, III

Maroa, 111

Creston, 111

Atlanta,
De Kalb, ill.,

Superintendents.

,r. L. Pickard.
7,1141 W. T. Harris.
5,671'

I

John Hancock.
699| 1,833 A. C. Shortridge.
949 215

j

Alex. M. Gow.
S M. Etter.
Thos. Hardie, Sec'y.

484; Wm. H. Wiley.
J. E Dow.

496 \V. B Powell.
138 J. G. Shedd.

E. A. Ga.stman.
„.. /J- H. Blodgett.
^^°

to. F. Barbour.
310 E. A. Haight.
393 Henrv Freeman.

J. E. Harlan.
Israel Wilkinson.

160 W.H. Rui-seU.
|Geo. Colvin.

125, L. M. Hastings.
247 Chas. Robinsou.
184 W. D. Hall.
246 0. P. Snow.

S. W. Maltbie.
E. 0. Smith.

333 M. Andrew.a.
69 ;S. M. Heslet.

127 J . H. Freeman:
70 Jephthali Hobba.

C. P. Rogers.
'.1. W. Hays.

GGl 175 H. P. French.
141 Aaron Gove.
45 J. H. Thompson.

j.T. R. McGregor.
A. Updegraff.

69 'J. S. McClung.
W.J. Shoup.
Daniel J. Poor.

99 H. J. Sherrill.
92 A. n. Sterrett.

J. A. Mercer.
Jas. M. Carter.
.A C. Bloomer.
Jno. V. Tnomaa.
W. H. Richarson.

46 21 O. M. '.'rary.

68; 29 Kd. Philbrook.
3| 28,P.R. Walker.

R. 11. Frost.
E. S. Duubar.

Chicago.—The following is the order of exercises at the closing of schools this

year :

1. Examination for admission to High School on Thursday, June 20, 1872, begin-

ing at 8 a. hk
2. Examination of candidates for Normal School on Thursday, June 20, beginning

at 8 a. m.
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3. Close High School on Thursday, Friday, and Monday, June 20, 21, and 24,
that the teachers have time to examine the papers of candidates for the High School.

4. Examination of High School on Tuesday anil Wednesday, June 25 and 26, at

10 a. m.
5. Examination of Normal School on Tuesday, June 25, at 10 a. m. Examination

of Normal graduates for teachers' certificates Wednesday, June 26, commencing at

lo a. m.
6. Closing exercises of Normal School, Thursday, June 27, at 10 a. m.
7. Closing of all primary divisions on Thursday, June 27.

8. Closing of all grammar divisions of schools upon Friday morning, June 20.

9. High School graduating exercises on Friday at 2 p. m., June 28, at the First

Baptist Church, on Wabash avenue, near Hubbard court.

10. Board meeting for the election of teachers, and for admission to Higli and
Normal Schools, Friday evening, June 28.

The following resolution was adopted, at the meeting of the Board, June 4 :

Resolved, That in the next school year there shall be no distinction in the salaries

paid to assistant teachers in the primary and grammar grades of the schools.

The wisdom of this lies in the fact that primary pupils are not so well taught as

they should be, and that grammar grades are too well taught at the present time; that is,

too much labor is lavished on grammar pupils on account of the sharp competition of

of the several schools. Bad teachers cannot float in the grammar department, but

they have wonderful buoyancy in primary divisions.

The number of writing spellers, slates, letters, business forms, and examination

papers, which a grammar teacher must examine and correct in a year is simply appall-

ing. In fact, our teaching in grammar grades is frightfully efficient. We are not a corps

of teachers, hut an army of proof-readers. And of all duties, this endless proof-reading

is the most destructive to a teacher's health. It goes straight to the spinal marrow as

alcohol to the brain. Marking a pile of papers has an effect on the back-bone similar

to a fall from a third story window. So the marks of their year's work are to ue seen

in our teachers' faces in the district, and well-defined stages of emaciation. Every school

woiks hard to make every other school work a little harder. Competition runs too high.

It is worse than horse-racing. We are members of a society for mutual homicide. This

killing work, too, is self-imposed. Our superiors or patrons do not demand it. The
principals are responsible fov it. They bring upon themselves insomnia and cerebro

spinal meningitis, concocting questions to astonish their assistants ; and the latter are in

danger ot St. Vitus' dance from trying to anticipate the posers. Our teachers wear out

too quickly, and the only good that results is precocity in our pupils, and a degree of in-

foimation that would come in good time at an easier rate of educational speed.

Next year it would be well to form a society for the promotion of longevity in

teachers. Each teacher should bind himself to have written spelling only once a week,

and written examinations but once a'monlh, and in only one study. Any one breaking

the rules of this pedagogical trades union, should be styled a "rat." Recently, teachers

had to be prohibited from calling their pupils together for instruction at any other than

school hours. Inebriate, poets, lunatics and teachers are the only people that require

protection against themselves.

Any impulse that tends to elevate mankind, at the expense of self, is a species of

madness—a gradual suicide. The poet is mad ; the great musician is mad ; the mission-

ary is mad ; the scientific hair-splitter is mad ; and the born teacher is the maddest of

all. It is your thoroughly selfish man that is politic and sensible.

We have some teachers, however, who do not kill themselves with work. They

are few, but to be found in every school. Sometimes they do little; generally, nothing.

They were invented by Providence, and put into our schools to allow the children to

rest; to let the pupils minds lie fallow for a season. This would be well but for the fact

that those fallow minds produce a growth of weeds impossible to extirpate. These do-

nothing teachers make the work of the hird workers harder; but they themselves have

a glorious time. Nothing is needed l)ut harps in their pupils' hands to make their divi-

sion rooms working models of Paradise. We have no fear of olleiuling them ; for they

never take an educational iournal. Tlie philosophy of teaching is not in their grade.
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Notwithstanding tlie lire, the number of candidates for admission to the High-

School is very large this year, the Skinner School presenting between 40 and 50", and

the Brown between 50 and 60. Our schools are rising in favor each year, and the ap-

prcprialion for their support is made with marked cheerfulness. Four new buildings

will be ready next September, to replace some of those destroyed in the fire, and it is

pn posed to sell the Scammon School lot for business purposes and provide accommoda-

tions for children of that district elsewhere.

At the last jneeting of the principals' association, the Superintendent made the fol-

lowing significant statement : "I have purposely omitted all reference to corporal punish-

ment in the Revised Course of Instruction, since we have so little need of that mode of

discipline. We are about giving the world an example of a city in whose schools cor-

poral punishment is allowed, but never practised. P^^rbidden, we might be obliged to

resort to it, but allowed, we can dispense with it entirely."

This state of things was brought al)out by the determination of teachers, during the

past few years, to throw the responsibility of a child's conduct, in school and out of it,

upon the child's parents, and to punish violent disobedience by temporary suspension

In m school. The plan works well, and no teacher who has for a long time avoided

using the rod, could now be induced, by any means whatever, to revert to the practice

of whipping. In a large city, with so many children clamoring for seats in the schoo's,

it were worse than folly to do with a stick what is much more gracefully and effectually

done with a scratch of the pen. Suspended children do not go to destruction, as it was
at first supposed they would do; but they go to the office of the Board of Education,

and are re-instated in school quite as soon as their own good, and the welfare of the

school, demand. We have better order now than we had in the days when the princi-

pal was used as a thrashing-machine; for "the master's eye does more work than bolh

of his hands could do."

Christian County Normal School.—The third session of the Christian County Nor-

mal School will commence at Taylorville, Illinois, Monday, July 22, 1S72, and con-

tinue six weeks. Special attention will be given to the professional training of teachers

in all the branches, required by law, to be taught in the Public Schools. Qualifications

of teachers under the new law. In addition to the branches now required by law, ap-

plicants for teachers' certificates must be examined in the elements of the natural

sciences; physiology and the laws of health. Tuition: Gentlemen $6; Ladies $5.

Competent instructors will be employed. Boarding can be had in private families at

reF.sonable rates.

Macon County —A school for the teachers of this county will be held in the High-
School building, in Decatur, beginning Monday, August I2lh, and continuing two weeks.

Instruction will be given in all the branches required by law, methods of teaching,

school economy, and in the school law. Immediately following the school will beheld
a County Teachers' Institute, beginning August 26, and continuing one week. Oscar
F. McKim, Co. Supt. of Schools.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

GoodBye Dinner to .Sec. A.—A decidedly new feature is to be introduced into

the programme of exercises for Commencement Day this year at the Illinois State Nor-
mal A "Good-Bye Dinner" is to be given to the graduating clsss, immediately after

the commencement exercises, in the University Hall. The dinner will be served in the

large Assemijly Room of the building, the desks being used as tables. Upon the phatform

will be spread tables for invited guests. A large ccmmittee frcm the students and faculty

is at work, and it is proposed to have one of the jolliest, meiriest times ever witnessed
in Normal. The contract for the dinner has been awarded to Mr. Bateman, of Bloom-
ingtcn. Accommodations will be provided for 300. A few tickets remain unsold.
Price $1. Old students and others wishing to be present should send in their names
immediately to Mr. Walter Lockwood, treasurer, or Mr. L. A. Chase, chairman of the
committee. Seats will be reserved in the order of application.
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ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.

In presenting, as promised, a Programme of the work proposed for tlie next meet-
ing, the Executive Committee and the Faculty of the Normal University extend their

joint and hearty invitation to the teachers and school ofticers, of Illinois, to be present

at the opening, Tuesday, August 13, at 8:30, a. m., and to continue, if practicable,

through the session. Your presence will lend inspiration,' your suggestions will add
strength, and your reception of any good things said and done will cheer the workers
specially appointed. The committee do not regard their labor as linished, but will con-
tinue to work for, and will gladly receive suggestions looking to, the most elilicient re-

sults.

In addition to the exercises implied in the programme,, evening lectures will be
given by Drs. Bateman, Gregory, and Allyn.

The Topics named first on the right of the "Time Column" below will be present-

ed at the opening of the institute; those that follow on the same lines will await the

close of the former. In only four or five instances, however, has the exact number of

exercises to be presented by each person named been determined. The greater im-

portance of certain topics, in the present juncture of our school life, will give to these a

larger share of the time than would be implied by finding one of the lines shared by
two topics. Thus the Natural Philosophy will receive nine "hours,"and "composition"
but five.

An admission fee of three dollars will be charged, to meet the expenses of the in-

stitute. Board in private families ranges from four to five dollars a week.
Most of Miss Case's work w'll be given in connection with a class of small children-

The session will continue three weeks.

INSTITUTE DAILY PROGRAMME.
MORNING. (joint SESSION.

)

8.30 Devotions.

8.40 "Animals," W. B. Powell. "Needs of our schools," E. L. Wells.

9.20 "Pennmanship, " A. H. Hinman. "Mental Science," R. Edwards.
10.00 "Singing," J. W. Cook.

RECESS.
IIIGH-SCHOOL SECTION.

10.30 "Algebra," Thos. Metcalf. "Geology," D. C. Taft. "Chemistry," Dr.

J. A. Sewall.

II. 10 "Classics," N. C. Dougherty. "Graded Schools," Aaron Gove.
12.00 Dismission,

GRAMMAR, AND PRIMARY-SCHOOL SECTION.

10.30 "Primai-y Instruction," with class-drill, Miss Gertie Case. "Botany," Dr.

J. A. Sewall.

II. ID "Physiology," R. Edwards. Reading, J. W. Cook.

12.00 Dismission.

AFTERNOON. (JOINT SESSION.)

2.30 "Natural Philosophy," E. C. Hewett. "Composition," A. Stetson.

3.10 "Physical Geography," E. C. Hewett. "Drawing,"

3.50 Miscellaneous.—Queries, Discussions and Business.

4.30 Dismission.

It is expected that on Thursday and Friday, August 22d and 23d, Dr. Bateman
will hold an examination for State Certificates.

Thomas Metcalf, For the Committee.

It would be a nice point for a debating society to decide whether the inventor ol a

stanza or of a tucking attachment to a sewing-machine does the more good in the world;

but certain it is that many ambitious authors of astronomies and Greek grammars have
failed to achieve the celebrity that Mr. Wilder has attained through the mystic ingre-

dients of his black board surface. John Jones's Grammar died ere it was born, but

Wilder's Liquid Slating is used everywhere. Such is Aime.
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MEETING OF I'UE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

The next annual meeting of the National Educational Association will be held in

the City of Boston, Mass., on the 6th, 7th, and 8th days of August, 1872. The fore-

noon and evening of each day will be occupied by the General Association, and the

afternoon of each day by the four Departments. The exercises will be held in the

Lowell Institute Hall and the Hall of the Institute of Technology.

General Association.

1. Methods of Moral Instruction in Public Schools, by Dr. A D. Mayo, Cincin-

nati, O.

2. The Co-Education of the Sexes in Higher Institutions.

[President White, of Cornell University, will present this topic, if other duties

permit him to attend the meeting.]

3. Compulsory School Attendance, by Newton Bateman, State Supt. Pub. In-

struction, 111.

Discussion to be opened by J. P. Wickersham, State Supt. Com. Schools, Pa.

4. The Examining and Certificating of Teachers, by John Swett, Ass't Supt.

Schools, San Francisco, Cal.

5. vSystem of Normal Training Schools best Adapted to the Wants of Our
People—Report by Wm. F. Phelps, Minn., Ch'n of Com.

6. The Educational Lessons of Statistics, by Hon. John Eaton, Jr., National

Commissioner of Education.

7. Drawing in the Public School, by Walter Smith, State Director of Art Educa-

tion, Mass.

8. Comparison in Education, by John D, Philbrick, Supt. Pub. Schools, Boston.

Elementary Department.

Miss D. A. Lathrop, Cincinnati, O., President.

1. Objective Teaching—Its Scope and Limit, by N. A. Calkins, Ass't Supt.

Schools, New York City.

2. English Grammar in Elementary Schools, by M. A. Newell, Principal of State

Normal School, Baltimore, Md.
3. Instruction in Science in Elementary Schools.

4. Adaptation of Froebel's Educational Ideas to American Institutions, by W.
N. Hailman, Louisville, Ky.

Normal Department.

C. C. Rounds, Farmington, Me., President.

1. The Proper Work of the Normal School, by J. C. Greenough, Principal State

Normal School, Rhode Island.

2. Professional Training in Normal Schools, by T. W. Harvey, State School
Commissioner, Ohio.

3. The Normal Institute, by A. D. Williams, Principal State Normal School,

Nebraska.

4. Normal Work among the Freedmen, by S. C. Armstrong, Hampton, Va.

5. Model Schools—Their Uses and their Relation to Normal Training.

Department of Superintendence.

John Hancock, Cincinnati, O., President.

1. The Extent, Methods, and Value of Supervision in a System of Schools, by
H. F. Harrington, Supt. Schools, New Bedford, Mass.

Discussion to be opened by J. L. Pickard, Supt. Schools, Chicago, 111.

2. The Early Withdrawal of Pupils from School—'Its Causes and Remedies, by
W. T. Harris, Supt. Schools, St. Louis.

Discussion to be opened by A P. Stone, Principal of High School, Portland, Me.
3. Basis of Percentages of School Attendance—Report of Committee.
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Departmknt of Higher Instruction.

D. A. Wallace, Monmouth College, 111., President.
1. College Degrees—Report of Committee, Pres. D. A. Wallace, Chairman.
2. Greek and Latin Pronunciation—Report of Committee, Prof. II. M. Tyler, of

Knox College, 111., Chairman.

3. The Method of Teaching Physics by Laboratory Practice and Objectively, by
Prof. Ed. C. Pickering, of Boston.

4. Modern Languages—Their Place in the College, College Preparatory, and
Scientific Preparatory Courses, by Pres. J. B. Angell, of Michigan University.

5. How to Teach English in the High School, by Prof. F. A. March, of Lafay-
ette College, Pa.

6. General Education as a Basis of Professional Training, by Prof. John S. Hart,
of Princeton College, N. J.

The daily programme will be so arranged as to afford time for the thorough dis-
cussion of the topics of the greatest interest and importance, and each discussion will
be opened by a person selected fur the purpose. All who may be willing to participate
in these discussions, are requested to come prepared to express well -matured opinions
in the fewest possible words.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in making satisfactory railroad ar-

rangements, but it is expected that at least two of the through lines from the West will
agree to sell round-trip tickets at reduced rates. The arrangements will be announced
as soon as completed. The local committee reports that nine good hotels agree to en-
tertain guests at reduced rates—varying from ^1.50 to $3.50 a day.

S. H. White, Secretary. E. E. White, President.

Notes.—Rev. Thomas Cogswell Upham, for almo.st fifty years Professor of Mental
Philosophy, &c., in Bowdoin College, died in New York on the 2d of April. Dr.
Upham was best known for his text-book on Mental Philosophy. Immense quar-
ries of soap-stone and serpentine marble, of the finest quality, have been found near the
eastern entrance of Hoosac Tunnel. The stone is so situated in reference to the rail-

road that it can be quarried and placed on cars at so small a cost as to make competition
well nigh useless. The quantity is inexhaustible, in fact, the whole of the immense
bluff seems to be pure stone which has waited these long ages for a railroad and a
market. The ice on the Connecticut river at Turner's Falls broke up April nth

;

for 135 consecutive days, it had been strong enough to answer the purpose of a bridge.
A Car load of fresh roll-butter, 20,328 lbs. in weight, arrived in New York about

the middle of April; the journey had occupied 23 days. The Princeton High
School began its spring ter.ii with 175 pupils; more than ever attended at a spring term
before. President Mark Hopkins, of Williams College, has resigned his position

after a long period of service; he will remain in the Institution as a teacher. President
Hopkins will be succeeded by Paul A. Chadbourn, a graduate of Williams, and former
professor in the College. T. Buchanan Read, the painter and poet is dead ; he
was only fifty years old. The best known of his poems is "Sheridan's Ride;" but

"Drifting" Is no doubt, by far the most artistic, as it is certainly the most beautiful.

No University has been established in Germany for the last half century. Their
plan is to strengthen those they have rather than to found new ones. Thus, by concen-
trating their means, they have been able to make their Universities model iiisiitu ions.

Videlie. Quetelet's Statistics of crime in France and England show, that in the

former country, out of one hundred criminals, sixty-one could not read or write, iwenly-

seven could read imperfectly, and only twelve could read and write well. In England,
thirty-six could not read at all, sixty-one could read and write imperfectly, and only
three could read and write well. Brain- work costs more food than hand- work.
According to careful estimates and analyses of the excretions, tliree hours of hard study

wear out the body more than a whole day of severe physical labor. Another evidence
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of the cost of brain-work is oi)taine(l from the fact, that though the brain is only one-

forlieth the weight of tiie body it receives about one-fifth of all the blood sent by the

heart into the system. Brain-workers therefore require a more liberal supply of food,

and riciier food', than manual laborers. The St. Gothard tunnel is now the great

engineering project in Europe. The success of the Mt. Cenis tunnel has aroused the

fca% of Swit-^eriand and Germany regarding the future of the Asiatic trade. In order,

{herefore. to be on an e(|ual footing in this respect with France, it is proposed to pierce

Alps near the St. Gothard Pass. The estimated cost is $37,000,000; the tunnel will

be twice as long as the Mt Cenis, and the rocks are much more difficult to manage, but

it is thought that with the experience which has been gained in other works, it can be

constructed in a much shorter time than was required for the Mt. Cenis tunnel.

In Saxony the children of the lower classes are compelled by law to attend the evening

schools for three years during the time they are apprenticed to a trade. The education

of such children is thus forced beyond the mere rudiments, and Saxony, hitherto in the

van of educational movement, promises still to hold her place. The great stone

monuments of England, like Stonehenge, are supposed by Mr. James Ferguson to be

military trophies, erected in the time of King Arthur, on the battle-fields, by the vic-

torious armies. Scribner for June. Messrs. G. & C. Merriam, the Publishers,

recently filled an order for 16 copies of Webster's Unabridged, from Colombo, capital

of the island of Ceylon, in the East Indies. During May, they had two orders from

Japan, one of 80, and one of 36 copies ; also, one of 12 copies from Constantinople ;

99 copies also went to the China and Japan market in April, from San Francisco.

Webster's Speller keeps up its sale of nearly one million copies per annum. The actual

number for the past year was 979,204.

—

Springfield Repnblicun, June 5.

^&&M TmmE^M.^

We have received the Illustrated Catalogue for 1S72-73, of J. L. Hammett, man-
ufacturer, publisher and bookseller, Boston, Mass. There is nothing of which we can

think, that the school-room needs in the line of apparatus, furniture or books, but what
can be found in Mr. Ilammett's catalogue. This is well worth the attention of teachers

and will be sent to any address on receipt of ten cents. This firm also send out a class-

ified retail price list that is convenient for reference. Address, 37 and 39 Brattle street,

}i(.ston, Mass.

C. D. Mari.veIv has just closed his second year of successful teaching at Byron,

Ogle county. He will not remain another year.

Prof. Alhert Hoi-kins died at Williamstown, Mass., May 27th. He had been
Professor in the College for move than forty years, and was most highly esteemed as a

thorough teacher, ar.d an earnest, upright man ; he was a brother of Pres. Mark Hopkins,
for so many years the head of Williams.

W. H. V. Raymond resigns the superintendency of Cairo, 111. schools at the close

of the year.

P. R. WalivER leaves Creston, where he has been since 1S61, excei)t three years

in the army, to take charge of schools at Rochelle, 111.

A. J. Blanchard is superintendent of Galva, 111. schools for 1S72-3.

Changes will take place at Freeport, Amboy, Centralia, III.

W. F. Bromfiem) leaves Mendotafor Tuscola, III.

J. R. McGREoriR leaves Heyworthfor Mendota, III.
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Peterson 3 Magazine for July more than maintains its old pre-eminence. Its prin-

cipal engraving is a steel-plate, -'Mother's Darling," one that will go to every woman'.^
heart. The stories are unusually good, even for "Peterson."' Among them is "When
we went Yachting," by Frank Lee Benedict, with a capital illustration, a spirited tale

in this popular author's very best vein. Then there is "Her Modern Pickwick," by
Daisy Ventnor, and "My Idees About Free Love," as good as anythmg of the Widow
Bedott. "Miss Vernon's Choice," is a story of great power, by Fanny Hodgson,
one of those first-class writers whom "Peterson" monopolizes. The fashions in

this magazine are always the latest, and, what is as necessary, the prettiest.

"Peterson's" is the only lady's book left that gives colored steel fashion plates,

and the one in the July number is a miracle of beauty. Every lady ought
to have this magazine on her centre-table. The price is only two dollars a year, with
great deductions to clubs; it is, in every sense, the cheapest and best. Now is a good
time to subscribe, as a new volume begins with the July number. Address, CiiAs. J.
Peterson, 306 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

The July number of ''Old and Neu'.'' issued June 15, will repeat the highly

successful experiment of last year, and will be an Edqcational Nu.mber. It will con-
tain a graphic account of life at the famous Round Hill School, established and con-
ducted by George Bancroft and Dr. Cogswell ; a comprehensive view of the whole
rarge of instruction now given at Harvard University; other papers upon topics of ed-

ucational importance, ahd a College Directory, giving the name, locality, course of

study, faculty and number of students of 175 or mare of the principal collegiate insti-

tutions of the United States—being an extremely convenient reference -list. Mailed,
post paid, on receipt of 35 cents, by the publishers, Messrs Roherts Bro's, Boston.

Every teacher should be a careful reader. It will be very well for him to divide

his reading into two kinds ; first, that which is professional, having a direct bearing on
nis work, either in giving him information respecting the subjects he is called to teach,

or in enlarging his knowledge respecting the philosophy and history of educati )n

;

second, such ^«/??ra/ reading as shall increase his knowledge of science, politics, re-

ligion, general literature, &c.

The June numbers of four leading magazines of the day lie before us; we hive
examined their rich contents with much interest, and have been almost surprised to ob-

seive how large a part of each of them is of special interest U> the thoughtful, intelligent

and earnest teacher. We propose to call the attention of our fellow-teachers to these

articles especially, constituting, as they do, a most valuable collection of reading of the

class firit mentioned above.

In the Atlantic, we notice first Mr. Parton's article on "Jefferson in the Continental

Congress."' It has rare merit in giving a vivid and close view of the prominent men
of that trying time, especially of the author of the Declaration; it is very entertaining,

moreover, as all Mr. Parton's writings are. The papers on "Recent Literature" are

such as no one who wishes to keep up ids acquaintance with new books will wish to

lose. The article on "New books on Science" is very valuable. Some sensible words
on "Politics" complete the number ; the page on the "Labor (Question" seems tons
es] ecially worthy of attention.

Harper's, as usuual, is particularly rich in illustrated articles, having a geogr.aplii-

cal value ; we observe no less than four of this kind ;—"The Gambling spas of Gcr-

n»any," "The Mountains" of Virginia described and illustrated by "Porle Crayon,''

'California," an excellent account of the building of the Central Pacific Railroad, and

the "Hebrew Exodus," accompanied by a map, and describing the Sinaitic peninsula.

We mention also, as well adapted to the teacher's wants, "The Republican Slnvemmt
in Europe." The "Literary and Scientific Record" is full and valuable. It will do

the teacher no harm, after a hard day's work, to laugh at the funny things in the "E li-

tor's Drawer."
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The Galaxy opens with Justin ^McCarthy's article on "Sir Charles Dilke and the

English Republicans," which gives a very clear idea of this gentleman, and of the

sentiment in England favoring a Republic. The first few paragraphs present the House
of Commons in the character of a bear-garden, or better of a barn-yard. The article on

the "English at Home" will profit a teacher in more ways than one. The article on

"Modern Languages in American Colleges" deals temperately with a much vexed

question, rather leaning to the present popular side. "Scientific Miscellany" and "Cur-

rent Literature" are instructive and interesting^ as usual.

Scribner's has two illustrated articles, entertaining and instructive to the teacher,

—

"Tiaveling by Telegraph," and "Warwick Castle " The former describes curious scenes

in our own country, and the latter, one of the most interesting historical buildings in

England. The paper on "The advance of population in the United Slates" presents a

scmewhat novel view of the subject, but one well worth attention. The criticism on
'Mr. Lowell's Prose" seems to us strained and far-fetched in parts, but it will have its

use. \Ve testify to our appreciation of "Nature and Science," by large extracts on
another page. The teacher interested in "Roses" will find something worth reading

about them; the explanation of the "Metric System" is just in the line of the teacher's

work, and the Book Reviews compare well with those in the other magazines.

We see not how the teacher can well dispense with any of these periodicals ; and
altogether they cost but a trifle, especially if ordered in connection with a teacher's

Journal,—the Schoolmaster, for instance.

The Minnesota Teacher for May opens with an article which we are sorry, ashamed
and indignant to see in a teachers' magazine. It is nothing more nor less than a part

of the effusion in the Advance, to which we have already paid our respects. To be sure,

the Advance is not named, and only a part of the article is quoted ostensibly, but there

is not an idea presented that is not borrowed from Chicago, and often the language is

taken as well. Of course, we feel no responsibility in the matter ; but, for the sake of

the profession, we should be glad to see the managers of teachers' journals, if they

must borrow the products of other brains than their own, draw from our friends, rather

than frcm those who have not only shown that they are our enemies themselves, but at

the same time, like Pilate and Herod, are making friends with the most bitter oppo-

nents of our schools, our government, our liberties and our religion. If it be true, as

is claimed, that this journal goes, by authority of law, to all the School District Clerks

in the State, we would suggest that here is a matter to which law-makers and tax-

payers in Minnesota should give attention.
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ADDRESS TO SCHOOL PRINCIPALS-

Education is the art of urging and guiding the growth of the human

mind. It is measured, not merely, or even mainly, by the amount of

knowledge it brings in, but by the amount of power it brings out. It

educes the hidden energies of the soul, strengthens them and multiplies and

facilitates their application to various tasks of life, as the air, the earth, the

water educe the flower from the buried seed and evolve from the acorn the

sturdy boughs and massive foliage of the oak. It is not mere physical ad-

vantages that have gained or that can attain for our country its political

privileges. We must look to education, and to other moral causes, then, as

determining, to some extent, yes, to a large extent, the future history of our

land. Education is, like the vegetation of our earth, of varied nature.

Much of it is like the waving harvest that fills our garners and piles our boards

with plenty, and much too is like the rank ivy, hastening the decay it seeks

to hide, and crumbling into speedier ruin the edifice it seems to adorn and

beautify. Which of these the education of the present and of the next

generation shall be, depends largely upon the work which the autocrats of

the school rooms of our land, from the modest country school house, to the

halls of the university, shall do. No one then who is worthy to be ranked

among the educators of our land, or who is entitled to wear the pedagogical

toga, and who realizes as he ought the importance of the teacher's work,

will fail to use all the means and appliances in his power, to brighten up his

armor, and to nerve him for the fight ; hence this meeting to-day.

We meet after our year's work to take heart and to gather strength for our

labors in the coming months of the year before us, and as we stand here on

this dividing line between the years, it may be well for us to pause and glance
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in either direction, to review the past and phm for the future. It is profita-

ble to review. Our failures of the past may stimulate us to redeem them in

the future, ar.d our former successes may encourage us to the achievement of

greater ones in the coming year. This work of ours should be a conscien-

tious work. It should be a matter of stern principle with us. Much, very

much, of the censure and complaint against our schools is due to the spirit

of indifference manifested by too many of those wearing the teacher's garb
;

indifference to the individual and general good of our pupils. Is there not

a tendency among us as principals and superintendents, to lose sight of the

individuality of the children, and to treat them too much in masses ? An
article in the last number of the Schoolmaster pleased me much, where

the writer discussed the necessity of the study of the characters and dispo-

sition of the children in order to do the best work as a teacher. The con-

scientious, earnest, faithful teacher will, so far as possible, acquaint himself

with the peculiar temperament, disposition and prospects of each individual

child, and will to the utmost seek to temper his dealings with each one, as

as those circumstances and conditions demand. Our schools are by some,

styled machines. Now in the running of our machines have we allowed any

tender thread to be broken, or any bud of hope to be destroyed, amid the

clatter and whirr and friction of the machinery ; or are there fragments of

them besmearing the cogs of one wheel and the leaves of another, and do

we go rattling on regardless of all these ruins 'r* It has been a source of grief

to me that so many of our teachers seem to ignore so entirely the laws that

govern mind. There is only here and there one, who after reading an article

on the development of mind, that can or does understand the laws there

enunciated, or can digest them ; and onlj occasionally do we find one who

after listening to a discussion of this topic that can take those principles with

him to his school-room, and make them the ruling, controlling power of his

daily labor. There are wrecks of mind scattered all along our streets whose

ruin has been caused by the unskillful handling of some heedless teacher;

minds are tossed and tumbled about the school rooms of our land as though

they were things of naught, instead of priceles jewels, to be trimmed and

polished and fitted for use and ornament. "We too often forget that in our

work as teachers we are moulding the men and women of coming years.

If we, fellow principals, have not this great truth, the true development of

mind, burning and growing in our very natures, let us cultivate it until it be-

comes the motive power of our lives, and then let us instill it into the minds

and work of our subordinate teachers. Every teacher should have somewhere

in clear view, either over the entrance to his school building or inscribed on

his desk or hari^ing upon the walls of his school room or what is best of all
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engraved and stamped upon the very tablets of his heart, this motto: ^'Oitr

work is imperisJiahle." Could we grasp this idea and give it power and life

in ouv daily work, could we realize in our very souls that the boys and girls

before us are indeed the future men and women of our land, there would be

in our teaching more of soul and less of surface, more of heart and less of

hollowness. The work of reform has already begun, the wave is rolling on,

and speed quick the day when so many precious moments shall not be wast-

ed and fewer young hearts crushed by our cruel methods of instruction.

But while the intellectual culture of the child is the ostensible work

committed to our hands, there is yet another department no less important,

which is the implied work of every teacher; that is, the moral training of the

pupils. The present is no time for us to be silent and inactive upon this

subject, when the Juggernaut of Intemperence, and the dark wave of pro-

fligacy are crushing and overwhelming thousands of the young. When there

is a demand from many quarters for the repeal of the Sunday laws ; when

many are clamoring for the expulsion of the Bible from our public schools

;

when profanity is lisped by the prattling tongue of childhood; and falsehood

and deceit are the common practice of the masses of our children, it is no

time for the teacher to be silent. Then in reviewing the past year, do we

find that we have rebuked profanity ; that we have checked falsehood ; that

we have discouraged dishonesty and encouraged uprightness of word and of

act, and in every possible and legitimate way, striven to elevate the morals

of our pupils ? I do not claim the school-room as the place to enforce one's

peculiar views upon religious topics. I cannot fellowship the sentiment ex-

pressed a few days since, by a Massachusett educator, that a teacher should

inculcate his own religious belief; neither do I deem it the best plan to have

a set time for giving instruction in morals; but this work should be contin-

ually interwoven with the daily drill, and enforced on the multitudinous oc-

casions which present themselves to every teacher.

These obligations which I have thus far mentioned are those that belong

more especially to the school-room. But our work is not circumscribed by

the walls of our school buildings however spacious; there are innumerable

little streams that flow from the teacher's desk to the hearts and homes of

the community, and these should be fed from pure fountains. There is

scarcely a member of a community, who wields so great an influence for good

or evil, as the teacher who has, by his zeal and fidelity, found a place in the

confidence of the people. And it is not his duty, privilege or riijht to shut

himself up to the mere matter of instruction in the school. There are other

interests that claim much of our attention. The Sunday SHiool cause, the

Temperance cause, and all the other general and local interests demand his
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support, and to these he ought to give so much of his attention as his time

and his strength will allow. The first class of duties ought to be done, and

they must not be left undone. I am aware that in identifying himself with

these interests, he will often be compelled to assume responsibilities, under

whose weight he may well cry out, "Who is sufl&cient for these things?"

But notwithstanding this pressure, and the oft wearied body and mind, we

should still mingle in the scenes outside of our profession. We shall teach

better for mingling fully among men in their various callings. The mere

pedagogue is a very dry and withered plant. The genuine, old-fashioned,

school-master look and walk can be detected at the first glance. I do not

consider this the true mission of the teacher. He should be every inch a

man—a man among men.

I have thus briefly spoken of some duties that belong to us as individ-

uals, but our responsibility does not end here. We owe obligations to our

communities, to our counties, to our State and to our country, in our asso-

ciate and combined capacity. In our own towns we may organize in some

form for united work and thus add to the eflBciency of our labors. Our

county institutes should have a happy co-operation from us. They may not

always be just what we could desire 3 their management and plan may not

suit us, and yet I deem them very necessary auxilliaries in our school work,

and a very useful organization, worthy of our hearty support, at least of our

efforts to make them better if they are not what we wish. We must remem-

ber that though the plans and methods there discussed and the suggestions

there made, may seem old and hackneyed to us of larger experience, they

may be to the younger and less experienced, matters of no little importance

and often furnish a stimulus which is a great help to them in the first years

of their teaching. Let us not then turn our backs with a sort of contempt

upon the county institute and other county work, which may fall to our hands

from time to time, but let us give our county Superintendent words of cheer

and encouragement, and aid him in his work by our influence and our efi"orts

in every proper way. But reaching out beyond these county organizations

are our State Societies. Of these, as you know, there are two—both of which

are worthy of, and should command our warmest and most hearty support.

The Illinois State Teachers' Association has a noble record, and its history is

one of which its founders, supporters, and the State may justly be proad.

The gathering of more than four hundred of our teachers, as at Galesburg,

at Ottawa and at Peoria sent abroad through all the States an influence for

good whose value can scarcely be computed. Were there no other good re-

sult from them than the enthusiasm produced by the friction of so many

minds engaged in the same work, and the encouragement and information
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gained by becoming familiar with each others' trials, and triumphs, and

failures, and successes; than the social privileges enjoyed on such occasions,

even those were enough to demand from us our earnest support of the insti-

tution. But besides them, the puUic work of these meetings is such as to

call for our commendation and encouragement; many excellent things for

the school system of the State have sprung from the public discussions and

business of these State gatherings and the interests of our schools still de-

mand this influence. I speak here of this matter, because it has seemed to

me that for the last two years the interest in the State Association has flag-

ged somewhat; that there has not been that earnestness and enthusiasm

which characterized the meetings of a few previous years. This ought not

so to be. The cause of their decline ought to be sought out and removed

and while our State is gaining in prosperity and in all the elements of ma-

terial wealth and power, our school interests ought not to flag.

Then, there is our own Society, which, though last of this family, we

should be exceedingly loth to call the least in importance or influence. It

has already reached a prominence which was scacely anticipated, I trow, by

the friends themselves. In the language of my predecessor in ofiiee, "The

object of this society is pure, unadulterated work." So may it be this year.

May we go from this session with our zeal kindled to a flame, with an appre-

ciation of our work wider and deeper than we have ever had before, and

with an enthusiasm that shall cause every nerve to tingle with earnestness.

The field which lies spread out before this society does not at all infringe

upon the domain of the State association. There is a special work for us to

do, composed as our membership is, of those who are required to take a more

than ordinarily broad view of the educational field and to deal with the more

general phases of the teacher's work. We can find a field sufiiciently large

and promising for us to cultivate ; there are special topics to be discussed and

special interests for us to guard and foster. While those other fields to

which I alluded may not be neglected by us, this should receive our peculiar

care, and to this our heartiest energies be given; and may the society grow

and thrive, till in the magnitude and importance of its work, in the power of

its influence, and in the amount of good accomplished by it, it shall tower

above all other educational organizations in our State.

Allow me to hint at least, at one matter which I think of great import-

ance in our eff"orts to aid both the State Association, and our own society,

and that is the faithful and prompt fulfilment of any appointment or work

which may be assigned to us. The success of these organizations depends

largely upon the character of the exercises at their annual sessions, and if

by failures or indiff'erent preparation the programme is not carried out, of
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necessity very much of the efficiency is lost. Furthermore, when the execu-

tive committee call upon us for any work, let us respond to the call, if it be

in our power to do so—and then, working shoulder to shoulder, we can move

on and achieve success that will honor our societies and our State. There

is one other interest to which I wish to call attention and that is, our State

school journals. Of these also, there are two, and both well worthy of our

support. I have the reading of several journals from other States, and

when I peruse those from our own, I lay them down with a feeling of pride,

that they are not a whit inferior, and are justly to be ranked among first

class journals. The gentlemen who have charge of them are those in whom

we have great confidence, and they should have our hearty eo operation.

They need not only the $1.00 or $1.50 which covers the price of subscrip-

tion, but words of cheer and words of contribution. When we consider the

amount of good which a well edited school journal may accomplish, when

we remember that their visits to the teacher's sanctum are welcomed every,

month by a large number of our co-workers, and that these visits are cheering

and encouraging and profitable, we can readily see the necessity of doing all

we can to give them efficienc}' and power.

It has no doubt been a gratifying fact to us all that two journals pub-

lished in such close proximity, and occupying the same field for support,

should still sail along so smoothly, with not evtn the appearance of wrang-

ling. To us outsiders there has not appeared even a ripple upon the waters
;

they are as smooth as the surface of the mirrored lake. Let us then tell

those editors God speed—and aid them with our hands, our heads, and our

feearts. and use our best efibrts to increase the circulation of these journals.

But going on still farther we find that there is a National work to be

done in the field of education. When I read the other day in the St. Louis

Journal of Education, a paper prepared by Prof. Gilman, of Yale College,

for a Japanese official, as a digest of the system of popular education in the

United States, I felt that it was a disgrace that we were compelled to send

out to the world such a mongrel afiair as representing the educational system

of this groat people. When reading also not long since in one of our Dailies

that the Legislature of Georgia had refused to give aid and support to her

public schools, it seemed to me that there should be some power somewhere

to compel her to establish and maintain an efficient system of public schools.

When I learn from various sections of our land that communities here and

there, through parsimony or false economy are disposed to cripple and smother

the interests of popular education, it would seem tlat there should be some-

thing more far-searching and comprehensive than mere State laws. Ought

we not, then, to use our influence to secure a national system of education,
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which in all its essential features should be the same in all the States, some-

thing that other nations could recognize as something tangible and effective?

In these departments then that I have thus briefly mentioned lies our

field of labor and certainly it is broad enough to satisfy the ambition- of the

most aspiring among us, and if cultivated vrell, it will yield a harvest plenti-

ful and cheering. Our reward, however must not be sought in the few hun-

dreds of dollars that may be paid us, and sometimes perhaps grudgingly, for

our day's work, but in the consciousness that we are doing a good and noble

work, and happy shall we be if when we shall have graduated from the

school of life, we shall receive a diploma from the Great Teacher with the

motto, ''Well done." E. C Smith.

THE TEACHING OF THE FUTURE.

Chicago, May 21, 1882.

Dear Schoolmaster :—During the past ten years, the most wonder-

ful improvements have been made in the theory and practice of teaching.

From the time of Horace Mann to our last departure, the great mistake was

in trying to improve methods of instruction, instead of improving the in-

structors; just as if mechanics were to spend their time patching up and lu-

bricating old machinery, instead of improving themselves and inventing new

ones ; tinkering at the old hand-press, instead of devising the Bullock and

Hoe. Although teachers ten years ago had a great opinion of themselves,

they were very deficient in information. Not one in ten could teach music ;

not one in a hundred could compose a piece of music, or teach reading in

conformity with the principles of physiology and elocution ; and I knew

them so ignorant of natural history as to call a caterpillar a reptile, and a

whale a fish.

The first step in the right direction was shortening the daily session

;

the next, the appointment of competent teachers of teachers; the last, and

best, the discharging of teachers unwilling to inform themselves in all

branches of the liberal sciences, or unable to keep pace with the progress of

the times.

The session now is three hours a day for primary pupils, and four fur

children in the grammar department. It was found, that to study diligently

one hour a day was all that was needed in the lov/er grades, and all th it

children would do, no matter how many hours they were forcibly detained

within the walls of the school-house; and that the old plan of keeping
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children in school six hours a day, simply to determine which had the greater

skill, the pupils in getting out of order, or the teacher in keeping them

quiet, was a relic of the grossest barbarism. The minds of young children

cannot endure a long strain, and enforced detention when they are not re-

citing and cannot study, would be a punishment to both teacher and pupil.

In the grammar department, such is the ability of teachers, that they

go through an exercise in less time than was formerly taken up in fumbling

with the leaves of text-books in looking for the place. Their familiarity

with the subjects which it is their duty to teach is so thorough that text-

books are entirely useless, and the disgraceful wranglings of rival publishing

houses, and their contemptible tricks for introducing their books, are known

here no more. You and I always knew that text-books were not needed by

the pupil—their only use being to atone for the ignorance of the teacher.

So now children learn from live teachers, not from dead text-books that

ought to have been condemned long before.

Music is taught by each teacher in her own room; the pupils, singly,

singing the exercises at sight, the teacher composing iiew harmonies as cir-

stances require. This method was invented by E. E. Whittemore in 1872.

There is a special teacher for writing in each school. He places his

copies on the black-board, and pupils transfer them to blank-books. Scrib-

ner, and Spencer, and Thompson, and Babbit, as authors, are no more.

Some are dead and others are teaching penmanship in the schools. Each

teacher is an elocutionist. We have a corps of professors who give us two

lessons a week; so we keep inconstant vocal practice, as musicians find it

necessary to do, who wish to excel in their profession. As a result the read-

ing of our pupils is admirable, their voices being trained to a degree of

sweetness and power which would drive people of the last decade wild with

delight.

Arithmetic is taught by principles, not by erratic, disconnected prob-

lems, as formerly. One principle is matured before another is considered

;

then two or more are combined. What cost nine years' study formerly, is

now accomplished in three years, the last year being devoted to review.

Bret Harte's "Child's History of the United States" is in use; but teachers

look mostly to Irving and Bancroft for their information. The writers and

publishers of all other histories of the U. S. are in the insane asylum at

Jacksonville.

For the study of geography, every school has a full supply of globes

and outline maps. The information of the teacher supplies the rest.

While the teacher is giving a discourse, the grammar pupils take notes

in S'hort-hand and recite the substance next day. The teacher gives her au-
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thority for everything she says; the pupils consult the same sources for in-

formation, and frequently correct the teacher's misapprehension of principles

and facts. Joseph Medill, who was Mayor in 1872, is our teacher of pho-

nic analysis. Grammar is taught in language lessons, such as appeared in

the Schoolmaster long ago; and the Shakspeare clubs of the teachers

have produced a high degree of force and purity in their use of language.

All nice grammatical distinctions are left to be taught in the High School.

Teachers arc obliged to attend some exercise every afternoon. The

course this year is the following: On Monday, Physiology; on Tuesday,

Natural History; on Wednesday, Chemistry; on Thursday. Botany ; on Fri-

day, Music; on Sunday morning. Practical Morality; on Sunday evening,

Astronomy. The course last year embraced Geology, Political Economy,

Mental Science, Natural Philosophy, and Design. Next year our subjects

will be Literature, Rhetoric, Comparative Philology, Philosophy of History,

and Esthetics. The languages and mathematics are mastered in our City

Academy. After attending this course, teachers pursue their investigations

singly, till their learning is fruitful ; whereas, of yore, they let their educa-

tion run to seed upon obtaining a teacher's certificate; for the long hours

fatigued them beyond the power of self-improvement.

The churches, having long ago degenerated into mere assembly-rooms,

wherein ladies exhibited the fashions, choirs performed operatic music, and

orators gave novel and sensational discourses, are now closed; for the school

fills all the purposes for which the church was instituted, and in the achieve-

ment of which it so signally failed. The organs were sold to establish a

fund from which destitute children procure Gillott's 303 pens. The ex-

clergymen have become teachers, and they succeed finely in the tenth grade

;

but the editors, who have of late sought our profession on account of its em-

oluments, very often get as high as the seventh. No lawyer has yet passed

the required examination.

Our system of discipline is very simple; cur platform is: "Children,

behave or leave." It has been discovered that vicious children are as much

out of place in the public schools as blind ones, or mutes, or idiots would be.

When a teacher has not the character, or magnetism, to command the re-

spect of her pupils, she is not now propped up in her place with a stick. On

the other hand, it is no longer thought a teacher's duty to thrash out of a

child's skin all the villainy he has inherited from his ancesters from Adam

down. Nor is it imperative on a teacher to make a good boy of a youth, in

>pite of his parents and surroundings, in spite of the free and independent

spirit of America, and in spite of the tone of modern society. Ten years

ago, it was known that a clergyman would be invited to leave if he could
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not fill liis pews, that a lecturer would starve if he could not draw good

houses, and that an actor would be sacked if he could not fill the bill ; but a

teacher who could not hold her pupils was given a rattle with which to

make the little ones love her. But those days are past and gone.

The department of morals and manners is the most satisfactory of all

in our present system. This result is owing to the grading of the same, of

which the following is a syllabus

:

MORALS AND MANNERS GRADED.

10^/t Grade. The proper use of Miss and Mrs., of Sir and Ma'am,

and to prefix please to a request. Also, instant obedience. When a child

cries for his mother, or disobeys his teacher, he is to be sent away as being

unfit, in morals and manners, for the tenth grade.

dth Grade. Truthfulness, and the use of the handkerchief. Also,

washing, combing, and hair-cutting. The application of water, soap and

towel insisted on without any theoretical explanation. Saying "what," or

"how" when questioned, interrupting, contradicting, speaking in presence of

older persons without permission, staring at strangers, shaking, or nodding

the head in reply, raising the hand, or snapping the fingers in recitation,

forbidden.

8//i Grade. Honesty, and lessons in walking. Care of dress-patches,

buttons, cleaning boots, etc.—taught in theory. An awkward gait, swagger-

ing, and slamming doors, forbidden. To look in the face of the speaker

when addressed, and to halt, if running, when passing older people on the

sidewalk, carefully taught.

1th Grade. Peacefulness and kindness to animals and new scholars.

Screaming, whistling, calling after teachers and peddlers, mimicking, mock-

ing, nick-names, and foolish laughing, when there is no joke, strictly for-

bidden. Blacking boots, the advantages of a good "shine." Hands in

pockets and pantaloons inside boot-legs, wiping slates with coat-sleeves, for-

bidden.

Qth Grade. Good language, and respect to superiors, especially teachers

and policemen. Abruptness of speech and impertinence condemned. Wip-

ing pens on hair forbidden. Care of finger-nails. Spit-balls and gam-chew-

ing capital ofi"ences.

bth Grade. Friendship and self-denial, and brushing teeth. Tattling

and selfishness discouraged.

4:th Grade. Modesty in girls, the control of the temper in boys, polite

fcrms of salutation, and review of personal habits as taught in primary

grades.
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3f? Grade. Liberality among the descendents of different sectarians,

atd charity towards foreigifcrs. Expressions like ''Pardon me, sir," en-

couraged, and evasive and curt replies forbidden.

2d Grade. Patriotism. Liberty, as distinguished from license. Com'
mon politeness continued.

1st Grade. Natural and proper association of the sexes, and taste in

dress. Flirtation discountenanced, and mawkish bashfulness corrected.

High School Class. Etiquette at table, in company, among pedestrians

and equestrians, in public conveyances, and at places of amusement.

High School. Dancing and Moral Philosophy.

J. Mahony.
P. S. All questions touching the teaching of the future, should be ad-

dressed to the Schoolmaster, together with one dollar for a year's subscrip-

tion to the same, and in time they will be answered. J. M.

IS A DEGREE OF LATITUDE LONGER AT THE POLES
THAN AT THE EQUATOR?

The idea generally obtained from books of Astronomy and Geography,

is certainly in favor of the affirmative of this query ; since they assert that

a degree of latitude increases as we travel from the equator toward the poles.

Therefore, we infer that the degrees are longer at the poles, than at any in-

tervening point. They also define latitude as " Distance north and south

from the Equator, measured on a Meridian."

Now, it is an established fact, that if we were to travel from the Equa-

tor to either pole, we would pass over 90° of latitude, which woukl carry

us one fourth the distance round the earth, and likewise elevate the polar

star from the plane of the Eational Horizon to the Zenith. Either of these

conditions will measure 90° for us.

But which is the correct basis for the measurement of the distance

traveled; or for measuring any portion of it ? If we continue to travel en-

tirely round the earth, we will have passed over precisely 360°, which is the

number of degrees formed about any point as a center. This measurement

still coincides with the observations made upon the polar stars. And the

next inquiry is, did these methods of measurement ever differ? We know

that if we had passed over the circumference of a circle, in going round the

world, there never would have been any difference between the degrees

measured at the center of the earth, and those measured by the elevation or

depression of the polar stars. But we did not pass over the circumference
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of a circle in our travels, because the eartli is flattened at the poles ; hence

the curvilinear figure thus generated takes the form of an ellipse; therefore,

we have no right to infer that these bases of measurement will agree at all

times.

The argument "that a degree is longer at the poles, than at the equator,

because a greater distance must be passed over, to elevate the polar star one

decree, when on this flattened surface," is evidently based on the hypothesis,

that this flattened surface is the arc of a circle, greater in diameter than

that of the earth; while .in reality it is part of an ellipse, having for its

transverse axis the equatorial diameter of the earth, and for its conjugate

axis, the axis of the earth. We believe at the center of the earth is the

proper place to measure degrees of latitude ; because all astronomical mea-

surements, with regard to our earth, are made on the basis of angles at the

center. The Parallax, or position of any heavenly body when viewed from

the center of our earth, is the first essential, in making our calculations.

The inclination of the earth's axis to the plane of the ecliptic, is evidently

an angle measured at the center of the earth ; and the Tropics are therefore

located 23^° north or south from the equator, by this measurement. But

there is 232° of latitude from the equator to either Tropic. Hence, latitude,

in this instance at least, is measured by the degrees of an angle, formed at

the center of the earth. Supposing then, that degrees of latitude are mea-

sured at the center of the earth (which supposition alone is compatible with

a mathematical treatment of angles) and knowing that when measuring lat-

itude on the surface, we are measuring distance on an elliptical curve, the

distance which shall be passed over to make a degree, must be such as will

contain that portion of the earth's surface between two lines which emanate"

from the center at an angle of one degree. And this distance will be shortest

Avhen measured nearest the vertex of the angle; which place is at the poles,

because they are the nearest points of the earth's surface to its center.

Therefore, a degree of latitude is shorter at the poles than at the equator.

Oaktown, Ind. . J. T. Hays.

The Root of the Evil.—"Doctor," said a wealthy patient to his

physician, "I want you to be thorough—strike at the root of the disease!"

•'Well, I will," said the doctor, as he lifted his cane and brought it down

hard enough to break into pieces a bottle and glasses which stood upon the

sideboard. It was his last professional visit in that house.
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LANGUAGE LESSOKIS FOR INTERMEDIATE OR PRIMARY
SCHOOLS.

LESSON XXIX.
COMPOUND WORDS—THE HYPHEN.

Pronounce at least ten compound words, and let the pupils write tllem

on their slates.

The pupils should be led

(1) to see the nature of these words;

(2) to discover and say that each is made of two or more other wordij

(3) to give other compound words, and separate each into its parts;

(4) to form compound words of simple words given them by the

teacher;

(5) to discover, by reference to their books, how compound words are

written.

Tell the pupils, if they do not know, that these words are called com-

pound words, and let them make and write a definition for a compound

word.

Let the pupils

(1) re-write the list of words on their slates and make the necessary

corrections;

(2) spell each word orally, and give the hyphen as a part of the spell-

ing;

(3) select all the compound words contained in certain lessons named

;

(4) practice until they can readily form, select and define compound

words.

LESSON XXX.
BASE WORDS—DERIVED WORDS.

REVIEW PREVIOUS LESSON.

Pronounce to the pupils several base words,—as thick, dai'Jc, hojje.

Let the pupils

(1) form from each of these as many other words as they can and

write them on their slates;

(2) compare the words thus formed with the compound words had in

review;

(3) state how a compound word is formed
;

(4) discover and state that the new words are formed by making addi-

tions to single words

;

(5) give name (foundation, base) to the word to which additions are

made

;
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(G) make and write definition for base word
;

After the pupils have been led to derive a name for the words they

have formed from base words, they should be told that such words are called

derived words, after which they should

(1) make and write a definition for a derived word
;

(2) make many derived words from base words
;

(3) point out the base of many derived words
;

(4) practice until they can readily distinguish, on the printed page,

compound, from derived words
;

(5) give meanings to the different words formed on the same base.

LESSON XXXI.

SIMPLE WORDS—CLASSIFICATION OP WORDS.

Pronounce a derived word to the pupils and let them tell

(1) what kind of word it is;

(2) how they know it is a derived word

;

(3) with what kind of word they compare it, when they call it a de-

rived word.

Pronounce a compound word to the pupils and dispose of it in like

manner as far as possible. The pupils will discover that they have no name

for the word with which they contrast a compound word. They should be

told that it is called a simple word, after which they should

(1) give and write definition for simple word
;

(2) practice until they associate simple with compound words, and base

with derived words.

Pupils too seldom know what they have seen on the page after they

have read it. They are very careless and indifferent lookers-on. The work

of the last three lessons, given early in the reading course, will be found in-

valuable in training them to habits of close and quick observation.

It will also be found valuable as a preliminary step to a systematic study

of word-building and word-analysis.

LESSON XXXIL
THE HYPHEN—ITS USE IN DIVIDING A WORD AT THE END OF A LINE.

Pronounce a paragraph to the pupils and make it necessary for them,

as they write, to separate the syllables of some of the words and place them

on different lines.

This they will not know how to do correctly.

Do not tell them, but let them ascertain by referring to their books.

Let them copy, and write from dictation, until the habit is fixed.

Associate the two laws for the use of the hyphen.
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OFFICIAL REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS
Of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Illinois Society of School Principals,

held at Princeton, 111., July 9th, 10th and 11th, 1872.

The Society met at the High School building, July 9th, at 2 o'clock

p. ni , and was called to order by the president, Mr. E. C. Smith, of Dixon.

The exercises were opened with prayer by H. L. Boltwood, of Princeton,

after which the president gave an address.

A paper, "The Recitation, its objects and merits," prepared by Presi-

dent Edwards, was read by Mr. J. W. Cook, Pres. Edwards being unavoid-

ably absent. Discussion of the above was opened by Mr. M. Andrews, of

Macomb, and was continued by Messrs. Gove, flutter, Roberts, Boltwood

and other.'?.

Mr. Gove moved that the section in the new school law in reference

to the county superintendency, be taken up and discussed sometime during

the meeting ; carried.

Society then adjourned until 8 p. m.

July 9th, 8 p. m. Meeting called to order by the president.

On behalf of the committee appointed last year to confer with college

presidents, to secure harmony between high schools and colleges in their

courses of study, Mr. Roberts of Galesburg, made a partial report, stating

that in that part of the State assigned to him—the country west of the

Illinois river—he had been quite successful. The other members of the

committee were unavoidably absent, and a full report could not be made.

The Society was then addressed by Rev. M. L. WilHston, of Galesburg,

on the subject "How shall we educate?" after which adjourned until 9 a. m.

tomorrow.

Wednesday, July 10th. Called to order by the president. Devotional

exercises led by Rev. Mr. Williston.

It was then moved that a committee on nominations be appointed

;

carried, and the following were appointed : J. V. Thomas, of Dixon ; Aaron

Gove, of Normal; M. Andrews, of Macomb; J. H. Broomell, of Chicago;

Wm. Jenkins, of Ottawa.

JMr. A. J. Blanchard, of Galva, then read a paper on "The Demands of

Morality upon our Public Schools." Discussion followed, opened by J, H.

Freeman, of Polo, and continued by T. C. Swafford, of Oneida, and others.

Mr. I. Wilkinson, of Lincoln, next read a paper on " Examinations and

Promotions." Mr. J. E. Dow, of Peoria, who was to open this discussion,

was absent on account of sickness.
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Mr. Boltwood read a paper on the same, prepared by Mr. J. H. Blod-

<>-ctt of Rockford, who was also detained by sickness.

After the reading of this paper, the president announced that, by order

of the Executive Committee, the subject in reference to the county super-

intendency would be taken up at 4 : 30 p. m , to-day. Discussion to be

opened by 3Ir. Ethridge. County Superintendent of Bureau.

Adjourned until 2 p. m.

Wednesday, July 10th, 2 p. m. Called to order by the president.

A paper on " Evening Schools" was presented by B. E. Cutter, of Chi-

cago, after which the subject was discussed by Ceok of Normal, Etter of

Bloomington, and Roberts of Galesburg.

After a short recess, Mr. Powell, of Aurora, spoke on the subject.

"Teachers ; their Qualifications and Studies." Discussion by Mr. (rastman

of ] )ecatur.

The discussion of the "county superiutendency" was then opened by Mr.

Ethridge. and continued by jMr. Etter of Bloomington, Mr. Gore of Normal.

Mr. Gove also moved that a committee of five be appointed to cooperate

with a similar committee to be appointed by the State Association, in an

effort to get the next legislature to restore the county superintendency to

its former condition ; carried.

Mr. Etter moved that the Executive Committee of the State Associa-

tion be requested to place this question on their programme for next meet-

ing ; carried.

Mr. Hall, of Princeton, was appointed to assist those wanting teachers,

in becoming acquainted with those seeking situations as teachers.

The committee to confer with the committee from the St:^te Association

WHS announced as follows: Yj. A. Gastman, Decatur; S. M. Etter, Bloom-

ington; A. J. Blanchard, Galva; P. B. Walker, Bochelle ; W. B. Powell,

Aurora.

Society then adjourned until 8 : 30 tomorrow morning.

Thursday, July 11, 1872. Meeting was caHed to order at 8 : 30 a. m.,

by the president. Devotional exercises were led by Mr. Gastman.

Mr. Roberts moved that an auditing committee of two be appointed; carried.

iMr. Cook, of Normal, and Mr. Seymour, were appointed such committee.

The committee on nominations reported the following as officers for the

ensuing year : For President. H. L. Boltwood, Princeton ; for Vice Presi-

dent, 1*. R. Walker, Bochelle; for Secretary, Wm. Brady, Marseilles; for

Treasurer, B. R. Cutter, Chicago. Executive Committee—E. W. Coy, Nor-

mal ; E. A. Gastman. Decatur; J. H. Freeman, Polo.
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The report was accepted, and the secretary instructed to cast the ballot

for the Society. The persons nominated were declared elected.

On motion of Mr. Roberts, Ottawa was recommended as the place of

next meeting.

The minutes of Tuesday and Wednesday's proceedings were read and

approved.

The following report of the treasurer was read and accepted :

B. R. Cutter in acct. with 111. Society of School Principcil?, Tuly ii, 1872.

Dr. Balance on hand from last year, $100 00
Rec'd Membership Fees, 29 00 $129 00

Cr. Paid Nason's Bill $10700
Printing and Postage, 450 Jliii 50

Balance on hand, ^10 50

Approved. J. "NV. Cook, ")
. j.^. «

M. L. Seymour, |
^^^^ting Committee.

Mr. 0. S. AYescott, of Chicago, next read a * paper written for the

Chicago Schoolmaster on "The Preservation of Insects," after which

Miss Lovejoy of Princeton, entertained the audience with some select

reading.

Mr. Boltwood conducted class exercises in reading—in Tennyson's Poems.

On motion of Mr. Roberts, a vote of thanks was tendered to the High

School, for the use of the hall: to the local committee for their eiforts in

arranging for our very pleasant accommodation during the meeting, and to

the Rev. Mr. Williston for his entertaining and instructive lecture.

On motion of Mr. Jenkins, the Society then adjourned, to meet for its

next session at Ottawa. J. S. McClung, Sec'y.

* This paper will appear in the September Schoolmaster.

^yHAT SHALL WE TEACH.

To the birch wielders of Du Page County, the Schoolmaster is

always a welcome visitor, all its sayings being looked upon as authority in

our little educational world. We never refuse to swallow anything contained

in its columns, although some of its ideas occasion fearful convulsions in the

mental (esophagus, and focial contortions of the most complex variety. "When

your correspondents tell us of finishing Arithmetic or any other study in

from six to twelve months, we believe it, of course; but somehow the pic-

ture of the ambitious potatoe vine will intrude itself upon our minds, and

overshadow the pleasure of the discovery.
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Said potatee vine had undertaken the arduous task of creeping from

the darkest corner of a deep cellar, out to the fresh air and glorious sunlight.

Its only object in life seemed to be to reach a certain window, and to the

attainment of that object it lent all its energies. The rapidity of its growth

was really wonderful ; it stopped for neither leaves, strength nor support

;

it attained the desired end, and then—withered and died.

Is it true that we must teach our pupils nothing but what they will

put to actual use in after life ?

We suppose it is true, and are willing to get inside the traces, and pull

with might and main in the right direction. But it is so different from our

preconceived notions. We have been accustomed to look upon the

school-room as a sort of mental gymnasium, where every effort put forth by

the mind only gave it the more strength to grapple with something still

more difficult.

We have been accustomed to look upon the weeks, months, and even

years, spent by the musical student in practice upon the scale as something

absolutely necessary to his complete success.

Now, however, we are ready to believe that the right thing to do is to

bang away at an opera or an oratorio, as soon as he has learned his letters.

What a glorious theory ! What years of toilsome plodding will be

avoided when we shall be able, Minerva like, to spring, fully armed, from

the head of some modern pedagogue, and soar through the elysian fields of

knowledge, without that terrible trial to lazy humanity—hard work.

Again, we have wondered what our brother can mean who would throw

analysis to the dogs, and "beat the children at their own game." We had

always supposed it well to cultivate those mental processes called reasoning,

and that they were to be preferred to the Yankee's guess, even though he

should guess right half the time. Upon the whole, we, in this dark corner

of the State, are inclined to be a little conservative in our ideas, and to look

with mistrust upon those who would drop ali ''old" methods, and rush fran-

tically into the arena, clothed in their one-idea garment, and thereby hiding

a multitude of weaknesses and inconsistencies.

Still, we are always ready to learn, and most heartily rejoice that the

Schoolmaster is abroad in the land. We are inclined to think that when

we have more real men and women in the field, and less apologies for such

;

more actual work, and less talk; more industry, and less egotism, very little

need then be said about methods.

The true teacher will as naturally gravitate into ' the right way as the

planets to their orbits around the sun. G. H. t.
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The office of County Superintendent of Schools, in Illinois, is virtually

abolished, by the enactment of the school law. No county can expect, after

the present terms of office expire, to have efficient superintendents. We
have not time or space to enter into an argument here. We are sure, how-
ever, that the majority of our legislators, in doing away with the office, did

so under a misapprehension of facts. Every one interested in the welfare

of the Commonwealth should agitate this question, whenever possible, in the

presence of the men who are to compose our next legislature. The cause of

the outcry against county supervision is, doubtless, the inefficient n)anner in

which it is done in some counties; hut. is that a sufficient cause? We ex-

pect to say more on rhis question hereafter. In the meantime, the School-
master would be pleased to present one article to its readers from the pen
of one who believes the office of County Superintendent in Illinois to be an
unnecessary expenditure of talent and money. Let us hear from you.

The Society of School Principals held its annual meeting at Princeton

according to announcement. We present the official record of proceedings.

It ha.s been our custom to publish a careful revision of the doings of this

Society, that the members may have it in convenient form for reference.

We also give the opening address of Mr. E. C. Smith, President.

George H. Stone, writing of Decoration Day at Andersonville, to the

Bloom incjton Pantagraph^ tells the following remarkable story:

It will be interesting to the survivors of the prison to know tlial " Providential

Spring" still pours forth its clear, cold, sparkling water. Perhaps some of your readers

may not know the history of that spring, and for their benefit I will give it.

One small stream flowed through the prison, supplying that vast crowd of human
beings with water ; but what was the condition of the water when it reached them ?

On the stream, just above the outer stockade, were camped the guards of the (irison,

numbering some 3,600; and in this stream they washed their dishes, clothes and bodies,

and this water, charged with the filth of nearly 4,000 men, was all the poor wretches

inside the prison could get to slake their burning thirst. At times the accumulation of

filth almost dammed up the stream as it passed through the stockade.

When this nuisance was at its height, there came a rain In' night, and in the mcnn-

ing it was discovered that a beautiful spring had burst its fastenings in the hill, and the

water was gushing forth. The wail of despair from that vast multitude had reached

the "Throne of the Most High," and their prayers had been answered. Not more
wonderful or strange was the flow of water from the rock at the touch of Moses' rod.

From this time forth the supply of that precious fluid was abundant. Is not the

spring well-named " Providential Spring?" How appropriate it would be to turn the

water from the spring into the cemetery, and there have a fountain. We trust the idea

will some dav be carried out.

Some Nonsense. We cut the following from an exchange

:

Beautiful Allegory.—Mr. Crittenden, of Kentucky, was at one time defending

a man who had been indicted for a capital offense. After an elaborate and powerful

defense, he closed his effort with the following striking and beautiful allegory:

"When God, in his eternal council, conceived the thought of man's creation, he

called up to him the three ministers who constantly wait upon the throne—justice,
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Truth and Mercy—and thus addressed them: 'Shall we make man?' Then said

Justice: 'O God, make him not, for he will trample upon the laws.' Truth made
answer, also : 'O God, make him not, for he will pollute the sanctuaries.' But Mercy,

dropping upon her knees, and looking up through her tears, exclaimed: 'O God,
make him ; I will watch over him with my care through all the dark paths which he

may have to tread.' Then God made man and said to him : 'O man, thou art the

child uf Mercy : go and deal with thy brother-'
"

The jury, when he had finished, weie drowned in tears, and against evidence and
what must have been their own convictions, brought in a verdict. of not guilty.

What is there heautiful about this? That jury ought to have been iu-

dicted, and capitally punished. What kind of a government is that in

which those in whose hands are the execution of the laws are nothing better

than the slaves of feeling and maudlin sentiment ? Of the .same kind are the

following silly remarks concerning the picture of Mrs. Fair, the California

murderess

:

"Those who have unjustly and vindictively condemned her in their hearts, look

with surprise upon the womanly face, and hesitatingly turn away from it with a gentler

expression of features, and for humanity's sake, it is hoped, with more sympathy. Few
men or women, possessed of heart and feeling, can look into the clear eyes of this pic-

ture, or upon the perfect features, revealing a sensitive nature and a woman's soul,

without being both merciful and charitable. The painting is a perfect likeness, save

that the face, growing whiter and whiter in the damp cell of the county jail, is lined

with care and suffering, and the impress of an agony few can realize, rests upon the

features. The hands so often remarked for their symmetry in the picture, are emaciated

and blooilless, and their courteous pressure welcoming the vistors who call is akin to

death in its coldness.

There is much more of the same sort but we think we have given

enough. Suppose the woman is fair in face as well as in name, should this

blind us to her crime ? Suppose she is languishing in prison ; she is the

undoubted slayer of a man who, to state the case strongly, had been no

more guilty than herself Such twaddle shows the other side of that state

of aiFairs which leads to vigilance committees and lynch law. Have the

teachers of the young no duty to perform in violation to these matters '(

A correspondent sends us the following criticism, which we think worth

notice

:

The volume of " Washington Astronomical and Meteorological Observations^

1869," Ap[ endix I, page 24, we read: '* Taking the diameter of the earth to be 7,926
miles, that of the moon to be 3,963 miles, and the moon's mass to be 0.0114 that of the

earth, it can be shown that at an elevation of 6,120 miles above the earth's surface,

terrestrial gravity will be reduced to an equality with that existing at the moon's surface.

If wc sssume that the laws which govern the expansion of gases near the earth's surface

still hold at that altitude, Laplace's barometrical formula will give for the atmospheric
pressure there, 6-1040 of an inch of mercury, which will also be the pressure at the

moon's surface."

Now, I submit that some one has been guilty of two grave errors here. In the

first place, the semi-diameter of the earth is given for the moon's diameter. In the

second place, according to my hasty computation, the formula, 6-1040, corresponds
approximately to the barometric pressure at a distance of 6,120 miles from the center—
not from the surface—of the earth. Cordially yours, j. T. M., JR.
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SOLUTION OF ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM IN JUNE NUMBER.

We have received several solutions which give correct results ; the general faults

are two, viz : the assumption of some number, or a use of equations, making the work
in either case Algebraic, although not so in form ; the solution of L. S. P., of Chats-
worth, 111., pleases us best. We give our own solution :

It is evident from the conditions that B's present age is the .same as C's at the time
of A's birth; again, it is evident that li's age at A's birth is 2liths of his present age;
hence, A's age must be 9-1 iths of B's. liiit if B were 4 years older, A's age would be

9 I2ths of B's; hence, 4 years must be 112th of B's supposed age, or i-iith of his

real age. Therefore, the ages are 36, 44, and 80 years.

We piopose the following question, which is not difficult, but may give some of our
correspondents a chance to think a little. The solution must be clear, and purely
anthmetical;

I sell goods at a gain of twenty percent; had they cost me $300 more, I should
have lost twenty per-cent. by selling them at the same price. What was the cust, and
what the selling price ?
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR JUNE, 1872.

Chicago, 111

St. Louis
Cincinnati, O
EvansTilIe, Ind.,
Dubuque, Iowa
Terre Haute, Ind
Di'.nville. Ill

West and South )

Rcckford, 111., 5
-

Ottumwa, Iowa
Marsnalltown, Iowa.
Mseomb, 111

Polo, 111

Murengo, Iowa
Toledo, Iowa
Lyndon, 111.,

Maroa, 111

("rfston. in

26,781

598
jOC

56S
473
374
232
101

118

91
i

k,
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one First Assistant for every 300 pupils belonging, and one additional for a fraction

eciual to two-thirds of that number. The rule requiies that the lowest division shall be

in charge of a First Assistant, and that the other First Assistants shall be stationed in

such divisions as require teachers of superior tact and efficiency.

Rev. S. H. Grifiliths resigned the position of Principal of Aloseley School, and Miss

Louise S. Curtis was elected to fdl it. N. W. Boomer goes from the High School to

the Franklin, and A. R. Sabin from the Douglass to the High School. The teachers

heartily welcome back to their number G. W. Heath, principal-elect of the Ogden,

A. P. Burbank, of the Douglass, T. S. Heywood, of the Lincoln, and Miss L. C. Per-

kins, teacher of elocution. Many others who generously gave their situations to those

who needed them, after the fire, will resume their labors with us at the opening of

schools in September. Teachers who left the city at the time of the fire are grateful

for the courtesy and consideration with which they were treated abroad, especially in

St. Louis ; but the prevailing sentiment with them is that "there is no place like home,''

es|jecially if you live in Chicago. The enthusiasm of Chicago people over their city

makes them a little disagreeable, and considerably ridiculous when they go abroaii.

<_)ur pride is great, and our effort to conceal it should be equally great. It is possible

that the world may weary of hearing: '"Chicago is the greatest grain market in the

world ; Chicago is the greatest lumber market in the world ; Chicago is the greatest

railroad center in the world ; Chicago has produced the grandest conflagration in 1 he

world, and, with the help of a future Mrs. O'Leary, a future cow and a stiff south

westerly wind, she can do it again." We know the above is the first prayer that Chi-

cago mothers teach their children. From the press comes the same story; from the pulpit

the same tune; cannon boom it; bands play it; tugs whistle it
;
planing mills groan it out !

Yet, however appropriate such talk at home, it is too true to be pleasant to the ears of

our neighbors. Like many other cherished sentiments, our pride in Chicago is not for

public exhibition. The love of parties newly married is very touching, but witnesses

thereof are apt to use the word "spooney." Is it not time for us to quit being spooney

over Chicago, when such is our self-glorification that.

Should Gabriel's trumpet, witli blustering rtuw, go,
Its souud wouldjbe drowned by the horii of Chicago!

!fSS' At the approach of vacation, rumors of marriage and givings in marriage filled the

air. It is to be hoped that ihey were authentic. Many of the teachers have gone to

Boston^ and Mr. Bright has had the enterprise to take a trip to Europe. May steam
and wind conspire to bear him smoothly over the sea, and return him safe to the girl he
left behind him. Of 389 pupils examined for the High School, 375 were 70 and above,

and 50 of the 65 examined for the Normal School were admitted. We think the qu.-s-

tions for the High School were too practical ; not sufficiently technical, or bookish. We
fancy that, in turning from the abstract and curious, some of our greatest educators are

going too far in the opposite direction, aiming to accomplish that which is useful, and
ignoring that which is scholarb/. We should aim at high scholarship in school, leaving

the practical for the world where it is taught well and speedily. Indeed it is easier to

prepare a class for Mr. Pickard's examinations without text-books than with them.
Doubtless that is just what he desires. The average of those admitted from some of the

schools was too high. When, from a certain school, no child is less than 80, the ([ues-

tion arises, What has become of those that would naturally range between 80 and 70?
Some people are uncharitable enough to suggest the merciless trimming of classes as the

most reasonable explanation.

The graduating exercises of the High .School were of a high order of literary- merit;

an impartial reporter of the cynical and Satanic Times pronouncing them equal in com-
position and delivery to the orations at a much more pretentious institution on the pre-

ceding day. Miss Fannie B. Raymond was the valedictorian.

At the close of the year, it is gratifying to all to consider how well the scho j1-

system of Chicago withstood the shock of the great fire. After the destruction of the

most substantial part of the city, and the loss of 14 buildings used for school puq.xse;
and the scattering of 10,000 children, we wound up our affairs educational, this year
without a jar of confusion or a symptom of demoralization. Of all branches of public

weal, the school interests were least affected- by the fire.
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New Hampshire.—In this New World it is doubtful if the word "ancient" may
ever properly be applied to the establishments of .nan, especially if they do not ante-
date the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Older and less old are perhaps the
only admissible terms in a country where, for example, scarcely two centuries and a
lialfmake Harvard College venerable, when Cornell or Vassar is brand-new. Vet it

is impossible not to feel that we have a real antiquity in a school which, like Phillips

Academy, at Exeter, X. H., though founded in 17S1, has had, in the eighty-four years
since 178S, but two principals—the last of these a graduate of the school itself, of now
tifty nine years' standing. Still more does its age impress us when we run over the
list of graduates, four thousand strong, and note the number of eminent men who there
received their college preparation : among the dead, Webster, Cass, Everett, Sparks
and Hildreth; among the living, Bancroft, Polfrey, Dix and Hale—a remarkable
group of historians, scholars and statesmen, to which many, if less illustrious, addi-
tions could be made. The Academy dedicated, on the 19th of June, a new building,
to replace the one which had stood from the commencement till burnt down a couple
of years ago. The celebration was marked by an incident which forcibly carried back
the minds of all present to the good deeds of the founder, John Phillips, whose benefac-
tions to various schools and colleges besides Exeter even now seem extraordinarily
liberal. One of the graduates, Mr. John Langlon Sibley, the well-known librarian of
Harvard College, "was revealed to the alumni as having endowed the Academy, from
his own small estate, with the sum of $15,000, to increase the charity scholarships "

He himself had been a scholar "on the foundation," that is, at the cost of the Academv,
and had never forgotten his indebtedness. When his father died, and left him a

moderate inheritance of S5,ooo, he immediately transferred it to the trustees of the

Academy, to be invested for the benefit of poor scholars; subsei|uently added an equal
amount from his own earnings, and promised, at the celebration, to contriijute a third

tivethousand next January, if other alumni would in like manner remember their nlma
mater. No more honorable endowment, it is safe to say, will appear on the list of
such charities prepared by the National Commissioner of Education in his report for

1873 > ^'"i ^' i^ grateful to reflect tnat Mr. Sibley is but the newest observer of a custom
which is as old as any^that we have, and one of which we may certainly be most
proud.

—

Xalion.

W1.S1ONSIN.—The State Teachers' Association met at Madison, July lOth.'^Prior

to adjournment, the following resolutions were passed :

"

Whereas, To render the public school system of W'isconsin more etticient in

action, and richer in results, we need teachers of culture, skill and devotion;
Whireas, We hold it the controlling duty of every worker in this held of labor to

thoroughly fit himself for this important vocation; therefore,

Resolved, i. That we most cordially approve of every effort made to give to the

educatoi-s of the State the benefit of professional normal training.

2. That the policy of holding a series of teachers' institutes throughout the State,

conducted by skilled instructors, will, in the judgment of the Association, greatly benefit

our teachers and our schools ; and that we are gratified, as indicative of increased vigor

in our scl'.ool system, at any policy that tends to harmonize its interests, unite its work-
ers, and stimulate our youth to the highest attainments in scholarship at a State univer-

sity, which shall justly be a ciown of glory to our ]iublic free schools.

Resolved, That we most heartily indorse the plan of a national university, accord-

ing to the general idea of the bill now pending in the senate of the United States, en-

titled, "A bill to establish a national university," and that we most respectfully and
earnestly commend the enterprise to the friendly consideration and support of our sena-

tors and representatives in congress.

Iowa.—The Hon. A. !~i Kissel, late State Superintendent of Public Instruction in

Icwa, has perfected arrangements for establishing a Normal and Training School for

teachers, which will be opened at Des Moines in September. For this purpose he has

visited, the most prominent Normal Schools of this country anil of Europe, giving

especial attention to the Kindergarten system for ^irimaiy schools. The elementary

department will be under the charge of a Ciernian professor who has made this system

an especial study.
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Indiana.—The State University has permitted G. W. Hoss to write LL. U. after

his autograph.

Blgoniirgton is erecting anew school house at a cost of ^^40,000

—

too much money!

betttr save some for brains to put in it. A good school can be in a poor house. Let

there be a full treasury on wliich to draw, to pay good teachers.

|. M 0!cott, for a long time agent of Harper Brothers for Indiana, has been made
(lentral .Snpervising Agent for the entire West. This looks as though that firm were

at last waking up to their school-book interests in the interior. With a list unequaled

in (|uality and quantity, it is certain the books need but to be known to be used. Until

now, Illinois, Iowa and the rest of us have known almost nothing of Harper's school

books, although familiar enough with their goods in other lines. With Mr. Olcott to

introduce their wares, that magnificent house will certainly receive large orders from

his new territority, which will amply compensate them for the change.

Kansas.—Tht Slate Journal ha?, been moved to Paoli. Its leading editorial for

July is of the true ring. The educational press can ill afford to permit religious papers

of the respectability of the ^</tv/?H'e to promulgate false doctrines, without combating

them. We fear some of our cotemporaries are either too indifferent or too anxious not

to oflfend. So far, we have noticed guns from Michigan, Wisconsin and Kansas only.

Minnesota.—State Association meets at Minneapolis, August 28th. Sanford

Niles, President; C. H. Carson, Secretary. Among the exercises are: Address,

"Moods,''—Prof. Ira Moore, Third State Normal. Address— Prof. \V. F. Phelps, First

State Normal. Address—Prof. Geo. M. Gage, Second State Normal.

Michii;an.—The editor of July Teacher csMs attention to a recent lecture by Prof.

Bengel, a German, on professional training in normal schools. Some sweeping and tell-

ing objections are made to our normal schools that deserve reply. We hope the

"5c//ooZ " will give heed. If it does not, the Schoolmaster will. There are two sides

to that story.

Illinois—LaSalle County.—A normal school of three weeks is in Ottawa, com-
mencing July 22d. John Cook, of Normal University, and Aaron Gove, assist Geo. .S.

Wedgwood in its management;.

Cook County.—The new School Law, passed last winter by the legislature, re-

<iuires that teachers shall be ([ualified to teach physiology, and the elements of the

natural sciences, which includes the elements of botany, zoology and natural philoso-

phy. The board of commissioners of Cook County have made an appropriation of

;f400, to pay the expenses of an institute which is to be held at Englewood, commenc-
ing July 22d, and continuing four weeks. At this institute, the additional branches
required in the new law will be taught by competent instructors.

Bureau County.—Mr. H. L. Boltwood holds a special class in his high school at

Princeton, during the fall term, for the purpose of'^ extra instruction in the natural

sciences, as required by the new law. (See advertisement.) Tnis is an excellent

opportunity.

Knox County.—That it is impossible to maintain a high grade of a scholarship in

collegiate institutions without money, is a proposition that is being demonstrated every
day in the educational world, and one that has long ago received the assent of all who
have had experience, or profess to be posted in educational matters. Indeed, so gener-
ally is this proposition not only admitted, but felt, that almost the only plea put up by
those in charge of educational institutions is "give us money in sufficiency and the rest

can be obtained." And yet the trustees of Knox College, at Galeshurg, 111., seem not
to be believers in this idea. If we may trust the statement of our correspondent, in

anoiher column, they think first-class educatioai may be imparted equally well with
reduced resources. Of course, we have only one side of the question, and therefore
can haidly form a fair judgment, but it seems to us poor policy to put two or three
topics upon a single teacher if it can be avoided, or to abridge the teaching force.

Better make strenuous exertions to raise money, and retain in the college all the advan-
tages possible.— College Courant.
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Ogle Countij.—The Literary Society of Polo closed tbeir series of meetings for tlie

year by testifying their appreciation of tlieir president by a presentation of a cane. The
cane is a splendid specimen of workmanship. The head is of solid gold, elegantly

carved, herring the inscription, "Presented to J. H. Freeman, President of Polo Liter-

ary Society, by its Members, June, 1S72." The cane is made of highly polished ebony,

and reflects great credit on Messrs. Ford and Wise, the popular Freeport jewelers, ot

whom it was purchased. This is a deserved testimonial. The State holds no more
perfect Christian gentleman than J. H. Freeman.

Personal.—W. D. PLm.l has resigned the su-Dcrintendency of schools at LaSalle,

Illinois.

T. R. Grow, for the last year .Superintendent at Ottawa, goes to LaSalle, Illinois,

at $1,100.

Wm. Jenkins is Superintendent of schools at Ottawa at .^ 1,500.

W.M. Brady at Marseilles at $1,000.

Mrs. Abby Sac;e Richardson has joined the Faculty of Cook county Normal
School.

Prof. Snyder, of Lyons, Iowa, is Superintendent elect of Freeport, Illinois,

schools.

J. M. Coyner has left Rushville.

Rev. Jno. p. Gulliver has left Kno.\ College.

James Johonot, from Oswego, has been elected to the Warrensburg Normal
School, Mo.

S. W. Paisley takes the school at Watseka, 111.

' Jno. Stickney has been elected Principal of school at Altona, 111

Notes.—The President of Columbia College receives S8,ooo, the Professors 56,000
eachjthe largest salaries paid by any College in the country. She owns 3j4 millions of

property, affording an income ofnearly $200,000. At the opening ofthe Spring term

of Dartmouth College, the whole of one class was suspended until its members should

apologize tor " Cutting" the last recitation before recess. Two members of the senioi

class, for absenting themselves before the proper time, after the faculty refused to excuse

them, were suspended for an indefinite time. Several others for grosser misdemeanor:'

have been suspended or expelled. The Mount Holyoke female seminary cata-

logue for 1871-72 contains the names of 29 teachers and 274 pupils, the different clas-en

number as follows: Senior 24, senior middle 40, junior middle 74, junior iiS. The
public examination at the close of the present school year will begin on Tuesday. July 2,

and the aniversary exercises will come on 4th of July, when Rev. Dr. H. D. Kitchel,

president of Middlebury college, will address the graduates. Dr. Penniman, for-

merly of Minneapolis, and lately deceased, has left by his will $10,000 for the endow-

ment of a professorship of Homeopathy in the University of Minnesota. He also leaves

$30,000 to found a hospital in his city, conditioned upon the raising by other parties

$70,000 additional within fourteen years. Meantime the §30,000 lie in the bank draw-

ing interest at 7 per cent., which goes to augment the ,f!io,ooo fund for the endowment
of professorship. It has been decided that women shall be admitted to the medi-

cal lectures at the University of Helsingfors, Russia free of charge, and to the anatonii-

cal lectures in the laboratory at a moderate charge, to be fixed by the lecturer. The
lectures are to be held in Swedish. No examination will be required, but the female

students must produce credentials attesting previous good conduct. No examination

may be passed and no diploma can be given at the end of the course except in special

cases. At the opening of the Cornell University recently, two young ladies, taking

advantage of the recent resolution of the trustees to admit young women on the same

terms as young men, presented themselves for examination. Their names are Miss

Emma S. Eastman, of Worcester, Mass., a former Student of Vassar College, and Mi--

Sophia B. Flemming, of Ithaca, New York. It is said that they passed the examinations

in a manner highly creditable both to themselves and to the University. Both of them

entered the Junior class, registering themselves for an elective course, which is nearly

identical to the course in letters.

—

Courant.
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The commencement exercises this year were of unusual interest. A class of thirty-

iwo were graduated. Owing to the large number in the class it was thought not prop;r

I'ur each one to deliver his theme. The Faculty selected the persons for the salutatory

and valedictory, the class selected twelve other members who publicly delivered their

papers. In addition to the literary exercises Pres. Edwards remembered the occasion

vi his tenth year's connection with the school by a decennial address. To all old

friends, especially, this was of much interest. The names of every person who had
ever been a teacher in the institution—sixty-six in all—were given. A glowing tribute

wcs paid to Charles E. Hovey to whose energy the State owes its present Normal Uni-

vosity, and without whom the building never would have been built. At the close of

the literary exercises, the Board of Education and class of '72 as invited guests, accom-
panied by four-hundred students, Alumni, Faculty and friends, moved to the lower Nor-
mal Hall, were a fine dinner had been spread upon the school desks. Here for four

hours, from two o'clock till six, did this crowd sit, listening to toasts, responses, etc.

The wit and sparkling sentiment was such that scarcely a dozen left the hall du-ing the

prolonged session. It is proposed to continue the plan of having a dinner to close with,

in years to come. The effects of such a gathering live long after memories of other ex-

ercises have been lorgotten. June 26, 1S71. The Normal Alumni Association was
called to order by its president, B. C. Allensworth. Dr. Edwards extended a cordial

invitation to the members of the Association to attend a reception at his house thtf

fallowing evening. The minutes of the previous meeting were then read and approved.
( 'n motion of Mr. Childs, the president's address was deferred until the evening session.

The president stated the reasons for a change of progranrme in regard to dinner. He
also announced that a band had been engaged to furnish music for the evening. The
report of the treasurer was presented by Mr. Hull, and, upon motion, accepted. On
motion of B. \V. Baker, Mr. Childs and Misses Rawlings and Houston were appointed

a committee to draft resolutions respecting the death of three of our ablest and most
respected members. The following members: Ed. Philbrook, class of i860; Aaron
Gove, class of 1861 ; , class of 1862; Miss Stevenson, class of 1863; Philo

Marsh, class of 1864; Hosea Howard, class of 1865; Joseph Hunter, class of 1866;
Mr. Seybold, class of 1867; Eliza Bullock, class of 1868; Geo. Mason, class of 1869;
Miss Ilunler, class of 1870; Miss Shaver, class of 1871 ; Mr. Livingstone, class of

1S72, were appointed a committee to nominate officers for the following year. After a

ihcrt recess, the committee reported as follows: For President, R. A. Childs; Vice
president—Mr. P"ulwiler; Secretary—Miss Lou xVlIen ; Treasurer—E. A. Gastman.
Executive Committee—the President, Joseph Hunter and May Pennell. Class Secre-

taries— 1860, E. A. Gastman; 1861, P. R. Walker; 1862, Lizzie Carlton; 1S63, E. D.
Hanii; 1864, Edith Johnson; 1865, Gertie Case; 1866, Miss Pierce; 1867, May
lennell ; 1S6S, Mr. McCormick ; 1869, Mrs. J. Carter ; 1870, Lettie Mason; 1871,
Belle Houston; 1872, Geo. Blount. The report was accepted, and the secretary in-

-tructed to cast the ballot for the Association. Mr. Cook presented a bill for printing,

ccc, which was allowed. After several motions of minor importance, Mr. Hull moved
that an additional tax of one dollar per member be levied upon the Association. The
moiion was carried. The reports of such class secretaries as were present were then
read. After several motions and many remarks, the Executive Committee was in-

structed to arrange for refreshments, to be served in some room of the University, at

the next annual meeting. On motion of Mr. Howard, the Association adjourned until

evening. The literary exercises of the evening were listened to in the large hall, and
consisted of the president's address, and papers prepared and presented by Miss Marian
Weed and Mr. Joseph Hunter. The music was furnished by Kadel's Band. The
committee appointed in the afternc>on presented the following resolutions, which were
unanimously adopted

:

\VnEREAs, In the will of iJivine Providence it lias seemed eood to tal*e away from the lapd
f'f the living our late triends anl associates, Alice Emnious, R. Morris Waterman and Heury
F. Holcomlj; and
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Whereas, Our meeting to-day is saddened by the absence of those hearts and faces wtii'>li,

a year ago, were so tilled with promise to our association, but which are now and forever ab-
sent, therefore,

Resolved, That we. the members of the Normal Alumni Association, while we humbly bow
(o the will of the Father, deeply feel the loss of our dear frit'nds, and deem the world and
society as bereft of those among its truest and best.

Resolved, That words are poor with which to express the feelings of the many friends .of

the deceased, but th.it all the sorrow and sympathy called forth by the many true hearts l-y

this bereavement, be embodied in this resolution.
Resolved, That our Association extend to the nearer friends of each, our sincerest condo-

lence.
R. A. CniLDS, )

Onie Rawlings, ^Committee.
Belle Houston,)

On Thursday, the Alumni joined with tlie school in their "good bye dinner."

B. C. Allensworth, Pres't.

May Pennell, Sec'y.

The names of the graduates of the Illinois State Normal University who have
died are: Francis A. Peterson, Joseph G. Howell—class of i860; Sophia J. Crist.

Amanda O. Noyes—class of 1861
; Jno. Thompson—class of 1863; Jno. R. Ed)vard-;—

class of 1867; Elma Valentine—class of 1868; Alice Emmons—cLass of 1870 ; K.
Morris Waterman, Heniy F. Holcomb—class of 187 1.

W0QM T^ms^E.
The Analytical Intermediate Reader. By Richard Edwards, LL. D. Chicago;

Sherwood & Co., 95 Desplaines St.

This is a neat book of 216 pages, intended as a stepping-stone between the Third
and Fourth Readers of the Analytical series. It supplies what is now recognized as a

want, viz: more reading in the primaiy grades. Children learn the selections in theii

reading books by rote before they are prepared to pass grade in other studies, and a

very trying problem it has been to prevent such parrot-like performance. Reading
backwards, each child pronouncing a single word, and so "reading around the class,"

and other expedients were employed to avoid the difficulty; but now the proper remedy
is found and presented in the Intermediate Reader, viz : fresh reading matter and
plenty of it. The mechanical work of the book is quite satisfactory. The discourse on
the phonic elements of words are short and to the point, dealing as they do with one
thing at a time. The treatise on elocution is not too general for a primary book. The
prose selections are happy and natural. The general information, with pleasant talk*

on science and natural history, is not obtrusively introduced. The child will only know
that he is reading, and will be surprised to find himself instructed thereby. We notice

a gem or two from Hans Anderson's delightful pen. The poetry is the weakest part of

the volume; but, considering that in English literature there are not twenty pieces of

poetry which a primary pupil is likely to read without singing them, we should not be

too severe with the pretty little jingles. The book, useful in any system, makes the

series especially suitable to a graded course of study such as prevails here and is rapidly

spreading over the country. j. m.

TJie Sixth Reader. By Lewis B. Monroe. Philadelphia: Cowi'ERTHWAIt & Cn.

1872.

The readers of this magazine may remember that a few months since, attention

was called, in these columns, to the Fifth Reader of this series.

The expectation aroused by that pleasing volume will not be disappointed in the

appearance of the Sixth. The book has an agreeable countenance. The Vjinding is

substantial, the printing clear and open, and the pages bear an attractive look. An
unique ieature of the work is the occasional appearance of engravings, which, though

well executed, seem more appropriate for an earlier place in the series.

Some 40 pages are devoted to elocutionary exercises, which are too frequently

overlooked by our teachers of reading. They are, in the main, well chosen, and should

be utilized.
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Keali/.ing the peculiar mission of the school reader, the compiler has labored with

conscientious care, to gather from the best sources the juirest material available. He
has succeeded.

Bryant, Longfellow, Whittier, Hurke, Webster, Everett, Irving and others of the

masters have been drawn upon freely. As a collection of literary jewels, it is peculiarly

gratifying.

T]ie"book lacks somewhat, in that there is little of suggestion to the inexperienced

teacher. Whatever may be true east of the Alleghanies, it is unfortunately the case

that in the Mississippi valley the bookmakers must remember the master as well as the

child.

There is, of course, no place like the recitation room to try a book ; but_if this

fresh, full volume cannot stand this crucial test, we shall be much surprised. C.

We have received from D. Appleton & Co., New York, Balfour Stewart's

J'/n/sics, a small book of 132 pages, limp covers.

This is one of the series of "Science Primers" that this house is now publishing,

1(1 meet the demand for scientific study in our lower schools. The book is simple, well

illustrated, and sets forth the primary truths of the science in a plain, clear and attrac-

tive manner. We commend it to the notice of teachers preparing for the new require-

ments of the School Law of Illinois.

Martindole's First Lessons in Natural rhilosopliy. Eldreuge (S; ISrother, Phila-

delphia.

This is a small, attractive volume of 191 pages. Its aim is the same as that of the

last noticed ; it is less scientific in form, less richly illustrated ; and the matter ^s

arranged in the form of question and answer. For ourselves, we object to this form ;

but we know that in the eyes of many teachers, it will be regarded an advantage.

Hoize's little book, published by Hendricks & Chittenden, of St. Louis, and
Cooley's "Easy Experunents," published by Scriener, Armstrong & Co., of New
York, are helpful books for tlie same purpose.

We have received from Harper & Brothers, the following books, some of which

we will notice more fully hereafter

:

French's Series of Arithmetics. Hooker's Mineralogy and Geology. Hooker's

Natural History. Potter's Manual of Reading. Hooker's ChikVs Book of Nature,

and Hooker's First Book of Chemistry.

Many of these books will have a special interest at the present time; and all are

issued in the faultltss style common to the publications of this great house.

A Satchel Guide for the Vacation Tourist in Europe. NeN\- York: Hitri) & Hough-
ton. 1872.

Teachers of late years are realizing how much the enjoyment of a \ acation trip may
be enhanced by a trip across the ocean. Such books as the above are valuable as

showing how and where a short summer tour may be made. In it we learn that with

^300, a tour may be made embracing England, Scotland, Belgium, the Rhine country,

Switzerland and France. The writer evidently slates what he knows, and even if any
doubt existed, the name of the publishing house is sufficient guaranty of the reliability

of the statements.

This Satchel Guide is unusually satisfactory in detail; for one learns about the

hotels at which one may stop ; the fare in hotel and on cars; about the washing, the

poterage, the clothing, what to carry, how to carry it, the passports, mental e(|uipments;

in short, the writer has told it all, in excellent style, and what is better still, in small

compass.

We ha\e read the book through, and ha\e resohed that our first vacation that

may be devoted to pleasure shall ht spent in such a journey as this little book pictures,

through Great Britain and Ireland. Lea\ing New ^'ork the first of July, one can be
back in his school-room the second week in September, having spent less than two
lumdred and fifty dollars, and ha\ing gained an amount of information attainable in no
other way.

,We recommend the Satchel Guide to all our readers, whether contem^ilating a

foreign journev or not.
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Wc frciiuently receive letters from correspondents asking about school journals

—

what is good, what is best, etc., etc. At the risk of saying something that some oon-
temporary may oliject to, we will tell a "plain unvarnished tale" of our educational ex-

changes. To begin, we could not live without them. Altho' we do not claim to have
county correspondents in all parts of the habitable globe, we do acknowledge nur debt
to these exchanges for many good things in the Schoolmaster.

From Michigan we get the Michigan Teachtr, a monthly journal of thirty-si.\ page-,
exclusive of ads. Edited and published at Niles, Mich., by H. A. For i >,<; 1.25 per vear.

This magazine always looks well. It is neatly gotten up. Its closely printed pages of
State items must make it of especial value to teachers in that State. In addition to

this, the Normal School at Vpsilanti issue a monthly called the School which is full

of genuine vim.

The Indiana School Journal, edited and published ])y W. A. I3ei,l, Indianapolis, Ind.,

at ^^1.50.

We guess this is about the only school journal in the country that makes substantial

returns to its owners. Its blue covers are prompl each month in making their appear-
ance. Mr. Bell makes a business of conducting this journal. Sometimes we have
wished he would buy a printing oflice and set up for himself.

The buff covers of the Wisconsin Journal of Education issue from Madison once
a month. SAMUEL Fallows and Jno. B. Pradt are joint editors and publishers. We
believe State patronage assists this magazine. Their printers are rather better than Mr.
Bell's, but are not as good printers as the gentlemen are editors. We wish they would
take the ads. off from their title page and so present a clean cover. $1.50 a year buys
the Journal.

The Teacher comes from Boston, Mass. Typographically, it is immaculate. It

is the l)est of the journals in mechanical execution. 01 for a few such printers in the

Interior. We are not accustomed to think the matter exceeds in ()uality that west of

the Alleghanies. 51.50 pays for the Teacher. Address, Mass. Teacher, Boston, Mass.

Pe msylvania School Journal issues from Lancaster. J. P. Wickersham, editor.

This is larger than the other journals, as it ought to be, coming from that great State.

Thirty-two pages of fine type. The appearance is much improved since the new type

came to hand. Official patronage, we are told, aids this monthly. It deserves it.

Ohio sends the Ohio Educational Monthly, a full and always good looking journal,

edited, owned and published by Hon. E. E. Wiiitk at Columbus, O. For genera! cir-

culation outside the State, the journal is called tlie Natiot^al Teacher, covers being p-.it

on to correspond. This is the best printed journal west of Massachusetts. Si. 50 a

year.

Ohio also gives us \.\\ii Xational Normal, from Cincinnati, ( ). Edited liv R. H.
HoLF.ROOK. We have already paid our respects to this journal but should like to add
that in go-ahead-a-tive-ness, genuine energy and work, the manager of this m )nthly has

no superior. We admire the push, but he ought to swap printers. Cincinnati can do
better work than a country office. $1.50 a year gets the Normal.

New York sends us the Am. Ed. Monthly. J. W. Schermerhorn & Co. A neat

appearing book of forty-eight pages. We think not as good as formerly, hut not second
class now by any means.

The Minnesota Teacher. St. Paul. W. W. Pavne, editor and proprietor. Monthly
at $1.50. Thirty-two pages exclusive of ads. A neat little journal devoted espec-

ially to the development of educational facilities in its own State. Assisted, by the

State. All residents of that .State interested in free schools should sul)scril)i for their

own school journal.
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Iowa School Journal, Des Moines. Edwards & Greene, editors.

This has recently changed hands, and the new proprietorship has hardly time to

show what can be done, as yet we see no improvement on the old regime.

Kansas Educational Journal, Paoli. JNO. A. Banfield. Si. 50.

This is publi.shed two columns on a page, is neat in appearance and full of g:)od

things. The two column plan is excellent for railroad travelers' reading, but in one's

quiet chair has little, if any advantage.

The lihode Island Schoolmaster comes from Providence, R. I. Thomas W. Bick-
NELi., editor. A dignified and conservative monthly, carefully prepared and edited in a

scholarly manner. $1.50 a year.

Arkansas, Colorado, California and Connecticut each send out monthly educational

journals of much value to the respective States from which they issue.

Maryland gives us the Southern Educational Monthly, Baltimore. J. C. M. Meril-
LAT, M. D., editor and publisher. The June No. comes to us in green covers, full

of good matter and well printed. $1.50 per annum.

Maine sends an excellent journal but sometimes late in reaching us. We hive
not seen July yet.

The last of this class of books which we have received for July lie; before us.

The Illinois Teacher, edited by E. W. CoY, published by N. C. Nason, Peoria. Vol.

XVIII, number 7, is on the title page for July. We now want to modify what was siid

about Mass. and Ohio. We believe, and we think we know, that month with month and
year with year the Illinois Teacher has been the most nearly correct of any educational

public,ition in the United States. Its publisher understands his business and the print-

ing of the Teacher is, some months, faultless. The age of this monthly entitles it to re-

spect. For more than a decade has it monthly presented itself to the pedagogues of

Illinois. Mr. Nason has printed it during that time. It is with no lack of complacent
feelings that we turn to the Illinois Teacher, from Ilinois, as second to none of the list

of educational periodicals before us. It is edited by a scholar as well as a gentleni.in.

Evei")' teacher in Illinois should take the Teacher.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTINGS.

The new school law of Illinois, makinp; Zoology, Botanj, Physics, and

Physiology studies to be pursued in the common schools of the State, is giving

rise to considerable thought on the part of teachers. The writer of the present

article has, in consequence, frequently been called on to answer interroga-

tories relative to the preservation and study of insects. It is therefore pro-

posed to offer a few suggestions as the result of a limited experience in the

study of Entomology.

In order to pursue his investigations to any advantage, the insect col-

lector will find it necessary to provide himself with some convenient appli-

ances for catching insects ; he must adopt some convenient method for killing

them without injuring or changing their appearance ; must provide setting-

boards, on which they may be properly arranged so as to display their charac-

teristic features, and must have boxes or cases, in which they may be

scientifically arranged and permanently preserved.

How to accomplish these results and at the same time always combine

economy with utility is the problem.

He may procure a small hand net—say nine or ten inches in diameter

—

which may be cheaply made of ordinary iron wire, soldered to a small tin

tube three inches long and 5 or il of an inch in diameter, into which may be

thrust a light handle three feet long. Let the net be made of musquito

bar, or better, of thin muslin, and two or three times as deep as the diameter

of the hoop. He needs a supply of small pill boxes and a few bottles made

of straight glass tubing, that the contents may be easily removed when re-
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quired; also, a supply of Entomological pins.* He must have, too, a con-

venient vessel for use in relaxing the muscles of insects which need to be

reset. I use a small tin basin of some eight inches in diameter and three or four

inches deep, with a piece of perforated tin, fitted into the same, resting on

supports to elevate it to within an inch or an inch and a half of the top.

The basin, fitted with a cover, is to be filled with sand nearly to the tin, the

sand thoroughly wetted and a few drops of carbolic acid poured on the same.

The acid is designed to prevent mould which will otherwise grow on the

insects which are to be placed on the perforated tin for relaxation.

A common garden trowel will be found exceedingly useful for digging

in the sand for Cicindelidae, and beneath carrion and manure for the various

species of the Scarabaeidae. It may also be used to good advantage in re-

moving the loose bark from decaying timber, beneath which may be found

some of our most interesting Coleoptera. He needs further a wide-mouthed

phial—an empty quinine or morphine bottle will answer a good purpose

—

in which are to be placed a few crystals of potassium cyanide. Put a little

cotton upon the crystals, and fit a piece of thick paper or card-board closely

above the cotton, gumming the same to the inside of the bottle, if necessary,

to make it keep its place. Pierce the paper or card with a few holes for the

issue of the vapor, and keep the phial tightly corked. For Coleoptera,

Hemiptera and Hymenopetera, use a bottle of alcohol. For the smallest

of the Leoidoptera use chloroform or the cyanide bottle. For the larger

butterflies a pinch of the finger and thumb applied laterally to the thorax

beneath the fore wings will usually be found very effective and most con-

venient. For the large night-flying moths, recourse must be had to a solution

of potassium cyanide. A small glass tube finely attenuated at one end by

heating and drawing in the flame of an alcohol lamp, will take up enough

for the purpose. After dipping the small end into the solution, thrust it into

the under side of the thorax of the moth, and blow the solution into the cir-

culation. Death is instantaneous, and this mode will be found to be not only

especially effective and humane, but also very satisfactory, by reason of its

leaving the plumage of the moth entirely unharmed. Special care should

be taken not to imbibe the cyanide or carelessly leave it where it can be

reached by children, as it is a poison too virulent to be handled without the

strictest precaution.

In setting up Coleoptera, thrust the pin through the right hand elytron

or wing cover so that the point will come out between the second and third

* These may be obtained of Jas. W. (^ueen & Co., 924 Chestnut street, Philadel-

phia, or of J. G. Langguth, optician, 134 State Street, Chicago. If German pins are

used, it will be found useful to procure two or three times as many of number 3 as of

any other number.
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pairs of legs. Place the beetle rather above than below the middle of the

pin, that it may be easily brought within the focus of a hand lens, without

removing it from its position in the case when it is once arranged in the

cabinet. Set out the legs and especially the mouth-parts, as these latter

must become the subject of special study in classifying our captures.

Pin the Hemiptera through the scutellum (the triangular piece on the

back of the insect below the thorax) and set out the legs and mouth parts

so as to be readily observed.

Pin the Lepidoptera through the thorax. Place the insect on the set-

ting-board and usually spread its wings until the lower edge of the primaries

or fore wings comes nearly or quite in a straight line at right angles to the

axis of the body, carrying the secondaries up in a natural position. Hold
the wings in place with slips of paper or card pinned close to the setting-

board. Do not remove the insects from the setting board until thoroughly

dry. When arranged in the cabinet keep gum camphor constantly in the

store boxes to keep- out such insects as prey on cabinet specimens. An ounce

of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and if museum pests once set a

foothold among insects it will require much more powerful medicaments to

dislodge them than camphor gum. Benzine, carbolic acid, mercury bi-

chloride (corrosive sublimate), will do something toward dislodging such

intruders, but it is far better to keep them out from the beginning.

A cheap cabinet may be made with tight back and sides and closely

fitting doors with a central partition to which, and the sides within, are to

be tacked strips of tin, say three inches wide, bent longitudinally at right angles.

These strips support boxes made of heavy card-board and lined with cork;

My boxes are 12in. xlSin. x2in. Fourstripsof corkl2in.x3;in. occupy four-

teen inches of the length, the balance is left, i inch at each end. for the recep-

tion of the camphor gum, on which I have relied to keep out museum pests,

and my confidence has not, thus far, been misplaced. Forty boxes of this

kind may be placed in a case not inconveniently large, and the whole expense

will be but trifling when compared with the expensive cabinets thought

necessary by entomological societies and State entomologists.

Setting boards for Lepidoptera, Xeuroptera and Hymenoptera or for

Hemiptera and Coleoptera when it is desirable that their wings be displayed,

may be made of a strip of the softest pine with a groove cut lengthwise, for

the reception of the body. I have devised a little different arrangement

which I think subserves a very useful purpose. I take two strips of smooth-

ly-planed soft pine of any width desired and twelve inches long, and nail them

firmly from 1 to h inch or more apart to wooden supports at each end so as

to elevate them a couple of inches. Then I nail a strip of cork on the under
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side over the interstice between the strips. The pin is easily thrust through

the cork, the end supports preventing any contact of the pin with the table

on which the board may rest, the body of the insect falls between the strips

and the wings are set in position and strapped down to the board. The

sooner an insect is placed in permanent position the better. If convenient,

boiling water or steam will be found exceedingly useful in killing any insects

except Lepidoptera and some of the Hymenoptera which ought not to be

wetted. Death is sudden and the muscles are left in a very conveniently

relaxed condition.

Small moths should never be handled. If caught in a net they will

always crawl up its sides and may easily be enticed into the cyanide bottle.

Larger moths which need the cyanide solution may be held by placing the

back of the left fore finger on the back of the insect, the knuckle of the

hand towards its head, and holding the wings upward with the thumb and

second finger, when the tube, with the cyanide, can be easily manipulated with

the right hand. The day-flying Lepidoptera need never be touched except

beneath the wings. Thus the plumage is entirely undisturbed. In conclu-

sion I may borrow the words of Izaac Walton with reference to the frog

which he wished to have handled so deftly as to be sure of enticing certain

individuals of the finny tribe. "Use hini" said he "as though you loved

him."

Entomological Nomenclature.—Information in this direction is scattered through

such a variety of books, that its possession is simply impossible without very con-

siderable expense. Access to good, cabinets is the most desirable means for collec-

tors to become acquainted with the names of insects. As some assistance in this direc-

tion, I will suggest that I shall be happy, so far as I can, to name any insects that may
be sent me. Arrange two sets with numbers in duplicate, retaining one, and forwar-

ding the other to my address, 408 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, and the names returned

can be readily attached to the set retained.

0. S. Westcott.

THE COAST OF NORWAY.

"Notice the manner in which one group of living things passes into

another. It will generally be found that the transition is not eftected by the

shading off or blending of the extreme edges of the groups, but by a kind

of interlocking of the one into the other. The junction often resembles that

of the sea and land on the coast of Norway, where in many places it is hard

to say whether it is the sea that runs far into the land, or the land that runs

into the sea."

—

Rev. H. H. Hlggim.
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Scientific literature abounds with bold and beautiful generalizations,

finely poetical in their nature. Was it Coleridge who said "The antithesis

of poetry is not prose, but science?" I have not verified the quotation:

such words, if actually uttered, must have fallen with an ill grace from the

lips of the poet who attended Sir Humphrey Davy's lectures for the sake of

multiplying and adorning his tropes. The antithesis of poetry is analysis.

But science is not wholly analytic; it is gloriously synthetic as well, and it

has an unapproachable beauty of its own. It has sad misstatements; the

standing joke of the Natural Philosophies, for instance, that trees keep them-

selves from tumbling over by throwing out heavy limbs on their upper sides,

when they happen to lean ; and the remark of an eminent lecturer, that each

person in his audience had been breathing some scores of times per minute.

Such efforts of the imagination are not to be classed with works of high art.

But the simile which I have quoted at the beginning of this essay, is prob-

ably as fine as any thing in Milton.

And why has the writer referred to Norway for an illustration ? Why
is the Norway coast supplied with deep and narrow fiords which the sun

never visits, and with cascades behind which a boat may glide in safety ? A
recent essayist assures us that such abrupt and jagged coast lines are peculiar,

for the most part, to the regions around the poles ; that glaciers protected

these rocks in their primitive forbidding aspect, through countless ages, while

tropical and subtropical shores were being worn into soft and sinuous lines

by the perpetual lashing of the waves. Clad in raiment of eternal frost, tlie

harbors of the North were preserved for the use of man, while those of

Africa and Australia were almost utterly ruined.

MuRPHYSBORO, III., May 22d, 1872.

CHEMICAL CHANGES OF PLANTS.

When we look out upon the earth and behold the amount and variety

of its vegetable products, from the rank tangled vine of the jungle of India,

to the close-leafed date of the Arabian desert; from the luxuriant growth of

the Amazon valley, to the high peaks of the Andes, where life and death

seem struggling for the mastery, and the crisf^ichen proclaims the last faint

victory of life, we wonder and admire. And, when we reflect that the pecu-

liar vegetable proximate elements— chemical compounds are more numerous

and varied than the species in the vegetable kingdom—we are lost in the

contemplation of this almost infinite variety. And to one who simply ob-

serves these facts, without understanding the laws of chemical afiinity, and
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oliemicxl combiQation, the iavestigation of the phenomena, would be more

than a life-long, and, at the same time, a profitless task.

Nature needs but few forces, requires but a limited number of elements

to produce an almost infinite number of results. Heat, light, eleclricity and

affinity are the forces ; oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, etc., are the ele-

ments : in fact, not more than sixty-four elements in all, while nine-tenths

(if all the vegetable products are constructed from the four we have specified

—from the deadly prussic acid, to the wholesome and nutritious starch and

siluten of the grains of our prairie farms.

As the figures of the Arabic, or the letters of the Roman system of

notation are combined, so as to represent an infinite variety of numbers, so

are these few chemical elements combined, through the agency of the forces

we have mentioned, to produce this vast number of vegetable compounds.

The growth or development of the plant may be conveniently divided

int9 four periods.

First. From the germination of the seed to the development of the

plamule and radicle. This may be called its dependent existence.

Seco7id. From the appearance of the stem and root to the development

of the flower.

Third. From the development of the flower to the ripening of the

fruit.

Fourth. From the maturing of the fruit to the decay of the annuals,

or to the preparing and storing of food in the perennials.

In order for a seed to germinate, it must be situated so as to be abund,

antly supplied with water; it must be exposed to a certain degree of warmth-

and supplied with air. Light, on the contrary, prevents germination, for

reasons we shall presently explain. Water is necessary to dissolve the solid

matter in the seed, and to overcome by its mobility the inertia of the particles

of matter; for nothing can enter into the tissue of any organic body, except

in a state of solution, or very minute mechanical suspension. And as water

is the "universal solvent," it readily dissolves the solid matter, and thus pre-

pares the way for a change of form—a re-arranging of the atoms. Not only

is water necessary at this time, or period of germination, but at every period

of growth.

A certain degree of heat is, also, a necessary condition of germination

and growth, although the degree of warmth is far from being a constant

(Quantity. Flowers bloom upon the Siberian plains, where the temperature

is little above the freezing point; the fuchsia and veronica flourish in Terra

del Fuego, where the temperature is only 36 deg. F. While in Norway,

during their short summer, where the temperature rises to 108 deg. F.,
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where it is even hotter than under the skj of southern Italy, vegetation de-

velops with wonderful rapidity. As to the degree of heat, we can only say

that seeds will germinate if the temperature be above the freezing point.

The seed does not, however, depend entirely upon the surrounding media for

its warmth, for it has the power of generating heat within itself. The heat-

ing of grain when wet and exposed to a certain degree of heat, is a phenome-

non familiar to all. Now, as the moisture and heat are favorable to the

processes of germination, the grain "sprouts" and heat is generated ; pre-

cisely the same thing takes place when a single seed sprouts or germinates.

The transformation of starch or gum to sugar, is more readily effected in the

presence of a certain degree of heat, a change which is necessary before the

germ can be nurtured by the food stored up in the seed.

If seeds are entirely excluded from the air they refuse to germinate.

If buried far beneath the surface, they remain unchanged or decay, and

plants are frequently observed to spring up from earth that has been thrown

up from considerable depth, indicating strongly, if not proving, that the ex-

clusion of the air had prevented germination.

Light seems to antagonize the germinating force, for if seeds are placed

in conditions favorable to their growth, but exposed to light, they will not

germinate. Seeds, during the process of generation, absorb oxygen and give

off carbonic acid ; that is, a portion of the atoms of carbon are oxydized, and

oxydatlon is but another name for combustion, and combustion produces heat.

Now light has an opposite tendency, viz : to deoxydize the carbonic acid, or

resolve it into its primary elements, carbon and oxygen.

And we here also understand why air is necessary. As seed cannot

germinate unless the atoms of starch in the seed become oxydized, the air

must furnish the oxygen, because the seed in the plant has not the power of

decomposing water to furnish it. During germination acetic acid and dias-

tase are formed.

If a seed is made to germinate in a quantity of powdered limestone

(carbonate of lime) a quantity of the acetate of lime may be detected in the

soil about the plant, showing that it had been formed in the seed and then

deposited in the soil.

Diastase is a peculiar body formed at the base of the germ during ger-

mination. It has the power of converting starch into sugar, a process neces-

sary for reasons we have given. The office of the acetic acid is not well un-

derstood. The seed consists, for the most part, of starch ; this is converted

into sugar by the action of the diastase. We know sugar is present by the

svreet taste of the little plantlet; the sugar, however, is not converted into

woody fibre until the appearance of the true leaves.
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In the perennials, after the disappearance of the leaves in the fall, the

elements of but tioo atoms of water are removed, and the fibre becomes con-

verted into starch, and is stored up in the plant for its nourishment, to be

used the succeeding spring.

Liebig says that the starch granules may be distinctly seen in the wil-

low in autumn with the aid of an ordinary microscope.

These are the changes observed in the seed. The plant has now entered

its sphere of independent existence—it is born. The method of growth still

seems the same, and the elements of nutrition are the same, but the chemical

processes are entirely different. The starch stored up in the seed is all con-

sumed, and now the plant must depend upon the soil and air for its food.

The leaf of the plant, in the sunlight, absorbs carbonic acid and gives off

oxygen. We have observed that seeds will not germinate if exposed to sun-

light, because the atoms of carbon in the starch could not be oxydized; but

now, in the independent existence of the plant, light deoxydizes the carbonic

acid of the air, retains the carbon, and gives oif the oxygen. The carbon

unites with the water in various proportions, and forms a very large number

of vegetable compounds.

These chemical changes show us how the elements are furnished, and

how combined to produce the sugar, starch and wood, three of the most im-

portant bodies in the plant.

It has been observed that the starch stored up in autumn, in the per-

ennials, is furnished by the descending sap; that is, after it has circulated in

the leaf, or has been digested. Now, in the laboratory, we observe that nitric

acid has a tendency to change starch into woody fibre. And if we attribute

this action to the nitrogen in the acid, we may suppose that the nitrogen of

the air tends to perform the same office in the organic tissue.

We will now briefly notice some of the changes observed in the third

period—from the opening of the flower to the ripening of the fruit and seed.

The flower absorbs oxygen and gives off carbonic acid ; and it will readily be

inferred from what we have said that an elevation of temperature will be one

of the results of this chemical action. Experiment also proves this to be so,

for if a large number of flower buds are collected into one mass, and in this

condition develop into flowers, an elevation of temperature is observed

amounting to thirty or forty degrees.

In the ripening of the fruit some of the chemical changes are very easy

to comprehend. Take for instance any of the pulpy fruits, such as the

grape or apple. AVhen the fruit flrst appears it is nearly tasteless, or has the

taste of the leaf or bark. Now, the office of the green hard pulp, is nearly

the same as that of the leaf; in fact, in the young apple, the pulpy part is
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nothing but the thickened calyx. At a later period the fruit has an acid

taste, and, lastly, a sweetish taste, though the acid taste never entirely disap-

pears until the process of decay has commenced.

We now come to the fourth period, the period of decay. The chemical

changes observed in the preceeding periods arc directed and controlled, to

some extent, by a principle of which we know very little, but call vitality or

the vital principle. Now^ the plant is subject to pure chemical forces. The

atoms of carbon and hydrogen are now all attacked by the great destroyer

oxygen, and thus the woody fibre, the sugar, the starch, are all resolved back

into the elements from which they were formed—carbonic acid and water.

The process of decay is modified and controlled somewhat by art, but

never entirely prevented. Thus, the juice of the apple being expressed and

allowed to remain for a short time exposed to the air, becomes converted into

alcohol and carbonic acid. These bodies are derived from the sugar in the

juice.

Sometimes under peculiar circumstances, we observe another chemical

change in the decay of the plant, giving rise to a new body, viz : light, car-

buretted hydrogen. Its composition, one atom of carbon united with two of

hydrogen. One atom of woody fibre, uniting with four of water, produces

six atoms of carbonic acid and six of carburetted hydrogen—or one atom of

tartaric acid, by taking on one atom of oxygen, gives three atoms of carbonic

acid, and one of carburetted hydrogen.

These are some of the chemical changes that take place in the develop-

ment of the plant. In the annuals all these are observed in a single season,

while in some of the perennials, as a species of the yew, we have a repetition

of these changes for six thousand years before the process of decay com-

mences—before the plant is surrendered to pure chemical forces—the vitality

of the vegetable directing the processes for this long period.

J. A. Sewall.

Home Conversation.—Children hunger perpetually for new ideas.

They will learn with pleasure from the lips of their parents what they deem

it drudgery to study in books; and even if they have the misfortune to be^

deprived of many educational advantages they will grow up intelligent^ if

they enjoy in childhood the privilege of listening daily to the conversation

of intelligent people. "VVe sometimes see parents who are the life of every

company which they enter, dull, silent and uninteresting at home among their

children. If they have not mental activity and mental stores sufficient for

both, let them first use what they have for their own households. A silent

home is a dull place for young people, a place froiv wliii-h thoy will escape if

they can.
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GRATZ BROWN AND YALE COLLEGE.

The gallant aspirant for the Vice-Presidency had a golden opportunity

at the Yale College commencement which, we regret to say, he did not im-

prove in such a way as to win golden opinions. He graduated twenty-five

years ago, in the largest class which till that time had been sent out of the

college, the first class under the presidency of Dr. Woolsey. During the

interval he had been the observed of many observers. The son of a distin-

guished and high-toned Kentucky gentleman—the late John Mason Brown,

a class-mate of Drs. Bacon and Wodsey—he had early made himself con-

spicuous by embracing the cause of emancipation in Missouri when it cost

much to do so, and to such a man as he, cost the warm afiections of family

friends. In the war of the Rebellion he bad been bold and chivalrous. As

an editor he had thrown his whole soul into the cause of education and cul-

ture, and had won a seat in the Senate of the United States in comparative

youth. Many of his speeches and editorials had been animated by the

love of high moral and of positive religious sentiment. Last, and not least,

he had originated a generous policy towards the disfranchised citizens of his

own State, in which he was triumphant, and had the confidence and won the

votes of the state of Missouri, even against the influence of General Govern-

ment. He had ventured further; and, by a stroke of political daring,

which, if successful, would be pronounced a stroke of genius, had recom-

mended the Missouri platform to the old Democratic party, through the

agency of the Cincinnati Republicans, whom he had forced to accept Horace

Greeley at his own dictation. The Baltimore Convention had the day before

given the finishing stroke to his plan, by accepting it, and him with it, with

apparent if not real enthusiasm.

Coming back to the East with the iprcstige of all these achievements,

he was the "object of all regard." Everybody was ready to hear him, and

ready to honor and praise, and almost ready to vote for him, should he bear

his honors generously. The theme assigned to him was "Yale College in the

Mississippi Valley." He could have desired no better opportunity to attest

the worth and intellect of the sons of Y'ale, who have so nobly stood beside

him in his many contests, and express his generous appreciation of what

Yale College had done for his own better convictions and impulses.

But he cast all these opportunities away, and used the occasion for some

remote political result, in the manner of a declamatory and swaggering

demagogue. Dr. Woolsey had signalized his accession to his ofiice by say-

ing that the product, of all others, which Yale College was not fitted to manu-
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facture was a demagogue; and he hung his head with shame that a conspi-

cuous member of the first class which he sent it, the son of his old friend,

was showing himself to be nothing less and nothing more. .Gov. Brown had

good sen.se enough to say nothing of himself, and his position before the

country ; but he occupied his time in attempting to show that the educa-

tional institutions of the West, particularly those of the State of Missouri,

were in all respects superior to those of the East. He even ventured to de-

fine in what respects : first, that at the West they taught their students,

instead of examining them on what they knew; and second, that they

practiced object teaching there, instead of depending exclusively on books.

The inaptness of mixing two features and even terms, one of which relates

to University education, and the other to that of the common school, is

patent to a tyro in educational speechmaking. It was evident the Governor

was drawing on his oft-used notes and editorials, and that, under the excite-

ment of the occasion, he had mixed his notes together in his recollections.

What he was aiming at could not be easily divined. Unless, as has been

.suggested, he wished to impress the Germans at the West by this awkward

flattery, or to impress Americans at the East and West with a profound

respect for his sagacious insight concerning institutions and methods of edu-

cation. His manner was certainly oracular ; and his boldness too, doubtless,

impressive—especially when he said, turning to the president of the college

:

"I bring these declarations even to the very front and gates of the Univer-

sity."

The president had no alternative. He must notice these charges or

confess to their truth. There was no occasion for him to say much. Mr.

Brown had incidentally said that since his graduation he had not visited the

college. President Porter had no occasion to feel vexed or disturbed in

feeling, and was too cautions to intend any inhospitable rebuke to his dis-

tinguished guest. He, therefore, remarked that "we were all grateful to the

gentleman for his suggestions, and were glad to know and acknowledge that

the system of public education in Missouri was so complete and efficient.

We have done something at the East, however, in the last twenty-five years
;

and, if the distinguished gentleman, who had not visited the college during

that time, should have no special engagements in anticipation or actually

in hand in the next autumn or spring his name would be placed upon our

examining committee. To which Mr. Brown replied that he hoped to have

such engagements. Should Gov. Brown come to Yale College, as was sug-

gested, he will find many improvements which, to say the least, have kept

pace with the progress of things at the West. He will find the most com-

plete and best appointed school for "object teaching" in the Union, which
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was formed the year in which he graduated, and has grown up to vigorous

life by endowments of many hundred-thousand dollars, and, what is better,

under the direction of gentlemen who, while they believe in facts and ob-

jects, believe in science also. He will find that the department of letters has

introduced new methods of study, of instruction, and of examination ; that

it is not quite so easy to waste one's time or respond by saying nihil., as it

was twenty-five years ago ; that the gentlemen who have it in charge pro-

bably know more about the educational system of Missouri and of Germany

than Gov. Brown, and certainly know more about them both than he does

about the system of education in Yale College. Last, not least, he will find

that Yale College is more fixed in its hostility to all sorts of quackery in

education and politics than it was twenty-five years ago, and that it rejoices

that it has so far been successful that such demonstrations of both as were

made at the alumni dinner could excite only disgust and mortification even

in the minds of those who will feel constrained to cast their votes for the

ticket which heads "Greeley and lirown." And perhaps, he will then recall

how even in his own state, at the last meeting of the National Association

of Teachers, held in St. Louis, a similar crude and extravagant speech called

forth instant and universal rebuke from the distinguished instructors of Mis-

souri and the West.

—

Independent.

THE TELEGRAPH AS AN ERRAND BOY

The uses of the telegraph are rapidly extending, and it is likely soon to

have to run on any little errands about town for us. A company has been

formed to establish ofiices at convenient places in various parts of New York,

whence messengers can be sent, on demand, to any house within the

respective districts. These offices are to be connected by telegraphic wires,

with the houses of such persons as pay monthly $2.50 for the benefits. The
occupants of the house, by touching a key, will simply give notice at the

office that a messenger is wanted. The offices will be numerous, and so dis-

tributed that a house can be reached by a messenger within three minutes

after the notice. It will be the duty of the messengers to go on any errands

required of them, to any [art of the city, the persons employing them to pay

fifteen cents for every half-hour of service.

It will be seen at a glance that this system will bring many con-

\eniences; but all its advantages cannot be appreciated until it has become

a necessity of domestic life in all large cities. There are thousands of little

services whi'ch persons in moderate circumtances would gladly pay for at the
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rates named, but they cannot afford or do not desire to keep an errand-boy,

or other male house-servant. But the plan promises safety and comfort. It

will afford security against burglars at night, and a ready means of calling a

physician or a friend in case of illness. If burglars are in the hou.se, two

touches of the key will bring a policeman at any hour of the night. In

cases of fire, too, the system would be invaluable
; many small fires become

great ones on account of the unassisted efforts of servants or members of the

family to suppress them without a general alarm. Indeed, the more one

considers the uses of the proposed system, the more they multiply them-

selves, and we shall soon be wondering how our ancestors got along without

it.

—

Boston Jour, of Chemhtry.

THE NEW STUDIES IN ILLINOIS SCHOOLS.

Up to a comparatively recent time, the study of the Natural Sciences

was confined to a few persons. The products of man's toil were laid waste,

while he was ignorant of the animal that did the mischief. He called it a bug
€r a worm ; beyond this he knew nothing. Wretchedness was too frequently

his companion through life, nay, more, his life was cut short and rendered

worthless because he was ignorant of the laws of his being.

The knowledge by which these evils could be corrected or avoided was

shrouded in such mysterious darkness as to be beyond the discovery of com-

mon minds. At length, scientists arose, who, realizing how important to the

race was the possession of such knowledge, devoted years of labor to freeing

the science of Nature in all its departments from much of the mystery and

perplexity enveloping it, thus presenting it in its true simplicity to the pop-

ular comprehension.

More recently, the study has been urged upon our schools, both as a

means of culture and as a source from which to derive knowledge of sreat

commercial and economical value. The people of Illinois have caught the

enthusiasm thereby awakened and have expressed their desire, ay, have issued

their command through their legislative representatives that Botany, Zoology,

Physiology and Natural Philosophy shall be taught in the common schools.

It is gratifying to see with what promptness and energy the teachers of the

State respond. Some,possessing little knowledge of these branches of education,

are at work at home or in the institute preparing for the new labor imposed

upon themj others, better informed, are assisting^ their fellow teachers in the

institute or are preparing plans for, and outlines of future operations. All

show a deep interest. Some are working, it is true, because, to continue in
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the possession of the well wishes of the County Superintendent, they must

work- others, however, and no doubt, by far the greater number, are working

becaufie they see in this extension of the common-school studies an enlarging

of the possibilities and probabilities of the masses in intellectual and mora!

attainments. If the results of so much labor and earnest effort do not ap-

pear in an increased knowledge of plants, animals, the laws of health, and

natural philosophy, they will be felt in the quickened life and vigor mani-

fested in every department of educational industry. Even the next legisla-

ture, from which it is hoped to find relief from the crippled condition in

which the law, as it now stands, leaves the County Superinteudency, will feel

the effect of this noble sacrifice of time, labor and money, by twenty-thou-

sand school teachers. Here let me parenthetically express the regret, that while

the last legislature increased the necessity of an efficient county superinten-

dency, it at the same time, by the same act, virtually abolished the office, by

reducing the compensation below what any competent man will accept for his

services. But I would not be understood as entertaining the belief that the

only benefit to be derived from the attention the teachers are now giving

these branches will be that general benefit always resulting from labor. On
the contrary, I most confidently believe, that many who attempt the work of

teaching them will succeed ; that many children will find order and new

beauty and wondrous fascination in roots, stems and leaves which have pre-

viously been to them roots, stems and leaves and nothing more; that the

hitherto repulsive animal will be sought, studied and admired ; and that to

thousands of our youth perhaps, the grass and worm, upon which they have

thoughtlessly trodden, will afford inspiration to higher and more useful lives.

The teachers of Illinois are not accustomed to fail. 'They will not fail

in this. Indeed, in some schools of the State, these branches have already

been successfully taught. The work then is not wholly an experiment. It

must be conceded, however, that the interruption of our ordinary course, by

the introduction of four comparatively little known branches of study will

be attended with serious difficulties and in many instances with partial failure.

It would have been better, had the number been limited to two. I therefore

suggest that for the first year, but two be attempted and that these be taken,

one at a time.

The average time that pupils attend school is very short, not more than

four or five years in the most favored communities, while a mastery of one

of the new studies requires many years of close attention and bard febor.

We must not expect, therefore, to do more for the mass of children than to

arouse in them an interest in Nature and her laws; put them in poi?session

of a few facts of immediate practical use, and point out the ways by which
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these studies may be further prosecuted. But is there tinje for even this?

for the work pre\iousIy required, has not been done to the satisfaction of the

public or the teacher. Tliis question suggests that additions to the conimon-

scho"! course were not re(iuired. In determining this, a careful coti!<ideration

of oil the studies of the old and new courses is necessary to ascertain the

distinctive oflace of each.

Some branches of study are raam/y useful in giving to the mind, power

over itself and its surroundings, that it may gain from some or ^11 of the

many sources of knowledge, what is best suited for its growth and tastes;

others, Q.'emainJy useful in furnishing food or material for gruwth and gratifi-

cation. The former may be likened to the tools with which, the latter,

t<» the material upon which, the mind operates. The f(>rmer, when properly

acquired render the mfnd selfsupporting; the latter are the sources of supply.

In our common-school course, reading, writing, number and grammar

are distinctively of the first-class; all the others are distinctively of the

second-class. Previous t* the recent additions, four of the first class of f-tudies

were found, and but two of the second ; and but one ofthese was purtiied be-

low the grammar or high school. The mass of pupils, as is well known, never

reach the higher grades. Practically, then, the great maj rity have had but

one food furnishing study, geography, and that from its nature not available

in the lower grades; for the first steps in this study do not belong to geogra-

phy proper but to that branch of education of which number is a part.

May not the absence of food- furnishing studies account for the fact that the

results hitherto reached in uur schools have not b< en f-o great as the public

had a light to expect from so laige expenditure of money, time and patient

labor?

Knowledge of a tool, and skill in its use, are the powers with which the

user is invested. Skill in its use, however, can not be acquired without

practice in the special wurk for which th^^ tool is designed. The information

afi*! rded by a disciplinary branch of study, and the skill in the use of that

information, are the powor with which the pupil should b« invest 'd by the

pursuit of that study. Ts it reasonab'o to expect the pupil to acquire that

p 'Wer withcut the pnctice, from which alone s/cUl is derivtd? IJut we have

seen that the Ibod-lurnishing branches of study have not hitherto aflPurded

the nectssaiy practice to insure skill; hence, the absence of poA'er.

Reading is the mi stimp< rtantof the power giving branches, yet with how

little power dues its pursuit invest the pupil? The reasons are apparent.

The pupil giins a knowledge, or rather comes into posses-ion of the tnul, but

acquires no skill in iis use. He cannnt; the material upon which to practioc

is not afl'orded him. No food furnishing studies are found in his list.
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It is obvious, therefore, that the common school course was faulty; that

additional studies xccre needed, and that these should be such as should aflFord

field work in the exercise of the original branches and should not be distinct-

ively disciplinary.

We see, then, that not only can t!ie new branches be taught, but that

they arc required to render effective the teaching of the original branches,

particularly in the lower grades.

For the first time in the histoi-y of our common schools an equality of

power and pabulum is represented in the course of study. The work is now

in the bands of the teachers How shall it be done? To answer this ques-

tion shall be the object of a succeeding paper. W. B. Poavell.

WHAT AND [WW SHALL WE TEACH.

Dear Editor:—In the last six months several articles have appeared

in the Schoolmaster under heading similar to the above.

In the February numbrr, Mr. Uastman refers to what seems to have

been a paper read, or speech made, by Dr. Glregory before the Horticultural

Society, held at Jacksonville, in which the Doctor seeujs to have declared

that six or twelve months is ample time for a pupil to obtain all the knowl-

edge of arithmetic necessary to the pursuit of a business life, or as much as

pupils usually obtain in six or ten years. Mr. Gastman asks the Doctor

"How ?" The Doctor in a subsequent number tells, but does not seem to

satisfy the mind of the enquirer, and no df>ubt many other readers of the

ScnooLMASTEK, are equally perpl^^xsd when they review their own work and

compare results, even after making due allowance, as they believe, for bad

methods. Your humble coriespondent has been striving to teach arithmetic

for the past seventeen years to the boys and girls of various pirts of Ohio,

Illinois, and Missouri, but has never been able to achieve such results as the

Doctor nan.es, or even to approximate to them. There is one thing, how-

ever, that has been left out in this discussion, that I think will very greatly

modily the result produced, and that is the actual time employed in the study;

for if the mind is to bp occupied four-fifths or more of the time with other

pursuits, it is pretty evident there will nut be that proficiency made that there

would be, if one subject occupied the entire energies of the mind for a series

of days or months. And now, for the benefit of myself and others I shouli

tike to have the following questions answered or at least discussed, in the

Schoolmaster:
How many branches should a pupil pursue at the same time ?

What branches are best adapted to be pursued in connection ?

What proportion of the day should be alloted to each ? l. s. p.
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TWO DANGERS THREATENING OUR SCHOOLS.

At this season of the year the public school teachers, of all grades and

all parts of the country, hold their annual gatherings. There are national

conventions, State conventions, county conventions, of teachers and of

superintend'^nts, of common schools and of normal schools. No better sea-

son can be i ^und for enquiring into the present condition of our public school

system—what is its promise for the future, and what are its dangers.

Our public school system is a distinctively American one, grown up

with our community and sprung from its character and needs, just as our

political system has and our collegiate system. It is elastic enough to admit

of almost unlimited improvement, and it is not very hard to introduce im-

provement; but it would be very hard to make any change in it which

should materially affect its fundamental character. It is quite right that it

should be so. We have a right to assume that an institution which has

grown up with a community is well adapted to its needs; and although there

are many fejitures in which we could advantageously copy European models,

and although we might on abbtract grounds even prefer some European sys-

tem as a whole, if the question were to be considered dc infegro, yet it is per-

liaps quite as likely that our judgment is wrong, as that the popular impulse

is mistaken. Those reformers who wished, some years ago, to introduce the

English or the German university system would, in all likelihood, have made

a pretty mess of it if they could have had their way ; we have waited not so

very long a time, and now our oldest institutions, Harvard and Yale, are

developing a real university system, which stands a chance of permanence

because it has its roots in the old order of things.

When one considers the real excellence of these schools, and the degree

in which they have become a postulate in American thought, it is hard to

realize ad< quately the two perils that menace (he system from entirely

opposite directions. The first arises in the character of the school system

itself, v;hieh is constantly tending to become more and more mechanical, and

which fav(irs an excessive routine and commonplace methods of instruction.

The second is more vital, and is directed against the very existence of the

public- school f-ystem.

The first tendency is natural and unavoidable, and is probably entirely

within our control. The schools suffered at first for lack of organization and

gradation ; nothing more natural than, that in correcting this defect, too

much stress f-hould be laid upon organization, and that, as a result, most

scholars should have come to look upon it as the first of all objects to geo
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from one "rade into another. In any scliool, exact discipline is indispensable;

the teachers are few who can maintain exact discipline in a large school

without the precision of a martinet; and that is what our school discipline

tends to become. Methods of instruction were wretched a generation or so

ago, and one of the first features of the new impulse that education then re-

ceived was new and more inspiring methods. Of course, when the impulse

had passed, things settled down into a routine, and the new methods became

formal and antiquated, just as the old ones had been. All these results

must have followed so long as the majority of teachers are not men of inspi-

ration and genius, but honest, hard-working persons, who simply aim to do

their work as well as they can, just as if it were ditching, or book-keeping,

or reporting. It is xoork, after all.

This will explain the routine and the commonplace that are the worst

characteristics of our public schools. These defects are aggravated by the

excessive amount of labor that is imposed upon the teachers. Teachers, as

a class, have a much higher ideal, or rather the ambition for a much higher

one, than ihey are able to realize, and are mechanical and commonplace,

simply because circumstances will not allow them to be anything more. The

result is, however, that thinking people are dissatisfied with the work done

in the public schools—not with the way in which the work is done, but with

the work itself They want a different training for their boys and girls from

the mechanical "high pressure" of the public schools; and this they find,

or at any rate seek, in private schools.

Now, these evils are remediable, at least in a degree; but only with the

increased culture of the community itself The schools are but a reflection

of the popular taste, which enjoys their big and showy mechanism, believes

in this excessive amount of mathematics, and all these dreary rules of gram-

mar and details of geography, and thinks the main object of a child's life is

to get as fast as possible from one grade to another. As soon as parents

realize that a girl who has been through the course, but cannot walk a mile,

and never passes two days without a headache, is not precisely the highest

possible product of civilization, and that the course itself is at once wofully

narrow and extremely intense, they will demand a better system, and then

they will have it. Even as it is, Hosea Biglow's words meet with more sym-

pathy than is generally thought:
"Three-ptory larnin's pop'lar now— I guftas
We thriv as well on jest two stories less."

The corrective for the danger here discussed is an enlightened public

opinion, and this has already began to be formed. The evil has been often

pointed out, and is widely recognized ; and we think we are not mistnken in

saying that it is already less threatening than it was five years ago. The

1
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other danger specified is fundamental and vital, touching not the character

of the schools, but their very existence. It finds its best expression, of course,

in the doctrine of the Catholic Church, which makes the church the necessary

foundation of every human institution ; but it exists no less in every form of

Protestantism 'which demands to be recognized in public education. The

first and most consistent shape which it took was opposition to the very ex-

istence of a free school system, but it was soon driven to more subtle and cir-

cuitous forms of antagonism. The free school is so firmly seated ia the Amer-

ican mind as an essential part of American institutions, that to try to over-

throw it is labor wasted. Catholic schools, Jewish schools, Swedenborgian

schools, German schools—every school which represents a single religious

faith, or a single element of our compound nationality—are but an inefibctual

protest against the system, aud do not touch its vitality any more than any

other private schools. Foiled in the efibrt to overthrow the system, it next

aimed, with ec|nal success, to divide it; at present the struggle, a much

more perilous one, is to control. The controversy over the use of the Bible

in schools is but a contest for the control of the schools—between Protestant-

ism, which possesses this control by tradition, and Catholicism, which de-

mands it as of right. We cannot wonder that an attempt to subvert a cus-

tom so revered, and of such historical prestige, should be earnestly resisted,

and that the custom should be claimed as a fundamental and inherent part

of the system. But it should be remembered that the nation is made up of

those who are its citizens now, and that it is not at present—however it may

have been in the past—a Protestant nation, except so far as a nation is rep-

resented by its majority. It should be remembered, too, that if the majority

to-day and here has a right to insist upon the use of King James's Yersion,

tie majority next year, and in another place, will have an equal right to in-

sist upon the Douay Version.

In view of the vital contest which has arisen upon this point, we see no

hope for the maintenance of genuine public schools except in making them

purely and avowedly secular. It may truly be said that the public school-

system serves as a moral bond for our entire community, just as the visible

church did in the Middle Age. That age was essentially theological, and

found its expression in an ecclesiastical unity; our age has no common

ground of religious opinion, and can only meet upon the undisputed truths of

science. Secular education is, therefore, the only consistent object of our pub.

lie schools ; theological dogmas should be left to the Church, the family, and

Sunday schools of the several denominatiors.

Neither need we fear that the schools will foster immorality if the formal

devotional exercises of the opening hour arc omitted. We have very little
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faith in any great good accomplished by these formal devotions, or by formal

instructions in morality. It is urged that it is the well-instructed who re-

cruit our most dangerous classes of criminals, and that this shows that wc

should have more religious and moral instruction in our schools. Are we to

understand that the criminals in question have never been taught that there

is a God, or that stealing is a crime, and that they do not know these truths

as well as a professor of theology ? It is not by set precepts or by elaborate

lectures on morality that boys are trained to virtue, but by the daily exhibi-

tion of moral conduct, and the constant and insensible inculcation of the

principles of morality in everyday relations. There is not a well-conducted

recitation in any school in the land which does not teach at every step that

virtue is its own reward, that honesty is the best policy, and that in the long

run fraud does not pay. We beg for this view of a much-vexed and highly-

important question the careful attention of every friend of the system.

—

JYation.

MBIF0M^S ®EPmMTMMMWm

A State convention of Methodists was held in Madison, Wis., July 25.

One Rev. H. Gilliland appears to have distinguished himself by delivering

an oration on '' The relation of MetJiodism to Udiication, Past and Present."

We present the following taken from the report of proceedings published in

the Chicago Times of 2(>th

:

•'Rev. H. Gilliland spoke of 'The Relation of Methodism to Education, Past and
Present,' briefly reviewing what has been completed by this organization of so recent

origin, and pleading earnestly for academies imder the supervision of church as one of

its greatest needs. He spoke against the graded school, as it was a feeder to state in-

stitutions. The denominational institution must look to its own primary school
for its support. He advocated very strongly religious culture in the school-room. He
said the church should furnish teachers for the public schools."

The italics are ours. We have had occasion to notice similar ex-

pressions, coming from the lips of speakers in Congregationalist and Baptist

conventions. This is the first Methodist cry of this character we have seen.

It cannot be that this clergyman is a fair representative of the church senti-

ment. The great Methodist church of the United States, so powerful in its

organization, so potent for good, rich and influential, has evinced no desire

to wage war on the free schools of the country. It is unfortunate that such
speakers as the Rev. Gilliland can send their remarks abroad with the ap-

parent sanction of State conventions. The Schoolmaster reiterates its re-

quest to the opponents of free schools to send for its columns a paper setting

forth that side of the question.
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Anofhc}- Argument for Private Schooh.—Herewith wc present an
item from a St. Paul paper. Many of a similar character are on record.'

These form, or t^hould furm, a lar<;e part of the stock in trade of those whu
are loudly decrying the public high-school. Eoys and girls are better off at

a school where each day and night they are under the kindly influences of

home

:

"Two months ago tliis young girl was living to all appearances happily with her
parents, who resided on a farm in St. Clair county, Michigan. Iler father was well to

do, and at her earnest solicitation consented that she should attend a young ladies' sem-
inary at Detroit, and about the time mentioned she left home to join the school. A
brothel accompanied her to Detmit, and sought and obtained a suitable boarding place

with a friend of the family, and then recurned home. Before a week had elapsed, a

thunderbolt crashed into the peace of the home circle, in the form of a letter from the

Detroit friend, stating that the girl had left the house in the middle of the night, and
had disappeared. The father hastened tc) the city, and by dint of active inquiry, found
that a girl answering to her description had taken a Chicago train, accompanied by a

young man. He immediately started in pursuit, and reached Chicago only to lose thj

trail. Since that time he has searched in almost every city in the west, and only by
mere chance did he come to Minnesota, lie passed through Winona, Rochester, and
Mankato, making hopeless inquiry at each place, and on Friday came to St. Paul. On
the way from Mankato, worn out by fatigue and despair, he received kind attentions

from the gentlemen who gave these particulars, and to him related his sad story. The
gentleman, greatly sympolhetic, proposed to assist the old man in his search, and ad-

vised a visit to the opera house. The visit was made, and to the father's mingled de-

light and despair the wretched daughter was discovered. Accompanied by his short

-

time yet sympathetic friend, he followed the pair to their boarding house, and demanded
an interview with his child. What occurred at the interview, the gentleman did not

know, but the result was that the father and child took the evening train for the east.

He infor.Tied the gentleman, however, that the couple were not married, and that the

young man was a perfect stranger to him."'

We wish to declaim against three and four-storied school-houses. In

large cities there may be some excuse for compelling children to climb three

long flights of stairs four or more times a dtxyj but in towns and villages of

50,OOU or less, the people can and ought to buy land enough upon which to

build houses with two floors. School Boards are apt to listen to the advice ot"

teachers; he who advises a high school-house is blauiable, for it aflfect-j

the health of thousandj;.

At the meeting of the National Association at St. Louis, last year, Mr.

Gratz Brown, Gov of Missouri, now candidate for Vice President, gave an

address, in which the speaker displaced his ignorance of the free school

S} stem, and his l;ick of sympathy with it. Vol IV, page 288, (October 1871).

of the Schoolmaster, gives an impression received from that speech. The
ln(h:pendent sets forth so well the fitness of this man for the position ho

covets that we present it.

Mr. W. J. Button, for the last five or six years connected with the liidianapoli.*

Schools, has resigned his place to take an agency for Harper & Brothers.

So far as an exact knowledge of the (htory and practice of teaching the common-
school branches is concerned, we do not believe that Mr. Button h.is a superior in the

State, and Indianapolis can illy afford to spare his services. We regret to see him leave

the profession of teaching, but do not blame him. It is a great shame that from year to
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year our best teachers are compelled to leave the profession in order that they may re-

ceive liberal pay for their services.— Ind School Journal.

Amen! Br ther Bell, many of the best of Illinois teachers are yearly

faken by business men who appreciate ability and energy. Our schools

suffer thereby.

An editorial friend of the secular press recently remnrked to us, that

schoolmasters of the experience of a decade or more, s«ldom made public

addresses, <r took p irt in a public discussion, without referring to "ten years'

experience," or '"twenty years' experience," or 'twenty yeais in aschoolroom."

Well mai/ such men speak of their service. It is worth speaking about, and
does credit to the profession to know and see the veterans who are devoting

a lifetime to teaching. To what men will one look for uprightness, integrity

and moral worth more quickly than to those who boast of "twenty years

in the school-room
i"'

Cataeazy, the Ex-Minister from Russia, has come to grief. After his

'recall frnui Washington by the Czar, he received another foreign appoint-

•^ment. He seems not able to hold his tongue, an important qualification for

officers of State. His last offence was the publication of a document coa-

<:erniDg our Secretary of State, for which act the Emperor has invited him to

-j-ctire to private life. He is now editor of a Paris newspaper.

We have been surprised at the number of communications we have re-

ceived in respect to the differing lengths of degrees of Latitude, as we
approach the pole. A correspondent in our August number presents, at

length, the thought that appears in many of them. Now, the simple fact

is, as we have said more than once before, that this question has been settled

by experiment; it is not now a question of theory merelv. Points have

been found one degree apart, as determined by the positions of the stars in

respect to the horizon; and then the distance between these points has beea

carefully measured. In this way, it is found that degrees of Latitude grow
fongcr as we pass from the Equator towards the poles.

SOL UTWy OF PROBLEM IN A UG UST.

We have received several correct solutions; the following is the most concise :

By selling goods at twenty per cent profit I receive six-fifths of the cost; at twenty
\tx cent loss I receive four -fifihs of the cost. Then four-fiflhs of three hundre<l dollars

is two-fifths ol the cost. Six hundred dollars plus one-fifch of six hundred dollars equals
seven hundred and twenty dollars, the selling price. Chicago

Question —If two dozen eggs cost as many cents as T buy eggs for eight cents,

what cost the eggs per do7-en ?

The following explains itself. We were misinformed.
RuSHViLLE, 111 , Aug. 13, 1S72.

Editor Schoolmaster.—De.\r Sir: You say in your August number that -J. M.
Coyner has left Ru^hviile." The inference is, that I have left the school. Please give

me you authority for such a statement. I was re-elected last April by the unanimous
vote of the Board, and accepted in the month of June; and provideace perm ttin^ I ex-

fect to remain for another year. Yours, kindly, J. M. Coyner.
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REPORT OF HIGH SCHOOLS.

CITY

Princeton, 111 ,

Aurora, 111

West Rock ford 111.

Polo. Ill

Elgin, 111

Normal, 111-
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Maine. The Forty-third annual meeting of the American Institution of Instruction

was held at Lewiston August 13, 14,15. Western educational associations, whose an-

nual meetings are numbered somewhere in tht teens, are prone to look upon their organi-

zations as old. Here we have the forty-third meeting of the oldest institution of the

kind in the country, probably in the world. The session last year at Fitchburg was of

great interest. The Schoolmaster was present and highly appreciated the work. Hon.

James G. Blaine, he who writes letters to Sumner, gives the opening address. Senator

Patterson, of New Hampshire is also among the lecturers.

Arkansas.—In the Journal of Education for July, among other words assigned for

a spelling school exercise, appear the following: eiipsis, apostaci/ delible eeronautic.

ji/bitline, tyranize Saduducce, apochrypha. "Why is this thus, why this this thus-ness ?"

The following officers were elected at the meeting of the State Association : For Presi-

dent, N. P. Gates, of I'ayetteville. For Vice President, Miss C. F. Keith, of Dardanelle.

For Secretary, J. C. Helm, of Little Rock. Counsellors, y. M Wygant, of Helena.

VV. E. Rosser. of Fayetteville ; Thos. Smith, of Little Rock; Miss E. L. Stewart, ol

Belleville
; J. R. Rightsell, of Little Rock.

Massachusetts.—Samuel Eh'ot, LL. D., who has been elected head master of the

Girls' High School, Boston, was graduated from Harvard College at the head of the

class of 1839. He is a native of Boston, and allied with the best old families. For
several years he was President of Trinity College. Much of his time has been spent ii!

traveling and self- education. He is a gentleman of gi^eat scholarly attainments and ex-

tensive culture; and in entering tbe high position to which he has been appointed, he
will have the full confidence of the community where he is well known.

Salaries of Boston Teachers.—The new schedule of salaries adopted by the School

Board at their last meeting, gives an increase as follows :—masters, from ^3,000 to

#3,200; masters' assistants, from ^900 to $950; head-assistants, from ^800 to ^850;
assistants and primary teachers, from $700 to ^800,— first year, $600; second year,

;?700 ; third year and subsequently, $800.

lowA —With the compliments of ISIr. A. H. Sterrett, Principal of Schools at

Toledo, we have received a detailed annual report of the schools of that city. Toledo
has a school population of three-hundred and forty-five. We quote the following ad-

mirable paragraph

:

"Discipline.—There have been but few cases of corporal punishment. There have
been five suspensions from school during the year, all young men; three for absence
without sufficient cause, and two for bad conduct. I have made it a rule to superintend
the play-ground during recesses, and to have the oversight of pupils while passing to

and from the halls; during the year, I remember to have heard but one oath, and wit-

nessed but two quarrels. The utmost good feeling has prevailed among the pupils;

yet I am sorry to know that there are some among our little people who make use of

the most terrible oaths, when opportunity offers. I think parents, as well as leacher.^,

should guard most carefully against this evil.

The Iowa State Teachers' Association will meet at Burtis' Opera House in Daven-
port, on the 27th of August. An interesting programme for a three days session is pre-

sented.

Illinois.

La Salle County.—The County Normal School met for a session of three weeks at

Ottawa, July 22d County Superintendent Wedgewood took charge of the school as-

sisted by Mr. J. W. Cook and Aaron Gove. The exercises were not of a general in-

stitute character but rather of class work. The four branches required by the new law,

Physiology, Botany, Zoology and Natural Philosophy were presented, one recitation a

day in each. The possibility of acquiring an outline of these sciences in eighteen les-

sons was demonstrated. One hundred and fifty teachers who attended are prepared to

undertake a course of reading in these sciences, and by due diligence can prepare them-
selves to present the subjects to pupils. This school was unusually pleasant; theanimus
of all seemed to be gain, not criticism. La Salle county has an energetic Superintendent,
ably seconded by an extraordinarily able corps of teachers.
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Bureau County.—Mr. A. Eihridge, our county superintendent of schools, has en-

caccd to act as ajjent for the publications of Harper & Brothers, and is now located at

ClacafTO. His office is with Jansen, McClurg & Co. It is with no small regret that we

sec Mr. E. giving up an office which he has filled so long and so well. Pecuniarily he

has bettered himself, but the schools of our county will feel his loss. We understand

ihrit he intends to resign his office at once. S. P. Piescott, Esq., is acting as superin-

tendent for the present.

—

Republican.

McLean County.— Pursuant to a call from Superintendent Hull, the teachers of

McLean county assembled in the First Ward School building, of this city, on Monday
i\\' rning, July 15th, for the purpose of preparing to meet the demai.d of the new schojl

law. Although the teachers had nothing to do with the bringing about of this law re-

quiring the four additional branches of study in our common schools, yet all seemed to

express a willingness to make the extra preparation, and give it a fair trial Conse-

quently, at 2 o'clock p. m., on Monday, nmety teachers were present, and their number
soon swelled to one hundred and forty, all looking fresh and vigorous, indicating that

they meant business. The work is very interesting, and as thorough as it can be made
in a term of three weeks; however, most of the teachers have studied these branches iu

school, or have been preparing at home since the enactment of the new law, making the

institute more like a review or 'brushing up" than a school proper. Superintendent

Hull conducts the recitations of zoology, natural philosophy and botany, and all are

pleased with the interesting way in which he conducts these exercises, bringing out the

principal points and then fixing them before they are spoiled by speculative tlieorizing.

Pr< f. Marsh has charge of physiology, which he makes pariicularly interesting by having

a skeleton present in his recitations, and by his practical talks on the laws of health,

readily answered the many (to us) puzzling questions put to him i)y the teachers. Since

the new law specially demands a knowledge of physiology and hygiene, this study is

made somewhat a specialty, and from the recitations we judge the members of the in-

stitute will go away quite well prepared to teach this science in their respective schools.

R. B. Welch, Recording Secretary.

Cumberland County,—The Normal School of this city is a success beyond the fond-

est hopes of its energetic progenitor. There are 60 teachers and pupils now in attend-

ance, with several others, entered, but not yet prepared to attend the school owing to

other engagements. Profs. McCormick and Baker, are giving the best of satisfaction,

and are gentlemen of not only superior qualifications as instructors, but teachers, who
take a great interest and pride in their profession,—and work with a spirit and deter-

mination, that always carries with it success. We are proud to have such an educa-
ticnal institution in our midst, and such a splendid opportunity offered our young
teachers of the county to fully prepare themselves to fill with credit the professions they

have chosen. The school so far as exercises, professors, t-eachers and pupils is con-

cerned, is a credit to the energy of Prof. Lake, and our citizens most certainly should
feel proud to have so efficient and worthy a county superintendent. Directors of the

various school districts are invited to call and examine the working of the school, and
they will also have opportunity of securing the services of teachers, and those coming
first can have the first choice. The citizens of the town and country are cordially in-

vited to call and see the school.— Cw?iberland Democrat, Any. 16.

Cook County.—The institute at Englewood closed on the i6th of August. There
have been 116 teachers in attendance. A written examination was held on botany,

zoology, philosophy, and physiology. The teachers of Cook county have manifested
an earnest determination to meet the demand made upon them by the ntw school law
of this State. At the close of the session on yesterday the following was unanimously
adopted :

We, the teachers of Cook county, now assembled at the Normal Institute, at Engle-
wood, in order to express our gratitude for the good we have received from those gen-
tlemen who were instrumental in convening this institute, and conducting its exercises
in a manner so beneficial to our interests, do unanimously agree upon the following
resolutions

:

Resolved, That we fully appreciate the necessity of institutes for the improvement of teach-
ers, and consider the work of our County Superintendent, Mr. Lane,worthy our highest regard.
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Reiio'ved, That the pyptem nnrl method pursnert hy Prof. Marcy in his instructions in Botany
and Zoology, demand iht^ eonsiderate study nt every lencher, iiiid should bo lursiieil in every
e<-hool where those important hrjinehesoC naturul science are tauglit, and we hereby graleluUy
acknowle((^;p his efficient nervines.

Rfixnlved, That Mi. B Ij. U'> hre i-< worthy of our wirme'^t tnank.s for lii.i drills in Physiology
and Philosophy, and t'.r his fourteou-' treatment olthe members of this iiistitine.

Rexo/ved, 'I'hat Mr. D. S. Wentivorth. by his ecMiros on 'I'heory and Art nt Teneliin?; has
opened to us new methods which mu<t prove of greHt benefit to the schools of ifie county.

Beso'veil, That Miss Hunter in her exercises in Light Gvinnastics, has afforded the in-titute
apleas^nt recreation, which we may profitably imroiluce in our sch"oN.

Resolved, ThM we, ihe teachers of Cook county, recognize in tlie County Normal School a
valuable auxiliiry to the work of eiJucatiou. and that its success convinces u-i that the course
pursued and the inelhods of teaching practiced there will accomplish the best pos.tible result.s,

and we pledge to it our hearty co-operation in theaccoiiiplishmeni ol its design's.
0. II. I'UNT,
Mary K. Hoffman,
J. li. Faknswdbth,

Committee.

Personal —J. F. Gowdy, has resigned the superintendency of the Rock Island
schools J. F. EvERRTrfrom O^kaloosa. Iowa, has lieen elected to the position.

W D. Hall is the superintendent of the Centralia schools.

Prof. Campbell uo-s from M'lnmouth to We^t Mattoon.
Pkhf. Knight remains at Eist Mattoon.

G. G. Ai.voRD has charj^e of schools at Cairo, Illinois.

C. D. MoWRY is superintendent at Anamosa, Iowa.
M L. Sey.mouk goes to Blue Island.

J. F BoRDEFiELi), and Miss I.effler are the principals at Grand Tower.
Samubl Harwood ai Carhondale.

R. G. You.NG remains at Murphysboro, and Theodore James remains at Mount
Carbon.

Notes.—The Bridgewater Normal Association held its biennial meeting
at Bridgewater on the loth of July. The exercises were of more than usml
interest, Father Conant, who is spending some weeks in Bridgewater, was jire^ent, to

the grent joy of his oM pupils and friends. The annuil address was given by John
W. Chad wick, a graduat* of the school. The Worcester Technical School grad-

uated its second cldss on the 31st of July. Rev A. P. IVabody, of Harvard College,

gave the address, which wms a production of marked a'>ility. F.iglUeen ynuiig men re-

ceived their diplomas. A social gathering w is held in the evening at the house of Hon.
Stephen Salisbury, President of the board of Trustees The buililing of the fifth

State Normal School of Massachusetts, now erecting at Worcester, will be verv fine,

it is expected that it will be ready for ut^e next year The Ilasler P^xpedition—
Prof Agassiz—was'at Panama on the igih iif July; the ves-^el was going into dry dock
at that place. The Dean Academy, a Universalist instiiution at Fianklin, Mass.,

met with a heavy loss on the evening of July 3l>t; the fine academy building, worth,

with its furniture, S200 000. was totally desir-yed l)y fire. It was immcdintely an-

nounced by the officer-i that the Fall term would begin at the regular time, a new
building will be erected at once. Dr Thomas Flill, one of Prof Agassi/,' a-sociates,

writes that the expedition has not resulted a-^ f.ivornbly as was expected, owing to the

inferior manner in which the- ship was furnished. The party expected to stait for S m
Francisco on the gih New York has eight Normal Schools, for the su|)port of

which, (me-hundred thousand dollars are appropriated annually. The Mas-achu-

setls legislature has approj)riated seventy five thousand dollars f>r a.Jifih Normal Scho il

to be Incited at Worcestf r. Dr Calvin Cutter, author of the well known series of

phy.siologies, died at hi« re-idence, in Warren, Mass.. June 20, 1872. Out "f three

hundred and three '-colli ges" in the Unileil States, twodutndred and ^ixty-five are sup-

ported by religious deiv minaiions. Of tliese the Catholics have fifty four; Biplists,

forty-eight; Methodists, thirty two; Presbyterians, twenty five; Congregational, sixteen;
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Lutheran, sixteen. These institutions contain three-thousand instructors and nearly

fi(ty-thousand pupils. If each denomination would not label every school under its

control a "coilejje" however, a liiieral education in this country would signify more

than it does now. A college which is one in fict, and not simply one in name, is worth

more to any religious organization than a dozen of the kind so common in the United

States. Mr. Leander J.
McCormick, of Chicago, of the firm of C H. McCormick

& Brother, of reaping machine celebrity, is about to present to the Washington and

Lee College, of Lexington. Va., a magnificent telescope, which is to be larger than any

other in the world. This instrument was ordered in July, 1870, of Clark & Son, of

Cambridgeport, Mass., and will soon be finished. It is to be 26inch apertuie. The
comparative size of the great telescoi es of the world are as follows : McCmmick tel-

escope, aperture 26 inches; London, 22 inches; Chicago, i8j4 inches; Cambridge,

U. S., 15 inches; Pulkova. Russia, 15 inches.

—

Inter-Ocean. The University of

California, in search of a President, has at last been successful, Prof. D C. Gilman, of

Yale, having accepted tne office. California now has a great opportunity, if she will

only do three things : First, gather an ample working library ; secondly, give the new
President the pick of the best men in the country, by putting the professoi ships on a

liberal foundation; and thirdly, the best men once appointed, if si.e will leave the in-

teinal concerns of the university mainly in their hands, throwing over as far as possible

the usual incumbrances of trustees, committees, boards of overseers, and outside people

in general. The Sheffield Scientific School at Yale, with whose workings anrl organ-

ization Prof. Gilman is familiar, shows with what signal success an untrammelled in-

stitution can administer its own affairs.

—

Nation Prof Ira Shurtleff, late principal

of the High-school department of the Cook County Normal, died recently after a pain-

ful illness. Dr. Lowell Mason, the well known musical composer, died at New-
aik, N. J., Aug. 1 2th, at the good old age of 81. No other man of the country has

done as much as he for church music and for musical education Mr. S. \V.

Maltbie, late superintendent of schools at Geneseo, has resigned his place to engage in

Life Insurance, for the Universal Life Co., of New York, with head-quarters at Daven-

p( rt. Prof Winchell. of the University of Michigan, has been chosen President

of Syracuse University, New York. Gould & Lincoln are about to is^ue a new
ef'ition of Guyot's Earth and Man Prof. Hermann Kinsi will leave the Noriipial

school at Os wego, and go to Warrensburg, Mo., with James Johonnot. Rev. B.

G Northrup has accepted the offer of the Japanese Government, but will not leave this

Cfuntry for one year; he was elected Piesident of the National Teachers' Association

at the recent meetings in Boston. The house of Scribner, Armstrong& Co. among
many others, must have especial reason to know that Illinois has a new school law re-

quiring the study of Zoi logy in the public schools The text-hooks in this .'cience

adapted to schools are not many. Tenney's, published by this house are among tlie

prominent ones Tive-thousand copies have already been sent out in Illinois to teach-

ers. The trade has been nearly as large. The edition on hand was exhausted early

in July. Immmediately a new edition was put in press, and is now being delivered.

This house merits success. a

ILLINOIS NORMAL.
The State Institute held its session during the last three weeks of August. The

programme as announced in July Schoolmaster was carried out An average daily

attendance of three hundred w.as present, alth^lU^h not all regularly joined the institute.

President Edwards spent the month of July in conducting ihe State Institute of

Nebraska, at Lincoln.

Profs. Hewett and Coy attended the Naticmal Association at Boston ; Dr. Sewall

was also there. Prof-. C^ok and Gnve held a three weeks' drill in La Salle county

Profs, liakerand McCormick conducted a county normal school in Cumberland Co.

Prof. Stetson spent the summer in New P^ngland ; Prof. Metcalfat home hard at

work, as usual; Miss (Jertrude Case, late principal of Normal public primary school,

takes the model primary at $800 per annum.
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We give herewith the new addresses of the members of class of '72

:

Alice Phillips, Normal public school ; Lenora Franklin, Normal public school

;

Miss Furry, Normal public school ; Mattie Knight, Henry, 111.; Clara Gaston, Laporte,
Ind ;

Gertie Town, Virginia, 111; Edith Ward, Elgin. 111.; Rachel Hickey, Ramsey,
111., Mollie Osburn, St. Louis, Mo; Mattie Fleming. Hyde Park, $700; Louise Ray,
.St. Joseph, Mo., ;^90o; C. Rayburn, Vienna, 111,; W. Wallace, Piper City, 111.; J.
Stickney, Altona, 111, $1,000; J. M. Greeley, Elmwood, $100 per month; F. E.
Richey, Milwaukee, Wis., ^1,100; S Paisley, Watseka, 111.; R. II. Beggs, Virginia,
in.; $1,000.

^QQM T^mS^E^

From the publishers, SiiELDON & Co., we have received sheets embracing two large
railroad maps and ten reference maps of the United States, which are to be added to

the new edition of Colton's Common School Geography, new series. These will cer-

tainly make the book more valuable. It is hoped the publishers will also t.ake occasion
to make a few other changes in the new edition. That house can ill aHbrd to' put forth

a book inferior in any respect.

A Catalogue of Approv a School Books. E H. Butler & Company. Philadelphia.

This is a well printed pamphlet of one hundred pages, containing a list of the

school books published by this old and reliable house. The cuts, taken from the various

books in their list, are fine specimens. It is worth a place in a library even if valued
only for the pictures. As a reference book on school books it should be owned by
teachers. The publishers will send it free to teachers.

Marj/ Queen of Scots and her Latest Historian. By James F. MelinE. New York;
Kurd & Hou<;hton. 1872.

We have carefully read and re-read "Fronde's History of England" of which the
present book is a review. Like most of those who have read that work, we were
charmed with it as a whole. That it was faultless we had not assumed. It seemed to

us that Henry VIII is let off with less scourging than he deserves,—that his crimes are

somewhat whitewashed, and his ability and wi^d()m are somewhat over-estimated. But
our reading had not led us to the opinion that Mr. Froude is a champion of Queen
Elizabeth, or that he is unfairly hostile to the Qiicen of Scots. This last, however, is

vigorously charged upon him by Mr Meline. It is declared that in his efforts to calum-
niate Mary, he inserts in quotation marks, ''l.Tnguage of his own ;" that he "follows the

rrmancer's method ;" that "passages cited from certain documents cannot be found

there ;" and that "other documents referred to do not exist " These are serious charges

against a historian. And the book contams very many similar ones. Some of them
are set forth with distinct specifications, volume and page being indicated. Mr.
Meline is a vigorous and racy writer. His review of Froude is, to say the least of

it, very readable He throws himself into his work with an ardor that never allows

the interest to flag ; nor does he wield a tyro's pen. It is clear that he is

quite accustomed to the kind of warfare in which he is here engaged. He denounces

with freedom and fluency of speech : ca-^tigation comes easy to him. We have no
do bt that ihe effect of this book will lie to make the readers of PVoude more thoughtful

than if they had been left to the unmodified influence of the historian. It would seem

as if the necessity for some corrections in the hi.story were clearly made out. Hence
the influence of Mr. Meline's book must in this respect, at least, be good,—But the

writer seems to us to be somewhat under the influence of partisanship, which he charges

upon Froude. It looks a little as if he were writing in the defence, not of unbiased

tiuth alone, but to some extent at least, of certain sects, parties, or persons. If Froude

makes a saint of Henry VIH, Mr. Meline seems to make of Mary Stuart aguileless and

gushing angel. "Kindly but firmly" we protest against both of the pleasing pictures.
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Human Anatomy, Physiologjf and Hygiene.. By Joseph C. Martindale, M. D.

riiilapelphia. Eldredge & Bro., 1872.

Tlie nlalesof this l)ook are new and good ; although not as many in number as in

many other hooks of the class The new Illinois law will cause an immense sale, in that

State of text-books on Physiology. The meiits of the one before us entitle the pub-

lishers to a large share of patronage- It is not too large and yet contains as much as

the high-school pupil can learn in the time usually assigned. The beauty of the

typography is noticeable.

Books Received — Worcestef s Comprehensive Dictionary. Brewer & Tileston,

Boston New edition, enlarged and illustrated.

Days of Jezebel. By Peter Bayne. Gould & Lincoln, Boston. A dramatic poem
in blank verse.

In Christ. By Rev. A. J. GORDON. Gould & Lincoln.

Parker's English Composition. R. S. Davis «S: Co., Boston. New edition, revised

and enlarged.

English Lessons for English People. By Edwin A. Abbott and J. R. Seeley ; Rob-
EKTS Brothers, Boston.

Historical View of the American Revolution. By George Washington Green.
HuRD& Houghton, New York.

WMmQmi€mhBK
The Journal of Speculative Philosophy for the July quarter has been received. In

addition to the essays and translations pertaining to mental science, the editor has given

reviews of Dr. Noah Porter's '-The Science of Nature vs. The Science of Man." For

this Quarterly send to W. T. Harris, St. Louis, Mo.
The Old and New for July is a special number devoted largely to educational mat-

ters. It contains several articles of special interest to teachers ; among the rest,

"Souveniers of the Round Hill School" at Northampton, "Government Examinations

for Women in France," "Co-Education of the Sexes," "Questions for Theological Ex-
amination," in the Harvard Theological School, an account of several Institutes, and a

"College Directory," giving the date of founding, number of students, and names of

officers, of the principal American Colleges. Every teacher needs it for reference.

The Galaxy for August contains a valuable article on "The Egyptians at Home,"
more of Custer's "I ife on the Plains," an article on the Rev. Charles Kingsley by

Justin McCarthy, an answer to the question, "Was St. Peter ever at Rome?" together

with the usual variety of other matter. The "Scientific Miscellany" and "Current
Literature," are valuable as usual.

The best arranged book we ever saw for recording the standing of each pupil of

the school has lately been shown to us. It is prepared by Mr. P. R. Walker, of

Rochelle,Ill.,and Mr M. L. Seymour, of Blue Island, 111. It is necessary that a permanent
record of the scholarship, attendance and tardiness of each pupil be kept for reference.

Messrs. Walker and Seymour have learned by experience that, at best, this record re-

quires much work ; they have a book which, by its arrangement, reduces the labor to

the minimum and at the same time gives a complete showing of \\\^ status of the pupil.

The expense is moderate. For particulnrs address the publishers.

A H. Hinman, late western agetit for the publishing house of Cowperthwait & Co.,
of Piiiladelphia. has resigned his position to take charge of the writing in the St. Louis
public schonls at $2 000 a yenr.

P. B. Hulse. agent for D. Appi.eton & Co.'s School and College Text Books, has
stablished his headquarters at 607 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
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WOMJ-:X A ,S J-JJ) CCA TOR.'<.

They hold in their hands the destinies of the race. They, more than

men, make the family and society and the church and the state, to be what

they are. Upon them hang human weal and human woe, rather than upon

poets, editors, generals, jurists, statesmen and such like. For woman does

fundamental work, organizes forces, gets causes going, and determines their

direction. It is for her to say whether bodies and souls shall be healthy or

diseased. It is for her to employ the ounce of prevention for all moral

iind social evils, so that we may dispense with the doctor and his hideous

pound of cure. She can catch and kill the cub of heresy far more easily

than all the clergy in Christendom can bring to bay and tinish the full-grown

beast. Lawyers multiply and grow fat on litigation, because of her short-

comings. Jails and penitentiaries arc full, and violence is abroad, because

our mothers and schoolma'ams are not what they ought to be. It is in their

power to cut up profanity, drunkenness and licentiousness, by the very roots.

If women did their work to perfection, the world would soon be at its best,

liaws, customs and ideas which degrade meii, are bad enough, but, in their

effects, are tenfold worse if they fetter and deform women; for thou not the

stream, but the fountain-head is poisoned. Society has no more difficult

problem or more urgent business on its hands than that of training woman

ibr her heaven-appointed task of taking crude matter, and mind yet more

crude, and fashioning them into the loftiest manhood and womanhood.

If God's intent is ever visible from his works, who can doubt that He

designed the female sex for this most responsible and most blessed of callings.

When our eyes first opened, it was upon a woman's face, and the first sound
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we heard, was of a woman's voice. Our first impressions were gained from

her. For six years she was our constant companion, answered our countless

questions about the universe and the facts of life, and taught our conscience

to distinguish right from wrong. And, when we toddled from the nursery

to the school-room, for eight years longer we were played upon by the same

feminine forces, and by that time we were as good as made for time and eter-

nity. Woe to us, if we were misshapen then, for wretchedness and failure

are almost sure, while happy are we, if the women we were under, were the

purest and wisest of their kind.

It may be urged with much plausibility, and, perhaps, with arguments

unimpeachable, that woman occupies by far too large a place in education

;

that it is an inexcusable blunder and perversion to surrender home and the

school to her; that masculine ideas and methods ought to be present at least

in equal degree; but, taking things as they are, and are likely to be, the

statements made are abundantly justified. Women make the world. And,

indeed, matters might be much worse. If our little ones are to be trained

by either sex alone, both reason and experience say, the proper choice of evils

has been made ; they are in the best hands. Accident, or iniquity, or folly,

are not on the throne. There is a divinity that shapes our ends; the force

of the eternal decree is felt here. What cruel bunglers, iathers and school-

masters would be, if the boys and girls were wholly given up to be moulded

by them. For, the weaker sex has a surprising aptness for teaching; possesses,

in a high degree of perfection, and by natural endowment, many qualifica-

tions in which the brethren are seriously lacking, and, without which, educa-

tion will be a course of misdirection and malformation. Let us see what

good reason these women pedagogues can give why sentence shall not

be passed against them, and the rising generation be withdrawn from their

supervision and influence, and they be forbidden to appropriate nine tenths of

the school fund. They may not urge that they must support themselves,

and no other calling is open to them, or that they work for lower wages, on

the plea of economy; but only this, that they do better work; that the

schools would sufi'er if committed to the care of men. Well, woman, as an

educator, may justly boast of possessing larger measures of the childlike

spirit. She holds, commonly, even to the end of life, some of the most

characteristic and fairest traits of early years; but which men, as commonly,

out-grow, or worse, despise and dishonor : and hence she can more readily

appreciate the peculiar conditions and needs of childhood; can become a

child in order to help him pub away childish things. Whoever cannot

thus stoop to the intellectual and moral level of the pupil, if stooping it be,

can never teach to profit. All he says will be as idle tales, will only confuse
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and weaken. Woman is more sprightly and vivacious than man ; has a larger

fund of buoyancy and of animal spirits at ready command, and these are in-

valuable accessories in the school-room ; for children easily drink in good

nature, cheerfulness and zeal, from the voice and manner of their elders.

Besides, the schoolma'am is, as a rule, less clumsy, and ponderous, and stiff,

than the schoolmaster, is mentally more agile and versatile than he ; has

fewer sharp corners; knows bettor how to oon(iuer by yielding. She has

small danger either of falling into the vice of arrogance, or pompousness, or

roughness, or bluntness, or cruelty, to which the masculine sex is prone.

She is, in addition, by nature, neat and graceful and gentle; rules by love,

rather than by fear, and so is more likely to love and to be loved. And as

a climax to all this illustrious list of good qualities, she, with all her nervous

sensibility, has a stock well-nigh inexhaustible, of patience and forbearance

under all the ten-thousand petty vexations which fall to the lot of all that

have the care and culture of the young. Verily, hers is like the long suffer-

ing of God. Woman, far better than man, can give the needed, "line upon

line, precept upon precept, here a little and there a little." Such speciuca-

tions as these are written on the certificate which the average woman holds

as the gift of nature, and as the Magna Charta of her right to keep school.

And having this divine testimonial of fitness—this sacred permission from

her Maker, who shall dare to thrust her out, or to speak evil of her gifts. Then

it is by no usurpation on her part, and by no base surrender or sneaking back

from the perfurmmee of duty on the part of man, but by the ordinance of

heaven, that woman is par exrdlvhce the teacher of the young, and so,

teacher of the race.

But now a task not so pleasant must be undertaken. This is no senti-

mental attempt to whitewash womankind, but an honest endeavor to picture

them just as they are in relation to their great calling, as being largely fit,

and partly, also, unworthy, as having, on the whole, more excellences, and

fewer defects as teachers, than men; but yet being far from perfection, and

in sore need of training for their task. For the law of compensation is of

universal operation. Nature gives all good gifts to nobody. She is sure to

offset strength with weakness; to temper beauty in one part, with plainnes.s or

deformity in another; to bestow wealth on these faculties, but leave those in

poverty. Moreover, it is left for us to improve upon and complete nature's

work. We have power to neutralize inborn defects, or even to remove them.

And the gifts she bestows, we get only in seed form. It is ours to cherish and

increase them, or else fail to find their true value. The natural woman is

good, but the woman which culture will produce is better a hundred-fold.

The ideal woman would be a safe tutor for unfolding thought and budding
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character ; but it should be with fear and trembling that we place the actual

woman over our Janes and our Johns. Before we set her apart to such un-

equalled responsibilities, we should solemnly see to it that she is duly de-

veloped, and properly pi'uned, by all the means at the command of the family,

the church, and the state. And, it is, perhaps, the marvel of marvels in

human history, that the education of these educators has been so utterly neg-

lected, that the female mind has been left in its crude, native condition.

The young mother is actually compelled to begin the duties of her office in

ignorance, almost absolute, of their character, and the best mode of their per-

formance ; she is left to sheer instinct or accident, though mistake or neglect

here are fatal alike to health, and intelligence, and goodness. And it happens,

by far too often, that our schools fall into the hands of this same uncultured

womanhood. For, though women have free access to Normal training, little

or no attention is paid to the special deficiencies of the sex. They are duly

srraduated and qualified with testimonials, and yet sent out, after all, really

uninstructed and unwarned, to do most serious harm to society. Here lies

one of the gravest of the many perils which beset our school system. Not

a few of the wise and earnest are asking whether, if matters do not mend,

in a few generations we shall not be ruined by our teachers. Any system

of education, which aims to fit woman to teach, should have an eye to such

facts as these which follow. And will not every true woman welcome these

wounds from the hand of a true friend?

It is a serious drawback to the sisterhood that nature allots to them physi-

cal stature and bulk comparatively diminutive, and furnishes them with

smaller measures of muscular force. True, this fact may stir up sympathy

in the school-room, and help somewhat to forbearance; but it is far more likely,

in lusty, rollicking Young America, to provoke resistance and various evil

impulses. This defect may, no doubt, be more than counterbalanced by

vigor of intellect or of will, by pluck, or grit, or tact. It is not the body,

but the mind and the heart that make the teacher, and yet it is much easier

to " look up " to one who is taller than ourselves. Rebellion against a giant

seems hopeless, and is avoided. A weak will and a mediocre mind, in a cor-

poreal encasement of under size, leave small chance of success in governing.

The outer woman we can only help to better health, but spiritual stature and

intellectual bulk may be had, almost without limit, and should be diligently

sought.

Closely conjoined to this is a second weight with which the female teacher

is likely to be burdened,—that of constitutional timidity. She loves peace

more than war, finds no delight in the fray, would fain avoid collision, being

fearful of defeat. One cause of this tendency to physical cowardice has
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already been hinted at, and another lies in the subjection and confinement in

which women have always been kept ; and one result of it is, that in the

school-room, duty is often sacrificed to convenience, there is tame temporizing

with evils when they should be crushed out with one blow ; authority is not

asserted, or is not maintained, weak exhortation takes the place of command,

and instead of the irresistible " thou shalt " we have but the despicable

'• please do," followed, it may be, by a flood of tears. Another result is, that

the larger boys especially, are tempted beyond measure to concoct treason

and trample on the laws.

Then the female voice is defective, at some points, for the purposes of the

teacher. It contains more of the element of sweetness than of strength, has

more flexibility than force, is richest in the higher tones, which do not touch

the reason and conscience like those formed in the chest register. The larger

the room, the more evident these vocal shortcomings become. Hence, few

women are likely to succeed as lecturers or pulpiteers. Moreover, the owner

of a glib tongue is likely to talk too much in the class room, rendering assist-

ance too freely, or in the utterance of idle threats, or in off"ering advice and

expostulation in excess. Reticence, or the grace of keeping the mouth shut,

is of the first rank among pedagogical virtues. It covers the multitude of

sins. Toward the teacher, as toward the President, it begets respect and

reverence, and a wholesome caution in the breasts of all. The voice is one

of the very best weapons in the teacher's armory, if well handled. The

right tone in the right place often makes all the difi"erence between success

or failure, and every girl that proposes to undertake the management and

instruction of the young ought to have a thorough course of vocal culture

—

ought to know what tones of hers are good and what ones are bad, which

will add to her power over her pupils, and which demoralize, and so acquire

as much as possible of the skill of the orator.

Still further, the female teacher is in danger from certain faults of

manner, carriage, presence, which spring from the fashion of her garments,

or from lack of physical vigor, or from other causes more radical and serious.

She folds the hands, maintains the sitting posture behind her desk, or moves

about in a meaningless way ; speaks without decision, and has throughout an

air of passivity and non-aggressiveness ; is deficient in self-aajertion or that

quality which excites respect and enthusiasm. The exhibition of genuine

vigor, of downright earnestness and full conviction, is the magnetism that

holds the attention, is the force that stimulates the faculties and moulds the

character.

It must be added, too, that the average woman of the period is deficient

in true intellectual independence, is in leading strings to custom and proce-
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dent and public opinion, is a born conservative in all things, a worshipper,

above her mate, of the dead ceremonial of method and routine. She is more

apt than he to be a mere teacher of words, of rules, of text-books, of dog-

mas, and so to discourage investigation and lend no stimulus to reason and

imagiiiation. For this fault, which is a grave one, nature, nor the individual

woman, is responsible so much as society. The coming woman will have a

fair chance, and will be able to say, no doubt, that her soul and her wits,

and her ideas, and her opinions are her own, and be better able to give a

reason for the thought and the hope that are in her; and female credulity

and dogmatism, though not docility, will die.

Now, finally, we touch the gravamen of the matter. All the preceding

criticisms relate to what are trifles by comparison. The very weightiest argu-

ment against the teaching of women is involved in the following statements.

Our girls grow up, for the most part, unsophisticated, unlearned in the ways

of the world, unacquainted with things as they are, unversed in public affairs.

They are not trained either to observation or to reflection, and have few facili-

ties for the study of human nature, are shut up at home with domestic affairs,

and shut out from business ^nd politics and travel. Their world is not the

actual one that sins and sorrows, that wallows and aspires ; and theirs are not

the real men and women of flesh and blood, but creations of fancy. Thus, of

course, they cannot understand the needs of the world or how to supply them,

and they cherish impressions fearfully erroneous as to what men and women

ought to be for the world's gof^d. And when they essay to direct the feet

of childhood in the right way, ten chances to one it will be the wrong way

instead; they will carefully teach what must be one day unlearned, will defile

the conscience while meaning to fill it with just scruples, will set up stand-

ards of judgment, tests for truth and for conduct which will presently fetter

and ensnare. This is especially true of the instruction boys are likely to get.

And when at length their eyes are opened by entering into the hard, bad

world of fact, they are sorely put to it to maintain their respect for their former

teachers, which is bad enough ; but also and much worse, they are all unfor-

tified against the allurements and embarrassments into which they fall, and so

in their own unaided strength are compelled to fight the uncertain battle of

life. Nor, being a woman, can a woman master the make of a boy. The
larger and lustier and more masculine he is, the more does he pass her under-

standing. And what are in reality the sacred buddings of strength, wisdom

and goodness of the manly type ; the rude, rough, blundering first attempts

at grand courage, independence and accomplishment,—and so virtues, invalua-

ble and indispensable in relation to his future career, and to human welfare,

indeed,—to her are abnormal manifestations, or products of diabolic agency;
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and so what ought to be welcomed and cherished, and trained, she resolutely

endeavors to chastise and extirpate, commonlj', thank fortune, without suc-

cess, but with vast and worse than useless torment to herself, and with no

small amount of harm to the boy. Let us hope and pray that the school-

ma'am of thf happy future will be fitted for her vocation by having a fair

and frequent sight of the world as it is, and not through the telescope of tra-

dition or false sentiment, but face to face, with the naked eye, and by study-

ing most closely and patiently the anatomy, physiology and hygiene of a boy's

mind and heart, through all the stages of growth, from ten years to twenty-

^'Oe, D. L. JiEONAKI).

THE PO WER OF SILENCE.

Satirical writers, in all ages, have made woman's volubility the target

for their sarcastic arrows.

Solomon, with only the experience of six-hundred wives, wrote upon

this subject as from the depths of a vivid experience.

Pretended theologians have gravely tried to prove that there can be no

provision for woman in a future state of bliss, since, at the opening of the

seventh seal in the apocalyptic vision, there was silence in heaven for about

the space of half an hour.

God works not by miracles, as at creation's morn, but delegates to natural

laws the powers that move in such mysterious silence about us. The paint-

ing of the forest leaves in autumn, and the hanging of the clouds for the

tapestry of the sky, are wrought in silence as profound as an angel footstep.

We may search with Hall and Agassiz into the rocky strata of the earth, and

name the finny tribes whose sepulchres have formed the Trenton limestone

into such massive and perfect walls. We may find with the eye of the micro-

scope, that the sand upon which the city of Richmond stands contains a beau-

tiful sea-shell in every particle, perfect in all its parts, and painted with the

delicate tints of the rainbow's hue. We may find in the gravel beds of New
York, hundreds of miles from the ocean's strand, the veined agate, smoothed

by the rolling of the briny wave; and thirty feet below the surface of the earth

in the town of Cambridge, III., have been found portions of trees as perfect as

though they were felled but yesterday. We might multiply illustrations until

the mind would weary of the startling thoughts that they crowd upon it, and

then be left to wonder if, in the bygone past, God,by a fiat of His will, brought

them in a moment's time to their present perfection, or wrought them out in

silence by the ceaseless round of natural laws.
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Go to the dingy room of the alchemist, who has spent years in experi-

menting with the subtle gases and the crude elements beneath our feet, and

ask why the diamond that glitters and flashes upon the brow of royalty, hav-

ing the same elements, is so unlike the dingy coal with which we fill our

grates ; and he can only answer, "Grod's seal of silence is upon it," or, like the

illiterate clown, " it is because it is."

Silence is fearful, when nature seems to check her life-current with an

unwonted calm, as she does before a hurricane. Every sound is like the tread

of spirit-like forms, felt in the distance, but never heard. Such a silence fills

the soul with dread prophetic visions of nature's end. There is awe and

terror in the silence, when life is called from her citadel by the silent power

that no finite being can defy.

As members of the community, we are unworthy of the name of reasoning

beings, if we are not habitual students. We should daily engraft upon our

natures, by observation, experience and study, some new mental power that

shall bear fruit to gladden our own or the world's existence. We should gain

some new resource upon which our judgments may rely ; and from which our

reasons may draw supply and nourishment. We may live in indolence on the

refuse of other minds. We may, perhaps, shine in gems of wit that other hands

have polished, but the light is gone in an instant, like the meteor's glare, and

nothing is left but darkness. Nothing in the mental world shall ever bear

the stamp of immortality upon it but that which has been formed and

fashioned by the God-like power of silent thought.

In no part of the wondrous mechanism of human affairs is the power of

silence so potent as in the moral world. To our darkened visions, the rebel-

lious archangel thrust from Heaven, walks the earth like a conquering host.

He comes with all the pomp and parade of circumstance and power. We are

deafened with the roar of his artillery. We grow sick at heart as we see

the conquests he has made. He rouses the fierce passions of anger and

and revenge until men are blinded to the rights of others, and then with fire

and sword, he reaps the untimely harvest of human life. He robs men and

women of their natural birthright of intellect and reason with the subtle poi-

sons of tobacco and alcohol, and drives them in crowds by thousands, through

insane asylums, drinking saloons, and gambling dens, down to a black perdi-

tion. He gathers robed priests in solemn council from the four quarters of

the earth to swear that a frail sinful man is infallible in judgment, and

equal in purity and power to the Maker that created him. He writes " Icha-

bod " upon the dusty covers of the Bible in our Puritan College at the east;

and Judas like, would take the bag of money and shut the doors of our pub-

lic schools in the west, with his Jesuit instrumentalities. He eraces the foul
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and blackened libertine with polished and unblushing brow, and covers the

offensive form of socialism with the gaudy livery of wealth, till we cry out in

agony of spirit, like Elisha's servant of old, " Alas, my master, how shall we
do!"

By prayer may our eyes be opened, till we can see that all around us

are horses and chariots of fire, and feel that those that be for us are greater

than those that be against us ; because the battles of truth, though fought in

silence, shall surely be victorious. Wendell Phillips calls St, Peter's the

world's church, for her massive doors are open by night and day, and all are

free to worship or admire. It is so vast in size that the nun may repeat her

vow, the priest his Latin, or the choir its melodies, and no one be disturbed.

All are equal here, and close upon the velvet robe of a jewelled duchess once

flaunted the rags of a filthy beggar. Though want and servitude had u)ade

him an abject, whining coward in the presence of English wealth, yet here,

as he knelt before his patron saint to tell his beads, his eye wandered not;

he saw the spirit beyond the form, earth lost her fetters, for he talked with

his God in silent worship. Freedom is silently scattering her seed broad cast

in the world, from the halls of majesty to the peasant's cot.

Conscience is ever writing Tekel upon the walls of every guilty soul, as

did the unseen hand at Belshazzar's feast. Temples of worship dot every

valley, and their spires, like index fingers, silently point to the throne of Him
that reigneth, speaking alike to infidel and saint. Parents who, more than

all beside, hold in their hands the future destinies of the world, need the

silent power of mental and moral worth. It is all in vain to heap admoni-

tions upon the heads of youth, that they should improve their time, bend

every energy to the cultivation of the mind, indulge in no habit that shall

hinder the workings of strong, earnest and vigorous thought, while the clear

eye of childhood reads, with unerring sight, the inconsistency between the

words and the motive forces of the lives about it. It needs strong mechanical

power 10 force water higher than the fountain head, and very few children

have more natural talent than the parent tree that bore them, or more devrl-

oped power than they received the impetus for, at a mother's side. There is

a silent influence that all can feel, yet none, explain, in the sacred precincts of

the home that sends out a family of children, like the IJeechers of our day,

to places of eminence and power. The memory of a parent's hour of closet

prayer, from which they come with the glory of the Shechinah resting upon

their features, will be to sons and daughters that go forth to struggle alone

with the stormy elements of appetite and passion, a silent influence that shall

win them more to purity of heart than all the polished elociuence of earth,

'' The letter killeth but the spirit giveth life." Teachers, it matters not whether
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you stand behind the sacred altar in temples that wealth has built with a

lavish expenditure, or like a Whitefield of old, who had, like his Great Master,

a mountain for a pulpit and the heavens for a sounding-board, or behind

8omc bare and box-like desk in a dingy school-room ; success must ever come

from the silent power of worth, that all may gain, but none can borrow.

V'our words may be as clear and beautiful as Arctic ice, but they will ever

be as cold and powerless, if they are not wielded with conscious strength, and

the heart-fire of earnest feeling. The true teacher is called to his work by

a power that speaks to his inward consciousness, and he feels as the apostle

of old did, when he exclaimed " woe is me if I preach not the gospel." Those

who have never heard this voice, whose ideal of a student only reaches as

high as a second grade certificate, and who only feel in teaching, the bread-and-

butter motive of sure pay with which to adorn the body, have never realized

the dignity of the work in which they are engaged, and in the plain Saxon

of indignation, they are a disgrace to our fraternity, and the sooner they can

find business befitting the level of their intellects, the better it will be for

young and old. No one should bear the title who cannot bring some honor

to the family escutcheon. The field is as broad as the universe, and the des-

tinies of the world are being hung, perhaps quite too much, in the scale df a

teacher's accountability. Wholesome discipline is getting to be a thing of

the past in many families, and I have seen stalwart men that stood six feet

in their stockings, confess that their ten-year old boys were getting so bad

that they could do nothing with them, and, with tear-dimmed eyes, beg of

some lady teacher to take them and make them good, obedient and learned.

Deceit and equivocation are almost chronic infirmities among the young, and

they interlard their commonest expressions with vulgarity and slang. Not

long since I heard a young man say to his mother in a quiet talk, that he

would " stand her upon her head " if she said much more. Instinctively, I

looked to see her hang her head with shame at the exhibition of such irrev-

erence, but she smiled on as placidly as an unrufiled lake. While searching

for the cause of this state of things, the key was given by a fair-faced lady

of this Institute, who said to me in an adjoining room, " tell Miss to

kiss my foot." I must have looked the picture of blank astonishment. For

;ai instant, I felt as paralyzed—as though I had received a heavy shock from

a galvanic battery. As a teacher, I raise my strongest protest against Euch

habits. They drop a silent influence that poisons and debases. We cannot

raise others higher than the ideals in our own minds. If we wish our pupils

obedient to law and order, we must not disturb public assemblies by levity

and conversation. We should brins ourselves to the Bible standard of truth
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and virtue, and no more pollute our lips with slang expression than we would

have centipedes for our nightly pillows.

One sentinel cannot guard the sleeping thousand from the enemy, but

if each one on duty stands at his post, the work will be well done. A;*

teachers, we have all found that to control or govern requires a f-:tylc of merit

that mental power cannot grasp. The rule of the rod and ferule is over.

The teacher who thinks that they must be used is the Hip Van Winkle of

our day. To tame the spirit by brute force is only an acknowledgment of

moral weakness. I have visited many schools in seven of the United States

and in the Canadas, but have never been so forcibly struck with the silent

power of moral worth in governing as in a graded school of Rome, N. Y. A
gentleman made a signal failure in trying to content the vicious and

motley elements of canal drivers, street loungers, Irish, German and

Negroes, before it was placed under the care of a Mrs. Jones. She is pos-

sessed of a will power that never flinches from performing that which she

conceives to be right, and in one year, to all human appearance, fche had taken

the coarse and vulgar qualities from every nature, and inserted the refined,

gentle and studious. There was no parade of power ; a motion, a quiet word,

or a gentle smile, controlled the whole. I almost reverence the quiet enthu-

siasm that thus inspires to earnest work, and the spiritual power that can

thus mould and fashion depravity into goodness.

Progress is the Jehu that drives the world to-day, and those of us who

have nut the wonted power to keep before his chariott will be crushed beneath

its wheels, like the fanatical devotee beneath those of the great juggernaut.

Fellow teachers, we must gain this power by silent, earnest thought and

study. I know that there are discouragements, like Bunyan's lions, on our

path, but an earnest will shall close their mouths, and we can pass unharmed.

I know how often heart and flcsh almost fail to th'e truest workers, yet if wo

remember that our work shall live on forever, it gathers a silent grandeur

that none but God can know, and nought but a seraph's tongue can tell.

.Miss S. A. Phelps.

We Pass fok what we are worth,—A man passes for what he

18 worth. Very idle is all curiosity concerning other j)eople's estimate of U8

and all fear of remaining unknown is not less so. If a man knows that he

can do anything—knows that he can do it better than any one else—he has

a pledge of acknowledgment of that £ict by all persons. The world is full

of judgment days, and into every engagement that a man enters, in every

action that he attempts, he is gauged and stamped.

—

Emerson.
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PERSONAL RKrOLLECTIOXS OF LOWELL MASOX.

Few people who ever met Dr. Mason will forget him. His grand per-

sonal presence, his stern yet kind face, his impressive speech, made an im-

pression not easily eifaced. It was not my privilege to be intimately ac-

quainted with Dr. Mason, but I met him a few times, and my remembrance

of him is very clear and very pleasant. In the Spring of 1850, I first at-

tended a Teachers' Institute, in Framingham, Mass. I entered the hall at

recess, just before Dr. Mason was to give his first lesson in music. I shall

never forget how he began that lesson; when all had become still, he stood

grandly and in perfect quiet before the class till all eyes were fixed upon

him, and every ear was ready to hear what he Avould say. Then he gave

forth a musical tone to the syllable la; he next asked "What did you hear?"

The answers were various,— 'A sound," "a noise," "a note," "a tone," &c.

He then took up the answers and examined them, explaining the difference

between a mere sound and a tone, kc. He showed the evil of confounding

a tone and a note which simply represents it, in a way that would impress all

thoughtful teachers with the great mistake of confounding thinr/s with their

aj/mhoh. Alas, how many teachers and authors yei need the vSame lesson !

His entire lesson was simple, clear, philosophical; in perfect conformity to

the most correct principles of good teaching. It was well worth any teacher's

time to attend carefully to one of his lessons, as a mere exhibition of good

teaching, even though he should not retain a thought of the subject-matter

taught; this was not easily forgotten, however.

Some years later, after I had taught in the Normal School, I was again

present in an institute Avith Dr. 3Iason. Being unexpectedly called ou to

give a lesson in arithmetic, I took up the first principles of numbers. The

old gentleman sat directly in front of me and followed the exercise with the

most earnest attention ; and, to my latest day, I shall remember the thrill I

felt when, as I stepped from the platform, he tapped me on the shoulder and

said: "That was good, that was according to Pestalozzi." He could bestow

no higher encomium ; and though, in his generosity, ho gave more than was

deserved, he awakened in a yoting worker, by his kind words, an inspiration

that had its ettcct.

I was, afterwards, a co-worker with him in the institutes, a f^vi times;

and well do I remember the last one that 1 attended with him; it was also

the last time I ever saw him,—now more than fourteen years ago. One even-

ing he lectured in the church, on Congregational Singing,—-a favorite theme.

After a time, ho wished the people to sing; as they had no books, he named
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a familiar old tune, and "deaconed out" two lines of a stanza. lie at once

began to sing, and a few followed him, but some stopped to laugh. Taking

no notice of the interruption, but giving out the two remaining lines of the

stanza, he went on ; and before the last line was finished, a volume of sound

went up from that congregation, pure, strong and inspiring, that mu.st have

done his heart good.

The great aim of the last years of his life was to lead all the people to

shig, in the church, the school, and the family. As he conceived, the first

thing to be done was to teach all the children to sing at school. To this end

he gave his thought and strength for years ; and, although he died too soon

to know that singing is taught in every school in the land, he gave the cause

an impulse which will result in such a state of things at no distant day. It

was his hobby,— he meant to make it such,—and well did he ride it.

Noble old man, he rests well at the close of a long and well-spent life
;

but his work will live after him through all time ; and his memory will long

be green in many warm hearts. K. C. 11.

PERCENTAGE.

I r'ead in a city paper: "The New Superintendent has effected many

reforms and improvements which benefit the public, and at the same time

[have] reduced the annual expenses of the place one hundred per cent.,

—

'

from 612,000 to S6,000."

I read in the city omnibusses: -Fare five cents" 'lUiy twenty-five

tickets for one dollar, and save twenty-five per cent."

Now, I modestl}' submit that if said Superintendent saves one-half of

12,000 dollars he saves but 50 per cent, of the umal cost, and, if I spend one

dollar for 'bus tickets in place of one dollar and twenty-five cents, I save but

one-fifth, or 20 per cent, of the usual /ai-p.

To be sure, the sapient arithmetic makers say that the basis of percent-

age is the cost ; but, assuredly, if a man tells me that by a certain course of

conduct I can save one-half my present expense, I cannot reasonably con-

clude, that thereby I can save one hundred per cent, of it. The logic is no

more reliable than that of the Hibernian, who, on being told that by buying

a certain stove he would save one-half his fuel, immediately concluded to buy

two, with the commendable intention of saving the whole.

Knu'S.
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VILLAGE AND CITY SCHOOLS. 1.

Attempts to make laws or establish systems for the guidance of princi-

pals of village schools, often are made without desirable results. Although such

schools all over the land are counted by hundreds, yet, like the passing

cloudp, no two are found that are the same in position, condition or surround-

ings. Young men, when taking charge of such schools, are prone to follow-

literally that which they have learned from others, not taking care to modify

their working, to suit the condition of what they find.

There are, however, some principles, which can be stated, that are ap-

plicable to all such work ; and others, that can be put in such form as will

invite or compel modification, which may be good for all village schoolmasters.

The purpose of these papers is to review some of the duties of the class of

teachers to which reference has been made; to note, what observation and

experience have taught the writer to be sins of omission and of commission.

In making these statements the young teacher is constantly in mind ; for it

is to our young men that the profession must look for its preservation and

prosperity ; they must be taught, urged, coaxed, if need be, to work ar-

duously for the elevation of the teacher's professional condition.

Let us first look at those duties of the principal which relate to the care

and protection of property. He is the custodian, for the time, of all the

buildings, furniture, apparatus, and surroundings. Although the title to the

property is not in his name, but in that of the Board ; although nominally,

he is protector of nothing, really, he is guardian of every dollar which his

town has invested. This alone is a great trust. A student, with his college

diploma, brand-new, who has never been the possessor of more than a thou-

sand dollars at one time, by being placed in charge of the village school be-

comes the custodian of fifty, often (more's the pity) one-hundred and fifty-

thousand dollars. Any single capitalist having that amount in real or per-

sonal property, would use much time in looking after it, and through it his

own interests. The public property should be guarded no less carefully r

the school superintendent is the man appointed and paid for such service.

All needed repairs should receive prompt attention ; the Board should be at

once notified, that the matter may be taken in time. A leak in the roof that

o^n be stopped today at an expense of five dollars, if neglected, may cost

fifty. A broken banister, a cracked cssting, a burnt stove or furnace

lining, even a broken fence picket or rail should be promptly repaired. Who is

there, who sees all the various appurtenances of the school house and grounds

each day, and sees them as the responsible party, like the superintendent
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or principal? Even though a committee of the JJi arcl lias been appointe<l

to look af'tei" just these matters, that committee can nttt he expected to itake

daily inspection vi-its; and such visits are indispensahle.

The principal should know the exact financial condition of his town, and

especially of the Board. A man is improvident indeed, who, without reirar 1

to his income, goes on investing in houses, lots, furniture, or luxuries for

home. A school Board is not less improvident if, with a small treasury, it

invests, at the suggestion of the schoolmaster, in costly apparatus, fine furni-

ture, etc. Every man who has charge of a system of schools has an eyt-

to the fine appearance of his buildings, inside and outside : all desire

the best and latest furniture. Many ]>oards spend money upon the advice

of the principal : he, then, should always be prepai-ed to know what he can,

in reason, ask for. He should be prepared to deny himself and his school

any luxuries or even so-called essentiuls, when the financial condition will not

justify him. Maps, reference libraries, philosophical apparatus, desks—all

these often are counted necessities. They are not. Whatever one does, he

should remember that fine buildings and furniture will never make a good

school: a poor house may contain an excellent .school.

The appearance of a school building and its grounds must be regarded,

to some extent, as indicating the character and work of the principal of the

school. True, as has been said, he is not always directly responsible, but all

necessai-y power will, in time, be vested in him.

In closing this paper, perhaps nothing better can be said on the princi-

pal's care of property, than this: Let him treat all the property as he would

if it were his own, bought with his own hard-earned money, and repaired

and renewed from his private purse.

MEETIXG OF THE XATIOXAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIOX.

It was our privilege to attend the late meetings of the National Teachers'

Association at Boston, on the 6th, 7th and 8th of August. In theforenooa

of each day, the body met in general session; in the alternoon, the meetings

were in sections, viz. : Normal, Primary, Higher Instruction, and Superinten-

dents' Sections. In the evening, the sessions were held in the Lowell Insti-

tute. On the first evening, Rev. A. D. ^layo, of Cincinnati, gave a very

able, instructive and entertaining address on Moral Iiisfnict>oii. On the

evening of Wednesday, Dr. Bateman, of Illinois, read an able paper on

Compnhorj/ Education. The third evening was given to a social gathering

in Faneuil Hall; speeches, witty and wise, were made by gentlemen from
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different sections of the Union; an excellent collation and fine miisic were

furnisliod by the city authorities of Boston. The more noticeable of the

nddresscs were irivcn by ex-Mayor llice, of Boston, E. E. White, of Ohio, Gen.

John Eaton, of Washington. John Swett. of California, and Col. Hodgson,

of Alabama. This jratherinir in the old '-Cradle of Liberty" Avas an appro-

priate and pleasant close of the meetings of the Association. At about half-

past eleven o'clock, good-byes were Siiid. and the company sepnrated.

Among the more important exercises in the general session, were an

address on the '• Lessons of Statistics," by Gen. Eaton, and a paper on

'•' Drawing." by Walter Smith, of Boston ; all the exercii^es. with scarcely

an exception, wore prompt, timely and instructive. In the several depart-

ments, we judge, }>artly from report as we could not lirsit all, there was less

uniformity ol' (wcollence ; there was more off-hand disfussioii. some of which

was pointed and valuable, while much was rambling and useless. That

numerous class who are in love with their own voices, and who esteem it the

height of honor to see (heir names in a new.spapcr report, are not wanting in

the pedagogic ranks, and the class had several representatives at the Associ-

ation. We attended mostly the Normal Section. 3Iost of th-! papers that

we heard in that section wore prepared with care, and were valuable; the

same mi<iht be said of a part of the discussions; while a great deal of the talk

was stale, flat and unprofitable. According to the ideas of some of the gen-

tlemen, we have no proper Normal Schools in this country. This seemed to

us a little strange, in view of the fact that institutions V»e;ning the name are

rapidly multiplying, and without doubt, are doing more than any other sim-

ple agency to shape the education of the country. We tbink measures will

be taken to make this department of more value at the next meeting.

The day meetings of the A.ssociation were held in the commodious and

beautiful rooms of the G iris' Higli School ]?uilding ; the audiences were

large and attentive. The West and South were well represented in the Asso-

ciation, fully justifying the name " National." The President, E. E. White,

of Ohio, discharged liis duties with a dignity and promptness that won him

hosts of friends ; and, when we say that S. H. White performed the oner-

ous labors of Secretary with his accnsfomed jidelUi/, we need say nothing

more on the subject to those who know him. All the committees had done

their work thoroughly ; and, as a consequence, everything moved with more

than usual smoothness. All the gi'eat railroads, with one exception, refused

to grant any reduction of fares ; this, doubtless, did much to reduce the

numbers from abroad ; and yet nearly all parts of the country were well

represent ed, ami by prominent educators.
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Hon. B. G. Northrop, of Ooimecticut, was chosen Presiilent for i\u:

mm'mg year; S. H. White, of Illinois, and John Ilajicock, of Ohio, were
respectively re-elected Secretary and Treasurer. It was voted to meet next

year in Eluiira, New York ; and it was stated, on authority, that the leading

railroad lines connecting to that city had pledged themselves to give free

return to members coming over their road. All present indications point to

a most interesting and profitable gathering next August.

ANIMAL LESSONS FOR INTERMEDLiTK OR (GRAMMAR
SCHOOLS, jr.

THE SQUIRREL.

(If possible, a squirrel should be procured, iVom the study of wliieh, the

pupil should gain the required information. If a prepared specimen can not

he obtained, the parts (head, feet and tail ) most needful may be had.

SPECIAL I'OIXTS TO 15E DEVELOri:!) :

Paris.—Slim body, large head, long ears; long, bushy tail, with fur

arranged on the sides ; large, black, sparkling eyes in the sides of the head :

two chisel-shaped front tooth (incisors; in each jaw: eight or ten simple, back

teeth (molars); snout divided or cleft ; four toes with rudimentary thumb on

each fore, and five on each hind foot: claws long and liooked ; tufr of hair

on each ear.

Habits.—Gnaws, eats vegetables (nuts and grain): when eating, sits on

its haunches and holds its food with thumbs of fore paws. Squirrels live in

pairs and construct their homes upon trees mostly, (some burrow in the

ground), diurnal.

Misccllarieona and Popular.— Ueautlfiil, graceful, playful, tirni'l; easily

tamed.

Give moaning of word S((uirrel, and tell wliy the animal is so called.

(This is the proper time to show to the pupils the flying squirrel, or the

picture of one, and explain the peculiar structure by which the animal is

sustained in air.)

THE JlAHlilT.

(Let the pupils have the animal to study, if possible.)

SPECIAL POINTS TO BE liEVELOPED :

Parts.—Oval head, rather broad; long ears; full, bright eyes on sides

of head; two or four chisel-shaped front teeth (incisors) in each jaw; ten

fjr twelve rootless, back teeth (molars^; front teeth remote from b;ick teeth
;
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hair inside of cheek; body light and slim ; chest and shoulders small ; short,

recurved tail ; fore legs, short; hind legs, long; fore feet //ic. and hind feet.

four toed ; soles of feet padded with hair.

Jlahits.—Gnaws, feeds on vegetable food, gregarious; feeds at night

(nocturnal), sleeps in day time
;
advances by leaps or jumps.

Miscellaneous and Popular:—Timid, lives in burrows, or in nests upon

the "round ; the fur is somtimes used ; flesh is good for food ; can be tamed

but not educated.

Show difference between hares and rabbits.

THE BEAVER. (Use Picture.)

SPECIAL POINTS TO BE DEVELOPED.

Parts.—Large body; broad head, small eyes in sides of head; front

teeth broad and chisel-shaped, and of brown color; two incisors and eight

molars in each jaw; flat, scaly tail, nearly oval; five toes on each foot; toes

on hind feet webbed ;
second toe on each hind foot furnished with two nails.

Habits.—(jrnaws, eats vegetable food, (bark, and water plants,") aquatic,

gregarious (mostly), nocturnal, uses tail and feet for oars.

Jliscellaneous and Pojmlar.—Very timid; builds dams; cuts down

large trees with its teeth. The teeth are used by the Indians for cutting

bones and other hard substances. The fur is an article of commerce.

THE RAT.

(Procure the animal, if possible.)

SPECIAL POINTS TO BE DEVELOPED.

Paris.—Small body, covered with soft, beautiful hair ; j^niall, pointed

head ; broad, rounded ears ; small, bright eyes in sides of head ; bristles

about the mouth ; two incisors and six molars in each jaw—molars have

roots; long tail covered with scales or lightly with hair; legs short, feet

delicate.

Habits.—Gnaws; eats vegetable food mostly, will eat anything (omniv-

orous); sits on its haunches while eating.

Miscellaneous and Popidar.—Useless to man. except, perhaps, as a

scavenger, beautiful, active, sly.

A mouse is a small rat.

Show that the front teeth of all the above-named animals are worn away

by use, and tell the pupils that the loss by wear is provided for by the con-

tinued growth of the teeth.

Show, also, that it is necessary for the comfort and even the life of the

animal that the teeth be worn away.
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Study likenesses and differences :

From the first, get the term tpi(f}rir.< and give rodrjita as a substitute

from the second, develop the following

:

{ Squirrel family.

(
Rabbit or Hare family.

Rodents - - - - .
J

Beaver family.

I

Rat and Mouse family.

y X.
Identify animals studied, both orally and in writing, according to plana

previously given.

Write a composition upon the subject, Rodents.

Study likenesses and difi'erences between Rodents and the animals pre-

viously considered and make the following outlines:

r Hollow horn family.
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teachers quite suddenly. The hurried attempt to cram for examination must?

perforce, be followed by some execrable teaching. If the workers for this

legislation are content to consider well the element of time ; if that class of

men who have so loudly cried " practical, teach only the practical,", will have

patience, that for which they so ardently wish will appear' after the lapse of

years. Some of them, however, will not do this. There are too many in our

land who regard the school-work as vahjable, only so far us the facts acquired

are considered; the disciplinary powers acquired by the young people are not

thought of; hence, by the meeting of the legislature next winter, it must be

expected that an effort will be made to annul that part of the law ; and the

reasons assigned will be, that the children cannot tell how to rid the farm and

orchard at onee of noxious insects, and that the farmer's boy cannot tell jusr

how much manure, of what kind, shall be put \ipon a certain ten-acre lot to

produce a given crop in a given time. We have been led to this conclusion

by conversations vfith the warm advocates of these studies. We believe in

them ; we believe Illinois has taken an advance stride, but wish to have it

borne in mind that immediate results should not be expected.

W. II. \. Raymond, of Springfield, 111., has determined to devote his

time to institute work. In view of the new Illinois law, teachers have much
to do in preparing to teach the Natural Sciences. Mr. Raymond has been

connected with the public-school system a long time. He understands well,

the needs of the schools ; as an institute lecturer he is by no means in a new
field to him. County Superintendents will not be disappointed if, when in

need of help at the county institutes, they call for aid from him. As a gen-

tleman, as well as a scholar, he is amply qualified for the work.

One David E. Cronin, it is said, has published for gratuitous distribu-

tion, 100,000 copies of a pamphlet advocating an equal division of wealth.

N«w, he may be a " fool for his pains," but a sadder thought is that he will

find a multitude of fools who will believe in his crazy scheme, men who advo-

cate the interference of government in private affairs, to carry out any foolery

that crazy or bewildered brains may devise. Suppose the property of our

country were thus divided, it would give to each inhabitant about ^750.

Now, what would these agrarians do with the money when they should come
into possession of the stupendous fortune ? The money would have no value

whatever, unless it could buy goods or service, as it does now ; but who
would care to give goods or service for money that might be taken from him
at any time when he should chance to have more than his fellows. It seems
probable that the time may not be far off when some of the wild schemes of
crazy reformers may take such shape that we must leave laughing at them to

resist them. We need not fear that time if our common schools do for our
children what they ought to do; otherwise, woe to us when that day comes.

The sound of the school-bell is again " heard in the land." Back come
the teachers from sea-shore and lake, from mountain and cataract, from edu-
cational conventions and the old home hearth-stone, and the work of another
years begins. Fellow teachers, shall it be a better year than the last ? Shall
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more be done to make our work tend to a true development olall that i.sb«»i«i

in the children '/ Shall every day and every hour have its ciibct in fitting;

these future citizens and mvereujns for the actual affairs of life ? Or shall it

be a mere cramming with books in order to pass some examination? And
shall we give just as little to the work as possible, anxious only to pass away
the time and get our salary ? What are we doing by way of selfimprovement ?

What books and periodicals are we reading ? What intellectual and moral

mine are we just now working ? Shall our pupils drink of a living spring or

a stagnant pool '

Chicago.— Conscienceless contractors, incorrigible carpenters, motionless masons,
and procrastinating plasterers, leave the school children of North Chicago still pining

for houses in which to toe the mark and thumb text-books. The buildings ordered by
the Board of Education are not yet ready for occupancy, and nothing but fallacious hope
and the will-o'-the-wisp promises of builders leads us to suppose that they will be entered

before the tirst of next December. A new building is onlered to be erected on the

corner of Third Avenue and Harrison Street, and there aie twenty other corner lots and
inside lots in Chicago whereon large buildings might i)e erected f(;r scho(jl purposes and
tilled with delighted scholars in a week.

An engineer on the C, R. I. & P. Railroad, through carelessness on his part,

brought about a collision between his own and another train, at a place called Chicago
Junction, not far fjom where the renowned Cook County Normal School nc^w stands.

Tracy, the Superintendent, requested to have an interview with Sir Engineer, and upotj.

the arrival of the latter ?,t the railroad king's otike—" Well, sir,"' said Tracy, "what
were you trying to do at the Junction last night?"'

' I was trying," replied the engineer, confidentially, " I was trying an experiment,

and if I had succeeded in it, I could save millions for this road, and, in fact, tor all the

railroads in the country !

"

•• What was the experiment? " asked Tracy, sharply.

" I was trying," returned the engineer, " to make two trains pass each other oit

the same track."
•' A good idea," said the superintendent, " but you'll have to continue your experi-

ments on some other road."

Like that engineer, principals of schools in this city have a weighty problem on
their minds at the present time. It is how to make 1,500 children sit in 945 single seats.

A good plan is not to try to do it, but to let the younger children attend only one ses-

sion of each school-day. Children in the 9th antl loth grades do better in every respect

by being in school no more than two or three hours a day, and it is easier for teachers

to have divisions of ninety scholars, one half coming in the forenoon and the other half

in the afternoon, than to have divisions of sixty-three scholars attending all day. Kut

double divisions should not exceed 100 pupils, nor exist in grades higher than the 9th.

It would be an improvement to make it a penitentiary offense to enter a child under six

years of age by means of false represent.itions. Our schools are crowded with kinter-

garten and nursery children; indeed, we have in mind a little boy who was six years

old on three successive Septembers.

Very few people appreci.atetheinadequacy of our school accommodations, especially

in districts outside the fire limits, where poor people are driven to build. No compul-

sory attendance law nor truant oliker is needed at present ; nothing but school-houses

and teachers to attract wandering hordes of wretched children from indolence and the

pollution of the street.

Not the least pressing want is th.at of a new High School building, or l)etter, t\vi>

such buildings, to accminoiiate the, youth of widely separ.ated portions of the city.
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Some of our youiii; people have to start at seven o'clock to reach the present High

School liiuldin<j at nine

The new Graded Course of Instruction is, a beautiful printed little volume, and it

lays down a very reasonable plan of common-school and high-school study.

Some injustice was done the Hayes School in a remark made some time ago con-

cerning the averages of scholars admitted to the High School. It was hinted that high

marks might have been brought about by " trimming." But, far from being so, in the

case of the Hayes School, one-third of its class passed over two grades last year, and

only three members were taken out of the class, and they for very good reasons.

Mr. Hovvland, Principal of the High School, though offered a higher salary in Mas-

sachusetts, still retains his position in Chicago. The salaries paid in this city are not in

keeping ^\•ith the labor and responsibility of the several positions. Teachers in the

county, outside the city, are better paid for less arduous work. A young gentleman of

the county lately refused a school of loo pupils with a salary of $2,000, while the Prin-

cipals in Chicago have the care of from I,COO to 1,600 children at $2,200 a year. But

we hope for better things.

Pknnsylvania.—The State Teachers' Association held its Nineteenth Annual

Meeting, in Philadelphia, on the last week but one of August. The attendance was

large. The Association is raising a fund for the erection of a monument on the capitol

grounds at Harrisburg to commemorate the services of distinguished educators. When
ten-thousand dollars are raised, the committee will contract for a lifteen-thousand-doUar

monument. The Association petitioned the legislature to make election day for school

otlicers occur at a different time in the year from other elections. Co-education of the

sexes was approved. The meeting adjourned to meet next year at Erie. Edward
Cideon,of Philadelphia, is President; j- P- McCaskey, Lancaster, Secretary.

Nehraska.—The agricultural college of the Nebraska State University is to be

opened the coming Fall. S K. Thompson has been elected professor of agriculture,

and Sam del Aughey, professor of agricultural chemistry. The other professors have

not yet been elected. An experimental farm of 440 acres, one-half mile north of the

city of Lincoln, has been secured, and improvements commenced on it. An arrange-

ment has been made by which a part of the farm is to be occupied by the buildings of

the State Fair which are now in process of erection. The State Fair improvements will

cost $20,000.

Iowa.—The State Teacher>" Association met at Davenport, August 27th. Professor

W. E. Crosliy called the meeting to order. Professor S. N. Fellows was made Presi-

dent. Treasurer's report showed $So in hand. Chas. Rol>inson read a paper on the

marking system. Various papers were discussed by Profs. Piper, Palmer, Crosby, King^

Armstrong, Buck, and others.

The Association, to the number of 200 or more, took a ride in carriages over the

new bridge to the island. Col. D. W. Flagler, commandant, addressed them, stating

what the U. S. Government was doing in the way of erecting buildings, etc. This

occupied the whole of the forenoon of the third day. In the afternoon, important

changes in the constitution were made, and the following officers elected for the ensuing

year: President, L. M. Hastings, of Ottumwa ; Vice Presidents, Wm. Brooks, of

Tabor, W. T. King, of Mt. Vernon, Mrs. T. F. M. Curry, of Davenport, J. K. Sweeney,

of Cedar Falls, W. C. Davis, of Keosauqua ; Secretary, C. P. Rogers, of Marengo;
Corresponding Secretary, Miss Sarah Longbridge, of Iowa City; Treasurer, D. W.
Lewis, of Washington ; Executive Committee, L. F. Parker, of Iowa University, one
year; Samuel Calvin, of Dubuque, two years; and Miss P. W. Ludlow, of Davenport,

three years.

California.—Miss J F. Austin is a member of the State Examining Board in

California. She is a graduate of the Bridgewater Normal School ; for some time she was
a teacher in the Chicago public schools.

Miss Emma Howard, a graduate of the Illinois State Normal, is just commencing
her labors in the public schools. The Board of Examiners gave her a first grade

certificate, without exanunation, on the exhibition of her diploma from Normal.
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California prescribes a list of text-books for her schools ; of course, in many quar-

ters, some of the books chosen do not give satisfaction. We believe State ]irescrlption

of text-books as unwise as it is undemocratic. By vote of the Hoard of Education,
about 2,800 copies of the Teachar are to be sent to school ol'licers at public expense.
We think this is right ; but what a " fat take " for the Teacher! The New School Law,
which goes into effect next January, presents several excellent features. Only holders

of first-grade certificates are eligible to the office of County Superintendent; in counties

containing as many as 2,000 people, the Superintendent must give all his time to the

oversight of his schools. Where practicable, school-grounds must be nrnaniunted with
irees and shrubbery. Good I

Wisconsin.— Prof. Chas. H. Allen, the faitliful, indefatigable and successful .Vgent

of the Board of Regents of Normal Schools for the past year, has tendered hi-; resigna-

tion, to take effect on or before September loth, 1872. His many friends in Wisconsin
will learn of this action ^^•ith deep regret. He has been identified with the educational

interest of the State for several years.

As an Institute worker, when the Institute system was first introduced among us^ as

Principal of the Normal Department of tlie University of Wisconsin, as I'resident of the

Platteville Normal School, and as Agent of the Board of Regents of Normal Schools,

he has given full proof of his ability as a versatile and accomplished instructor.

Efforts have been made to secure his valuable services in the Normal work of Cali-

fornia. Our loss will be the gain of our western friends.

—

Journal of Ed.

Indi.'^.napolis —The schools re-opened on the 9th of September. Tlie rriiici])al

teachers, and Superintendents remain the same as last year, except that Mr. Jesse H.
Brown, of Richmond, takes the place rendered vacant by Mr. Button's resignalion.

Mr. Brown is an excellent man, and a teacher of much experience. The city has pur-

chased the buildings and grounds of the Baptist Female College. The building has

been refitted, and will be used for the High School, and the ottices of the Superinten-

dents and the School Board. The grounds are among the pleasantest in the city.

A very successful County Institute A\-as in session at the rooms of the Second Ward
.School-house during the week beginning September 2d, under the charge of Examiner

Bell. About 175 names were enrolled; the attendance was good, and earnest work
was done. The expense was defrayed by the County Commissioners. Much of the

instruction was given by Prof. E. C. Hewett, of Illinois. A highly complimentary reso-

lution, respecting him and his work, was passed unanimously at the close of the session.

Illinois.—'From the Illinois Teacher we take the following relative to a lecture

liefore the State Institute: "Dr. Gregory's lecture, A Candid Inquirjf into the Real

Value and Proper Place of tlie Common Branches of Studi/, was given in the after-

noon, and without public announcement; hence, comparatively few besides members of

the Institute were present. The remarkable declaration which the lecturer put forth

some months ago, affirming the possibility of giving in six montlis, lo a child of twelve

years, an adequate knowledge of Arithmetic for the ordinary demands of American life,

had whetted all appetites for this further utterance. It can not be denied that some dis-

appointment was felt on finding that the point of exceeding interest to a good many of

lUe audience was not touched—viz , Hoiv is such a familiarity with Arithmetic lo be

attained in so short a time? Nevertheless, few, if any, of those who afterward discussed

the Doctor's lecture dissented from his main position, that too much time is given to

Arithmetic, Geography, and Technical Grammar. And, while we do not believe that

the enforcement of what is really good in the looked-for reform is likely to be helped by

seriously ])roposing, as we understood Dr. Gregory lo do, to rely on steamers and rail-

ways for the geographical education of the masses, we know that the teachers assembled

were, on the main points of the .address, in hearty sympathy with the lecturer, and that

his criticisms of the common school of to-day run parallel with the recent enactments

in favor of Natural Science."

The Illinois State Tearherx' A.-»<ocialion v.\\\ meet this year at Springfield. The

hotel accommodation is supecior. .\ redaction in rates will be made by the landlord.

Chri.stmas week is the time for the >c.,sion. Considerable time will be spent on Natural
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Science. No men from abroad have yet been invited to present exercises. The com-

mittee are expecting an unusually large meeting. The National Normal, a school

journal of Cincinnati, stated that the last annual meeting at Dixon was a failure.

Bureau County.—Princeton High School started with two-hundred and fifty-five,

forty more than ever before at first opening.

lAoingston County.—The public schools opened in Pontiac, Monday, September 2d.

The teachers this year will be Prof. J. W. Smith, Miss Belle Rugg, Miss H. jManlove,

Phoebe Adams, Miss |osie Schneider, Miss Mattie Hull, Miss Mary Lacey, Miss Z.

Scarer, Mr. J. A. Raymond, colored. Chatsworth—Professor Crary and wife have

returned, and the schools were opened Monday, September 2d. The Professor an<l

wife are in their old places, with Misses Esty and George as assistants.

Loqan Count;/.—The Logan County Teachers' Institute convened in the High

School building, Lincoln, 111., July 15th, and continued in session until August 9th.

The following persons were elected officers of the Institute : P'or Vice President,

Miss M. A. Richards; Secretary, R. Brooks Forrest; Corresponding Secretary, Miss

Emma Mayfield ; Treasurer, Mr. E. G. Hudson. Supt. Regan was ex-officio President

and conductor of the Institute. Sixty-five members were enrolled. Daily instruction

was given. A committee on resolutions was appointed, which reported the following :

In consideration of the favors we have received since our assembling in this city,

be it

EfSolred^ Thiit we hereby return our thanks to the Board of Eduoatioi\ in this city for tiia

use of their'lieautiftii building diiriug our session.

Rejoiced, That we a'knowledge our indebtednese to Professors Wilkinson, McGhimphy.
.Harris and 'Frost, for their earnest, uuremimerated efforts to advance our interests, and thai

we tender to them our thanks tiierefor.

JiesolvetJ, That our efficient County Superintendent fle«erves our thanks for his efforts in

securing to us this opportunity for gaining knowledge, and for his labor as an instructor.

Hmoh'fd, That we heartily approve of the requirements of the new law, placing, as it does,

Illinois at the head of all the States in her free school system.

Xesolveti, That we consider this school eminently successful, reflecting credit on its

nstructors.

Re-iolvtd, That these resolutions be published in the Lincoln and Atlanta papers, and tho

Chicago Schoolmaster.

L. H. Irwix, T- H. Wright, Matvik A. Richards, Mary T. Roiunson,

LoiBK Lkoni, Comiryttee.
R. Brooks Forrest, .Sec'y.

The County Superintendents hold a meeting at Urbana on the second week in

October. I>r. Sewall will read a paper on " Natural Sciences in the Common Schools "

The Doctor will also attend Institutes in Iroquois County on the first week in the month,

and in Stephenson County on the last week. An Institute will be held in Neoga. Cum-
berland County, on the last week in September. Prof. Hewett expects to attend Insti-

tutes in October in McHenry, Knox and Wayne Counties. Prof Cook goes to Shawnee-

town, and probably to Putnam.

ILLINOIS NORMAL.

"Trunks delivered for 15 cents" w.as the old familiar cry that saluted our ears a>.

we stepped from the train on its arrival at Normal, on the 7th of Septemlier. Findin"-

a small boy, who measured about an inch to the cent, we entrusted to his care our one
small piece of baggage. After which, with a sense of security, we started for our old

boarding-house. Just at the place where the side-walk from the depot connects with

the main line to the post-ofhce, there stared us in the face, "Headquarters, V. M. C.

A." Entering the building, we were delighted to find our old friends, I. E. Brown
and H. A. Stewart, in charge. Upon inquiry we learned that this association was filling

a want long felt by those students who come among us without friends or acquaintances.

In their ohicc was a plat of the city, skewing the location of every house where board
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could be obtained, and room';, furnished or unfurnished, could be found, with the price

of each, 13y so doing they save the new students any anxiety, and confer a favor on all

those who keep hoarders or rent rooms; fur wliich they liave the thanks of tlie students

and citizens.

School-opened on the 9th iii«t., with all the departments as full as usual ; the enter-

ing class was one of the largest that ever applied for admission, numbering one-hundre<r

and fifty. The increasing numbers, whicli yearly apply for admission, show that the

Normal is doing a work which is felt and appreciated throughout the Slate; and it alsi»

makes it necessary to raise the standard of admission. On account of which, tins year

39 per cent, of all applicants were rejected. The only change in the corps of teachers

is in the Primary Department, which is now in cliarge of ^liss (Gertrude Case.

Prof. McCormick was kept from his labors the first week by illness.

For the benefit of those who are unable to complete the year, a short course of in-

struction in the Natural Sciences is being given. This is for the purpose of enabling

them to fill the requirements of the new school law.

The societies held their first meetings, as usual, on Saturday evening. The Ilall'^

were v\'ell tilled; the new students especially, being out in full force. The Philadel-

phian Society was opened by the Vice President, Mr. Brown, in the absence of the

President, Miss Ray. The exercises of the evening were characterized by great excel-

lence. The essay, "Character," by Miss L. Peers, was a production of much worth.

This was followed by an oration by J. B. Stoutemyer, "What incentives to action ?" A
letter from the retiring President was then read, after which Mr. |. D. Templeton de-

livered .an able and impressive inaugural address. After recess, which was enjoyed by

all, short speeches were made by Mr. Haynie, of Harvard College, and Mr. Voder, of

Bloomington, former members of the Society. "Dreams and Realities," an essay, by

Miss Kellogg, presented, in a very pleasing manner, many excellent thoughts, and was

well read. The "Garland," by Miss Irene Strickler and Mr. H. A. Stewart, was above

the average. Mr. C. H. Rew, the chorister, deserves great credit for the excellence of

the music. The officers and members of the Society are all very earnest in the work,

and we confidently predict that the record of the Philadelphian, for the coming year,

will be eqwal to that of any preceding year, in its history. Philaijei.phian.

MARRIED. —By Rev. R. P. DuBois, on the 5th inst., at the residence of Mr.

Isaac H. Wilson, John Ellis Jr., Esq., of El Paso, Illinois, to Miss Lizzie A. Latter, of

Hickory Hill, Chester county, Pennsylvania.

ISIoiEs.—Professor Emory, of the Stale Xorm*l School, died at Tcrre Haute

recently. Louisville is hard at work .agitating itself upon the question of corporal

punishment in its public schools. It has enjoyed and sanctioned the institution from time

immemorial, and now that a proposition is made to abrogate it, finds it ha-d, veiy liard,

to give it up. So far, nothing like a decision has been arrived at, and the war wages

so evenly, and yet withal so fiercely, that unless the " straight-out" convention conde-

scends to throw some light upon the subject, there is no knowing what dire residts m.ay

not accrue. So far as the actual cruelty of the schools has gone, it appears that the

female teachers have been worse than the males. This iiict may be explained by the

thought that each lovely woman is only displaying her characteristic zeal to be at Ihe

bottom of all difficulties, inasmuch as she doubtless finds her pupils to be the biggest

difficuhies she has yet encountered.— Chicago Times.

How to Clean Blackboards—With a cloth, dampened with kerosene oil, rub

the board; all dust will cling to the cloth and the board be left in as perfect con-

dition as when first slated. We are recjuested to publish this for the benefit of

teachers. Mr, Peter Ketelson, the jiopular .and efticient janitor of Illinois State

Normal School accidentally discovered this simple manner of keeping the boards

in good condition. All who have seen his boards will testify to their univers.al neat

and workable condition. In old time-^ we used viuegar as a convenient acid

for cleaning boards, but Peter assares us that kerosene is preferable. Care nuist
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be taken ro .lampen the clolli but sliijhtly Rt. Rev. Manton Eastbiirn, Protestant

Bishop of Massachusetts, died on the I2th of September. The Geneva Tribunal

has made up its award on tne " Alabama Claims ;" it orders England to pay the United

States the "ross sum of $15,500,000. Several of the English papers talk very angrily over

this resultt but the Times says they will pay it cheerfully on account of the good effect

likely to follow from this peaceful settlement of a threatening question: sensible!

The citizens of Chicago are holding meetings to devise means to aid the legal authori-

ties in arresting and punishing murderers, rol)bers and other disturbers of tl\e peace. It

is urged that murderers are convicted with the greatest difficulty after they are caught;

and even then they almost invariably escape the punishment due their crime, either by

the interferoice of the Judges or the Governor. We may, sometime, learn the lesson

that we are not near enough to the millennium to make a government of gentiment and

feeUnq either safe or desirable. It is said that Caleb Gushing will return from Paris

shortly, and that he intends to visit Mexico soon. He has one of the clearest and best

furnished minds in the world, and his more than seventy years, do not seem to weigh

him down perceptibly.

^BQM Tm^hM^

A 'irealisc on I'liysioloriy and Hygiene for Schools, Families and Colleges. F>y J. C.

Dalton, M. D. With illustrations. New York: Harfek & Brothers, 1871.

Text-books on Physiology are in great demand just now, especially in Illinois.

The new requirements of the school law compel teachers to select a book for class use

in the higher grades. The inquiries are legion, " what book shall I use ? " This work

before us, of 400 pp., has been prepared "for pupils and general readers who have no

previous knowledge on medical subjects." The binding is of a character to withstand

well the wear and tear of student life.

The illustrations are new, not imitations of those that have appeared in other books

of older date ; and although not as numerous as in most books of the class, yet can be

made very effective. We believe that the time in preparing the questions found at the close

of each chapter, and the space occupied by them, is a waste ; not that these questions

«lo positive injuiy to teacher and pupil; the harm is of a negative sort, in this, that it

lelieves the student from one sort of lab,:)r that he should be compelled to do.

Among the books on this subject for school use, the Schoolmaster does not hesi-

tate to recommend to its readers " Dalton's Physiology " as well suited for a four or five

months' course.

The Child's Book of Xaiure. Plants; Animals; Air; Water; Heat, etc. W.
HooivER, M. D. New York: Hari^er & Brothers, 1871.

As the title indicates, these books, or this book, for they can be had in one volume,

are prepared for children. As a proper test of their merits, we have read the first to our

little live year old, who cannot read himself. The boy followed the reading and com-
prehended much, yet did become mystified occasionally.

Again, we have tried the same on our eight-year old, and the boy was held. He
nrges the reading of the rest. This, to us, is a better demonstration of the merits of the

book than any review of a maturer mind.
Primaiy and Intermediate school teachers can make abundant use of this. If

not possible to place it in the hands of the children, surely the teacher can own one
himself. A half-hour a day, on two days of the school week, can be most profita-

l)ly occupied by the use of this book. The information gained here is good for thou-

nands of adults too, as well aa children ; it will be strange if many old gray-headed boys
and girls cannot lie interested in their perusal. Would there were more such simple

scientific books I
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Haven's Rhetoric. A Text Book Designed for Use in Fchooli and Colleges, and for
Private Studg. \\y Rev. E. O. Haven, D.D., LL.D. New Yurk: IIarpkk *c

Brothers, i87i. 381 pp.
The known scholarship and experience of the learned author of this work is likeij'

to cause the reader to prejudge favorably. In the preface, he tells us that the " work
may be said to have grown, rather than to have lieen written, for the purjiose of makinL;
a book." The persistency, through the work, with which the student is required to prac-
tice as well as theorize, is a prominent feature, and we believe an excellent one. The
division of subjects is as f,)llows : i. Words, and the material of expression ; 2. Fi^;-

ures of speech and thought
; 3. Composition and style; 4. Invention; 5. Elocution.

This last, though not always found in Rhetorics, belongs pro]ier]y there. Many teachers
now-a-days turn with longing, towards anything that promises better results than the
ordinary works in hand. This of Dr. Haven's is worthy of attention and study.

Drawing Book for Schools and Beginners. Designed and drawn by M. H. Holmes,
Teacher of Drawing and Painting, Chicago, 111. IIauper & Brothers, New York.
We have received Nos. I., II., III. and IV. of this series. The teaching of

drawing is fast becoming a fixture in the public schools. It is important that proper
systems and apparatus be used. These books are evidently designed by a master, and
serve well the purpose intended. Each book contains twelve lessons, with blank pages
for the pupil's work. The paper is of the very best. The printed instructions are few
and concisely stated. We are sure that this series is entitled to rank high among the
works of the class.

Sewall's Botany. Designed as a Text- Book for Common School.s, and an Ehmenlarg
Work in High Schools and Academies. By Joseph A. Sewai.i,, M. D., Professor
of Natural Sciences in Illinois State Normal University. Chicago : GeoR';e Sher-
wood & Co.

This is an elegant volume of ninety-two pages. In the paper used and general
makeup, it is the most substantial and beautiful work for common-school study that has
come to us of late. The engravings are striking and accurate, and of a size with the
objects represented. As to the reading matter, it is concise and to the point. The
book contains what every child should know before leaving our public schools, and i-;

planned to lay a good foundation for after study in the beautiful science of Botany.
With the great number of studies pursued at the same time in primary and grammar
schools, it would be inadvisable to attempt to exhaust the subject of Botany therein, but
with this little book in hand, children may obtain an outline view of the study, sufti-

cient to serve all ordinary purposes, or to excite a curiosity which may be gratified by
more extensive works, or by actual experience in forest and field. J. M.

The Eclogues, Georgies and Moretum of Virgil. Edited by Geor(;e Siuart. Eld-
redge & Brother, Philadelphia, 1872.

The Histories of Livy. Edited and Annotated by Thomas Chase. Eldredi;e &
Brother, Philadelphia, 1872.
These books show the same careful discrimination in the notes that has been a

marked characteristic of all the classical text-books so far edited by Messrs. Chase and
Stuart. The notes seem to give, by occasional translation, by explanation of the mean-
ing and construction of intricate passages, and by reference to some seven or eight of

the more commonly used Latin Grammars, all the assistance that the stutlent needs, so

that he may not waste his energies in toiling along the wrong road, or in trying to solve

puzzles, without taking him up an<l carrying him, or depriving him of tlie zest inspired

only by conquering difficulties. The books of this series not only help the student to

learn his lesson, but help him to become a thorough scholar; and this cannot be said

truthfully of many of the classical text-books in common use.

The Eclogues and Georgies seem to be prepared to meet the use of pupils not very

far advanced in the study of Latin
;
probably for their first study of Latin poetry. Thi.'J

book contains a lexicon. Now, while we have no particular Axult to fmil with this lexi-

con, for it seems to us, upon a careful examination, to contain all that a lexicon of 2,000

words comjirised in ninety jwges of fair sized tyjie could, yet we think that when a

pupil has begun to read an author as a classic, and not merely that by studying certain
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^enteiioes he may ni:istei- certain constructions, then he should gi> to a gi>o(i si/ed lexi-

con, and shouKl not tind ready at hand just the words that so good a scholar as Mr.
Chase, or Mr. Stuart, thinks the best for him to use. Wliite we expect the pmpil to spend
the most of his time in studying how to parse words, and in learning the paradigms and
rules of syntax, tlien certainly it is well not to require him to go to the large lexicon to

find what the words mean; but when he is far enough advanced to study Virgil or

Cicero, he must not be conlined to a small vocabulary if he is ever to acquire that taste

in the use of language, and that quick jierception of delicate shades in the meanings of
words, which are among the chief benelits derived from a study of the classics.

The Livy contains the first and the twenty-first and twenty-second books, or tlie

history of Rome up to the time of the expidsion of the kings and the establishment of

the republic, and of the Second Punic War. There are also a few extracts from other

books of the history. The student by reading this book will make himself familiar witli

the history of Rome during tlie two most interesting periods, and will also become
acquainted with the best parts extant of Livy's works.

These two new books, bound in a style already becoming familiar to the public, will

he welcomed by all who like a text-book of convenient size, with clear type on good
paper. ] ,.

The Fixed Stars. Maps for Out-Door Slwli/. From " First lessons in Astronomy."
I'y E. CoLBEiiT, E. A. D., Dearborn University. Author of Star Studies, etc.

('hicago: (jKOROE Shkrwood & Co.
This is a handsome volume, made up of heavy tinted paper, to stand the wear of

out-door study. Its maps are the most intelligible we have seen. J"'ormer!y the study
of astronomy -w as pursued in schools with ttie assistance of large maps of the heavens,
covered with highly-colored mythological figures, and explained by copious notes of
.mcient poetic lore. The next move was the discarding of those gaudy majis, and the
issuing of text-books in whicli astronomy w.as treated mathematically, and in a more
scientific manner. In these latter works^ the constellations are neglected, as the planets
•ind their motions were overlooked in the former. It seems to us that Colbert's work
fakes the golden mean in its mode of treating the subject, printing the stars in such man-
ner as to be easily identified, and connecting them by lines sufficient to form outlines, by
which the imagination is enabled to construct the figures, that sages of old traced upon
the sky.

The l>ook has. in addition, a number of valuable tables relating to both planets and
«tars.

J. M.
Ill Chrisl. liy Rev. A. J. fioKixiX. Goi.'l.D & LINCOLN, lioston.

This is a tasteful and elegant little volume of 209 pp., just issued. Its reading has
]ileased us much; the author joins almost everything of Christianity, both of faith and
of life, into one system, by means of the phrase he has chosen for his title. The book-
ie intensely orthodox, but the author's spirit is so admirable, and his style has so little of
])ugnacity in it, that it seems to us that e\en those who are least ready to accept his

st.atements can rise from its perusal with no feeling of animosity. Such as hold the same
)aith as the wiiier can hardly fail to receive great delight and profit from his work.

The Common School Arithmelic, 335 pp. The First Lessons in Numhersy 120 pp.
The Elementurif Arithmetic, 220 pp., and the Mental Arith?net>c, iSo pp. All by
Joiijj H. French, L. L. D. IlARrER & Brothers, New York.

These several books constitute L'rench's Arithmetical Series, at present; a higher is

in course of preparation. We have never used this series, but a somewhat careful exam-
ination has convmced us that these are among the very best books on this subject now
before the country. In our examination, we have found many things which we do not
remember to have ever seen in any book before, but which a somewhat extended experi-
<'nce has led us to regard as verj- essential to a clear comprehension and elucidation of
arithmetical science.

Among the many excellent characteristics of these books, we will instance the fol-

lowing: The truly progressive character of the exercises; the beauty and aptness of the
]iictorial illu.strations; the excellent character of the numerous problems.teachingso much
ot thelmsiness transactions of men ; tiie numero\ts pointed and philosoohicol directions
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to teacliors, am mg the very best we have ever seen; and lUc jenor.il appearance ami
almost perfect typography cH" the hooks.

We cull a few statements which strike us as specially worthy of attention. " Inte-
cjers and Decimals are but parts of the same class of numbers. They are lioth .subject

to the same laws, and all operations upon them are based on the same principles. There-
fore, in the natural order of arrantrement of subjects, tlie proper place for I)ecimals is

immediately after Integers. Compound numbers differ from integers and decimals only
ill the scales of increase and decrease, which, in the latter are uniform and decimal;
while, in the fonner, they are irregular and varying." r.tface to Elcintntnrji, p i.

" Recpiire the pupils to construct the Tables f»f Addition. .Subtraction, Multiplication
.-lud Division before committing them to memory. They can do this by using counters
to form the combinations." FAemeular;/, p. 2lo. " Explain clearly that the $oiipli' rnlue
is the number of ones or units expressed by the figure, aud the lacul value is the Talue
given to these units by the place; t. e. one is the value of the figure determined by its

form, the other by the place it occupies." Common School, p. 5. " Regard the frac-

tions (in mixed numbers) as lower, and the integers as higher denominations, and add
and subtract as in compound numbers." Common School, p. 19^.

The principles of Multiplication and Division arc clearly and enrrrrlh/ given.
Many books l\\il here. The explanations of o])erations in Sijuare and Solid Measures are

excellent. The Metric system is given, but does not engross too much space. The usual

absurd rule for finding Least Common Multiple is omitted. The subjea of Percentage
is much better treated than commonly. !n Extraction of Square and Cube Roots there
is no use made of surfaces or Ijlocks. The Mental Arithmetic is arranged to be used
constantly in connection with the written wo;-/.of the other books, f )perations in United
States money are put with the operations in decimals. There is a very large number of

excellent miscellaneous cjuestions. We regard all the jroints as worthy of ver)- hic^h

commendation.
There are a few things which do not please us. There are too few (|ue^tion^ with-

out answers. We are told, on ]). 15. of the Common School, that " the values of places

increase from right to left in a ten-fold ratio ;
" this is true, but is it not " strong meat "

for beginners? C>n p. 37 of the lOlementary, the pupil is directed t > take one from liie

next liigher order, whenever a denomination of the subtrahend exceeds the correspon-

ing denomination of the minuend, liut, always afterwards, he is directed to add to

both minuend and sitbtrahend, in such cases; tlie change is, in our opinion, an unwise
one. IJut that which has vexed us most of all is that there ii a constant confounding of
number and figure; the pui.nl is told again and again to " add figures," "multiply
figures," " divide hgures," etc. AVe are surprised, beyond measure, that an niithor so

careful and accurate as Dr. I'Vench should be guilty of such an absurdity. We hope
this error will soon be removed ; it is a terrible blotch on tlic face of w hat is

<)tiierwise so fair.

The Dat/s of Jezchd. V,s Pemcr B.vv.vk. tioui.n & Lincoln, IJoston.

It is the author's belief, as stated in his jireface, that "sufficient space has not been
allotted to the part played by Queen Je/ebel," by those who have written about the

Israelites in the times of Elijah and King Ahab, This omission he has attempted to

correct by a dramatic poem in blank verse. The principal characters introduced are

-Vhab, Elijah and the (lueen. Mr. JJayne has been long and favorably known as a prose

writer. W'hether this poetic venture will increase his re])utation remains to be seen. It

seems to us that the work will do much to throw light upon that remarkable jieriod of

sacred histor\'. The appearance and mechanical execulidii of the boi«k are worthy of

high praise.

Books Received— Graded Course of Instruction, l-"or the Public S< hools of

Cinc.\i;o. April K), 1S72.

Addresses and Proceedings of the Nclinnnl Kdiicnlionnl Association, iSTl.

Jlrown's Phi/siologij and Ibjgiene. Wii.soN, IIiNKLK i-S: Co., Cincinnati, \i~2.

J.atin Lessons. P.y R. Y. Lf.ichton. GiNN* Hkothers, i'.oston. 1^72.

IJr.ercises in Greek Prose Compositfon. Part I., by Eliska JuNKS. J'lri II., by

Tami:s R. Poise. Chicago: S. C. (;ri<;(;.s & Co., 1X72.
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The Scilooi.MASTKR i"? flaily receiving letters a'iking for information relative N

textbooksfor use in school, ^\'e do not answer all of these letters, we cannot, we have nc .

time. We wish now to refer such correspondents to our advertising pages. Ever)' book

needed in the school, and many for teachers' use especially, can be found named there.

It is not vain boasting to say that no periodical now published, presents so great an array

of strictly first-class publishing houses. Nearly every reliable school-book publishing

house is represented. These advertising pages are of great value to our readers.

Teachers who are in need of a text-book for introduction can always find what is wanted

by referring to these pages. If works for the liljrary are desired, no firms in the worh'.

e.\cel inability, merit, or in the size of list, those whose names appear in the School-

master.

At this, the beginning of the year, many are contemplating changes. We are wiil-

ing to put the list of advertisers in the School:master before our friends with this

assurance, that no journal published, that presents so large a list of advertisements to it-

readers, can so sincerely vouch for the integrity of the firms represented. Publishers

are prone to insert notices, the truth which they cannot vouch for; the Schoolmastkr i^

fortunate in this respect. Take, to-day, from the schools, the works of these houses, an'

n»t a school west of the AUeghanies would be left with material for running.

This space is devoted to the book-houses because it is due them and due our reader-.

The SciIOOLM.\.STER is rightfully proud of the character and reliability of the iirnis

represented in its present advertisements.

All new school-books published, that come into our hands receive notices, compli-

mentary or otherv/ise. This Book Review Department has been kept sacred from inter-

ested parties. Unprejudiced and able men have been asked to read and notice ou-

books from a critic's stand-point. This, that our readers may know the Schooi.mastek's
opinion : we have striven to make that opinion worth something. When, during the

year just past, a work on (Geography was sent us, so worthless in its merits as lo be
almost monstrous, we promptly said so. By publishing the opinion, money was lost by

the publishers but saved by the schools. These book notices will be continued and \'-:

maintained in as just and critical a manner as we are able to control. If a poor work !<

in the market, the Scuoolmaster will say so. Our readers may depend on this.

We are glad to notice that by the action of the school-board last evening, the skill

and enterprise of Messrs. A. IT. Andrews & Co. has received a most signal and gratify

ing indorsement. The latest (but probably not the last) improvement devised by their

ingenuity is the dovetailing of iron and wood together in such a way that a remark-
able firmness and strength is secured in their school-desks and seats ; and at the

same time a neater and handsomer article is produced than by any other known method
After a trial of this improvement in several of our city schools, during the last year,

the board last evening voted to purchase .$5,000 worth more of ihese desks.— Chicag"
Times.

The success of the above house is unprecedented. The school furniture of A. II

Andrew.s & Co. can be found in every part of our country.

They have also recently published a little book for beginners in schoijl, called Webb't^

First Lessons in Ijanguage and Drawing. This book is being introduced into hundreds
of primary schools. It deserves to be. The testimony of all is that it covers ground
that no other text has ever done, and in smaller space. The Chic.vgo Schooljiastkr
says of it: "We assert that a pupil of ordinary ability, carefully led to develop in

regular order each lesson in the book, is much better prepared to pass directly to the

work in the Third Reader, than another, of equal capacity, who has gone over the imper-
fect work contained in the First and Second Readers."

Send to the publishers for specimen copy by mail at fifteen cents.
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INSTRUCTION' IN TEE NATURAL SCIENCES.

HINTS TO TEACHERS.

The time has come when the experiment of introducing the study of

Natural Science into the common schools of the State of Illinois must be en-

tered upon. It is assumed that school directors and teachers are acquainted

with the requirements of the new law in this respect, and that they intend, in

good faith, to endeavor to comply with those requirements to the best of

their ability.

How shall the Natural Sciences be taught ? in what way can the spirit

and intent of the law be most successfully carried out ? These are questions

of the greatest practical importance, and should be carefully considered at

the very outset of this new movement in our scheme of public education.

A radical mistake here would go far to neutralize or defeat the ends and pur-

poses contemplated by the Legislature in adding Natural Science to the ex-

isting course of study in common schools.

In seeking right answers to the foregoing inquiries, it is therefore nec-

essary first to consider what were the chief ends contemplated, the main

results hoped for, by these changes in the school law ? If I correctly inter-

pret these new provisions of the statute, and rightly understand the sentiments

of those members of the Legislature who were chiefly interested in securing

their enactment, the great end sought was to lift the schools of the State out

of the grooves of a bookish routine ; to redeem them from barrenness and

leanness; to pour into them, and through them, the fresh breezes of life and

nature ; to enrich and fertilize them by the infusion of new ideas, derived

from the study of the protean forms and marvelous phenomena of the material
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world ; to vitalize and strengthen them by exercises requiring mare intelligent

observation and less mere memory ; to turn them more from words to things,

from books to nature, from the unintelligent iteration of dead forms and

phrases, to a wide-awake observation and keen-sighted scrutiny of the multi-

tudinous objects of living interest, grace and beauty with which the outer

•world is filled. In this way it was hoped that the schools would be quickened

and vivified, the boundaries of useful knowledge enlarged, and the youth of

the State be familiarized with the elements, at least, of those sciences which

are in themselves so ennobling, and which are so closely related to the great

industries of this Commonwealth.

If such was the leading object of the Legislature in prescribing the

study of Natural Science in the common schools, the question recurs : How
can that object be most efiFectually attained? In other words, what is the

best method of teaching the elements of Natural Science in the public schools?

And here another preliminary inquiry arises : Was it the intention of the

Legislature to make the study of those elements general, in all the grades

and stages of common school instruction, from the lowest to the highest, or to

limit it to the most advanced classes and to high schools ? This inquiry is

important because the question of methods is largely involved in it. It is

obvious that a plan of instruction that might be advisable, or even the best,

for the most advanced pupils, might be very inappropriate for under classes

and beginners. No doubt is entertained that it was the intention, to put the

elements of the Natural Sciences into all the public schools of the State, of

every kind and grade—to make the study of them as common, as universal

as the study of the seven elementary branches previously required. It was

assumed, correctly I think, that any child of suitable age and of sufficient

mental and physical health and strength to attend a public school, might as

well be set to learning about plants and animals ; about the things on the

ground beneath its feet, in the air above and around its head, in the waters

of familiar streams and brooks, and in forests, orchards, meadows and gardens;

as about the inanimate letters of the alphabet, the dry processes of word-mak-

ing and spelling, the mysteries of pronunciation, accent and emphasis, and

the abstraction of the multiplication table. While the Legislature admitted

the importance and necessity of instruction in those rudiments of learning,

and retained all of them without abridgment, it seemed to assume that the

elements of Natural Science might be superadded, not only without detriment

to the former course of study, but with positive advantage thereto, and the

assumption is believed to be well-founded. I do not doubt, that not only as

much, but more and better progress will be made in the old seven branches,

in connection with the four new ones, if properly taught, than has heretofore
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been acliieved without them, so that the gain will be more than equal to the

whole amount of the knowledge of Natural Science acquired. This will re-

sult, it is believed, from the awakening and inspiring influence of the new

studies upon both teachers and pupils.

In the light of what has been said, it must be very obvious to all, that

the benefits of these new studies will be best secured by the method of oral

lessons, instead of recitations from text-books. Indeed, if the teaching of

the Natural Sciences is to fall into the old ways, merely so many lines or

pages of a book to be memorized and recited daily, the law might as well be

repealed, for it will only enhance the very evils which have so long benumbed

and stupefied the schools.

Then, teachers, with these new and living themes, let there be also new

and living methods. Leaving and forgetting the beaten paths of book-

answers to book-questions or bookish abstracts, enter the new path that leads

out amid the manifold works of God, and there gather treasures of knowl-

edge at first hands. If the subject of the lesson is a particular flower, do

not have the pupil read or recite what somebody else has said about that

flower, but make the flower itself your text-book. It was written by the finger

of Grod himself, and is without blemish or mistake ; its lines are more per-

fect than were ever drawn by human hand, its colors have a richer and

warmer flush than brush of artist can impart. Take the beautiful thing in

your hand, inspect its wonderful structure, note its component parts, point

out the rare delicacy and grace of its form and finish, tell its attributes and

qualities, show wherein it is like, and wherein difierent from, other flowers of

its class. Do all this in the presence of your pupils, before their eyes—do

it with the gentle enthusiasm and loving inspiration that ever touch the heart

and pervade the soul of him who with honest purpose puts himself in com-

munion with Nature—do this, and dull indeed must the little ones be, if they

do not respond with joyful interest to such instruction.

Pursue the same course with each of the other Sciences, so far as prac-

ticable; teach orally; discard text-books almost wholly in all the earlier stages

of the pupil's course. Above all, don't attempt too imich at a time. This is

the danger to be specially avoided. Teach systematically and methodically,

but go little by little, step by step. Lay out the work beforehand for each

week or month, and be sure to complete what is thus prescribed, but don't

lay out too much. Let each lesson be short, very short, but give it with all

the spirit and force you possess. Illustrate with natural objects in all possi-

ble cases. Test the pupil's knowledge by frequent reviews, not by asking

them to repeat what you have said, but by requiring them to exhibit and

illustrate, objectively, what they have learned. Keep them clo.se to visible,
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tangible, appreciable material tilings, all the time. Make it impossible for

them to advance a step without using their own senses and powers of observa-

tion. Cause it to be understood that mere words are of no value in them-

selves, any more than the figures or letters on a bank note, or on the face of

a watch, or on the scale of a thermometer ; that it is, in each case, what is

represented or signified by the word or letter, that constitutes its value; that

as a parrot or an automaton may be made to utter words of grandest import,

and be but a senseless parrot or automaton still, so a child may memorize and

give trippingly on the tongue, the whole momenclature of a science^ and yet

be utterly ignorant of its simplest facts and principles; and that, on the other

hand, the little boy or girl who works up to the exact meaning and import of

a few words and terms, through the study and comprehension of the things,

ideas, or relations of which those words and terms are but the symbols, is in

the straight path to true knowledge and learning.

One good effect of this rational method of elementary training is in the

encouragement it gives to those pupils who are deficient in mere verbal mem-

ory, and who are therefore accounted dull, and in the check it administers to

the conceit of those who are able simply to memorize with facility. Stand-

ing at the bar of Nature, the children, in this respect, are all equals. Her

richest treasures are for those of closest inspection, keenest insight and most

patient and intelligent study, not for those who are merely the quickest to

memorize words. Every observant teacher knows how disproportioned is the

nominal standing of many a pupil to his actual industry and vigor of intellect,

owing to the possession of this power of rapid and easy memorizing, and all

such will appreciate the value of a truer and juster test of scholarship and

rank.

Let it be kept in mind that I am commending what seems to me the best

way to instruct heginners in the rudiments of Natural Science. I do not say

that some teachers may not be able to make judicious use of a text-book,

even at the outset, or as soon as pupils are able to read fluently. Much less

would I approve the one-sided and extravagant notion, now becoming so

prevalent, that textbooks should be entirely discarded in public schools, and

all the instruction be oral. A good, and suitaole text-book, in the hands of

a teacher who knows how to use it, and how to direct its use by pupils, is

always a help—one never to be undervalued. And for advanced classes in

the Natural Sciences, text-books are almost indispensable, even with the best

teachers. But it cannot be denied that too close and servile an adherence to

what is put down in the book, no more and no less; mere text-book teaching,

if teaching it can be called, is a prevalent and enormous evil in our common

schools. It both begets and fosters indolence and dullness in the teacher, and
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eliminates all life and interest from the recitation, reducing the work of the

pupil to a mere exercise of memory. The effects of this practice in primary

classes are particularly deplorable, repressing the child's inquisitive nature at

the very outset; giving its fiiculties of observation and perception nothing to

do, at the period of their greatest activity and alertness, and when the exer-

cise of them is most attractive and beneficial.

To break up this lamentable practice, and to bring a new life, a healthful

and inspiring element into our primary schools, if possible, I make this plea

for oral instruction in the Natural Sciences. If earnestly and wisely pursued,

it will not only awaken and animate the little school children, redeeming the

weary hours from dullness and apathy, but it will quicken and vitalize the

teachers as well, infusing fresh power and vigor into all their work. Force

is also added to this plea from the fact, elsewhere adverted to, that there is,

as yet, a conspicuous lack of text-books adapted to these elementary stages

of the work to be done, except perhaps in Botany.

Assuming, then, that the first teaching in these branches should be

mainly oral, a few words are added by way of more particular suggestion to

teachers.

All technical terms of description, definition or classification should be

led up to, by questionings on objects presented to the sight and touch of the

pupil, when practicable, and called to his recognition when they cannot be

presented. In selecting objects from which to deduce description and class,

one exhibiting the distinguishing characteristics of its class most prominently

should be selected. In Zoology the horse or cow^ for instance, should be

selected as the type of the vertebrate, rather than the frog or snake. The

infiorescence of the polk weed or currant bush will better exhibit the raceme

variety than a specimen whose pedicels are so short as to make it difficult for

any but a skilled botanist to determine whether he has in hand a raceme or

a spike.

Some knowledge of specific objects may be gained by simple perception,

as that an animal has a back bone, suckles its young and lives on herbs.

But unclassified knowledge is of but little value. In the study of objects,

the mind should be constantly led to perceive and note resemblances and

differences; resemblances, in order to classification, that those things which

belong together on a given basis may be associated together in the mind on

that basis; differences, that those characteristics which separate objects should

have the effect of separating them in the mind. To illustrate, the horse and

the lion have the common characteristic of a back bone, hence are both ver-

tebrates ; they have likewise the common characteristic of bringing forth

living young and nourishing them with milk, hence are both mammals; but
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the diet of the horse is one of herhs, that of the lion one of flesh, hence the

first is herbivorous and the second carnivorous. The oral lesson therefore

should ever have in view not only the development in the child of the power

of simple perception, but the perception of differences and the specific disci-

plinary value of the new branches gained.

To conduct an oral lesson with profit, the teacher should settle before-

hand exactly what points he wishes to bring out, and thoroughly prepare

himself to do it. He should give the pupil nothing of description or defini-

tion which he can draw from him, and should be careful to see that all

statements of pupils in their replies to questions be grammatically correct,

clear and exact.

Newton Bateman,

THE WIDER SPHERE.

In the teacher's profession there are duties to perform

—

and duties.

To the teacher who has only developed into a wider sphere of professional

activity, by leaving the schoolroom and the high sounding title of Pro-

fessor, for the more onerous, though less respected business, of a perigrinator in

the interests of some school-book publishing establishment, these duties

present, doubtless, peculiar phases.

By those who still pursue the daily routine of school duties, actuated

only by a desire to hurry the indices on the dial so as to mixk the temporary

close of their allotted toil, such a traveler is regarded as having, by some stroke

of good fortune, been placed outside the reach of those petty annoyances which

weary his life, and which he would gladly exchai^ge for a liberal salary and

expenses in the employ of any house rash enough to publish the lucubrations

of the veriest tyro in any branch of science. Or, he is wastefully burning

the midnight kerosene in the futile endeavor to cudgel his own brains into

yielding something which will fill the covers of some book, however small,

wherewith he hopes at no distant day to win fame, if not a, competency.

Macte viriute esto, brother mine, and let not your daytime or your night-

time be disturbed b} such whimsical visions. The realities would soon disa-

buse your mind of its unhealthy tendencies, and leave you, I wot, in much

better condition for the performance of those duties, and duties whereof you

know. But, even by those who love the toil and fatigue of the teacher's

work, by reason of the splendid results which always follow disinterested and

arduous labor in any vocation, the so-styled guerilla is regarded with perhaps

a too sinister respect (re-spicere). With them, he is at best but a necessary

evil, and frequently to his face styled a nuisance^ notwithstanding the free and
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easy user of the President's English may admittedly be in utter darkness, so

far as the wares are concerned, which are thus apostolically recommended to

his attention. My brethren, ought these things so to be?

Mayhap, however, a tender spot is found in the heart or conscience of

the Professor, and it is discovered that a new publication has really points of

merit which entitle it to, at least, a respectful consideration. But, a sugges-

tion to this eiFect will bring down upon the devoted head of the school super-

intendent the vials of wrath of the school board, of the patrons of the school,

and of the tax-payers. So he discreetly keeps quiet, while the machine still

goes on in its humdrum way, notwithstanding every joint and gudgeon is

creaking for want of the lubrication which might so readily, and even cheaply

be supplied.

Again, should this storm of indignation be risked, and a modern book

be placed within the reach of the pupils of a school, the result is but local

;

we have then the oases in the desert, but the desert remains. And why ?

What of the means of communication of the nineteenth century, the press,

the postal service, the telegraph ? Oh, nothing ! Our best men cannot aflford

to give an opinion on the results of their extended experience, because, for-

sooth it may compromise them in their positions. Is a true teacher's duty

done when his labors are confined to his own immediate diocese, and his in-

fluence carefully kept within certain prescribed limits? Will a wider sphere

of influence be of lasting or even of temporary injury? If so, to what are

we coming ? Has the faith of the world in honor and probity become utterly

exhausted, that a dovhle entendre must always be supposed in the simplest

production ? Let us have more independence, less policy ; more esprit de

corps, less petty jealousy; more faith and less distrust in humanity ; so shall

we live still in comparative harmony, and the despised guerilla be allowed at

least a reasonable place in the brotherhood of teachers. Viator.

DUTY

As the hardy oak is growing,

Howsoe'er the wind may blow,

As the untired stream is flowing,

Whether shines the sun or no ;

—

Thus, though storm-winds rage about it.

Should the strong plank, Duty, grow

—

Thus, with beauty, or without it.

Should the stream of being flow.

—

D. F. Macarthy.
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TIRED MOTHERS.

A little elbow rests upon your knee,

Your tired knee, that has so much to bear;

A child's dear eyes are looking lovingly

From underneath a thatch of tangled hair.

Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch

Of warm, moist fingers, folding yours S9 tight

;

You do not prize this blessing overmuch.

You are almost too tired to pray to-night.

But it {5 blessedness ! A year ago

I did not see it as I do to-day,

—

We are so dull and thankless ; and too slow

To catch the sunshine till it slips away.

And now it seems surprising strange to me.

That while I bore the badge of motherhood

I did not kiss more oft and tenderly

The little child that brought me only good.

And if some night, when you sit down to rest,

You miss this elbow from your tired knee.

This restless, curling head from off your breast,

This lisping tongue, that chatters constantly

;

If from your own the dimpled hands had slipped,

And ne'er would nestle in your palm again
;

If the white feet into their grave had tripped,

I could not blame you for your heart-ache then.

I wonder so that mothers ever fret.

At little children clinging to their gown
;

Or that the footprints, when the days are wet.

Are ever black enough to make them frown.

If I could find a little, muddy boot,

Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber floor;

If I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,

And hear it patter in my home once more
;

If I could mend a broken cart to-day.

To-morrow make a kite to reach the sky

—

There is no woman in God's world could say

She was more blissfully content than I.

But ah ! the dainty pillow next my own
Is never rumpled by a shining head ;

—

My singing birdling from its nest is flown;

The liule hov I used to kiss is dead

!
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ORIGINAL THINKING.

Nothing so disheartens the zealous teaclier as tlie inability of his pupils

to reason independently on principles, which he has strained his nerves, fatigued

his brain, and impoverished his blood, to instil into their young and receptive

minds. Very few young people are able to reason from what they understand

moderately well. They memorize processes and rattle off, parrot-like, their

well-conned lessons, and we dignify the performance with the title of explana-

tion or analysis.

Deficient as they are in reasoning, they are weaker still in the power of

making generalizations and original combinations of ideas. We have learned

to have little confidence in the wit of children to carry them triumphantly

through ordeals in which they must rely upon themselves, and one of the worst

tendencies of our system is that we shape our instruction to encounter a

threatened examination, attempt to anticipate the very questions, (and often

succeed), and prepare our pupils by tricks and artifices to manipulate, rather

than to solve problems, and to parry, instead of answering questions. We are

preparing them for examination, not for life. We strain after high averages,

not to lay a broad ediitational foundation. Our drill is the training of the

pugilist, not the moderate exercise conducive to health and long life.

We help children too much, because we know how unable they are to help

themselves. We study the examiner to make our pupils familiar with his

phraseology and manner of asking questions, instead of trying to develop the

child's faculties, or to give him a serviceable education. The principals take

their cue from the superintendent, and the teachers from the principals. So few

teachers think for themselves that proper persons must be employed to think

for them. It is but another form of an infallible church with a Supreme Pon-

tifi"; and, as the glory of the church means the abasement of its members, so,

in the schools of large cities, originality is in danger of being sacrificed on the

altar of system.

But, while we allow that methods of instruction are not always perfect

with us, and that a grand system may be oppressive in some in.stances, we

must present the real trouble to the notice of the stupid parents of stupid

children. The fact is, that so many of our pupils are destitute of the power

of independent thinking that we have to abandon the leading-out process in

order to hold our places, and resort to the cramming system to produce results

as consideration for the money we receive. In private schools the expedient

is to put children through the books, to make them appear educated ; but with

the numerous and searching examinations in public schools, and with so many

dull children on our hands, there is -nothing left for us but to cram.
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Of five children, one thinks, another commits and remembers, a third

commits and forgets with about equal facility, a fourth commits badly and

remembers worse, and the fifth is guiltless of all scholastic proclivities. Now,

had we only the first class to deal with, we could put in practice the theories

of the most eminent and visionary writers on education; but the remaining

four are as anxious to be advanced as the one little philosopher, and the fifth

is the most anxious of all ; for he is to get a pony, or she, a piano, on the day

of admission to the high school. Thus, it is in teaching indifferent scholars

that we are obliged to descend from our high philosophical perch, and put in

practice the tricks of our trade. Teaching is an art as well as a science, and

no matter how scientific he may be, woe unto the man who is unable to come

down to the art.

Far be it from us to sneer at the dullness of children. Were a gentle-

man from Mars to visit us, knowing the history of the human race, its schools

and churches, he would be surprised to find a spark of the reasoning faculty

smouldering in the ash-heaps that the children of men call brains. The masses

of men are not yet high enough in the scale of creation to do much in the way

of thinking, and, moreover, there are at least two well-drilled and well-paid

armies in the field to keep men from thinking for ages to come. Not one

man in a hundred thinks for himself—it would be more correct to say not one

in a thousand—then what can we expect of immature children? It is not

long since it was a sin and a crime to think, and even now, it is a great re-

proach. The thinking faculty, or faculties, are rudimentary in most men's

minds, like the mammillaries of the male, or legs in the snake. What pro-

duced this sad condition would require a separate article to explain.

When a man presents a new idea, his sanicy is questioned. Business

men rarely think—they are creatures of habit ; teachers do not think—they

are bound in the chains of theory ; and theory, like faith, is not thought, but the

absence of thought ; our friend reads everything from a dime novel to Thomas

Carlyle and Emerson, and vents talk upon us by the hour, yet a new thought

never was formed in his skull, nor ejected from his mouth; our preacher never

says anything—he rattles the small change of theology between his palms until

the monotony of sleep drowns the monotony of hearing—so it is with the

bulk of Protestant clergymen, and, as for Catholic priests, they bound them-

selves by oath not to say anything new, and for fifteen-hundred years they

have religiously kept the obligation.

A man, who thinks, is a fanatic, a poet, a prophet, an inventor, a dis-

coverer, a creator. Logic is not reasoning ; for it takes two things for granted

which are frequently false. We cannot open our eyes now without seeing the

falsity of a thousand notions which tomes were written, treasures wasted, and
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lives sacrificed to prove true. Logic is a blind archer, placed before the target

with guided aim; he may hit the mark ; but, left to himself, ho is as likely to

shoot at the moon.

The eminence of the few thinkers we have, shows how little original

thinking the world can boast. A general makes a new combination in strat-

egy, and by it is able to overrun a continent. Until within ten years we took

the word of those who knew nothing about man, or any other animal, for all

that was necessary to know about man's past, present and future ; and yet we
think that we think. The human race is a puppy not yet nine days old, and

it can be taught but little till it is proper for it to open its eyes. So, when

we see that man is, in the main, an unreasoning animal, it behooves us to have

patience with unthinking children ; to let them learn something by heart if

they cannot reason it out ; to let them commit processes and go through them

mechanically, rather than to cut them off for lack of the faculties which their

evolutionary fathers did not give them; and the mental discipline gained

may dawn into reason for them in after life—at any rate it will be stock in

for another generation. J. Mahony.

SALT LAKE CITY.

We were with the Saints only two weeks. In that time it is not to be

expected that one would learn all about their schools and schoolmasters. My
opportunities were limited ; there was one school to make observations on,

two teachers and a number of pupils to interview. The man we lived with

resided some distance from Salt Lake City. Of his eight wives, six were

yet above ground, and, as far as heard from, all were quiet and peaceable.

Three wives and the school-ma'am boarded with us, in the same house, and

the man boarded around amongst his wives. Of his twenty-six children,

twenty-two were living. He furnished the teacher her board and the house

for his share of the tuition. He furnished some of the pupils. A lew such

families would furnish a teacher all the pupils she wanted. This one had

quite enough. She was the widow of a distinguished elder in the church,

had an incon e of six or eight hundred a year from her own property, and

only taught for something to do, and because she liked to. Her pay came

from her patrons ; they liked her, and paid pretty well. She was a lady,

well informed, and "one of the best teachers" in the vicinity. Though very

friendly to me, she forgot to invite me to visit the school ; and, though I

passed several times during school hours, I did not venture in, but contented
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myself with loitering, like a truant, at the next house, and listening to the

study and recitations. The study was aloud ; the recitations louder. Over

all the hum, one little fellow made himself heard as he drummed over ba, be

bi, bo, bu ; and a little girl came down heavily on the first letter of three-

lettered words, giving the other two and the pronunciation almost in the

same impulse : C—at, cat ; d—og. dog. Everything was in the good old

style of school, that was good enough for our grandfathers. Corporal pun-

ishment is in full favor. "Couldn't do anything without it," a friend says.

The character of books, recitations, and school matters generally, has changed

very little in the last twenty or twenty-flve years. There is something

approaching a free school system in the valley; but superintendents, direc-

tors and teachers are chosen more for their standing in the church than as

educators. The whole thing is in the hands of the church, and its officers

are the school officers, really if not nominally. The university, in the city,

stands at the head of the system ; one of the city schools would rank as a

high school, and the district schools of the country as grammar and primary.

The valley is divided into wards. The city is in a certain ward, a certain

village in a certain other, and so on. I think we lived in the seventeenth

ward. The "School of the Prophets" is merely a convocation of members

from all the wards, to discuss and consider questions of interest to the

"Saints." In this meeting, or school, are considered questions relating to

farming or trading, church or school, ward or State. The Mormon belief

forms an important part of the teaching in the schools. Schools are plenty,

if not of high standard. The knowledge of the Bible possessed by every

intelligent Mormon, shows that they study it to some purpose. The literary

attainments of the average are low. A leading man said, not long since,

"We don't know much about book knowledge and the like, but we do know

how to farm—we do know how to work, which is worth a great deal more to

us in this wild country." The Mormons are industrious and prosperous; the

desert of twenty-five years ago is coming to be the garden of the continent.

Whatever we say of them, we are compelled to credit them with what they

have done. The schools will eventually get leaven from the "Grentiles" who

are flocking into the valley. The stanch old Mormons, who fled from

the persecution in the States, grieve over the fact that the younger " Latter-

Day Saints" are inclined to follow the fashions of the dreaded Grentile.

When they "go back to Zion," Jackson county, Missouri, "these things will

be swept away." When we return, the vacation will be over, and we can

visit schools. Yours,

S. W. GrARMAN.
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THE ikDEPENDENT STUDY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

The subject matter of natural science is the universe of Nature
;
yet it

is a common thing for the beginner in scientific study to shut himself away

from that world of force and matter which everywhere surrounds him, and to

search for the soul of nature between the dull pages of the text-books.

The book-maker is to him an artist of such consummate skill that his

" counterfeit presentments " are " more natural than life." He is content to

pore over the dingy lines of a wood-cut, when a thousand perfect leaves and

flowers lie beneath his eye, and the songs of birds and the hum of a million

insects fill his ear. It is as if one should prefer a very poor photograph to

the living, speaking presence of his nearest friend.

Ignoring the fact that the peculiar value of scientific study comes largely

from the opportunities which it aifords for the cultivation of the senses, he

so pursues it as to train the powers of observation scarcely more than in the

study of arithmetic. The study of species and genera, it is true, leads the

student—compels him, in fact,—to the use of methods approximately correct

;

for it is virtually impossible to memorize technical descriptions without the

aid of specimens ; but too frequently the consequence is, not that the learner

takes to the field and forest and brook-side with net and gun and collecting-

box, making his book his companion, and not his master, but that he neglects

the study of classification almost entirely, ingeniously avoiding the one por-

tion of his study which would be of great and peculiar profit to him. Even

our schools are not free from fault in this particular. I have known graduates

of institutions in high repute, who could repeat pages upon the processes of

germination, or accurately describe (from the pictures) the difiierent kinds of

vegetable cells, but failed to recognize, and were unable to determine, the

common flowers of the field.

Similar criticisms will apply to the general dependence upon instructors.

There is probably no other field of study which ofiers so great encouragement

and such generous reward to unassisted individual labor as that of natural

history. Indeed, for a true knowledge of any portion of the field, this is the

sine qua nou. Teachers may guide and suggest; their aid is at times very

valuable, but never, perhaps, quite indispensable.

Again, mistakes are likely to be made not only in the method, but also

in the order of study. Probably not even the most desultory and illogical

student would attempt to master decimal fractions before he knew anything

of simple notation ; no teacher would give the theory of the winds and cur-

rents to a pupil, who had no definite ideas concerning the continental reliefs,
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or the motions of the earth
;

yet this would be scarcely more absurd than to

commence the general study of classification before a thorough acquaintance

with the forms and structures upon which classification is based, or the study

of the functions of organizations before that of the anatomical and histologi-

cal characteristics upon which diversities of functions depend.

I will here state three principles by which I shall endeavor to govern

myself, in saying what little I intend to say regarding a proper method and

order of study for the independent student,

I. The facts from which conclusions are to be drawn, should be acquired,

when practicable, before the conclusions themselves.

I I. Every science should be pursued in study in the order of its develop-

ment in time.

III. The order of study in any science should be from the easy to the

difficult, from the obvious to the obscure, from those parts requiring little

effort and skill to those demanding the trained eye, the delicate touch, the

disciplined and furnished mind.

These propositions may seem, in some respects, to be identical ; but I

state them thus for the sake of clearness.

In other respects, they may seem to conflict; and where this is so, such

are the difficulties which the independent student must at best encounter, we

must give the last the precedence.

In support of the first and second, I quote from Louis Agassiz and Her-

bert Spencer; the third needs, perhaps, no other authority than that of

universal common sense.

"The history of humanity in its efforts to understand the Creation, re-

sembles the development of any individual mind engaged in the same direc-

tion."

—

Methods of Study in Nat. Mist., Chap. 1.

" Some idea of the progress of Natural History, of its growth as a

science, of the gradual evolving of general principles out of a chaotic mass

of facts, is a better aid to the student than direct instruction upon special

modes of investigation."

—

Ibid, Chap. 13.

" The education of the child must accord, both in mode and arrangement,

with the education of mankind as considered historically; or, in other words,

the genesis of knowledge in the individual must follow the same course as the

genesis of knowledge in the race."

"In each branch of instruction, we should proceed from the empirical

to the rational. * * * Every study should have a purely experimental

introduction; and only after an ample fund of observations has been col-

lected, should reasoning begin."

" The mind should be introduced to principles through the medium of
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examples, and so should bo led from the particular to the general—from the,

concrete to the abstract."

—

Spencers Edncation^ Chap. 2.

Of the preliminaries to the independent study of Natural History, the

most important is the spirit and purpose with which the beginner approaches

his work. For those who aim only to fit themselves to pass thj dreaded ex-

aminations, and so to hold their places in the school, pnbably no one hjis a
word of encouragement or advice. It is perhaps to be expected, certainly to

be hoped, that all such will fail. JJut, doubtle.-s, with the great majority of

our teachers, the requirements of the school law furnish only one new motive

among many stronger ones, to a wider and more intimate actju lintance with

ever-beautiful Nature, and to a fuller and more rapid development of their

own mental and moral powers. Some, at least, vill hope to obtain broader

and clearer views of the material universe within itself, and to mankind, and

to study, through its activities and laws, the activities and laws of the all-

pervading intelligence of which the living world is the highest and clearest

exposition yet vouchsafed us; and the pleasure, and truth, and .--trength, and

inspiration which they thus gain, they will hope to redouble by sharing ihem

with others, their friends and pupils. To such, Nature prove-'^ the wise and

loving friend, and not the chilling, silent mistress.

The next indispensable is a clear idea of the end to be attained. Here

I confine myself to a single science, selecting that of Botany as the most

popular, the most practical, and the best adapted to the needs of ihe beginner.

Here, as elsewhere, the student aims both at the acquisition of knowl

edge and at the cultivation of the mind. He should learn iht^ general facts

of vegetable anatomy and physiology, should come to know the aspect and

natural history of the common plants of his locality, especially the useful

and the noxious ones, and should be able to determine those unknown. He
should acquire a knowledge of the prinoiples of elassiScatidu, should knotv.

the characteristics of at least the more important sections of the wurld of

plants, and should have gained a tolerably clear idea of the vegetable king-

dom as a whole, of the rank and mutual relations of its different parts, and

of the relations of the whole to the other kingdoms of nature and especially

to man.

He should aim to cultivate the mental faculties of percepti'^i, conception,

memory, and judgment; and, if he conducts his studies skillfully, he will

gain readiness and acouracy in the art of thinking, especially in the ni issing

and grouping of facts and the framing of generalizations from them which

constitutes the process of inductive reasoning.

But the cultivating power of scientific study does nut stnp with the

intellect,—it molds character as well. The student should so study as to
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acquire increased power over himself, to gain in purpose and in will, in

accuracy, in logical order, and, best of all, in a reverent but passionate love

of simple Truth.

It is much easier to say what needs doing, than to tell just how it may
best be done ; and I shall venture nothing more, in another paper, than a

^e'jj suggestions to this end, based chiefly upon the knowledge drawn from

my own many blunders and. rare successes.

S. A. Forbes.

TILLAGE AND CITY SCHOOLS. IL

Every part of the buildings and grounds should be visited often by the

principal. In towns where not more than two houses are occupied for school

purposes, visits can be made daily. It is well to have some irregularity in

these trips. If ten o'clock be the time to-day, the same hour to-morrow

ought not to find one making the same visit. The cellar, out-buildings, all

sides of the school house, should be seen. The manager of the institution

must make frequent inspection visits, in order to keep himself well-informed

of the out-door habits of his boys. By observing these suggestions, no

marking, cutting, or defacing the buildings or fences, can occur without the

immediate knowledge of the principal ; this will make the discovery of the

oiFender not only possible but probable.

The time at which the master is especially needed at the school house is

before school commences. Most of the evil results of school days come from

events which occur, not during school hours, but at intermissions. The

presence of the principal is an assistance to the teachers. One need not be

within hearing distance of a party of boys or girls, to know the subject of

their conversation. Children are not well versed in the art of concealment.

Their faces tell tales, so that one, oftentimes, is enabled to crush some little

wicked plot before it ripens, by learning the story from the actions of the

pupils, in the room, or on the playground during intermission. When school

is opened, and pupils are all in their proper places, the disciplinary care of

the principal is relieved for the time; it is assumed by the respective teachers.

The principal of a village school who deems it his duty to be at the

school house at just nine o'clock, and not ncces'-^arily before, is in danger o\'

failure. Hundreds of children are congregated in and about the house
;

then they need a supervising eye in addition to that of the grade teacher.

It is not in time spent afier school that one is likely to err, for very many

men remain too long then for their own good and that of the pupils, but in

the matter of promptness in the morning.
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The principal has no control, nominally, outside the school grounds
;

really, he has complete jurisdiction. The civil law has little to do with this

question ; it is a moral one. It is not supposed that our municipal govern-

ments, through their police department, are unable to preserve the peace of

the city : doubtless they are ; but they do not; they never did, hence, we infer

they never will. The influence that makes boys and girls behave on the

streets of their own town, must come from the school. Fences, buildings,

and sidewalks marked with chalk, urchins shouting after strangers, hooting

at teams—in short, the thousand mean and impolite things that only boys

ever know how to do, are a blot on the good name of a town and often reflect

seriously on the management of the school. No man can expect to remedy

such evils in one or two years, where they have been long established. There

may be a town where ten years will not suffice to accomplish the good behavior

of the bo3'S when running around the town ; but no village exists where the

head of the public school can not make a perceptible advance in this reform

in less than a year.

It is not enough that the pupils are correct in street-deportment when

the master is within sight and hearing; few boys will angrily take part in a

a quarrel in the presence of a teacher. The honor and self respect of the

bo}'S of the entire school, in each department, should be toned up : this can

be done by direct appeal from the principal. There is great danger in per-

mitting a gap to exist between the boys and the master ; communication

should be free and frequent Intimate general relations between teacher

and pupil will not necessarily follow. Few can play at daily recesses with

the class without sufiering somewhat by the contact. It is not a well-advised

suggestion to say, take recesses out doors with the school. A large propor-

tion of our teachers could not be at the head of afi;iirs inside, should they

mingle much outside. This confession may be humiliating—it is humilia-

ting. Some great schoolmasters advise this plan; perhaps they have forgot-

ten that because it suits their own case it may not do for their neighbor.

The countless theories that are advanced, and rules that are made, are

often worthless, because their action presupposes perfect men and women for

teachers.

In proportion as the principal of a school is near to what he ought to be

in disposition, so can he associate with his pupils at all hours and occasions.

He is very far from unsuccessful, if he associates with them only in the

school-room.

There are 3,642 languages, and 1 ,000 diff'erent religions.
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ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY.—FOUR PROBLEMS.

When I prepared the fifth article on this subject for the March

Schoolmaster., I intended to follow it with another, in which I would

attempt to answer certain questions, using for that purpose anything ex-

nlained in the previous articles. After the lapse of so long a time, I now

purpose to attempt that work.

Whi/ does the sun shine into our north loindoios morning and evening in

summer? In answering this question, I shall have frequent occasion to refer

io ih.Q daij-drcle ; this was explained in the January number. Eem.ember

that the day-circle is always perpendicular to the line joining the centers of

the sun and the earth ; on the 2Ist of June, this line cuts the earth's surface

at the tropic of cancer; hence the day-circle reaches 23p beyond the north

pole, at that time. It is to be remembered, too, that the diurnal circles of

all places are always parallel to the equator. On the 21st of June, then, the

diurnal circle of a person 23 J ° from the north pole,—which is really the

arctic circle,—will just touch, at one point of its circumference, the circum-

ference of the day-circle. The observer at that point will see the sun in the

northern horizon, and the time will be midnight. Of course, the sun will

then shine directly in at his north window. If, now, we take a point some-

what farther from the pole, a small portion of its diurnal circle will be cut off

on the dark side of the day-circle. And when the observer, in his daily

revolution around .the circle, is near the limifs of ihe day-circle, either at

morning or evening, the sun will appear at some point north of the east or

west point of the horizon, as the case may be, and his rays will then enter a

north window, although not directly. When the sun returns to the equator,

he then rises exactly in the east point of every horizon, and sets exactly in

the west; of course, his rays can then enter no north window.

WJiere does the day hegin ? To appreciate this question, let us suppose

one could leave New York at noon on the 1st of October, and travel west-

ward as fast as the sun seems to do. Let him do this for twenty-four hours;

it will have been noon with him during the whole circuit; but he started at

noon on the 1st, and he returns at noon on the 2d. Now, where would the

inhabitants whom he passed first tell him that it was noon of the 2d, in-stead

of the 1st? This is simply a question of fact. Formerly, only those ^q-^

who circumnavigated the globe would be likely to have it pressed very,

strongly on their attention ; but now, with our rapid methods of transit, and

our telegraphs girdling the earth, it becomes a question no longer confined to

the few. It is a fact that our supposed traveler would find his day had
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changed when he had crossed the Pacific ocean ; and he would find his new
day on the eastern coast of Asia, or some of the neighboring islands. In

other words, the day does begin in eastern Asia, and travels around the

earth's circumference till it enters the broad expanse of the Pacific. Of
course, this fact is a natural consequence of the western migration of men.
But, I have been told that, in some of the many islands of the South Sea, a

distance of a few miles will separate islands whose inhabitants differ in their

dates by one day. The reason of this is, that those who have received their

date from the Asiatic coast are one day in advance of those who have

received theirs from the American coast.

Why does a watch become fast as we go west ? This is a very simple

question, apparently; for, if we carry a watch to the west, it keeps the time

of the place it has left ; and, as that place, by the earth's rotation, passes

under the sun sooner than a place farther westward, it is very plain that the

watch must be fast of the local time. And, as it takes any point of the

earth twenty-four hours to make a complete circuit, or 3fi0°, it will take it

one hour to make 15°. Hence, if a traveler's /watch, keeping correct time
,

has gained one hour in consequence of being carried to the west, he must

have gone fifteen degrees. On this simple principle, is based every method,

I think, used by navigators for determining their longitude. Almost all our

school Arithmetics contain problems in '-Longitude and Time," and they are

often troublesome to students. I have found the difficulties usually dis-

appear when the student has been taught how to make, properly, a drawing

of a circle, and to represent, on its circumference, the two points in question,

together with the point where the prime meridian cuts that circumference.

What is meant hi/ '^sn.n fast" or ^'sun sloio^' of the clock ? I shall

not here attempt a full explanation of this matter. But a student in Geo-

graphy, by proper illustration, can be made to understand that the actual

yearly motion of our earth from west to east gives an apparent motion of the

sun among the stars in the same direction. Suppose, then, the sun and a

star both to be on the meridian to-day at noon ; at the end of one revolu

tion of the earth on its axis, the star will be on the meridian again. But, as

the sun has gone eastward a little way, the earth must turn on a little farther

to bring the sun to the meridian; or, more strictly speaking, to bring the

meridian to to the sun. Hence, the solar day is always a little longer than

the sidereal day; but the sidereal day is the measure of the time consumed

in one revolution of the earth. The sum of these little excesses of the solar

day over the sidereal will amount to just one revolution in a year ; hence,

the number of revolutions in every year is just one more than the number of

solar days. But this is not all. If the amount of eastward motion of the
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ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY.—FOUR PROBLEMS.

When I prepared the fifth article on this subject for the March

Schoolmaster, I intended to follow it with another, in which I would

attempt to answer certain questions, using for that purpose anything ex-

plained in the previous articles. After the lapse of so long a time, I now

purpose to attempt that work.

Wlttj does the sua shine into oior north loindoios morning and evening in

summer? In answering this question, I shall have frequent occasion to refer

to the day-rircJe ; this was explained in the January number. Remember

that the day-circle is always perpendicular to the line joining the centers of

the sun and the earth ; on the 2Ist of June, this line cuts the earth's surface

at the tropic of cancer; hence the day-circle reaches 23 J° beyond the north

pole, at that time. It is to be remembered, too, that the diurnal circles of

all places are always parallel to the equator. On the 21st of June, then, the

diurnal circle of a person 23 J ° from the north pole,—which is really the

arctic circle,—will just touch, at one point of its circumference, the circum-

ference of the day-circle. The observer at that point will see the sun in the

northern horizon, and the time will be midnight. Of course, the sun will

then shine directly in at his north window. If, now, we take a point some-

what fariher from the pole, a small portion of its diurnal circle will be cut off

on the dark side of the day-circle. And when the observer, in his daily

revolution around .the circle, is near the limits of ihe day-circle, either at

morning or evening, the sun will appear at some point north of the east or

west point of the horizon, as the case may be, and his rays will then enter a

north window, although not directly. When the sun returns to the equator,

he then rises exactly in the east point of every horizon, and sets exactly in

the west; of course, his rays can then enter no north window.

WJiere does the day begin P To appreciate this question, let us suppose

one could leave New York at noon on the 1st of October, and travel west-

ward as fast as the sun seems to do. Let him do this for twenty-four hours;

it will have been noon with him during the whole circuit ; but he started at

noon on the 1st, and he returns at noon on the 2d. Now, where would the

inhabitants whom he passed first tell him that it was noon of the 2d, instead

of the 1st? This is simply a question of fact. Formerly, only those few

who circumnavigated the globe would be likely to have it pressed very

strongly on their attention ; but now, with our rapid methods of transit, and

our telegraphs girdling the earth, it becomes a question no longer confined to

the few. It is a fact that our supposed traveler would find his day had
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changed when he had crossed the Pacific ocean ; and he would find his new

day on the eastern coast of Asia, or some of the neighboring islands. In

other words, the day does begin in eastern Asia, and travels around the

earth's circumference till it enters the broad expanse of the Pacific. Of
course, this fact is a natural consequence of the western migration of men.

But, I have been told that, in some of (he many islands of the South Sea, a

distance of a few miles will separate islands whose inhabitants differ in their

dates by one day. The reason of this is, that those who have received their

date from the Asiatic coast are one day in advance of those who have

received theirs from the American coast.

Wlty does a watch become fast as we go west ? This is a very simple

question, apparently ; for, if we carry a watch to the west, it keeps the time

of the place it has left ; and, as that place, by the earth's rotation, passes

under the sun sooner than a place farther westward, it is very plain that the

watch must be fast of the local time. And, as it takes any point of the

earth twenty-four hours to make a complete circuit, or 360°, it will take it

one hour to make 15°. Hence, if a traveler's watch, keeping correct time
,

has gained one hour in consequence of being carried to the west, he must

have gone fifteen degrees. On this simple principle, is based every method,

I think, used by navigators for determining their longitude. Almost all our

school Arithmetics contain problems in "Longitude and Time," and they are

often troublesome to students. I have found the difiiculties usually dis-

appear when the student has been taught how to make, properly, a drawing

of a circle, and to represent, on its circumference, the two points in question,

together with the point where the prime meridian cuts that circumference.

What is meant hy "sun fast" or "si<n sloio" of the clock ? I shall

not here attempt a full explanation of this matter. But a student in Geo-

graphy, by proper illustration, can be made to understand that the actual

yearly motion of our earth from west to east gives an apparent motion of the

sun among the stars in the same direction. Suppose, then, the sun and a

star both to be on the meridian to-day at noon ; at the end of one revolu

tion of the earth on its axis, the star will be on the meridian again. But, as

the sun has gone eastward a little way, the earth must turn on a little farther

to bring the sun to the meridian ; or, more strictly speaking, to bring the

meridian to to the sun. Hence, the solar day is always a little longer than

the sidereal day; but the sidereal day is the measure of the time consumed

in one revolution of the earth. The sum of these little excesses of the solar

day over the sidereal will amount to just one revolution in a year ; hence,

the number of revolutions in every year is just one more than the number of

solar days. But this is not all. If the amount of eastward motion of the
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In the montli of October, there was a strike of the bricklayers belonging

to llie Uiiioii^ in Cliii;ago. Some of the members of the society, however,

refused to join the strike, but continued their wcirk as usual. Upon this, a

dele'jitioM of one hundred and twentj^-ftve idle men visited the building, and

asked permission of the master to go to their rebellious brethren. We give

a clioico fxtr.ict from the speech which their spokesman made on the occasion

to the master-builder

:

"Tliis is all we ask of you, to go upon your scaffold and get these perjurers. They
are worse than brutes ; they ought to be dragged from the scaffold and cut into mince-

meat. But. sir, we have all taken a solemn oath. Ours is a secret organization, as

iiinding as Masonry. We are chartered by the United States government. We can't

perjure ourselves. No, iSir! Every man knows the consequences of forcing his way
upon your scaffold. Every man has sworn to another to sooner go to Joliet and spend

one year in the penitentiary than to permit these perjurers to work. We must go and
see them. If they won't come by argument, we must use force. We can't perjure our-

selves
"

We ask in all seriousness how any mechanic who is not a candidate for

an insane-house or an asylum for idiots can join a body of men who know so

little of human rights, and put himself in any sense under the control of

leaders who will use such language?

Wc sometimes hear people speak of the nineteenth century, and es-

pecially of our country and its affairs, in such a way as scenes to imply that

we have m ide such advancement that we can afford to ignore any lessons that

the musty Past might teach us. It would be well for such people to ponder

the following wise words from the pref^ice to Thalhcimers Ancient Hiatory:

"If we look familiarly into the daily life of our fellow-men thousands of years ago»

it is to find them toiling at the same problems that perplex us ; suffering the same con-

flict of passion and principle ; failing, it may be, for our warning, or winning for our

encouragement; in any case, reaching results which ought to prevent our repeating their

mistakes. The Na ional questions which fill our newspapers were discussed long ago
in the Grove, the Agora or the Forum ; the relative advantages of the government by

the many and the few, were wrought out to a demonstration in the States and Colonies

of Greece; and no man whose vote, no woman whose influence, may sway in ever so

small a degree the destinies of our Republic, can afford to be ignorant of what has been

so wisely and fully accomplished."

William Ileory Seward died at his home, in Auburn, N. Y., on Thurs-

day, October 10th. As he was born, March 16, 18(11, he was in his seventy-

second year at the time of his death. Mr. Seward has acted a prominent

part in the affiirs of his country; and, however much men may have differed

from him in opinion, very few will be found to deny him eminent ability and
pure patriotism. He was a native of New York State, and attained his

national reputation while Governor of that State, about 1840. His efforts

at tliat time in behalf of education should endear his memory to all lovers

of free schools. He represented his native State in the U. S. Senate at a

very critical period in our country's history ; but he will doubtless be best

known to posterity for his great and successful statesmanship as shown in the

oflBice of Secretary of State during the late war. During his Senatorial

career, he fjave utterance to two phrases that have often been used as party

catch-words among poliiicians; these were "The higher law," and the "Irre-
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pressible conflict ;'' he outlived the time whea either of them had power to
stir men's angry passions.

Mrs James Parton, bettor known as "Fanny Fern," died in New York
City, also on the 10th of October. She was the daughter of Nathaniel
Willis, for a long time editor and publisher in Boston, and was a sister of N.
P, Willis. In IS56 she married Mr. Parlon, who was ten years her junior;
at the time of her death, she was in her sisty-second year.

REPORT OF ATTENDANCE FOR OCTOBER, 1872.

*3t. Louis
Chicago, III

Cincinnati, O
Evansville, lud.,
Dubuque, Iowa
Peoria III

Terre Haute, Ind
Decatur, III

West and South
\

Roeklord, 111 , S

Alton, 111

Lincoln, 111

Ottumwa, Iowa
Marsnalltov.n, Iowa....
Princeton, 111

Peru, Ind
Shelbyville, 111

Dixon, 111

Marengo, Iowa
Wintei-.'-et, Iowa
EastMendota, III

Normal, III

Lexington, 111

DeKalb, 111

Edinbuig, Ind
North Dixon, 111

Maroa, III

Blue Island, 111

Yates Cily, 111

Lyndon, 111

Danville, III

Toledo, Iowa
Altona,Ill

*For the year.

o c

1,162

942
817
790
6.58

58G
5111

5

476
427
427
407

. 352
307
259
252
2U4
191
168
15i

106
850
250
175

200

io
20

\iy,
15
20

20
20
20
20
21
20
19
20
13
19
21
19
4

21
20
20
22
20
IC
19

14
20
25

22,010
26,603
21,252
3,502
2,303
2,190
2,179
1,417

1,072

614
614
658
573
536
482
480
4 3
4U0
351
351
316
269
243
215
178
180

147
94

8i)l

227
144

<

20,479
25,474
20,^30
3,308
2,258
2,0)4
2,046
1,331

983

770
677
627
544
514
428
420
375
378
335
337
296
234
iJ12.

214
165
167
148
140
86

700
217
135

93
95-8
98-4
94
90-5
92-2
9:5-8

93-7

92

94-5
86-S
95-4

95
95-5
90
87
90
94
95
95-4
!'4

94
87
87-3
93-2
92-9
88
95
91
87-5
94-1
94

6,717
2,086

900

92
832
238

285
479
165
55
68
42

205
293
41

270
225
65
223
122
134
222
15!'

22

52
174
46
100

64fi

722

304

288
114
180
317
219
10.'>

114
11"
218
!(«

110
121
62
53
(iO

34
4S

'li'2

6
367
89
41

Superintendents.

VV. T. Harris.
.1. L. PuUard.
.lohn Hancock.
.\lex. M. (low.
'I'lios. Ilardie, Sec'y.
.J. E. Dow.
\Vm. H. Wiley.
E. A. Gaslmau.
f J. H. Blodgett.

I 0. V. Baroour.
!E. A. Ilaight.
Israel Wilkinson.
L. M. Hasiings.
Cli.iH. Uubuison.
0. P. Snow.
Goo. G .Manning.
Jephthah Uobbs.
E. C. Smith.
0. P. RoKer.o.

Henrv C. Cox.
.1 R. McGregor.
Aaron Gove.
Daniel .1. Poor.
Etta S. Dunbar
D. II Pennewill.
J no V. Thomas.
Jhs. Kirk.
M. L. Seymour.
A. (.). BU")omer.
O. .M. ';rarv.

J.G. Shedd.
A. H. .sierrett.

J. 11. SUckney.

Chicago.—A few of the points reported by Supt. Pickard as having been made at

the educational conventions which he attended during vacation, may be of interest to

the readers of the Schoolmaster.
Supt. Harris, of St. Louis, in a lecture upon the early withdrawal of pupils from

school, held that the evil was owing, Isl, To the fact tiiat children were not brought

into school early enough to form habits of study; 2d, That te.ichers did not study pupils'

needs; 3d, The lack of efficient police legulations to compel allendance—compulsion

to be of the judgment, not of the will; 4th, The graded sy.Uem. Mr. Harris demanded
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more frequent examinations in high schools, by which pupils could be promoted when
they had mastered certain portions of the course of study, and not, as is the frequent
practice, at a certain time in the year. We consider the last idea a very suggestive one.

Walter Smith, of England, in a lecture on art in public schools, maintained that no
special teacher should be employed to teach music or drawing. 15y another person's
coming into the room to teach a particular branch, the children are made to lose confi-

dence in the knowledge and ability of their own teacher.

Mr. Swett, of California, held that would-be teachers, like candidates for admission
to the medical and legal professions, should be examined by experienced mem.bers of
the class they wish to enter. He related humorously his experience (which is the
experience of all superintendents) of the difiiiculty, or, rather, impossibility of removing
bad teachers who rely upon outside influence and personal friendships to sustain them,
when unable, through lack of force and capacity, to sustain themselves.

In the matter of the pronunciation of Latin and Greek, the English method was
decided to be the proper one.

Supt. Pickard himself, at the American Institute, answered the question, ''Why do
teachers leave the business?" by assigning the following reasons therefor: i. On
account of sex; the bulk of teachers being ladies, and their social temptations being
greater than their professional zeal, they are continually resigning the charge of a
school-room to take upon tbemselve the weightier responsibility of a family. 2. Lack
of conviction that the work can be made professional work, and reliable as a business
for life. 3. Historical associations are bad. The schoolmaster is the butt of ridicule,

aud the target of satire, of all writers of fiction from Fielding to Dickens and Irving.

The remedy is to make teaching a matter of conviction, not of convenience.
The discussion which followed the lectures was monopolized by two or three men

who thought themselves, as all others thought them, to be the talkers of New England.
T he following is the order in which tht; teachers of the several grades are to meet

Mr. Pickard and his assistant at Normal Hall: Ninth and Tenth grades, Sept. 21, at

TO a. m. Seventh and Eighth grades, Sept. 28, at lo a. m. Fifth and Sixth grades,

Oct. 5, same hour. First and Second grades, Oct. 12, at II a. m ; Principals' meeting
at 9:30 a. m. of same day. Third and Fourth grades, Oct. 19th, at 10 a. m.

The second institute for any grade will take place five weeks from the date of the
first, and so all subsequent meetings during the year will occur at intervals of five weeks.

The special order for the Principals' meeting of Oct. 12 was each principal's rela-

ting his experience, or giving his opinion, in the matter of managing a school without
the use of corporal punishment.

At the institute for Ninth grade teachers, Mr. Pickard discouraged the practice of

keeping in pupils at recess, holding Inat when such detention seemed necessary, the

teacher should examine herself for the fault. Pie claimed that ordering a pupil to come
fifteen minutes before school-time on the following day would be the pleasanter course.

He advised that in language lessons one vowel should be attended to at a time, and
that the teaching of phonics and language be combined. He also advised that pupils in

classes should stand far apart, to give "idle hands'' no chance to do mischief.

At the same institute, Mr. Hanford spoke of the method of developing a child's

idea of number. He insisted that the concrete should precede the abstract in the child's

conception. A child should be taught that one apple and one apple are Uvo apples,

before he is allowed to say that one and one are two.

At the Seventh grade institute, it was decided that pauses are best taught with read-

ing; that sentences found in the book should be occasionally made exclamatory, show-
ing the manner of utterance ; that quotation marks may be taught liy reading the lesson

in the form of a dialogue; that one vowel sound should be taken at a time, combining
with it different sets of consonants; then another sound, and so on; and that great

attention be given to breathing exercises. It was also held that the tables should be so

mastered as' to have all answers at the tongue's end. In the analysis of problems the

general principle should be sometimes stated, and i>ince, not if, used to introduce the

statement of a fact.

At the Fifth grade institute, the following points were made : Teachers should not

send refractory pupils to the principal, for such act is in the teacher a confession of
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weakness ; they should talk to the principal, when he visits the room, on all questions

of government ; they are to avoid collisions, and take pupils where not prepared for

defense ; are not to correct a fault directly, but lead gradually to it. Children are never
to be put in the wardrobe or closet, nor brought out on the floor, unless something is

given them to do. The public schools are not reformatories. If reform is needed in a

child, let him be suspended. Sixty-two good children have rights that must not be
infringed upon for the benefit of one scamp. If teachers see improvement, the suspen-

sion ought not to take place. Parents have a right to their children as soon as school is

dismissed. Teachers should not work more than six hours any day, since in such case

the work on the next day would not be so good. There is something wrong (in the

teacher) if a whole class has to be detained. Determine the length of lesson by careful

study beforehand, and see that pupils have all needed tools for work the first thing in

the morning. In phonics, the obscure sounds of vowels should not be demanded in the

fifth grade. Connect grammar with reading lessons; criticise construction closely; have
a good stock of stories on hand. Do one thing at a tune.

Two new buildings for school purposes are ordered by the Board of Education,
in addition to those mentioned in the Schoolmaster of last month. The new Kinzie
was entered a week ago, the new Pearson Street about a month ago, and the others will

be ready for occupancy no one knows when.
On account of the equalization of salary of primary and grammar teachers, there is

a hegira of teachers from grammar to primaiy grades. The title of First Assistant and
the extra ^50 per annum, as incentives to good work in teaching, do not amount to the

value of two pinches of common snuff. What can be done to compensate grammar
teachers for the incalculable amount of work they have to perform over and above what
is demanded of teachers in the primary department?

The new board rooms comprise a suite of six handsome apartments on the third

floor of Nos. 84 and 86 S. LaSalle street. They are quite spacious, and elegantly

fitted up.

The recent school census shows the population of Chicago to be over 367,000 souls.

It is safe to say that, for the children of the city, not more than one-third of the needed
seats are furnished in the public schools—the only schools in which children are trained

correctly. While the "authorities" are busy making up "slates" for the fall campaign,
the streets are flooded with idle children who will graduate as Bill Wrays and Rafferty's

sometime in the next decade.

Iowa.—Marshalltown, Iowa, through its superintendent, Mr. Charles Robinson,

presents a full and well stated report to the School Board. 890 pupils were enrolled,

with an average number belonging of 513, and average daily attendance of 485. 12

teachers. We quote the following because it applies to many other towns: "It

is not possible, in this matter, that we shall build better than we know. We
shall not stumble upon excellence. Our standard must be clearly in our minds, as

well as the difficulties to be overcome, and our measures wisely and intelligently taken.

As these measures are well or illy chosen, shall we advance or recede. The difficulties

to be overcome are very great. Our town is new and growing rapidly. It has a large

floating population. Its people are so deeply absorbed in business that it is next to im-

possible to draw their attention to the schools. This condition of affairs renders the

labors of the School Board, superintendent and teachers, much more arduous. It would
even afford a plausible excuse for poor schools. But good schools can be made, never-

theless. But to secure them, a better organization, better supervision, and better teach-

ing are required than would be necessary nnder more favorable circumstances. I think

it is evident to any one acquainted with the schools, that some progress has been made
during the past year. There is reason to believe that more can be made during the

next.—Such, at least, shall be our endeavor."

Arkansas.—We have received, through the politeness of Hon. P H. Young, the

first annual circular of the Arkansas Industrial University; the institution is located at

Fayetteville, and ^egan operations last year The total number of students was 91 in

the Preparatory Department, and 10 in the Normal ; the students in both Departments
are of both sexes. Students in the Normal Department must be sixteen years old, if
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mnles, and fourleen if females. If they will take a written obligation to teach two

years in the piiMic schools of the St.iie, after completing their course of study, their

tuitiin is free; otherwise, each student nidst p.ay ten dollars per term. N. P. Gates,

formerly of Illinois, more recently Principal of Little Rock schools, is acting President.

Miss Mary R. Gorton, a graduate of the Illinois Normal, is Preceptress. Miss L. J.

Stanard, also a graduate of the Illinois Normal, is Instructress in the Training Scliool.

Concerning the Normal Department, we make the following extract from the open-

hv^ speech of (ien. A. W. Bishop, delivered on the 27th of June last:

NUiumUv. the Noi-mil feature of the University will be the first to bear fruit. AVith experi-

enced teacliers seouied. the material to worlc upon here, and the necessHry appliances for

instrufiiion obtaineii. the friends of the institution are very much encouraged by what they soe

has !i!ri"adv i>ei'n ai^'omplished.
Qnahried teachers for our common schools are one of the sreat needs of the State, and the

full development of the system r^-quires an armory to forf;e them in. We have none but what
is promised here, and, happdy, tliat promise is not only opening 'the eyes of expectation," but

advancing to fulfillment.

Illinois.—The Chri-tmas meeting of the State Teachers' Association, at Spring-

field, ou December 25th, 26th and 27th, promises to be of the right sort The accom-

modations are superior. The B iard of Education of Springfield have placed at the

disposal of the Association, the High School building, situated in the center of the city,

within a block of hotels and depots. The Leland House, with ample and first class

rooms, will entertain two-hundred, if desired, at reduced rates of two dollars and a

half oer day. The Chenerii, Revere, Central and St. Nicholas have reduced their rates,

to members of the Association, to one dollar and a half. These hotels combined afford

better accommodations, every way, than have been offered to the institution for several

years. Both the general and sectional meetings will be held in one building, with all

apparatus oonvenient. Among the exercises to be presented is a paper from Dr. Patton,

editor of the Advance, on the religious phase of our public-school system. Springfield

is central— is easily reached by rail : these facts, together whh the superior accommo-
dations, will doubtless cause a large attendance. County Superintendents are requested

not to hold inslitntes during the last week in December, that all may have opportunity

to attenl the State meeting.

McL''an County.—S. M. Etter, the well-known and popular school superintendent

of Bloomington, has resigned his position, to accept the State agency of the Universal

Life Insurance Company. During Mr. Etter's official connection with the schools,

Bloomington has risen from second to first rank in its public educational systein. The
following complimentary resolutions were passed by the Board on the retirement ol

Mr. Etter :

Wnf.REAS. Prof. S. M. Etter. our valuable Superintendent, has decided to sever his connec-
tion with the Public Schools of this city, and has tendered his resignation as such ; and

WiiERE.\s, tie has successfully and faithfully labored among us for more than four years and
by his skill and enersry raised the standard and character of the Public Scfiools of the city, as
well as lireatly increased tlieir power for usefulness; therefore,

Reso'ccd, I'hat the resijjnation be accepted to take effect as therein s'ated, on or before the
25th day of October, 1872, and that we hereby declare our entire confidence in the ability of
Jlr. Ktter as a m inaaer of the many perp exing details of a comprehensive school system,
and that in parting with him, we de.sire tiereby t > assure him that he has the best wishes 01

tliis lioard for his success in his new field of labor.

His successor is S. D. Gaylord, from Wisconsin.

Stephenson County.—County Superintendent Kleckner is pushing the local insti-

tute business. He understands that the teachers are surest reached by going to their

neighborhood, and not wailing for them to come to the counly seat. He has held

many of a week each, in different parts of the county. The county institute met at

Freeport on Oct 22d, and was a grand success. Jno. F. Parr, of Normal class of

'70, is at Cedarville; C. \V. Mooie, of '69, at Ridott; Miss M, E. Benton, of '69, in

Freeport High School.

Cumberland County.—The county institute met on September 25th, at Neoga, and
continued in session three days. Had a fair attendance, and a very good and profitable

meeting The good people of Neoga are alive in the cause of education. W. E Lake,
the efficient superintendent, takes active part in the school interests of Cumberland
county.
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Marion County.—W. D. Hall, with a corps of fourteen teachers, is hard at work in
the Centralia schools. The boys and girls will realize what hard work in school means,
by an acquaintance with Hall. He has few superiors, in class work e-pccially

Loyau County.—We have just received the mournful inielligencc of the denih of
Mrs. Ena P Regan, wife of L. T. Regan, County Superintt ndent of Lngnn. WMl does
the writer remember, whtn, seven years since, he took charge of the HrinificM schools,
the quiet, unassuming lady who had the care of the litile folks. Nor have the inter-

vening years effaced from his memory the patient cheerfulness and earnest enthusiasm
which won for her so high a place in the hearts of all who knew her. She also taught
with marked success in Aledo, and in Birmingham Seminary, Iowa. Nine d.ays btfore
her death, her infant dauglUer Bessie passed on Jjefure—the sicoikI, who stood ready
to receive her as she began her new lii'e. Mr. Regan has the warm sym| alliy of his

fellow teachers in this sad event. j. w. c
Gallatin County —County Institute was held at Shawneetown the fir^l wctk in

October, and continued four days The attendance was not large, but tlure was an
unusual degree of interest manifested by those present. Exercises were comluctcd by
Messrs. Brownlee and Cooper and Misses Mary and Hettie Morse, of the home teachers,

and by Pres. Allyn, of McKendree College, and John \V. Cook, of the Slate Normal.
Evening lectures were delivered by Hon. Newton Bateman, Pres. Allyn and Mr. Cook.
Owing to sickness in his family, Supt. Holderby was unab'e to give to the Tns.itute as

much attention as he desired. An account of this gathering wuuld be >adly incom-
plete without mention of Miss Lizzie Lowe, of Shawneetown, whose sweet singing
added much to the pleasure of the occasion. Egypt is marching on, and Mr Brow nlee

is doing valiant service for the cause at Shawneetown.
Rock Inland County.—The public school building at Moline, with all its contents,

was destroyed by fire about 1 1 o'clock, Thursday night, 19th inst. The lo^s wa> §45,000,
of which ^25,000 was insured. The building was three stories high, with tliiit en noms
suitable for educational use. It will probably not be rebuilt this iall. The origiii of the

fire is not certainly known, but it is supposed to be from the heating apparatus, as the

first fire of the year was put in the furnaces Thursday morning.
Knox County.—The Yates City School is now in its new and commodious building.

Everything promises "a good school this year." The teachers are Misses Jo>ie Dunn,
Primary; Augie Riner, Intermediate; Nellie Knable, Grammar, and A. C. Bloomer
High School, with Miss Melissa McCoy, Assistant.

The Slate Microscopical Society of Illinois held the first meeting of their annual

series. It is seldom that a society whose object is so conmiendable as the invesiigatif)n

cf science by means of microscopy is brought very conspicuously into public notice. 1 his

is partly because of the nature of the study, being such as only those can enjoy or even

appreciate who are able to perfect their use of the wonderful microscope as a means to

an end—as an unfailing guide to certain fields of scientific investigation. The Illinois

society is one which is not without considerable reputation, and has aheady reciived

notice from some of tlie ablest scientists of the day. Among the mcjst imj^ortant results

of their investigations which may be mentioned are Dr. II. A. Johnson's discovery of a

mode of illumin.iting opaque objects under high power; S A. Briggs' discovery of sev-

eral new species of diatoms in the lake water, and H. H. Babcock's theory <>u the origin

of these lake-water diatoms. The officers of the society are : President, S. A Briggs
;

Vice-Piesident, K. H. Babcock ; Secretary, Joseph Adams; Corresponding Secretary,

0. S. WestcoLt.

We wish to give our friends the benefit of the following private letter, not intended

for publication, but which puts the truth in a way too good to be lost:

Aug. 19, 1872.

Friend Gove :—Please send my Schoolmaster hereafter to Wis. I go

there to take charge of public schools. I do not like to forsake the schools of my own
State, but it seems imperative at present that I should do so. 'J here seems to be a ten-

dency, in some portions of this State, to employ young, untried teachers, (.n the ground

of economy. Having invested largely in school house ornamentation or other schemes,

they now attempt to make amends by adopting a system of false ecommy, as it seems to

me. Wishing you abundant success, I am, Truly yours, •
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ILLINOIS NORMAL.

October 5, 1872, the Illinois State Normal University was fifteen years old, reckon-

ing from the day on which its operations began. Although the Act creating the Uni-

versity passed Feb, 18, 1857, its operations as a school began on the fifth of the next

October, in Major's Hall, in Bloomington; its teachers at that time were Charles E.

Hovey and Ira Moore. It continued in the same shabby quarters, but growing in

strength and reputation nevertheless, till the Fall of i860, when it was removed to the

present large and convenient University building at Normal.

Notes —Hon. B. G. Northrop, of Connecticut, publishes a letter, dated Sept. 14,

1872, in which he announces that thirty Chinese boys have been committed to his care

to be educated. He wants to find places for them in private families, two in a place.

They are sent by the Government, and ninety more are coming They will remain in

this country fifteen years, and take a "thorough and complete course of study,—acade-

mic, collegiate and professional." They will first be placed in private families, where
they will learn our language, and receive instruction in the elementary studies. They
came with Yung Wing, the agent of the Chinese government, who is himself a graduate

of Yale College, we believe. So the Chinese as well as the J'l-panese, propose to come
to the youngest of the nations for their educational ideas. Just now, however, there is

a rumor that Japan is about to overthrow the reform government with all their new pro-

jects, and return to her old systems. But we may well doubt whether a revolution can
go backward, even in old Japan. It is said that the conviction of T'^'^g^ Barnard
cost the State of New York g 100,000. Did the State ever spend that amount of money
to better purpose? Rev. Dr. E. O. Haven has resigned the presidency of North-
western University, at Evanston, 111., and has accepted the secretaryship of the Metho-
dist Board of Education. The office which Dr. Haven is to fill is one newly created

by the last General Conference, and he thus becomes the executive ofiScer, in control of

the educational interests of the whole church. Among his duties will be to raise funds
for indigent students, to seek to bring into harmony the different schools, and secure

uniformity in courses of study. It is said that Rev. Dr. C. H. Fowler, pastor of the

Centenaiy Church, Chicago, will be Dr. Haven's successor at Evanston ; meanwhile,
Prof D. H. Wheeler will act as President. Jonathan Tenney, A. M., well known
as a successful educator in Massachusetts and N. Hampshire, and recently superintendent
of schools in Owego, N. Y., is engaged in conducting State Teachers' Institutes in

Maine. Mr. Tenney has had much experience and success in institute work. Hon.

J. L. Pickard, Sup't Chicago Public Schools and Jas. H. Blodget, Principal West Rock-
lord High School, are among those appointed as visiting and examining committee of

Beloit College (Wis.) for the present scholastic year.

Progressive Exercises in English Cmiposiiion. By R. G. Parker. Revised and
enlarged by James H. Hamilton, M. D Robert S. Davis & Co., Boston.

This handsome work of 240 pp. is a new and enlarged edition of an old favorite
;

perhaps no other book on English Composition has been so much studied and used.
The new edition seems to have all the excellences of the old, with many new
ones added to them. These exercises are irvXy progressive ; beginning with such as are
very simple, giving directions full enough for Punctuation, the use of Capitals, etc.,

they progress until the pupil gets enough of Rhetoric for all ordinary purposes. A dis-

cus-^ion of different styles of composition, of the peculiarities of proie and of poetry,
with full and well chosen illustrations, together with a body of clear and well expressed
rules for writing, and a copious list of topics for composition, renders the book so com-
plete as to leave little to be desired.
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A Manual of Ancient History. By M. E. Thalheimer. Wilson, Hinkle & Co.
Cincinnati.

To say that this book is beautiful is "putting it ven' mildly;" nothing less than the
school-girl's adjective will answer our purpose, it is "just splendid." The volume con-
tains 365 large pages, and covers the whole period of ancient history proper, reaching
to the downfall of the Western Empire in 476. It is not a mere dr^- compendium, but
clothes the ouilines of the storj- with sufficient fulness to make an exceedingly interesting

narrative. The maps and pictures are verj- finely executed, and are very instructive.

Each division is followed by questions for review, and a pronouncing vocabulary of
proper names is added.

We have not examined the whole book critically, but have -'dipped into " it here
and there; and, judging of the whole by the morsels, its contents are of great interest

and value. The author professes to have embodied the results of the latest scholarship
in his department. We should hardly regard it as a text-book exactly, but rather as a
companion-book for reading and reference; it ought to be accessible to every student of

Ancient History.

Monteiilis Comprehensive Geography. A. S BARNES & Co., New York AND Chicago.

For some time there has been a growing tendency to diminish the numberof books,
in our Geographical series We rejoice at this tendency; it is in the right direction.
In this book, the tendency seems to have reached its limit ; we think it has gone beyond
the true limits. In these ninety-si.\ quarto pages, we have Local and Physical, Ancient
and Modem, Geogra"phy, with some attempt at History ; we think the book is too com-
prehensive. There are several features which are new and worthy of high commenda-
tion. A constant comparison of the size of States and countries is shown by referring
them to Kansas as a fixed standard. On the margins of the several maps, the names
of other countries and cities lying in the same latitude are given. The surface of the
countries is shown by a series of picturesque maps. All these features, we highly approve.
The illustrations, too, are quite numerous, and generally are very good. The maps
lack clearness; and the method of representing mountain chains is by no means the
best. On several maps, there are dotted lines which seem to represent railroads; but
we do not observe that any use, or explanation, is made of them. There is not a wise
selection of the towns to be shown on the map ; for instance, on page 40, the map of
Illinois shows Monticello, but omits Rockford ! The same thingr*appears in the text.

On page 45, the pupil is asked to fix eleven cities and towns in Texas, while he is re-

quired to fix only six in Massachusetts, seven in New York, and eight in Illinois. Iowa
and Missouri together ! ^Ye have also noted several particular errors. We are told,

page 7, that "without the warming influence of the Gulf Stream, Great Britain
and Ireland would be as cold and unproductive.is Labrador and Newfound-
land ;" the peculiar climate of Great Britain, etc., is not due to the Gulf Stream
alone. On page 8, it is said that the Dead Sea is half a mile below the sea-level.

Nothing is said of coal in any Western State, we believe. Saddle Mountain, the highest
land in Massachusetts, is wholly omitted from the maps. On page 32, the pupil is told

that a certain part of the picture of Niagara Falls represents the ''American' Fall ; but
the picture only shows that part of the cataract west of Goat Island. On page 42, we
are shown the Falls of Minnehaha, on the "Upper Mississippi"! We are told on page

45, that Kansas is 2,200 miles from either ocean. On page 73. it is said that the Roman
Empire began 35 B C. On page 90, it is said that the ark rested on Mt. Ararat; this

is not according to Genesis. Some of these, doubtless, are errors of the types; but
they should be corrected.

Annual Report of Public Schools. Decatur, 111.: E. A. G.\STMAN, Superintendent.

This report although not so pretentious in appearance, or so expensive as many
others we have received is especially noticeable for the full exhibit of the school
finances of the city. Mr. Gastman has carefully placed before his people an exact ac-

count of ever)- dollar; from where it came and for what it was expendeded. We com-
prehend now how it is that Mr. G. has been the popular superintendent at Decatur for

twelve years. He yearly puts the exact condition of everything before the people.
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The Chicago Times we have long regarded as one of the very ablest newspapers

in the West; we may say, in the country. We have often differed from its utterances,

on several occasions, in these pages; its news columns sometimes contain articles not

fit to enter a respectable family. But, for enterprise, for fullness and accuracy of news

items of all kinds, from the report of a divorce suit to that of a missionary meeting, for

correct and full abstracts of speeches, ranging all the way from a pot house harangue to

a sermon,—in short, for everything that goes to make a newspaper the reflection of life

as it goes on in its groveling, its ghastliness or its grandeur, the Times has no equal, es-

pecially in the West. On the gth of October, the anniversary of the great fire, it issued

a double quarto sheet, which is worthy of preservation as a historical document; we do

not know where else one can so easily get a review of the dreadi'ui calamity, the won-

derful outburst of charity that followed it, and the astonishing work done in rebuilding

the city.

The Galaxy for October has a long, and scathing, review of Lamon's Life of

Lincoln. AVe have not read Lamon's book; but, from what we have heard of it, we
judge that the strictures of the C?«/(7X.!/ are well deserved. The reviewer says: "Mr.

Lamon, then, we may understand, has merely fathered Mr. Herndon's 'only original'

story, which it is well known the author had ineffectually hawked about in Illinois as a

lecture or a course of lectures, until the friends of the great President compelled him,

for the sake of decency, to desist " There was never anything else in President Lin-

coln's actions after he became President that surprised us so much as that he should

make a kind of pet of the man l.amon ; and this man seems to have repaid his favor

by doing all he can, intentionally or otherwise, to send the great, kind hearted man
down to posterity as an ambitious, free-thinking booby, whose very origin was a disgrace.

WWBMBMEBB^ BE^mMWMEMT.
Elements of the Na'iural Science.—As Section 50 of the new school law of

Illinois requires teachers to be qualified to teach the natural sciences, we are glad that

the Publishers have not been behind preparing suitable books on these new subjects for

our cummon schools. One of the most successful attempts of this kind is the Elements

of Natural Philosophy, or "Hotze's First Lessons in Physics." This useful text book
has met with a wonderful success, three editions having been sold in less than four

months after its first appearance, without the aid of the usual agency work. This book
is designed to carry out such work as the new law requires, and it should be examined
by every teacher and school ofiicer. Any teacher sending forty cents to prepay postage

will receive a copy (j7-atis. Address, Hendricks, Chittenden & Co., St. Louis, Mo.

A Condensed Botany. By Dr. J. A. Sewall. Geo. Shekwood & Co., Chicago, 1872.

The title of this little work expresses very clearly its plan and purpose. It is a

compendium of structural botany, designed for young learners. It embraces a concise

view of the plant in its various forms and modifications, keeping in view, from beginning
to end, Ihe plan of vegetable structure. It is just such a bool< as is needed at the

present stage of education—a book which will direct the scholar what to ?ee and what
to observe. The illustrations are appropriate, but the engraving of a few of them could
be much improved. A few verbal errors may be observed, which will undoubtedly be
corrected in future editions. We can but congratulate the teachers and youth of Illinois

that such a guide to the study of nature is now available, and at a cost which places it

within the reach of all. The student who masters its contents will have laid a founda-
tion for a thorough knowledge of Botany. Geo. Vasey.

Botanist of the Agricultural Bureau, Washington, D. C.

Omaha.—The Omaha Board of Education recently adopted and introduced into

the schools of that city: McGvffey^s Readers and Speller. The Eclectic Geographies,
White's Arithmetics, Harvey's Grammars and Venable's U. S. History.
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TEE INDEPENDENT STUDY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

SECOND PAPER.

The comparison of objects, or of our ideas of objects, the perception of

resemblances and differences among them, and the discrimination of the parts

of which each is composed, are among the earliest and simplest of our mental

acts. Their beginning we can none of us remember, and their end we none

of us shall know. "We are not surprised to learn, therefore, that for centuries

the science of botany was almost wholly confined to the comparison and de-

scription of plants, and their arrangement in general and special groups, ac-

cording as they were more or less alike. This was not an accidental, but a

necessary fact, growing out of the laws of the human mind; and reasons

similar to those which made it easier for Aristotle to distribute phmts in

genera and species than to determine their minute internal structure, and the

laws of their life and growth, make descriptive botany comparatively easy for

the student of to-day. With this, then, I would advise him to commence; but,

as all thorough classification is based upon organography, this must i)recede

all else. Leaves, stems, roots, flowers, and fruits, will therefore first engage

the student, and afterwards classification and analysis.

Then, since no clear and comprehensive knowledge of the vital activities

of plants can be had without some idea of their structure, histology must

prepare the way for physiology; and finally comes embryology, whose facts,

while they are in some respects uni<|ue, are in others so closely involved with

those of physiology that they will be most readily mastered last of all.
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This order of study will be found to have other advantages than those

implied, not the least of which is that it will bring the student, from the

first, into the immediate presence of Nature, where he shall see her, not as

through a school-book, darkly, but face to face.

Concerning methods, I would insist, first of all, that the exhaustive study

of each of the branches named above should be preceded by a series of inde-

pendent observatioiis. Thus, before learning from the book the different

kinds of leaves and their descriptions, let the student bring together a variety

of specimens, from the blade of grass to the leaf of the oak and the locust.

Let him notice their shape and size, their margins, surfaces, and venation,

and whatever else about them he is able to see by the unassisted eye ; let him

carefully compare them two by two, and one with several others; and let him

afterwards repeat this process with all the other organs of the plant in turn.

It will be well for him to note those particulars in which the greatest num-

bers of his specimens agree,—as in the venation of leaves—and also those

in which their differences are more numerous,—as in their forms and margins.

Thus he will assume at the outset the attitude of an investigator ; the state-

ments ofthe books will furnish him with a measure, repeatedly applied, of the

accuracy and breadth of his habits of observation, and he will apprehend at

once, and in the simplest manner, the basis of an arrangement in general and

special classes. Such conclusions as he fails thus to anticipate, he should

afterwards, where possible, rigidly demonstrate.

He should pursue the same method with entire plants in taking up the

study of classification. He will have gained a knowledge of terminology in

the study of organography; and I believe that it will well repay him to

write out in full, technical descriptions of a number of the simpler plants,

carefully comparing these descriptions with each other, observing, as before,

the points in which there are the fewest variations, and those in which the

smallest numbers of his specimens agree. The former will suggest to him

the ground for a division into comprehensive classes, and the latter the ground

for a re-division of these into smaller groups; and thus he will repeat in

little the discoveries of the early naturalists, and will be prepared clearly to

comprehend (what is so obscure a thing to many) the plan and foundation of

the natural system of classification. He may even find out for himself such

facts as this ;—that, while plants may differ widely in the color of their

flowers, and yet resemble each other very closely in all other respects, radical

differences in their mode of fruiting are always accompanied by a multitude

of other differences ; and thus he may learn to distinguish between essential

and non-essential characters.

In the analysis of plants, he should, of course, commence with simple
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specimens, and, in order that he may have some test of the trutlTof his con-

clusions, some guard against incorrect determinations, it will be well for him

to use at first only those of which he knows at least the common names.

After some practice in the use of the synoptical tables, he should first ex-

amine his specimens thoroughly without the aid of the book, and then, laying

them aside, turn to the tables and determine the names without further refer-

ence to the specimens themselves. He will probably be surprised and morti-

fied at first to find how many essential and conspicuous features he has over-

looked; but, if he perseveres, this method will give him a valuable training

in exhaustive observation, and will help him to fix habitually upon the truly

characteristic and important points, to the exclusion of the non-essential.

To cultivate conception and memory, the student should often critically

examine some plant with whose technical description he is not familiar ; and

then, after an interval of a day or a week or more, should describe it in writ-

ing or classify it from memory, afterwards testing his work by comparison

with the specimen.

He should at all times so select the matter of his study as to hold strictly

to the logical order ; and then, if he accustom himself to reason from his

facts, he will often find himself thinking in advance of his author. Thus,

when he knows the differences between the outer and inner layers of the

bark, he will be very likely to see where the growth of the tree must take

place ; and when he learns that the sap is assimilated in the leaves, he will

conclude at once that it is the downward current which contributes to the

plant's nutrition.

Perhaps the most efifective culture of the reasoning powers is to be ob-

tained by the endeavor to account for the many local peculiarities which the

close observer notices. The pregnant little question "Why?" should be

ever on his lips ; and no number of failures to answer it should discourage

him, for failure often furnishes the most efficient discipline. This point is

of such great importance, and is so generally neglected, that I will illustrate

by a. single example the class of problems referred to and the manner in

which they must be solved.

The botanist, exploring the southern part of this State, is not long in

discovering a remarkable diiference between the aspect of the southward and

the northward-facing precipices. The former rise from the valleys, barren,

gray, and desolate, scantily clothed with only the hardiest mosses, or

blotched with scaly lichens, more like the discolorations of decay than evi-

dences of life and growth ; while the latter are often draped from crown to

base with the richest mosses and the drooping plumes of ferns, and are bor-

dered at the summit by a wild profusion of flowers of wonderful variety and
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of every hue. In hi.s search for the causes of this phenomenon, the student

brings together all the facts within his knowledge which seem to have any

bearing upon the question; he arranges and re-arranges them in different

croups, and constructs perhaps more than one hypothesis, only to find it in-

sufficient; he selects some facts and rejects others as irrelevant, until finally he

has but these four left, and from them draws the true solution : 1. All plants

require a certain amount of moisture. 2. "Water runs down hill." 3. An
unbroken bed of rock forms a nearly perfect water-shed. 4. The geological

strata throughout this whole region have a uniform northward dip. Hence,

he reasons that the underlying rocks convey the surface waters from their

southern to their northern borders, leaving the former parched and naked, and

supplying to the latter the only condition lacking to a luxuriant vegetation.

Wider observation verifies this conclusion, and completes the proof by show-

ing that nearly all the living springs are on the north hillsides.

But I have not spate to pursue this subject further, and probably it is

not necessary. The student who has carried his work thus far with thorough-

ness and intelligence, will not be likely to fail in these in the higher depart-

ments of the science.

The study will grow constantly more attractive to him. Details which,

when considered separately, seemed trivial and tiresome, will be found of the

greatest interest as their relations flash upon his mind. ]S^ew facts will add

significance and beauty and value to those which have gone before, and will

come to be watched for and welcomed, like the discovery of the planet Nep-

tune, because they supply some missing feature to the mighty plan. All

branches of the study will conspire to lead him slowly up to the full realiza-

tion, and the unchangeable, ever-present conviction, of the truth of that

widest and most sublime of all known inductions, the harmony of Nature,

the oneness of the universe,— an induction which the human mind has been

six-thousand years in framing, and which so few are even now prepared to

accept in all its fullness, and to follow to its logical results.

S. A. Forbes.

The Day of Rest.—I think with a shudder, sometimes, of what life

would be without Sunday—if day after day the great wheel of the world went

round with its ceaseless clatter, never a rest in motion, never a pause in sound.

I speak of the Sabbath only in its original meaning, as a word that signifies

rest. And in this sense it is by most men esteemed as the very greatest of all

blessings which Almightj' benevolence has bestowed.

—

Bascom.
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OBJECTIONS TO FREE SCHOOLS.

In recent numbers of the Schoolmaster the opponents of Free Schools

have been. urged to contribute a statement of their argument for its pages.

The opponents! of our free-school S3'stem are not likely to respond, for two

important reasons : first, the Schoolmaster is scarcely ever read by any

such ; second, very few persons deem it profitable for their cause, or pleasant

for themselves, to venture singly into a company of workers, or before an au-

dience whose sympathies are avowedly all on the other side.

The silence, as it seems to us, umst not be accepted as a token that all

arguments are dropped. We gather as sympathizers in ihc same work, or

we read that which supports our views, and hear and see, often, only that

which accords with our view, when close by them is another set of thinkers

or talkers who have no sympathy with us. So it is in politics, in religion,

in all the great departments that touch our individual belief and action.

Most of us stop our newspaper if we find it convoying ideas to us unlike

our own, or revealing a class of facts which we had rather not learn.

It is wholesome, sometimes, to lenrn what others think in regard to topics

of living interest, especially where, as in case of the schools, the opinions of

the people are a part of the conditions of their influence.

I have heard, and I have seen, various objections which it may be well to

consider, even though we think some of them long ago set aside ; some of

them come of selfishness, but some come from persons as earnest in the cause

of education as we claim to be; who yet do not think the public free school,

the influence for good that its friends claim it to be. As men may continue

to raise grass, who prefer something to a Buckeye mower, so some oppose

free schools, who still urge universal education. Those who deny the right

to tax one man to educate another man's children, are not likely to say much

about it, where we hear it ; but there are many who, like the Unionists of

the South in the days of the rebellion, hold their peace, waiting a time to

speak and act effectively in accord with their views. These will take new

courage from opinions recently put forward by a prominent English author-

ess, (Mrs. Fawcett,) who, as I understand it, holds that the state has no

more right to take charge of personal education than of personal religion
;

that education is peculiarly a parental responsibility j that the parentis

bound to educate his child as much as to provide his food and clothing.

She holds that the public should regard as a pauper the man who cannot

provide for his child's education, equally with him who cannot feed his child.

Mrs. Fawcett, I think, is sincere in this, without being an enemy to true

general education.
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The devout Catholic objects to the schools from which all religious

teaching is excluded, as training only a part of the human nature. The

Boston Fllot., noticing two addresses delivered by Bishop McQuaid, on the

failure of the public schools to meet the full moral, intellectual and physical

need, said that its own objection was, the want of religious training rather

than the kind that was found in our schools, and censured Protestants

severely for dropping all the moral features of the school discipline, as some

would endeavor to seem to do. That paper expressed an earnest preference

for a decidedly Congregational or Baptist or other marked training for

Catholic pupils, over the avoidance of direct moral training, already evident

in some quarters.

Two directly opposite arguments are aimed at our public schools, and

each, in some locality, may deserve attention. By some they are said to be

too busy with the individual faith and convictions of morality, and by others

they are deemed altogether wanting in their care for this element of the

child's individuality.

Again, one asks, "Why should the state furnish abundantly means to

aid those who wish to become teachers, while those wishing to enter other

callings, no more remunerative, must depend upon themselves?" This is

answered by some one who says, "We will have a great free university,

where any one can follow any branch he chooses, untrammeled by cost."

Some one, then, from a State that is attempting to carry on a university,

says, "These free universities are before us with false pretences ; many of

them that are called free have still considerable charges for various lectures

and privileges to their regular students, and it is an imposition to call them a

part of a free-school system."

And another says, "You cannot manage to harmonize the schools of

medicine and the schools of theology, so as to have any satisfactory training of

clergymen and of physicians, in state institutions; and if, by the very needs

of society, these professions will for the most part be kept full through other

than the support of the public treasury, the attempt to do all other training

at public expense puts those who would practice medicine or preach the gos-

pel under a great disadvantage in their preparation. And why not leave all

on an equal footing, giving preference in all callings to those who fit them-

selves best for them ?"

Most earnestly, just now, some are urging the Chinese idea of no posi-

tion in the service of the state without passing some examination; and here,

as In China, the least important question in such an examination would be

where the needed information was obtained. With a recognition of merit,

:here would be an incentive to education. The state has no right, say they.
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to do anything in this matter beyond selecting the man best fitted to per-

form the required duties for the public. The true oflBce of government is to

prevent any interference, by another, with the honest labor and effort of any

man. and no taxes of any kind should be levied that advance any man at the

cost of another. "Free trade, free speech, free thought and free schools," say

those who talk thus, "do not harmonize; for the free school is provided only by

taking from one for another's benefit, and the latter only gets that benefit by

submitting to important omissions in the work that should be done for him."

In an article quoted from the Nation, in the September Schoolmas-

ter, covered in the discussion of "two dangers threatening our schools,"

were two arguments often used against the schools. First, that they are

narrow and cramping machines ; the second involves all that has been

already said here on the moral question.

Let it be understood that I do not give these as objections oi" mine, but

as objections that must be borne in mind by free-school men, and that repre-

sent views often silently held by men who do not utter them in our hearing.

There is a widespread conviction that there is something wrong with

our public schools. It is yet in our power to hold all the friends of popular

education together for a dispassionate examination of difficulties, and plan-

ning of remedies. Injudicious action or hasty words may drive away some

who will think their effort more valuable in channels entirely unlike the pub-

lic schools,—men and women whose sympathies and aid and counsel and kind

criticism we need, to keep our work duly effective. "We are in something

of the danger that overwhelming majorities bring to political parties. When

we meet for educational consultation, we meet only those who think as we

do, even when there are multitudes who look at the extravagance in school

buildings, and at the admission of graduates of some high schools in Michi-

gan and Wisconsin, to the respective universities of those states without

examination, as a wasteful token of inability of the state to carry on, econom-

ically, a complete system, and as a degradation of true scholarship foroshad-

owiuf a concentration of all sounder effort upon private and denominational

institutions. More of this may sometimes be heard, even in a few days, aa

one travels and of necessity overhears the discussions of educated strangers

in the cars ,or in waiting-rooms, than develops itself at a score of educa-

tional meetings or in all the teachers' journals in the country.

J. H. Blodortt.

The clergy cost the United States $12,000,000 annually ; the criminal,

$40,000,000 ;
\he lawyers, $70,000,008; rum, $200,000,000.
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AN EXERCISE IN BOTANY.

It is quite an advantage, if we can plunge into the midst of affairs with-

out departing from popular language. One night, I said to a boy, "Did you

ever see a tree f;ist asleep?" adding, '-There's one in your father's front yard,

now." "I can't hardly believe that," said he. "Well," said I, '-come and

see." Then he was greatly delighted by finding a honey locust and a purs-

lane with their leaves folded.

But is not practical botany dangerous to the reputation ? Certain it is

that the hired girl reported that I had "gone out bottleizing," one day when

I carried my basket and garden trowel to the woods.

Late one afternoon, I passed a row of sunflowers, all nodding to the

east. Then the words of my favorite bard were irresistibly brought to my
mind:

"Tlie heart that once truly loved never forgets,

But as truly loves on to the close

As the sunflower turns to her god, when he sets,

The same look that she turned when he rose."

We may find a great deal of truth, and so forth, in the poets. I ad-

mire the couplet which occurs in Byron's famous "erring sister" passage:

"Can this with faded pinion soar

From rose to tulip as before."

And I wonder whether the "emerald meadows of Cashmere" are so

different from our own meadows, that roses and tulips bloom there at the

some season, in (he open air, so that butterflies can flit from one to the other.

Even in sober prose, we find passages that are calculated to alarm us.

In Quinby's "Mysteries of Bee Keeping Explained, containing the results of

thirty-five years' experience '—a work indorsed by the publishers of one of

the leading agricultural journals of the country—we read: "During one

excursion the bee seldom visits more than a single species of flower; were it

otherwise, and all kinds were visited promiscuously, the fertilizing of one

species with the pollen from another, would be qiiite likely to produce some

hybrids among plants." I have made three observations with reference to

this remarkable statement. In the first case, a bumble-bee passed at once

from a madeira vine to a clover head; in the second instance, a bumble-bee

went speedily from a morning-glory to an althea ; and in the third, a honey-

bee passed, in the course of about two minutes, from a cluster of spiderworts

to a sweet-william. I conclude that our bees are less considerate than those

of the East, and that the flora of Southern Illinois is in great danger of suf-

fering from hybridation.
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The exercise which I propose to describe, had reference to the divisions

of the calyx in an apple. Cutting the fruit in two at right angles with the

stem, we notice ten little dots in the pulp. Before mentioning this fact, I

sent out for some hickor}- leaves, and found five leaflets which covered pretty

fairly the gilded globe of our tellurian, each petiole being at the bottom,

each apex at the top. It was easy then to count ten ''joints," one for each

midrib and one where each pair of margins came together. Then, as the

tips of the sepals remain distinct and not thickened in an apple, it was easy

to point out the similarity between the two cases. A quince furnishes a

clearer illustration.

Criticisms upon such a lecture as this are abundant and obvious. It

gives the pupils too little to do ; the teacher, too much. It takes the chil-

dren into regions of speculation, where they can feel but little freedom or

confidence. And lads do not like to be reminded that they are ignorant of

objects which they have been used to seeing and handling all their lives, any

more than sinners like to be reminded that they are guilty in the sight of

their Maker. Hints of the subtile theories which relate to common facts

should be given but sparingly, though they certainly have their use.

J. T. MOULTON, Jr.

DEXOMINATIONAL AXD STATE SCHOOLS.

Still another question of interest is the relation of the denominational

to the public-school system.

Among the views advocated are the following:

Public-schools are unchristian or godless, and should be abolished. The

advocates of this theory declare that "religious instruction which is neces-

sarily connected with the acquirement of secular knowledge, cannot be intro-

duced into public schools without interfering with the conscientious rights

and wounding the most delicate feelings of the pupils."' Therefore they con-

demn public schools in toto, and demand that all education shall be under

the control of the church.

Another class maintain that the state should merely supply -'the rudi-

ments of education, such as may occupy the attention of small children from

five to ten or twelve years of age." These persons would permit the state

to foster elementary schools but would tear down the grammar, high school

and state university, and substitute therefor, the denominational academy,

seminary and college.
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This theory is more illogical than the former. There is certainly great

inconsistency in permitting children to be taught in unchristian elementary

schools, and then demanding that the church shall give all higher instruc-

tion. For if there is one reason why the church should give all higher edu-

cation, there are a hundred reasons why it should impart all primary

instruction ; for here it is that the tender character of children is molded

for life.

But I have no sympathy with either theory. They are both in spirit

and in fact contrary to the best interests of our country and to religion itself.

And I rejoice that the public-school system, including the common school,

grammar school, high school, and state university, is too firmly grounded in

the afi'ectious of the people to be moved by such futile efforts. Though these

two parties should join hands and wage a common war upon our school system,

their efi'orts would be vain. They may as well attempt to dry up the Mis-

sissippi river, or blow out the sun. If need be, the American people will

rise up in their majesty and grind to powder the enemies of public schools.

And on the other hand, denominational schools are an equal necessity,

for the state cannot or will not provide institutions and appliances for all her

youth who desire a higher education.

In the opinion of some, however, there is, to a certain extent, a necessary

antagonism between these two classes of schools. This may not be admitted.

There may be diversity of interest, but there is no opposition. What then

is their true relation to each other, to our educational system, and to society ?

The primary object of the state in her system of schools is to promote

intellectual culture, together with such an amount of moral training as will

make good citizens. Whatever of moral or religious instruction is added

thereto, is incidental ; the primary object, as already stated, is to secure good

citizens. For this purpose, every grade of institution established, from the

primary ^chool to the university , and all the apparatus and appliances needed

for instruction, are or will be provided. In denominational schools, the pri-

mary object is to advance Christianity by means of education.

The theory of the churches is, that educated mind rules the world. If

Christianity would gain the control of the world, it must do so through edu-

cated mind; and this can best be done by founding and maintaining colleges

where such minds are trained. The churches seek, therefore, through col-

leges, to train and guide the world's thinkers in the interests of Christianity.

This is all right, and I wish them the greatest success. The churches were

never wiser in their efforts than in this.

The question now arises, what effect does each class have upon the other

and upon society 'i
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The state school being more munificently endowed, and having intellec-

tual culture primarily in view, will maintain in this respect a high position,

and stimulate denominational colleges to furnish similar advantages and to

occupy an equal grade, or students will be attracted from the denominational

to the state schools.

On the other hand, denominational schools, having for their primary

aim the advancement of Christianity, will permeate our whole system of ed-

ucation with religion, and compel state schools to maintain a high moral and

religious standard, or students will be drawn to denominational schools. Each

class then stimulates the other ; each is the complement of the other ; and

when adjusted to their appropriate places in our educational system, there is

no room for conflict or disparagement. Each has a wide field and a grand

opportunity, and the combined result of their harmonious efi'orts will be a

higher intellectual and religious culture, and a consequent nobler christian

civilization. I have now spent eighteen years in Iowa. The first six years

I was a teacher in a denominational college, the subsequent seven years in

the christian pulpit, and the last five years in the state university. And yet,

my work has been one :—in no sense has it been antagonistic. I therefore

extend my hand to the public school teacher, the professor in the denomina-

tional school and to the christian minister, and say to each and to all "we are

brethren"—co-laborers in the same great field. Our common work is to aid

youth in forming habits and molding character, in giving proper direction to

the energies of immortal minds, in rearing and training human beings for the

responsibilities of life and for the great hereafter.

Such are some of the questions that engage the attention of educators

to-day. Others might be mentioned, but time forbids.

The great wants of our educational works to-day, are

:

1st. The establishment of State Normal Schools for the training of ele-

mentary teachers. Laying aside all sectional and personal considerations,

let us give ourselves to this work with an earnestness and an enthusiasm

that will insure a speedy success.

2d. The unification of our school system. There should be such a con-

nection between the various grades of institutions, that the student may pass,

without break, on examination, from the primary to the intermediate, gram-

mar, high school and university. Can we call ours a school system, until such

a unification is secured ?

3d. A closer band of sympathy between educators of all classes and

grades. We are laborers in different departments of a common cause,—the

noblest on earth. ''As we have many members in one body, and all members

have not the same office; so we, being many, are one body'' in the work of
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education. To facilitate this union, and increase esprit de coiys of the pro-

fession, every institution of learning in the state should report its status,

work and progress, to the superintendent of public instruction. The super-

intendent would then be able to lay befoi'e the legislature and the people in

his report, every fact that can convey an educational suggestion or lesson.

Before this generation shall pass away, our country will contain a popu-

lation of at least one hundred millions—differing widely in race, in caste, in

politics, and religion. Unless these elements of diversity and discord can be

harmonized and our people rendered homogeneous, the nation will be

rent in pieces. The grand agency for unifying the people and preserving

the nation from disintegration and ruin, is our system of schools. And the

success of the schools depends primarily upon the intelligence, the skill, and

the fidelity of the teachers. Realizing our responsibility, let us do our work

and do it well.

S. N. Fellows.

METHODS EXEMPLIFIED.

In order to give a more clear idea of what I mean by forming habits of

obedience in children by methods other than those connected with a system

of rewards and punishments, I will specify some such methods, introducing

them, however, only as illustrations of what is intended. For, while in

respect to rewards and punishments something like special and definite rules

and direction may be given, these other methods, as they depend on the

tact, ingenuity, and inventive powers of the parents for their success, depend

also in great measure upon these same qualities for the discovery of them.

The only help that can be received from without, must consist of suggestions

and illustrations, which can only serve to communicate to the mind some

general ideas in respect to them.

RECOGNIZING TEE RIGHT.

1. A very excellent effect is produced in forming habits of obedience in

children, by simply noticing their good conduct when they do right, and

letting them see that you notice it. When children are at pMay upon the

carpet, and their mother from time to time calls one of them—Mary, we
will say— to come to her to render some little service, it is very often the

case that she is accustomed, when Mary obeys the call at once, leaving her

play immediately and coming directly, to say nothing about the prompt obe-

dience, but to treat it as a matter of course. It is only in the cases of failure

that she seems to notice the action. When Mary, greatly interested in what
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for the moment she is doing, delays her coming, she sajs. '-You ought to

come at once, Mary, when I call you, and not make me wait in this way."

In the cases when Mary did come at once, she had said nothing.

Mary goes back to her play after the reproof, a little disturbed in mind,

at any rate, and perhaps considerably out of humor.

Now, Mary may, perhaps, be in time induced to obey more promptly

under this management, but she will have no heart in making the improve-

ment, and she will advance reluctantly and slowly, if at all. But if, at the

first time that she comes promptly, and then, after doing the errand, is ready

to go back to her play, her mother says, "You left your play and came at

once when I called you. That was right. It pleases me very much to find

that I can depend upon your being so prompt, even when you are at play,"

Mary will go back to her play pleased and happy ; and the tendency of the

incident will be to cause her to feel a spontaneous and cordial interest in the

principle of prompt obedience in time to come.

Johnny is taking a walk through the fields with his mother. He sees

a butterfly, and sets oft' in chase of it. When he has gone away from the

path, among the rocks and bushes, as far as his mother thinks is safe, she

calls him to come back. In many cases, if the boy does not come at once in

obedience to such a call, he would perhaps receive a scolding. If he does

come back at once, nothing is said. In either case no decided effect would

be produced upon him.

But if his mother says, "Johnny, you obeyed me at once when I called

you. It must be hard, when you are after a butterfly and think you have

almost caught him, to stop immediately and come back to your mother when

she calls you; but you did it." Johnny will be led by this treatment to feel

a desire to come back more promptly still the next time.

A CAUTION.

Of course there is an endless variety of ways by which you can show

your children that you notice and appreciate the eftbrts they make to do

right. Doubtless there is a danger to be guarded against. To adopt the

practice of noticing and commending what is right, and paying no attention

whatever to what is wrong, would be a great perversion of this counsel.

There is a danger more insidious than this, but still very serious and real, of

fostering a feeling of vanity and self-conceit by constant and inconsiderate

praise. These things must be guarded against : and to secure the good

aimed at, and at the same time to avoid the evil, requires the exercise of the

tact and ingenuity which has before been referred to. But with proper skill

and proper care, the habit of noticing and commending, or even noticing

alone, when children do right, and of even being morc<iuick to notice and to
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be pleased with the right than to detect and be dissatisfied with the wrong,

will be found to be a very powerful means of training children in the right

way.

Children will act with a great deal more readiness and alacrity to pre-

serve a good character which people already attribute to them, than to relieve

themselves of the opprobrium of a bad one with which they are charged. In

other words, it is much easier to allure them to what is right than to drive

them from what is wrong.— Gentle Measures in the Management of the

Young—Jacob Abbott.

HO W IS THIS?

[It is good for teachers to look at all phases of the school question. Here is an
extract from the Philadelphia Bulletitt, that the Schoolmaster is pleased to present.^
Ed.]

" In common with thousands of other parents who desire that their

children shall at least keep up with the average boy and girl, I find myself

obliged to spend my evenings in teaching school, doing what I pay others to

do during the day time, and in order that my youngsters may be able to go

and recite at school, spending my leisure hours, and they sleepy ones, in try-

ing to fix in their poor little weary brains the names of almost unknown rivers

in some out-of-the-way portion of the globe, or in trying to explain the im-

portant fact that 437 1-7 dollars is 2-7 of 9 times what A paid for his horse,

and the h&rse cost ^ of I of f as much as his carriage—something, no doubt,

that every child ought to know, provided his parents teach him. We all know

that we make such calculations fifty times a day, and never think of coming

at a result in a sensible, direct manner. Dr. Johnson £ays a school is ' a

house of discipline and instruction,' 'a place of literary education,' etc., and

that a scholar is 'one who learns of a master.' He also says a school-master

is 'one who teaches in a school.' Now, so far as my experience goes, the

modern school-master or mistress does none of these things, but merely listens

to the recitations of lessons taught by parents at home. I have no hesitation

in saying that the whole system of modern teaching, including text-books,

maps, and everything else connected with it, is vastly below and behind what

was in vogue thirty years bince, and that, instead of making of us a race of

well-educated men and women, it is making candidates for the insane asylum,

and piling up a heap of misery in very many forms.

I am perfectly willing that teachers shall be well paid if they will only

teach, and may mention that in my capacity of trustee of a public school I
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give a practical illustration of my faith
; but I am opposed to parents being

compelled to teach their children.

As a boy, I was well flogged at school, and the memory of the rattan is

pleasant as bringing back a time when boys were boys and teachers were

teachers. Now we do not flog the boys—and very properly, for those who
deserve the flogging are first the teachers, and perhaps if a parent were

made to suifer now and then it would do him good.'"

Nine P. M.

VILLAGE AND CITY SCHO OLS. III.

The relation of the principal to his associate teachers must be much the

same in all schools, whatever be the surroundings. "Union is strength" is as

truthful of school as of national economy. Board of education, principal and

teachers must, so far as the public know, be united in sentiment and in prac-

tice : one dissenter from either of the classes mentioned is likely to cause much

opposition. It cannot be expected that each teacher will believe just as

each other teacher does, in the management of pupils. It is fortunate for

our schools that this difierenee exists. When, however, a diSerence of opinion

in management arises, and the results are likely to affect the whole school, it

becomes the duty of the principal to make a decision which shall be final.

This is not one of the pleasant duties of him who has charge. When of two

young teachers vrhose notions are opposed, both are equally correct, and either

is ready almost to rebel, if her opinion is not ratified, nothing but excellent

judgment in the apellate power can prevent trouble.

I am inclined to believe (hat teachers who work in communities do not

give sufficient heed to this; that principals do not call the attention of their co-

workers to the fact that each needs the help of all the rest. Any word or

look even, given by the principal, or teacher, or member of the board, that

can be understood as condemning an associate, is received as from semi-official

authority, and re-stated with the ordinary exaggeration. I must not be under-

stood as urging the concealment of flagrant evils, when they exist, but as

stating my belief in the excellence of the practice of talking little unless

that talk can be of a pleasant sort.

Instructions to subordinates should never be given in the presence of

the pupils. No class exercise should be interrupted by the principal without

first asking the consent of the teacher, in a manner noticeable by the school.

The principal should be careful at all times in addressing his teachers, to

show the same respect and deference that he wishes the pupils to show. All
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these things help the teacher in her discipline; for the boys and girls are

usually willing to be as modest and deferential as they perceive the school-

master to be.

All directions from principal to subordinates should be passed through

the projjer channels. Those who are familiar with military discipline will

understand at once the importance of this. If the president of the board

passes to some ward school and gives definite instructions relative to a point

of management, and the superintendent knows nothing of it, confusion must

ensue ; so if the principal issues general instructions to the teacher of a

room without passing them through the principal of the building.

In most schools of which these papers treat, but one man is among the

corps of teachers. The girls of the village have for their models (?) in con-

versation, deportment, and dress, several individuals. The boys have only one.

This one is often closely watched. Does he wear his hat in the school-room

during intermission : does he pare his nails, does he neglect to clean and

black his boots, or to wear clean collars; is his hair uncombed and his coat

not brushed; then will his boys, from highest to lowest grades, through all the

schools, in all the buildings, be inclined to do likewise.

I know I am treading on well-worn paths, when I speak of these last,

but the teacher of the country school, or the teacher of a room, has not the

power, in this direction, that the master of the village school has. It will

bear repeating, as long as our Iree schools live. Principals need to have it

thrown at lliem once a mcnth every year; for it is not so much what we do

not know, as what we noiilect, thnt matcriallv affects our inanaL'emo;:t,

Ebetqm^b WmP^mTMEMT*
This number ends the fifth volume of the Schoolmaster. A table of

contents has been printed for the convenience of tho.se who wish to preserve

the volume in book form. Many Avill have the Scil00L."\rAsTER bound. A
glance at the index will discover that in the book of three-hundred and sixty

pages, much matter of real service to the teacher, is contained. We are

pleased to know that there are many friends of our magazine who pronounce
it superior to all others in the matter of practical utility for the teacher.

Those who have sent in monthly reports, have now those reports in permanent
form : it is expected that that list will double with the next volume. It is with
regret that we have been compelled to refuse sending back numl)ers. The en-

tire edition of several months was soon exhausted. We could not forsee the

extra call that has been made, at different times, on account of the value of

some article. Mr. Powell's Animal Lcssonf., and Mr. Westcott's Entomological
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Notea, are two that have been iiiuch sought for. We may put them in print
again ; certainly shall if a large number of our subscribors request it.

Taken altogether, for better and for worse, the volume closing is well

worth the one dollar. Volume .six will be as valuable. We have a few
copies of volume five bound in substantial form, that we can furnish. IJack

number.s can also be supplied, except Nos. -t4, 47, 53, and 54. All the nuni-
bess of vol. W (1871) are at hand.

The tire in Boston on the Dtli and 10th of November, was the most de-
structive ever known in this country, always excepti)ig the great fire in Chi-
cago. From sixty to eighty acres of the best part of the city were Imrned
over, involvhig a lo.ss of from fifty to eiglity millions of dollars. The burnt
district contained the greater part of the wholesale houses of the city ; the
liranches of commerce that have suffered most were those of dry goods, shoes
and leather, and avooI, these were the most prominent departments of whole-
sale trade in the city. The buildings burned were magnificent structures of
granite, marble and iron, and they seemed to be truly fire-proof No doubt
they would have been so, had their windows been protected and their roofs

properly constrncted. How many more disasters lilce this and the one in Chi-
cago, are needed to teach our peojtle the foolishness of rearing great piles of
solid stone, with a tinder-box atop, beyond the reach of the best engines, and
witli only .<;lass windows to protect the apertures ? Of course, comparisons
will be made between this fire and the one in Chicago ; l)ut the points of dit-

ference are many and well marked. The area burned is not one tenth as

great; the loss in money is nuich less; and, greaiest of all. the number of

poor people deprived of their homes, is very few. We are glad to notice that

the staid and substantial old city seems likely to show real Western plnck and
energy in the work of rebuilding.

We doubt, however, if Boston will rebuild with the same celerity that

Chicago has. One year ago. when we declared in the ScriooriMASXER. our
belief that three years would see more property on the burned district of Chi-

cago, than the fire destroyed, many of our friends said that we were wild:

yet oidy thirteen months have passed, and Chicago is substantially rebuilt.

It is true, that many of the most imposing structures arc not entirely finished,

but they are rapidly approaching completion; and. along many of the best

business streets, one can see only here and there a trace of the fire. It is ev-

ident that all the old business streets will appear ((uite as handsome and sub-

stantial as before ; while, on many streets are the grandest commercial palaces

where before the fire, were only pine shanties, occupied by the verv lowest

and vilest people in the city. On the whole, the new Chicago will far sur-

pass the old in its beautiful and sulistantial appearance, and in the number
and convenience of its structures. It is stated, on good authority, that more
than seven-millions of dollars were given in charity to suffering Chicago ;

and it is e:isy to see that an equal sum would be tendered for the relief of

Bosto)i. if it were )ieeded. Surely, there is a bright side to human nature

which onlv misfoitune and suff'criiu:- can show in its clearest ]iu;ht.

The attendance at the iiistitntcs in lUiiKtis. we are toUl. is nuidi smaller
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this fall than usual; this is accounted for by the fact that our new school law

requires teachers to work twenty-two days for a month, but makes no provision

for them to attend institutes, as the old law did. There are several points in

the new law that ought to be changed; we think this is one; although we do

not "ive those teachers who neglect to attend the institutes for this reason,

credit for the highest wisdom. No feature of the law needs changing more,

however, than that which cripples the ethcienc}' of the county superintendents.

The members of the next legislature are now chosen. Have the teachers of

the State influence enough with the several members in their respective neigh-

borhoods, to induce them to vote for the right thing io this matter? "The

cods help those who help themselves." Let the teachers bestir themselves;

we believe they have influence, if they will only make it felt.

The Presidential Election resulted as was expected, except that G-rant's

maiority exceeds anticipation. It seems to us that one feature of this election

ought to encourage every patriot, whatever may have been his preference of

candidates. It is quite certain that very many, perhaps most, of the ablest

and most influential leaders of both the old parties declared for the defeated

candidate ; we think the result shows that the mass of the voters were ready

to show their own ' preferences, independent of their leaders. Is not this a

hopeful sign ?

The system of school reports, adopted by the Chicago Schoolmaster
in 1871. and since continued with good results, has been adopted by the

journals of Indiana and Iowa. Mich, has made an eftbrt, but so far has pub-

lished no reports. It is important that a uniform system for making these re-

ports be adopted; as it now is, they are not intelligible. Reports published

in this journal are made in accordance with the rules of the Illinois Society

of School Princip lis ; they appear on every blank upon which the original

figures are recorded by the superintendent who makes the report.

Attention is called to Prof. S. X. Fellows' ai-ticle on Denominational and

State Schools.

We take it by permission of Prof Fellows from an address delivered by
him to the teachers of his state (Iowa), but it is of equal interest to all. The
Schoolmaster does not propose to have the agitation all on one side. If

the sectarians and opponents of free schools succeed in demolishing the public

school, especially the public high school, at which they are now directing their

forces in Mich, and Illinois, thev must work for their success.

"We present with this number, the programme of the Illinois State

Teachers' Association. The meeting is to be at Springfield, on Dec. 25, 26

and 27. Ample hotel accommodations and convenient halls for the sessions,

were the reasons that caused Springfield to be selected. Everybody can

make arrangements to be at the meeting with the assurance that they will

be made comfortable while there Private board may be secured by address-

ing- A. M. Brooks, who has kindly consented to act as local committee.

Strangers arriving in Springfield, not wishing to proceed at once to a

hotel, can pass to the High School building, corner of Fourth and

Madison, where Mr. Brooks or his assistants will be in waiting.
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MBB€^W£QM^E^ IMWM'LMGM^CM.
REPOKF OF ATTENDANCE FOR OCTOBER, 1872.

law
;

1
,.

*-Jt. Louis .'52,658

Chicago, III 31,944i
Cincinnati, 23,(j<)6|

Indianapolis, Ind 0,355;
Evansville, Ind., 3,773
Dubuque, Iowa 2,8'»0[

Peoria III 2,355
Springfield, III „.- 2,187
Terre Haute, Ind 2.437'

Beoatur, 111 :
1,586';

Freer.ort, 111 ' 1,250
West and South > , .^J
Roekford, 111 , S

^'""^i

Alton, III 9f57'

Lincoln, III
I

905
Ottumwa, Iowa 783
Pekin, 111 742
Marsnalltown, Iowa.... ftjl

Princeton, 111 -578

Peru, Ind 1
.54<t

Shelbyville, III 540,

Dixon, III 47l|

Marengo, Iowa 426;

Winterset, Iowa 432|

East Mendota, III 391
Normal, 111 .361

Lexington, III 303,

DeKalb, 111 263
Maroa, 111 192j

Blue Island, III I 172
Yates City, 111

|
1801

Lyndon, 111 102
Danville. Ill 987|

Centralia, III 672
Macomb, 111 636
Polo, 111 514
Princeton, Ind • .508

Carrollton, III 37)
Roehelle, 111 340i
Kochester, Ind .324

RockTiile, Ind
i

294
Princeton H. Sch., Hi. 2.58

.Shertield, III 248
Vernon, Ind 174
Earlham. Iowa 87
Attica, Ind 29O1
Peru, Ind 1 597"
Seymour, Ind 427^
Noble-sville, Ind .370i

West Mendota, IlL .367

North Dixon, 111 195
Burlington, Iowa l,09l

*For the year.

^ o

2Wj

26
20
20
20
20

15
20
20

A =

20
19
20
20
•2>i

22
20
20
20
20
20
%i
21)

23
2.3

22
20
21

20

20
20

20
£0
20

22,010
27,610
21,9.35

5,847
3, .561

2,641
2,189
1,905
2,2e8
1,4.58

1,167

20 ; 1,0.50

o47
710
6.S2

655
577
552
482
485
428
:507

365
.338

.331

27.5

230
173

178
98

8-38

6o:j

597
476
459
343
318
277
265

219
144
79

317
503
370
315
325
170

972

793
631
«l!>

6.35

5.52

531
428
434
3!;8

V»
314
318
306
2.59

231
160
147
167
88

743
o«5
oCa
442
426
.314

-303

241
244

20,479
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Notwithstanding the additional accommodations, the schools are all over-crowded,

or rather, they are incapai)le of receiving the crowds that would gladly enjoy their

privileges, had they the opportunity to do so. Aside from private and parochial schools,

which, like a a chip in porridge, are of neither good nor harm—there are two systems

of schools in Chicago; one held in the public-school buildings, where law and decorum

prevail, and useful instruction is given ; the other occupying the streets, and too largely-

attended, where the Devil is the principal and all his imps, well-ciualified assistants.

What can be done for the ,;,''(' '-"'''' '^ t^i^t infest the streets ? The school building fund

is insufficient to provide houses to contain them; so that it has come to pass that public

schools are select schools, containing only the orderly and regular children of judicious

and well-to-do people, while nothing but the street remains for the wayward offspring of

vicious and improvident parents. The bad or unfortunate children are actually crowded

out of the schools by the cjuiet and punctual element. The god Moloch may have been

a myth in ancient time, but he is a reality in Chicago.

What can be done? We think it is a question of school accommodations and the

employment of one Iruant officer for each school district in the wards known to be dis-

orderly. The truant officer would need only to incjuire the cause of absence to earn his

pay; how much more useful would he be, if he could compel regular attendance. And,
as to school-houses, why can not our wealthy citizen^ subscribe money to supplement

the short-coming of the school-funds? It would be a better insurance of their lives and
property for the ten years after the present decade, than all the private watchmen they

could employ, or all the bolts and bats they could purcha-,e.

Would it be a strange performance to build school-houses by subscription ? We
have heard of subscriptions for more distant objects—for red flannel jackets for the

children of Tartary, for instance. Some of the churches might be turned into

school-houses to good advantage. Points of doctrine are abstractions. And is it not a

shame to leave so much unproductive capital locked in the dead hands of abstract con-

ceptions, while there are thousands of little, naked, dirty realities running wild ihrough

the streets—little fellows of whom one-tenth of the money sent to Borriboola Gha, or

spent for listening to "elegant Sunday essays on serious subjects," would, through a com-
mon-sc'iool education, make useful and respectable citizens?

At the principals' meeting, Oct. 12, the majority of principals reported favorably

upon the experiment of doing without the rod. At the meeting Nov. 2, Mr. Pickard

was in the act of giving an interesting account of his visit to Cincinnati, when he was
interrupted by a telegram announcing the death of his father in New England. Afflic-

tions have come upon Mr. Pickard of late, only to prove how strong the sympathy with

him which exists in the society of teachers in Chicago, of which he is the guiding and
animating center. He departed to the scene of mourning, the same day, on the after-

noon train.

Mr. Pickard brought with him from Cincinnati some very creditable specimens of

penmanship. There are special teachers of writing in that city. Chicago has fewer
teachers of special branches than any other city of its size in the Union. We do not

consider this fact a mark of backwardness. The true true theory is that each teacher
should be qualified to give proper instruction in all the brandies that are to be taught in

her room, and if necessary, let her qualify herself for her work by taking private lessons
of those who are professors of the several branches. In Chicago, many teachers are in

great need of learning to read. Our reading is unsatisfactory, and the reason therefor

is that so many teachers are unable to read M'ith force or expression. Some of our
teachers, too, show a little unwillingness to learn how to teach drawing and music ; but
this fioiirhonisin is fast disappearing.

A scarcity of good teachers compelled the board to hold a special examination of
experienced instructors this month. The number presenting themselves was not large.

Some passed creditable examinations ; but it is evident that there are not first-class

teachers in the Union sufficient to carry on the schools in the manner which improved
systems of instruction require that they should be carried on. The truth is that the
country is too prosperous to leave many good teachers in the schools. Business and the
professions offer greater inducements to young men than school commissioners are wont
to hold out; and those prosperous young men are in the habit of offering greater in-
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ducements to the sprightly, youn ^ women wlio are teachers, than school commissioners

are likely to hold out to them in their official capacity. It would take four Normal
schools like the one in Chicago, to supply the schools of Chicago alone with prime edu-

cators ; and we doubt whether less than a minimum of $i,ooo a year would coax enough
tip-top teachers from other cities to meet our present requirements. There are a great

many people in the world willing to teach ; but the ability to teach is another question.

The graduates of our City Normal School are snapped up in September like the proverb-

ial hot cakes, leaving us to look during the remainder of the year to the clerk of the

weather at Washington to blow us an occasional good teacher from some ([uarter of the

globe.

There is something radically wrong in the oral instruction given in our schools.

In order that children may pass good examinations in oral, teachers" have to train and
drill them in this as in other branches, making oral teaching and oral-learning a task,

instead of a pleasure. It seems as if the spirit of object-teaching were crushed out in

enforcing the letter. Formal oral lessons are anything but oral in the original meaning
of the term.

It is found profitable to teach little geography, and that orally, in classes below fourth

reader. One text-book in geography and that in the hands of children pretty well ad-

vanced, will pi-ove the wisest policy to pursue. Dropping the speller, too, below the

fifth grade, has proved highly satisfactory. Phonics is better taught than ever before,

because too much is not attempted. In all the branches teachers are beginning to dis-

cover that it is not always wisest to tr-jt to jump over the moon.
The payment of teachers takes pace in the future on the first Saturday after the

commencement of each school month, to give the board an opportunity to pass upon
the teachers' pay-roll. The pay-roll for October amounted to over $40,000.

Mr. Stone wants to send specimens of the drawing and penmanship of our public-

school children to the fair at Vienna. It is a pity we cannot send our method of teach-

ing German to Vienna also. We should like to tell those Europeans that anybody ed-

ucated under a monarchy cannot preserve order in the schools of a republic.

The schools were not closed on the day of the presidential election ! This accounts

for the large majority which Gi'ant received in Chicago, since the fierce Greeley school-

masters were prevented from being at the polls to intimidate Grant voters.

So Greeley 's gone up in a painted balloon,

To say how d'ye do, to the man in the moon.

Maine.—The new building for the Eastern Normal School at Castine is rapidly

approaching completion. It is 47 by 71 feet on the ground, with front projection 14 by

40 feet, and a rear projection 8 by 40 feet. The first story is 12 feet in height, with a

hall 9 feet wide running through the building, and an entrance at each end. On this

floor are four class-rooms, each 22 by 29 feet, two of which can be thrown into one by
opening sliding doors, thus affording a large hall for the public exercises of the school

and for lectures. The second story is i6j'i feet high, and contains the mam school-

room, 44 by 68 feet, lighted by twelve large double windows, and having three large

and well-lighted alcoves at the rear for the library and chemical and philosophical ap-

paratus. The the third story has space for three large recitation rooms, which will be
finished when needed. The basement contains the steam-heating apparatus and space

for chemical laboratory. The building will be occupied by the school next term, which
commences Dec. 4. The building is surmounted by a cupola of novel design, 40 feet

in height, the vane on which is 100 feet from the ground. There is a piazza on the side

facing the river, and a balcony above, and on High-street front there is a portico over

the entrance. Altogether, the building has a very fine appearance, and is a credit to the

school and town.— jour, of Ed.

Iowa —The Jones County Teachers' Institute held its session at Anamosa, October
2ist to 25th inclusive. Ill teachers were enrolled ; C. D. Mowry, of Anamosa, was
Secretary. Mrs. M. A McGonegal was conductor, assisted by C. D. Mowry, O. S.

Cook, Judson Jones, and others. From the report, we judge that the session was both

pleasant and profitable.
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Teachers' Institutes will he held in Cerro Gordo County, at Mason City, November

4lh; Hamilton County, at Webster City, November 4th; Dickinson County, at Spirit

Lake November 4th; Davis County, at Drakeville, November nth; Humboldt County,

at Springvale, November nth; Mahaska County, at Oskaloosa, November nth; Dallas

County, at Adel, November nth; Scott County, at Davenport, November nth; Floyd

County, at Charles City, November nth; Marshall County, at Marshalltown, Novem-

ber l8th; Iowa County, at Marengo, November i8th; Black Hawk County, at Water-

loo, November i8th; Webster County, at Fort Dodge, November iSth; Appanoose

County, at Centreville, November 25th; Dubuque County, at Dubuque, November 25th;

Page County, at Clarinda, November 25th; Warren County, at Indianola, December

2d; Wapello County, at Ottumwa, December 2d; Hardin County, at Ackley, Decem-

ber l6th; Pottawattamie County, at Council Blufls, December i6lh.

—

ScJ/oo/ Journal.

Massachusetts.—The Legislature in order to facilitate the further culture of its

artisans, has passed a law by which the State is authorized to establish Schools of Design

in everv village. The State is compelled to maintain at least one of such schools in

towns of ten-thousand inhabitants.

Michigan.—The State Association will meet during holiday week, in Ann Arloor

or Jackson, probably the latter. President Nichols writes that Profs. Estabrook, Strong,

Briggs, and others, will read papers, and he also expects essays from the Hon. C. I.

Walker, and Profs. Sill and Wellington, of Detroit. Other prominent teachers will

open discussions. Presidents Angell and Ab]jott_will occupy two evenings with addres-

ses. After the closing address, by the latter, a banquet and a social will be given to the

Association —by the citizens, as we under.-.tand. We hope to publish the programme in

full in our December number. The above outlines give promise of rare excellence

and permanent value ; and we trust that large numbers of teachers and superintendents

of the State will make arrangements to attend. Among other important business, it is

to be determined whether the society will accept the invitation of the Ohio Teachers'

Association, to meet with it at Put in Bay next summer.— Tcaclicr.

For the benefit of some of the friends of the SCHOOLMASTER who have urged us to

cease writing of denominational schools, we take the following from Mich. Teacher of

November. Our opponents mean work. Is it the thing to do to adopt the "passive

policy"?

'The readers of the Teacher axo. doubtless aware that the Hon. Chas. E. Stuart has

ordered the Board of Education of Kalamazoo to discontinue their high school. This

is not the first time that an attempt has been made in Michigan to strike from our pub-

lic-school system the high-school grade.—For several years past, this part of our gene-

ral system has received increasing attention, till now the Michigan high school has

become a model of the kind, and the pride of our most flourishing cities and villages.

The issue raised in Ivalamazoo is therefore a topic of profound interest to the State at

large; and, in common with all who are interested in the subject, we repeat with em-
phasis, 'Let us have the decision.' If our High Schools must be abandoned, the sooner

the fact is known the more easily our system of free education can be reconstructed.

The following is copied from the Torch Light (Kalamazoo) for October:

LET rS HAVE THE DFCISIOX.

'We have Ions been of the opinion that the establishing of a first-class academy or r>-.inia-

tiue college lu every considerable village or city throughout the country, under the name of a
high school, was a gross injustice to a large part of the population. We have believed ihat the
time was not distant when tax-payers would grow restive under the he;ivy liurdens imposed to

support in.siruction in Latin, Greek, and tlie higher mathematics, by which not one pupil in a
liundred is in the least benefited.'

Let it be understood, at the outset, that the Torch Light is the organ of Kalamazoo
College, devoted to its interests, and vigorously pressing its claims upon public attention."

CALirORNLi.— The Public Schools of California.—From the nineteenth annual

report of the San Fransisco schools, including the report of Superintendent Widber and
of Deputy .Superintendent Swell, we glean (he following items: There ar.- fifty-two thous-

and children under fifteen years of age,of whom thirty two thousand are between five and
fifteen years of age, and of whom twenty-five thousand attend school. The whole num-
ber of teachers employed is four-hundred and eighty, of whom sixteen are in high
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schools, one hundred and Iwenty-eiglit in grammar schools, two hundred and ninety-

five in primary schools, thirty- five in evening schools, and six teachers in music and
drawing. The average number belonging to the schools is three-hundred and twenty

in high schools ; four-thousand in Grammar classes ; fourteen-lhousand in primary

classes. Expenditures, six-hundred and sixty-eight thousand dollars. The annual cost

per pupil is thirty-one dollars and thirty-nine cenis ; for tuition only, twenty one dollars

and twenty six cents. At the beginning of the school year in August last, the board of

education in Boston raised the salaries of the principals of grammar schools from three-

thousand dollars to three-thousand two-hundred a year, and the salary of vice principals

from twenty-four hundred dollars to twenty-six hundred dollars a year. San Francisco

pays her principals only twenty-one hundred dollars, and vice principals only fifteen-

hundred dollars. Penurious Boston and liberal San Francisco 1 The salary of Walter
Smith, teacher of industrial drawing from the London art school, is six-thousand dollars

a year. The salary of the principal of each of the five high schools in Boston is four-

thousand five-hundred dollars ; of the high school assistants, :hree thousand five-hund-

red dollars. Boston pays the highest public-school salaries in the United States, and
has by far the best system of common schools of any city in the Union.

State iVorrna/ School.—The number ol pupils in this school is only eighty-five, 'the

smallest number in the school within the last six years. The building is now consider-

ably larger than the school.— Cat. Teacher.

Indiana.—Hon. M. B. Hopkins, the present incumbent, was chosen Superinten-

dent of Public Instruction at the election in October. He was nominated by the dem-
ocrats ; and was the only successful candidate of that party, except their nominee for

Governor. We have seen it stated that his success is due, at least in part, to the fact

that he took no active part in the campaign, as his opponent, did. We are glad if great

activity in partisan politics is not considered a desirable qualification fc>r this office in

Indiana; we think it would be better if the office could be removed from the general

partisan scramble. We incline to think, however, that his successful administration had
much to do with his re-election.

Prof Rush Emery, recently appointed to the Faculty of the Normal School at

Terre Haute, died shortly after entering upon the duties of his chair. The vacancy has

been filled by the appointment of Cyrus W. Hodgin. Mr. Hodgin is a graduate of the

Illinois Normal University; and his many friends will not only feel gratified at his ap-

pointment, but will confidently look for honorable and successful service in his new
position.

The State Teachers' Association meets at Logansport on the last day of the year.

An excellent programme is promised.

The Vigo County institute, which was in session five days, commencing Oct. yth,

was one of more than ordinary merit. Wm. H. Wiley, Superintendent of Tei re Haute
Schools, had the management of affairs, and much of the success was owing to his fine

executive ability. The corps of instructors and lecturers was of such merit as is rarely

found at one institute.

The Stale yourual is a prompt live teachers' monthly, and deserves the name of

every teacher in Indiana. We quote the following Irom Xatioiial Xoniial

:

The 'School yoi/rnaP invariably has something good for the Ind. State Normal. We
notice in the Educational Department the following spicy paragraph. Let it be distinctly

understood that we are ])aid nothing for exhibiting it here: 'We have already one of

the best Normal Schools in the entire country, and it is so pronounced by distinguished

educators from other States. If a teacher wishes simply to be 'whitewashed,' or made
to believe that he knows everything, when, in fact, he knows nothing as he ought to

know it, we advise him to go to another Normal School that we can mention ; but, if he
wishes to become thoroughly grounded in foundation principles—if he wishes to become
a thorough scholar and a scientific teacher, we earnestly recommend him to the Indiana

.State Normal School ' We happen to be connected with a Normal School wiiich claims to

do a good deil in a short time; but it has not reached that poiiit of self confidence which
will enable it to claim to make 'thorough scholars' and 'scientific teache/:i' in four years."

We Congratulate Mr. Bell in having brought to light one thing that that famed in-

stitution is nut enabled to do.
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Illinois. The Millcnrv CfV/;//!' Teachers' Institute held its session at Woodstock,

October I5lh to l8th inclusive. About 60 teachers were in attendance; most of the

work was done by Prof. E. C. Hewett, of Normal; who also gave three evening lec-

tures. 0. S. Westcott interested the institute very much by his talks on Entomology.

The evening meetings were well attended by the citizens. The Schoolmaster was

well remembered.

Du Quoin.—The Graded School commenced its Fall term Monday, Oct. 7th, with

nearly 400 pupils present. About 150 more will probably be enrolled before Spring.

Of the 730 persons in this city of suitable age to attend school, only 630 usually avail

themselves of the privilege. Of this number about 550 attend the public school, and 80

the Catholic Private School. The sciences have been introduced in every department

in the school, even to the Primary itself, and great efforts are being made to awaken an

interest in the new branches among the people. Lectures twice a week to the entire

school are "iven by the superintendent, and it is the intention, the coming winter, to in-

vite gentlemen, from abroad, whose known ability will entitle them to good audiences.

Shriui;field.—We never were more satisfied ol the truth of the saying that "the

noisy ones are seldom the best" than by a recent visit to Springfield high-school. Never

having heard it loudly praised, the pleasure was the greater The school was not in

session ; it was not necessary, to satisfy one of its excellence. When we saw the well ar-

ranfred building—that in M'hich the Association will hold its coming meeting—the com-

fortable furniture, the hall in the upper story large enough for an audience of eight-

hundred, and convenient for every appropriate use,—exhibitions, lectures or concerts,

—

well lighted and warmed, and more than all, the handy and full library of reference as

well as other works, side by side with (juite an extensive museum, we knew that some

one must have been at the helm, in conducting school affairs, that knew something of

school- economy. We are prepared to say that a fair estimate of Mr. A. M. Brooks'

work in Springfield cannot well be made without a visit to the high-school

Springfield Teachers' Institute.—The Institute held its regular monthly meeting on

the 9th inst. Forty two teachers were present. After the minutes were read by the

Sec, Prof. J. C. Chamberlain, the Supt., Mr. J. C. Bennett, brought np the question of

Geography and Reading, and opinions were given l^y several members on the best

methods of teaching these branches. It was decided that map drawing should be made
more prominent. The next exercise was a lesson in Penmanship, by Mr. C. F. Will-

cutt. The capital letters B, P, and R, were taken up and carefully discussed. Three
words containing these letters will be written during the coming month by all the pupils

in the ward schools who pursue this study. Mr. Willcutt advised that two weeks
should be given, if necessary, to the letter "B," the blackboard being constantly used in

instruction. Drawing was next discussed, and this branch is to be introduced imme-
diately. The great success of the teachers in Penmanship,gives full assurance that their

efforts in this direction will be entirely satisfactory. Rev. Perry Bennett closed the ex-

ercises by a lecture on the destiny of ]\Ian, as affected by the world of nature, by the

arguments of Philosophy, and finally, by Revelation. The Institute then adjourned to

meet on the second Saturday of December.

Galeshurg.—J. B. Roberts, the efficient superintendent of schools, has a^-eady

opened his evening schools. Mr. Roberts has been authority in this special part of the

work, for the past few years. Appended we present his concise statement to his

public:

The evening school is designed for the benefit of young men and women over

fourteen years of age, whose circumstances prevent their attendance upon the day
school. All under the age of fourteen should attend day school, and will not be re-

ceived in the evening school, except in extraordinary cases. All who become members
of the evening school, do so with the distinct understanding that no person will be
allowed to continue in attendance who does not, by prompt attendance and orderly be-

havior, manifest a desire to make the best possible use of the opportunities afforded.

School will be held on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings of each week, com-
mencing at "jX^ o'clock, and closing at <^\i; the doors of the building will be opened at
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7 o'clock. Members of the school will be expected to be in their seats at the opening
hour, if possible, without unreasonable effort. They will be expected, also, to be quiet

and mutually respectful in their behavior, at all times while within the school premises.

They are especially cautioned against meddling with the books and the properly of the

pupils who occupy the rooms during the day. They are also requested to carefully

clean their feet before entering the building, and to refrain from soiling the floor or

seats in any way. All eating of nuts or apples or anything else, will be strictly forbid-

den within the school building. Members of the school will be allowed to choose
their own studies so far as may be consistent with an efficient and economical employ-
ment of the teaching force. Pupils will be required to furnish their own books, slates,

&c., though uniformity of text-books will not be insisted upon. Members of the school

are particularly reojuested not to withdraw from the school, nor to remain absent any
considerable length of time, without giving previous notice of their intention to do so,

as a record of attendance is to be kept by each teacher. J. B. Roberts,
Sup't of Public Schools,

The IVciyiic County Teachers' Institute met at Fairfield, October 28th to Nov. 1st

inclusive. About 50 teachers were present. Prof. Hewett was with them two days and
lectured two evenings. We learn that Supt. Vernon has done much to elevate the

schools of his county.

McLean County.—On Thursday, the 14th inst., the fifth-ward school house narrowly
escaped destruction by fire, It originated near the furnace, some careless workman
having left some of the floor timbers exposed. Great credit is due the principal. Hav-
ing discovered the fire, she succeeded in dismissing the entire school, in an orderly and
quiet manner. But very few knew why the session was so summarily closed. The ar-

rangement of the building is such, that had a fright and consequent panic occurred,

serious accidents must have happened. The presence of mind displayed by the teacher

at such a time is worthy of the highest commendation. The damage to the building

was slight.

Ford County.—Institute met at Paxton, September 30th. President, W. L. Com-
row , Vice President, Miss C. V. Huston ; Secretary, T. B. Strauss. The members
visited the public school at Paxton, which they complimented, and listened to a lecture

from Dr. Gregory in addition to the regular work. The attendance was not large but

the meeting was earnest.

Stephenson County.—The County Teachers' Association held its session this year at

Freeport, from Oct. 22d to Oct. 25th inclusive. A constitution was adopted and an or-

ganization eftected at this meeting, with the following officers for the year : I. F.

Kleckner, President, ex officio; C. C. Snyder, Vice Pres.; J. H. Parr, Sec; Thomas
Smith, Ass't Sec; Miss Lizzie McKibben, Treas. One-hundred and thirty teachers

were present. The following resolutions were adopted by the Association :

Whereas, Believing that much has been, and ever will be accomplished by earnest, per-
severing effort, therefore

Resolved, That we recognize these annual gatherings of the teachers and friends of educa-
tion, of Stephenson County, as one of the best means of gaining needed information in the art

and science of teaching.

Besolved, That the Common-School Law, as developed in our State, will tend in a very great
degree to give a good, solid education to the masses of the rising generation.

Besolvcd, That we believe the office of County Superintendent to be one of great value, In

its tendency to elevate and maintain a high standard in our profession, and that the present
efficient incumbent is the right man in the right place.

i?eso?i-ed, That we tender to our Superintendent, I. F. Kleckner, Esq., our hearty thanks
for his efforts in securing the services of Dr. Sewall, Dr. Edwards, Profs. Metcalf and Snyder,
Miss Hawkin.?, Mrs. Kleckner, and others, as our instructors, who, by their efforts, have made
our Institute a perfect success.

Resolved, That the Board of Supervisors in appropriating $100 toward defraying the ex-
penses of this session of our Institute, deserve, and have the hearty thanks of this Abso-
eiation.
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Alatoii Couiilv.—The following is from the report of O. F. McKim, County Super-

intendent : Number of persons under 21, 13,716; number of school districts, 112;

number of free schools sustained during the year at an average of 7.2 months each,

120; number male teachers, IU5 ; number female teache-s, 96. After a financial state-

ment McKim says : "Computation on the above figures show that outside of Decatur

the male teachers have received an average of $2.28 per day, and female teachers $1.20

per day. During the year from Aug. 1st, 1 87 1, to July 31, 1872, there were examined,

ipales, 164. females, 123; total, 287.—Male applicants rejected, 46, females, 41; total

rejected, 87. Certificates were issued as follows :

First grade to geiille-nen, 17

" '• " ladie.s, 11

Total first grade, 28

Second gr.ade to gentlemen, K'l

" " " ladies, 71

Total second grade, 1"-

Whole number certificates issued, 200

Knox Countv.—Teachers' Institute convened in Galesburg, on the 22d of October

and continued in session four days. The following persons conducted exercises : Prof.

Hewett, of Normal ; Philosophy, Geography, Phonics, Reading, School Government,

and Theory and Practice of Teaching: Prof. Westcott, of Chicago; Zoolog}' and Arith-

metic: Prof. Hurd, of Knox College; Physiology: Pi-of. Thomson, of Abingdon, Gram-
mar: Prof. Jordon, of Lombard, Botany: Mr. Stickney, Orthography; and Supt.

Christianer, Music and Primary-School Programme. Discussion of the subjects pre-

sented was offered by Messrs. Roberts, Svvaflbrd, Welch, Bloomer and Lucy. There
were present 150 teachers, who were prompt in attendance and careful in attention. The
matter presented by the instructors was very exaellent, interesting and practical. Reso-

lutions of thanks to the citizens of Galesburg, the lecturers, and the superintendent,

Mr. Christianer, were adopted. The entire session was one of much profit. The ener-

gy and progress of the Knox County Institutes and schools, are due, in great measure,

to the efforts of the present county superintendent, and it is earnestly hoped that he may
continue in his present office for years to come.

The following circular is addressed to Principals of Public Schools in the State of

Illin^- :

The recent introauc:ior. of the natural sciences into our common-school course of

study has developed a general demand for specimens in Natural History, which I am
trying to supply. It is designed to furnish, in time, to every school in the State which
will use and properly care for it, a small collection so selected as to illustrate in the best

possible manner, the branches required to be taught. The time and resources at my
command are quite insufficient for this ; and, as it is a work undertaken solely for the

benefit of the public schools, I make this call upon their officers and members for aid.

The schools will encounter great difficulties in attempting to form good cabinets un-
aided, each for itself. Among others will be that of getting ppecimens correctly named,
and that of securing in a single circumscribed locality, a sufficiert variety to fully cover
the whole field of study. It will be an easy matter, however, for the teachers aud pupils

of the State to collect and send to this Museum, in one or two seasons, a sufficient num-
ber and variety of specimens to liberally supply all our schools ; and these I will under-
take to name, select, arrange and re-distribute in such a manner as to give to each school

participating in the work, the benefit of a judicious selection from the whole number
sent by all.

Good specimens in all branches of Natural History will be acceptable, and direc-

tions for preparing and shipping them will be sent upon application.

May I ask you to bring ihis proposal to the attention of the teachers and schools of

your county, and to give it publicity generally? Yours, very respectfully,

S. A. FoRiiES, Normal, 111.
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ILLINOIS NORMAL.

The Catalogue for the last school year is but just issued; the delay was due to some
unforeseen circumstances. The grand total of students in the University is 777; which
is 58 more than the year before. The increase has been chiefly in the Model Depart-
ment. Pres. Edwards's Centennial Address, given on the last Commencement Day, is

also published in a neat pamphlet; it is of great value to the friends of the Institution,

as it gives quite full statistics for the past tv.n years. The attendance in the schools has
been quite seriously interfered with the present term, by prevalent sickness; many have
been obliged to leave. The students who have been able to study have made good
progress. The new Curator, Mr. S. A. Forbes, is doing good work in the Museum. A
brief course of three weeks in each of the Natural Sciences required by the new law,

has been taken by about loo students, with good results. The heating and ventilating

apparatus is no better than it has been. The annual contest meeting of the two socie-

ties will occur on the evening of Dec. nth. The question for discussion is "Compul-
sory Attendance at Common Schools;" the disputants are Messrs. Templeton and Tait,

Roberts and Kimbrough. The editresses are Misses Ellen Edwards and E. V. Stewart, A,
H. Kellogg and Mary Hawley; Orators, Messrs. Lockwood and J.W. Smith. The village

of Normal can be seen, since the shade trees have cast their leaves ; there has not been
much change in the appearance of the town during the year, as but few houses have
been erected. The ruins of the hotel remain much as the fire left them ; there are,

however, two small hotels in the village. A new junction depot has been built, larger

than the one that was burnt. Messrs. Coleman & Squiers are rebuilding the Otis mill;

they are also erecting an elevator beside the switch of the 1. C. Railroad.

Old Major's Hall, the cradle of Illinois Normal, is no more It well withstood

the rash attempt of those old students who conspired against it in the days of the gun-

powder plot; but, on the night of the i8th of Nov., fire sent it the way of Chicago and
Boston. The .students of 1857 and 58 spent two and three years in the old hall. Here
Gastman and Gove, Norton and Noyes, Hull and Howell, with scores of others, made
their debut in Normal life. Those were brave old times. What changes ! Some lie

beneath southern soil, some are buried in the home churchyard. Two are now hunting

buffalo in the far West, while Illinois is dotted with school houses, presided over by

the students of old Major's Hall. Hovey and Moore opened here, then Hcwett and
Potter came on the stage. The writer remembers with what envy the girls gazed at the

little foot of the little man as he propounded his first question to his first class. This is

a fruitful subject; there were good writers in those days. Let some one of them who
reads these lines, take the opportunity to send the SCHOOLMASTER an old fashioned

composition, and it shall be published. There were poets in those days. O! for one

song from the '-Sage of Ogle."

A^o notices arc ever inserted in this department, for ivhich a price is paid. The BooK
Table of the Schoolmaster is entirely independent of outside influence. Books are

discussed upon what appears to the revieioer to be their intrinsic merits. The primary

object of our book notices is to give to our readers the benefit of the opinion of the SCHOOL-

MASTER. All books sent to tts are thankfully accepted ; we are desi^'ous of receiving all

tiew works. The revie^vs ?nay not always be Just, but they cei-tainly will come from the

pens offair dealing and ujipredjudiced authors, that write only for the benefit of others,

and never for pecuniary reward.

Book of Problems iii Arithmetic with Key. By Geo. A. WaltOxN and Francis Cogs-

well: Brewer & TiLESTON, Boston.

This is a small book of 144 pp., but it is truly multum in parvo. By an ingenious

arrangement, the book furnishes in its small compass more than twelve thousand exam-
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pies, ranging from operations in writing and adding simple numbers, with the usual in-

tervening rules, through Percentage. The book will be very useful for any teacher to

give exercises from, in connection with any other arithmetic; or the books may be put

into the hands of a class, if the teacher desires only to furnish his pupils with examples.

FeUer's New Practical Arithmetic, prepared by Selim H. Peakodv, A M. Scrikner,
Armstrong & Co., New York.

This book contains 347 pp. Retail price, one dollar. It is a pleasure to observe

that our arithmetics are gradually approaching a true presentation of the subject,— a

presentation that leads the pupil to correct principles, and teaches him how to apply

them so as to make his own rules, instead of blindly following a rule made by another.

Prof Peabody has taken a long step in the right direction, in the book before us. We
find very many things to commend

;
generally, the definitions are correct, principles are

well stated, the pupil is thrown much on Iris own resources, and he is constantly taught

•^^o analyze and reason before working. The reviews are well kept up, and are aided by
numerous judicious questions. There is a great number of miscellaneous examples;

and, at present, they are unaccompanied with answers. They ought to remain so. Pass-

ing to particulars, we like the placing of United States money with simple numbers;
we like the method of explaining subtraction, and the exeicises with arithmetical com-
plements. We are glad to see the principles of multiplication and division so well

stated; and the methods uf contraction are good and very useful. We commend the

.suggestions about adding fractions, on page 67. We are glad to see that the author

does not ignore Repeating Decimals. The important principle tliat every quantity must
be measured by a unit of its own kind, is given more prominence than we have seen

before. We like his explanations of Reduction, and his introduction of Ratio, by a

coiiiparisoJi of numbers, on page 142. We commend the omission of all illustration by
surfaces and blocks, in treating of the Roots. But we find some things that we do not

like, and a few that we severely condemn. The pupil is told to multiply by a ftgiire,

divide by a figure, &c. ' When shall we have done with such nonsense ? On page 5
we are told that "a digit in any place has a value ten-fold larger than that of the same
digit one place to the right;" this is not true. But the statement following, that a figure

is "decreased ten-fold" by removing it one place to the right, is still worse. We
are at a loss to put any rational meaning into it. The Principles of NumlDcrs, on
page 36, need proof. The author gives the old absuid ptocess of finding Least

Common Multiple ; and he treats of the reduction of fractions to lowest terms

with similar lopseness. We do not approve of the method of explaining multi-

plication and division of Fractions. The statement on page 200, that "Rate per cent, is

the sum paid for the use of one dollar for one year," is not true ; and, as Mr. Peabody
sticks to a principle once enunciated very closely, this bad statement vitiates much of

his wcrk in Percentage. We like the introduction of Mensuration, and the treat-

ment is very neat; but we imagine that the autlior has gone faither than most of our

pupils, in the best schools, can follow him. We have endeavored to point out very

plainly what we deem to be errors; but, nevertheless, we regard this as one of the very

best arithmetics that we have seen.

Tlie Illustrative Practical .lritli;/ietic, by a Natural method, with Dictation Exercises.

For Common Schools, High Schools, Normal Schools and Academies. P)y Geo. A.

Walton, A. M., and ELEcr.v N. L. Walton, authors of "Wiitten Arithmetic,"

"Intellectual Arithmetic." "Pictorial Primary Arithmetic," etc. Boston : Brewer
c\; Tileston.

Many text-books, as is doubtless well known, are merely compilations. Indeed,

it would not be difficult to name half a dozen popular Aritb.metics whose plan, arrange-

ment, and mode of presenting themes are so similar as to offer no excuse for the publi-

cation of any save the first, beyond the right of each author to enter the market after

another, and present equally good wares. In these echoiag issues, we take little interest.

The "Illustrative Practical Arithmetic." on the contrary, is unic|ue in plan, and original

and suggestive, beyond most, in its definitions, forms, and methods. One-fifth is a Frac-

tion; two fifths, a Fractional Number. Seven 6's, not 7 times 6, are forty-two. Perhaps

the fullness of illustrations, and the deftness with which they are handled consti(ute the
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most remarkable feature of the book. Not only is a Rule rarely or never given before

the pupil has been prepared for it by observing the analysis of an "illustrative example,"
but each definition, too, has its forerunner. We commend the omission of certain need-

less forms, and (for the mass of children) the absence of methods but little used among
business men. The treatment of the Metric System is admirable. We wish there

might be given to the presentation of tiiat article, or its equivalent, one-half the school-

hours now devoted to tables in Reduction, to Duodecimals, or even to Alligation. In

this book, many problems appear without answers, especially within the first half of the

work. The absence of nine-tenths of those remaining would heighten its value. The
evil of their presence is lessened, however, by the Dictation liscrcisi's contained in the

Key and Mannal. These exercises consist mainly of the examples given in the xVrith-

metic, so modified as to require quite different answers from those appended to the

problems. If the Waltons' many Rules—not more numerous than in other text-books

of Written Arithmetic—could be withdrawn, we are confident that the sterling analyses,

presented, which are the life and logic of tlie science, would reach minds that are now
blind to all but the beaten track. "For Normal and High Schools," where maturer
minds are to be instructed, we should be less timid than the Waltons in respect to offer-

ing two or more processes for a particular operation. The "Topical Reviews" will

be found helpful to both teacher and pupil. M.

GoUori's Geographies: SiiELDOX & Co., New York.

We noticed these books several months since; and our reason for speaking of them
again, is to notice a new feature in llie last edition of the Common Scliool. Nine
reference maps ot the United States, in sections; two large railroad maps; several

pages of exertises on railroad routes, and some statistical tables, have been added.

The reference maps, so far as we have examined them, ai"e accurate and quite full

;

they are a valuable addition. The railroad maps do not profess to give all the roads,

but show the great connecting routes very clearly. These maps, together with the

numerous exercises on them, constitute a highly commendable feature that we have not

before seen in any text-book,—although Vve have been in the habit of doing this work
with our classes in Geography for many years. We have observed a few mistakes, 1 ut

generally the maps are accurate ; and they are clear and handsome.

The Fouiili Reader, by Lewis B. Monroe, Professor of Vocal Culture and Elocution,

in the Mass. Institute of Technology. Cowperthwait & Co., Philadelphia, 1S72.
This is the third book of the series in making its appearance, the Fifth and Sixth

having been previously noticed in these pages. There is no letting dovi'n in excellence,

and should the remainder of the books equal those now in the hands of the public, the

series will have few, if any, superiors. We quote from the preface: "Whatever other

office a reading book should serve in a school room, we believe all are agreed that one
of its main purposes is to teach articulation and pronunciation—the utterance of lan-

guage." Again : "A guide is given for the formation of every vowel and consonant, by
iigures and diagrams illustrating the position of the organs of speech re(juired for each."
In this peculiarity the book is certainly unique. Whether they are of more interest to

the curious than of practical utility to the teacher remains to be tested Following the

diagrams are several pages of consonant combinations, well adapted to drill in articula-

tion. In the body of the book are one hundred and fourteen selections, every other one
of which is poeiry. These selections strike us as being unusually good, containing
much valuable information given in a most agreeable manner, and from their style being
largely conversational, eminently fitted to secure naturalness of expression. Attention
is called to the meaning of words and numerous exercises are given in which the pupil

is expected to substitute v.'ords of his own for those of the text. The mechanical work
is good, .the pages having a bright clear look, peculiarly pleasing. The series thus far

must be pronounced a fine success and we expect to see it receive a cordial reception at

the hands of the teaching fraternity the country over.

A Manual of American Literature, h-j ^ K. RovsE. Philadeipliia : Cowi'ERTllWAlT
ilsc Co. 1S72. 360 pp.
The plan of this work is new. We like it. It has been arranged by one who evi-

dently worked with a definite end in view. How does a modern text-book i^repared by
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a donafide teacher of boys and girls, differ from one written or compiled by a theorist

!

The book before us is designed lor schools of advanced grades. It would be a valuable

book in the intermediate and grammar school, for reference. Whenever pupils are able

to read in a book in which the authors of extracts are named, they should look up the

authors. This little book would help. But it is for the purpose for which it was writ-

ten it is most to be valued. Not only a history of the lives of our best American authors,

but well- selected extracts are given, sufficient in quantity to give the student an idea of the

peculiarities of style. Mr. Royse believes tliat the study of American Literature should

precede that of English Literature, hence this book. It is not likely that all will agree

with the estimates of authors as given. For instance : we should hardly care to have
our class learn the opinion expressed ©f the literary merit of H. B. Stowe, unless they

also remember ihat it was said by James Parton. As one looks through the book, he
is sorry tc find some favorite author omitted, and yet the wonder on the whole is, at the

amount that is there. As a volume for selections for reading or declamation, it answers

every purpose of a "Speaker," only it is better than the Speakers of the time. The
publishers' work, as might be supposed, is first-class.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Etymological Reader. EPES Sargent and Aisl-vsa May. Philadelphia'. E. H.
Butler & Company.

Addresses and Proceedings of the National Educational Association. 1871.

(If the time thai has been used in publishing these proceedings is a criterion for

judging, the volume must be ripe and good.

)

Latin Lessons. R. F. Leighton. Boston: Ginn Brothers. 1872.

Report of the Public Schools of Little Rock, Arkansas. 1872.

Report of Chicago Public Schools. 1872.

Training Lessons in the Elements of English Grammar. Alfred Holbrook. Cin-

cinnati : J. Holbrook & Co. 1872.

Latin Grammar. JOSEPH H. Allix and James B. Greenough. Boston : GiNN Bros.

1872.

Exercises in Greek Prose Co?nposition. Part I, Elisha Jones. Part II, James R-
Boise. Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co. 1872.

First Book on Analytical Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene. Calvin Cutter, A. M.,
M. D. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1872.

We have received the io6th number of the Musical World, published by S. Brain-
ard's Sons, Cleveland, Ohio. This publication is a large quarto filled with interesting

and profitable reading matter adapted to all persons who have anything to do with
music. Every number contains several pages of new and excellent music. Price, One
Dollar per year,—address, as above.

Elements of the Natural Science — As Section 56 of the new school law of

Illinois requires teachers to be qualified to teach the natural sciences, we' are glad that

the Publishers have not been behind preparing suitable books on these new subjects for

our common schools. One of the most successful attempts of this kind is the Elements
of Natural Philosophy, or "Hotze's First Lessons in Physics." This useful text book
has met with a vi'onderful success, three editions having been sold in less than four

months after its first appearance, without the aid of the usual agency work. This book
is designed to carry out such work as the new law requires, and it should be examined
by every teacher and school officer. Any teacher sending forty cents to prepay postage

will receive a coT^y gratis. Address, Plendricks, Chittenden & Co., St. Louis, Mo.



ART EDUCATION,
SCHOZ.ASTZC iLlTD ZSTDTTSTIIZAZ..

By WALTER SMITH,
Art Alaster, London; late Head Master of the Leeds Sehool of Art and Science and

Training School for Art Teachers ; now Professor of Art Education in the City of
Boston A'ormal School of Art, and State Director of Art Education, Mass.

One Volume, Large Octavo. Bevelled Boards and Gilt Centre. With many
Plain and Colored Illustrations. Price, in Cloth, $5 oo.

This important work contains cnapters on the first principles of Industrial Art ; upon De-
sign, Surface Decoration, Relief Ornament, Modelling, Casting, and Carving, Architectural
Enrichments, Symbolism in Art and Archiieeture; upon Art Education in the Common Schools,
Schools of Art aud Industrial Drawing ; a description and comparison of French, English, and
German methods of Industrial Art Study. It also includes chapters on designing, fitting, light-

ing, and furnishing with examples. Schools of Art and Industrial Drawing-Classes.
The book is illustrated with plans, sections, and elevations of Schools of Art and Art Insti-

tutions of America and England; original designs for schools ; sketches of fitting, modes of
lighting and seating class-rooms for Art Study, etc.; together with illustrations of choice speci-

mens of antique house-furniture, glassware, porcelain, and colored plates of tiled floors and
wood purquetry, a diagram of color, etc.

The volume has also several Appendixes, containing lists of examples for.Art Study, their

cost, and where they may be obtained, examples of examination-papers for variotis grades of
Art Study, Programmes of several European Schools of Art, Methods of Study, etc.

The foregoing incomplete statements of the contents of this hook, indicates its thorough
and comprehensive character, and its admirable fitness to deepen and direct the popular in-

terests already existing in Art and Art Study. The high reputation of the author as nn Art
Master, who has planned and furnished many Schools of Art, is a sufficient guaranty of the
scientific accur.acy and the practical usefulness of the work.

DR^i^iisra COPIES
—OF—

Standard Reproductions and Original Design,
—FOR—

PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DRAWING CLASSES, & SCHOOLS OF ART IN AMERICA
EDITED AND DESIGNED BY

WAITER SMITH, Art Master, State Director of Art Edacation, Mass.

This series of examples presents, for the purposes of study in classes and schools, an
art-educational series, equal to the best used in European Art Schools.

The examples comprised in it have been selected with reference to the needs of students
who require practice in many subjects, and consist of an arrangement from the outline copies

of British and other schools, together with new designs, in progressive order, and contain
above six hundred examples.

THE SUBJECTS ILLUSTRATED ARE:
1. Omnmental OtitUnes from Modern 5. Conventionnlized FoHaqe, from JVa-

Dvsign and the Antique. lure, and Geometric Arrange-
2. ToUaae and Flowers, i

ments

.

3. Greeh and Monian Vases and Pot-
ter;/ Forms.

4. Model Dratvings.

The series is elegantly printed on heavy plate paper, and published in four parts, each part

complete in itself and issued in stiff paper wrapper.
The outline reproductions are of such works as have been tested aud found valuable in

European schools, comprising among others, Dyco's School of Design Drawing-Book, Hulme's
Foliage, Albertolli's Outlines.Morghen's Human Figures, Delarue's Common Objects and Ani-
mal Forms, Wallis' Drawing-Book, and other standard works, while the Original Designs have
been carefelly prepared by the Editor, Mr. 'Wai.ter Smith, State Director of Art Education,
Massachusetts.

In Four Parts, price, $5.00 each.

JAMES R. OSGOOD 5L CO., Publishers,

Boston.

6. Animal Forms.
7. Tlie Human FHfjiire

.



phoghessive text-books i

PVJiLISHiaV SY

IvisoN, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.,

2T3 "West Randolph Street, Chicago.

The attention of educators and school officers is respectfully invited to the unrivaled

merits of

TBE mim wmmi sesie: !

Whose great popularity has been won by uninterrupted success in the school-room.

Prominent in this series are

T7ie Union Headers and Spellers, unequaled in mechanical excellence, grada-

tion, elevated tone, literary merit; remarkable for the absence of sectarian and political

bias] and unsurpassed as books for teaching to read.

Hobinson/s A-rithmetics and Higher Mathematics stand on their merits, and
are the most popular, and the most widely and generally used.

Kerl's Graimnars teach the use of language, instead of the rules of the science.

These books show how to teach English grammar with success.

Snencerian Copy Books are the American standard of penmanship. None are

better: no others are us good.

Prof. Gray^s JBotanies, forming a graded series of text-books in the science,

stand at the head of works of their class.

Swinfon's Condensed U. S. History has given a new impetus to the study

of American history, by "solving the problem of how to teach it successfully"—the only
history which has gained this praise, or, indeed, deserved it.

Eliot iS; Sforer's Manual of Chemistry, in one term, just issued, is a relia-

ble textbook of the elements of this science. It is, hence, as different as possible from a

desultory essay, with a mild tlavor of chemisty about it at intervals, and garnished with
approveci scientific anecdotes, embalnud in sleep-compelling sentences.

Bryant £ Stratton's Book Keeping is the criterion in its department. It

contains a clear, full and logical presentation of the science of accounts.

The Spencerian Pens have no peers. In the list can be found the pen for every

purpose and every person. And they are as durable as acceptable to the business man and
the accomplished penman. Fifteen numbers. Sample cards containing a specimen ot

each kind of pens sent on receipt of twenty-tive cents.

Weh/ite^^'s School Dictionaries need no commendation. They have no rival,

and were their use in schools more general, their influence would banish all text-books

whicli do not conform to their standard.

For full titles, prices and other particulars concerning tliese and our other publica-

tions, reference may be made to our new descriptive catalogue, and our Educational

Reporter, copies of which will be sent free to educators and school officers, upon appli-

cation.

The TERMS for the PTRST INTRODUCTION of these books, and for sample

copies for examination, with a view to their introduction, will be verij liberal, and such

as will compare favorably with the terms of any other publishing house.

All interested in the use of Standard Text-Books, are invited to correspond with

us, addressing

IVISOH, BLAKEMAH, TAYLOR L CO., or,

EDWARD COOK,
273 West Eandnlvh Street, CHICAGO.
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THE NA nONAL SERIES.

A. S. BARNES & Co., Publishers,
III &. 115 William St., New York. 113 & 115 State St., Chicago.

Teachers and School Officers, desiring new and improved text books for examina-

tion and introduction, will find the following popular publications, selected

from the National List, worthy of particular attention.

INDEPENDENT FIRST READER, 8o pp., i6mo., 25c.
" SECOND " 160 pp., 16 mo., 50c.
" THIRD " 240 pp., 16 mo., 75c.
'' FOURTH " 264 pp., 12 mo., ?!i 00.
" FIFTH <'

336 pp., 12 mo., $1-2$.

Copies for examination with view to adoption, if approved, one-half above prices.

MONTEITH'S COMPREHENSIVE GEOGRAPHY, ^1.60.
A Book by it.«elf, Complete. Indepeudent, "Comprehensive," yet Simple, Brief and Popular

It is a series in one volume, adequate to the entire Common School Course.
Sample Copy for examination, Half Price.

BARNES' BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, ^1.50.
Unquestionably the most desirable School History ever published. ^B'FuUi/ 2!S,00Q more

copies of this book have already been sold, than of any other recently published U. S. History.

STEELE'S FOURTEEN WEEKS COURSE IN THE SCIENCES, ^i. 50 each.

Comprising ' 14 weeks in Philosophy,' '14 weeks in Chemistry,' '14 weeks in Astronomy,
and '14 weeks in Geology,' (also, '14 week in Physiology,' now in press. Sample Copies Half
i rice, when desired for examination with view to adoption for Class use.

Especially adapted to the requirements of the New School Law, are the follo^ving :

PHYSIOLOGY.
Jarvis' Elements of Physiology ; 168 pages Price $0 75
Jarvis' Physiology and Laws of Health

; 427 pages " 165

BOTANY.
Wood's Object Lessons in Botany; 322 pages Price $1 50
Wood's American Botanist and Florist

; 444 pages, " 250

NATURAL HISTORY, OR ZOOLOGY.
Carll's Child's Book of Natural History; 418 pages Price ^o 50
Chambers' Elements of Zoology

; 535 pages '* 150

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Steele's 14 Weeks Course in Philosophy

; 340 pages Price $1 50

Peck's Ganot's Course in Natural Philosophy; 504 pages •' i 75

Sample copies of above will be promptly supplied upon receipt of half price.

Teachers preparing themselves for exumination will find Stone's Complete Examiner au
invaluable aid. iVet price, 11.25.

Every Teacher not already supplied, should order a copy of Page's Theory and Practice
of Teaching. It is probably the best book for a Teaclier's Library extant. Sent post-paid upon
receipt of SI SO.

ip®,Send for our new descriptive Catalogue and copy of the Educational Bulletin.

ADDRESS,

A. S. BARNES L CO., Publishers,

[ 3 ] CHICAG O, ILL.



United States Series of Readers

!

This Scries, prepared l)y Marcius Willson, is believed to be superior to any Series

of Readers now before the Public, in the following particulars, viz

:

ist.—In the Mechanical Execution, including the quality of the paper, the binding,

the type, and illustrations.

2d. In the Literary Character and high moral tone of the selections of matter

introduced as reading exercises.

•^d.—In the easy and beautiful grading of the series, and their general adaptation

to the demands of the school room.

4th. In the relative cheapness—the entire series of six books, at retail price, cost-

ing only four dollars and lifty-live cents.

\V. A. Bell, in the Indiana School Journal, says of the Readers :
" Considering

the grading, variety of style, the pictures, the characters of the selections, the easy con-

versational style, the selections and notes for the benefit of teachers, this is, in our

judgment, the best scries of readers published.

Tlie Daily I: dianapolis Sentinel, in an extended leading editorial, (Sept. i6th,) re-

fers to Harpers' Readers—after having enumerated their prominent merits—thus :

"With these advantages, we cordially commend this series of books to the school of-

ficers of this State, and believe that the interest of public instruction would l^e greatly

advanced by their general adoption throughout our Siate and whole country."

THE DECISION IN FAVOR OF

FRENCH'S ARITHMETICS!
For the purpose of selecting a series of Arithmetics best adapted to the wants of the

schools, a committee of experienced teachers was appointed by the Board of Education,

for the city of Indianapolis, to examine and compare the merits of the various text-books

upon this subject, now before the public. The following books were examined, viz:

Felter's Series of Arithmetics, Robinson's vSeries of Arithmetics, White's Series of

Arithmetics, Walton's Series of Arithmetics, and French's Series of Arithmetics.

After the most careful and thorough examination, the above named series were
compared with one another with reference to the following jjoiuts of excellence, viz:

I. The Number of Subjects Taught. 2. The Arrangement of Subjects. 3. Character

of Definitions. 4. Character of Problems. 5. Analysis and Explanations. 6. In-

ductions.

The result of the examination and comparison, as adjudged by the committee, was
unanimous in favor of French's Series of Arithmetics.

These Arithmetics have been subjected to a similar test at Rockford, 111., Pitts-

burgh, Penn., and at numerous other cities and towns, uniformly with like results.

A thorough examination by competent judges is solicited.

For terms, address

HARPER S, BROTHERS,
A. ETHRIDGE, 607 Wabash Av., Chicago. NEW YORK.

W. J. BUTTON, Indianapolis, Indiana.

J. M, OLCOTT, Gen'l Ag't, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Harper & Brothers' Educational Series.

NOW GENERALLY USED.

The following have just been published;

MANUAL OF READING. By H. L. D. Potter. 12mo, cloth, 420 pages, S1.40. This book forms
a complete manual in the art of reading, and is replete with the best modern selections.

HUXTER^S PLANE GEOMETRY, with an Appendix ou the Mensuration of Surfaces. 12mo,
cloth, 132 pages, Sl.OO. This work contains all that is necessary as a preparatory course
for college.

CURTIUS' GUIDE GRAMMAR FOK BEGINNERS,
HOLMES'S DRAWING-BOOKS. The Elementary Books, four in number, now ready. 40 cents

each.

HARPER'S SCHOOL HISTORY. OF THE UNITED STATES, from the Discovery of America to
the Year 1870. By David B. Scott, A. M. Numerous Maps and Engravings. l2mo, 425
pages, 81.50.

LOOMIS'S SERIES OF TEXT-BOOKS.
ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA Designed for the use of beginners. Twenty-third edition. 281

pages, liinio, sheep extra, $1.25.

A TREATISE ON ALGEBRA. Revised, and printed from new plates. 384 pages, 12mo, sheep,
81.50; 384 pages, 8vo, sheep, S2.00.

ELEMENTS Or GEOMETRY AND CONIC SECTIONS. Eighteep-th edition. 388 pages, 12mo,
sheep estra, §1.5*.

TRIGONOMETRY AND TABLES. Twenty-fiflh edition. 3G0 pages, 8vo, sheep extra, $200.
The Trigonometry and Tables bound separately—the Trigonometry, §1.50; Tables, $1.50.

ELE.MENTS OF ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. Nineteenth edition. 286 pages, 8eo, sheep extra,
S2 00. Loomis's Mathematics are used in more than two-thirds of all the colleges, and in
the best seminaries, academies and high schools in the United States.

ELE.MENrS OF ASTRONOMY. 245 pages, 12mo, sheep, $1.50.

TRE.A.TISE ON ASTRONOMY. With Illustrations. 8vo, sheep, $2.00.

METEOROLOGY AND ASTRONOMY. 12mo, sheep extra, $2.00.

HOOKER'S SERIES.

CHILD'S BOOK OF NATURE. Part I—Plants ; 90 cents. P.vrt II—Animals ; 90 centa. Past
III—Air, Water, Heat. Liglit; 90 cents. The Three Parts complete in one volume, small 4to,
cloth, S2 00. The Child's Book of Nature is now generally used in primary schools.

FIRST BOOK IX CHEMISTRY. Illustrations. Square 4to,"cloth, 90 cents.
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Illustrated by nearly three hundred engravings. 12mo, cloth, $1.50.
CHEMISTRY. Illu.strated bv mimerous engravings. 12mo, cloth. $150.
MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY. Numerous engravings. 12mo, cloth, $1..50.

N.\.TL'RAL HISTORY. Illustrated by nearly three hundred engravings. 12mo, cloth, $1.50.

DALTON'S PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE. With illustrations. 398 pages, 12mo, cloth or half
leather. Si 50.

HAVEN'S RHETORIC. 381 pages. 12nio, cloth, $1 50.

UPHAM'S MENTAL PHILOSOPHY. Volcmb I—The Intellect, with an Appendix ou Language
VoLC-Mt II—The Sensibilities and Will. 12mo, cloch. S1.75 per volume.

' AN ABRIDGMENT OF THE SAME, in one volume. 12mo. sheep, Sl.50.

SMITH'S SMALLER HISTORIES. Greece, Ro.me, and Esgland. Illustrated. ICmo, $1.00 each.

FOWLER'S ENGLISH GRAM.MAR FOR HIGH SCHOOLS. 12mo, sheep, $1.75.
.SMITHS PRINCIPIA LATINA. Part I, flexible cloth, 75 cents. Part II, $1.25.

.iXD OTHER SCHOOL .OD COLLEGE TEXT-BOOKS,

For which see full Descriptive Catalogue, which will he sent free on application.

Note.—Any of the above works sent at half price for examination with a view to introduction.

Address, HARPER & BROTHERS, Publishers,

Or, J. M. OLCOTT, Indianapolis, Ind. NEW YORK.
W. J BUTTON, Indianapolis, Indiana.

A. ETHRIDGE, 607 Wabash Av., Chicago.
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OFFICIAL RECOMMENDATION.

According to the 50th section of the new School Law, the State Superintendent

has recommended the following, of D. Appleton & Co.'s Publications :

Huxley & Youmans' Physiology, - - - - - - ^i 75
QUACKENBOS'S NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, (revised,) - - - - I 75

Nicholson's Zoology, (just published,) - - - - - i 75
Youmans' First Book of Botany, - - - - - i 00

From which a sufficient knowledge of the elementary principles of each of the four

designated sciences can be obtained.

Of the Botany, he gives the following special recommendation:

"As a sample of the true method of teaching the elements of science in primary

schools, Miss Youmans' book is deserving of the highest praise.

In this respect I have seen nothing equal to it. The same method pursued in all

the natural sciences, would soon give us a generation of accurate and intelligent young
observers of natural objects and phenomena, and change for the better the whole tone

and character of common school instruction."

Newton Bateman,
Suj>H Pub. Instruction.

STANDARD BOOKS.

Science Primer of Chemistry, - - - - - - 5 50
«< " Physics, ...... 50

Youmans' Chemistry, - - - - - - - i 75
Lockyer's Astronomy, - - - - - - - 175
Nicholson's Geology, (just published,) - - - - - _i 50

&c., &c.

Cornell's Primary Geography, - - - - - - ^ 90
" Intermediate do. - - - • - - i 50
" Physical, &c., do. - - - - - - i 60

Appletons's Primary Arithmetic, - - - - - $ 30
" Mental •• ------ 45
" Elementary " - - - - - - 50
" Practical " - - - - - - i 00

Quackenbos's Primary Grammar, - - - - - $ 50
" English " ...... 90
" Elementary History, .... - 75
" Illustrated "

- - - - - - i 75

THE POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, ^5 per annum.

.
APPLETON'S journal, ^4 per annum.

Orders for the above solicited. Address,

P. B. HULSE, Agent,
607 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAOO, ILL..
[6]



PUBLICATIONS
-OF

—

BRET^ER & TiEESTOlSr,
J^o. 17 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

T^altons' Arith.na.etics.
" The only system published that will give independent pupils in Arithmetic."

—

Prof. H. S. Jones, Supt. Schools, Erie, Pa.

" No other book on the subject can successfully compete with * Waltons,' if both
are submitted to a careful and unprejudiced examination by thinking men."

—

Prof. Ira a. Shurtleff, Normal School, Englewood, Cook co., 111.

" Waltons' complete series of Arithmetics cannot fail to give satisfaction to those

who desire books constructed in accordance with a correct method."

—

Prof. J. W. Dickinson, Principal State Normal School,

Westfield, Mass.

Campbeirs
Concise Scb.ool History of th.e ^17. S.

" Nothing better for the younger students of the subject has come to my knowl-
edge.

—

Edward Conant, Principal of Normal School, Randolph, Vermont.
" An admirable little manual of history. The 'History of the United States'

could scarcely be more skillfully compressed into the compass of a text book, or better

prepared for the needs of the school-room."

—

Chicago Evening Post.

" As complete a work as can be put within so small a compass."

—

Prof. J. B. Roberts, High School, Galesburg, 111.

"Worcester's Standard Dictionaries.
" I take what I think THE BEST authority

—

Worcester's Large Dictionary."—Hon. Chas. Sumner, in the United States Senate, February 21, 1S72.

" Worcester's Dictionary has constantly lain on m\f table for daily use, and Web-
ster's reposes on my shelves lor occasional consultation."

—

Oliver Wendell Holmes
" Worcester's Dictionary is the standard authority for public printing."

—

John Heart, Sup't Public Print., Washington, D. C.

Worcester's Quarto Dictionary is also endorsed by the late Hon. Horace Mann,
Hon. Wm. C. Rives, Hon. Edward Everett, Wm, Cullen Bryant, and all other

scholars who desire a Standard Dictionary.

Hillard's Reading Books ; Weber's Universal History ; Seavey's Goodrich's
United States History; Fischer's German Edition of Campbell's U. S. History; Hill's

Geometries; Worcester's New Illustrated Comprehensive and Primary Dictionaries.

New Pocket Dictionary.

Waltons' and Cogswell's Problems in Arithmetic.

For Catalogues or Circulars, please address

O. S. WESTCOTT,
408 WABASH AVENUE, OHIOAOO, ILL.
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mrilder's Slating !
BLACK AND GREEN,

Slated Paper, Slated Strawboard, Office, Family, & School Blackboards.

BEST^

IN

Quality

AND

!&S| CHEAPEST

IN

Price.

TRADi: MA.uk. l{i{/i.steredOct.31>«t..A.l>.1871.

Used exclusiTelj in the Public Schools of Chicago, the State Public Institutions of Illinois, and in tho principal

Schools and Universities in the United States.

TVe now make the best Liquid Slatixg for Blackboard purposes ever offered to the Ameri-
can public. The recent improvement made in its quality renders it superior to everything of
the kind known to the public, and it is rapidly becoming adopted wherever its merit is known.
It makes a surface harder than stone, and possesses over all imitations made or sold the advan-
tage of never Ijecomine glossy. It improves with use, never cracks or scales off, whether applied
to plastered wall, wood, iron, tin, paper or pasteboard ; and common chalk, crayon, or talc

pencil may be used on it.

We are at all times prepared to contract for the slating of new school walls, and for the
renovation of old, glossy and defaced walls, anywhere on the American Continent.

Price for making blackboard surface, black, green, or any color desired, 6 ct.*, per square
foot, and find all material. All work is done under our personal supervision, and warranted
in every respect. Time is always given to test our work before paying for it.

Tjiquid Slating.—To those wishing to make their own Boards, we will supply the Slating
at the following prices
Black Slating, Pints $1 2^

Quarts 2 2.5

Half-Gallons 4 2,5

Gallons 8 00

Chrome Green Slating, Pints $1 50" " •' Quarts 3 00" " " Half-Gallons 5 50" " " Gallons 10 00
Slating of any other color desired, same price as for Green.
One quart of Slating will cover about .50 square feet of surface with three coats, and 4 gal-

lons will slate about 1000 square feet. Every gallon is warranted to give satisfaction, if applied
according to full and plain printed directions, which accompany every can of Slating.

WUder's Slated Pnjyefmay be used equally well on. rough plastered walTs, or over
walls so poor and crumbling that it would not be economy to slate them. It may be ordered in
strips of any length, and from three to four feet wide. Price SI -00 per square yard.

Wilder's Rough-and-'Ready Slackboard for Schools, is of finest and heavy Straw-
board. It may be fastened to the roughest and most broken walls or nailed to the studding of
unfinished walls. It maybe ordered in strips 32 inches wide and of any length desired, up to
200 feet. Price per square yard. Black or Green SI 00.

tT. Davis Wilder's l*ortable Blackbonrds (see cut,) are made ot slated'paper, mounted
on rollers, furnished with rings and hooks, so that they may be hung up.

Price, any size, 15 cents per square foot.

Always in stock, at lowest prices Blackboard Rubbers, Manilla Paper, Alcohol, Emery and
Sand Paper, Caniel's-Hair Brushes of all sizes.

Always acceptable in payment Bonds issued by Boards of Education or School Dlrectora'
Orders. Descriptive Circulars, samples of slated surfaces, estimates, sent free on application.

Chicago, Sept. 1, 1871.—Wilder's Liquid Slating is in use in the school-rooms of our city. It
gives universal satisfaction, and is considered, by those who use the boards covered with it,

superior to any slating heretofore introduced. Mr. Wilder has done all our work. and his work
is thoroughly and neatly executed. .1. L. PICKARD, Sup't Pub. Schools.

III. State Normal University, Normal, III., Oct. 30, 1871.—Mr. J. Davis Wildergave the black-
JDOards of this institution a thorough renovation during the month of August, 1869. His work
is in every respect satisfactory. The boards have exactly the right degree of smoothness and
hardness. They also give promise of great durability. RICHARD EDWARDS,

Prest. Illinois State Normal University.
C<ill7Tro.y.—Beware of swindlers and worthless imitations. Every article manufactured

by me is labeled, and bears my Trade Mark. Address,
J. DAVIS WILDER,

273 West Jiandolph St., CHICAGO, ILL,
[8]



WILSON, HINKLE & OO.'S

Latest Publications

Brown's Physlologij and Hygiene. 50 Lessons, 28S pp., illustrated. ^1.50.

Prof. A. C. Shoktridgk. Sup t, Ixdianapolis, Ind.:
Dear Sit— 1 have examined Prof. Frown's Physiology, coinpaintively with four other most

popular works, and i« my opinion it is superior to any other as ii text^liook for pupils from
twelve to sixteen year.s of age. T can recommend it to your atti^ntiou, most heartily believing
that in its simpliciiy and brevity it will give all ihe requisite principles of the science of Physi-
ology for pupils of this grade.

\'erv respectfully yours,
W. B FLETCHER,

I'rof. oj Phi/siology in Indiana Medical College.

Venable's United States History. 280 pp., illustrated. $1.25.

"We are inclined to pronounce it, on the whole, the best of its class and size. . . - The
maps are far the best we remember seeing In any .•American book of this class, and tlie portraits
are large and most of tlieiu very good ones."' . . .—The Nation.

Thalheini er's 3Ianual of Ancient History. 8 vo. 37S pp. , illustrated. $2. 50

"The most serviceable work of its class within the reach of our schools. It has, indeed, no
rival worth mentioning."—The Nation,

"The best American book of its kind."'—N. Y. Independent-
"Whether viewed with reference to its substance or its form—the selection and arrangement

of its matter, the style of its composition, or the mechanical dress in which all is presented to

the public, it is a genuine book. It m^y be fearlessly accepted at its own valuation, .ind

more,"—Christian tJnion.

HenJcle's Test Spelling-JBook, Over 5000 difficult vi-ords. 144 pp. 40c.

Eclectic Primary Copy-Booh. To accompany the Eclectic Penmanship. I2c.

Williams's Parser's Manual. Companion to any f:nglish Grammar, ^i.oo.

Pinneo's Guide to Composition, New edition in cloth. 250 Lessons. 75c,

McGuffey's Juvenile Eclectic Speaker. New and improved edition, 75c.

The Examiner, or Teacher's Aid. New edition, just ready. 50c.

Supplies of ihe above {except the Examiner) for first introduction, aiul sample copies for examina.

lion, furnished at two-thirds the annexed retail prices. Fidl Descriptive Circulars sent to any address.

ECLECTIC PENS.
No 100, School Pen. $1.25 per gross, or".i5c. for two dozen in small box. No. 200, Coslmerctai. Pes

and No. 300, L.^dies' Pen, SI.25 per gross. Sample Card, three pens of each kind, 10 cents.

TEACHERS are invited to send for our new Illustrated Descriptivk Cata-

logue, and for specimen pages of the following: Eclectic Geographies, Venable's

U. S. History, Phillips's Singer, and Leigh's Phonetic Readers.

WILSON, HINKLE & CO.,

JV^o. 137 Walnut Street, >'«. US Bond Street,

CINCINNATI. NEW YORK.
[9]



(]0WPEE\THWAIT &" {jO^S EDUCATIONAL. gEE^IES.

Teachers and School Officers must examine these New Books, if

they wish to keep up with the times, and with the Improved methods of in-

struction which now prevail in the best Schools.

WARREN'S NEW GEOGRAPHIES. Retail Prices.

I. Warren's Primary Geography. S0.75
11.

•• Common School Geography, ...... i.ss
III. " Physical Geography, 1.8S

This Series lias recently been thoroughly and carefully Revised, giving population

and other statistics, according to the Census of 1870. It now presents a complete Geo-
graphical course, adapted to all grades of Schools, and is the most Compact and Eco-
nomical Series published. The superiority of these Books is fully demonstrated by the

fact that nearly all the more recent Geographies have adopted some of their important

features; and, also, by their long continued use, and their re-adoption as fast as revised

in nearly all the larger cities in the country.

HAGAR'S ARITHMETICS.
I. Hagar's Primary Lessons in Numbers, ..... $0.30

II. •' Elementary Arithmetic - 0.50
HI. '• Common School Arithmetic, ..... j.oo

This Series, prepared by Prof. D. B. Hagar, SI. A-, Principal of the Massachusetts State Normal
School, at Salem, contains many new and valuable features. Mental and Written Exercises are
combined in each Book; the Lessons are arranged in a natural and logical order; the Prob-
lems are numerous and varied; the Blethods are such as are used by business men ; the Lower
Books are profusely Illustrated, and the Mechanical execution is ot the very highest order.
No other series is so economical of the time of the Student, or so practical and thorough in its teaching.

GREENE'S IMPROVED GRAMMARS.
I. Greene's Introduction, ....... $0.56

II. " Eu^iish Grammar, ....... 1.05
III. <• Analysis, 0.80

The Author, Prof. S. S. Greene of Broun Urnversity, has recently Revised these Books, and
has condensed, simplified, and otherwise improved his system, which is no'.7 preferred by almost all

the leading Teachers of the Country. Thej^ form a connected Series; but each book is com-
plete in itself, and may be used independently of the others. Their best recommendation is the

fact that they are in general use as Text-Books throughout the United States.

MONROE'S SERIES OF SCHOOL READERS.
First Reader, - . In Press, $0.30
Second Reader, . '• 0.50
Third Header, • - " 0.T5

FoiirtSi Header . • In Press, $1.00
Fifth isearter, Just Published, 1.25
Sixth Reader, - " " 1.50

The Publishers have the pleasure of announcing that they have nearly completed a
series of School Readers, by Prof. Lewis B. Monroe, Superintendent of Physical and
Vocal Culture, in the Public Schools of Boston.

These Books are profusely Illustrated by the best artists, and in mechanical execution
are superior to any school books now published. The Series is so arranged that the
Pirst, Second, Third and Fifth Readers form an Abridged Course, peculiarly adapted
to the wants of ungraded schools in the smaller towns.

A NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, giving full descriptions of all

our publications, will be sent free upon application. Teachers and School
Officers are invited to correspond with us in regard to any of our Books.
Liberal Terms will be given for First Introduction, and in Exchange for old
books in use.

Oowpertliwait & Co., Educational Publishers^

G2S tC- 030 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

FRAJYCIS S. BELDEJY,
\
335 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
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611 MARKET STREKT, PHILADELPHIA.

THE NKW

•American Readers and Spellers!

A.RE COMPLETED.

JS^-THE CHEAPEST AND BEST SERIES EVER OFFERED! -©a

Readers cost about one-half as much as others—S!2. 50 for Ave books at retail. They are

admitted to be just what our schools need, aad what the best teachers have long been wish-

ing .to see.

SPELLERS ARE UPON THE TOPIC PLAN.

LYON'S ELOCUTION is a thorough treatise upon that subject.

^IJTCHELL'S GEOGRAPHIES are used in most of the best schools,

with entire satisfaction.

MITCHELL'S OUTLINE MAPS are by far cheaper and better than
any others.

GOODRICH'S {PETER PARLEY'S) HISTORIES treat his

tory in the manner that pleases, while it instructs children.

TENNET'S GEOZOGT, BINGSAM'S ENGLISH AND LATIN GRAM-
MARS AND LATIN READERS AND C^SAR, THE SCHOLAR'S COMI-AN-
LON, MITCHELL'S REFERENCE ATLAS, and a large list of Scliooi and College Text
Books, by .lame publishers, are kept at Cobb & Andrews 409 Wabasli Avenue, Chjcago.

Corres])ondence, with reference to books, for examination or introduction, should

be addressed to

£!. B. QUAY',
469 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

["]



GEO SHERWOOD. WILLAED WOODAUD.

GEO. SHERWOOD & CO.
Publishers of

Western SchoolBooks
96 South Desplaines St., Chicago, Illinois.

This Firm publishes some of the most popular School Books before the public.

They are noted for their systematic arrangement and are the result of the experience of

the best practical teachers in the countrj-.

Among their Publications which meet with mo?t favor, may be mentioned their

ANALYTICAL SERIES OP READERS,
By R. Edwards, LL. D., aiid J. Russell Webb. These books are prizedfor

1st. Word Method plan of the Primary Books.
2d, Peculiar adaptation of the primary selections to instruct and secure naturalness in reading.

3d. Sy.stem of Analysis ol the Thought and Sentiment, given in no other Series, and aiding

the teacher in leading the pupil to understand, which is one of the first things to be done to

secure excellence.
4th. Phonic Analysis in which is given just what ought to be done to secure correct enuncia-

tion and pronunciation.
5th. Excellence of Selections.

6th. Copious Notes in the higher books, which will greatly assist pupils who do not have ac-

cess to libraries.

BABBITTONIAN PENMANSHIP.
The best developed and the most comprehensive and philosophical system yet pub-

lished. The Copy Books and Chart of Penmanship need only to be seen to be ap-

preciated.

BABBITTONIAN P£NS.
The Extra Fine Pen is finely finished and designed for fine writing.

The Extra Fine Elastic Pen resembles Gillott's No. 303, but is not so stiff.

The Business Pen is made to resist the acids of ink, and is greatly admired for

oanking and mercantile use.

Special attention is given to the manufacture of these Pens, with the determination

to make them a Standard Article in the market.

SHERWOOD'S SPELLERS.
No School Book published in the country has had so large a sale as the Writing

Speller.

It systematizes Written Spelling. Its use cultivates in the pupil, habits of accuracy

and neatness.

The Speller and Definer and Speller and Pronouncer are especially valuable for

Drill E.xercises.

SCHOOL REGISTERS.
Sherwood's Universal Daily Register of Attendance, Scholarship and Deportment

has been some time before the public, and has received an almost universal endorse-
ment. The advantages of a thorough arrangement in School Records, cannot be over-

rated. No teacher who keeps a record of scholarship can well do without Sherwood's
Class Registers.

Mrs. Lizzie M. Walker's Daily Register of Attendance and Punctuality. This
work is the result of the experience of a practical teacher, who has kept constantly in
view accuracy^ brevity and saving of time.

Walker's Schedules are made to conform to the School Law, and are so arranged
as to be a great saving of time to the teacher.

Boltwood' s Grammar is just the book. Send for price list and terms for first in-

troduction.

Geo. Sherwood ^ Co.

95 South Desplaines St., Cliioago>
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FOFTTZiAZl FUBZiZCiiTZOITS
—OF—

iiEIBllB, AlHiCTRtli & it.

Liberal Terms for First Introduction.

GUYOT S GEOGRAPHIES.
Guyot's Elemetifa^'y Geography !

GuyoVs Interniefliate Geography !

Guyot's Coninion School G€ogra2>hy !

Theaeare he only vvorks of the Xind which treat Geography as a Science, presenting the
elements in their independent order.

The _E/e7nf7ita7i/ and /nferTOediafe present a most satisfactory and complete common-school
course. The infer??icdio/e contains a full and excellent sy.stem of map-drawing in connection
Tiri + K t)-t£^ t£»-vfwith the text.

FELTER'S NATURAL SERIES OF ARITHMETICS.

Felter's First Lessons, Illustrated! Felter's Primary Arithmetic, Illustrated !

Feller's Intermediate Arithmetic ! Felter's Grammar School Arithmetic !

These Arithmetics introduce mental and slate exercises simultaneously. They are better
graded than anj' other series. They give good satisfaction, because with them teachers ob-
tein good results.

FOR TEACHERS' USE.
Guyot's Introduction, or Hand Book ! Guyot's Com. School. Teacher's Ed'n !

Guyot's Manual of Instruction ! Felter's Manual of Arithmetic !

COOLEY'S PHYSICAL SCIENCE SERIES.
Cooley's Easy Experiments ! Cooley's Elementary Philosophy !

Cooley's Philosophy! Cooley's Chemistry!

TENNEY'S WORKS ON NATURAL HISTORY.
Tenney's Natural History of Animals !

Tenney's Manual of Zoology !

Tenney's Natural History Tablets !

^^"Descriptive Catalogues and Special Circulars, of interest to teachers, may alvrays be
had on application.

Address

O, S. COOK,
At HADLEY BROTHERS, Booksellers,

783 STATE ST., CHICAGO.
MADISON BABCOCK, 708 & 7IO Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo,,

Aeent for Southern III., Mo. and Arkansas.
[13 1
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HEATING AND VENTILATING COMPANY,
Normal, Illinois,

Proprietors and Manufacturers of

3E3C jftt ""OST- 3L- 3ES -Sr * fi»

1limlar Air War«©ri
AND

RUTTAN'S
Hall and Office Ventilating Stoves,

THE MOST POWERFUL HEATERS AND STOVES MADE.

PURE AIR FOR ALL.
CHEERFUL, HEALTHY HOUSES,

PLEASANT SCHOOL-ROOMS.
WELL VENTILATED CHURCHES,

And public HALLS.

Ruttan's Patent System of Warming and Ventilating Public and Private Buildings,

combines an Abundant Supply of Pure Air, with an Equable and Summer-
like temperatuie in Winter, and Economy in Fuel.

Applicable to all Buildings, Old or Ne^w.

The following are some of the School Boards that have adopted our system ;

Bloomington, Illinois,

Peoria,

Champaign,
Pan a,

Urbana,
Anna,
Decatur,

Little Rock, Arkansas,

Clinton, Illinois,

Tonica, "

Lostant, "

Granville, "

Forrest, "

Chatsworth "

Watseka, "

Carthage, Missouri,

Sparland, Illinois.

Lincoln,

Shelbyville,

Rockford,
Assumption,
Rock Island,

Moline,

For Drying Lumber, Grain, Malt, Hops, Tobacco, Fruit, Vegetables, Meal, etc., upon a New
System, and with great Economy in Time, Labor and Fuel. It is applicable to Brick Yards,
Laundries, CoUou and Woolen Drying Rooms, etc. B^Send for Circular.

"Impure air engenders more disease than all other causes combined."—itf. Racore, Paris, Fr.
"I aver my belief that defective ventilation, espe<-ially among the wealthy, is a more fruitful
cause of disease and death, particularly of women and children, than any "other.

McCann Dunn, M. D.

^'. A. PENNELL,



Do ITour Own Printing
WITH A

NOVELTY PRESS!
THE BEST EVER INVENTED FOR. THE PURPOSE.

Every Church, Society, College and School should possess a Press, and do their own Printing.

JVO INSTlTJJTIOIf OF LEARNINFt IS COMPLETE WITHOUT OXE.

The NOVELTY is Unexcelled ]>y any other Press made, in

SIMPLICITY, ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY
AVAILABILITY, CONVENIENCE,

COMPACTNESS, SPEED, DUEABILITY.

Mas taken First Prizes at all Fairs in ivhich it has been entered.

Byron W. MacLain, President

of ''Upper Jowa University," Fay-
ette, Iowa, writes:—"A sample of
the liind ot work we do on the
'Novelty' may not be uninterest-
ing. Enclosed prognimme was
the first job ever 'set up' by u.*^.

and the first printed on our
'Novelty ' The other sample is

a page of a pamphlet 1 am now
printing for my Chemistr\
classes."

Nathaniel Hills, Principal o/

High School, Lynn, Mass., writes:—"My Novelty Press has proved
a very useful addition to the
school furniture. With it, my
son prints all the blanks and exercises re-
quired by the school, besides doing a deal of
other printing."

Rev. O. F. A. Spillcr, Prin. Antioch Com.
School, Somerville, Fayette Co., Tenn., v/rites:—
"I am convinced I can do my own printing
and thereby enlarge my usefulness as a
teacher. I find that the first impressions are
excellent exercises in false orthography,
false syntax, and fa!se punctuation.

John Morton, Springfield, 3Iass., writes;—"In-
closed you will find copy of 'Oracle,' publish-
ed by the Society of students of Science, com-
posed of members of the High School in this

city. The contents are all original, the articles

being written by members of the Society.
It was iirinte(i by them on one of your
'Novelty' Presses—by young men who
have learned all they know about the art with-
in the past year, with the excepiion ot one
who has had a press about two years. This
shows what can be done on one of your
presses. 1 have a Novelty myself, and have;

done a great amount of printing with it. I

have taken specimens of work to some of the
regular printer.s here, and they say they could
not have done it better.

J. D, Parker, Prin. Buckeye
College, Sandusky , Ohio, writes:

—

"The Octavo Novelty Press, or-
dered of you, arrived in good
condition. I set it up and have
printed one thousand drafts, a
copy of which I enclose."

Rev. L. A. RudisiU, Shelbi/ville,

Tenn., writes :
— "I purchased

one of your Novelty Presses,
and, through my advice, procur-
ed for you the sale of another.
They have both given entire
satisfaction".

E C. Hall, St. Mark's School,
Southboro,Mass.,vivites:—"I have
had a Novelty Press nearly a

year, and I think it i-< the perfection of Print
ing Presses. With it, I am enabled to do the
finest work, as you will see by the enclosed
specimens."

Prof Ocorgc W. F. Price, Proprietor of the
I'uskcget Female College, T\iskegce, Ala., writes:—"I enclose some specimens of recent jobs
done on the 'Novelty' Press. I already handle
the press very well and am more pleased with
it the more I use it."

The following gentlemen have had Novelty
presses in use from one to three years, and
have either written letters of commendation
—too lengthy to publiBh here—or liave given
testimony of Us merits personally.

Prof. W. E. Esty, Amherst College, Amherst,
Mas«.

Prof. DeB. K. Ludwig, Rittenhouse Acade-
my, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rev. J. I. Webster, Rector ofTrinity Church,

Hudson, Mich.
Capt. C. A. Curtis, Norwich University,

Nortlifield. Vermont.
Rev. A. T. Scott, Wilmington, Del.
Prof. O. E. Whitteniore, Principal, East

Providence, R. I.

S. B. Woolworth, Sec'y N. Y. Slate Library,
Alliany, N. Y,

Send for Descriptive and Illustrated Pamphlet to

BENJ. O. WOODS, Manufacturer,
349-351 Federal and 152 Kneeland Sts., Boston,

or, to either of the following Agents:

W.Y. EDWARD3. 543 Broadway, N. Y.; KELLY, HOWELL* LUDWIG, 917 Market S'., Phila.,

Pa.; JNO. F. EDWARDS. 603 N. Fourth St., St. Louis; A.C. KELLOGG,53-55 S.Jelferson St,C;hicago
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oN TRIAL FOR ONE DOLLAR!

THE COLLEGE COURANT,
Recently placed under new editorial management, brings to the support of its columns

increased aid of material from both English and Foreign resources, considerably more

interesting and important to educated readers generally, than is contained in any other

single publication now accessible to the American public.

Among those who contribute, are

Pres't Chadhowne, of Williavts Col/rgt.

ExPres't Woolsey, of Yale.

Pres't f. A. P. Barnard, of Colitnthia.

President A. D. White, of Cornell Un.

Prof. Alex IVittchcll, Michigan Unive-^'

y

Prof Moses Coit Tyler, ''

Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, of Dartmouth.
Prof. John Bascont, of Williams.

Prof, fames D. Dana, of Yale.

Prof. A. E Dolbear, of Bethany.

Prof. y. B. Seicall, of Bo^udoin.

Prof y. P. Lacroix, of O. Wes. Un.

Pres't Porter, of i'ale. i Prof Oliver Marcy, of X. W. University.

And many others, including eminent college professors and the

best literary talent in the country.

It contains educational news from all parts of the world; full intelligence and crit-

icisms of new books, the best items of intelligence, and discussion from English and

Foreign journals. Editorials on a variety of topics interesting to educated persons, and

carefully prepared notes.

The following are recent notices of the Courant :

" The Collec.e Courant comes to us this week announcing a change of editor-

ship. It is evident that an earnest and scholarly editor has assumed the reins."— 77/1?

Independent.

"The Collec;e Courant promises to increase largely il.s imjjorlance and value

under the new editorship. Its chief care will be to mark the development of the
system of higher education, and to reflect as completely as may be the progressing

changes m the fields of letters, science and art. It addresses itself, therefore, to all

people of culture, and especially to the nation's educators, journalists, teachers, and the

college community."

—

The A'. Y. Evening Mail.

"It is far the best paper devoted to the subject of education generally, and to uni-

>ei'sity training in all its phases. The new measures proposed will tend to make it a
necessary aid to all personally interested in the work of academic training. We can
heartily commend it to our readers.''

—

Zions Herald, Boston.

" There is no doubf that the new editorial management will do all that fine schol-

arship, high purpose and indefatigable industry can do. We expect to see The Cour-
ant take its place among the few journals which no mau or woman of thorough educa-
tion can afford to neglect "

—

The Index, I'oledo, O.

The subscription price of The Courant is $4.00 a year, or it will be sent

for three months, on trial, for $1.00. Single Copies ten cents.

For sale by all newsdealers.

Remit by Post Office Money O.-der, Check or Draft, to

Publish-ers " College Courant,"
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

[.6J
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PLEASE READ

!

In every school penmanship is, or ought to be, one of the reguhir branches of study.

The annoyances caused by the use of poor ink, among the throng of 'girls and boys, are

countless. Among these, and by no means the least, is the rapid DESTRUCTION ok pens.

Daily more or less claim exemption from the exercise by pleading ''NO PEN."

The INKS used are generally of such a character that steel pens rapidly yield to

their corrosive power. In fact, all the pens now in school use become ab.solutely value-

less from a few hours' use, being destroyed by the INK.

It is especially designed for Schools.

It floivs freely. It does not corrode the pen, hut actually pre-

serves it. One pen ivill last an entire term.

It is heautiful in appearance. It is economical. It is not injured
by freezing. It has all the desirable elements of the

best inks in use for schools, uith tJie extra
advantages Dientioncd.

All the superintendents of the large city schools where this ink is used, unite in com-

mending it.

The testimony of hundreds of prominent teachers can be furnished. No teacher ever

gives it a fair trial and uses any other ink afterwards.

Ask your pupils to come to school with this ink. Ask your stores to keep it on
hand. AsK YOUR directors to' furnish your schools with it.

We have strong commendations of this ink from

Hon. Newton IJateman, State Sup'l Pub. Inst., 111.

Dr. Richard Edwards, Pres't 111. Normal University.

S. M. Etter, Sup't Schools, Bloomington.

Aaron Gove, Editor Schoolmaster.

J. R JNIerrii., I'rin. ISrown School, Chicago,

and EiVE hu.ndred othf.rs.

Tut up in five and ten gallon cans, at J>i.25 per gallon. No charge for cans.

I'^or sale by

MAXWELL, BATCHELDEE, &, CO.

,

Bloomington, 111.
[ '7 ]
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A, Ne'w Aritliznetic,
—OF

—

FELTER'S NATURAL SERIES

!

—BT

—

PROF. SELIM H. PEABODY,
Formerly of the Chicago High School, now of the State Agricultural College, Amherst,

Massachusetts.

This is an entirely new book, and is arranged in three parts.

I. A Comprehensive Elementary Review of the Fundamental Rules.

II. Commercial Arithmetic, which includes Fractions, Compound Num-
bers, and Percentage with its manifold applications to business.-

III. This part contains a quite full discussion of the principles of MEN-
SURATION and MECHANICS.

Great pains have been taken, not merely to deduce scientific principles, but to show their
application to affairs of daily occurrence in the work of the laborer, the farmer, the mechanic,
the builder—the practical man in actual life.

The style of the book is simple and lucid, and the principles and rules are expressed m
the clear Saxon words which men use every day when theii mean business.

As new features in this book, teachers will notice that the simplest principles of Decimals
are taught in connection with the Fundamental Rules, and Fractions are placed before Com-
pound is'umbers.

Those who know Prof. Peabodt, and are acquainted with his school-work, will appreciate
the statement, that this book 7nore than satisfies the expectations of his friends who have seen
It. It is t/ie book for the times.

This book, together with Felter's Primary and Intermediate, form a series that cannot be
excelled.

Those contemplating changes, will do well to order copies for examination.

Address, ^mM4m„,0,..m^
o. s. coos,

Care of Hadley Brothers, 130 State Street, CHICAGO.

SOMETHINQ ENTIRELY NEW.

LESSONS IN LANGUAGE!
An Introduction to the Study of English Grammar.

BY HIRAM HADLEY".
This little volume of 114 pp. is designed for children from nine to thirteen years of age,

and is intended as a substitute for the ordinary Primary English Grammar.
It proceeds on the plan of teaching the science of the English language through the use of

it, rather than the wse ot the language through the science of it.

It teaches the child proper forms of expression by cultivating his observation of correct
models.

It teaches him to write compositions by furnishing him with pleasant ideas for expression,
and to this end, it is handsomely illustrated with TWENiy-EWHT large pictures, which furnish the
text lor the pupil's composition, and render this usually irksome exercise so fascinating that
children actually clamor for the privilege of writing.

The use ot these also aids much in forming in the pupil a taste for pictures, and an appre-
ciation of the beautiful as found in them.

It teaches the use of Capitals and Punctuation, initiates the pupil into the detection of
errors in speech, trains him in the more practical parts of language, such as writing letters, ad-
vertisements, etc., and at the close of the volume introduces, by a new plan, the Parts of Speech.

A thorough knowledge of this small volum« will do more to establish a ready and correct
use of language than is generally gained from large and expensive books.

Price, 60 cents. Furnished for examination and introduction for 40 cents per copy.
O-TEACHERS, GIVE IT A TRIAL AND YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.

Address, HADLEY BROTHERS, Fublishers,
136 State Street, CHIOA«(>.



IMPORTANT TO ILLINOIS TEACHERS

!

Valuable Works in Natural Science,
FROM THE PRESS OK

SCRIBNER, ARMSTRONG &? CO, N. T.

I.

The Elements of Natural Philosophy,
BY PROF. LEROY C. COOLEY,

Of Albany State Normal School, N. Y.

One Volume, l2mo., Substantially Bound and Elegantly Illustrated, 192 pages.

Retail Price, $1.00; To Teachers, 60c.
We desire to call the attention of TUinois educators to the superior mc^rits of this little

work as a manual for those teachers who are preparing to meet the requirements of the new
school law. We believe it to be the most concise and attractive as well as the most recent
exposition of the elenientiry principles of the science, now before the public. Upon tho.-e
subjects, an acquaintance with which is named by Superintendent Bateman as essential, it is

especially lull, clear and exact.

Other worlcs by the same autlior:

Cooley's Easy Experiments in Physical Science, to Teachers, 45c.
Cooley's Natural Philosophy, (for more extended work,) " 90c.
Cooley's Chemistry, ,

" 75c.

II.
TENNEY'S

Natural History of Animals,
BY PROF. SANBORIf TENNEY,

Of AVilliams College, Mass.

Retail Price, S2.00 ; To Teachers, Sl.20.
Below are some of the reasons jiiven for recommending this book as specially adapted to

the present needs of the teachers of the State

:

1st.— It presents a general idea of the whole Animal Kingdom in a small vohime.
2d. —It contains a clear and concise statement of facts, and the subject is so simplified that

persons of little attainments can comprehend it.

3d.— It contains more than 50U beautiful illustrations, and great care has been taken to

make these true to nature.
4th.—Special attention is directed to American animals.
.5th.—An excellent classification is given at the close of the work.

For more extended investigation, teachers will find a delightful guide in the

MANUAL OF ZOOLOGY, by the same author, Price, $3.00; to Teachers, $2.

Both of the above works—the Elements of Natural Philosophy, and the Natural History of
-Animals—have been recommended to teachers, by a large majority of the County Superin-
tendents, as the best works for preparation in these branches under the new law. The general
opinion of those who have examined these two works is that they are "just the books for the
pre ent emergency." ADDRESS

O. S. COOK, Agent,
Care Hadley Brothers, \ ISH State Street,

Booksellers, f CHICAGO, ILL.
[ 19]



TO

ADVERTISE!
SEE THE

ADVBH.TIS£IIl'S CAZSTTS,
13Y M.\rL, 35 CENTS.

GS:©. P. BO WSJ. J. «5 ^©t^
41 Park Row,

READY IN SEPTEMBER I

An Important Educational Work.

E. H. bt^tLer & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA,

Will issue in September,

THE STTTMOZiOGZCAZ. KSADZK,
—r.r

—

Epes Sargent and Aniasa May,
480 PACES-16 ENGRAVINGS,

(12 OF WHICH ARE FULL-PAGED ONES,)
RJETAIL PMICE, $1.40,

Each reading lesson is followed by

^9
living the derivation of the prominent words in the lesson, from the Latin, Greek, French,
Anglo-Saxon und German, together with other words derived from the same roots.

The publishers take pleasure in callins attention to the above book, which will commend
Itself to educators.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE will be mailed free, on application.

[20]
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JUST OPENED,
Is one of the finest and largest in the country.

g^K Large Assortment of FRAMES, CHROMOS and MIRRORS on
hand—cheap.

402 North Main St., 2d Block Xortli of Post Office.

My former Galleries, south-west corner publio square, are still in opeiaiion, for Gems and
Photographs.

SEYMOUR AND WALKER'S RECORD

!

Showing Monthly average of each pupil for each of the school months,
in all studies pursued.

THIS B(30K IS DESIGNED

1. To show a permanent record of monthly examinations.

2. To enable the teacher, at any time, to make a report of the standing
of each pupil.

3. To save time and work.

4. To aid all persons interested to know, at a glance, the attendance,
deportment, and scholarship, of each pupil.

This book is intended for the use of each department ol a Graded
School, and will record the names of eighty pupils for one year.

Price of Record, ... so Cts.

ADDRESS,
p. R. WALKER, M. L. SEYMOUR,

Rochelle, III. Blue Island, III.

Monthly Repoi^ Ca^ds.

S1.50 PER HCUIN^DRED!

Send by Mail to

OHIO ^C3K3 SOX3:OOI.jI^.^JSa7£3fL.
[-1]



The Bulce of .drgyll, Matthew Arnold, Max
Mailer, Erehinaan-Chatrian, Miss Thackeray, C.

Kings lei/, Arthior Helps, George McDonald.
Charies licade, Karl Blind, Miss Moloch, Sir

Bobcrt LTjtton, Fritz Reuter, Prof. Huxley, Prime-
Minister Gladstone, Julia Kavanag/i, James
Anthony Froude, Frances Poiver Cohhe, Jean In-

geloiu, Alfred Tennyson, Robert Browning, are

some of the distinguished authors lately rejjre-

scnted in the pages of

A Weekly Magnzine, of sixty-four pages. The Living Ace givos more than

THREE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND
Double-columii octavo pages ol reading-matter yearly, terming lour largo volumes. It pre-
sents in an inexpensive form, considering its great amount of matter, with ireshness, owing to

its weekly issue, and with a sat isfactorji completeness attempted liy no other publication, the best
Kssays, IJeviews. Criticisms, Tales, Poetry, 8cieiititic, Biographical, Historical and Political

Information, from the entire body of Foreign Periodical Literature.

TRANSLATIONS.
hi addition to the productions of the leading British authors, and in pursuance of its plan

of including the best translations. Tub Living Age will publish serially, beginning about Jan. 1,

one of the finest productions, translated expressly for it, of that charming Platt-Deutsch novel-
ist and humorist, i<'/'t<« /Jewte^-, "the most popular German author of the last half-century."
His writings, says Bayard Taylor in the lY. ]'. Tribune, "are the wonder and delic/ht of Germany.'"
A charming Christmas story by the same author will be given about Christmas time. '

The importance of The LaviNG Age to every American reader as the only thorough as well as
fresn compilation of a generally inaccessible but indispensable current literature,

—

indispensable
becau.-e it embraces the productions of

THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS
in all departments of Literature, Science, Art, and Polities,—is sutficiently indicated by the fol-
lowing

Extracts from Notices:
"Ills, beyond ail question, the best compendium of the best current literature In no

other single publication can there be found so much of sterling literary excellence."—j.Y. ]'.

Erenirip Post.
"Wo know of no way in which one can so easily keep well informed in the best English

thought of our time as through this journal."

—

Christian Union, JV. Y.
'•For thinking people, the best of all the eclectic publications, and iAe c/icap&si It is a

monthly that comes every week.'"— The Advance, Chicago.
"It gives articles from the great foreign quarterlies whieii its rivals have not room for

It has no equal in any country."

—

Phila. Press.
"The ablest essays, the most entertiiniog stories, the finest poetry, of the English Ian

guage, are here gathered together."

—

PJinois State Journal.
"Were I, in view ofall tlie coinpelilors that are now in the field, to choose, I should cer-

tainly choose The Living Age."—jBei\ Henry Ward Beecher.
"it still merits the most unqualified praise we can bestow."

—

N. Y. Times.
"The best periodical in America."

—

Rev. Theo L. Cuyler.
"It gives to its readers more than three thousand dbuble-eolurnn octavo pages a year, of the

most valuable, instructive and entertaining reading of the day. 'History, biography, fiction,
poeiry, wit, science, politics, criticism, art,—what is not here?' It is the only compilation that
presents with a satisfactory completeness, as well as freshness, the best literature of the almost
innumerable and generally inaccessible European quarterlies, monthlies and weeklies,—

a

literature embracing the productions of the ablest and most cultured writers living It is,
therefore, indispensable to every one who desires a thorough compendium of all that is admira-
ble and noteworthy in the literary world."—-Boitori Post.

Published weekly at S8 a year, free ofpostage . The next volume begins Jan. 1. New sub-
scribers begiiming then will receive ReiiterV Christmas story without charge.

Address, LITTELL & GAY, Boston.
The best Home and Foreign Literature at Club Prices.

("Possessed of The Living Age, and one or other of our vivacious American monthlies, a
fubscriber will find himself ii! command of the whole situation."^Phila. Bulletin.

For ten dollars. The Living Age and either one of the American four-dollar monthly Magazines,
for Harpers Weekly or Bazaar, or Appleion's. Journal, ^eek\y,) wiU be sent for a year; or, tor
S8.30, The Living Age and Onr Young Folks. Address as above.

[22]



vJXJST ZPUBLISEEEID.

REVISED BY PROF. PLYMPTON.
A School Compendium of Natural and Experimental Philosophy, by Richard G.

Parker, A. M., thoroughly revised and enlarged by Geo. AV. Plympton, Professor of

Physical Science, Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. 12 mo., 456 pp. Price $1.75.
The favor with which this book has, from its first appearance, been received liy the

teachers of the country, has induced the publishers to offer to the schools of the United
States a revision and enlargement of the previous editions. This combines sucli altera-

tions of the work as the recent progress in Physical Science demanded, and the addi-

tion of an appendix of new matter, with a number of new Illustrations. Prof. Plymp-
ton's reputation is a guarantee of the excellence of the revision.

THIRD REVISED EDITION.

A brief and comprehensive view of the Government of the United States, and of
the State Governments. Designed for the use of Schools. By J. B. Shurtletif. Third
Kevised Edition, by David N. Camp. 12 mo. Price 75 cents.

From " The School,''' YpsiLANTi, Mich., January, 1S72.
The value of such instruction as this book gives, can be scarcely overestimated.

We have in a small, neat, well-arranged volume, all that is essential in order to under-
stand the nature and working of our republican institutions. And not only are the
relations, laws and regulations given as facts for the pupil to remember, but what is

generally important, the controlling reason for their establishment. In the discussion

of the various topics, apt comparison is often made with foreign States, and useful les-

sons drawn. In the hands of an intelligent teacher, two or three lessons per week for

a term will make the pupil familiar with its contents, and give him such an acquaint-
ance with the nature and theory of our government as but few of our voters possess.

SCOTT'S

A Manual of History of the United States ; a new edition, brought down to the

administration of President Grant, illustrated with maps; to which is annexed the Dec-
laration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States, with questions by
Prof. David B. Scott, College of the City of New York. 16 mo., 220 pp. Price 63 c.

This manual was prepared by Prof. Scott while principal of one of the leading

Grammar Schools in New York, and has met with great success It is the textbook of

the New York Board of Public Instruction, and is extensively introduced into other

parts of the country.

COPIES FOR EXAMINATION will be mailed, post-paid, to teachers upon one-

half the retail price, by the publishers. Liberal terms for introduction.

Collins ^ Brotiier, Publishers,
No. 370 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

L23]



CHICAGO SCHOOLMASTER.—1873.
In issuing this Prospectus for Volume VI, the Publishers desire to call attention to

a few important facts. The general scope and character of this magazine will remain

as heretofore. Nearly all the reading matter will be original ; selections, when used,

will be of the highest character ; and both original matter and selections will be chosen

with reference to the needs of those who are actually engaged in teaching. We intend

in eveiy number to present matter that shall be helpful in the actual work of the school-

room,—helpful in organizing, arranging, governing and instructing. Besides this, we

shall present articles that aim to awaken thought, broaden culture,|and enlarge the

reader's knowledge of science and literature. Our writers are among the most intelligent

and progressive of the teachers of our own, and of other States. The "Schoolmaster"

is owned and controlled by the publishers alone, and it will be the tool or the mouth-

piece of no clique nor sect—"it is not an organ." Our editorials will continue to be

independent, and incisive ; but, we trust, we shall always be fair and courteous.

We shall continue to give especial prominence to the educational affairs of the city

of Chicago and of the Illinois State Normal University ; otherwise, we desire to meet the

wants of other parts of the North-West, quite as much as of Illinois. One of our most

prominent objects is to help our readers to a just estimate of text-books and other litera-

ture. To this end, we shall continue to make notices and reviews of books and periodi-

cals of a prominent feature. These will, in all cases, be written by competent and dis-

interested persons, after a careful examination. We may make mistakes, but our readers

may depend upon it, that our notices are honestly written.

We hope to keep our advertising pages filled with information that shall be profit-

able, not only to us and our advertising patrons, but to all who are interested in books

and other appliances necessary to educators and the work of education. We point with

pride to our advertising pages in the past, and we promise that, in the future, they shall

not \)Q at the service of quacks or humbugs.

We are much encouraged by our past success ; and we shall enter upon the new

year with high hopes of doing still better things for our readers and for ourselves. The

magazine will continue at the remarkably low price of

OoYE DOLLAR A YEAR : AL WAYS L.Y AD VAJfCE.

Special inducements to those who procure subscribers, or who desire the "School-

master" in connection with other books or periodicals.

Address,

Aaron Gove,
^

Editors "SCHOOLMASTER,"
Edwin C. Hewett, 5 and Proprietors, •

XORMAL, ILLINOIS.
[24]



State Formal Jniyei^ity,

Xormal, McLean County, Illinois.

Estnhlislied in ISJtT, hy the State of Illinois, for' the Trainintf of TeaeJiers of Both

SeJTP.t for the Schools of the Stnte.

The course of study covers three years ; or, if the Latin and Greek Languages arc inolnded,

four years. But certiticntes are given for successful work of one and two years.

Students seeking admi.asion to the University, should make application to the School Su-

perintendent of the couhty in which they reside, and are required:

(1.) To be, if males, not less than 17, and if females, not less than li;, years of age
;

(2.) To produce a certificate of good moral character, signed hy some responsible person ;

(3) To sign a declaration of their intention to devote themselves to School Teaching in

the State
;

(4.) To pass a satisfactory e.xamination, before the proper officer (County Snliool Super-

intendent), in Reading, Spelling, Writing, .\rithmetic, Geography, and the Elements of English

Grammar.

HVEODEL SOHZOOL-
The Model School is divided into three grades—the High School, the Grammar Scnonl, and the

Intermediate and Primary School. Each of tlie.se grades is under the charge of an experienced

and accomplished Principal. For the lowest grade a system of object lessons has been prepared

with the greatest care. In the Grammar School the work is carefully adjusted to the mental

wants of the pupils. In the highest Grade are two courses—the Classical, which is thorough

and extended ; and the General, whicli is a preparation for busine.«s. Young men are thor-

oughly fitted for the Eastern colleges. We arc now represented in Harvard and Dartmouth by

several students of high rank.

Pro/. E. W. COY, the accomplished Principal of last year, continues at the head of the

High School. The Grammar School, under Mr. Hi W. BAKEH, is in a state of thorough

efficiency. The services of Miss Gertruhf. K. C.\sk have been secured for the Intermeaiate anci

Primary School, and her gentle and sympathetic but strict discipline, together with her accu-

rate scholarship are rapidly improving that grade.

The next Term begins on Tin'sdnif, Dec. 30th, 187'*.

Boys and girls from abroad may be confidently intrusted to the care of the Principals.

Monthly reports of deportment and scholarship are sent to parents.

Tuition in the Normal Department, /jTe.

In the High School, S:50 per annum.

In the Grammar School, $2.^ per annum.

In the Intermediate and Primary. S1_'..'iO per annum .

For further information, address

RICHARD EDWARDS, Pres't.
[25]



•WATCH MA.lTTJFiiCTURIITG.
Messrs. Giles Bros. A Co., Chicago, III.

1 take pleasure in saying that the watch I bouglit of you, being No. 21,767, "Fayette
Stratton, Rlarion, New Jersey," made by the United States Watch Co., has given perfect satis-

faction, its total variation Irom mean time since regulated being scarcely perceptible.
SAM'L MERRILL, Gov. of Iowa.

No, 16o0, United States Watch Company, Marion, New Jersey.
Tho.se Watch movements, the result of American capital, skill, and perseverance as speci-

mens of this branch of science and manufacture, rival those of European make. The watches
exhibited by this Company are of all grades, from that of the most exact time-keeper, to the
cheaper kind for the million. All are excellent of the kind, and are too well known and ap-

preciated bv the people to need further comment. First Premium is awarded to the United
States Watch Company. B. S. WAYNE, }

.JAMES POWELL, 5 Judges,
WILLIAM M. DAVIS, S

Messrs. Giles Bro. & Co.
OenUemcn :—\ take pleasure in saying that the three Stem Winding Gold Watches purchased

of you for my daughters and their friend, have proved close time-keepers and give entire sati.s

faction. J. L. PICKARD,
Supt. Pub. Instruction, Chicago.

WHOLESALE ROOMS OF THE

United States Vv^ateh Company,
GILES BRO. & CO.,

384 Wahasli Avetuie, CHICAGO.
[26]
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